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Errata 
Section 3.2.4, pp. 111-117 
Dekydtspotter, Sprouse, Swanson & Thyre (1999) is a pilot study for Dekydtspotter, 
Sprouse & Swanson (200 1), therefore the two papers do not report on a single dataset, 
contrary to the claim in this section. However, the two papers do both investigate the 
phenomenon described in this section, and the results for DS&S (200 1) are very similar 
to those for DSS&T (1999). 
Footnote 149, p. 186 
Every instance of enu N-to should be enu N-(Ona. The corrected footnote is as follows: 
Korean also has the universal QP enu N-(i)na 'every N', which is morphologically, syntactically and 
semantically similar to Japanese dono N-mo. Enu N-(i)na was not included in the Korean version of the 
experimentation due to insufficient knowledge of this QP at the time of having the opportunity to work 
with native Korean test participants. To gain at least pre-experimental data on enu N-(i)na, Korean 
versions of Types la-b and 3a-b were created (with enu N-(i)na as the object QP) and presented to two 
native Korean linguists. They reported that object-wide scope was unacceptable, as expected following 
the theoretical literature. (Beck & Kim (1997: 374) discuss one example with enu N-(i)na 'every N' as 
object QP; other sources, such as Kim 1989, discuss only nwukwuna 'everyone'.) 
Abstract 
This thesis investigates native language (L 1) influence and innate linguistic 
knowledge (i.e., Universal Grammar) in non-native language (L2) acquisition by 
means of a comparative interlanguage study of quantifier scope interpretation in L2 
Japanese, by adult native speakers of English, Chinese. and Korean. The phenomena 
investigated are: 
1. the availability of object-wide scope in sentences with an existentially-
quantified subject and universally-quantified object (e.g., ,)'omeone read every 
hook.); 
11. the availability of a pair-list reading in questions with evel),one as the subject 
and what as the object (e.g., What did everyone huy?). 
Picture-sentence match tasks are developed to investigate these two phenomena in 
native Japanese, English, Chinese, and Korean, as well as in English/Japanese 
Chinese/Japanese and Korean/Japanese interlanguage. The native experimental data 
confirm that, with respect to (i), the object-wide scope interpretation ("for each book, 
someone read if) is readily available in English but not in Japanese. Chinese, or 
Korean; and with respect to (ii), a pair-list answer (e.g., .\'lIm hOIlJ,!hl apples, Jane 
bought pears, Sue hought ... ) is readily available in English. Chinese and Korean, but 
not in Japanese. 
These cross-linguistic differences are exploited in the investigation of two 
main predictions based on Schwartz & Sprouse's (1994. 1996) Full Transfer/Full 
Access model of L2 acquisition: (1) the L2 learner groups will show divergent 
development with respect to Japanese scope interpretation due to the distinct scope 
interpretation possibilities in their respective LIs; (2) advanced L2 learners of 
Japanese will demonstrate native-like knowledge of quantification phenomena even 
under severe poverty of the stimulus, due to L2 acquisition being constrained by UG. 
The results support both predictions. On the basis of these findings. it is concluded 
that both the L 1 and UG are privileged sources ofknowJedge in the L2 acquisition of 
phenomena at the syntax-semantics interpretive interface. 
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1. Introduction 
Two key questions animating research into adult non-native language (L2) 
acquisition during the past twenty years are as follows: I 
1. Is (adult) L2 acquisition constrained by the same innate linguistic mechanisms 
(i.e., Universal Grammar, UG) as first language (L 1 ) acquisition? 
2. What is the role ofLI knowledge in (adult) L2 acquisition? 
The goal of this dissertation is to present quantitative, empirical data that bear on 
these questions, by investigating an area that has, as yet. received little attention in 
L2 acquisition research: namely, L2 knowledge of phenomena at the syntax-
semantics interface. Specifically, the study investigates quantitier scope 
interpretation in L2 Japanese by learners whose LIs are English, Korean, or Chinese. 
Schwartz & Sprouse (2000) point out that the conclusions of existing research 
addressing the questions in (1) and (2) are often jeopardised by changes in the 
linguistic theory within which investigations are set. Since the precise architecture of 
UG is not yet known, L2 acquisition research that is intimately tied to the 
technicalities of a particular linguistic hypothesis risks becoming invalid when that 
hypothesis is revised. Schwartz & Sprouse (2000) advocate the following 
methodological framework as a means of addressing (1) and (2) while bypassing the 
problem of changing linguistic theory: (i) investigation of clear L2 poverty-of-the-
stimulus problems, in order to identify the role ofUG in L2 acquisition~ and (ii) 
comparison of the developmental paths of learners whose LIs are typologically 
distinct with respect to a specific target language phenomenon, in order to identify 
the role of L 1 transfer. This framework is adopted for the present study. 
The advantages of the framework, as detailed by Schwartz & Sprouse (2000), 
are as follows. First. investigation of L2 poverty-of-the-stimulus phenomena is the 
only sure-tire way to discover whether L2 acquisition is constrained by UG. L2 
poverty of the stimulus is defined as underdetermination of a target language 
phenomenon by the target language input, by L 1 knowledge. and (where L2 learners 
I The term 'L2 acquisition' is used throughout this dissertation to cmer all non-native language 
acquisition. whether or not the' L2' is strictly a 'second' language or a third (or fourth, fifth, etc.). 
Henceforth, 'L2 acquisition' refers to L2 acquisition by adult learners. ·Adult·, in this context, refers 
to post-puberty. 
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["L2ers'] are instructed) by classroom teaching. The utility of such phenomena in L2 
acquisition research was identified in the 1980s by Lydia White (e.g., White 1989a, 
1989b). As White ( 1989b: 46) states, "[i]f learners attain knowledge which could not 
have come via their mother tongue, and which could not have been induced from the 
input alone, arguments for a role for va in L2 acquisition are strengthened'. Thus, 
evidence of L2 knowledge that goes beyond the input and L I-derived knowledge 
(and any relevant meta-linguistic knowledge via instruction) implies that L2 
acquisition is constrained by ua, since, logically there is no other source for such 
knowledge. Such evidence could not be undermined by a change in linguistic theory, 
because a poverty-of-the-stimulus problem is a poverty-of-the-stimulus problem 
whatever the linguistic theory that accounts for the relevant phenomena. 
Regarding the second part of the framework, Schwartz & Sprouse (2000: 
181) spell out the logic of comparative interlanguage research as follows: 2 
3. In the acquisition of some phenomenon P in a given Target Language, compare 
the developmental paths of L2ers whose L 1 s are, with respect to p, 
typologically distinct. If one finds divergence in developmental paths [ ... ], one 
has evidence for transfer in that domain-because there is nothing in the 
L2ers' input [ ... ] which could account for such divergence. If, on the other 
hand, one tinds a uniform developmental path with respect to P, one has 
evidence against transfer. 
As with investigation intoL2 poverty-of-the-stimulus problems, the results of such a 
study are independent of the linguistic theory accounting for the cross-linguistic 
differences. 
The general research questions given in (1) and (2) are restated in (4) and (5) 
in terms of Schwartz & Sprouse's (2000) methodological framework. 
4. When a target language phenomenon P represents an L2 poverty-of-the-
stimulus problem, are L2ers able to overcome the problem and acquire P? 
5. Do L2ers sho~ divergence with respect to P when their LIs are typologically 
distinct with respect to P? 
2 The telm 'interlanguage' refers to the entirety of the L2 leamer's intt:rnalized knowledge of the 
target language. This knowledge can be thought ofas a continuum between the initial-state L2 
knowledge and the final state. At any point along the continuum the knowledge is assumed to be 
systematic and rule-governed. (See Larsen-Freeman & Long 1991: 60: White 1989: ~5 -~6.) 
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If L2 data provide an affirmative answer to (4), this implicates UG in the L2 
acquisition process. If they provide an affirmative answer to (5). this implicates L 1 
knowledge as a determinant of L2 development. 
The questions in (4) and (5) are the research questions motivating the present 
study. To address (4), two L2 poverty-of-the-stimulus phenomena are identified in 
the L2 acquisition of Japanese quantifier scope interpretation. Briefly. these are (i) 
native English speakers' acquisition of the unambiguity of Japanese doubly-
quantified sentences ("QP-QP sentences,)3 such as (6a): specitically. that these allow 
only a subject-wide scope interpretation (6b) and not an object-wide scope 
interpretation (6c) (Hoji 1985; Kuroda 1970); and (ii) native English and Chinese 
speakers' acquisition of the unambiguity of scrambled Japanese [wh-object...QP-
subject...] questions, such as (7a): specifically, that they allow only an 'individual 
answer' (7b), and not a "pair-list answer' (7c) (Hoji 1985 ).~ 
6. a. Dareka-ga dono hon-mo 
someone-NOM every book 
"Someone read every book.' 
Interpretation (?f (6a): 
yonda. 
read 
b. There is some person x such that x read every book. (Subject-wide scope) 
c. *For every booky, there is some person who ready. (Object-wide scope) 
7. a. Nani-o daremo-ga katta no. 
what-AcT everyone-NOM bought Q 
"What did everyone buy?' 
Example answers to (7 a): 
b. "A book.' (Individual answer) 
c. *"Bill bought a book, Sally bought a pen, Jane bought a bag, .... (Pair-list 
answer) 
Acquisition of the lack of object-wide scope interpretation of (6a) represents a 
poverty-of-the-stimulus problem for learners whose L 1 is English because the 
absence of this reading is underdetermined by the following: 
8. a. the L 1: equivalent English sentences allow an object-wide scope 
interpretation; 
3 The abbreviation 'QP' ("Quantified Phrase') is used to refer to quantitied NPs (e.g .. ere/~\"()ne. every 
woman) and PPs (e.g .. in every shop). 
4 These quantifier scope interpretation phenomena. along with the L2 acquisition problems the~ entail, 
are described in more detail in Chapter 2. 
1 1 
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b. the target language input: failure to encounter sentences like (6a) in an 
object-wide scope context does not constitute evidence that Japanese QP_ 
QP sentences are never used in such a context and 
c. classroom teaching: commonly used Japanese language textbooks do not 
cover the facts of (6).5 
Similarly, acquisition of the lack of pair-list answers in scrambled Japanese [wh-
object...QP-subject...] questions such as (7a) is underdetermined for L 1 English- and 
L 1 Chinese-speaking learners of Japanese by the following: 
9. a. the LIs: English and Chinese allow pair-list interpretations (see, e.g., Aoun 
& Li 1993); 
b. the target language input: lack of pair-list answers in the input cannot 
motivate induction of the fact that Japanese grammar does not allow pair-
list interpretations; and 
c. classroom instruction.6 
An important body of research into the L2 acquisition of subtle syntax-
semantics interface phenomena under poverty of the stimulus has already been 
conducted in English/French interlanguage by Laurent Dekydtspotter and colleagues 
(e.g. Dekydtspotter, Sprouse & Swanson 2001; Dekydtspotter, Sprouse, Swanson & 
Thyre 1999; Dekydtspotter, Sprouse & Thyre 1998; see Chapter 3). Findings from 
these studies indicate that native-like knowledge can arise, despite profound poverty 
of the stimulus. The present research expands Dekydtspotter el al.·s database on L2 
acquisition at the interpretive interface by investigating a different L2. namely 
Japanese, and. moreover, by investigating the role of L 1 influence. 
To address the question of L 1 influence, as articulated in (5). two 
comparisons were planned: learners whose LIs are Chinese or Korean with learners 
whose L 1 is English, with respect to the interpretation of Japanese QP-QP sentences 
(such as (6a)); and learners whose L 1 is Korean with learners whose L 1 is English or 
Chinese, with respect to the interpretation of scrambled Japanese [l1'h-object...QP-
sUbject...] questions (such as (7a)). In the first comparison. Chinese and Korean are 
distinct from English in QP-QP interpretation, in that Chinese and Korean. like 
Japanese, exhibit scope rigidity (i.e., they do not allow the inverse scope 
interpretation in [S ... 0 ... ] QP-QP sentences; see Aoun & Li 1993; Kim 1989), in 
5 Textbooks consulted include the Japanese/or Busy People series (AJLT 1996/1997). the Yookoso! 
series (Tohsaku 1994. 1995) and An introduction Iv modern Japanese (BO\Hing & Laurie 1992). 
6 See footnote 5. 
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contra~t to the scope ambiguity exhibited in English. The second comparison was 
based on claims that Korean, like Japanese does not allow pair-list interpretations in 
questions with a wh-object and QP-subject, in contrast to Chinese and English (Beck 
& Kim 1997; Kim 1989).7 
The L2 poverty-of-the-stimulus problems and interlanguage comparisons thus 
described are investigated in the context of Schwartz & Sprouse' s (1994, 1996) Full 
Transfer/Full Access model of L2 acquisition. This model hypothesises that the 
initial state of L2 acquisition is characterised by transfer of the entirety of the L 1 
grammar to the interlanguage. Restructuring of this L I-based interlanguage grammar 
is motivated by the failure of the current interlanguage state to represent the target 
language input, and, moreover, the successive restructurings are hypothesised to be 
fully constrained by UO. The full availability ofUG means that L2 poverty-of-the-
stimulus problems may be overcome, since whatever UG mechanisms guide the 
construction of the L 1 grammar with respect to a given phenomenon are also 
accessible in L2 acquisition. If the right (indirect)trigger is present in the target 
language input-and it is not obscured by the L 1 grammar-the L I-based 
interlanguage grammar could be restructured.8 
Experimental hypotheses are set up to test Full Transfer/Full Access as 
follows: 9 
10. QP-QP interpretation: 
a. L 1 Tran~ler: 
Due to L 1 transfer, lower proficiency learners of Japanese whose L 1 is 
English will accept non-native-like object-wide scope in Japanese SOY QP-
QP sentences; however, lower proficiency learners of Japanese whose L 1 is 
Chinese or Korean will reject non-native-like object-wide scope. 
b. UG Access: 
Due to access to UO, advanced learners of Japanese whose L 1 is English 
will reject non-native-like object-wide scope in Japanese SOY QP-QP 
sentences. 
7 This comparison is modified in Chapter 5, due to robust quantitative data from native-Korean 
speakers showing that pair-list answers are acceptable in Korean. contra the claims of the literature. 
8 Thus, the crucial difference between L I acquisition and L2 acquisition. under Full Transfer/Full 
Access, is the difference in initial states: in L I acquisition all UG constraints are either unset or set to 
a default at the outset; in L2 acquisition, all UG constraints are set as for the L I at the outset. 
Consequently, as Schwartz (1998: 148) clarifies, '[it is] precisely because (i) UG and leamabilit} 
principles [ ... ] are constant across L.t .a~d L2 acquisition of[la~guage] L ?ut (ii) th:ir initial states are 
distinct, the' tinal states' of L2 acquIsition of L do not systematical I) replicate the tmal state of LI 
acquisition of L.' 
9 These hypotheses are refined in Chapter 5. 
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11. Wh-QP interpretation: 
a. LI Tran.~fer: 
Due to L 1 transfer, lower proficiency learners of Japanese whose L 1 is 
English or Chinese will accept non-native-like pair-list answers to 
scrambled Japanese [wh-object...QP-subject...] questions: however lower 
proficiency learners of Japanese whose L 1 is Korean will reject non-native-
like pair-list answers. 
b. VG Access: 
Due to access to UG, advanced learners of Japanese whose L 1 is English or 
Chinese will reject non-native-like pair-list answers to scrambled Japanese 
[wh-object...QP-subject...] questions. 
The hypotheses are tested by means of a picture-matching acceptability judgement 
task, which is developed through careful pilot-testing. L2 Japanese data are collected 
from learners whose LIs are English, Chinese. or Korean. I n addition. control data 
are collected in native Japanese, native English, native Chinese. and native Korean. 
14 
2. Quantifier scope interpretation in Japanese, 
Chinese, English and Korean: theories, and 
implications for L2 acquisition 
2.0. Introduction 
This chapter has two main aims: (i) to present an overview of theoretical approaches 
to quantifier scope phenomena in Japanese, Chinese. English and Korean~ 10 and (ii) 
to explore the implications of each approach for the L2 learnability of Japanese 
quantifier scope interpretation by native speakers of Chinese. English and Korean. 
Section 1 comprises an outline of the key cross-linguistic ditlerences in quantifier 
scope interpretation between the four languages under investigation, followed by a 
summary of the L2 acquisition problems posed by the Japanese quantification facts 
for learners whose Lis are Chinese, English, or Korean. The subsequent sections 
present an overview of a number of important theories of quanti tier scope. focusing 
particularly on how they address the cross-linguistic differences presented in Section 
1. The theories are divided into two categories: Section 2 presents those that treat all 
quantifiers in a uniform way, while Section 3 presents those that attempt to account 
for the different scopal properties of different quantifiers (e.g .. el'elY v. all). Section 
2 thus introduces the theories of May (1977. 1985). Hoji (1985). Aoun & Li (1989, 
1993) and Hornstein (1995). Section 3 presents the account by Beghelli (1995, 1997) 
and Beghelli & Stowell (1997), then introduces a number of accounts-including 
Kuno & Takami (2002), and Hayashishita (1999, 2000a, 2000b )-that focus on the 
roles of lexical semantics, pragmatics, and other factors in scope interpretation, in 
contrast to the syntax focus of the previous accounts. The accounts of May (1977. 
1985), Hoji (1985) and Aoun & Li (1989, 1993) are set within the Government and 
Binding (Chomsky 1981) and Barriers (Chomsky 1986) frameworks of syntactic 
theory, while Hornstein (1995) and Beghelli (1995) are Minimalist (Chomsky 1993) 
approaches to quantifier scope. Kuno & Takami (2002) present a functional account, 
while Hayashishita (1999, 2000a, 2000b) offers a combined syntactic and cognitive 
analysis of scope interpretation. Each account is outlined. briefly evaluated. and 
discussed with respect to how learners of Japanese could acquire the characteristics 
10 The tenn "quantifier" refers throughout to quantificational determiners (e.g .. e\·l'/~'. some. a, 
numerals). Quantiticational adverbs (e.g .• always, lfslla/~r) are not discussed. 
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of Japanese scope interpretation under that account. Finally. Section 4 summarises 
the chapter. 
2.1. Quantifier scope in Japanese, English, Korean, and Chinese 
Hoji (1986: 95) notes two key characteristics of quanti tier scope interpretation in 
doubly-quantified sentences ("QP-QP sentences') in Japanese that differentiate it 
from English: 
12. Scope interpretation is more restricted in Japanese than in English in the sense 
that it reflects more closely the hierarchical relation[sJ at S[urface]-structure. 
13. In Japanese the wh-phrase always takes wide scope over a non-wh quantifier~ 
but English does not have this restriction. 
These two characteristics form the focus of investigation in this dissertation. The first 
is exemplified by comparing the interpretations available in (14) and (15): 
14. Dareka-ga· daremo-o semeta. 
someone-NOM everyone-Acc criticised 
"Sonleone criticised everyone.' (Hoji 1995: 336 (55a)) 
Interpretation: There is some person who criticised everyone. 
3xV'y criticise(x,y) 
15. Someone criticised everyone. 
Interpretation: i. There is some person who criticised everyone. 
3xV'y criticise(x,y) 
ii. For every person. there is some person who criticised 
him/her. V'y3x criticise(x,y) 
The Japanese QP-QP sentence in (14) allows only a linear scope interpretation, 
whereby the subject quantifier takes scope over the object quantifier. The English 
equivalent in (15) additionally allows an inverse scope interpretation (15ii). whereby 
the object quantifier takes inverse scope over the subject quanti tier. Thus scope 
interpretation in the canonical Japanese SOY sentence is more restricted than in SVO 
English. 
However. inverse scope in Japanese is not ruled out completely. As observed 
by Kuroda (1970) and Kuno (1973). when a quantitied object is scramhled over a 
quantified subject in Japanese, the sentence becomes amhiguous. Thus the scrambled 
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equivalent of (14). given in (16). has both the subject-wide (S>O) and the object-
wide (O>S) interpretations, as indicated: II. 12 
16. Daremoi-o dareka-ga ti semeta 
everyone-ACC someone-NOM criticised 
Inlelpretation: S>O; O>S 
"Someone criticised everyone. (scrambled)' (Hoji 1995: 342 (68b)) 
In short, the following generalisation obtains for Japanese (Hoji 1985: 241): 
17. a. QP-NOM QP-ACC V. 
b. QPi-ACC QP-NOM ti V. 
unambiguous: S>O; *O>S 
ambiguous: S>O; O>S 
Hoji's second characteristic of quantifier scope in Japanese-that a Japanese 
wh-phrase always takes wide scope over non-wh quantifiers (13 )-is illustrated by 
means of the paradigm in (18) (Hoji 1985: 269-270. (122a-d)):13 
18. a. SOV [Wh-subject ... QP-object ... ) question: 
Dare-ga daremo-o syootaisimasita ka. 
WhO-NOM everyone-Acc invited Q 
'Who invited everyone?' 
Interpretation: wh>QP. "For which person did that person invite 
everyone?' 
*QP>wh, 'For every person, who invited that person?' 
b. OSV (scrambled) [QP-object ... Wh-subject .. .j question: 
Daremoj-o dare-ga ti syootaisimasita ka. 
everyone-Acc WhO-NOM invited Q 
'Who invited everyone? (scrambled)' 
Interpretation: wh>QP, "For which person did that person invite 
everyone?' 
*QP>wh, "For every person, who invited that person?' 
\I Throughout th is dissertation, the notation 'X> Y' indicates that' X takes scope over }'". and' * X> Y' 
indicates that the reading in which X takes scope over Y is not possible. 
11 A further example of inverse object-wide scope in Japanese occurs \\ ith unaccusative verbs. The 
locative object of an unaccusative verb can take inverse object-wide scope over the theme subject. as 
exemplified in (i) {Yatsushiro 1996: 324 (8b)): 
I. Daremo-ga dokoka-ni tuita. Il1IerprelLiliol1: S>O-IOC; O-LOC>S 
everyone-NoM somewhere-Loe arrived 
'Everyone arrived somewhere.' 
The present dissertation focuses on scope interpretation in transitive sentences. However. see Chapter 
4 for pre-experimental investigation of quantification in unaccusative sentences. 
J1 'Q' in the glosses indicates a question-marking particle. 
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c SOV [QP-subjeCl ... Wh-object ... } question: 
?? Dare"mo-ga nani-o kaimasita ka. 
everyone-NoM what-Ace bought Q 
No interpretation due to unacceplability 
d. OSV (~crambled) [Wh-objecl ... QP-su~ject ... } question: 
Nanij-o daremo-ga Ij kaimasita ka. 
what-AcT everyone-NoM bought Q 
'What did everyone buy? (scrambled)' 
Interpretation: wh>QP, "For what x did every person buy xT 
*QP>wh, "For every person. what did that person buyT 
The non-scrambled and scrambled [wh-subject ... QP-object ... J questions, (18a) and 
(18b), allow only the reading in which the wh-subject dare . who' takes wide scope. 
yielding the interpretation, -For which person did that person invite everyone?'. 
Hence these questions can receive only an "individual' answer such as Hanako 
invited everyone, and not a "pair-list' answer such as Hanako invited .Jane. Yoshio 
invited Peler, etc., since the latter requires a QP-object-wide interpretation of the 
question. The non-scrambled [QP-subject. .. wh-object. .. ] question (l8c) is claimed 
to be unacceptable with a distributive interpretation of daremo "everyone'. and hence 
has no scope-dependent interpretation. 14 However. the scrambled variant in (18d) is 
acceptable, again with a wh-wide scope interpretation. like ( 18a-b). Thus ( 18d) 
allows an individual answer such as Everyone bought red wine. but not a pair-list 
answer such as Hanako bought red wine, Yoshio bought heer, etc. The relevant 
generalisation can be presented schematically as follows (Hoji 1985: 336. (54b--e)): 
19. a. wh-NOM QP-ACC V. 
b. QPj-ACC Wh-NOM Ii V. 
c. *QP-NOM wh-Ace V. 
d. whj-Aec QP-NOM Ij V. 
unambiguous: wh>QP~ *QP>wh 
unambiguous: wh>QP~ *QP>wh 
unacceptable 
unambiguous: wh>QP~ *QP>wh 
14 Hoji (1985: 270) points out that the unacceptability of( 18c) is heigh.t:ned when a distri~utiv~ . 
reading of daremo 'everyone' is forced by means of the floatmg quantltler sore:ore 'each . as In (I): 
I. * Daremo-ga sorezore nani-o kaimasita ka 
everyone-NOM each what-AcT bought Q 
. What did everyone (= each person) buy?' 
The marginality of( 18c) is due to the possibility ofa 'group' reading ofdarel11(} 'everyone', whereby 
daremo refers to a group of people wh.o bou~ht s?mething together. ~uch a reading is scope-
. d endent. Note that with a referential subject Instead ofa OP-subJect. (18c) \\ould be perfectly 
m ePtable. Explanations by Hoji (1985), Aoun & Li (1993) and Tomioka (2004) of the 
accep . 1 .. d·1.. d' h t" II . ceptability of[OP-subject ... wll-obJect. .. questions In Japanese are eSCfll,e In teo oWing 
~;~~ons of this chapter. Note, however. that n~t all. linguists agree that \18c) is unacceptable. . 
Miyagawa (1997) and Yoshida (1993~ (both Cited In Hagstrom 1998: 1 )9) as \\ell as Kuno & Takaml 
(2002) find canonical!) ordered questions such as (18c) acceptable. 
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The unambiguity of (19d) provides the contrast between Japanese and 
English referred to in (13). While English [wh-subject. .. QP-object. .. ] sentences are 
argued to allow only the wh-wide interpretation, like Japanese, English [wh-
object. .. QP-subject. .. J questions are ambiguous. This is exemplified in (20a-b): 
20. a. Who bought everything? 
b. What did everyone buy? 
unambiguous: l1'h>QP 
ambiguous: wh>QP: QP>wh 
Thus, (20a) allows only an individual answer, such as Jane hough! evelylhing, but 
(20b) allows both an individual answer (e.g., Everyone hough! red wine) or a pair-list 
answer (e.g., Jane hought red wine, Sam bought beer, ... ). 
The research for this dissertation focuses on canonical and scrambled 
Japanese QP-QP sentences, and on scrambled Japanese fwh-object...QP-subject...] 
questions. The diflerences between Japanese and English presented thus far, with 
respect to these structures, are summarised in Table 1. 
Table 1: Scope interpretations in Japanese and English f«?r different doubly-
quantified structures (v"= 'available', x = "not available')I) 
Structure Scope Japanese English 
S>O ,/ ,/ QP-subj ... QP-obj ... 
O>S x ,/ 
S>O ,/ n/a 
QP-Obji ... QP-subj ... /i 
O>S ,/ 1/'(/ 
wh>QP ,/ ,/ 
Wh-obj .. . QP-subj ... ?3 
QP>wh x ,/ 
a. This structure is scrambled In Japanese, but not 111 English. 
The discussion turns next to Chinese and Korean. Like Japanese, both of 
these languages are claimed to exhibit 'scope rigidity' (see, e.g., Aoun & Li 1989. 
1993; Huang 1982 for Chinese; see Beck & Kim 1997: Kim 1989: Kim & Larson 
15 h' f cranlbling is assumed not to apply in English. Although topicalisation ofan The mec alllsm 0 s ~ . . d' d b h 
.' 'bl' Enolish as in (i) it is highly marked and requires a pause. as In Icate y t e object IS POSSI e In. ~, , 
comma after languages. 
I. Two languages, everyone speaks. 
.' . far less marked than the topicalisation in (i). and ,>crambled elements do not Scrambl Ing In Japanese IS . . h t' 
d b · ause Reinhart (1978) discusses sentences slich as (I) Wit rc erence lO need to be followe \ a p . .. . d b' 'd 
. . Th· are argued to be ambiguous. allowmg both suhject-wlde an 0 ~ect-wl e scope mterpretatlOn. e:y ~ 
scope. 
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1989: Sohn 1995 for Korean) 16 In oth d h 
. er wor s. t ey also do not allow in\erse scope 
interpretations in doubly-quantified sentences 'th . I 
WI canonlca word order. Examples 
are presented in (21) for SVO Chinese and (22) for SOy Korean: 17 
21. Meige xuesheng dou mai-Ie yiben 
every student all bUY-ASP one 
'Every student bought a book' 
shu 
book 
22. Nwukwunka-ka nwukwuna-Iul chodayhatta. 
someone-NOM everyone-Ace invited 
'Someone invited everyone. ' 
unambiguous: S>O~ *O>S 
(Huang 1982: 112. (3)) 
unambiguous: S>O; *O>S 
(Kim 1989: 366, (24a)) 
Scrambling is not available in Chinese, but in Korean. the object can be scrambled 
over the subject just as in Japanese, resulting in an ambiguous sentence with both the 
subject-wide and object-wide interpretations: 
23. Nwukwunai-Iul nwukwuna-ka Ii chodayhatta. ambiguous: S>O; O>S 
everyone-Ace someone-NOM invited 
'Someone invited everyone. (scrambled)' (Kim 1989: 367, (28a)) 
Regarding [QP-subject. .. wh-object ... ] questions, Chinese appears to pattern 
with English in allowing both individual (wh-object-wide) and pair-list (QP-subject-
'd) d' 18 WI e rea lngs: 
24. Meigeren dou maile shenme? ambiguous: l'1'h>QP; QP>wh 
everyone all bought what 
'What did everyone buyT (based on Aoun & Li 1993: 59, (42)) 
Korean, on the other hand, is claimed to lack pair-list readings. 19 Kim (1989) asserts 
that Korean questions with a QP-subject and wh-object behave in the same way as 
the equivalent Japanese sentences. With non-scrambled word order. the questions are 
16 Kim & Larson (1989) note that object-wide scope is available in a Korean SOY OP-OP sentence if 
the verb is a psych-predicate such as hwuhoys/epla 'be regrettable'. 
17 The experimental part of this dissertation investigates doubly-quantified sentences with an 
existential subject and universally quantified object. Hence, where possible. examples with this 
structure are used. However, in Chinese, indefinite NPs are often (but not al\\(I) s: see Liu 1997) 
somewhat unnatural in sentence-initial subject position. Consequent I) . Chinese examples in the 
quantification literature--and hence also in this chapter-usually ha\t' a universall) quantified subject 
and existentially quantified object. to avoid the potentially unnatural indefinite subject. 
18 Since Chinese is a lI'h-in situ language and it does not have scrambling. it does not have the [wh-
object...OP-subject...] word order discussed for English and Japanese. 
19 This claim is challenged in Chapter 5, based on the quantitative experimental data collected from 
native speakers of Korean for this dissertation. However, for the purpose of the present chapter. the 
claim that Korean lacks pair-list readings is assumed to hold. 
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unacceptable, as shown in (25a) (el Japanese (l8c)). while the scrambled question is 
claimed to be acceptable with an individual reading (wh>QP) but not a pair-list 
reading (QP>wh), as illustrated in (25b) (t.:,! Japanese (18d)). 
25. a.?* Nwukwuna-ka nwukwui-Iul chodayhat 111. 
everyone-NoM WhO-ACC invited <) (Kim 1989: 364, (18d)) 
b. Nwukwui-Iul nwukwuna-ka Ii chodayhat nl. l-l'h>QP; *QP>wh 
who-Ace everyone-NoM invited <) 
"Who did everyone invite? (scrambled)' (Kim 1989: 367, (29c)) 
Table 2 summarises the scope interpretation patterns attested in the literature 
for the languages and the structures under consideration. 
Table 2: Scope interpretation in Japanese, English, Chinese and Korean for 
different doubly-quantified structures (,(= "available', x = "not available') 
Structure Scope Japanese English Chinese Korean 
S>O ./ ./ ./ ./ 
QP-subj ... QP-obj ... 
O>S x ./ x x 
S>O ./ n/a n/a ./ 
QP-obj j ••• QP-subj .. . /j 
O>S ./ 11,'0 11/0 ./ 
wh>QP ./ ./ ./ ./ 
Wh-obj ... QP-subj ... ?~ 
QP>wh x ./ ./ x 
, 
a. This structure is scrambled in Japanese and Korean, but not in English and Chinese. In Chinese the 
word order is actually [QP-subj ... wh-obj ... ]. 
It should be noted at this point that the generalisations summarised in Table 2 
are not always agreed upon by all speakers. Judgements about scope interpretation 
are subtle and subject to individual variation.20 Quantitative empirical data help to 
clarify the situation. As Chapter 3 will show, empirical investigations of native 
English (e.g., Kurtzman & MacDonald 1993; Lee, Yip & Wang 1999a, 1999b) and 
native Chinese (Lee, Yip & Wang 1999b) largely confirm the claims of scope 
ambiguity for English active QP-QP sentences and scope rigidity for Chinese active 
QP_QP sentences. However, quantitative empirical data are sparse or non-existent on 
Japanese and Korean QP-QP sentences, and on [wh-object. .. QP-subject. .. ] questions 
in all four languages under consideration. The only reIe\ant studies, to the author's 
20 Among others, Kuroda (1970), Reinhart (1997). and Tomioka 0004) comment on the \ agueness of 
judgements about scope interpretation, or the variability among native speaJ..ers. 
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knowledge, are Sano (2004), who reports that 10 adult native-Japanese speakers 
made judgements generally as predicted by Hoji (1985) ahout subject-wide and 
object-wide interpretations of the SOY and OSV variants of one Japanese QP_QP 
sentence; and Miyamoto & Yamane (1996), who showed that tive native speakers of 
English accepted both individual and pair-list interpretations of English [wh-
object...QP-subject...] questions (details of these studies are presented in Chapter 3). 
Thus. one contribution of the present study is to fill some gaps in our cross-linguistic 
database on quantifier scope interpretation by conducting the relevant quantitative 
research. The results of this research are reported in Chapters 4 and 5. However, for 
the purpose of the present chapter, the judgements summarised in Table 2 are 
assumed to hold. and individual variation is ignored, unless indicated otherwise. 
Two poverty-of-the-stimulus problems for the L2 acquisition of scope 
interpretation phenomena in Japanese are instantiated in the data summarised in 
Table 2. They are (i) knowledge of the lack of object-wide (O>S) scope in Japanese 
by learners whose L 1 is English, and (ii) knowledge of the lack of pair-list reading in 
(scrambled) Japanese [wh-object ... QP-subject. .. ] questions by learners whose L 1 is 
English or Chinese. I assume (following Full Transfer/Full Access. outlined in the 
previous chapter) that L 1 knowledge of scope interpretation is transferred to the 
inter language at the start of L2 acquisition. Thus, the inter language of English 
learners of Japariese will initially allow inverse scope in non-scrambled Japanese 
QP-QP sentences and pair-list readings in scrambled Japanese [wh-object ... QP-
subject. .. ] questions. due to transfer from English: and the interlanguage of Chinese 
learners of Japanese will initially allow pair-list readings (hut not inverse scope in 
non-scrambled QP-QP sentences), due to transfer from Chinese. The interlanguage 
of Korean learners of Japanese will be like Japanese from the outset. with respect to 
the scope interpretation phenomena in Table 2, due to transfer from Korean. In order 
for the interlanguage of English and Chinese learners of Japanese to become native-
like, it must be restructured so that English learners come to know that Japanese 
lacks object-wide scope in SOY sentences, and both English and Chinese learners 
come to know that Japanese lacks pair-list interpretations of scrambled [wh-
object...QP-subject...] questions. These are poverty-of-the-stimulus problems. 
because there can be no direct evidence in the target language input for the lack of 
phenomena which are already instantiated in the interlanguage due to L 1 transfer. 
Even though learners never encounter Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences in an 
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unambiguous object-wide scope context or scrambled [wh-object...QP-subject...] 
questions in an unambiguous pair-list context, failure to encounter such 
interpretations does not logically preclude their existence. given that the 
interlanguage allows for them to exist. Thus the target language input can contain no 
direct motivation for the relevant restructuring of the L 1 English-L2 Japanese and L 1 
Chinese-L2 Japanese interlanguage. 
This dissertation investigates whether these two poverty-of-the-stimulus 
problems can nonetheless be overcome by English-speaking and Chinese-speaking 
learners of Japanese. As pointed out in the previous chapter. a poverty-of-the-
stimulus problem is a poverty-of-the-stimulus problem whatever the theory that 
accounts for it. However, different theories make different predictions about how UO 
enables poverty-of-the-stimulus problems to be overcome. and. in the case of L2 
poverty of the stimulus, about whether the problems can be overcome at all. Sections 
2.2 and 2.3, following, outline a number of theoretical accounts of the scope 
interpretation patterns summarised in Table 2, and comment on what each account 
entails for L2 acquisition of the Japanese patterns by learners whose LIs are English, 
Korean or Chinese. 
2.2. 'All quantifiers are equal': analyses focusing on every and some 
This section presents a summary of four syntactic accounts of quantifier scope 
assignment whiCh focus predominantly on the universal quantifier evel}' and the 
existential some. The seminal works of May (1977. 1985) are presented first, since, 
although these address only English, they are the foundation on which many 
subsequent accounts are based. This is followed by an overview of Hoji (1985), the 
first major study of scope interpretation differences between English and Japanese. 
Aoun & Li's (1989. 1993) comprehensive account of scope in English. Chinese and 
Japanese is presented next. These first three accounts are all set within the 
Government and Binding (Chomsky 1981 )/Barriers (Chomsky 1986) framework of 
syntactic theory. The final section presents an outline of Hornstein' s (1995) account, 
set within the Minimalist framework. 
2.2.1. Quantifier Raising and Logical Form: Ma)' 1977, 1985 
The question of how to account for quantification phenomena has animated 
philosophers and mathematicians since (at least) medieval ti mes (Heim & Kratzer 
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1998). The problem is that a quantifier in object position can take scope over the 
subject that precedes it. as indicated in (26). 
26. Jane saw everyone. 
Interpretation: 't/x saw(Jane.x) (= For every x where x is a person. Jane saw x) 
Attempting to account for such non-linear interpretation facts in generative grammar 
led May (1977) to propose the existence of an abstract level of linguistic 
representation, namely Logical Fonn (LF). He suggests that quantifiers undergo 
obligatory Quantifier Raising (QR)-covert movement at LF-to the position in 
which they take scope. Thus (26) has the following LF representation: 
27. [s everyonei [s Jane saw ti]] 
Everyone in (27) has moved, leaving a bound variable trace, so that it adjoins to, and 
thus c-commands, the sentence it takes scope over. The c-command relationship is 
integral to May'~ (1977: 11) definition of scope:21 
28. The scope of a quantified phrase a is everything which it c-commands [at LF]. 
For ambiguous sentences containing two QPs. two representations are 
required: one in which QPI c-commands QP2, and one in which QP2 c-commands 
QP 1. May proposes that the application of QR is not ordered. and thus the two 
relevant LF structures are both possible, as in (29), where (29b) and (29c) represent 
the two LF representations of (29a).22 
29. a. Every student admires some professor. 
b. [IP every studentj [IP some professorj [IP Ii admires '-il]] 
c. [JP some professorj [IP every studenti [IP Ii admires '.dll 
In (29b), every student c-commands some professor. thus representing the 
interpretation whereby "for every student there is some professor whom she/he 
21 May uses Reinhart's ( 1976) definition of c-command: 
I. a c-commands t\ iff the first branching node dominating ({ dOll1il1at~s It and a does not 
dominate ~. 
22 In May (1977, 1985) and also Hoji (1985) 'S' and 'S-bar' are used for the projections now 
familiarly denoted by 'IP' and 'CP'. Henceforth, these projections are r~ndered as ·JP' and 'CP' in the 
relevant examples. 
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admires'. In (29c). some professor c-commands ever:.v stlldent, thus capturing the 
inverse scope interpretation of (29a): 'there is some professor who is admired by 
every student'. 
May (1985) reworks and extends May (1977). The representation in (29b) is 
abandoned as a possible LF representation due to the Empty Category Principle 
(ECP). The ECP, as it is instantiated in Government and Binding Theory (Chomsky 
1981). requires that traces are "properly governed'. This renders (29b) an invalid 
representation because the object some professor intervenes between the subject 
every student and its trace. blocking proper government of the trace.23 In (29c), every 
student is adjacent to the subject trace, and thus can properly antecedent-govern it. 
(The object trace in (29b) and (29c) is assumed to be lexically governed by the verb.) 
May (1985) thus proposes that (29c) is the only licit LF representation of (29a). This 
representation is argued nonetheless to represent the ambiguity of (29a) by appealing 
to Aoun & Sportiche's (1983) maximal projection definition of c-command: 
30. a c-commands f) iff every maximal projection dominating u dominates f), and 
a does not dominate f). 
Crucial to May's theory is a stipulation (also following Aoun & Sportiche 1983) that 
IP ('S') is a non-maximal projection with CP ("S-bar') as its maximal projection 
(May 1985: 34). With this stipulation and the definition in (30), some prqfessor and 
every student c-command each other in (29c). Thus (29c) is compatible with both the 
subject-wide and object-wide scope interpretations. 
May (1985) goes on to explore the interaction of l1'h-words and quantifiers, 
not addressed in.May (1977). As noted in Section 1, English [l1'h-subject ... QP-
object] questions are unambiguous, while [wh-object ... QP-subject] questions are 
ambiguous. For the wh-object questions, such as What did evefTone buyfhr Max?, 
the LF structure in (31) is proposed (May 1985: 38 (14)): 
31. [cp what, [IP everyonei [Ii> Ii bought tj for Max]]] 
13 May (1985: 32) states that 'proper government' for subjects entails an empty category being 
. "closely" bound by a phrase in an A' -position'. He draws an analogy bet" een the proposed ECP-
based invalidity of(29b) and the ungrammaticality, due to that-trace \ iolation, of (i). In (i). the 
intervention of that between the subject trace and its antecedent is argued to violate the ECP and thus 
account for the ungrammaticality (May 1985: 32, (2»: 
I. *[(,1> who, do you believe [cp Ii that [IP Ii suspected Philby]]] 
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What and everyone c-command each other in (31) (using the maximal projection 
definition of c-command given in (30». Thus either can take scope over the other. 
yielding the two interpretations of the question. However. for l1'h-subject questions. 
such as Who boughl everything/or Max?, an ambiguous LF representation parallel to 
(31) violates the ECP (May 1985: 41, (21»: 
32. [cp whoi [IP everythingj [IP ti bought tj for Max]]] 
The subject trace in (32) is not properly governed due to the intervening QP blocking 
government. In order to represent the unambiguity of [wh-subject ... QP-object] 
questions in English. May (1985: 41-42) proposes that QR is not limited to 
adjunction to IP: QPs can be adjoined to other nodes as long as there is no violation 
of relevant constraints (e.g .. the Eep). In Who houghl el'erylhingjiJr Max'!. VP is 
proposed as the adjunction site for QR (May 1985: 42. (22»: 
33. [cp whoi [IP Ii [VP everythingj [vP bought tj for MaxlllJ 
In (33). the ECP is satisfied. and the correct scope reading obtains: who c-commands 
everything. but everylhing does not c-command who; thus who can take scope over 
everything. but not vice versa. 
2.2.2. Applying QR to Japanese: Hoji 1985 
A shortfall ofMay's analyses ofQP-QP and wh-QP interaction is that they are 
problematic for Japanese. since they allow more scope ambiguity than Japanese 
exhibits. Recall that a doubly-quantified SOY sentence in Japanese is unambiguous: 
34. QP-NOM QP-ACC V. unambiguous: S>O; *O>S 
Hoji (1985) expands May's (1977) framework so that it can also account for 
Japanese.2-t In addition to QR, he requires the following condition and assumptions: 
35. Condition on scope interpretation in Japanese (Hoji 1985: 248. (76)) 
At LF *QPi QP j Ij Ii where each member c-commands the member to its right. 
1~ Since Hoj i ( 1985) uses May's ( 1977) framework. h is theory does not address the issue of the ECP. 
The question of ECP violations is thus ignored in the presentation of Hoji (1985). 
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36. Assumption.\' 
a. Move a leaves a trace optionally. 
b. QR does not adjoin to CP. 
The condition on scope interpretation in Japanese (35) requires that surface c-
command relationships must be maintained at LF.2) In other words. it prohibits the 
LF representations proposed in May (1977) for object-wide scope (29c). in which the 
object moves at LF to c-command the subject which it was c-commanded by in the 
surface structure. The condition thus rules out the inverse scope reading of a 
Japanese [QP-NOM QP-ACC V] sentence as follows (based on Hoji 1985: 244): 
37. a. Surface siruciure: [IP QPj-NOM[Vp QP(ACC V]J 
b. LF S>O representation: [IP QPj-NOM [IP QP.tACC [II' Ii [vp 1.1 V]]]] 
c. LF 0>8 representation: *[IP QPrACC [IP QPj-NOM [II' Ii [VI> 'I V]]]] 
In (37b), the order of the two QPs is the same as the order of their respective traces, 
so the representation is valid under Hoji's condition on scope interpretation in 
Japanese, given in (35). In (37c), on the other hand. the order of the QPs is the 
reverse of the order of their respective traces, violating the condition on scope 
interpretation. Thus. the S>O reading of (3 7a) is possible and the O>S reading is not. 
The assumption in (36a), "Move a leaves a trace optionally" (following 
Lasnik & Saito 1984), is used to account for the ambiguity of scrambled doubly-
quantified sentences in Japanese. Hoji (1985) argues that a sentence-initial scrambled 
object is adjoined to IP, leaving a trace in VP, as in (38) (Hoji 1985: 250 (85)): 
38. [lP QPj-ACC [IP QP-NOM [VP tj V]]] 
Applying May's (1977) QR, the scra~bled form in (38) could have the LF 
representations in (39a) or (39b) (Hoji 1985: 251 (86a) & (86b). 
25 As Hoji (1985: 24.8) notes, his scope condition is a reformulation of Huang's (1982: 220, (70)) 
'General Cond ition on Scope I nterpretat ion' : 
I. General Condition on Scope Interpretation 
Suppose A and B are both QPs or both Q-NPs or Q-expressions. then if A c-commands Bat SS 
[Surface Structure], A also c-commands B at LF. 
The accounts differ in that Hoji's condition (35) is Japanese-specific. \\ hereas Huang proposed the 
condition in (i) as a linguistic primitive and posited an English-specific restructuring rule to account 
for inverse scope in English. The restructuring rule vacuously moves an object-QP rightwards to 
adjoin to IP prior to QR, so that the correct c-command relationship (i.e .. the object c-commanding the 
subject) is established before LF movement (Huang 1982: 232). 
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39. a. [It> QPj-ACC [It> QPrNOM [IP tj [IP Ij [vp tj V]]]]] 
b. [It> QPj-NOM [IP QPj-ACC [IP ti [IP t.i [vp ti V]]]]] 
(39a) yields the O>S interpretation. In (39b). the correct c-command relationship 
holds between subject and object for the S>O interpretation. but this structure 
violates Hoji's condition on scope interpretation, since the ungrammatical [QPi QPj tj 
ti ... ] order obtains. However, if it is assumed that Move a leaves a trace only 
optionally (as 36a). the intermediate subject trace in (39b) need not be present. The 
S>O interpretati?n can thus be derived from the LF representation in (40). in which 
the scope interpretation condition is upheld (Hoji 1985: 252. (87)): 
40. [IP QPj-NOM [It> QPi-ACC [IP _ [IP t.i [vp ti V]]]]] 
Hoji's second assumption (36b), that QR does not adjoin to CPo is required 
for his account ofwh-QP interaction in Japanese. The assumption accounts for Hoji's 
observation (described in Section 1) that the wh-word in Japanese always has scope 
over the QP. Hoji assumes that wh-words in Japanese move to CP at LF (although 
they are in situ in the surface order). Thus, ifQR allowed quantifiers to adjoin to CP. 
they would c-command a wh-word in CP. and presumably take scope over it. The 
combination of the condition on scope interpretation in Japanese (35) and the 
assumptions in (36a) and (36b) correctly yield a single LF representation for each of 
the wh-subject and wh-object questions forms given in (18) and repeated below in 
(41) with the LF representations proposed by Hoji (1985: 264.267). 
41. a. SOV [Wh-subject ... QP-o~iect ... J question: 
Dare-ga daremo-o syootaisimasita ka. wh>QP; *QP>wh 
WhO-NOM everyone-ACc invited Q 
. Who invited everyone?' 
LF: [cp darej-ga [IP daremoi-o [IP tj [vp Ii syootaisimasitaJ]] ka] 
b. OSV (scrambled) [QP-o~jecl ... Wh-.\·u~iecl .. .} ljuestion: 
Daremoi-o dare-ga Ii syootaisimasita ka. wh>QP~ *QP>wh 
everyone-AcT WhO-NOM invited () 
. Who invited everyone? (scrambled)' 
LF: [cp darej-ga[IP daremoj-o [IP _ [IP tj [Vi> ti syootaisimasita]l]] ka] 
c. SOV [QP-,\·u~iect ... Wh-()~iecI ... J question: 
?? Daremo-ga nani-o kaimasita ka. unacceptable 
everyone-NoM what-Acc bought Q 
LF: *[cp nanij-o [IP daremoj-ga [IP (i [vp Ii syootaisimasita]]] ka] 
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d. OSV (scramhled) [Wh-()~iecl ... QP-subjecl .. .} 'Illes/ion: 
Nanii-o daremo-ga Ii kaimasita ka. wh>QP: *QP>wh 
what-Ace everyone-NoM bought Q 
• What did everyone buy? (scrambled)' 
LF: [ep nanii-o [IP daremoj-ga [II> Ii [IP tj [VP Ii syootaisimasita]]]] ka] 
The order of the wh-word and the QP in each LF representation in (41 ) matches the 
order of their respective traces, except in (41 c). In other \\ords. the LF for (41 c) 
violates Hoj i' s condition on scope interpretation. This. Hoj i ( 1985: 264) argues, 
accounts for the ungrammaticality of questions like (41 c). The assumption that QPs 
cannot adjoin to CP rules out repair of the violation by QR of the su~ject above the 
wh-object (and concomitant intermediate trace deletion). The unambiguity of the 
three grammatical question forms, (41a), (41b) and (41d). is similarly assured by the 
assumptions. (41 a) has only one possible LF representation since I P is assumed to be 
the only possible adjunction site for the QP. (41 b) could theoretically have another 
LF representation in which the intermediate trace optionally remained, but this would 
yield a trace c-command relationship that differed fi'om the QP c-command 
relationship and hence violate the condition on scope interpretation (35). Similarly, 
(41d) could have another representation in which the intermediate trace is optionally 
deleted, but again this would violate Hoji's condition on scope interpretation. 
2.2.2.1. Comment 
Hoji (1985) accounts for Japanese QP-QP and wh-QP interactions using May's 
(1977) model and some additional assumptions. He notes. however, that his 
framework cannot account for the English ambiguity in questions like lflhal did 
everyone huy'! without a language-specific stipulation that QR in English can adjoin 
QPs to CP (Hoji 1985: 338). Explanation of the ambiguity of English [wh-
object...QP-subject...] questions is precisely the problem that rv1ay (1985) attempts to 
solve (as detailed in Section 2.2.1 , above). However, May ( 1985) makes false 
predictions of ambiguity for some of the Japanese questions in (41 ). These problems 
highlight the difficulty of accounting for the cross-linguistic differences in scope 
interpretation. . 
From the point of view of L2 acquisition of Japanese scope rigidity. the key 
element ofHoji's framework is the Japanese-specitic condition on scope 
interpretation. This condition could presumably be recast as a UG parameter on 
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scope interpretation with an 'unambiguous scope~ setting and an "ambiguous scope' 
setting. In L 1 acquisition~ the 'unambiguous' setting could be a default which 
changes to "ambiguous~ when positive evidence for scope ambiguity is encountered 
in the input. Thus. in native Japanese~ Korean and Chinese. the parameter remains set 
at 'unambiguous' while in English it is reset to 'ambiguous' .26 Assuming that L 1 
parameter settings transfer to the interlanguage (in accordance with Full 
Transfer/Full Access. described in Chapter 1). Chinese and Korean learners of 
Japanese will have knowledge from the outset of Japanese scope rigidity in SOY QP-
QP sentences due to the 'unambiguous' setting of their scope interpretation 
parameter. English learners of Japanese, on the other hand. will have to reset this 
parameter. Since there can be no direct evidence for the lack of inverse scope in 
Japanese, it seems logically impossible for such a parmneter to be reset. Thus. under 
this account English learners of Japanese are predicted to be unable to acquire 
Japanese scope rigidity in SOY QP-QP sentences. 
However. it could be the case that the cross-linguistic ditlerences between 
rigid scope languages and ambiguous scope languages do not derive from a 
dedicated scope interpretation parameter. They could. instead. be the consequences 
of some other feature or features of the relevant languages. This is indeed the claim 
in the analyses by Aoun & Li (1993) and Hornstein (1995). presented in the next two 
sections. Both these analyses make use of a further development in syntactic theory 
to account for cross-linguistic differences in scope interpretation: the VP-intemal 
subject hypothesis. 
26 As noted above. f~rther stipulations or mechanisms would be required under Hoji (1985) to account 
for the ambiguity of English [lI'h-object ... OP-subject. .. ] questions, and presumabl~ also for the 
ambiguity of Chinese lOP-subject ... wh-object ... ] questions. The remainder of the discussion, 
following, focuses on acquisition of scope interpretation in [OP ... OP ... I sentences. and does not 
make predictions for [lrh-object...OP-subject...] questions under Hoji (1985). 
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2.2.3. A universal account of cross-linguistic scope interpretation phenomena: 
Aoun & Li (1993)27 
A key feature of Aoun & Li's (1993) analysis of quantifier scope (henceforth 
'A&L') is that, in contrast to Hoji (1985) and Huang (1982), it aims to ofter a 
universal account of cross-linguistic differences in quanti tier interpretation 
(specifically between Chinese, Japanese and English), rather than positing language-
specific rUles.28 A&L follow May (1977, 1985) in assuming that quantifiers are 
raised at LF and adjoined to an A' -position, leaving a variable in their base position. 
They then propose three universal principles as the key elements of their analysis:29 
42. The Minimal Binding Requirement (MBR) (A&L: 19 ( 19» 
Variables must be bound by the most local potential antecedent (A '-binder). 
43. The Scope Principle (A&L: 88 (50)) 
An operator A may have scope over an operator BitT A c-commands B or an 
A' -element co-indexed with B.30 
44. Optionality qlQR (based on A&L: 83) 
QR applies optionally to a QP in a non-thematic position (8'-position) and 
obligatorily to a QP in a thematic position (8-position). J I 
In addition, A&L adopt the VP-intemal subject hypothesis proposed by (among 
others) Kitagawa (1986), Koopman & Sportiche (1991) and Kuroda (1988). 
According to this hypothesis, languages differ with regard to whether subjects 
27 Aoun & Li (1993) expands on and refines Aoun & Li (1989). 
28 It was suggested in the previous section that Hoji's (1985) Japanese-specific condition on scope 
interpretation could potentially be recast as a UG parameter. As will be seen. A&L avoid positing a 
dedicated scope interpretation parameter. 
29 The Optionality (~rQR principle (44) is not stated as a specific principle by A& L. It is identified 
(under the name 'Condition on QR') by Kuno, Takami & Wu (1999: 65 (8)) in their overview of 
A&L. 
30 A&L use Reinhart's (1983: 23) definition of c-command (A&L: 20 I. fn. 8): 
\. Node A c(onstituent)-commands node B iff the branching node «, most immediately dominating 
A either dominates B or is immediately dominated by a node ((2 that dominates B. and a:z is of 
the same category type as H,. 
31 The obligatory application ofQR to QPs in a-positions is argued to wille from the O-Criterion 
(Chomsky 1981: 36): 
\. Each argument bears one and only one 9-role. and each H-role is assigned to one and only one 
argument. 
A&L argue that since QPs are not referential expressions. the) cannot bear H-roles and hence must 
move out ofH-positions (A&L 1993: 79). The remaining variable then bears the H-role. A&L do not 
explain what motivates QR from a non-a-position. in the cases \\ here this occurs. 
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undergo raising to Spec,IP or not: in English subjects are base-generated in Spec. VP 
and raise to Spec,IP, while in Chinese and Japanese su~ject-raising is not available, 
so subjects remain in Spec,VP. or they are base-generated in Spec.lP:u This 
difference in constituent structure between Chinese and Japanese on the one hand, 
and English on the other, is used, in conjunction with the principles in (42-44). to 
account for the cross-linguistic scope interpretation phenomena set out in Section 
2.1, as is shown in the following sub-sections.33 
2.2.3.1. QP-QP scope interaction in Aoun & Li (1993) 
The anlbiguous English QP-QP sentence in (45) receives the two LF representations 
in (46), in A&L ' s framework. 34 
45. [IP Every policeman [vp1 Ii [vp2 saw a thief]]] ambiguous: S>O; O>S 
46. a. [IP every policemani [IP Xi [vp 1 Ii [vp2 a thietj [vp2 saw.t:J ]]]]] 
b. [IP a thie~i rIP every policemani [vp 1 Ii [vp2 saw X:J ]]]] 
(46a) represents the S>O reading. Both QPs undergo QR: the subject every 
policeman adjoins to IP, and the object a Ihie/to VP2. The MBR (42) is satisfied. 
since both variables Xi and Xj are bound by their most local potential A . -binder (i.e. 
by the QPs with which they are co-indexed, and which are in A '-positions). Thus, 
since the MBR is met, and every policeman c-commands a Ihie/ the Scope Principle 
(43) allows for the S>O interpretation. Note that the NP-trace of subject-raising, Ii, is 
not involved in scope determination. In (46b), only the object a Ihi~lundergoes QR; 
the subject every policeman remains in SpecJP. This accords with the Oplionality of 
QR principle (44): Spec,IP is a 8' -position (the subject receiving its 8-role in 
32 In fact, A&L do not state specifically where they assume the Chinese subject to originate, although 
a number of their representations of Chinese sentences show it in Spec, VP (A&L 26 (40), 75 (3), 76 
(8». However, Yusa (1995: 323) and Hornstein (1995: 164) assume that, for A&L. the subject in 
Chinese is generated in Spec,IP. This may come from Aoun & Li (1989: 15.3): 'a Chinese subject 
occurs either in Spec position ofVP or in Spec position ofl[pr. In this case. Spec,IP is assumed to be 
a a-position in Chinese (but not in English). For A&L, it is not actually crucial where the subject 
originates, but it is for Hornstein (1995) as will be seen in Section 2.2.4. 
33 In addition to the active QP-QP sentences and the wh-QP questions presented in Sections 2.2.3.1-2, 
following, A&L also apply their analysis to a variety of other structures containing QPs, including 
double-object constructions, passives, and complex NPs. Only the active QP-QP sentences and wh-QP 
questions are relevant to the present dissertation, so details of the other structure types are omitted. 
34 A&L's analysis relies on a distinction between traces ofNP-l11ovement and variables lett by QR. 
Therefore, throughout the presentation of A&L, 'C is used to denote the trace left b) N P-movement. 
and 'x' is used to indicate a variable. In addition, note that A&L use a VP-shell structure in which the 
subject is generated in Spec, V PI. 
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Spec.VP), so QR out ofSpecJP is not obligatory. Consequently. there is space for 
the object a thief to adjoin to IP. The MBR is again satistied: athie{is the closest 
potential A' -binder for the variable Xj. Thus. by the Scope Principle. the O>S 
interpretation obtains. 
For Chinese and Japanese. the lack of subject-raising leads to the lack of an 
object-wide scope reading. as shown in (47) for Chinese and (48) tor Japanese. 
47. a. [IP [vp] Meigejingcha [vp2 dou kandaoyigexiaotou]]] S>O; *O>S 
every policeman all see one thief 
'Every policeman saw a thief.' (based on A&L: 14 (9b) and 75 (3» 
LF representations: 
b. [IP [vp] meige jingchai [vp] Xi [vp2 yige xiaotou-, [vp2 dou kandao X:j ]]]]] 
c. *[IP [vp] yige xiaotouj [vp] meige jingchai [V1>1 Xi [vp~ dou kandao Xj ]]]]] 
48. a. [IP [vp] Dareka-ga [vp2 daremo-o semeta]]] S>O; *O>S 
someone-NOM everyone-Ace criticised 
. Someone criticised everyone.' 
LF representations: 
b. [IP [vp] dareka-gai [vp] Xi [vp2 daremo-oj [vp2 XI semetaJ]]]] 
. . 
c. *[IP [VI'] daremo-oj [vp] dareka-gai [vp] Xi [vp2 .~j semeta]]l]] 
Both the subject and object in (47) and (48) are in 8-positions and consequently, by 
the Optionality (?f QR principle (44), must undergo QR. This yields the licit LF 
structures in (4 7b) and (48b) in which the subject adjoins to VP 1 and the object to 
VP2.35 The MBR is satisfied, since each QP is the most local potential A'-binder for 
its respective variable. The subject in each case c-commands. and thus. by the Scope 
Principle, takes scope over the object, yielding the linear S>O scope relation attested 
in the literature. The LF representations in (4 7c) and (48c). in which the inverse 
scope relation would result (i.e .. in which the object c-commands the subject), are 
ruled out by the MBR. In these representations the most local potential A'-binder for 
both variables is the subject. Since, in each case, the subject is co-indexed with its 
own variable and cannot also bind a variable bearing a different index. the object 
variable X:j, cannot be bound by its most local potential A' -hinder. and the 
35 The subject in each case could equally adjoin to IP at LF. The resulting contiguration would be the 
equivalent to adjunction to VPI as far as scope relations are concerned. Similarly. in (..t7c) and (48c), 
the object could raise to IP, but it would result in the same violation of the MBR as in its VPI-
adjoined position in (4 7c). 
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representation fails. Thus, the assumption, derived from the VP-intemal subject 
hypothesis, that Chinese and Japanese subjects are in a B-position prior to LF, while 
English subjects are in 8' -position, results in the lack of inverse scope in Chinese and 
Japanese. 
A&L's account extends readily to scrambled QP-QP sentences in Japanese, 
which are ambiguous. A&L assume, following Kuroda (1988) that scrambling in 
Japanese is A-movement to Spec,IP. Since Spec,IP is not a B-position, any QP 
scrambled to SpecJP need not undergo QR. This results in licit LF representations 
for both S>O and O>S readings of the scrambled version of (48), as shown in (49). 
49. a. [It> Daremo-o [vrl dareka-ga [vp2 ti semetallJ S>O: O>S 
everyone-Acc someone-NOM criticised 
'Someone criticised everyone.' (scrambled) 
LF representations: 
b. [IP dareka-gai [IP daremo-oj [vpl Xi [vr2 [vp2 '-i semetaJ]]]] 
c. [IP daremo-oj [IP Xj [vrl dareka-gai [VJ>l Xi [VJ>2 'j semeta]]]]] 
In (49b), the object daremo 'everyone' optionally does not undergo QR. The subject 
dareka 'someone' must undergo QR since it is in a B-position. The MBR is satisfied, 
since dareka is the most local potential A '-binder for its own variable Xi (daremo not 
being in an A' -position and therefore not being a potential A' -binder). (49b) thus 
yields the subject-wide scope interpretation of (49a). The object-wide intepretation is 
obtained from (49c), in which daremo 'everyone' optionally undergoes QR to adjoin 
to IP, while dareka 'someone' adjoins to VPl. Again there is no violation of the 
MBR, so the O>S reading obtains. The ambiguity of scrambled Japanese QP-QP 
sentences is thus accounted for. 
2.2.3.2. WIl-QP scope interaction in Aoun & Li (1993) 
As described in Section 1, Chinese patterns with English, with regard to the 
interpretation of questions with a QP-subject and wh-object. This is exemplified in 
(50) (presented previously in (24)), which allows both an individual reading 
(wh>QP) and a pair-list reading (QP>wh). 
50. Meigeren dou maile shenme? wh>QP: QP>wh 
everyone all bought what 
.. What did everyone buy?' (based on A&L: 59 (42)) 
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In Japanese, on the other hand, the pair-list reading is claimed to he lacking (Hoji 
1985). On [wh-subject ... QP-object ... ] questions, on the other hand, all three 
languages are unambiguous, allowing only the individual reading, as exemplified for 
Chinese in (51). 
51. Shei maile meige dongxi? 
who bought every thing 
who>QP~ *QP>who 
. Who bought everything?' (based on A&L: 7 (22)) 
A&L make use of a number of further assumptions to account for these scope 
interpretation phenomena. Key to whether or not a pair-list reading is available in 
[wh-object '" QP-subject. .. ] questions are the assumptions that (i) wh-movement 
and QR are qualitatively different types of movement-wh-movement allows 
intermediate traces to be left while QR does not; and (ii) ll'h-words undergo wh-
movement to Spec,CP in Chinese and English (covertly, at LF, in Chinese), while, in 
Japanese, wh-words undergo QR. 
Considering the unambiguity in Chinese and English of [l1'h-subject ... QP-
object] questions tirst, this is straightforwardly explained for (51) (and its English 
equivalent) by the LF representations in (51a-b) (A&L: 86). 
52. a. [ep sheii [Ii> [vpl Xi [vp2 meige dongxij [vp2 maile Xj ]]]]] 
b. [cp WhOi [IP Xi [vpl Ii [vr2 everythingj [vp2 bought Xi ]]]]] 
In both (52a) (Chinese) and (52b) (English), the wh-subject c-commands the QP-
object, and thus takes scope over it. The MBR is satisfied, since the variables left by 
wh-movement and QR are bound by their respective operators, which are their most 
local potential A '-binders. However, if the QP-object raised to adjoin to CP (the only 
adjunction site that would c-command shei/who), the MBR would be violated, as the 
QP-object would no longer be the most local potential A '-binder for its own variable. 
Thus the question in (51) has only one possible scope reading, the wh>QP reading 
which gives rise to an individual answer, such as Jane did. 
The ambiguity of Chinese [QP-subject ... wh-object ... J questions, such as 
(50), and English [wh-object...QP-subject. .. ] questions, is more complex. A&L make 
use of the assumption referred to above, whereby, following Chomsky ( 1986), wh-
operators have the possibility of leaving an intermediate trace on their way to 
Spec,CP (A&L: 86). In addition, they assume a distinction between variables bound 
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by QPs and variables bound by wh-operators (A&L 56-57). A variable bound by a 
QP is not subject to Principle C (following Aoun & Hornstein 1985). \\ hile a 
variable bound by a wh-operator is (following Chomsky 1981 ).36 Consequently. the 
LF representation schematised in (53) is possible, even though the parallel 
representation in which the two operators are QPs. as in (54). is ruled out (A&L: 68). 
53. [cp whj [IP/VP} QP j [IP/vpl Xj [vp2 V Xj]]]] 
54. *[ Cp QPj [IP/vpl QPj [IP/vpl Xj [vp2 V xil]]] 
The configuration in (53) does not violate the MBR. because Principle C ensures that 
QPj is not a potential A'-binder for the object variable Xj. Ifxj-an R-
expression-were bound by QP j , it would end up being co-indexed with and also A-
bound by Xj (since Xi c-commands X:i). in violation of Principle C. Thus the only 
potential A' -binder for Xj is whj. In (54), since X:i is not an R-expression (as a variable 
left by a QP), it is not subject to Principle C, and hence QPj is its most local potential 
A' -binder. (54) thus violates the MBR and is ruled out. 
Bearing these assumptions in mind, the Chinese and English LF 
representations for (50) are as illustrated in (55), with the optional intermediate trace 
indicated in bold. 
55. a. [cp shenmej [IP [vpl meigerenj [vp} Xj [vp2 tj [vp2 dou maile Xj ]]]]]] 
b. [cp whatj [c' did [IP everyonej [IPXj [Vpllj Ivp2 t,i [vp2 buy Xj ]]]]]]] 
Both (55a) and (55b) allow two possible scope readings. depending on the absence or 
presence of the optional intermediate trace. If the intermediate trace is absent. 
shenmelwhat c-commands meigerenleveryone, and the MBR is satisfied since the QP 
meigerenleveryone is not a potential A' -binder for the wh-variable Xj due to Principle 
C (as per (53». Thus the wh-object>QP-subject scope relation obtains. If the 
intermediate trace is present, A&L's Scope Principle «43). repeated in (56» allows 
for it to playa role in determining scope relations. 
56. The Scope Principle (A&L: 88, (50» 
An operator A may have scope over an operator B iff A c-commands B or an 
A' -element co-indexed with B. 
~6 Principle C of Binding Theory states (Chomsky 1986: 188) '[a]n R-expressioll [reterring 
expression] is free', Thus in A&L, the variable left by a wh-element is an R-expression. while the 
variable left by a QP is not. 
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The intermediate trace, ti, in (55a-b) is an A' -element and it is co-indexed with 
shenmelwhat. MeigerenlEveryone c-commands this trace. the MBR is satisfied. and 
thus the QP-subject>wh-object scope obtains, in addition to the linear wh-object>QP-
subject scope. 
For Japanese, A&L address the full paradigm from Hoji (1985). presented in 
(19), and repeated below: 
57. Wh-QP interactions in Japanese 
a. wh-NoM QP-ACC V. 
b. QPi-ACC wh-NOM Ii V. 
c. *QP-NOM wh-Acc V. 
d. whi-Acc QP-NOM Ii V. 
unambiguous: wh>QP~ *QP>wh 
unambiguous: wh>QP; *QP>wh 
unacceptable 
unambiguous: wh>QP: *QP>wh 
As already noted, A&L assume that wh-words in Japanese do not undergo wh-
movement. This assumption derives from Kim (1991 ) and N i shigauchi ( ] 990). and is 
argued to be due to the obligatory Japanese question marker. kll. occurring as the 
head of CP and fulfilling the same role within the interrogative CP as wh-elements 
moved to Spec,CP in English or Chinese.37 Specifically, the interrogative CP is 
argued to host an abstract [+wh] feature which must be satisfied at LF by a lexical 
item bearing a [+wh] feature within CP. This requirement is satisfied by wh-
movement of wh-words to Spec,CP in English and Chinese (Aoun. Hornstein & 
Sportiche 1981; Rizzi 1991), while in Japanese the required r +wh] feature is borne 
by ka in the head of tp. Japanese wh-words thus do not need to undergo wh-
movement. However, it is assumed that they do nonetheless move at LF. to a 
position governed by ka. 38 A&L ~ 196) adopt the specific proposal of Kim (1991) that 
this type of movement is not wh-movement, but QR applied to l1'h-words.-N 
37 Nishigauchi (1990: 18) notes that ka does not always mark questions in Japanese. In colloquial 
speech. the question marker could be no instead of ku, or the question could be indicated through 
intonation, without any overt question marker at all. Even in the latter case. the question intonation 
can be assumed to provide a covert form of ka, thus in all three cases. a question mar~er can be 
assumed to occupy C. 
38 A&L (203-4, fn. 2) assume the Barriers (Chomsky 1986) detinition of government. following 
Aoun & Sportiche (1983: 214 (10». The user-friendly version from Szabolcsi (2001: 617 (36» is 
cited here: 
I. a governs f3 = a c-commands ~~. and there are no maximal project ion boundaries bet\\ een them. 
39 A&L note that Nishigauchi (1990) also assumes the LF movement oflrh-\\ords in Japanese to a 
position governed by ka. However, Nishigauchi's proposal is that lI'h-elements move to Spec,CP and 
that this is indeed the same lI'h-movement undergone by lI'h-elements in languages without question 
markers, such as English. As will become clear. A&L's account requires the mo\ement of Japanese 
wh-elements to be QR and not the wh-movement found in English and Chinese. 
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For A&L, '[t]he government requirement between the question marker ka and 
the wh-word [ ... ] forcers] the wh-element to be adjoined to fP' (A&L: ]96). This. in 
conjunction with the MBR and the other aspects of A&L 's framework. results in 
only the LF representations which yield wh-wide scope for the questions in (57a, b 
and d), and additionally accounts for the ungrammaticality of (57 c) (A&L: 196-]97). 
The mechanism is outlined here just for (57d), the scrambled wh-object question. 
since this question form is the focus of investigation in the experimental part of this 
dissertation. The surface structure and LF form of (57 d) are thus illustrated in 
(58a-b), respectively. 
58. a. Scrambled bvh-o~ject ... QP-su~jecI .. .} qllestion 
[ep [IP Nanii-o [vp1 daremo-ga [vp2 Ii kaimasitaJ]]c ka] 
what-Acc everyone-NoM bought () 
'What did everyone buy?' (scrambled) 
b. [ep [IP nanij-o [IP~i [vp1 daremoi-ga [vp1 Xi [vr2 ti syootaisimasita]]]]]c ka] 
(based on A&L: 196 (18) 
(58b) is the only legitimate LF representation for (58a). The scrambled object nani 
'what' undergoes QR to IP, in order to be governed by the question marker ka in the 
head ofC"'w The QP-subject daremo 'everyone' must undergo QR since it originates 
in the 8-position, Spec,VPl. The only possible adjunction site is VPL since 
adjunction higher than nani would result in a structure like (59) which violates the 
MBR (with nanij becoming the most local potential A'-binder for Xi). 
59. [QPj (=daremo, 'everyone') [QPj (=nani, 'what') [x.I [Xi [Xj V]]]]] 
The distinction between wh-variables and QP.;variables w'hich legitimised the 
structure [whj [QPi [Xi [V Xj]]]] in Chinese and English cannot apply here. A&L's 
claim is that, in Japanese, wh-words undergo QR, not wh-movement. Thus the 
variables left by the LF movement of Japanese wh-words are not lfh-variables (i.e., 
variables bound by a wh-operator). This means that they are not subject to Principle 
C, so the possibility of Xi in (59) being bound by QPj cannot be ruled out in terms of 
a Principle C violation. (58b) thus yields the wh>QP scope relation. with the inverse 
relation being ruled out. 
40 Note that I P does not count as a barrier to government in Chomsky" s ( 1986) Barriers framework. 
Thus the government relation given in footnote 38 obtains. 
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To summarise, the requirement observed by Hoji (1985) that Japanese li'h-
words must take wide scope (and that Japanese therefore lacks the pair-list 
interpretation of [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] questions), falls out from A&L' s 
two-part assumption that (i) Japanese wh-words do not undergo wh-movement to 
Spec,CP, but (ii) they must undergo QR to IP in order to be governed by the question 
marker ka in C. A&L do not make claims about other languages; however, this 
account is clearly also applicable to Korean, which makes use of an obligatory 
sentence-final question marker ni, similar to the Japanese lea. For Chinese and 
English, the fact that wh-words can be under the scope of quantifiers in questions 
with a wh-object and QP-subject (hence allowing pair-list readings) is accounted for 
by the optional availability of an intermediate trace of wh-movement. Intermediate 
traces (crucially, in A'-position) can playa role in scope determination, so the LF 
structure in which the QP c-commands the wh-trace, [wh-objecti [QP [ .. . ti ... ]]], 
yields the QP>wh interpretation. 
2.2.3.4. Comment 
A&L's syntactic account of a broad range of scope phenomena in Chinese, English 
and Japanese is probably the most comprehensive cross-linguistic analysis of scope 
interpretation. Its strength is that it accounts for QP-QP interactions in terms of 
universal mechanisms, without resorting to language-specific principles. For wh-QP 
interactions, too, the assumptions accounting for the lack of pair-list readings in 
Japanese (i.e., that Japanese wh-words undergo QR to IP in order be governed by the 
question marker ka), could conceivably be restated in terms of a UG parameter 
concerning question particles. Such a parameter (or set of parameters) would have a 
'question particle grammar' setting for languages like Japanese and Korean, one 
element of which would be the rule that within such a grammar the movement of wh-
words is QR. The 'non-question particle grammar' setting for languages like English 
and Chinese, on the other hand, would entail that movement ofwh-words is standard 
wh-movement. The lack of pair-list readings in question particle languages would 
then arise automatically from the correct setting of this UG option.41 
In terms of the L2 acquisition of Japanese scope interpretation by native 
English speakers, A&L' s account entails two acquisition problems: (i) the learners 
41 This hypothetical parameter would clearly require modification to account for any question-particle 
language found to allow pair-list interpretations in wh-QP questions. 
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must come to know that Japanese subjects-unlike English subjects-do not raise to 
IP; and (ii) they must come to know that LF movement of l1'h-words in Japanese is 
QR, not wh-movement as in English. The first problem is (hypothetically) solved by 
resetting the proposed VP-intemal subject parameter. a corollary of which would be 
the ruling out of object-wide scope in SOY Japanese [OP ... QP ... ] sentences~ the 
second, by resetting the proposed question-particle parameter. which would rule out 
QP-wide scope in scrambled Japanese [l-l'h-object...OP-suhject...] questions. For 
Chinese-speaking learners of Japanese, only the second problem appnes. while for 
Korean-speaking learners of Japanese neither problem applies. since their 
interlanguage grammar should be like the Japanese grammar from the outset. 
Considering. first, the problem faced by both Chinese-speaking and English-
speaking learners of acquiring knowledge that LF movement of Japanese l1'h-words 
is QR, this knowledge could arguably arise based on the ample evidence of question 
particles in the input. Since English and Chinese lack question particles. the L 1-
based English-Japanese and Chinese-Japanese interlanguage grammars will 
presumably fail to represent Japanese question particles and will consequently be 
forced by this failure to undergo restructuring to a grammar in \vhich question 
particles are represented. In other words, intemalisation of the evidence of question 
particles could activate a 'question particle grammar' option within UG. Thus, if 
A&L's theory is correct, English-speaking and Chinese-speaking learners of 
Japanese could readily overcome the poverty-of-the-stimulus problem represented by 
acquisition of the lack of pair-list readings in Japanese. due to the evidence of 
question particles in the input triggering the relevant restructuring of the 
interlanguage grammar. 
The remaining problem for English-speaking learners of Japanese is resetting 
of the proposed VP-intemal subject parameter. It is less ohvious what a potential 
trigger for this could be. This is because there is a lack of clear empirical evidence to 
differentiate languages like Japanese, Chinese and Korean from languages like 
English with regard to the presence or absence of subject-raising. Consequently, 
there is disagreement about whether or not Japanese. Chinese and Korean really do 
lack subject-raising. Although Kitagawa (1986). Koopman & Sportiche ( 1991 ), 
Kuroda (1988) and Wible (1990) (among others) argue for the lack of subject-
raising. Huang (1993). Ueda (1990), and others. present arguments that subject-
raising does take place in these languages. The arguments for or against subject-
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raising in Japanese are usually concerned with the nature of INFL. The lack of 
agreement morphology in Japanese, for example, has led to suggestions that INFL is 
'degenerate' in this language and consequently subjects do not raise to SpecJP. 
Other arguments are theory-internal, centring around whether or not B-roles and Case 
can be assigned in IP. It is not clear exactly how a VP-internal subject parameter 
might be set in L 1 acquisition, but one possibility is that the "default' setting is as 
proposed for Japanese: namely, the 'no-subject-raising' setting, where the subject is 
generated in the position it remains in. L 1 acquirers of English might be able to reset 
this default to the • subject-raising' option on the basis of evidence such as auxiliary 
verbs that intervene between the subject and the main verb.-t2 However. once the 
parameter has been set to the 'subject-raising' option, it seems unlikely that it could 
be reset back to the default. This is because the L 1-( Engl ish )-based i.nterlanguage 
grammar can adequately-if, incorrectly-represent Japanese. as shown in (60a). 
The correct representation in A&L's theory, in which the subject remains in 
Spec,VP, is shown in (60b): 
60. a. [If> [Dareka-ga]i [VP Ii [v' dono hon-mo [v yon-J]]I da] 
b. [Ii> [VP Dareka-ga [v' dono hon-mo [v yon-1l11 da] 
someone-NOM every book-opt read- PAS I 
• Someone read every book.' 
It seems that there is no clear evidence that might motivate abandoning subject-
raising. Thus. if it is impossible for English-speaking learners of Japanese to reset the 
proposed VP-intemal subject parameter, then fossilization is predicted to occur with 
respect to this parameter. Consequently, they will not be able to able to acquire the 
lack of object-wide scope in Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences under this account. 
The lack of consensus about whether languages really difTer with respect to a 
VP-internal subject hypothesis is a potential threat to A&L's analysis. Ifit turns out 
that languages do not differ in this respect, the explanatory power of the analysis will 
be considerably compromised. A number of technical problems with the account 
have also been raised by Hornstein (1995). Kuno el al. (1999) and Yusa (1995) (see 
also Aoun & Li 2000~ Kuno. Takami & Wu 2000). Finally, significant criticisms of 
the approach arise when it is viewed from the perspectin~ of Minimalism (Chomsky 
-l2 Another possibility is that the 3rd person singular morphology of English triggers adoption of the 
·subject-raising· option. although Sprouse (2000) argues com incingl) against agreement morpho log) 
driving the acquisition of syntax. 
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1993, 1995). The Oplionalily (?f QR principle. for example. which is acceptable 
within the Barriers framework, is challenged in Minimalism by the question of why 
quantifiers in 8' -positions should ever raise. if there is no specific motivation for 
raising. In fact. as Hornstein (1995) describes. since all movement is argued to be 
feature-driven in the Minimalist framework. the very notion of QR is challenged. 
since it is movement for the purpose of scope assignment rather than for the purpose 
of checking features. Hornstein (1995) offers a Minimalist account of quantifier 
scope interpretation. as outlined in the next section. 
2.2.4. Quantifier scope in Minimalism: Hornstein (l995)~3 
As noted in the previous section, the notion of QR becomes problematic with the 
adoption of Minimalist syntactic theory. since Minimalism requires that movement 
be feature driven. Thus wh-movement, for example. is motivated hy the need for an 
abstract [+wh] feature on wh-words to be checked in Spec.CP. QR. which can adjoin 
quantifiers to any XP (i.e. does not have a specific landing site. in contrast to wh-
movement). does not appear to have any (abstract) morphological motivation. 
Hornstein's (1995) Minimalist account of quantifier scope appeals to the 
operation of feature-checking as the mechanism that leads to determination of scope 
relations; specifically. the checking of Case features. Subjects and objects within VP 
are assumed (following Chomsky 1993) to check otT their respective nominative 
[+nom] and accusative [+acc] features in the functional subject and object agreement 
projections. AgrSP and AgrOP, above VP. In English. this happens by covert 
movement at LF from the VP-intemal positions in which the subject and object are 
generated. Hornstein assumes that movement is a process of copying and deletion: 
the "moved' element copies to its feature-checking position. then deletion applies at 
LF, so that one and only one member remains of the chain created by copying. For 
example. to check its [+nom] feature, a copy of the subject in VP is inserted into 
Spec,AgrSP. then either the subject in VP or the copy in Spec.AgrSP is deleted. 
Under this account. the following LF structure is obtained for the sentence Someone 
attended every seminar. prior to any deletion (Hornstein 1995: ] 55 (5)): 
61. [Agrsp someone [TP [Agrop every seminar [\1' someone attended en:ry 
seminar ]]]] 
·n Kitahara's (1996) account of scope interpretation in English is \~r~ "illlilar to Hornstein (1995). For 
space reasons, Kitahara's account is not presented in this dissertation. 
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One member of both the subject chain [someone ... someone ... 1 and the object 
chain [ ... every seminar ... every seminar] in (61) must be deleted. This allows for 
four possibilities, as shown in (62a-d), in which the deleted elements are indicated 
by curved brackets (Hornstein 1995: 155 (6a-6d)): 
62. a. [Agrsp someone [TP [Agrop every seminar [Vi> (someone) attended (ever\, 
seminar) ]]]] . 
h. [Agrsp someone [Tp [Agrop (every seminar) [Vi> (someone) attended every 
seminar ]]]] 
c. [Agrsp (someone) [TP [Agrop (every seminar) rvp someone attended every 
seminar ]]lJ 
d. [Agrsp (someone) [TP [Agrop every seminar [VI> someone attended (every 
seminar) ]]]] 
Of the four representations, (62b) and (62c) are ruled out by the assumption that 
along the lines of Diesing's (1992) Mapping Principle, definite DPslNPs must be in 
positions outside YP at LF. The strong quantifier el'ery is considered to be definite. 
so its LF position cannot be inside YP, as it is in (62b-c). The remaining 
representations, (62a) and (62d), allow the two possible scope interpretations of the 
sentence. Hornstein assumes that scope is determined by the c-command relationship 
between the quanti tiers themselves: 
63. Scope Principle (Hornstein 1995: 154) 
A quantified argument Ql takes scope over a quantitied argument Q2 iffQl c-
commands Q2 [at LF]. 
Thus in (62a), someone takes scope over every seminar (subject-\vide scope) and in 
(62d), every seminar takes scope over someone (object-wide scope). 
To account for the unambiguity of QP-QP sentences in Chinese. Hornstein 
follows Aoun & Li (1993) in adopting the proposal that subjects do not raise in 
Chinese.·H He assumes that subjects are generated in Spec,AgrSp.~5 Consequently, in 
a doubly-quantified SOY sentence in Chinese, there is no possibility of the object QP 
c-commanding a copy of the subject QP after raising to AgrOP for Case-checking. 
·u Recall from the preceding discussion (Section 2.2.3.4) that this asslImption is not uncontroversial. 
45 See footnote 32. In Hornstein's framework, subjects in Chinese (and Japanes~ and Korean) cannot 
be generated in VP and remain there, since there would be no way ofchl'cking their I· rllll11l feature. 
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since AgrSP dominates AgrOP. The relevant LF structure. prior to deletion. is as 
follows (Hornstein 1995: 164 (37»: 
64. [Agrsp subject [TP [Agrop object [vp V object ]]]] 
Whichever copy of the object deletes, the remaining copy will he asymmetrically c-
commanded by the subject. with the result that only the S>O scope reading obtains. 
Unambiguity in Japanese non-scrambled doubly-quantified SOY sentences 
can be accounted for in the same way. The ambiguity of scrambled Japanese doubly-
quantified sentences is accounted for as follows. Hornstein (1995: 94) adopts the 
position argued for in Saito (1992), that clause-internal scrambling is analysed at LF 
as A-movement to SpecJP. In the articulated IP, Spec,AgrSP is a possible landing 
site of scrambling (presumably by allowing mUltiple specifiers. since the subject 
must also be in Spec.AgrSP). Thus the sentence in (65a) has the pre-deletion LF 
representation shown in (65b) (based on Hornstein 1995: 181 (105b), 182 (106»: 
65. a. Dareka-o daremo-ga semeta. 
someone-ACC everyone-NoM blamed 
• Everyone blamed someone.' 
b. [Agrsp dareka-o [Agrsp daremo-ga [TP [Agrop dareka-o l \P dareka-o 
semeta]]]]] 
Two of the three copies of dareka-o 'someone-Acc' must delete. If the copy in 
Spec.AgrSP remains. the O>S scope obtains. If this copy is deleted, the S>O scope 
obtains. Hence. the ambiguity of the scrambled Japanese sentence is accounted for. 
Hornstein's (1995) treatment ofwh-QP interactions is rather different. He 
follows Chierchia (1991) in taking the view that QPs do not quantify into questions. 
In other words. the presence or absence of a pair-list reading is not a function of wh-
QP scope relations. Briefly. Chierchia (1991) considers the lI'h-element in a wh-QP 
question to consist of a function and an argument. The argument can he hound by a 
c-commanding quantifier. while the function is bound hy the wh-element. Under this 
assumption. the pre-deletion LF structure of the [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] 
question in (66a) is represented as in (66b) (based on Hornstein 1995: 113 (55)): 
66. a. What did everyone see? 
b. [el> Whati [Agrsp everyonej [TP [:\grop what l [VI> en~ryone.l sa\\ UJroi li]i ]]]]] 
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The [proj fiJi structure in object position is a copy of whof containing a covert 
pronoun argument bound by everyone. If that copy is not deleted (i.e .. ifwhaf in 
Spec,CP and Spec,AgrOP are deleted), the question will have the pair-list 
interpretation. If that copy is among those deleted, the question will have the 
individual interpretation. In the case of [wh-subject. . . QP-object. .. ] questions. such 
as (67a), the copy of who containing the covert pronoun must be among those 
deleted. If not, Hornstein (1995: 114) argues, a Weak Crossover (WCO) effect 
results because the pronoun is bound by a variable to its right (i.e .. by ereryone in 
object position within VP), as illustrated in (67b) (Hornstein 1995: 114 (57)):46 
67. a. Who saw everyone? 
b. [cp Whoi [Agrspwhoi [TP [Agrop everyonej [vp [proj fili saw everyonej ]]]]] 
In short, it is WCO, and not the nature of the wh-QP interaction that rules out the 
pair-list reading of [wh-subject. .. QP-object. .. ] questions. 
Since Chinese behaves in the same way as English with regard to wh-QP 
scope interpretations, Hornstein's analysis also accounts for Chinese. However, it is 
less obvious how the analysis could account for the lack of pair-list reading in 
scrambled Japanese [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] questions. such as that in (68). 
68. Nani-o daremo-ga motte-kita no. 
What-Ace everyone-NOM brought Q 
"What did everyone bring?' (scrambled) 
unambiguous: wh>QP/*QP>wh 
Applying Hornstein's analysis to (68) yields an LF representation as follows: 
69. [ep nani-oi [Agrspnani-oi [Agrspdaremo-gaj [IV [Agrop nani-oi [vp [proj fiJi 
motte-kita ]]]]]e no] 
The pair-list reading is not ruled out by this representation: since Jaremo precedes 
pro, a weo effect does not arise. Thus, from the LF representation alone. the pair-
list interpretation is predicted to be available. However. there is a further constraint 
on the availability of pair-list interpretations: the relevant quantifier must be of a type 
that can generate a set from which individuals can be mapped to a list. Not all 
46 Cf. other well-known weo effects such as (i): 
I. * H iS j mother loves everyone,. 
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quantifiers are "set generators'. Hornstein (1995: 113), following Chierchia (1991), 
points out that mosl, for example. in a question like IYho do mosllingliisls admire? 
does not support a pair-list answer. Most clearly differs fi'om a uni'ersal quantifier 
like everyone, since the number of individuals indicated by mosl cannot have an 
upper or lower limit. in contrast to the number of individuals indicated hy e\'eryone. 
which must include every person in the context under consideration. It thus seems 
unlikely that a universal quantifier like daremo 'everyone' should fail to generate a 
set. However. the English universal all also lacks a pair-I ist reading. as indicated by 
the awkwardness of (70c) in answer to (70a). 
70. a. Who do all kids love? 
b. Their mothers. 
c. * Jane loves Mickey Mouse. Sam loves Donald Duck, Tim loves Bugs 
Bunny •... 
Although all in (70a) defines a set (i.e., the set that includes every child in the 
universe), (70c) indicates that individuals cannot be drawn from that set. I n other 
words, the interpretation of all is collective. and does not distribute over a set. If 
daremo "everyone' could be shown to share this property of the English universal all, 
the fact that it does not support a pair-list reading would not be incompatible with 
Hornstein's analysis. However, evidence indicates that daremo is characterised by 
distributivity. For example, Kawashima (1994: 136) claims that daremo in (71a) 
yields only a distributive interpretation, as shown in (71 b), and not the collective 
interpretation in ( 71 c). 
71. a. Daremo-ga kooen de atta. 
everyone-NOM park in met 
b. "Everyone met in the park.' (i.e., there were submeetings which each person 
engaged in at the park) 
c. *"The people all met in the park.' 
It seems. therefore. that daremo "everyone' meets the criterion of generating a set 
from which individuals can be drawn, and, as such, should a support a pair-list 
reading in [wh-object...QP-subject...] questions. under Hornstein's analysis. The fact 
that it does not is a problem for this account. 
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2.4.3. Comment 
Hornstein (1995) argues that QR can be subsumed under the feature-checking 
operations of Minimalism. A separate QR operation thus becomes unnecessary. This 
is clearly an elegant solution to the problem of scope determination. The account also 
extends to cover the scope phenomena found in Chinese and Japanese QP-QP 
sentences, although as with Aoun & Li' s (1993) account. the controversial 
assumption must be made that subjects in Chinese and Japanese lack subject-raising. 
However, it appears that the account does not readily extend to cover the lack of 
pair-list readings in scrambled Japanese [wh-object...QP-subject... J questions. 
From the point of view of L2 acquisition of scope phenomena in Japanese. 
the key problem for English learners of Japanese acquiring the scope rigidity of 
Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences is basically the same as in Aoun & Li's (1993) 
account, namely the resetting of a VP-internal subject parameter. Specifically, under 
Hornstein (1995). learners must come to know that Japanese subjects originate in 
AgrSP, unlike English subjects, which raise to AgrSP fi'om VP. As already explained 
with reference to Aoun & Li (1993), there is likely to be little empirical evidence in 
the Japanese input to motivate the relevant parameter resetting. Thus. under this 
account, too, English learners of Japanese may fail to overcome the poverty-of-the-
stimulus problem represented by acquisition of the lack of object-wide scope in 
Japanese SOY [QP ... QP ... ] sentences. The account does not account for the lack of 
pair-list interpretations in Japanese [wh-object...QP-subject...] questions. therefore no 
prediction can be made about whether English-speaking and Chinese-speaking 
learners of Japanese can acquire this lack. 
A number of problems for Hornstein's (1995) analysis are noted by Reinhart 
(1995, 1997). Most importantly, the analysis of QP-QP sentences does not account 
for scope ambiguity when the subject is a universal QP. as in (72). 
72. Every man kissed a woman. 
This sentence is true when every man kissed a different woman (subject-wide 
reading) and when there is one woman whom every man kissed (object-wide 
reading). However. if definite NPs cannot be interpreted in VP. as claimed above for 
(61). this means that there can be no LF representation in which the object c-
commands the subject (i.e .. object in AgrOP. subject in VP). and therefore no object-
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wide scope. Hornstein (1995: 237-8 fn. 12) argues that this is in fact the case: (72) 
has only a subject-wide reading. but this reading is indeterminate with regard to how 
many women each man kissed. He notes that there are multiple readings of (72): if 
there are 100 men and 50 women, as long as each man kisses one woman. the 
sentence is true regardless of how many of the women remain unkissed. Thus he 
suggests that these multiple readings-which all entail the subject-wide reading-are 
in fact variations of the subject-wide reading. Reinhart (1995. cited in Szabolcsi 
2001: 626-7) points out, however, that this reasoning does not cover the ambiguity 
of examples such as (73). 
73. Most but not all of the students attended some seminar. 
Here, the subject NP is definite, so in the LF representation. the copy within VP must 
delete. The remaining structure will allow only the subject-wide reading. This is 
problematic, since an object-wide reading obtains, in which there is one particular 
seminar such that most of the students attended it. This reading is not entailed by the 
subject-wide reading: "most of the students attended a seminar, but they didn't 
necessarily attend the same one'. The object-wide reading thus cannot be ascribed to 
vagueness. 
A different problem with Hornstein (1995) is one that affects all of the 
accounts examined so far: the fact that they deal only with the quantifiers every and 
some, or equivalents of those quantifiers in Chinese and Japanese. In fact, there are 
numerous other quantifiers, as the references above to most. all and numeral 
quantifiers has touched upon. The scopal properties of the different quantifiers often 
do not exactly match those of every and some. The next section focuses on analyses 
of scope interpretation that attempt to explain the different scope-taking properties of 
different quantifiers. 
2.3. 'All quantifiers are not equal': analyses of the different properties of 
different quantifiers 
McCawley (1977: 372) observes that '[t]extbooks of formal logic can easily give the 
casual reader the impression that there are only two quantifiers: "the" universal 
quantifier [i.e., evel}'] and ""the" existential quantifier [i.e .. somer (brackets and their 
contents added by the present author). The same comment could be applied to the 
syntactic accounts of quantification detailed so far in this chapter. Ho\\ ever. as 
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McCawley (1977) and others (e.g., Lakoff 1972; Vendler 1967) have shown. 
different quantifiers produce different semantic interpretations. Vendler. for 
example, notes that all refers collectively to a group of individuals. while each or 
every refers distributively to a group of individuals (Vendler 1967: 74). This is 
exemplified as follows (Vendler 1967: 72-3): 
74. All those blocks are similar. 
75. Each (every one) of those blocks is similar. 
The sentence in (74) is logically complete. with the meaning that every block in the 
set is similar to every other block in the set. However. the sentence in (75) lacks a 
complement: it leaves open the question. 'Similarto what'?" (Vendler 1967: 73). 
Even when a complement is added. the meaning is not the same is in (74): 
76. Each of those blocks is similar to every other. 
The sentence in (76) is true when each block shares some feature in common with 
every other block. without entailing that all the blocks are similar.-P In other words, 
(74) entails (76). but (76) does not entail (74) (Vendler 1967: 73). The notion of 
similarity applies to the whole set collectively with all in (74). but to subsets of the 
whole, with each or every in (76). This is a function of the specific quantifiers. 
Since the collective use of all entails the distributive use. it is not surprising 
that examples of ambiguity can be found. The following are from Lakofr (1972: 554 
(2), (3)): 
77. All the boys carried the couch upstairs. 
78. Every boy carried the couch upstairs. 
47 Vendler exemplifies this as follows, citing the idea of Goodman (1951) of an . imperfect 
community': 
Take three elements with characteristics distributed as follows: ah. he. £Ie. Then. 
with the given interpretation, any two elements will be similar to each other 
without all of them being similar. since there is no common characteristic running 
through the total population. 
(Vendler 1967: 73) 
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The sentence in (77) can mean that the boys collectively carried the couch upstairs. 
or it can mean that each boy individually carried the couch upstairs. (78). on the 
other hand, has only the latter meaning. 
The differences between different types of quanti tier affect the interaction of 
quantifiers in doubly-quantified sentences. Beghelli & Stowell (1997) note that only 
each and every can quantify over a singular indefinite QP with the distributive 
reading (example based on Beghelli & Stowell 1997: 90 (20»:-lX 
79. a. Every student read a different book. 
b. Each (of the) student(s) read a different book. 
c. * All the students read a different book. 
d. * Five students read a different book. 
Compare (79c) and (79d) with the following, where the object is a plural indefinite: 
80. a. All the students read different books. 
b. Five students read different books. 
In (80a-b), a distributive reading (e.g., Student A read Book A. Student B read Book 
B, etc., ... ) is the only reading available.49 The contrast between (79c-d) and (80a-b) 
shows that all the and numbers can be distributive quanti tiers when the distributee is 
a plural noun, but not when it is a singular noun. 
A further example of different quantifier types affecting the interactions of 
quantifiers occurs in sentences such as (81a-b) «81 b is from Reinhart 1978: 124 
(36a)). 
81. a. Some tourists visited every museum. 
b. Some tourists visited all the museums. 
Ioup (1975) observed that the inherent ability of quantifiers to take inverse scope 
appears to be on a scale, with every taking inverse scope more readily than all. This 
seems indeed to be true for (81 a-b): the object-wide scope interpretation. whereby 
48 Note that (79c) and (79d) are grammatical with collective interpretations, i.e., if'a different book' is 
interpreted as being the same book for each student, as in (i): 
I. The literature teacher recommended Mary Shelley'S Frankl!nsleiJ1. but all the students/five 
students read a different book, namely Bram Stoker's Dracula . 
.t9 Note that the variation whereby each student may have read more than one book (i.e .. Student A 
read Books A, B & C. Student B read Books A & D, etc .... ) is also a distributive reading. 
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for each museum some tourists visited it, is readily available for (81 a), in which the 
object quantifier is every, but is much harder to derive in (81 b), in which the object 
quantifier is all. This observation receives further empirical confirmation by Lee, 
Yip & Wang (1999b) (see Chapter 3) and also by research presented in Chapters 4 
and 5 of the present dissertation. In other words, the examples in (79)-(81) show that 
the distributive function of all is not always readily accessible, in contrast to every. 
Like English, Japanese also has a number of different universal quantifiers in 
addition to daremo 'everyone', which was used in most of the Japanese examples in 
the previous section. A (non-comprehensive) list is presented in (82), with the 
translations given in Kenkyusha's New College Japanese-EnRlish Dictionary. 5th 
Edition (Collick, Dutcher, Tanabe & Kaneko (eds.) 2002): 
82. a. daremo 
b. dono N-mo 
c. subete(-no N) 
d. minna 
"everyone' 
"every N', 'all the N' 
'all', "everything' ~ "all (the N r, 'every (N r 
'all', "everything', 'everyone' 
e. sorezore( -no N) 'each'; 'each (N)' 
f. kaku N "each N', 'every N' 
The QPs in (82a-b) differ from (82c-f) in that they belong to a distinct class of 
quantifier occurring cross-linguistically, in which quantiticational force derives from 
a wh-pronoun in combination with a quantificational particle (henceforth wh+QPt 
quantifiers, where 'QPt' means 'quantificational particle' ).50 The Japanese existential 
dareka "someone' is also of this type. The morphological analyses of(82a-b) and of 
dareka are shown in (83).51 
83. 
QP wh-pronoun + qua ntification meaning particle 
a. daremo: dare 'who' + mo 'everyone' 
b. dono N-mo: dono "which' +N+ mo 'every N' 
c. dareka: dare 'who' + ka 'someone' 
50 Other languages exhibiting l1'h+QPt quantifiers include Croatian. Polish. Malayalam. and, of the 
other languages investigated in this dissertation, Korean. 
51 Japanese also has other wh+QPt quantifiers, including nanimo "everything" (1lL/l1i • what" .-t- mol. 
nanika 'something', and dokoka (doko 'where' + ka). The particle 1110 i~ a conjunctive pal11c1e (e.g .. 
Hanako-mo Taro-mo "both Hanako and Taro'); and ka, a disjunctive pal1icle (e.g .. Hwwko-ka Taro(-
wa) . Hanaka or Taro( -TOP)'). For detailed analysis of Japanese 1I'/7+Ql>t quantifiers, see Kuroda 
(1965) and N ishigauchi (1990): also (among others) Hasegawa (1991. 1(93): Kawashima ( 1994a, 
1994b): N ishigauch i ( 1999). 
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One semantic difference between universal wh+QPt quantitiers and the other 
universals in (82), is that the former behave as negative polarity items in negatiye 
contexts, while the latter do not (see references in footnote 51). Another 
characteristic of Japanese daremo "everyone' and dono N-111O "e\l~r\' N' is that they 
- r 
do not readily yield a collective interpretation. This was mentioned with respect to 
darema "everyone' in Section 2.2.4. Example (84). below, provides an illustration 
with dono N-mo "every N' (Kawashima 1994a: 136 (44)):52 
84. Dono gakusei-mo kooen de atta. 
every student-QPt park in met 
"Every/each student met in the park. (i.e., there were sub-meetings which 
each student engaged in at the park)'/ *'The students all met in the park.' 
Kawashima (1994a) does not compare wh+QPt quantifiers with other non-wh+QPt 
quantifiers (such as those in (83c-f)). However. an info1111al survey by the present 
author of 10 native-Japanese speakers reveals that, if dono gaklfSei-n1o "every 
student' in (84) is replaced by subete-na gakusei(-wa) "every student/all the 
students( -TOP)', the collective interpretation (i.e., "The students all met in the park') 
becomes readily available. while the distributive interpretation is not easy to get. 53 
Based on this semantic difference. subete-no N is henceforth translated as "all the N' 
while dono N-ma is translated as "every N'. This is intended to indicate that subete-
no N is associated with collective interpretations while dono N-l1lO is associated with 
distributive interpretations; however, it is not intended to indicate direct semantic 
equivalence between subete and all, and dono '" ma and e\'ery. 
A further difference between subete-no Nand lllh+QPt universals is that the 
former can c-command a wh-word without making the sentence unacceptable 
(Tomioka 2004). Thus, subete-no N is acceptable as the subject of a (non-scrambled) 
[QP-subject. .. wh-object. .. ] question (85). whereas wh+QPt universals are not (86) 
(as detailed in Section 2.1 for daremo 'everyone'): 
52 Dono N-nlO is glossed as 'every N-Qpf throughout this dissertation. 
53 Some of the informants in this survey commented that they found the collecti\e interpretation 
applicable also to the sentence in (84), contra Kawashima's.claim. This is a con~rete ex~mple of. 
individual variation with respect to judgements about quantified sentences. In this case. It ma) arIse 
because, as noted at the beginning of this section, a collective interpretation entails a distributive 
interpretation. Therefore. it may be conceptually difficult to separate the two meanings. ~espite this 
disagreement by some informants about whether or not the collective interpretation applIes to \84). all 
informants agreed that. with .where-no gakusei as the subject, the collecti\e interpretalll)ll applIes. 
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85. Subete-no gakusei-ga nani-o katta no? 
all-CiEN student-NoM what-Acc bought <) 
. What did all the students buy?' 
86. ??Dono gakusei-mo nam-o katta no? 
every student-QPt what-Ace bought Q 
Despite the contrast between subele-no N and dono N-Jno shown in (85) and (86), 
subele-no N is like wh+QPt universals in that it does not support a pair-list 
interpretation of questions with a QP-subject and wh-object, whether in the SOY 
order or the scrambled OSV order. This is illustrated for a scrambled [wh-object ... 
QP-subject ... ] question in (87) (based on Yusa 1995: 341 (55)):5~ 
87. Dono hon-o subete-no gakusei-ga yomimasita ka. 
which book-ACC all-GEN student-NoM read <) 
"Which book did every student read?' 
Answer: * John-wa LGB-o, Bill-wa S5,'-0 ... 
John-ToP LGB-ACC Bill-TOP SS-!\CC 
. John read LGB, Bill read SS ... ' 
Yusa (1995) notes that replacing subete in (87) with .\'()re~()re "each' renders the pair-
list reading acceptable. 
To summarise, it is clear that, cross-linguistically. specific quantifiers have 
specific semantic functions that can affect quantifier scope assignment. Uniform 
analyses of quantifier scope assignment do not capture these differences. The 
analyses to be presented in the following sections attempt to address the different 
semantic functions of different quantifiers. 
2.3.1. A 'Target Landing Sites' theory of scope 
2.3.1.1. English QP-QP sentences in the Target Landing Sites theory 
Recall that, in Minimalism, a problem with QR, as proposed by May (1977, 1985), is 
that it is not feature-driven. Hornstein (1995) solved the problem by getting rid of 
QR. By contrast, the 'Target Landing Sites' theory of scope by Beghelli and Beghelli 
& Stowell (Beghelli 1993, 1995, 1997; Beghelli & Stowell 1994. 1997) retains QR, 
but argues that it is a feature-driven operation.55 Just as lI'h-phrases have long been 
54 LGB = Leclures on (jowrnment and Binding, SS = Syntactic Structllres. 
55 8eghelli (1995. 19<)7) refers to the account as a 'Target Landing Sites theol') '. 8eghelli & Stowell 
( 1997) refer to the same account as 'a checking theory of scope'. 
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argued to bear a specific feature [+wh] which is checked in a dedicated functional 
projection, CP. the "Target Landing Sites' theory proposes that quantifiers also have 
inherent features which are checked in specific functional projections The theory 
proposes a classification of QP types, into (among others) "Distributive-Universal 
QPs' (DQP) for strongly distributive quantifiers, like eve!), and each. and "Group-
denoting QPs' (GQP) for, for example, bare numerals, and some.56 DQPs are 
morphologically singular ([+SG]), and have a [+Distributive] feature which is 
checked via Spec-head agreement with a distributive operator located in a functional 
projection. Dist(ributive)p;57 and GQPs have a [+Group Ref(erent)] feature which is 
checked with an existential operator occurring in two further projections. 
Ref(erential)P and ShareP. RefP is argued to be a topic-like position for wide scope 
interpretations. and ShareP, the position that allows the GQP to serve as the 
distributed share (distributee) of a DQP (Beghelli 1997: 371). The availability of the 
different functional projections enables the theory to address the ditlerent scope-
taking properties of different quantifiers. The clause structure incorporating the 
proposed functional projections is shown in (88) (Beghelli & Stowell 1997: 76 (2»:58 
56 Beghelli (1995, 19(7) and Beghelli & Stowell (1997) note that this classification ofQP types is 
largely based on Szabolcsi (1994, 1997). ..' . 
57 Beghelli & Stowell (1997) modify this proposal in Section: ofthell: paper .. ~rgulng th~t ('l'et)' IS In 
fact underspecified for [ Distributive]. It has access to Spec,DlstP by "Irtue of ItS [+SG] teature-a 
pre-condition for the application of the distributive operator in DistP-- . and its. move~lent t~ 
Spec,DistP is motivated by the binding of its set variable (see Beghelll 1997 for detail). ThiS 
modification accounts for certain differences in behaviour betw'een each and (:'\'e':l'. For the purpose of 
the present section, however, it is en~ugh to assume the simpliti.catio~ gi\.en in tl,le ma!n t~xt: that 
even' moves to Spec.DistP for checkmg purposes. See further diSCUSSion m Section 2 .. '. I .. '. 
58 N~gP is proposed to occur between ShareP and AgrOP. Since the present dissertation does not 
address negative quantifiers. NegP is omitted here. 
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88. 
Spec cp 
I /~ GOP / 








The scope ambiguity of an English sentence such as (89a) is captured by the 
LF representations in (89b) and (89c).59 (Curly brackets indicate reconstruction, 
discussed following the example.) 
89. a. Two students read every book. 
b. [Refp Two studentsi [Agrsp ti [Distp every bookj [!\grop lj [vp read ~i]]]]] 
c. [Agrsp ti [DistP every bookj [sharep {two students: i [Agrop '.i l VI> read tj]]]]] 
(89b) and (89c) are derived as follows. As in Hornstein's (1995) account nominative 
and accusative Case features are checked in Spec,AgrSP and Spec.AgrOP. 
respectively. The DQP every book must also check its [+Distributive] feature, and 
thus ends up in Spec,DistP. The GQP two students must check its [+Group Ref] 
feature either in Spec,RetP or Spec,ShareP. In the wide-scope interpretation of hvo 
students ('there are two students such that those two students read every book') 
represented in (89b), the relevant checking takes place within RefP. In the narrow-
scope interpretation ("for every book, there are two students who read if). in which 
two students provides the distributed share to every hook. the GQP reconstructs from 
59 1 follow Beghelli (1995) and Beghelli & Stowell (1997) in not indicating a VP-intemal position for 
the subject. However. this is an abbreviation: their theory assumes that subjects originate \\ ithin VP. 
as indicated in, for example. the full~ articulated tree structures in Beghelli (1995: 74 (61)). 
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Spec.AgrSP to Spec.ShareP. This is represented in (89c). Reconstruction. in this 
theory, is constrained by the following principle (Beghell i 1995: 78 (64 )): 
90. Availability (?f reconstruction 
A QP may only lower/reconstruct to a scope position where its semantic and 
morphological features are checked. 
In other words. reconstruction is available when the position from which it takes 
place is not one in which semantic features are interpreted. Thus. reconstruction from 
Spec,AgrSP is permitted. 
The problem of the lack of distributive interpretation of all when it occurs in 
object position is accounted for in this system by proposing that al/ is not a DQP. but 
a GQP. GQPs are argued to behave as 'pseudo-distributors' given the right syntactic 
configuration, such as that seen (80), repeated below in (91 ). 
91. a. All the students read different books. 
b. Five students read different books. 
The distributive function of the GQPs all and five in (91 a-b) is argued (Beghelli 
1995. 1997) to arise through a covert distributive operator. in the foml of a silent 
adverbial each. assumed to occur in the same AgrSP. AgrOP. or ShareP (below the 
specifier position) in which the distributor QP (or its trace) is located.60 Refp is ruled 
out as a possible site for silent each on the basis of the distribution of overt each. 
which cannot occur in a position higher than the canonical subject position: 
92. a. * Each the girls ate an apple. 
b. The girls each ate an apple. 
c. The girls ate an apple each. 
The distributee QP must be c-commanded by silent each. The resulting LF structures 
for (91 a-b) are presented in (93a-b). respectively (based on 8eghelli 1997: 379 
(53)). (Irrelevant projections are omitted. Italics are used to indicate that each is 
covert.). 
93. a. [Refp All the studentsi [Agrsp ti [each [sharer> different books, [\,P read tJ]]]]] 
b. [Refp Five studentsi [Agrsp Ii [each [shareI' different books, [vp read ~i]]]]] 
60 8eghelli (1995. 1997) also lists as AgrJ[ndirect]O[bject]P as a possihle adjunction site for silent 
each. 
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In both (93a) and (93b), the conditions of pseudo-distributi\ity are satisfied: both the 
subject and object are GQPs, and the distributive operator. silent each. occurs in a 
position (AgrSP) that c-cornmands the distributee, dftferen/ hooks. 
The lack of inverse scope interpretation when a GQP occurs in object 
position falls out from the assumption that covert each cannot occur above 
Spec,AgrSP. Consider again (81 b), repeated below as (94). 
94. Some tourists visited all the museums. 
In the inverse scope interpretation of (94), "for each museum. some tourists visited 
it', all the museums acts as distributor and must take scope in RefP. above the subject 
some tourists. However, since covert each cannot occur in RefP. there is no way for 
it to c-command some tourists. Thus the distributee fails to be c-commanded by the 
distributive operator, and the lack of object-wide scope of all/he museums is 
captured. 
2.3.1.2. Japanese QP-QP sentences in the Target Landing Sites theory 
Beghelli (1995, 1997) and Beghelli & Stowell (1997) do not address the scope 
rigidity of Japanese and other languages. If Japanese daremo "everyone' and dono N-
mo 'every N' are assumed to be DQPs, the lack of inverse scope when these 
expressions are in object position is not predicted. Appealing to the VP-intemal 
subject hypothesis, as in Aoun & Li (1993) and Hornstein (1995), does not solve the 
problem, since in the Target Landing Sites account scope assignment is a result of 
the movement of quantifiers to dedicated positions in order to check scope-related 
features. Thus a distributive universal quantifier in Japanese has to move to 
Spec,DistP, and a group-denoting quantifier has to move to Spec.RetP or 
Spec,ShareP regardless of whether or not they originate in VP. Therefore the 
sentence in (95a) is predicted to be ambiguous in the same way as its English 
counterpart in (89). (95b) shows the LF representation for an inverse scope reading 
of (95a).61 
95. a. Hutari-no gakusei-ga dono hon-rno 
two.cL-GLNstudent-NoM every book-opt 




61 Quantitative data prt:sented in Chapters 4 and 5 confirm that Japanes~ sentences like (95). with a 
numerically quantified subject and universally quantified object. tend 10 lad. an object-wide reading. 
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b. [Agrsp ti [Distr dono hon-moj [sharer {hutari-no gakusei-gaL [J\grop tj [vp tj 
yonda]]]]] 
In (95b), the object dono hon-mo "every book' in DistP c-commands the subject 
hutari-no gakusei "two students' in ShareP, meaning that an object-wide scope 
reading is predicted to be available. 
One way of ruling out the inverse scope representation for (95) would be to 
propose that dono N-mo "every N' is not a distributive universal. but is instead a 
pseudo-distributor, like English all. A diagnostic for DQPs is that they must be 
morphologically singular. In fact, it is not at all clear whether dono N-mo meets that 
requirement. There is generally no singular/plural distinction for nouns in Japanese.62 
However. an optional plural marker tachi can be atlixed to human nouns. as in 
(96):63 
96. Kodomo-tachi-wa kooen de asonda. 
child-PLlJRJ\L.IIUMAN-TOP park in played 
"The children played in the park.' 
If this plural marker is used with dono N-nlO, as in (97). native Japanese opinions are 
divided about the acceptability. 
97. Dono kodomo-tachi-mo kooen de asonda. 
in played every child-PLURAL.HUMAN-QPt park 
*-Every children played in the park.' 
Some native Japanese speakers find (97) acceptable, while others claim it is 
ungrammatical precisely on the grounds that dono N-mo and lochi are 
incompatible.(~ Note that by contrast, tachi is unanimously judged perfectly 
acceptable with another Japanese universal quantifier. suhele-no N "all the N': 
98. Subete-no kodomo-tachi-ga 
all-GEN child-PLURAI,.HUMAN-NOM 





62 Korean and Chinese also do not make a singular/plural distinction. 
63 If tachi is omitted in (96). the sentence is ambiguous with regard to whether there is one child or 
more than one. 
64 The judgements about the data in (97). (98) and (100) come from at least ti\e native Japanese 
linguists. 
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Another test for the singular distributive properties of a universal quantifier is 
whether or not it can be the subject of a verb requiring a semantically plural agent 
such as surround. Beghelli & Stowell (1997: 88) illustrate that eve,)' is not readily 
acceptable as the subject of surround. in contrast to all (Beghelli & Stowell 1997: 88 
(17a-b)): 
99. a. ?Every boy surrounded the fort. 
b. All the boys surrounded the fort. 
They explain that the distributive every forces a construal vlhereby the 'surrounding 
event' is attributed individually to each member of the subject set (i.e .. each boy in 
(99)}-a reading that is incompatible with the semantics of surround. which requires 
a collective construal of the subject. Considering the Japanese (approximate) 
equivalents of (99). given in (100). native Japanese opinions are again divided about 
the acceptablity of the example with dono N-mo 'every N' (1 OOa). while the example 
with subete-no N 'all the N· (1 OOb) is unanimously judged acceptable. 
100. a. Konsaato-no ato. dono fan-mo sutaa-o torimaita. 
concert-Gt-:N after every fan-QPt star-ACC surrounded 
?' After the concert, every fan surrounded the star. . 
b. Konsaato-no ato, subete-no fan-ga sutaa-o torimaita. 
concert-GEN after all-GEN fan-NoM star-ACC surrounded 
After the concert, all the fans surrounded the star. . 
Some speakers reject (1 OOa) while others find it perfectly acceptable.65 
The lack of consensus about (97) and (1 OOa) is perhaps to be expected in a 
language that does not make a singular/plural distinction. Clearly. dono N-mo is not 
obviously singular. unlike English every. Let us assume. then. that dono N-mo does 
not have the feature [+SG] and is therefore e~cluded from Spec.DistP. As such, dono 
N-mo can be classed as a GQP rather than a DQP, and hence. can act as a pseudo-
distributor. Since pseudo-distributors cannot take wide scope in object position, 
Japanese scope rigidity in canonical QP-QP sentences is accounted for. 
65 In Marsden (2003: 499 fn. 4) I claimed that the sentence in ( I OOa) \\ as unacceptable in Japanese. a 
claim that was based on the judgements of three native Japanese speaker~. Since then. I have SUrH~) ed 
more native speakers of Japanese and therefore revise the claim. as described here. 
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The ambiguity of scrambled sentences such as (101 ) can also be accounted 
for if it is assumed that the covert distributive operator each can scramble with the 
object to the landing site of scrambling above AgrSP. 
101. Dono hon-mo hutari-no gakusei-ga yonda. 
every book-QPt tWO.CL-GEN student-NOM read 
"Two students read every book. (scrambled)' 
S>O: O>S 
This is a reasonable assumption, given that Japanese floating quantifiers can occur 
overtly above the subject when the object with which they are associated is 
scrambled. This is illustrated with hitori-hitori "each' in (1 02b), a scrambled version 
of (I 02a):66 
102. a. Sensei-ga kodomo-o hitori-hitori sikatta. 
teacher-NoM child-Acc each scolded 
"The teacher scolded each child.' 
b. [[Kodomo-o]i hitori-hitori [Agrsp sensei-ga Ii sikatta]] 
For (101), the distributive object-wide reading is accounted for by the following LF 
representation. (The landing site of scrambling is designated as XP.) 
103. [Refp dono hon-moj [xp tj [each [Agrsp ti [sharep ~hutari-no gakusei-gah 
[Agrop ~i [vp Ij yonda]]]]]]] 
In (103). each c-commands hutari-no gakusei "two students' from within XP. 
Pseudo-distributivity can thus apply, with dono hon-rno "every book' distributing 
over hUlari-no gakusei. 
To summarise. the Target Landing Sites theory accounts for the facts of 
Japanese QP-QP scope interpretation. provided that the following empirically 
motivated assumptions are made: (i) Japanese universal quantitiers are not DQPs, 
due to their apparent lack of a [+SO] feature; instead they are OQPs and as such 
pseudo-distributors: (ii) the covert distributive operator can occur above AgrSP if the 
QP with which it is associated has scrambled above the subject. 
66 In (I 02b), I leave open the question of whether the floated quantifier "crambles with the object from 
a VP-internal position, or whether it is base-generated above AgrSP, ~ince thi" is irrelevant to the 
argument. 
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2.3.1.3. Wh-QP questions in the Target Landing Sites theory 
Beghelli (1997) explores the question of pair-list readings in detai I. \\ith particular 
reference to differences between each and every. This section will present a brief 
summary of his account as it relates to the availability of pair-list readings in [l1'h ... 
every ... ] questions. As already seen, a pair-list reading is possible in English when 
every is the subject of a wh-question, but not when it is the object (Beghelli 1997: 
349, (1) & (2): 
104. What did every student read? 
. for every student x, what did x read?' 
105. Who read every book? 
*'for every book x, who read xT 
BegheUi notes that this subject-object asymmetry parallels the subject-object 
asymmetry of pseudo-distributivity in declaratives: a pseudo-distributor like all can 
take wide-scope when it is in subject position in a declarative sentence. but not when 
it is object position. Beghelli accounts for pair-list readings with erery by suggesting 
that, in the pair-list interpretation, every behaves as a pseudo-distributor. not a strong 
distributor (since, if it were a strong distributor in (105). the e,'erY>l1'ho reading 
should be available, contra fact}. 
The ability of every to behave as a pseudo-distributor comes from a 
modification to the theory of every (already mentioned in footnote 57): every is 
underspecified for [Distributive], instead of bearing a [+Distributive] feature. 
Consequently, it is not forced to move to DistP to check a [+Distributive] feature. Its 
movement to DistP is a consequence of an assumed feature of distributive quantifiers 
(following Szabolcsi 1997): that a distributive quanti tier introduces a discourse 
referent in the foml of a set variable.67 This variable must be bound, and in a 
declarative sentence it is bound by the existential operator in RetP. Binding by the 
existential operator is assumed to drive every to move to Spec.DistP (Beghelli 1997: 
383). In questions. however, the question operator in CP is closer to e)'elY than the 
existential operator in RetP. Beghelli argues that this opens the possibility that the set 
variable of distributive every be bound by the question operator. When the set 
variable of evet:v is bound by the question operator. ere,:\" remains in its Case 
67 For example (8eght'lli 1997: 371), 'the QP e\'e/~' man introduces a variable X to be assigned the set 
containing all the men in the situation', 
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position. and does not move to Spec.DistP. The pair-list reading emerges when the 
wh-phrase can reconstruct to a position under the scope of el'ery. The representation 
for (104) is given in (106) (based on Beghelli 1997: 393, (74): 'Q-Op' = 'question 
operator'): 
106. [ep [Q-Opi + Ii] [Agrsp [every studenth/i [Agrop {whatL [Vi> read Ii]]]] 
In (106), whal (but not the question operator) has reconstructed from CP to its Case 
position, AgrOP, where it is bound by the question operator. Evel:l' sllldenl intervenes 
in the binding path between the question operator and whal, and thus its set variable 
is argued to also be bound by the question operator. In this configuration. pseudo-
distributivity applies: every can act as a distributor because its set variable is bound 
and it c-commands and thus can take scope over the distributee. whal. yielding the 
pair-list interpretation. However, when the wh-phrase is in subject position and every 
N in object position. as in (105), no pair-list representation is available. This is 
bec~use there is no position under the scope of evel)! in AgrOP to which l-i"ho could 
reconstruct.68 The LF representation is given in (107) (based on Beghelli 1997: 391 
(71 i)): 
107. [ep [Q-Opi + WhOi] [Agrsp Ii [Agrop [every bookJi,. [Vi> read h]]]] 
The conditions for pair-list interpretation are not fulfilled in ( 107): the set variable of 
every N is not bound, so every N cannot act as a distributor: in addition. who cannot 
move to a position under the scope of every. 
Thus, the Target Landing Sites theory accounts for the lack of pair-list 
readings of English [wh-subject...QP-object...] questions and the availability of pair-
list readings in English [wh-object...QP-subject...] questions. However. as with 
Hornstein's (1995) account, the lack of pair-list readings in scrambled Japanese [wh-
object. .. QP-subject. .. ] questions is problematic. There seems to be no reason why a 
Japanese wh-object such as nani 'what' in (108a), should not be able to reconstruct 
to its Case position in AgrOP, yielding the LF representation given in (1 08b ):69 
68 The VP-intemal subject position is ruled out as a possible reconstruction site b~ the constraint on 
the availability of reconstruction given in (90), since Spec,VP is not a position \\-here semantic or 
morphological features are checked. . ., 
69 Wh-movement oflll/l1i • what' to CP is assumed to occur covertl}. since Japanese IS a lI'/7-m-sltu 
language. 
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l1'h>OP~ *QP>wh 
b. [cp [Q-OPi + til [XP Ii [Agrsp [daremoh/i [Agrop :nani-o~ i [Vi> Ii 
katta ]]]] no] 
In the structure in (1 08b), the conditions for a pair-list interpretation appear to be 
met: nani "what' is under the scope of darema 'everyone"" and daremo ·everyone' is 
bound by the question operator and therefore should be able to act as a distributor. 
Further development of this theory is thus required in order to account for the lack of 
pair-list readings in scrambled Japanese [wh-object ... OP-subject ... ] questions. 
2.3.1.4. Comment 
The Target Landing Sites theory of scope shares with Hornstein's (1995) unifonn 
theory of quantifier scope that scope assignment is the result of feature checking. It 
differs from previous analyses in that it offers an account for the different scope-
taking properties of different types of quantifier, by proposing specific functional 
projections for specific quantifier types. It appears that the theory can be applied 
successfully to the facts of Japanese QP-QP interpretation, if it is assumed that 
universal quantifiers in Japanese do not fall into the category of DQPs like English 
every. This assumption is supported by empirical evidence showing that dono N-ma 
'every N' is not readily construed as singular-a pre-condition for classification as a 
DQP. However, the theory does not readily account for the lack of pair-list readings 
in scrambled Japanese [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] questions. Consequently, only 
QP-QP sentences are considered in the following discussion of the L2 acquisition of 
Japanese scope interpretation under the Target Landing Sites theory. 
For English-speaking learners of Japanese, the key difference between 
English and Japanese, under this theory, is that Japanese universal quantifiers (at 
least those investigated: dono N-mo and subete-no N) are not inherently singular 
whereas English every is. This presumably comes from the fact that Japanese. unlike 
English, does not make a syntactic distinction between singular and plural. The 
acquisition problem is therefore to internalise this lack of singular/plural distinction 
so that it becomes part of the interlanguage grammar and applies to all NPs. 
Assuming that the categories ofDQP, GQP. etc. are part orUG, knowledge that 
Japanese NPs cannot be singular will automatically rule out Japanese universal 
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quantifiers from being classed as DQPs and being able to take inverse scope in a 
canonical SOY doubly-quantified sentence. 
Evidence for the lack of singular/plural distinction in Japanese is likely to be 
available in the input in the form of nouns occurring in both singular and plural 
contexts without any morphological indication of number. In other words. in the 
English-based interlanguage. plural morphology is "expected' in a plural NP. No 
plural morphology occurs in this required context in the Japanese input. This lack of 
the expected morphology in a required context constitutes indirect "negative 
evidence', which may trigger acquisition of the lack of singular/plural distinction in 
Japanese.70. 71 Given such evidence, English-speaking learners are predicted to be 
able to acquire the lack of object-wide scope in Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences as a 
corollary of acquiring the knowledge that Japanese NPs are neither singular nor 
plural. However, at least two factors may impede the clarity of the indirect negative 
evidence for the lack of singular/plural distinction in Japanese. First, the L 1 English 
grammar can parse nouns without singular or plural morphology: for instance. a 
sentence such as llike cake (v. I like cakes) is grammatical if cake is construed as a 
mass noun. Therefore, NPs without singular or plural morphology could cO,nceivably 
be represented by an English-based interlanguage grammar without immediately 
motivating restructuring of that grammar to one in which nouns are underspecified 
for number. Second, the fact that Japanese sometimes makes use of a plural suffix on 
human nouns (as described above) further blurs the evidence. Therefore. there is 
likely be at least some delay in the restructuring of the English-based interlanguage 
70 'Negative evidence' is defined as information about the impossibility of an utterance (Schwartz & 
Gubala-Ryzak 1992). Note that the potential exploitation of indirect negative evidence to acquire the 
lack of sing ularl plural distinction in Japanese does not contradict the claim that the unambiguity of 
Japanese SOY OP-OP sentences cannot be acquired by 'noticing' that Japanese lacks object-wide 
scope. This is because there is no clearly definable, finite required context for object-wide scope in a 
OP-OP sentence-unlike for singular or plural morphology in an NP, For example, either of the 
sentences in (i) and (ii) could be used in English to express 'for each book, someone read it', 
I. Someone read every book. 
II. EveI)' book was read by someone. 
There is no 'required context', in normal discourse, in which (i) must be used instead of(ii), 
Consequently, there is no way for English learners of Japanese to "notice' that a Japanese equivalent 
of (i) (i.e., an active, transitive, SOY OP-OP sentence) is not used to wmey the meaning 'for each 
book, someone read it', 
71 In addition, adult, classroom-based learners of Japanese are likel) to receive instruction. early on in 
their course, about the lack of sing ularl plural distinction. I leave open the question of whether such 
instruction-derived meta-linguistic knowledge could lead to the relevant grammar becoming part of 
the leamer's L2 competence. (See Schwartz & Gubala-Ryzak (199~) for argument that explicit 
negative evidence via instruction does not lead to restructuring of the interlanguage.) 
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grammar to one in which there is no singular/plural distinction. Consequently, if 
learners of an early enough stage are investigated, this account predicts that English-
speaking learners will differ from Korean-speaking and Chinese-speaking learners 
with respect to Japanese scope interpretation: Korean-speaking and Chinese-
speaking learners of Japanese will have knowledge of Japanese scope rigidity from 
the outset as a corollary of L I-derived knowledge that Japanese lacks a 
singular/plural distinction; English-speaking learners of lower proficiency levels will 
initially allow non-native-like scope ambiguity as long as the L I-derived 
singular/plural distinction remains unchanged. However, given that evidence is 
available to motivate the relevant restructuring of the English-Japanese 
interlanguage, more advanced English-speaking learners of Japanese are predicted to 
disallow object-wide scope in Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences. 
2.3.2. Extra-syntactic accounts of quantifier scope 
All the accounts of quantifier scope presented thus far in this chapter have been 
syntactic. However, a number of accounts explore the roles of pragmatic, semantic, 
and other processing principles, in addition to syntax. This section outlines some of 
these accounts, focusing in particular on analyses that deal specifically with 
Japanese. Like the Target Landing Sites theory detailed in the previous section, the 
analyses discussed here attempt to account for the different scopal properties of 
different quantifiers. In addition, they address the issue of individual ditTerences in 
judgements about quantifier interpretation. 
2.3.2.1. Scope ambiguity resolution via multiple processing principles 
The syntactic accounts of scope interpretation discussed in the previous sections all 
appeal to the principle of c-command in some form: the narrow-scope quantifier is c-
commanded by the wide-scope quantifier (or by a quantiticational operator) at some 
level of representation. Other accounts of scope interpretation have identified other 
factors as contributing towards ambiguity resolution. loup ( 1975), for eXaInple, 
proposed the quantifier hierarchy, given in (109): 
109. each> every> all> most> many> several> some (+ N [PI j) > ajeHI 
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The rationale behind the hierarchy is that it places distrihutive quantifiers highest. as 
most likely to take wide scope. with other quantifiers then arranged in order of the 
size of set they specify (i.e., all specifies a larger set than mosl). since the tendency to 
take wide scope seems to decrease with decreasing set size. 
Another hierarchy that appears relevant to scope ambiguity resolution is the 
thematic hierarchy (Grimshaw 1991; Jackendoff 191'2). whereby agents are more 
prominent than experiencers. which are more prominent than themes. This is 
manifested in scope interpretation in Japanese by the fact that the locative object of 
an unaccusative verb can take (inverse) scope over the experiencer subject. as shown 
in (110) (Yatsushiro 1996: 324 (8b )): 
110. Daremo-ga dokoka-ni tuita. 
everyone-NoM somewhere-LOC arrived 
'Everyone arrived somewhere.' 
S>O-LOC O-LOC>S 
The availability of (locative-)object-wide scope in (110) clearly contrasts with the 
lack of object-wide scope in Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences with transitive verbs. 
The initial stage of pilot testing conducted for the experimental part of this 
dissertation provides empirical evidence of this contrast (see Chapter 4). 
Experimental investigation by Lee, Yip & Wang (1999a. 1999b) (see Chapter 3) 
shows that the same contrast holds in Chinese: quantified locative objects are readily 
interpreted as taking inverse scope over quantified experiencer subjects. whereas as 
quantified theme objects are not readily interpreted as taking inverse scope over 
quantified agent subjects. 
A third factor that has been proposed as playing a role in scope ambiguity 
resolution is linear order (e.g., Fodor 1982~ Kroch 1975). Specifically. quantifiers 
closer to the left of the surface order of a sentence tend to take scope over quantifiers 
further to the right. Experimental work by Kurtzman & MacDonald 1993 (see 
Chapter 3) and by the present author (see Chapters 4 and 5) on am biguous English 
QP-QP sentences confirms that the "left QP > right QP' interpretation appears easier 
to get than the inverse scope interpretation, despite the fact that both are possible.72 
TJ. The fact that left-most QPs tend to take scope over right-most QPs may be connected to the fact that 
pragmatic topics ~end to oc~ur ~t th.e beginn ~ng of a sent~n~e. Th~ rol~ ot~ (pra~mati~) topic-hood in 
quantified scope interpretatIOn IS discussed In more detail In Section _.)._.2. tollo" mg. 
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An example of an account of quantifier scope interpretation that makes use of 
factors such as those described above (quantifier hierarchy. thematic hierarchy, and 
linear order) is the 'functional' account by Kuno (1991), Kuno & Takami (2002). 
and Kuno, Takami & Wu (1999, 2000). In fact, this account entails a number of 
problems-as described, below-which mean that exploration of its implications for 
the L2 acquisition of Japanese scope phenomena is not pursued. Nonetheless, since 
substantial sections of the analysis are devoted to scope phenomena in Japanese, a 
thesis on the L2 acquisition of these phenomena is not complete without at least 
mentioning the account. A brief outline thus follows. 
Kuno et al. propose a number of scope-determining processing principles. 
such as those listed in (111) (based on Kuno 1991: 269-274: Kuno etal. 1999: 
79-80; Kuno & Takami 2002: 203-204).73 
Ill. a. Subject QP > Object QP 
b. Human QP > Non-human QP 
c. Lefthand QP > Righthand QP 
d. i. Quantifier hierarchy for English: each> some (+ N [S<i]) > every> all > 
most> many> several> some (+ N [PI.]) > a fell' 
ii. Quantifier hierarchy for Japanese: "each' > other quantifiers 
e. (Japanese/Chinese-specific): Universal QP > Existential QP 
The Su~iect QP > Object QP principle (Ill a) and the Human (jP > Non-human QP 
principle ( III b) can both be seen as relating to the thematic hierarchy: subjects are 
often agents, and humans are often agents; thus, it is not surprising that subject QPs 
and human QPs should tend to take wide scope. The Lejihal1d QP > RiRhlhand QP 
principle ( 111 c) is clearly a linear processing principle. The language-specific 
quantifier hierarchy principles in (Ill d) are based on loup's (1975) quantifier 
hierarchy.7~ Finally, the Japanese/Chinese-specific Universal QP > Existential QP 
principle in (llle) appears to be a further extension of the quantifier hierarchy. 
The various principles are claimed to interact in a type of parallel-processing 
system. Specifically, the principles 'cast votes' within an expert system. which 
determines which quantifier in a QP-QP sentence takes wide scope. For example, the 
73 Kuno el a/. 's comprehensive list of principles includes additional principles relating to specificit). 
topic-hood, speaker/hearer v. third person distinction. degree of discourse-linking of the QPs, and 
other factors. For the purposes of the present discussion, the principles listed in ( I II) suffice. 
74 Kuno el at argue that singular some should occur between each and el'£:"Y in the quantifier hierarchy 
for English (III c.i). However, loup's (1975) quantifier hierarch) omits singular S0111e on the grounds 
that it is exceptional. specifying a set of only one. yet tending to take \\ ide scope. 
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Subject QP > O~jecf QP principle (111 a) leads to assignment of one vote in favour 
of a wide-scope interpretation to a subject QP, and none to an ohject QP. In addition 
to the principles in (111), the expert system gives one' baseline vote' to each QP. 
under the assumption that "given that two quantifiers interact scopally in a sentence. 
each quantifier has some chances, however remote. of claiming a wide-scope 
interpretation' (Kuno & Takami 2002: 205). The vote tallies for each quantifier in 
the sentence in (112) are thus as shown in (113) (based on Kuno & Takami 2002: 
220 (71b)): 
112. Daremo-ga dareka-o aisite-iru. 
113. 
everyone-NoM someone-ACC loves 
"Everyone loves someone.' 










5 votes 2 votes 
S>O; *O>S 
Verdict: unambiguous (daremo-wide scope: Jareka-wide scope. 5:2) 
In (113), darema "everyone' gets five votes as a possible wide-scope-taking element. 
while dareka 'someone' gets two. This difference in vote tallies is claimed to predict 
that daremo will unambiguously take wide scope over Jareka. Thus. inverse scope is 
ruled out, in accordance with the claims (e.g., Hoji 1985) about Japanese scope 
interpretation in SOY QP-QP sentences. 
However, Kuno et al .. s account appears to be problematic for other data. 
When the subject is an existential QP and the object a universal. as in ( 114). the 
system is claimed to predict ambiguity. contra the general assertions of scope rigidity 
for Japanese. The vote tally is shown in (115) (based on Kuno & Takami 2002: 120, 
(71a)). 
114 D eka ga daremo-o aisite-iru. . ar -
someone-NOM everyone-Acc loves 
· Someone loves everyone .. 
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4 votes 3 votes 
Verdict: ambiguous (dareka-wide scope: daremo-wide scope, 4:3) 
In Kuno et al. 's system, a difference of just one vote. as in (115). predicts ambiguity: 
either QP may take wide scope, although the preferred interpretation will be wide 
scope for the QP with the highest tally. This result clearly contradicts the claim of 
Hoji (1985) and others that Japanese lacks object-wide scope in doubly-quantified 
SOV sentences. However. Kuno et al. assert that this is indeed the correct result. and 
that-contra Hoji (1985}-a canonical Japanese sentence with an existential QP 
subject and universal QP object, such as (115), is fundamentally ·ambiguous for 
most speakers' (Kuno et al. 1999: 105). They argue that their system nonetheless 
allows for the judgements of those individuals who find a sentence like (114) 
unambiguous. Such individual variation, they claim. could be the result of idiolectal 
variations in the relative weights of the different principles (Kuno & Takami 2002: 
211). This means that the judgement by some Japanese speakers that ( 114) lacks an 
inverse scope reading could be accounted for by suggesting that the role of the 
Universal QP > Existential QP principle is diminished in the idiolect of those 
speakers, or perhaps the importance of the Lefthand QP > RiRhlhand QP principle is 
increased. 
Kuno et al. 's claims are further complicated by their acknowledgement that. 
unlike (114), the [3-NOM ... 'V-ACC ... ] sentence in (116) is unambiguous. with no 
object-wide scope reading. The sentence in (116) is an example frequently used by 
Hoji (1985). It diners from (114) in that the verb is seme/a ·criticised", instead of 
aisile-iru "loves'. 
116. Dareka-ga daremo-o semeta. 
someone-NOM everyone-Ace criticised 
"Someone criticised everyone'. 
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Kuno & Takami (2002: 222) ascribe the lack of ambiguity in ( 116) to pragmatic 
implausibility of a distributive reading of daremo "everyone' in this sentence: 'a 
context where there is a different criticizer for each of the people involved is highly 
implausible~. In the case of(114). on the other hand. 'it is readily imaginable [ ... ] 
that Person A [ ... ] has a person (Person X) who loves him/her. B has a person 
(Person Y) who loves him/her. [ ... ] and so on' (Kuno & Takami 2002: 222). The 
alleged pragmatic implausibility of an inverse scope interpretation of ( 116) overrules 
the 'ambiguous' verdict of the expert system. rendering the sentence unambiguous. 
This is clearly not a convincing account, since scenarios clIn readily be found in 
which a distributive interpretation of daremo is highly plausible: a panel discussion. 
for example, where each member of the panel is criticised by another member of the 
panel or by a member of the audience.75 
Quantitative data on QP-QP judgements are essential. here, to establish what 
the facts really are. The quantitative data on Japanese [3-NOM ... \f -ACe. .. ] sentences 
collected from over 60 native Japanese informants during the course of the 
experimental work for the present dissertation (see Chapters 4 and 5) do not support 
Kuno et al. 's claim of the fundamental ambiguity of these sentences in Japanese. 
Most infonnants rejected inverse scope, as predicted by Hoji (1985). even though 
pragmatically plausible contexts for inverse scope interpretation were provided by 
means of pictures. 
Kuno et al:s account thus seems to be flawed due to predictions of scope 
ambiguity that are not supported by the experimental data. I n addition, the 
framework seems to lack principled restraint, since it contains two mechanisms that 
can account for any judgement-individual or general-that does not correspond to 
what the expert system calculations predict. These are (i) the role of pragmatic 
(im)plausibility which can overrule any expert system verdict. and (ii) the potential 
for idiolectal variation in the relative weights of particular principles within an 
75 If there is a genuine difference between (114) and (116) in the availability of inverse scope, a m~re 
promising explanation might be found by considering the thematic roles .01' the arg~ments. Th.e subject 
of the stative verb a;suru 'love' could be argued to have the 8-role e\penencer, v.hJle the subject of 
the action verb semeru 'criticise' is a thematic agent. The object in each case i~ a theme. According to 
the thematic hierarchy. agents are more prominent than experiencers. \\ hich are more prominent than 
themes. Hence it follo\\ s that inverse scope of a theme over an experiencer (as in ( 1 l-t» may be more 
readily available than inverse scope ofa theme over an agent (as in (116)). 
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individual's expert system. In other words, the system is descriptive rather than 
explanatory: it can describe any variation of quantifier scope judgement. 
Despite these drawbacks, Kuno et af. 's data are interesting in that they 
discuss a far wider variety of Japanese quantifiers than Hoj i did. 76 The data also 
highlight the potential for variation in judgements about quantifier scope. and the 
framework itself attempts to account for this. In particular. Kuno el af. draw attention 
to the role of pragmatics and extra-syntactic mechanisms in scope interpretation, and 
they appeal to a view of scope determination arising from a number of factors. This 
view is compatible with parallel-processing accounts of syntactic ambiguity 
resolution, such as the competition model of MacWhinney ( 1987) and MacWhinney 
& Bates (1989), in which (as summarised by Kurtzman & MacDonald 1993: 274) 
any principles relevant to the sentence in question 'compete' in the building of its 
representation. If some principles favour one interpretation whi Ie others favour 
another, two representations may be built, and the tinal choice potentially selected 
randomly. On the other hand, if, during the building process. more principles favour 
one representation than another, only the most favoured representation is built. 
Kurtzman & MacDonald's (1993) empirical investigation of QP-QP scope 
, 
interpretation detailed in the following chapter appeals to parallel-processing 
accounts of scope ambiguity resolution. 
2.3.2.2. A pragmatic account of inverse scope (Hayashishita 1999, 2000a, 2000b) 
Hayashishita's (1999, 2000a, 2000b) account of scope phenomena also makes 
reference to the lexical properties of different quantifiers. He identifies two types of 
quantifier (drawing on Liu 1990): those that can refer to a specific group (Type A, in 
(lI7a» and those that cannot (Type B, in (II7b» (Hayashishita 2000b: 207).77 
117. a. Type A quant~fiers: QPs that can refer to a specific group 
dareka. "someone' 
subefe-no (kaisya) "all (the companies)' 
sannnin-no (otoko) "three (men)' 
76 In addition to dureka . someone' and darema 'everyone', Kuno & Takami (2002) imestigate 
numeral quantifiers. and a variety of universal quantifiers. " -
77 Hayashishita (2000b: 207 fn. 8) points out that Type B quantifiers can be made to rete~ to a specIfic 
group in an appropriate pragmatic context. For example, Ihree or more! S/llde!I1I.\·. coul,d r~ter to a 
specific group known to conta~n thr~e or mo~e students. Generally. howe\er. thl ... referring 
interpretation of Type B quantifiers IS unavailable. 
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b. Type B quantifiers: QPs that cannot refer to a specitic group 
sannin-izyoo-no (gakusei) 'three or more (students)' 
sukunakutomo sannin-no (gakusei) 'at least three (students)' 
kanari-no-kazu-no (gakusei) 'a good number of (student sf 
Only the Type A quantifiers can induce an object-wide distributive reading (i.e .. 
inverse scope) in [S ... 0 ... ] word order. This reading is unavailable when the object 
is of Type B. Hayashishita claims that this generalisation holds for both English and 
Japanese. It is illustrated for Japanese in (118), where the object is a Type A QP, and 
(119), where the object is a Type B QP (examples based on Hayashishita 1999: 203): 
118. 
119. 
(sukunakutomo) ippon-no ya-ga itutu-no mato-ni 
(at least) One-GEN arrOW-NOM five-(iI~Ntarget-f)J\T 
, At least one arrow pierced five targets. ' 
Interpretation: S>O~ O>S 
sasotta. 
pierced 
(sukunakutomo) ippon-no ya-ga itutu-izyoo-no mato-ni 
(at least) One-GEN arrOW-NOM five-more.than-(iLN target-OAf' 
'At least one arrow pierced more than five targets .. 
Interpretation: S>O; *O>S 
sasotta. 
pierced 
Thus, for Hayashishita, there is, in principle, no difference between Japanese and 
English with regard to the availability of inverse scope in IS ... 0 ... ] sentences. 
However, there L\' a difference between inverse scope and linear scope with regard to 
how the two types of scope interpretation are derived. Hayashishita argues that 
subject-wide distributive scope is derived directly from the LF representation, while 
object-wide distributive scope (in non-scrambled sentences) is derived from a post-
LF cognitive representation. 
The LF representation of a doubly-quantified sentence is assumed to retain 
the surface order of the two QPs. In other words, Hayashishita adopts a Scope 
Principle similar to that of Huang (1982) (see footnote 25) and Reinhat1 ( 1976): 78 
120. Scope Principle (Hayashishita 2000a: 289) 
An NP a takes scope over an NP f3 only if a and f3 are in A-positions and a c-
commands f3 at LF. 
78 Hayashishita's account leaves aside the question of whether QuantitiL'r Raising. o.ccurs. If it does. 
quantifiers are raised to positions that reflect their surface order. and thus accord with the Scope 
Principle in ( 120). 
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The subject-wide scope interpretations of (118) and (119) are thus derived from the 
LF representations of the two sentences. as per the Scope Principle (120). 
For the object-wide scope reading of (118). Hayashishita proposes a post-LF 
process of' Subject Predication'. This is available in addition to the LF interpretation 
when the object QP is of Type A. Hayashishita's Subject Predication Hypothesis is 
presented in (121): 
121. Su~ject Predication Hypothesis (Hayashishita 2000a: 290) " 
If a given sentence has the following LF representation, then at some cognitive 
level the 'value' of a can be interpreted as the Subject of a Predicate 5,'. 
S 
~ ~ [the 'value' of a] "Ix (x E X) Ay[S ... y ... ](X) 
a t t I I 
LF Subject Distributor Predicate 
Hayashishita explains that Subject Predication proceeds in two steps (Hayashishita 
2000a: 290): 
First, from a given LF representation~~a Predicate is f<xmed by substituting a 
variable for an NP a whose 'value' is to be the Subject. Second, some set y is 
taken from the domain of the speaker's direct experience [ ... J to be the Subject 
of the Predicate. and y must be able to be 'associated with' 0.. 
Logically, the set y can only be associated with the NP a (the object. in a sentence 
like (118)), if a is a QP that can reter to a specific set-in other words, a QP of Type 
A in (117a). Subject Predication. and hence object-wide distributi\"e scope, is 
therefore not available for Type B QPs. since they cannot refer to a specific set. 
Subject Predication requires that the person interpreting the sentence can 
actually imagine a relevant set with which the object QP can be associated. This may 
account for some of the individual differences in judgements about inverse scope: 
one individual may easily be able to imagine a relevant set while the other cannot. 
However, a drawback of Hayashishita' s analysis is that it leaves unanswered the 
question of why object-wide distributive scope should be so much more readily 
available with English every than with Japanese wh+QPt universals (both Type A 
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QPS).79 If, as, in Hayashishita's account, object-wide scope is always potentially 
available with Type A QPs via Subject Predication, something must prevent Subject 
Predication from occurring in Japanese. S~milarly, Subject Predication must 
presumably be blocked in English when the object QP is ul/ the X. despite this being 
among the Type A QPs. 
Since Subject Predication is an extra-syntactic process, some light may be 
shed on what makes it less available in Japanese by considering other extra-syntactic 
accounts of scope interpretation. Working within Topic-Focus pragmatics, Erteschik-
Shir (1997, 1999) argues that elements taking wide scope must be (pragmatic) topics 
within the discourse. In other words, they must refer to old information. Tomioka 
(2004) argues that Japanese wh+QPt quantifiers such as duremo 'everyone' or dono 
N-mo 'every N', along with disjunctive NPs, and even nominative-marked NPs, are 
'Anti-Topic Items' (ATls): items that cannot be construed as discourse topics. Each 
A TI has its own semantic or pragmatic reasons for being unable to act as a topic. For 
wh+QPt universals, Tomioka (2004: 8) suggests that their property of 'domain-
widening', proposed by Kawashima (1994a), may rule out topic-hood. Domain-
widening is a property also of English any (but, crucially, not of every), which 
widens the dOlnain of a previously mentioned NP to include elements not originally 
assumed to be part of that NP. In other words, wh+mo QPs cati admit new elements 
to the discourse, and this bars them from being the topic (i.e., old information). The 
following example shows how daremo "everyone' can act as a domain-widener 
(Kawashima 1994: 129-130 (30)): 
122. A: Gakusei-wa yob-ana-katta. 
student-Tor invite-NEG-PAST 
"(I) didn't invite any students: 
B: John (who is a student)-wa yon-da desyoo. 
John-TOP invite-PAST right 
"You invited John (who is a student), right'?' 
A: Iya, dare-mo yob-ana-katta. 
no, who-Mo invite-NEG-PAST 
"No, (as for students) (I) didn't invite anyone: 
79 The experimental results of this dissertation confirm that English en',:" is ~udged as alilm ing object-
wide scope whereas Japanese dono ... mo 'every' is not. See Chapters 4 and :-. 
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The word gakusei 'students~ in speaker A's first utterance ill (11/) 'fi 
-- speci les a 
domain of students. Speaker B's utterance shows that he understands this domain to 
exclude John even though John is a student. Speaker A's second utterance uses 
daremo "everyone' to widen the domain of ~akusei so that it includes everyone who 
is a student (i.e., including John, contra speaker B's narrower understanding of the 
domain of gakusei). 
Before applying the notion of ATI status to wh+mo QPs in Hayashishita's 
framework, it is instructive to examine how Tomioka uses the concept in ll'h-QP 
questions. His goal is to account for Hoji's (1985) observation, which he endorses, 
that canonical [QP-subject ... wh-object ... ] questions in Japanese (( 18c), repeated in 
(l23a)) are lower in acceptability than scrambled [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] 
questions ((l8d), repeated in (l23b)). 
123. a ?? Daremo-ga nani-o kaimasita ka. 
everyone-NOM what-Acc bought <) 
b. Nanij-o daremo-ga ti kaimasita ka. 
what-Ace everyone-NOM bought Q 
• What did everyone buy? (scrambled)' 
Tomioka notes that. in wh-questions, the non-wh-element is assumed to be old 
information in the discourse (Prince 1981 ~ Schwarzschild 1999). I n other words. it 
should contain the topic. Thus, ifwh+mo QPs are ATIs. the unacceptability of 
(l23a) is accounted for at the level of information structure: darel110 "everyone' is 
the non-wh part of the question, yet it cannot serve as the topic. and thus the question 
fails. Under this account, it is the acceptability of (123 b) that is problematic. 
Tomioka (2004: 9-10) solves the problem by appealing to the phonological effect of 
scrambling on information structure. He argues that scrambling of the wh-element 
means that the post-wh part of the sentence becomes de-accented, or down-stepped. 
The down-stepped part of a sentence is associated with old discourse information. In 
the framework of Vallduvi (1992, 1995), old infomlation (the grollnd) consists of a 
link and a tail. Tomioka assumes that the link is the topic-marked part of the sentence 
and, therefore, cannot be a wh+QPt QP since these are A TIs. Ho\\cver. in 
information structure. the down-stepped wh+QPt can become part of the tail and 
hence. part of the old information in the question. Thus. ( I ~3b) is legitimised despite 
the fact that daremo "everyone' cannot serve as the topic. Phonological down-
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stepping of daremo is not possible in (123a) because of darenw' s sentence-initial 
position, which is an unnatural site for the flat low pitch of a down-stepped item. The 
difference in acceptability between (123a) and (123b) is thus a question of 
pragmatics and phonology. Tomioka (2004: 11) points out that this makes it 
unsurprising that judgements about the acceptability of canonical Ilt'h-object ... QP_ 
subject ... ] questions like (123a) should be fragile: . [h low a speaker judges 
intervention effects [i.e., the prohibition against a wh+QPt QP c-commanding a wh-
phrase J depends on how accommodating the speaker can be in dealing with 
pragmatic difficulties caused by less-than-perfect information structure'. 
Returning to Hayashishita's account of QP-QP interactions. the relevance of 
Tomioka's (2004) proposal is that it shows how infolmation-structure factors are 
implicated in the behaviour of QPs. In addition, Tomioka reaches a conclusion 
similar to that which can be drawn from Hayashishita's framework about what may 
account for native speaker variability with respect to QPs. namely that individual 
responses to pragmatic difficulties in QP interpretation may playa role. Combining 
Erteschik-Shir's (1997, 1999) proposal that only information-structure topics can 
take wide scope, and Tomioka's proposal that wh+QPt QPs are ATls. the lack of 
application of Subject Predication (and hence, object-wide scope) to these QPs is 
predicted. since the Subject in Subject Predication must essentially be a topic. being 
defined (as previously cited) as ·some set [ ... J from the domain of the speaker's 
direct experience' (Hayashishita 2000a: 290). Since subject-wide scope is available 
with wh+QPt QPs, however, their A TI status must be able to be softened in certain 
cases. This could plausibly be achieved by manipulation of information-structure 
factors: Tomioka (2004: 23, fn. 4) notes, for example. that when wh+QPt 
existentials, such as dareka • someone " receive contrastive stress. they can be topics. 
Alternatively, Hayashishita' s Scope Principle (120) offers a syntactic means for 
subject QPs (in canonical sentences) to take wide scope. by virtue of c-commanding 
the object. 
The above discussion is intended only to sugg~st a means hy which 
information-structure accounts of QP interpretation might e:\pand Ha) ashishita' s 
framework so that it can account for the lack of availability of object-wide scope for 
his Type A quantifiers in Japanese. Many problems remain. The lack of object-\\ide 
scope for subele-no Niall/he N in Japanese and English. for example. is 
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unaddressed.
80 
Moreover, the accounts of both Erteschik-Shir (1997, 1999) and 
Tomioka (2004) do not make use of LF structure, while Hayashishita refers 
specifically to LF. The accounts thus cannot simply be amalgamated. Howe\'er. 
exploration of information-structure processes is clearly a promising direction to take 
in attempting to account for the restrictions on Hayashishita's essentially pragmatic 
account of object-wide scope. 
2.3.2.3. Comment 
As noted in Section 2.3.2.1, the fact that the functional account of scope resolution 
by Kuno (1991) Kuno & Takami (2002), and Kuno el al. ( 1999, 2000) appears to 
make wrong predictions about scope judgements in Japanese means that the 
implications of that account for L2 acquisition are not explored. This section focuses 
on the implications of the account by Hayashishita ( ] 999, 2000a. 2000b). 
Under Hayashishita (1999, 2000a, 2000b) subject-wide scope is a syntactic 
phenomenon, while object-wide scope arises via the extra-syntactic process of 
Subject Predication. Accordingly, the cross-linguistic differences in the availability 
of object-wide scope (i.e., O>S scope is.readily available in English, but not in 
Japanese, Korean or Chinese [in non-scrambled contexts j) may be due to the 
inability of Japanese, Korean and Chinese QPs to undergo Subject Predication. For 
Japanese, it was proposed in the previous section that the fact that wh+QPt QPs 
cannot readily act as topics may playa role in their apparent inability to undergo 
Subject Predication. I f this is correct, part of the acquisition problem for English 
learners of Japanese entails coming to know that these Japanese wh+QPt quantifiers 
cannot be topics, while in English, every N and some N can. English learners of 
Japanese are thus predicted to, at least initially, allow non-target-like inverse scope in 
Japanese due to transfer of the lexical properties of English quantifiers to their 
interlanguage. Restructuring of the interlanguage could come about by exposure to 
the relevant Japanese quantifiers in contexts that make the A TI status of these 
elements clear. An example of such a context would be that given in (122), which 
showed the 'domain-widening' property of daremo 'everyone'. The property of 
domain-widening is argued to be incompatible with the property of topic-hood. It 
seems that examples I ike (122), which unambiguously demonstrate the .'\ TI 
80 Indeed, Tomioka (2004) specifies that subete-no N 'all the N" is not an ATI: it can act as a topic. 
and, unlike lI'h+QPt universals, it is perfectly acceptable in a position that c-commands a ll'h-phrase. 
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properties ofrrh+QPt quantifiers. are unlikely to OCcur frequentl) in the input. They 
are also not a topic of L2 instruction. Thus, the L 1 English-L~ Japanese 
interlanguage is unlikely to undergo the relevant restructuring at an early stage of L2 
acquisition. 81 
Korean also has wh+QPt quantifiers. Tomioka (2004) argues that. like their 
Japanese counterparts, these are A Tis. Thus, for Korean learners of Japanese. there is 
no acquisition problem. However, for Chinese. It is less clear what might contribute 
towards ruling out Subject Predication (and, consequentl), object-wide scope). One 
possibility relates to the observation that post-verbal NPs in Chinese tend to be 
indefinite (Liu 1997, among others),82 and consequently not topics. However, this 
may amount to the same thing as holds true for English (and other languages): that 
topics tend to occur closer to the beginning of a sentence, probably because. in the 
words of Erteschik-Shir (1999: 130), 'processing is facilitated when the topic ("'what 
we are talking about") precedes the predicate ("'what we say about the topic")'. Thus 
it does not necessarily account for why object-wide scope should be less available in 
Chinese than in English. However, since ATI status in Japanese and Korean is 
argued to arise from the specific semantic or pragmatic properties of individual 
ATls. Chinese quantifiers may conceivably also have specific properties that 
differentiate them from English every/some with regard to object-wide scope. If these 
properties transfer, then Chinese learners of Japanese are predicted to exhibit target-
like rejection of inverse scope in Japanese from the outset. 
To summarise, the difference in the availability of object-wide scope between 
English, on the one hand, and Japanese. Korean and Chinese, on the other, may arise, 
under Hayashishita (1999, 2000a. 2000b). because certain quantifiers in Japanese. 
Korean and Chinese have properties rendering them less likely to act as discourse 
topics than English quantifiers. If this is correct, then the acquisition problem for 
English learners of Japanese includes coming to know the relevant lexical properties 
of Japanese quantifiers that exclude them from acting as topics. By contrast. 
81 Note that the fact that wh+QPt quantifiers are incompatible with the ~~panese.to.pic-ll1arker lI.a will 
not provide direct evidence to learners of the ATI status of these quanlltlers. Thl~ ~s because failure to 
encounter wh+QPt quantifiers marked with \Va does not preclude that '>lIch qllantl~l:rs should ever be 
marked with \Va, given that the L 1-( English)-based interlanguage allows all quantifiers III oehave as 
!~t~~·( 1997) emphasises that this is only a tendency, and notes (Liu 1997: 87) that ·in lern~s of\\cll-
formedness, virtually any NP is allowed post-verbally'. However. some sentences ma~ be Improved 
by moving a definite N P to a pre-verbal position. 
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quantifiers in Chinese-Japanese interlanguage and Korean-Japanese interIanguage 
should lack the topic-hood properties from the outset, due to L 1 transfer. Thus, for 
Chinese-speaking and Korean-speaking learners of Japanese, the lack of object-wide 
scope in Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences should not present an acquisition problem. 
2.4. Conclusion 
This chapter began by outlining some key features of quantifier scope interpretation 
in Japanese, English, Chinese and Korean. It was noted that (i) English allows 
object-wide scope in doubly-quantified [S ... 0 ... ] sentences. while Japanese, Chinese 
and Korean donot~g3 and (ii) English and Chinese allow pair-list readings in 
questions with a QP-subject and wh-object. while Japanese and Korean do not.84 
Two L2 poverty-of-the-stimulus problems were identified in the acquisition of the 
Japanese scope phenomena by native English-speaking and nati\'e Chinese-speaking 
learners, as summarised in (124). 
124. L2 poverty l?(the stimulus phenomena investigated in this dissertation: 
a. acquisition of the lack of inverse scope in Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences 
by English-speaking learners of Japanese 
b. acquisition of the lack of pair-list readings in scrambled Japanese [wh-
object ... OP-subject ... ] questions by both English-speaking and Chinese-
speaking learners of Japanese. 
These are L2 poverty-of-the-stimulus problems because (as detailed in Section 2.1) 
the relevant facts of Japanese are underdetermined by the input. by the learners' L 1 
knowledge, and by classroom instruction, which does not cover quantifier scope 
interpretation. 
Sections 2.2 and 2.3 presented a number of theoretical accounts of quantifier 
scope determination, focusing in particular on the cross-linguistic differences 
between English, Japanese, Chinese, and Korean. Five analyses that account for 
scope determination in terms of syntax were detailed first: May ( 1977, 1985); Hoj i 
(1985); Aoun & Li (1993); Hornstein (1995); and Beghelli (1995. 1997): Beghelli & 
Stowell (1997). Section 2.3.2 then outlined analyses that additionally appeal to extra-
syntactic factors, including the semantic properties of quantifiers. and the role of 
83 Althouoh. as described. scrambled QP-QP sentences are ambiguoll~ in Japanes~ al1~ Korean. 
84 As alre~dy noted (footnote 19), the claim that Korean lacks pair-list il1te.rpre~allOn~ In .snambled 
[wh-object...QP-subject...] questions is challenged in Chapter .5 on the baSIS of quantltatl\e 
experimental native Korean data. 
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pragmatics. Each analysis was shown to have advantages and disadvantages. with no 
single framework accounting unproblematically for all the scope phenomena 
discussed. 
Within the L2 acquisition framework of this dissertation (described in 
Chapter 1). it is not a problem that the precise determinants of scope interpretation 
remain somewhat elusive. This is because of the dissertation's focus on L2 
acquisition under poverty of the stimulus. Whatever precise mechanisms account for 
the Japanese scope phenomena, the L2 poverty-of-the-stimulus problems identified 
in (124) remain. In other words, if learners demonstrate native-like knowledge of the 
Japanese scope phenomena, this can be taken as evidence that their L2 acquisition of 
quantifier scope is constrained by the same mechanisms constraining native 
Japanese, whatever those mechanisms are. 
Predictions about how the poverty-of-the-stimulus problems listed in (124) 
might be overcome-or whether they can be overcome at all-difter depending on 
the particular account of the relevant phenomena, as outlined for each account 
throughout the chapter. For (124a)-acquisition of the lack of inverse scope in 
Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences by English-speaking karners of Japanese-the 
possible 'solution' to the problem under each account is summarised in ( 125). along 
with details of the evidence required to 'trigger' the solution, and predictions about 
how acquisition might proceed. 
125. Acquisition (?j'the lack o/inverse scope in Japanese s'ur fjP-fjP senlences by 
English-,~peaking learners of Japanese 
a. Account: Hoji (1985) . . 
Solution: Learners must reset a scope interpretation parameter from Its 
"ambiguous' setting in English to its 'unambiguous' setting in 
Japanese. . . . 
Evidence: Logically, there can be no evidence in the input to mdlcate the 
unambiguity of Japanese, given that the L I-based 
interlanguage allows for ambiguity. 
Prediction: Learners will be unable to reset the parameter and hence 
unable to acquire native-like QP-OP scope interpretation. 
b. Account: 
Solution: 
Aoun & Li (1993) . 
Learners must reset a VP-intemal subject parameter fro~ ItS 
"VP-to-IP subject-raising' setting to its 'n~ VP~to-IP s~bJect­
raising' setting'. Knowledge of the lack ot O>S sc~pe In . 
Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences \\ ill arise automatically from 
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Em~irical evidence to motivate resetting of a VP-internal 
subject parameter is likely to be unclear (Jin~n that the 
ev.i~en~e to motivate adoption of a 'no yep_to_IP subject-
raiSIng account of Japanese is inconclusive, E\en if Japanese 
~eal1y does lack VP-to-IP subject-raising. the L 1-based 
mterlanguage grammar. in which subjects raise to IP, can 
(arguably) represent Japanese adequately-if incorrecth. 
Learners will be unable to reset the parameter and henc~ 
unable to acquire native-like QP-QP scope interpretation. 
Hornstein ( 1995) 
Learners must reset a VP-intemal subject parameter. as for 
Aoun & Li (1993). 
As for Aoun & Li (1993), in (115b). above. 
As for Aoun & Li (1993), in (125b). above. 
Beghelli (1995, 1997)~ Beghelli & Stowell ( 1997) 
Learners must (possibly) come to know that there is no 
syntactic singular/plural distinction in Japanese. Knowledge of 
this lack of singular/plural distinction will automatically rule 
out O>S scope in Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences. 
Japanese does not have compulsory plural marking. From the 
point of view of the English-based interlanguage. a plural 
context is a "required context' for plural morphology on NPs. 
Thus, the lack of plural marking in such required contexts in 
Japanese may constitute the necessary indirect negative 
evidence to trigger restructuring of the interlanguage grammar 
to one that lacks a singular/plural distinction. However, the 
clarity of this negative evidence will be blurred by the facts 
that (i) optional plural marking can be used on human nouns in 
Japanese, and (ii) the English-based interlanguage can parse 
nouns without any singular or plural morphology as if they are 
mass nouns. 
Acquisition of native-like scope interpretation is possible. 
However. impediments to the transparency of the evidence 
may mean that lower-proficiency learners allow non-native-
like object-wide scope. 
Hayashishita (1999. 2000a, 2000b )X) 
Learners must (possibly) come to know that Japanese wh+QPt 
quantifiers cannot be construed as discourse topics .. _ . 
Knowledge of the incompatibility of It"h+QPt qua~tl hers \\lth 
topic-hood will automatically rule out O>S scope 111 Japanese 
SOY QP-QP sentences. 
85 Recall that Hayashishita's (1999, 2000a, 2000b) account do~s no~ actual I) differentiate bet\\een 
English and Japanese with respect to OP-QP scope interpretation. 1 he proposal refe~ed to here, 
. ~ . b'I' t k Ide'i(ope dra\\ s 
whereby the ability of a universal quantifier to be a tOPIC af.ects Its a I It.) 1,0 a e .\\ ..' . 
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Whether or not ~ QP can ~e a discourse topic is argued to be a 
consequence ~f Its semantIc or pragmatic properties. 
~n~ounters wIth quantifiers in contexts that unambiguousho 
IndIcate ~he relevant semantic or pragmatic properties couid 
thus motlvate IL restructuring. For example. encountering a 
wh+QPt quantifier in a context that indicates its domain-
widening property (see (122» may lead to that quantifier beinll 
~uled out .from acting as a topic, domain-widening being ~ 
IncompatIble with topic-hood. 
Acquisition of native-like scope interpretation is possible. 
However, it is likely to proceed slowh since occurrences of 
quantifiers in contexts that unambigu~ush indicate their lack 
of topic-hood are rare. . 
In short, English-learners of Japanese are predicted to be unable to acquire scope 
rigidity in Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences under the accounts in ( 115a-c) (Hoji 
1985; Aoun & Li 1993; and Hornstein 1995). However. under the accounts in 
(l25d-e) (the Target Landing Sites theory by Beghelli (1995. 1997) and Beghelli & 
Stowell (1997); and Hayashishita's (1999, 2000a, 2000h) account). acquisition is 
predicted to be possible but slow. In other words, under these two accounts (125d-e). 
higher proficiency English-speaking learners of Japanese are predicted to 
demonstrate knowledge of the lack of object-wide scope in Japanese SOY QP-QP 
sentences; however, lower proficiency English-speaking learners of Japanese are not. 
Under all five accounts in (125), English-speaking learners of Japanese will differ 
from Chinese-speaking and Korean-speaking le~ners of Japanese. since the latter 
two learner populations will demonstrate knowledge of the lack of object-wide scope 
in Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences from the outset (i.e., even at lower proficiency 
levels), due to L 1 transfer. 
Turning to the second poverty-of-the-stimulus problem (11-lh)-acquisition 
of the lack of pair-list readings in scrambled Japanese [wh-object .. , QP-subject ... ] 
questions by English-speaking and Chinese-speaking learners of .Iapanese-only the 
analysis by Aoun & Li (1993) provided a satisfactory account of the Japanese data 
and the Chinese and English data. Item (126) presents the possihle solution to the 
poverty-of-the-stimulus problem under Aoun & Li ( 1993). along \\ ith details of the 
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AC~U.isition (:(t~e lack of pa~r-list readin~s in scramh/ed Japanese {wh-
object ... QP.-.\uhject .. .] questIOns by EnglLsh-speukil1?, and Chinese-.\ Jeakin 
learners (?/ Japanese / R 
Account: Aoun & Li (1993) 
Solution: Learners must come to know that (covert) wh-movement in 
Evidence: 
Japanese is QR, not wh-movement. 
Wh-~oveme~t as QR may be linked to the existence of question 
markmg partIcles (e.g .• ka) in Japanese. The frequent and clear 
occur:ence of.question markers in the Japanese input could 
plausIbly ~otIvate the relevant interlanguage restructuring. 
Prediction: Le~rners WIll be able to acquire native-like l l1'h-object...QP-
subJect...] question interpretation. 
Thus. under Aoun & Li's account. Chinese-speaking and English-speaking learners 
of Japanese are predicted to be able to acquire the lack of pair-list readings in 
scrambled Japanese [wh-object...QP-subject...] questions. despite poverty of the 
stimulus. Nonetheless, these two learner populations are expected to differ from 
Korean-speaking learners of Japanese at lower levels of proficiency. since Korean-
speaking learners of Japanese should have knowledge of the lack of pair-list readings 
from the outset due to L 1 transfer.86 For Chinese-speaking and English-speaking 
learners. acquisition of the relevant knowledge will take some time. Thus. at lower 
levels of proficiency. these learners may accept non-native-like pair-list 
interpretations of Japanese [wh-object...QP-subject...J questions. due to the 
interlanguage grammar not yet having undergone the necessary restructuring. 
The experimental work conducted for this dissertation aims to investigate the 
predictions. detailed above. about L2 knowledge of Japanese quantifier scope 
interpretation by English-speaking, Chinese-speaking and Korean-speaking learners. 
The main goal of the research is, as outlined in Chapter 1. to increase our knowledge 
of the roles of UG and L 1 transfer in L2 acquisition. However, the experimental 
results may also be infonnative with respect to which theoretical account (or 
accounts) of quantifier scope interpretation is likely to be correct. For Japanese QP-
QP interpretation. if English-speaking learners can overcome poverty of the stimulus 
and acquire the lack of object-wide scope in Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences, this 
could be evidence in support of the accounts by Beghelli (1995. 1997). Beghelli & 
86 Predictions about Korean-speaking learners of Japanese with respect to pair-li~t. intt:rprdati~ns of 
Japanese [wh-object...QP-subject...] questions are revised !n ~h~pter ~ Oil ~he baSIS Of,~~lll\ ~ Korean 
data (mentioned in footnotes 19 and 86) indicating that pair-list Interpl:datlll~ls are pO~~lb.le I~ 
scrambled Korean [lI'h-object. .. QP-subject. .. ] questions. contra the clalllls ot the thel)retllJI literature. 
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Stowell (1997) and Hayashishita (1999, 2000a. 2000b). si nee the other accounts 
(l25a-c) predict that the lack of object-wide scope cannot he acquired. For the 
interpretation of Japanese [wh-object...QP-subject...] questions. if advanced English-
speaking and Chinese-speaking learners demonstrate knowledge of the una\ailabilit: 
of a pair-list interpretation, this could be evidence in support of Aoun & Li' s (1993) 
account. 
A further utility of the study is to provide experimental data on nati\e 
knowledge of QP-QP and wh-QP interpretation in English. Japanese. Chinese and 
Korean. This is particularly crucial for Japanese and Korean. as there is currently 
very little experimental data available for these languages. x7 An important 
observation that has emerged during the course of this chapter is that judgements 
about scope interpretation are subject to a large degree of individual variability. The 
present investigation of native judgements about scope interpretation-as control 
data for comparison with the L2 judgements-will thus contribute towards 
identifying which generalisations are robust under experimental conditions. 
.. d· f Korean quanti tier S(('pe 




enS. °Sano (')004) ill\e-;ti(l~tcs the 
. I . f J nese QP-Q mterpre a I. - . ~ interpretation. and on ) one.o apa k b t Qr-op sentence. See Chapter .\. judgements often adult native Japanese spea ers a ou one 
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3. Investigating quantifier scope interpretation: 
Previous studies 
3.0. Introduction 
The body of psychoIinguistic research on scope interpretation of quantiticationaI 
determiners in L2 acquisition is still relatively smaI1. This chapter reviews four 
studies, which, to the best of the author's knowledge. constitute the key existing 
studies of this topic: Lee, Yip & Wang (1999a) investigate QP_QP interactions in L I 
Chinese-L2 English interlanguage: while Miyamoto & Yamane (1996). Miyamoto & 
Takata (1998) and the study reported in Dekydtspotter, Sprouse. Swanson & Thvfe 
(1999) and Dekydtspotter, Sprouse & Swanson (2001) investigate wh-QP 
interactions, the former two in L 1 Japanese-L2 English interlanguage. the latter in L I 
English-L2 French interlanguage. 88 In addition. two studies of adult nati\c-speaker 
knowledge of QP-QP scope interpretation are presented: Kurtzman & MacDonald 
(1993), focusing on English, and Lee, Yip & Wang (1999b). investigating English 
and Chinese. Finally, a study by Sano (2004) is presented. which investigates 
knowledge of QP-QP interpretation in the L 1 acquisition of Japanese. and includes 
data on adult native Japanese judgements about one QP-QP sentence. To the author's 
knowledge, there are no existing experimental studies of knowledge of quantifier 
scope interpretation in native Korean. 89 
The studies of adult native-speaker knowledge of QP-QP scope are presented 
first, in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 presents the L2 acquisition studies. For each study. 
the fonnat adopted in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 is to first present details of the procedure, 
results, and conclusions, and then to comment on the study. Section 3.3 summarises 
the chapter. 
88 Some studies of L2 scope interpretation with quantifiers other than qualltiti~i.lIional det~rmi~ers 
exist: Dekydtspotter. Sprouse & Thyre (1998) and CJa~k-Peasey (1999) lI1\estlgat~ ~uantlficatlon.al 
db' Haeoeman (J 985) looks at the scope of negatIon and modal \~rhs. In addltron. Outcalt & ~e~~dtS~potte; (2004) expand on the study reported by D~kydtspotte.r <.'101: ( 19?9) and Dekydtspotter 
el al. (200 J). to investigate the role of context in non-natl~e scope d.lsan~blguatlol1, .. '. ' 
89 For an overview of investigations into quantifier scope rnterpretatron ,Ill, L I acq~lsl~lon. see G,Uastl 
(2002 Chapter 9). As Guasti notes (2002: J J 3), work in this field. too. IS Just .hegrnnrng, ~~perrmental studie~ indicate that knowledge of universal quantifie:s is acquired ?) ag~ 4, :'I. although I es~lts are 
inconclusive as to whether. by that stage, knowledge IS fully adult-Irk~. SlIlle th,e pr,esent "'(1I ~ • , 
investigates only adult knowledge. further details of quantifier scope II1terpretatlnn III L I acquIsItIon 
are omitted here. 
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3.1. Native knowledge of quantifier scope interpretation 
3.1.1. Kurtzman & MacDonald (1993) 
The aim of Kurtzman & MacDonald's (1993) study (hereafter K&M. in this sub-
section) is to investigate the role of structural position in the disambiguation of 
doubly-quantified sentences in English. They investigate the interaction between 
every and a with action verbs and verbs of perception. and in active sentences and 
• l)() Th '. paSSIve sentences. e sentence types InvestIgated are as folIo\\ s: 
127. Active sentence types 
a. 'Every ... 0' order, action verb: Every kid climbed a tree. 
b. 'A '" every' order, action verb: A kid climbed even tree. 
c. 'Every ... 0' order, perception verb: Every agent ohserv~d a spy. 
d. 'A ... every' order, perception verb: A spy observed every agent. 
128. Passive sentence types 
a. 'Every ... 0' order, action verb: Every tree was climbed by a kid. 
b. 'A ... every' order, action verb: A tree was climbed hy e\ery kid. 
c. 'Every ... a' order, perception verh: Every spy was observed by an agent. 
d. 'A ... eve'T . order. perception verh: A spy was observed hy every agent. 
All the sentences in (127) and (128) are potentially ambiguous: either the tirst or the 
second QP can take wide scope. K&M aim to find out whether or not the preferred 
interpretation favours wide scope of the first QP. The acti\t~ and passive sentence 
types were investigated in two separate experiments with the same experiment 
design. For each sentence type. four two-sentence pairs were constructed. each with 
16 versions using different nouns and verbs. 91 Examples for (127a) are given in 
(1 29a-d) (K&M: 252): 
129. 
T est sentence Continuation with wide Continuation with wide 
scope of QP1 scope ofQP2 
a. Every kid climbed a tree. The trees were full of (11 a) 
apples. 
b. Every kid climbed a tree. (n/a) The tree \\ <.IS full of apples. 
c. Every kid climbed a different tree. The trees were full of (n a) 
apples. 
d. Every kid climbed the same tree. (n/a) Th~ tree \\ <1", full of apples. 
90 In separate experiments. K&M also investigate scope interpretation ~n (omple\ N P constructions. as 
in Georue has ra pholo'.!,raph of ('\'('11' admiral). Details of these experiments are not reported here. 
t:'> l' < • • 1'17b d (1'17,)th,samea .... 91 Note that type (127a) uses the same nouns and verbs as type (_ ). an I) pc - l: \.: . 
. . b'" '~(16 '1)(ratherthan6.t ty e (127d). so the total number of different noun and verb com lIlalllllh I", .'- ." -, '. , 
p . . ., 1'18))' r ses ,~\erslOns. Set: ( 16 x 4 »). S im i larly. the passive sentence set (with t~ pes as gl\ en III (_ l:omp I . -
K&M appendices for full details of the test sets. 
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The sentence in (129a-b) is ambiguous: every kid could take \\ ide scope ("for e\ery 
kid there is a tree that she/he climbed'), in which case there must be more than one 
tree. as in the continuation in (129a); or a tree could have \vide scope ("there is a 
tree. such that every kid climbed that tree'), in which case there is only one tree, as in 
the continuation in (129b). The sentences in (129c-ci), on the other hand. are 
unambiguous: the object a d~frerenttree in (129c) forces a plural construal of free. so 
only the continuation (129c) with the plural/he frees is possible (\\ide scope of 
QPl); the same tree as object in (129d) forces a singular construal of free, so only 
the continuation (129d) with the singular the tree is possible (""ide scope of QP2). 
The unambiguous sentences were used as control items to compare with the 
ambiguous sentences. 
The test stimuli (256 for each experiment) were di\ ided into eight sets of 32. 
Each set was combined with 88 filler pairs, 40 of which had continuation sentences 
that were compatible with the first sentence. and 48 of which had incompatible 
continuation sentences. Twenty practice items were added to the beginning of each 
test set. Thus eight different test files were created for each experiment. 
The test participants were two groups of 48 natin?-English-speaking 
university students. One group took the active sentence test. the other. the passive 
sentence test. Each of the eight test files was used by six participants. Participants 
were tested individually using a computer terminal. The participant pressed the space 
bar to bring a test sentence onto the screen. After reading the sentence. touching the 
space bar brought the continuation onto the screen. and the participant used Yes and 
No buttons to indicate whether the continuation 'made sense' and was a "natural 
continuation' of the first sentence (K&M: 255). Participants were encouraged to read 
the sentences quickly but to ensure that they understood them. Each test session 
lasted approximately 30 minutes. 
K&M found that, with both 'actives and passives. the continuations for the 
unambiguous test items (e.g .• (129c-d» were judged compatihle \\ ith the test 
sentences at least 800/0 of the time.92 regardless of the \erh type (action or 
perception). the quantifier order ("every ... a' or 'Q ... eve/:,,'). or the location of wide 
scope (on the first or second QP). This rate is comparable \\ith the X5° () rate of 
92 Approximate percentages are reported here because the~ are taken frolll har charts (1\.&\1: ::!~~. 
260) that do not reveal the exact percentages. 
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correct selection of 'no' on the filler items with incompatibl~ continuations. 
indicating that the participants were not answering randoml: during the test. On the 
ambiguous sentences, specific patterns emerged, depending on the sentence type. On 
the ambiguous active sentences, acceptability (i.e., 'yes' judgements) of subject-wide 
scope (wide scope of the first QP) was above 70%. while acceptability of imerse 
scope (wide scope of the second QP) was between 200/0 and approximately 35° ° for 
all conditions except the Every ... u order with perception n~rbs (e.g .. (127c)). where 
the rate was around 55%. Overall, wide scope of the tirst QP was signiticantly 
preferred over wide scope of the second QP (min F'( 1.65) = 41.01. p<.OOI) on acti\t~ 
sentences (K&M: 256). In addition, there was a significant et1txt for quantitier order 
on the inverse scope test items: there were more 'yes' judgements following the 
Every ... a order than the A ... every order (min F'(I.75) = 12.07. p<.OI) (K&M: 256). 
Quantifier order also interacted significantly with verb typc on the in\crse scope test 
items. due to the relatively high rate of 'yes' responses for in\erse scope with the 
Every ... a order and perception verbs. On the ambiguous passi\e sentences. no 
robust effects were evident yet acceptability rates for all conditions \\ LTe lower than 
for the unambiguous sentences, ranging between 500/0 and 70%. 
To summarise, the results showed a clear preference for subject-wide scope 
interpretation in the active QP-QP sentences, while in the passive QP-QP sentences, 
there was no clear preference for subject-wide scope or inverse scope. In addition. 
the inverse scope interpretation was more readily availabk in the active sentences 
with a, rather than every. as object quantifier, particularl: \\ ith perception verbs. 
K&M suggest that their results indicate the involvement of a number of 
principles affecting scope determination in scope disambiguation. They suggest that 
any or all of the following (hypothesised) principles could account for the 0\ era II 
l) \ 
preference for wide scope in active sentences (K&M: 246-X): . 
130. a. a linear order principle: wide scope is assigned to the ktt-most ()P (e.g .. 
Krach 1975~ LakotT 1971 ). . . 
b. a surface sll~jecI principle: wide scope is assigned to the surtace subject 
(Ioup 1975). .", .. ' 
c, an eXlernal su~iecI principle: wide scope IS aSSIgned to thl: exkrnal 
argument of the verb (based on loup 1975). 
9.1 All these h) pothesised principles \\ ere introduced--if onl) oridl) ill "l)llle Las~S in Chapter ~. 
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d. a ('-command principle: wide scope is assigned to whiche\er QP c-
commands the other at surface structure (Reinhart 198' AI H h' h' 
1999. 2000a. 2000b; Huang 1982).94 -'. so ayas IS Ita 
e. a topic' prin('ip~e: wide scope is assigned. to the semantic topic (Kempson & 
Cormack. 19~ 1, May 1985. Also ErteschIk-Shir 19(9). 
f. a th~matl(, hierarchy p~inciple: wide scope is assigned to the agent in 
pre~erence to the expenencer, and the experiencer in preference to the theme 
(Gnmshaw 1990; Jackendoff 1972). 
Although (130a-:-f) would all predict subject-wide scope in active sentences. 
principles like (130c) and (130f) predict wide-scope of the agent rather than the 
grammatical subject in passive sentences. K&M suggest that the lack of strong 
preference for (grammatical-) subject-wide scope or agent-wide scope in passives 
may be indicative of a parallel processing mechanism. whereby multiple 
interpretations of ambiguous sentences are built up in parallel. 'A'hen some of the 
principles favour one interpretation but others favour another (as would happen with 
the principles in (130) applied to passives), the choice of intcrpretation ma: 
ultimately be random. 
3.1.1.1. Comment 
In the context of the present dissertation, the finding of particular interest is the 
relatively low rates of acceptance of object-wide scope on active QP-QP sentences. 
even though it is theoretically possible in English. This result could be due to the 
experiment design. whereby participants read the QP-QP sentence first. and then the 
disambiguating continuation was revealed. In such a design. the participants would 
already have formed an interpretation of the QP-QP sentence before reading the 
continuation. If the interpretation they have formed is the suhject-widc-scope 
interpretation (as is likely, since this interpretation seems generally to be the most 
readily available). then the object-wide-scope continuation would clash with the 
interpretation already in mind. hence leading to participants to reject the object-\\ ide-
scope interpretation. In other words, the experimental procedure f~l\ours disco\cry of 
what interpretation of an ambiguous sentence is determinl'd first. rather than 
discovery of which interpretations are actually possible. Ihe focLls of the present 
9.) As detailed in Chapter 2, the analyses of May (1977. 1985), Hoj i ( 198~). AOUIl &. li ~( 19(3), 
Hornstein ( 1(95). Beghcll i (1995, 1(97) and Beghell i & Stowell ( 19(7). presclllI:J 111 ( harter 2. also 
predict wide scope for \\ hichever OP c-commands the other, but in the"t' anal~ "l'''. tht' c-,command 
relation is at LF, and does not necessarily reflect surface order. due to (he l11e(hClI1ISm ()t QR. 
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research is to find out whether inverse scope is possible. in native English. Japanese, 
Korean and Chinese, as well as in non-native Japanese. K&M's results show that 
care must be taken to design an experiment that facilitates identification of the 
possibility of an interpretation, even if that interpretation may not be the tirst that 
comes to mind. 
3.1.2. Lee, Yip & Wang (l999b) 
Lee, Yip & Wang (l999b) (hereafter LY&Wb, in this section) investigate knowledge 
of scope interpretation in QP-QP sentences of native Chinese and English. They note 
that (as outlined in Chapter 2) Chinese is characterised as not allowing inverse scope 
in doubly-quantified sentences. This is shown in (131 ). repeated from Chapter 2. 
131. Meige xuesheng dou mai-Ie yiben shu 
book 
unambiguous: S>O; *O>S 
every student a]] bUY-ASP one 
"Every student bought a book' (Huang 1982: 112. (3) 
However, L Y &Wb note the evidence from 8eghelli & Stowell (1997). loup (1975), 
lackendoff (1983). and others, that manipulation of the type of quanti tier and the 
thematic role of the quantified object can influence the availability of inverse scope. 
Their investigation is designed to quantify these influences in Chinese and English. 
The test instrument used was an evaluation task, completed by 30 educated 
adult native speakers of Mandarin Chinese and 27 educated adult native speakers of 
English. The participants were presented with doubly-quantitied sentences of the 
types in (132) CNumP' = a numerically quantified noun): 
132. 
subject object verb type example (LY & Wb: 180) 
QP QP 
a. NumP evelJI N action In this classr0om. two hoys cleaned ever) desk 
h. NumP all the N action At this concert. two singers sang all the songs. 
c. NumP NumP action Three workers repaired two machines. 
d. (;'\'e,)' N NumP action In th is classroom. e\ er) boy deaned t\\ 0 desks. 
e. all the N NumP action At th is concert. all the" ill g.er" sang. t\\ 0 songs. 
f. NumP l'\'erl' N una:nf3ive Two balloons tloated to e\er) roof in the area. 
g. NumP all the N urau&iive Two flags waved from all the windows in the building, 
h. NumP NumP urau&iive Two blankets hung on three dothes linl?" in the ~arJ. 
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Manipulating the verb type enabled investigation of thematic role. with the subject 
and object taking agent and theme roles respectivelv in ( 13')a--e) d th d 
. -. an erne an 
goal/location roles respectively in (132f-h). In the Chinese version of the test, mei. rL 
N corresponded to every Nand suoyoude N dou corresponded to all !he ,v. 
Four tokens of each type in (132) were constructed. Each token was presented 
to the participants accompanied by three interpretations. or four when both subject 
and object were numeral phrases, yielding a total of 100 interpretations to be judged. 
An example for type (132f) is provided in (133), with the types of interpretation 
indicated in brackets (LY&Wb: 181 (34)): 
133. Two flags waved from every window in the building. 
A) There were only two flags. One flag waved from all the windows. The 
other flag also waved from all the windows. (,,'>())9~ 
B) There were only two flags. One flag waved from some windows. The 
other flag also waved from the other windows. (eumula/il'e 
interpretation) 
C) Each of the windows had two flags waving. Ditlerent windows had 
different flags. There were more than two flags. (0),\'') 
The test sentences and interpretations were presented in written questionnaire format. 
Participants rated each interpretation on a scale of 0 to 3, where '0' means" [the 
interpretation is] impossible and never understood that way': "1' means "possible but 
rarely understood that way'; '2' means 'possible and sometimes understood that 
way'; and '3' means 'possible and often understood that way'. This scale was chosen 
rather than a binary choice of 'possible'l"impossible' with the aim of preventing 
preferences about scope judgements from totally obscuring judgements of 
possibility: '[i]fasked to give a categorical yes-no judgment. su~iects may reject 
marked readings which are in fact possible but highly dispreferred' (L Y & Wb: 181). 
In analysing the results, responses of "0' were considered to indicate rejection 
of the relevant interpretation, while' 1', '2' and '3' were considered to indicate 
acceptance. Types 132c, d and e were used to investigate \\hether different quantifier 
types in subject position affected the availability of subject-wide scope. It was found 
that, in both Chinese and English, S>O scope was accepted over 850/0 of the time 
when the subject quantifier was a universal (eve!)' meige. (11/ slIoyollde). but with a 
95 L Y & Wb refer to this interpretation as the 'each-all' interpretation. 
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NumP subject. the acceptance rate fell below 370/0 (LY&Wb' 18 / ) 1'1 I 
. -. le resu ts 
showing acceptability of object-wide scope with different object quantifier types and 
roles (Types 132a. b. c, f. g. and h) are shown in Table 3 (based on L Y & \\'b: 183. 
184). 
T~ble ~: Acceptability of inverse scope in native English and native Chinese 
with d.l~e~ent object qu~ntifiers and object roles ('rating' = mean rating on scale 
of 0-3, Yo = rate of consIstent acceptance)a 
native English (n-27) I native Chinese (n-30) 
object QP object role: object role: 
theme goailloc theme goal/loc 
rating % rating % rating % rating % 
evenlmeif!e 1.17 44.4 2.16 77.8 0.58 26.7 1.21 36.7 
allisuoyoude 0.28 I 1.1 1.69 66.7 0.28 10.0 0.77 36.7 
NumP 0.25 1 1.1 1.02 29.6 0.36 13.3 0.51 16.7 
a. , , Consistent acceptance - acceptance of Inverse scope on at least three of the four tokens for the 
relevant sentence type. 
A number of patterns are evident in Table 3. First, a general ditterence is observable 
between English and Chinese: inverse scope is more readily available in Fnglish than 
in Chinese, with the highest rate of consistent acceptance being 77.8% in English 
(with every on the goal/location object condition), but only 36.7°0 in Chinese (with 
meige and suoyoude on the goal/location object condition). Howe\er. in both English 
and Chinese the type of quantifier and the object role seem to attect the availability 
of inverse scope. L Y & Wb report significantly higher ratings for inverse scope with 
everylmeige compared with allisuoyoude in the theme object condition in both 
English and Chinese. In English, inverse scope was also significantly more 
acceptable with every than with numeral quantifiers. In the goal/location condition, 
significantly higher ratings are reported for inverse scope in both languages with 
everylmeiRe compared with aliisuoyoude and numerals. and with all slIoyolide 
compared with numerals (LY&Wb: 183-4). To summarise. LY&Wb's results 
support the position that inverse scope is less readily available in Chinese than in 
English. However. they also indicate that inverse scope is not complctel~ 
unacceptable in Chinese, and that in both languages there is a hierarchy in the abilit~ 
of the three quantifiers tested to take wide scope: el'e'~\"meiRe > al/;\lIoyoude > 
numeral quantifiers. I n addition. a goal or location object seems to get a \\ ide-scope 
interpretation more readily than a theme object. 
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L Y & Wb conclude that the difference between English and Chinese with 
regard to scope determination must lie in language-specific sensitivities to the 
inherent lexical properties of quantifiers and to the thematic hierarchy. They reject 
analyses such as Aoun & Li (1993) and Hornstein (1995). which ascribe scope 
differences between Chinese and English to a single syntactic parameter. and which. 
in addition. do not account for the different scopal properties of different quantifiers. 
3.1.2.1. Comment 
L Y & Wb's native English results on sentences in the theme object condition with 
every as the object quantifier can be compared with those for the similar condition in 
Kurtzman &, MacDonald (1993), namely their type (127b). A ... every order with an 
action verb. In Kurtzman & MacDonald. inverse scope was accepted around 250/0 of 
the time, while in L Y & Wb. the rate of consistent acceptance of inverse scope was 
44.40/0. The higher rate of acceptance obtained by L Y & Wb could be evidence that 
their precaution of using a four-point judgement scale rather than a binary scale was 
effective: participants who might have rejected inverse scope outright rather than 
pick 'yes' on a "yes'rno' scale may have used the intermediate judgement options to 
indicate that they at least found inverse scope possible. The use of a graded 
judgement scale thus seems useful in an investigation of whether or not inverse 
scope is possible. 
Nonetheless. the acceptance rate of 44.40/0 is still rather low. considering that 
inverse scope is theoretically possible in English (at least with the classic universal 
quantifier, every). This result may reflect the reality that inverse scope readings are 
simply hard to get, even when provision is made for eliciting less obvious 
judgements. However, it is conceivable that the nature of the task could also have 
affected the results. Specifically. the task was very concentration-intensive. The 
participants would have had to exert considerable etlort in order to read. \isualise 
and judge the 100 interpretations of the doubly-quantified test sentences (e.g., 133A, 
B & C). Moreover. no contexts were provided to facilitate \isualisation of the scope 
interpretations. L Y & Wb do not report on any measures to control for fatigue or 
random answering. They note (L Y & Wb: 181. fn) that the non-in\crse scope 
interpretations of each test sentence were considered to scne as distractors. but they 
do not indicate whether the results for these distractors \\ere examined tor possible 
indications of random answer patterns. The results do not lead us to suspect a high 
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level of random answering (since, if there had been. no distinct patterns of answers 
would have emerged). Nonetheless, considering the concentration-intensi\e nature of 
the task, inclusion of a relevant control measure would have increased confidence 
that the rates presented were not influenced by factors such as fatigue. 
Turning to L Y &Wb's conclusion, their claim that their results indicate a 
crucial role for quantifier type and thematic role in determining scope interpretation 
indeed seems reasonable, given the clear effects of these variables in the results. 
However, it seems hasty to rule out a role for parameterisation in scope ditferences 
between Chinese and English. The native Chinese speakers' rates of consistent 
acceptance of inverse scope of up to 36.70/0 in the goal/location o~ject condition are 
not necessarily problematic for the accounts of Aoun & Li (1993) or Hornstein 
(1995) (detailed in Chapter 2). Both accounts note that passives in Chinese are 
ambiguous, and show how this ambiguity can be accounted for within their 
frameworks. Like the grammatical subject of a passive, the grammatical subject of an 
unaccusative is argued, under the Unaccusative Hypothesis (Burzio 1986: Perlmutter 
1978), to originate as the internal argument of the verb (i.e .. in o~ject position). Thus, 
under Aoun & Li (1993) and Hornstein (1995), scope ambiguity is predicted for 
Chinese unaccusative QP-QP sentences analogously to Chinese QP-QP passives. 
However, ambiguity is not predicted with action verbs, so the 26.7% consistent 
acceptance of inverse scope in native Chinese (representing eight out of the 30 
participants) is a problem for these accounts. Aoun & Li ( 1993) and Hornstein 
(1995) assume that subjects remain in VP in Chinese, a consequence of which is that 
there is no way for a (thematic) object to c-command. and hence take scope over. a 
subject. That eight out of30 native Chinese participants in LY&Wb's study allowed 
O>S scope could suggest that Aoun & Li's and Hornstein"s claim is too strong. 
Alternatively, it could be that some other processing mechanism (perhaps along the 
lines of Hayashishita 1999: 2000a: 2000b: see Chapter :2) enabled those individuals 
to accept inverse scope at an extra-syntactic level. despite the syntactic constraints. 
In summary. the results ofLY&Wb.like those of Kurtzman & MacDonald 
(1993) suggest that scope determination is the result of more than one factor. 
However, before ruling out a role for proposals such as Aoun & Li (1993) and 
Hornstein (1995). more evidence from other studies. including the results of the 
present study reported in Chapters 4 and 5, should he considered. 
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3.1.3. Sano (2004) 
The aim ofSano's (2004) study is to investigate the Ll acquisition of scope 
interpretation in Japanese QP-QP sentences. Specifically. he aims to disco\er (i) 
whether children have knowledge of the lack of inverse scope in the SOY QP_QP 
sentence in (134)~ and (ii) whether children know that either the subject or the object 
QP can take wide scope in the scrambled OSV version of (134) given in ( 135) (Sano 
2004: 427 (l5H16». 
134. Dareka-ga dono neko-mo tukamaeta. 
someone-NOM every cat-QPt caught 
"Someone caught every cat.' 
135. Dono neko-mo dareka-ga tukamaeta. 
every cat- QPt someone-NOM caught 
"Someone caught every cat. (scrambled)' 
Inlerprelalion: S>O: *O>S 
Interpretation: S>O; O>S 
Twenty-two monolingual Japanese-speaking children (age 4;1-6:5) 
participated in the study, as well as ten adult Japanese non-linguists. The task was a 
truth-value judgement task. Two series of three pictures were prepared. one depicting 
the subject-wide interpretation of(134) and (135), the other depicting the object-
wide interpretation. The first picture for each scenario is the same: three cats and 
four children are depicted. The faces of only three children are visible. The 
experilnenter explains that these three children are called (for example) Taro, 
Hanako, and Jiro. but the name of the fourth child is unknown. In the su~ject-wide­
scope scenario. the subsequent two pictures show that the nameless child catches all 
three cats. In the object-wide-scope scenario, the subsequent two pictures show that 
each named child catches one cat. At the end of each presentation of the series of 
pictures, a puppet describes what happened. using one of the sentences in (134) or 
(135). The participant is asked to indicate whether the puppel's description is right 
by feeding him candy (for a correct description) or a stone (tor a wrong description). 
The adult control results support the theoretical claims about scope 
interpretations in Japanese QP-QP sentences: all ten adults accepted the canonical 
SOY sentence (134) with subject-wide scope and the scrambled OSY sentence (1 J5) 
with both subject-\vide and object-wide scope. However. the canonical SOY 
sentence ( 134) with object-wide scope was rejected by eight of the ten adults. (The 
remaining two accepted object-wide scope on this sentence.) The result for the 
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children is similar for the three sentence/scope combinations accepted by the adults: 
at least 15 of the 20 children accepted the canonical SOy sentence (134) with 
subject-wide scope and the scrambled OSV sentence (135) with both subject-wide 
and object-wide scope. However, only six of the 20 children r~jected the canonical 
SOY sentence (134) with object-wide scope. In other words, 300/0 of the l:hildren 
rejected this condition, compared with 80% of the adults. 
Sano (2004) suggests that the children's apparent violation of the "ban' on 
object-wide scope in Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences may indicate that they have 
not yet acquired the lexical properties of the Japanese OP dono S-!no "every N". 
Specifically, he notes the difference between English e\'(:,/)' and all. whereby every! S 
can readily take object-wide scope while all the N cannot (as noted by Ioup 1975 and 
as observed in the experimental data on English in the present dissertation, Chapters 
4-5). He speculates that, in the child grammar, dono ... mo has whatever property 
allows English every to take object-wide scope, while in the adult grammar. it has 
whatever property prevents English all from taking objel:t-wide Sl:ope. 
3.1.3.1. Comment 
One avenue Sano (2004) does not explore in seeking to account for the children's 
non-adult-like acceptance of object-wide scope in Japanese SOY OP-OP sentences is 
the possibility that the result comes from a 'yes' bias. In order for the children to 
provide an adult-like response to the object-wide scope interpretation of the sentence 
in (134), they would have had to tell the puppet that his description of the story was 
wrong. It is well known in experimental language acquisition research that children 
may have an aversion to giving "no' answers. perhaps bel:allSe they '0.ant to be 
amenable to the experimenter by saying 'yes', or perhaps because. in a task like the 
present one, they don't want to 'punish' the puppet by giving it a stone (see, e.g., 
Crain & Thornton 1998). A useful addition to Sano's experiment would, therefore, 
have been a distractor item that unambiguously required a "no' response. I f the 
children successfully rejected the puppet's description on that distractor, this would 
show that they were at least capable of providing a 'no' answer. \\'ithout such a 
controL the possibility that the child results may be due to a "y~s' bias casts doubt on 
their validity. 
Of key interest in the present dissertation are the adult results. A Ithough onl~ 
two sentences are judged--one canonical SOy sentence ( 134) and one scrambled 
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OSV sentence (135 )-the judgements wefe largely in accordance with the claims set 
out in Chapter 2 about scope interpretation in Japanese. Namel), subject-wide scope 
was accepted on both the SOY and the OSY sentence. while o~ject-wide scope was 
rejected on the SOY sentence and accepted on the OSY sentence. As \\ ill be seen in 
Chapters 4 and 5. this result provides confinnation-albeit on a small scale-{)f the 
reliability of the results obtained for native Japanese in the present study. 
3.2. L2 knowledge of quantifier scope interpretation 
3.2.1. Lee, Yip & Wang (1999a) 
Lee, Yip & Wang (1999a) (henceforth L Y &Wa, in this section) use the same 
methodology as Lee, Yip & Wang (1999b) to investigate knowledge of quantifier 
scope interpretation in L 1 Chinese-L2 English interlanguage. The aim of the 
investigation was to discover whether learners demonstrate any evidence of L 1 
transfer by rejecting inverse scope in English, since it is not allowed (or at least it is 
dispreferred, given the results of Lee, Yip & Wang 1999b) in native Chinese. In 
addition, the study investigated whether Chinese learners of English show the same 
sensitivity to the effects of quantifier type and thematic role in assigning inverse 
scope as native English speakers do. 
The test battery was smaller than in Lee, Yip & Wang (1999b), with 76 
interpretations for judgement instead of 100, due to exclusion of the test types with 
every or all as the subject (132d-e). The participants were 32 intermediate Chinese 
learners of English, 31 advanced Chinese learners of Engl ish, and a control group of 
27 native speakers of English. 96 The three groups received identical instructions in 
English, and the whole test was presented in English. Table 4 (based on L Y &Wa: 
52) shows the overall rates of acceptance (i.e. selection of ']',. '2' or '3' on the 
judgement scale, as described in Section 3.1.2) of inverse scope in the six test 
conditions. 97 
% The intermediate learners were first-year university students and the advanced learners were fourth-
yea~ university students. Mean group scores on a 30-blank cloze test verities that the two ~r?ups are 
distinct: the intermediate group mean was 7.72 (SO = 2.65) and the ad\anced. 16.29 (SD -- _,.25). the 
difference between these means being statistically significant (F = 131.94. fJo .0001) (L Y & Wa: 4?). 
The native Engl ish group seems to be the same group reported on in Lee. Yip & Wang ( 19~9.b) since 
the consistent rates of acceptance reported on for the goal/location condition (the onl~ condition for 
which consistent acceptance is reported) are the same as in the former stud~ . . 
97 Although L Y & Wa provide 'consistent acceptance' rates for the test ite.llls in, \\ hich. the object had a 
goal or location thematic role (L Y & Wa: 51). only the group me~ns are gl\en tor the Items where the 
object had a theme role: hence. only group means are presented In Table 4. 
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Table .4: Mean rates (%) of acceptance of inverse scope \\ ith different object 
quantifiers and object roles, in L2 English (Ll = Chinese) and native English 
intermediate L2 advanced L2 native English 
English (n=32) English (n-31) (n-27) 
object QP object role: object role: object role: 
theme goal/loc theme goal/loc theme goal/lac 
everylmeige 53.1 78.9 53.2 77.4 ~8..t 79.9 
alllsuo)'oude 27.3 49.9 13.8 46.8 25.9 69.5 
NumP 31.2 56.2 22.6 38.7 10.4 50.0 
It is clear from Table 4 that both groups of learners demonstrated rates of 
acceptance of inverse scope comparable with those of the native English speakers. 
LY&Wa report no significant differences between the three groups (L Y &Wa: 53). 
Thus, the results show no evidence of transfer of the low acceptance of inverse scope 
in Chinese to the Chinese/English interlanguage. However. L Y & Wa note that this 
result does not rule out L 1 knowledge being transferred to the interlanguage at the 
initial state of acquisition (as hypothesised by Schwartz & Sprouse 1996). It could be 
that the intermediate learners were already too advanced for any transfer effect to be 
detected: their interlanguage could have already undergone restructuring with respect 
to the differences in relative acceptability of inverse scope between English and 
Chinese. 
Regarding the influence of quantifier type and thematic role of the object the 
learners' sensitivities are very similar to those of the native English speakers. Both 
learner groups behaved like the native English group in allowing inverse scope 
significantly more with goal or location objects than with theme objects, with all 
quantifier types (L Y & Wa: 52). In addition. the learner groups allowed evel), to take 
inverse scope significantly more than all or a numeral quantifier, with both theme 
and goal/location objects. Overall. the highest rates of acceptance of inverse scope 
are found for all three groups with the quantifier erery for goal or location objects 
(78.90/0. 77.40/0 and 79.9% acceptance by the intermediate learners. the advanced 
learners and the native English controls, respectively): and the next highest rates for 
every with theme objects (53.1%, 53.20/0 and 58.4°'0 acceptance by the intermediate 
learners, the advanced learners and the native English controls. respecti\l~ly). In 
short, the learners show native-like sensitivity to the influence of thematic role and 
the lexical properties of quantifier type in assigning inverse scope. 
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3.2.1.1. Comment 
The fact that L Y & Wa did not tind an L 1 transfer effect (i.e .. the nati\ e-Chinese-
speaking learners of English did not reject object-wide scope in English) may not be 
surprising on consideration of how the learners might acquire the availability of 
inverse scope in English. Firstly. the acquisition problem facing Chinese learners of 
English is not a poverty-of-the-stimulus problem. Since inverse scope is available in 
English (at least more so than in Chinese). it is not inconcei\able that the learners 
might come across direct evidence for inverse scope in the input. Secondly. learners 
could acquire the availability of inverse scope indirectly. Under the proposals of 
Aoun & Li (1993) and Hornstein (1995), inverse scope is available when subjects 
raise from a VP-internal position to JP. Assuming transfer of the L 1 grammar to the 
interlanguage at the start of L2 acquisition, the VP-internal subject account predicts 
that Chinese learners of English will acquire English inverse scope when evidence 
motivates the restructuring of their interlanguage grammar from a non-subject-
raising grammar to a subject-raising grammar. Such evidence would be provided in 
the form of auxiliaries and modals between the subject and the \erb.9x Since 
auxiliaries and modals occur plentifully in English, the relevant restructuring could 
be motivated at an early stage of acquisition--conceivably well before the learners 
reach the intermediate level of L Y & Wa' s study. The results therefore do not provide 
evidence against the parameterisation accounts such as Aoun & LX s (1993) and 
Hornstein (1995). 
As with Lee. Yip & Wang (l999b), a possible tlaw in this study is that it did 
not include any measure to control for random answering due to fatigue or other 
factors. The processing burden for the learner groups is particularly heavy, since they 
had to read, comprehend, and judge the test sentences and the interpretations in their 
non-native English. The fact that L Y & Wa did not present rates of consistent 
acceptance of inverse scope for the test items in which the object had a theme role 
(see footnote 97) may have been due to the levels of individual consistency not being 
very high. Since the mean group rates of the intermediate and advanced learners for 
every in the theme condition were around 500/0 (53.10/0 and 53.::!°o respectively). it 
would be useful to know whether these means reflect a lack of consistent responses 
98 The existence of verbal elements such as auxiliaries between the suoject and t~e. \ero in English is a 
prime argument for VP-to-IP subject-raising in English (e.g .. Kitagawa 1(86). <- hrnc~c does not have 
such auxiliaries. 
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throughout each group. Such inconsistency could potentially arise from lack of 
concentration, which results on distractor items could have helped to identify. 
Nonetheless, since the mean group rates of acceptance of inverse scope were 
strikingly high in the goal/location condition with every as the quantifier (78.90/0, 
77.4% and 79.9% for the intermediate learners, advanced learners and native 
controls, respectjvely), all groups clearly distinguished between goaUlocation objects 
and theme objects. Thus, even if the results in the theme condition contain some 
randomness, this randomness did not affect all test conditions. 
3.2.2. Miyamoto & Yamane (1996) 
Miyamoto & Yamane (1996) (henceforth M&Y, in this section) investigate whether 
Japanese learners of English have native-like knowledge of the interpretation 
contrast between English [wh-subject ... QP-object ... ] questions and [wh-object ... 
QP-subject. .. ] questions. The contrast (previously outlined in Chapter 2) is 
exemplified as follows: 
136. a. Who has everything? unambiguous: wh>QP 
ambiguous: wh>QP; QP>wh b. What does everyone have? 
The examples in (136) indicate that [wh-subject ... QP-object ... ] questions (136a) 
allow only an individual reading (e.g., an answer such as Jane does), while [wh-
object ... QP-subject. .. ] questions (136b) allow both individual and pair-list readings 
(e.g., answers such as Apples or Jane has apples, Bill has bananas, Sara has 
oranges ... ). M&Y assume that wh-QP scope interactions are governed by the UO 
mechanisms ofwh-movement, QR, and Aoun & Li's (1989) Scope Principle (137): 
137. The Scope Principle (Aoun & Li 1989: 141) 
A quantifier A has scope over a quantifier B in case A c-commands a member 
of the chain containing B. 
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They give the LF representations in (138) for (136a-b) respectively:99 
138. a. [cp whoi [IP ti [vp everythingj [vp has tj ]]]] 
b. [cp whati [IP everyonej [IP tj [vp have ti ]]]] (based on M&Y: 494 (2» 
They explain that, by the Scope Principle (137), who takes scope over everything in 
(138a), but not vice versa: hence, only the individual interpretation (wh>QP) holds. 
In (l38b), what takes scope over everyone, and everyone takes scope over the trace 
of what, thus both the individual (wh>QP) and pair-list (QP>wh) interpretations hold. 
The premise of M& Y' s investigation is that, if Japanese learners of English 
demonstrate knowledge of the interpretation contrast between [wh-subject ... QP-
object ... ] questions and [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] questions, this will show that 
they have knowledge of the UO mechanisms ofwh-movement, QR, and the Scope 
Principle, and hence, that UO is available in L2 acquisition. They note, citing Hoji 
(1985), that, whi-le knowledge of the unambiguity of English [wh-subject ... QP-
object ... ] questions (l36a) could potentially transfer from Japanese, Japanese [wh-
object ... QP-subject ... ] questions lack a pair-list reading (as detailed in Chapter 2), 
hence knowledge of pair-list readings in English by native speakers of Japanese 
could not be ascribed to L 1 transfer. 
A truth value judgement task was used to investigate learners' knowledge of 
wh-QP interpretation. For each test item, a picture was shown, and two puppets 
(manipulated by·the experimenters) held a dialogue about the picture. The dialogue 
included a wh-QP question, as exemplified in (139) for a [wh-subject ... QP-object 
... ] question (M&Y: 497 (7»: 
99 Note, however, th~t these representations are a simplification. Aoun & Li (1989) do not, in fact, 
address wh-QP interactions. They are addressed in Aoun & Li (1993), where the Scope Principle is 
modified as in (i) (previously cited in Chapter 2): 
I. The Scope Principle (Aoun & Li 1993: 88 (50» 
An operator A may have scope over an operator B iff A c-commands B or an A' -element co-
indexed with B. 
The modified principle in (i) does not allow for elements in A-positions, such as the object trace in 
(138b), to playa role in scope interpretation. See Chapter 2 for details of Aoun & Li's (1993) account 
of (136a-b). 
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139. (Picture: three boys, Tom, Ken, and Neil, holding playing cards. Tom has a 
club, a heart and a diamond, Ken has a diamond and a heart, Neil has a club, 
a heart, a spade and a diamond) 
Puppet 1: These guys are playing cards. Hey, who has everything? 
Puppet 2: Let me see ... Tom has a club, a heart and a diamond. Ken has a 
diamond and a heart. Neil has a club, a heart, a spade and a 
diamond. Oh, I know who has everything! Neil has everything. 
Following the dialogue, the participants indicated on answer sheets whether Puppet 
2's answer was True or False. Six conditions were investigated, manipulating the 
variables of question type ([wh-subject ... QP-object ... J v. [wh-object ... QP-
subject ... ]), scope (wh>QP v. QP>wh, i.e., individual answer/pair-list answer), and 
veracity of Puppet 2's answer (true v. false). The six conditions are summarised and 
exemplified in Table 5 (based on M&Y: 496-498). 
Table 5: Summary and exemplification ofM&Y's six test types 
type question ·scope description of picture dialogue (abridged) truth 
type value 
Puppet 1 Puppet 2 
1 Wh-subj ... wh>QP Neil has four playing cards, Who has Neil has True 
QP-obj ... one of each suit. Two other everyth ing? everything. 
boys have two and three cards 
each. 
2 Wh-subj ... wh>QP Joe, Ron and Ken are each Who has Joe and Dick False 
QP-obj ... holding different kinds of everything? have 
flowers. Dick has no flowers. evel}'!:hing. 
3 Wh-subj ... *QP>wh Patty has a spoon, Jane has a Who has Patty has a False 
QP-obj ... spoon and a fork, Sue has a everything? spoon, Jane has 
knife, a fork and a spoon. a spoon and a 
fork, Sue has a 
knife, a fork and 
a spoon. 
4 Wh-obj ... wh>QP Amy loves A & B. Meg loves Who does Everyone loves True 
QP-subj A, B, C and D. Vicky loves B. everyone B. 
love? 
5 Wh-obj ... wh>QP Vinny has a bowling ball and What does Everyone has a False 
QP-subj bowling shoes. Mike has a everyone bowling ball 
bowling ball. Richard has have? and shoes. 
bowling shoes. 
6 Wh-obj ... QP>wh Mark has a racquet and a ball. What does Mark has a True 
QP-subj James has balls. Donald has a everyone racquet and a 
racquet and balls, have? ball. James has 
balls. Donald 
has a racquet 
and balls. 
The crucial test type is Type 6, since this represents the combination that cannot 
transfer from native L 1 knowledge: [wh-object ... QP-subject ... J questions with a 
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pair-list (QP>wh) reading. Types 2 and 5, which are both false because Puppet 2's 
answer does not .match the picture, can potentially be used as control items: if the 
participants mark items of this type as True, it could be due to inattention or failure 
to understand the test procedure. Any participants answering in this way could thus 
be excluded from the analysis-although, as is shown below, this was not necessary, 
since items of these types were always answered correctly. In contrast to Types 2 and 
5, Type 3-a pair-list reading of [wh-subject ... QP-object ... ] questions-is not false 
because of a mismatch between the puppet's description and the picture; it is false 
because the reading is grammatically incompatible with the question type. 
Three items for each of Types 1, 3,4 and 6 were created, along with two for 
each of the control Types, 2 and 5. Nineteen filler items were randomly mixed with 
the 16 test items, in order to disguise the focus of the experiment. The participants 
were 15 adult learners of English whose native language was Japanese. All were 
students registered on academic courses at Ohio University. They had had six years 
of English instruction in Japan, from age 12, and their TOEFL scores ranged from 
450-600. In addition, five native English speakers made up a control group. 
The rates of correct responses (i.e., responses matching those given in the 
'truth value' column of Table 5) are provided in Table 6 (based on M&Y: 499). 
Table 6: Correct response rates (raw numbers of correct responses in brackets)a 
Participants Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 TypeS Type 6 
Wh-subj, Wh-subj, Wh-subj, Wh-obj, Wh-obj, Wh-obj, 
wh>QP, T wh>QP, F *QP>wh, F wh>QP, T wh>QP, F QP>wh, T 
(n=3) (n=2) (n=3) (n=3) In=2) (n=3) 
Japanese learners of 100.00% 100.00% 95.56% 97.78% 100.00% 71.11% 
English (n=15) (45/45) (30/30) (43/45) (44/45) (30/30) (32/45) 
Native speakers of 100.00% 100.00% 86.67% 100.00% 100.00% 93.33% 
English (n=5) (IS/IS) (10/10) (l3/I 5) (25/25) (10/10) (\4/\5) 
a 'Wh-subj' = [wh-subject ... QP-object ... ] question, 'Wh-obj' = [wh-object ... QP subject...] 
question, 'T' = 'True', 'F' = 'False'. 
The results in Table 6 show that high levels (>70%) of correct responses were 
demonstrated by both the learners and the native controls on all test types. However, 
the greatest difference between learners and native controls occurs on Type 6--the, 
[wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] question with a pair-list answer. On this type, the 
learner rate of correct responses was 71.11 % compared with 93.33% by the native 
English group: a difference of over 22%, compared with differences of less than 90/0 
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on the other test types. M& Y argue that the learners' depressed rate of correct 
responses on this type was due to an experimental effect, since 11 out of the 13 
incorrect respon~es occurred on a single test item. The one incorrect native response 






Puppet 1: Nice toys! Cars, a doll, and 
teddy bears. Hey, what does everyone 
have? 
Puppet 2: Let me see ... Oh, I know 
what everyone has! Eric has a car, a 
doll and a teddy bear, Fred has a teddy 
bear and a car. Jim has a car! 
M&Y point out that the two preceding [wh-object ... QP-subject ... J questions (items 
17 and 22 on the test) had had individual answers (i.e., the wh>QP scope condition, 
rather than the QP>wh scope condition of (140». They suggest that this may have 
created an expectation of the next [wh-object ... QP-subject ... J question (item 32) 
also having an individual interpretation, thus giving rise to the large number of False 
responses for this item (M& Y: 501). \00 M& Y conclude that, since, overall, the 
100 However, doubt is cast on this explanation by the fact that nine other test items intervened between 
this item (item 32) and the preceding [wh-object ... QP-subject ... J question (item 22). (t seems 
unlikely that an expectation about a particular question type could be maintained over so many 
intervening items. Also, an effect like this would be expected in the control group as well, yet only 
one of the five native English speakers judged the item incorrectly. Given this leamer/native 
difference on this test item, it might be supposed that L 1 transfer played a role: since pair-list readings 
are not readily availflble in Japanese [wh-object ... QP-subject ... J questions, the notion that the 
learners were influenced by their L 1 cannot be dismissed. However, this analysis is also flawed in that 
LI influence should manifest itself in all three Type 6 items, if it is the cause. 
A third option is that the learners misunderstood the picture, and judged the puppet's answer 
false because they felt it did not match the picture. Looking critically at the picture, the learners may 
have identified the teddy bear held by Fred as some other animal than a bear-although M& Y clearly 
designed the puppet's dialogue to avoid such misidentification, by including a statement of what the 
picture represents (Puppet I: Cars, a doll, and teddy bears!). (fmisunderstanding of the picture is the 
reason for the learners' high rate of incorrect answers, the question again arises of why this did not 
happen with the English control group. Only a speculative solution can be offered: perhaps, since pair-
list readings are in fact the most obvious readings of[wh-object ... QP-subject ... J questions in 
English (see empirical support of this claim in Chapter 5), the native English speakers were more 
readily able to suspend disbelief and accept that the picture depicts what Puppet 1 claims it depicts, 
since that leads to th·e preferred reading of this question type; however, for Japanese learners of 
English, pair-list readings may be less preferred due to L 1 influence, and, in addition, the very act of 
taking a test in English may provoke extra attention to detail in an attempt to get the answers right. 
This combination may have predisposed the learners to be highly attentive to possible mismatches 
between the picture and the dialogue. 
The best solution for item 32 may have been to exclude it from the analysis. Without this 
item, the learners' rate of correct answers to Type 6 questions rises to 93.33% (28 out of30). 
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Japanese learners of English demonstrate native-like knowledge of scope 
interpretation in wh-QP questions, wh-movement, QR and the Scope Principle must 
be operative in the interlanguage, and therefore UO must be available in L2 
acquisition. 
3.2.2.1. Comment 
A criticism of M& Y' s study is that it comes up against some of the problems set out 
in Schwartz & Sprouse (2000) (outlined in Chapter 1). Schwartz & Sprouse (2000: 
197) point out that 'a UO-compatible analysis of an L2 data set does not, on its own, 
constitute an argument for the Strong UO hypothesis [i.e., that L2 acquisition is 
constrained by UO]'. Only when the phenomenon under investigation can be 
demonstrated to be an L2 poverty-of-the-stimulus problem does acquisition of that 
phenomenon implicate the involvement ofUO, since, logically, nothing else in the 
environment could account for the relevant acquisition. In M& Y' s study, acquisition 
of the pair-list interpretation of English [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] questions by 
native speakers of Japanese is not a poverty-of-the-stimulus problem. Although the 
facts are underdetermined by the L1 (since Japanese [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] 
questions do norhave a pair-list reading), they are not underdetermined by the input, 
which might conceivably contain [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] questions in clear 
pair-list contexts. Oiven the potential existence of such evidence, the fact that the 
learners demonstrated knowledge of pair-list interpretations in English does not 
prove that UO constrains L2 acquisition: an alternative account could be that they 
induced the availability of pair-list interpretations from the input. 
This problem seriously undermines M& Y' s conclusion. The study is 
nonetheless interesting from the point of view of its experiment design. The use of 
puppets and pictures to determine the scope reading of the wh-QP questions avoids 
the potentially burdensome task of reading written scope interpretations. In addition, 
the task seems well designed to identify possible non-linguistic answering strategies. 
One possible strategy would have been to ignore the question and answer, but to 
select True when Puppet 2 correctly described the picture, False when the puppet's 
description did not match the picture. However, such a strategy would not have 
worked on Type 3 ([wh-subject ... QP-object ... ] questions with a grammatically 
incompatible pair-list answer). On these items, Puppet 2's description matched the 
picture, but the correct answer was still False, due to the incompatibility of a pair-list 
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reading with this question type. If the learners had been using a strategy of choosing 
False only when there was a mismatch between the puppet's description and the 
picture, they would have selected True on these items. Their 95.56% rate of selection 
of False shows that they did not adopt such a strategy. In addition, the test included 
items to control for inattention (Types 2 and 5), as already described. Thus M& Y' s 
test design included control measures that serve to increase confidence that the test 
did indeed measure what it set out to measure. 
3.2.3. Miyamoto & Takata (1998) 
Miyamoto & Takata (1998) (henceforth M&T, in this section) also investigate the 
interpretation of English wh-QP questions by Japanese learners of English. They aim 
to test the hypothesis that elementary-level Japanese learners of English will not 
allow pair-list readings in English [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] questions, unlike the 
intermediate/advanced learners investigated in Miyamoto & Yamane (1996) (M&T: 
514). This hypothesis is based on findings from Martohardjono & Gair (1993) and 
White (1992) which suggest that when L2 learners whose L 1 lacks overt wh-
movement (such as Japanese) acquire a language with overt wh-movement (such as 
English), they initially produce wh-phrases directly in Spec,CP and fill the position 
from which the wh-phrase should have moved with a resumptive pro. If this is 
correct, there will be no wh-traces in the wh-QP questions of early L 1 Japanese-L2 
English interlanguage, as illustrated in the representations in (141) (M&T: 514 
(12}-(l3»). 
141. a. [wh-obj ... QP-subj ... j: 
b. [wh-subj ... QP-obj ... j: 
[cp WhOI did [IP everyone2 meetproJ]] 
[cp Who I [I P pro 1 met everyone2 ]] 
Recall that the pair-list reading in [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] questions in native 
English is argued to be available due to the QP-subject c-commanding a trace of the 
wh-object. 101 In the representation in (141 a), since there is no wh-trace, the pair-list 
reading is predicted to be unavailable. 
101 M&T adopt Chierchia's (1991, 1993) account (already detailed in Chapter 2), in which the wh-
trace contains an argument (pro) which must be c-commanded and bound by a QP in order for a pair-
list reading to obtain. Whether this account is adopted, or the simplified account based on Aoun & Li 
(1989) used by Miyamoto & Yamane (1996), the crucial point is that pair-list readings are claimed to 
require c-command ofa wh-trace by the QP. 
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M&T investigate wh-QP questions with psych-verbs (e.g., worry, please), as 
well as with non-psych-verbs. With psych-verbs, a pair-list reading is possible in 
[wh-subject ... QP-object ... ] questions, as well as in [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] 
questions (Chierchia 1993; Kim & Larson 1989). This is illustrated in (142) (QP>wh 
indicates the availability of the pair-list reading): 
142. a. [wh-obj ... QP-subj .. .]: Who did everyone worry? 
Who worries everyone? 
wh>QP; QP>wh 
wh>QP; QP>wh b. [wh-subj ... QP-obj ... j: 
Psych-verbs are argued (Belletti & Rizzi 1"988) to be a type of unaccusative, in which 
the grammatical subject originates as an internal argument of the verb. This results in 
the structures in (143a-b) for (142a-b). 
143. a. [cp Whpl did [IP everyone2 [vp [v' worry t2 ] tt]]] 
b. [cp Whol [IP II [vp [v' worry It] everyone2 ]]] 
In (143a), who c-commands everyone, and everyone c-commands a trace of who, so 
the pair-list reading is available just as in [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] questions with 
non-psych-verbs. In (143b), due to the subject originating as the sister of the verb, 
the QP-object everyone c-commands the wh-subject-trace thus allowing QP>wh 
scope, and hence pair-list interpretations, unlike in [wh-subject ... QP-object ... ] 
questions with non-psych verbs. However, if the interlanguage grammar lacks wh-
movement, and hence also wh-traces, pair-list readings are predicted to be absent 
with psych-verb wh-QP questions, just as described for [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] 
questions with non-psych-verbs ( 141 a-b). 
M&T investigate learners' interpretations of the four question types in (144): 
144. 
type verb type question type example (M&T: 515-6) 
non-psych-verb Wh-obj ... QP-subj ... Who did everyone laugh at at his party? 
2 non-psych-verb Wh-subj ... QP-obj ... Who hit everyone at his party? 
3 psych-verb Wh-obj ... QP-subj ... Who did everyone surprise at his party? 
4 psych-verb Wh-subj ... QP-obj ... Who worried everyone at h is party? 
All but Type 2 in (144) are ambiguous, allowing both individual and pair-list 
answers. Type 2 allows only individual answers. Fourteen items were created for 
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each of Types 1 and 2, and three items for each of Types 3 and 4. Twenty-four filler 
items were randomly mixed with the test sentences, creating a 60-item test. Each 
stimulus question was presented aurally and was accompanied by a picture. 
Participants indicated their interpretation of the question by selecting an answer from 
four multiple-choice questions. These are illustrated for a Type 1 test item in (145) 
(M&T: 515 (17)): 
145. 
Who did everyone laugh at at his party? 
a. Tom. 
b. Karen laughed at Tom, Lisa laughed at 
John, Lisa laughed at Tom, Stacy laughed 
at Bill" and Stacy laughed at Tom. 
c. Either (a) or (b). 
d. None of the above. 
As (145) shows, the multiple choice questions offered the participant the choice of 
selecting only an individual answer (a), only a pair-list answer (b), both an individual 
and a pair-list answer (c), or neither an individual nor a pair-list answer (d). 
The parti~ipants were 15 Japanese students at Ohio University enrolled either 
in intensive ESL courses or in academic courses. Their TOEFL scores ranged from 
400-547. \02 Three native English speakers acted as a control group. 
M&T report that the three native English speakers correctly observed the 
ambiguity (Types 1,3, and 4) and lack of ambiguity (Type 2) of the four question 
types (M&T: 516). The learners, on the other hand, tended to fail to allow pair-list 
answers to the ambiguous questions. The learners' rates of selection of each response 
option (a}-(d) for the four question types are shown in Table 7 (based on M&T: 516 
(21)). Following M&T, Table 7 divides the learners into two proficiency groups: 
Group JEl comprises II learners whose TOEFL scores range from 400 to 490; 
Group JE2 comprises four learners whose TOEFL scores range from 520 to 547. 
102 M&T assert (M&T: 511) that the L2 participants in this study are 'elementary' learners, while 
those in Miyamoto & Yamane (1996) were 'intermediate or advanced'. It is not clear how this claim 
can be justified, given that the range in TOEFL scores of the two groups are very similar: 400-547 in 
M&T, 450~00 in Miyamoto & Yamane (1996). M&T do not state whether there was any significant 
difference between the TOEFL scores of the learner groups in the two studies; nor are group mean 
TOEFL scores reported. This is a problem for M&T's analysis. It is discussed further in Section 
3.2.3.1. 
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Table 7: Rates (%) of selection of the multiple-choice responses (aHd) by 
Japanese learners of Englisha 
response types , 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
individual pair-list both (a) and none of (a), 
answer only answer only (b) (b) or (c) 
Type 1 57.69 13.85 7.69 20.77 
non-psych verb, wh-obj 
-
Type 2 85.43 
~ 
4.64 6.62 3.31 
~ non-psych verb, wh-II 
c: subj 
--~ Type 3 48.49 15.15 9.09 27.27 w 
...., psych verb, wh-obj 
Type 4 79.74 6.98 6.98 9.30 
psych verb, wh-subj 
Type 1 67.93 11.32 0 20.75 
non-psych verb, wh-obj 
-
Type 2 85.71 8.93 3.57 1.79 
~ non-psych verb, wh-II 
c: subj 
--N Type 3 37.50 18.75 w 0 43.75 
...., 
psych verb, wh-obj 
Type 4 87.50 0 0 12.50 
psych verb, wh-subj 
a 'wh-obj' = [wh-object ... QP subject...] question; 'wh-subj' = [wh-subject ... QP-object...] question 
Table 7 shows that both learner groups demonstrated low rates «19%) of selection 
of options (b) and (c)-the two response options which showed acceptance of pair-
list answers--on all four test types. Rates of selection of (a)-an individual 
answer-were particularly high (>79%) in both groups for [wh-subject ... QP-
object ... ] questions, Types 2 and 4. The [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] questions, 
Types 1 and 3, yielded more variation in response type, although the rate of selection 
of individual answers (a) was higher than the rates of selection of other response, 
except in the JE2 group, where option (d)-rejection of both individual and pair-list 
answers-was highest, at 43.750/0. 
M&T cla.im that these results confirm their hypothesis: lower proficiency 
Japanese learners of English tend not to allow pair-list readings of wh-QP questions. 
They conclude that this supports the theory that wh-movement is lacking in the early 
interlanguage grammar of L2 learners whose L 1 does not have overt wh-movement. 
3.2.3.1. Comment 
A serious problem with M&T's analysis concerns their assumption that the learners 
in this study are ~t an "elementary' level of proficiency while those in Miyamoto & 
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Yamane (1996) were at 'intennediate' or 'advanced' levels. This assumption appears 
to be based on TOEFL scores, yet, as already observed in footnote 102, there is 
considerable overlap between the TOEFL scores of the 15 learners in each study: 
400-547 in M&T, 450-600 in Miyamoto & Yamane (1996). Given this overlap. it is 
not at all clear whether the learners in M&T were really at a distinctly different level 
of proficiency to those in Miyamoto & Yamane (1996). Indeed, M&T's JE2 group 
have TOEFL scores (520-547) that fall entirely within the range of those in 
Miyamoto & Yamane (1996). The fact that these four learners accepted pair-list 
readings of [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] questions with non-psych-verbs (Type 1) 
only 11.32% of the time appears to undennine the results of Miyamoto & Yamane 
(1996), where pair-list readings were accepted over 70% of the time. 
I suggest that the discrepancy between the low rates of acceptance of pair-list 
readings by the JE2 group in M&T and the high rates by seemingly comparable 
learners in Miyainoto & Yamane (1996) could be a result of M&T' s experiment 
design. M&T's test stimuli included a preposition phrase containing a possessive 
pronoun (his), as shown in the Type 1 question in (144), repeated in (146): 
146. Who did everyone laugh at [at his party]? 
The singular possessive pronoun and singular noun seem to induce a bias towards an 
individual interp.retation of the question: there is one male who had one party and 
everyone laughed at him. The pair-list interpretation, Karen laughed at Tom, Lisa 
laughed at John, ... (see (145b)), seems unexpected, given the context of at his party, 
because it entails that his refers to more than one male and (presumably) that there 
was more than one party. While this is certainly a valid interpretation of his party in 
(146), it is not an obvious interpretation. Inclusion of the PP thus adds an extra 
interpretation problem to the test: one which is most easily resolved by assuming that 
his refers to a single male and that therefore the individual answer is the, possibly 
only, correct answer to the wh-QP question. \03 The high rates of selection of only an 
103 In fact, the use of his potentially entails yet another interpretation problem, since it could have 
either who or everyone as its antecedent. M&T's pictures seem to have been constructed so that the 
person or people corresponding to who (i.e. the object(s) of laugh at in (146» are always male, whi Ie 
the person or people corresponding to everyone are always female. Masculine, singular personal 
pronouns are normally only used to refer to anyone other than a single male when the gender of the 
referent is not known, so the depiction of everyone as female should have avoided misinterpretation of 
everyone as the antecedent of his. 
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individual answer (multiple choice option (a)) in M&T's study could be a reflection 
of the fact that the PP in the test stimuli created a bias towards that answer. 
This analysis does not, of course, rule out the possibility that wh-movement 
could be lacking in the early interlanguage grammar of Japanese learners of English. 
A reworking ofM&T's experiment, omitting the PPs and using a participant group 
whose level was demonstrably lower than the learner group in Miyamoto & Yamane 
(1996), could contribute towards shedding light on the issue. 
3.2.4. Dekydtspotter, Sprouse, Swanson & Thyre (1999), Dekydtspotter, 
Sprouse & Swanson (2001) 
The study reported in Dekydtspotter et al (1999) and Dekydtspotter, Sprouse & 
Swanson (2001) (henceforth DSS&T/DS&S in this section) differs from the three 
preceding L2 acquisition studies in that the scope interpretation phenomenon 
investigated represents an L2 poverty-of-the-stimulus problem. The study thus 
follows the logic of Schwartz & Sprouse (2000) and aims to discover whether L2 
learners can acquire knowledge of the target language facts despite poverty of the 
stimulus. If the relevant L2 knowledge arises, 'it must be the case that this L2 
knowledge lies within the same cognitive domain as native language knowledge' 
(DSS&T: 162). 
The phenomenon under investigation is the interpretation of French [wh-
object ... QP-subject ... J questions in which the wh-object is combien de N 'how 
many N' and the subject is an NP quantified by tous 'all'. 104 These questions have 
two fonns: combien de N can undergo wh-movement to the front of the sentence as a 
unit ('continuous combien extraction') (147); or, combien 'how many' can move 
alone, while de N remains in situ ('discontinuous combien extraction') (148) 
(DSS&T: 163 (1-2)). 
147. Combien de livres est-ce que tous les etudiants 
how many of books do all the students 
'How many books do all the students read?' 
lisent? 
read 
148. Combien est-ce que tous les etudiants lisent de livres? 
how many do all the students read of books 
'How many books do all the students read?' 
104 In the examples in (147-148), the quantifier tous 'all' appears directly before the NP, but in the 
actual test items (exemplified in (150-151 ), tous is a floating quantifier, separated from the subject N P 
by an auxiliary verb. 
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Whether or not the combien constituent occurs continuously or discontinuously 
affects the possible scope interpretations. With the continuous combien extraction 
(147), either S><? scope ('for each student, how many books did that student read?') 
or O>S scope ('for how many books did each student read those books?') is possible; 
with the discontinuous combien extraction (148), only S>O scope is possible. Thus, 
assuming a situation in which Student A reads Books X, Y and Z, and Student B 
reads Books X, Y and W, the answer to the question in (147) can be either 'Three' 
(i.e., each student reads three books: S>O scope) or 'Two' (i.e., Books X and Y: O>S 
scope), while question (148) can only be answered with 'Three'. 
F or nativ~ speakers of English, acquisition of the interpretation distinction 
between continuous and discontinuous combien extractions is a poverty-of-the-
stimulus problem. While the English equivalent of (147) is like the French in 
allowing both the S>O and the O>S interpretations, English does not have a 
structural equivalent of the discontinuous combien extraction; so knowledge that 
discontinuous combien extractions lack an object-wide interpretation cannot derive 
from the L 1. Classroom instruction does not provide evidence for this lack, as 
discontinuous cambien constructions are not covered in French language teaching 
materials (DSS&T: 164). DSS&T (165) suggest that learners will have no reason not 
to assume that the discontinuous combien structure is a rewrite variant of the familiar 
continuous combien structure and hence allows both subject-wide and object-wide 
readings. Under this assumption, the target language input will never provide 
evidence for the lack of object-wide scope in discontinuous combien constructions, 
since failure to encounter an object-wide scope reading does not rule out such an 
interpretation ever being available. Thus, logically, there is no way for English 
learners of French to deduce that discontinuous combien constructions such as (148) 
lack an object-wide scope interpretation. 
DSS&TIDS&S use a truth-value judgement task to investigate whether 
learners can nonetheless acquire the interpretation distinction between continuous 
and discontinuous combien extractions. Participants were presented with scenarios 
written in English, followed by a combien question and answer in French. They were 
asked to judge whether the answer to the question was possible by selecting 'yes', 
'no' or 'cannot decide', Two two-level variables-combien constituent (continuous 
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v. discontinuous) and scope (subject-wide v.object-wide)-were manipulated to 
create four test types, as listed in (149). 
149. Type 1: Continuous combien question, subject-wide. scope answer. 
Type 2: Continuous combien question, object-wide scope answer. 
Type 3: Di.scontinuous combien question, subject-wide scope answer. 
Type 4: *Discontinuous combien question, object-wide scope answer. 
Type 4 is the crucial item, since it represents the unacceptable combination of a 
discontinuous combien construction with object-wide scope. Examples of Type 3 and 
Type 4 test items are given in (150) and (151) (DSS&T: 166-7). (English glosses of 
the French questions are provided here for convenience, but they were not included 
in the test items.) 
150. Type 3: Discontinuous combien question, subject-wide scope answer 
It was Rachel's 12th birthday party, and the highlight was a magician who 
could read minds. The magician's assistant brought out a dog, a cat, a mouse, 
and a bird. The magician asked Rachel, Guy, and Annabelle to think of which 
animals they would like to have. Rachel thought of the cat and the dog. Guy 
thought of the bird and the dog. Annabelle thought of the mouse and the dog. 
The assistant then asked the magician: 
"Combien est-ce que ces enfants ont tous voulu d'animaux?" (How many 
animals did these children all want?) 
The magician answered: 
"Deux, bien sur." (Two, of course.) 
151. Type 4: *Discontinuous combien question, object-wide scope answer 
Philippe and Monique Dupont hired a magician and her assistant to entertain at 
their son Jean's 10th birthday party. The magician announced that she could 
read minds. Her assistant brought out a white rabbit, a black rabbit, a bird, a 
cat, and a dog. From experience, the magician and her assistant knew that the 
children would include the 2 rabbits in their choices. The magician then asked 
Jean, Marie, and Paul to think of the animals they would like to have. As 
predicted, Jean thought of the 2 rabbits and the bird. Marie thought of the 2 
rabbits and the dog. Paul thought of the 2 rabbits and the cat. Winking, the 
assistant then asked the magician: 
"Combien est-ce que ces enfants ont tous voulu d'animaux?" (How many 
animals did these children all want?) 
Sure that the expected pattern had arisen, the magician answered: 
"Deux, bien sur." (Two, of course.) 
The scenarios in (150) and (151) were also used for test items corresponding to 
Types 1 and 2 r~spectively, but with a continuous, instead of a discontinuous, 
com bien question. Six further quadruples were created, yielding a total of 28 test 
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items, to which 14 filler items were added. The majority of the fillers were designed 
to elicit 'no' responses (i.e., responses indicating that the answer in the test item was 
not correct), as a counterbalance to the actual test stimuli being expected to yield 
'yes' responses on three of the four Types (DSS&T: 168). 
The participants were 71 beginning-intermediate learners of French and 32 
advanced learners of French, all with English as their L 1. The beginning-
I 
intermediate group participants were all enrolled in French language courses at a US 
university. The advanced group participants had all had the equivalent of four years 
of French language instruction and had spent at least one year in a French-speaking 
country. In addition, 31 native speakers of French (students at a university in France) 
acted as a control group. 
Analysis of the results showed that a number of participants, particularly in 
the learner groups, demonstrated high rates of rejection of the (acceptable) subject-
wide scope construal of discontinuous combien questions (Type 3). Since this 
construal should be readily available, those participants who rejected it over 50% of 
the time were considered to lack the ability to interpret discontinuous combien 
questions at all, and their results were excluded from the final analysis. This left 21 
participants in the beginning-intermediate learner group, 20 in the advanced learner 
group, and 30 in the native French group. These participants' rates of acceptance of 
the answers for each question type are presented in Table 8 (based on DSS&T: 169): 
Table 8: Rates (%) of acceptance (selection of 'yes') on the four test types 
T est item type beg-int L2 French advanced L2 native French 
(n=21 ) French (n=20) (n=30) 
Type 1 59.86 72.85 75.71 Continuous. combien, 5>0 
Type 2 42.18 48.57 26.19 Continuous. combien, 0>5 
Type 3 59.18 69.28 86.67 Discontinuous combien, 5>0 
Type 4 42.18 25.00 8.10 
*Discontinuous combien, 0>5 
Of key interest is whether or not the learners differentiate between object-
wide scope in the continuous combien condition (Type 2) and object-wide scope in 
the discontinuous combien condition (Type 4). DSS&TIDS&S report that the 
advanced learners, like the native French controls, do make the distinction: both 
groups accept object-wide scope significantly more on Type 2 items than Type 4 
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items (26.19% vs. 8.100/0, t(29) = 2.68, p = .012 for the native French controls; and 
48.57% vs. 25.000/0, t(19) = 4.28, p <.0005 for the advanced learners) (DSS&T: 
168-9). By contrast, the beginning-intermediate L2 group does not differentiate 
between the continuous and discontinuous conditions with respect to object-wide 
scope, demonstrating an acceptance rate of 42.180/0 for both Types 2 and 4. In short, 
a developmental pattern is observed: the less advanced learners treat discontinuous 
combien questions as if they had the same interpretation possibilities as continuous 
combienlhow many questions in French or English, while the advanced learners 
appear to have knowledge of the lack of object-wide scope in discontinuous combien 
questions. 
As described above, acquisition of the lack of object-wide scope in French 
discontinuous combien questions represents a poverty-of-the-stimulus problem for 
learners whose L1 is English. DSS&T/DS&S conclude that their evidence that the 
relevant knowledge can nonetheless be acquired by the higher proficiency learners 
supports the hypothesis that L2 acquisition is constrained in the same way as native 
language acquisition. 
3.2.4.1. Comment 
DSS&T/DS&S's conclusion-that, in effect, L2 acquisition is constrained by 
UG-is the same as the conclusion drawn by Miyamoto & Yamane (1996). 
However, unlike' Miyamoto & Yamane (1996), DSS&TIDS&S provide evidence of 
native-like L2 knowledge arising under poverty of the stimulus. Consequently, their 
results provide a much stronger argument for L2 acquisition being constrained by 
UG, since there is no other way in which the relevant knowledge could feasibly be 
acquired. The study thus furnishes an example of the utility in L2 acquisition 
research of investigation of a poverty-of-the-stimulus problem: such investigations 
allow much clearer conclusions to be drawn about the role ofUG in L2 acquisition. 
The remaining comments in this section focus on aspects of DSS&TIDS&S's 
experimental design. As in Kurtzman & MacDonald's (1993) study, the respondents 
could select 'yes' or 'no' to indicate their judgement of whether or not they found 
each scope interpretation possible. DSS&TIDS&S also offered a 'cannot decide' 
option. However, unlike in Lee, Yip & Wang's (1999a, 1999b) studies in which a 
four-point judgement scale was used, there was no opportunity for DSS&TIDS&S's 
respondents to indicate intermediate levels of acceptability. It is interesting to note, 
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therefore, that DSS&T/DS&S's native French acceptance rate for object-wide scope 
(inverse scope) on the continuous combien questions (Type 2) was rather low, at 
26.19% (even though object-wide scope is theoretically acceptable), just as 
Kurtzman & MacDonald's (1993) native English acceptance of object-wide scope in 
active QP-QP sentences was also low, at only approximately 20-350/0 (again, even 
though object-wide scope is possible). By contrast, the native English speakers in 
Lee, Yip & Wang (1 999a) demonstrated a somewhat higher overall rate of 
acceptance (incloding responses of 'possible but rare' and 'sometimes possible', as 
well as 'highly possible') of object-wide scope on QP-QP sentences (agent subject = 
NumP, theme object = every N), at 58.4% (See Table 4). DSS&T/DS&S's native 
French results thus provide provide further support for the suggestion (Section 
3.1.2.1) that use ofa graded judgement scale is indeed more effective than a 
categorical yes-no scale in eliciting judgements about the possibility of an 
interpretation and not only whether or not that interpretation is preferred. 
Specifically, as Lee, Yip & Wang (I 999b) suggest, forcing the respondents to select 
either 'yes' or 'no' may lead to less obvious, but nonetheless possible, scope 
interpretations falling into the 'no' (or 'cannot decide') category and thus depressing 
rates of acceptance of theoretically possible interpretations. 
A further interesting aspect of DSS&T/DS&S's experimental design is that 
they used the learners' native language, English, to present the scenarios for the test 
items. This was to ensure that the scenarios could be understood even by beginning-
level learners with as little difficulty as possible (DSS&T: 165). This is indeed an 
important consideration, since the scenarios are crucial in providing plausible 
contexts for both narrow- and wide-scope construal of the object. However, a 
drawback to requiring the learners to read contexts in their native language is that it 
may encourage them to 'think in English' and perhaps use a translation strategy in 
addressing the French questions following each scenario--which would clearly raise 
the rate of acceptance of (non-target-like) object-wide scope on the discontinuous 
combien questions. In addition, since the French control group also read the 
scenarios in English, the possibility of this group making English-related 
misunderstandings cannot be ruled out (although the French control group were all 
taking advanced degrees in English, so this possibility is minimised). Despite these 
concerns, since DSS&T/DS&S's results did not yield unexpected or anomalous 
patterns, it seems that the main advantage of the use of English scenarios~ase of 
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comprehension by the lower proficiency learners of French--outweighed the 
possible drawbacks. However, use of a design like this becomes more problematic 
when the number of LIs in the experiment increases, as in the present dissertation 
which investigates learners of Japanese whose LIs are English, Korean, or Chinese. 
Adopting an experimental design that uses written scenarios presented in the L 1 
would require that the scenarios be translated into these three languages (and 
probably also into Japanese for the native Japanese control groups, since, unlike in 
DSS&T, the existence of three LIs among the learners means that there would be no 
reason for using 'English as the presentation language for the control group). This 
would introduce the considerable problem of controlling for equivalence across the 
translated scenarios. As will be detailed in the following chapter, an experimental 
design using scenarios was piloted for the present research, but eventually rejected in 
favour of a methodology using pictures, which remain constant whatever the L 1 of 
the participants. Controlling for translation equivalence was one reason for rejecting 
the scenario method. 
3.3. Conclusion 
Seven investigations of QP-QP or wh-QP scope interpretation have been presented in 
this chapter, three focussing on native intuitions, and four investigating scope 
interpretation in L2 acquisition. Discussion has focused on the findings with respect 
to the availability of object-wide (inverse) scope and pair-list readings, and also on 
aspects of the design of the experiments. The key points are summarised as follows. 
The investigations of QP-QP scope interpretation in native English by 
Kurtzman & MacDonald (1993) and Lee, Yip & Wang (1999b) showed that object-
wide scope is less readily available than subject-wide scope, despite the fact that 
object-wide scope is theoretically acceptable in English. In addition, Kurtzman & 
MacDonald's (1993) and Lee, Yip & Wang's (1 999b) studies provided evidence that 
factors such as thematic role, argument type, and quantifier type affect the ability of 
a QP to take wide scope, indicating that a number of determinants are involved in 
scope interpretation. 
Lee, Yip & Wang (1 999b) also investigated native Chinese intuitions about 
QP-QP interactions and found that inverse scope was accepted up to 26.70/0 of the 
time (on agent-verb-theme sentences), despite many claims in the literature that 
Chinese lacks inverse scope. This rate is nonetheless considerably lower than the 
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native English rate of acceptance of inverse scope on equivalent sentence types 
(44.4%); thus the claim that English and Chinese differ, at least qualitatively, with 
respect to the availability of inverse scope is upheld. It was suggested that the 26.70/0 
rate of acceptance of inverse scope in Chinese could indicate that inverse scope 
contruals can be constructed at an extra-syntactic level even when the syntax rules 
out the relevant interpretation. 
Sano's (2004) finding about adult native Japanese interpretation of QP-QP 
sentences was in accordance with the claims of the theoretical literature (see Chapter 
2): subject-wide scope was acceptable on both the canonical SOY sentence and the 
scrambled OSV sentence investigated; however, object-wide scope was acceptable 
only on the OSV sentences, and it was rejected on the SOY sentence. 
With regard to scope interpretation in L2 acquisition, Lee, Yip & Wang 
(1999a), Miyamoto & Yamane (1996) and Dekydtspotter et al (1999)/Dekydtspotter 
et al (2001) all found that learners were able (at least, eventually) to achieve native-
like scope interpretation knowledge. However, only Dekydtspotter et al 
(1999)/Dekydtspotter et al (2001) investigated an L2 poverty-of-the-stimulus 
problem; thus only their findings can be argued-along the lines of Schwartz & 
Sprouse (2000)-to strongly implicate UG1n L2 acquisition. 
Miyamoto & Takata (1998) claimed that their findings demonstrated a lack of 
knowledge of pair-list readings in English [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] questions by 
(purportedly) elementary-level Japanese learners of English. However, some serious 
problems with the constructions used in the test stimuli and with the claims about the 
proficiency level of the learners cast doubt on the findings of this study. 
All the investigations used some kind of judgement task to find out about the 
acceptability of different scope readings. It was noted that those studies that used a 
binary, yes-no judgement scale (Kurtzman & MacDonald 1993, Dekydtspotter et al 
1999) obtained lower rates of native acceptance of (theoretically possible) object-
wide scope than Lee, Yip & Wang (1999a, 1999b), who used a four-point scale and 
thus allowed for judgements of intermediate acceptability as well as categorical 
acceptable/unac~eptable judgements. This was taken to support Lee, Yip & Wang's 
(1999b: 181) suggestion that a binary scale may lead participants to reject readings 
which are marked but nonetheless possible. A graded judgement scale thus seems 
more effective in facilitating jUdgments that admit the possibility of, not just the 
preference for, particular scope interpretations. 
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Lee, Yip & Wang ~ s (1999a, 1 999b ) studies and Miyamoto & Yamane's 
(1996) study were compared with regard to the processing burden placed on the 
participants. The experiment in the fonner two studies was very long, and required 
intensive reading and puzzling out of written scope interpretations, potentially 
increasing the risk of participants losing concentration and answering randomly. In 
addition, the test battery did not include fillers designed specifically to control for 
effects such as fatigue. Miyamoto & Yamane's (1996) design, on the other hand, was 
shorter and used puppets and pictures to provide the contexts for the sentences to be 
judged, thus placing a lower processing burden on the participants. Moreover, they 
incorporated fillers that could be used to control for test-taking strategies or fatigue 
effects. The shorter, less burdensome design that also incorporates control items is 
clearly preferable for increasing the validity of the results. 
A final design issue discussed was the use, by Dekydtspotter et al 
(l999)/Dekydtspotter et al (2001), of the learners' Ll (English) for presenting 
scenarios which provided the context for the French test items. The key advantage of 
this approach is that it should maximise learner understanding of the scenarios, while 
the disadvantage is that it may encourage the learners to think in their L 1 and 
consequently apply translation strategies to their interpretation of the target language 
test stimuli following the scenario. It was also noted that presentation in the learners' 
L 1 of context-providing scenarios may not be suitable for studies (like that of the 
present dissertation) in which more than one L 1 is involved. Where the participants 
have different LIs, the scenarios will have to be translated into each L 1, introducing 
a translation equivalence variable, which is not necessarily easy to control. 
The findings of the studies outlined in this chapter, as well as the relevant 
design issues, are used to infonn the experimental design of the investigation 
methodology used in the present dissertation. Development of this methodology is 
the topic of the following chapter. 
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4.0 Introduction 
The aim of the experimental part of this dissertation is to investigate the claims of the 
Full Transfer/Full Access model of L2 acquisition (Schwartz & Sprouse 1994, 1996, 
outlined in Chapter 1) by comparing the performance of three groups of learners of 
Japanese differentiated by their LIs-English, Chinese, or Korean-with respect to 
their knowledge of scope interpretation in Japanese. Fulfilment of this aim 
necessitates the creation of a test instrument that is (i) suitable for use with L2 
Japanese learners of lower proficiency as well as higher proficiency (since Full 
Transfer/Full Access makes claims about the initial state of L2 acquisition that may 
be missed if only high proficiency learners are investigated); and (ii) suitable for 
translation into English, Chinese, and Korean, so as to obtain control data about 
scope interpretation in the learners' native languages. The experimentation for the 
whole project is divided into three phases: Phase 1, comprising exploratory 
investigation of QP-QP interpretation in native Japanese; Phase 2 comprising pilot 
testing with English learners of Japanese as well as native English and Japanese 
controls; and Pmase 3, the full-scale main investigation. The present chapter details 
Phases 1-2; Phase 3 is the subject of Chapter 5. 
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.1 details Phase 1: a 
preliminary, exploratory investigation of native Japanese judgements about a variety 
of QP-QP sentence types, using a picture-based acceptability judgement task. Section 
4.2 details the pilot testing (Phase 2A) of a refined version of the acceptability 
judgement task used in Phase 1. English-speaking learners of Japanese are 
investigated, along with native English and Japanese control groups. Section 4.3 
describes a further test of native Japanese scope interpretation (Phase 2B), using 
written contexts for each acceptability judgement instead of pictures. Section 4.4 
summarises the findings of the development work and pilot tests, outlining how they 
inform the main testing carried out in Phase 3. 
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4.1. Phase 1: Preliminary investigation of QP-QP interpretation in native 
Japanese 
4.1.1. Test design 
The broad aim of the preliminary investigation was to find out whether the main 
claims of Hoji (1985) (among others) about QP-QP scope interaction in native 
Japanese would be exhibited by native speakers of Japanese under experimental 
conditions. Hoji's key claims are as follows (see Chapter 2 for detailed discussion): 
152. Canonical (SOV) Japanese QP-QP sentences have only a subject-wide scope 
interpretation (i.e., they lack an object-wide (inverse) scope interpretation). 
153. Scrambled (OSV) Japanese QP-QP sentences have both a subject-wide and 
object-wide interpretation. 
Given that there is some disagreement about the extent to which (I) is true (i.e., 
about whether or not inverse scope is always absent in Japanese-see discussion of 
Kuno & Takami 2002, and Hayashishita 1999, 2000a, 2000b, in Chapter 2), 
experimental investigation of this claim was a crucial first step. In addition to this 
broad aim, Phase 1 was intended to investigate the effects of different quantifier 
types and verb types on scope interpretation in Japanese, with a view to identifying 
which quantifier and verb combinations produced the most robust judgements. 
To fulfil these aims, ten sentence types were investigated, manipulating the 
following variables: 105 
154. Variable 1: subject QP 
dareka 'someone' v. a numerically quantified noun (NumP) 
155. Variable 2: object QP 
a. dono N-mo 'every N' v. subete-no N 'all the N' 
b. daremo 'everyone' v. minna 'everyone' 
156. Variable 3: verb type 
transitive v. unergative v. unaccusative 
105 As is evident from Variables I and 2, the subject QP was always an existential and the object, a 
universal. This form was used throughout all phases of experimentation, rather than a structure with a 
universal subject and existential object, because, as mentioned in Chapter 2, even in languages that 
readily allow inverse scope, such as English, the latter structure is not clearly ambiguous. For 
example, in Everyone attended some seminar, situations in which the subject-wide reading is true 
('for every person, there is some seminar such that that person attended it') constitute a subset of 
situations in which the object-wide reading is true ('there is some seminar such that everyone atten?ed 
it') if every person happened to attend the same seminar (e.g., Hornstein 1995; Liu 1997; Szabolcsl 
200 I). When the subject is an existential and the object a universal, there is no such entailment. so 
true ambiguity arises. 
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Variables 1 and 2 compare wh+QPt QPs (dareka 'someone', dono N-mo 'every N', 
daremo 'everyone') with non-wh+QPt QPs (NumP, subete-no N 'all the N', minna 
'everyone'). 106 This is in order to investigate whether the different properties of these 
two different types of Japanese quantifier (e.g., their ability or lack of ability to act as 
topics: see discussion of Tomioka (2004) in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.2.2.) affect scope 
interpretation. Variable 3 was included specifically to test the observation of 
Yatsushiro (1996) that the quantified (oblique) object of an unaccusative verb can 
take inverse scope over a subject QP in a canonical Japanese SOV sentence, unlike 
object QPs with transitive verbs, or locative objects with unergative verbs (see 
Chapter 2). The sentence types are presented in Table 9. 
Table 9: Sentence types 
type subject QP object QP verb type example 
1 dareka donoN-mo transitive Dareka-ga dono neko-mo nadete-iru. 
'someone' 'every N' someone-NOM every cat-Qpt is stroking 
'Someone is stroking every cat.' 
2 dareka subete-no N transitive Dareka-ga subete-no neko-o nadete-iru. 
'someone' 'all the N' someone-NOM all-GEN cat-ACC is stroking 
'Someone is stroking all the cats.' 
3 NumP donoN-mo transitive Hutari-no onnanoko-ga dono mado-mo aratta. 
'every N' two-GEN girl-NoM all-GEN window-Qpt washed 
'Two girls washed every window.' 
4 NumP subete-no N transitive Hutari-no onnanoko-ga subete-no mado-o aratta. 
'all the N' two-GEN girl-NOM all-GEN window-ACC washed 
'Two girls washed all the windows.' 
5 dareka daremo transitive Dareka-ga daremo-o ai-site-iru. 
'someone' 'everyone' someone-NOM everyone-ACC loves. 
'Someone loves everyone.' 
6 dareka minna transitive Dareka-ga minna-o ai-site-iru. 
'someone' 'everyone' someone-NOM everyone-ACC loves. 
'Someone loves everyone.' 
7 dareka dono N-LOC mo unerg- San-wa-no tori-ga dono ki-e-mo tonda. 
'someone' 'in/on/to every N' ative three-CL-GEN bird-NOM every tree-LOC-Qpt flew. 
'Three birds flew to every tree.' 
8 NumP dono N-LOC mo unerg- Dareka-ga dono mise-ni-mo haitta. 
'in/on/to every N' ative someone-NOM every ShOp-LOC-Qpt entered. 
'Someone went into every shop.' 
9 dareka dono N-LOC mo unaccus- Dareka-ga dono heya-ni-mo ita. 
'someone' 'in/on/to every N' ative someone-NOM every room-LOC-Qpt was. 
'Someone was in every room.' 
10 NumP dono N-LOC mo unaccus- Ni-mai-no hanabira-ga dono isi-ni-mo otita. 
'in/on/to every N' ative twO-CL-GEN petal-NOM every stone-Loc-Qpt fell. 
'Two petals fell onto every stone.' 
106 Recall that 'wh+QPt' quantifiers are those that comprise a wh-word and a quantificational particle, 
e.g., daremo 'everyone': dare 'who' + mo (particle). 
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The sentence types in Table 9 were investigated in their scrambled (O$tiV) 
form as well as in the canonical (SOV) form given in the table, thus creating a fourth 
variable: 
157. Variable 4: word order 
SOY order v. O$tjV order 
Finally, the key variable, scope interpretation, was manipulated by means of pictures 
provided as contexts for each test sentence. 
158. Variable 5: scope 
subject-wide scope v. object-wide scope 
Thus each sentence could be presented in the four conditions in (159). 
159. Exemplification o/the/our different conditions (a, b, c, d) for Type 1 o/Table 9 
word order scope sentence 
a canonical (SOY) S>O (Picture I, below) Dareka-ga dono neko-mo nadete-iru. 
b canonical (SOY) O>S (Picture 2, below) someone-NOM every cat-Qpt is stroking 
'Someone is stroking every cat.' 
c scrambled (OjStS) S>O (Picture I, below) Dono neko-mo dareka-ga nadete-iru. 
d scrambled (OjStjY) O>S (Picture 2, below) every cat-Qpt someone-NOM is stroking 
'Someone is stroking every cat. (scrambled}' 
Picture 1: S>O context for 159a & 159c Picture 2: O>S context for 159b & 159d 
The use of pictures to provide the scope context, rather than written (or aural) 
contextualisation, makes the test more suitable for lower proficiency learners of 
Japanese, since they will not have to read and understand contexts in their L2, in 
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addition to tackling the actual test sentences. 107 Also, the effect of an (eventual) 
translation variable is minimised, since the amount of text to be translated is 
restricted to the test sentences. Picture contexts for judgement tasks have been used 
successfully in a· number of previous adult L2 acquisition studies (e.g., Hirakawa 
1999; Miyamoto & Yamane 1996 (see Chapter 3)). 
The test battery was constructed as follows. Four sentences were created for 
each of Types 1-7 in Table 9, three for Type 8, and two for Types 9-10, yielding 35 
basic sentences. Scrambled variants were created for three of the four basic sentences 
for Types 1-7, and for all of the basic sentences for Types 8-10, producing 63 test 
sentences. Each test sentence was then presented in both a subject-wide and object-
wide scope context, yielding a total of 126 test tokens. The 126 test tokens were 
divided into two sets of 63 (Set 1 and Set 2). An example of how the tokens for Type 
1 (subject = dareka 'someone'; object = dono N-mo, 'every N'; verb type = 
transitive) were divided between the two sets is provided in Table 10. The items for 
the nine other types were divided similarly (see Appendix 1).108 
107 As discussed in Chapter 3, the type of test instrument used by Dekydtspotter et a/. (1999) (see 
Chapter 3), in which written contexts are presented in the learners' L 1, was not considered suitable for 
the present project even though it would solve the problem oflearners potentially failing to 
understand a context presented in their L2, because it creates a translation problem in studies such as 
this one, where the learner groups have different LIs. See also Section 4.3 for details of an 
exploratory pilot of a test instrument using written contexts (Phase 28). 
108 This test construction entails a number of imbalances: there are four basic sentences for Types \-7 
but fewer for Types 8, 9 and 10; scrambled variants were presented for only three ofthe four basic 
sentences for Types 1-7; and, as Table 10 shows, the tokens for a single type were divided between 
two sets which were judged by two different groups of participants. The main reason for the unequal 
number oftest tokens per type and per condition was concern that the test battery would be too long 
for participants to complete without losing concentration if every type had four basic sentences each 
presented in all four conditions. The reason for dividing the tokens of a single type between the two 
sets was. similarly. to reduce the monotony of the test for the participants. by ensuring that both sets 
contained the full variety of test types. The effects of these imbalances are discussed in Section 
4.1.3.1. 
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Table 10: Type 1 tokens and their allocation into Sets 1 and 2109 
item: word order; scope sentence set 
la: SOY; S>O Dareka-ga dono hon-mo yonde-iru. 2 
Ib: SOY; O>S someone-NOM every book-Qpt is reading I 
'Someone is read ing every book.' 
Ic: OSV; S>O Dono hon-mo dareka-ga yonde-iru. I Id: OSV; O>S 2 
2a: SOY; S>O Dareka-ga kono resutoran-no dono ryouri-mo tabete-mita. I 
2b: SOY; O>S someone-NOM this restaurant-GEN every dish-Qpt eat-tried 2 
'Someone tried every dish of this restaurant.' 
2c: OSV; S>O Kono resutoran-no dono ryouri-mo dareka-ga tabete-mita. 2 2d: OSV; O>S 1 
3a: SOY; S>O Dareka-ga dono neko-mo nadete-iru. I 
3b: SOY; O>S someone-NOM every cat-Qpt is stroking I 
'Someone is stroking every cat.' 
4a:: SOY; S>O Dareka-ga dono bousi-mo kabutte-mita. 2 
4b: SOY; O>S someone-NOM every hat-Qpt wear-tried 2 
'Someone tried on every hat.' 
4c: OSV; S>O Dono bousi-mo dareka-ga kabutte-mita. I 
4d: OSV; O>S I 
Ten distractor items were added to each set (the same distractors to each 
set). 1 10 The ten distractors comprised five pairs, related in that each sentence of the 
pair used the same picture, or in that the sentences were the same but the pictures 
were different. An example is given in (160): 
160. a. Hutari-no kodomo-ga Hanako-o [e le-o deru toki nil mita. 
TwO-GEN child-NOM Hanako-ACC house-Acc leave time at saw 
"Two childreni saw Hanakoj as she/theYi left the house.' 
b. Hutari-no kodomo-ga [Hanako-ga le-o deru toki nil mita. 
TwO-GEN child-NOM Hanako-NOM house-Acc leave time at saw 
"Two children saw Hanako as she left the house.' 
Both (160a) and (160b) appeared with a picture of two children leaving their house 
and waving to Hanako who was on the other side of the street. Thus the sentence in 
(l60a) was an appropriate description of the picture, while that in (l60b) was not. 
109 Glosses and translations of each 'c' and 'd' item are omitted, since these are simply the scrambled 
versions ofthe 'a' and 'b' items. The 'set' column indicates whether that test item was in Set I or Set 
2. Thus, item I a was in Set 2, item I b in Set I, etc. 
110 It is acknowledged that combining only 10 distractors with 63 test items does not conform to 
standard recommendations that at least half the items in ajudgement task be distractors (e.g., Cowan 
& Hatasa 1994). The fact that the actual test items represent 10 different types (Table 9), each with 
four conditions, mitigates this design problem, since each different type distracts from the others. 
Nonetheless, in later phases of experimentation the ratio of distractors to test items was increased. 
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Pairs of distractors were created in this way so that they would blend in with the 
actual test sentences, which also comprised pairs of either two different sentences 
with the same picture, or two identical sentences with different pictures. As well as 
providing distraction from the actual test items, the distractors were intended to 
provide a measure of whether the test participants were answering correctly. If 
individual participants provided unexpected judgements about the distractor items, 
this would be taken to indicate possible inattention, fatigue, or failure to understand 
how to do the test. The full list of test items and distractors is provided in Appendix 
1. The order of the test items and distractors was randomised within each set. 
4.1.2. Test participants 
Twenty-one native speakers of Japanese participated in the investigation. All were 
resident in the UK at the time of testing, as undergraduate or postgraduate university 
students. I 1 I Their average length of residence in the UK and other English-speaking 
countries was 17 months (range: 6 months to 68 months). All spoke English as an L2 
and used it daily. None were proficient in foreign languages other than English. The 
average age was 25 (range: 21 to 32). They were divided into two groups: Group 1 
(12 participants) judged Set 1; Group 2 (9 participants) judged Set 2. 
4.1.2. Procedure 
Participants took the test in their respective groups. Each participant received an 
answer sheet listing all the test items in standard Japanese script. The picture for each 
test item was projected onto a screen at the front of the room using an overhead 
projector. Each picture was projected for 30 seconds. Participants were asked to 
judge how appropriately each sentence on their answer sheet matched the 
corresponding picture on the screen, using a three-point scale given on their answer 
sheets: 0 = 'not appropriate at all'; 1 = 'appropriate, but it's difficult to get that 
interpretation'; 2 = 'perfectly appropriate'. 
The answer sheet also included pre-test and post-test questionnaires, and 
instructions on how to complete the test, all written in Japanese. I 12 Oral instructions 
III Ideally, native intuitions about Japanese should be sought from Japanese speakers. in Japan who are 
not subject to the daily influence of English. This ideal was fulfilled in the main st~dles (~hase 3~. 
112 The pre-test questionnaire items asked about the participants' age, length of residence In Enghsh-
speaking countries, and knowledge of other languages. The post-test items asked for comments on the 
length and content of the test, and the effectiveness of the instructions. 
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on how to complete the test were also given in Japanese, matching the instructions 
printed on the answer sheet. The instructions included presentation of six examples. 
These comprised three pairs of two examples, with the two items of each pair having 
the same sentence but a different picture, as illustrated in (161). (In the actual 
experiment, the example sentences were presented only in Japanese script; the 
romanisation, gloss and English translation provided here were not shown. Also, the 
English translation of the text in the pictures for Examples 5 and 6 was not shown.) 
161. 
a. Example 1: b. Example 2: 
L--
Sentence/or examples /-2: 
Sumisu-san to Buraun-san-wa onazi nekutai-o site-iru. 
Smith-san and Brown-san-TOP same necktie-ACC wearing. 
• Mr Smith and Mr Brown are wearing the same necktie.' 
c. Example 3: d. Example 4: 
Sentence for examples 3-4: 
Dono ki-mo ookii 
Every tree-Qpt big. 
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c-~. Example 5: f. Example 6: 
Translation (above door): School Translation (above door): School 
Sentence for examples 5-6: 
San-nin-no otokonoko-ga sensei-o gakkou ni hairu toki ni mita. 
three-CL-GEN boY-NOM teach-Acc school in enter time at saw 
'Three boys saw the teacher as they/she were/was going into school.' 
Just as with the actual test items, the example sentences appeared on the participants' 
answer sheets with the rating scale, while the example pictures were shown on the 
overhead projector. The instruction session included time for the participants to 
judge each example one by one, with discussion of the judgements and a chance to 
ask questions before moving on to the next example item. (In the actual test, the 73 
test items were presented one after the other without discussion.) 
A number of considerations informed the choice of example items. Firstly, 
the use of two different pictures for a single sentence was intended to prepare the 
participants for encountering instances of the same sentence appearing twice in the 
actual test, with a different picture each time. Specifically, it was hoped that the 
example items would prepare the participants for entertaining the possibility that a 
single sentence might have more than one interpretation. In the pairs comprising 
Examples 1-2 and 5-6 in (161), the sentence was technically appropriate for both 
pictures, although ratings varied considerably for Example 2, due to the unexpected 
nature of this picture. It was stressed that, throughout the test, there was no "right' or 
'wrong' answer-as Example 2 was intended to illustrate-thus participants should 
select a rating based on their intuition about the picture-sentence combination, and 
avoid worrying about 'right' versus 'wrong'. In the pair comprising Examples 3-4, 
Example 4 was intended to illustrate a clear case of the picture not being at all 
appropriate to the sentence. In addition, Examples 3-4 were used to draw attention to 
the fact that the sentence should always be considered only in the context of the 
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picture. In other words, 'every tree' refers to every tree depicted in the picture, not 
every tree in the world. 113 Participants had the opportunity to ask questions about the 
test procedure at any stage during the instructions. 
The total time taken to administer the test, including the instructions, was 
about 50 minutes, with the test itself taking 36.5 minutes. 
4.1.2. Results 
The results for the distractor items did not reveal any general- or individual-level 
problems with the test. The results discussed in this section thus include the 
judgements of all participants. The results are discussed in terms of mean ratings for 
each condition (exemplified in (159)) of each type (given in Table 9). Section 4.1.2.1 
focuses on the effects of different subject and object QPs, keeping the verb type 
constant (transitive). Section 4.1.2.2. focuses on the effect of un ergative verbs 
compared with unaccusative verbs. Due to the complexity of the test design, 
including the imbalances referred to in footnote 108, inferential statistics are not used 
for analysis of the results for Phase 1. 
4.1.2.1. Results for Types 1-6 
The mean appropriateness ratings (on the three point scale of 0 to 2) and standard 
deviations for Types 1-6 are presented in Table 11.114 
1 \3 Participants' questions about precisely this point confirmed the need for this part of the 
explanation. . 
114 Due to the way in which the test items were divided betwee~ ~et ~ (12 mformants) and Set 2 (9 
informants), the number of judgements per token within a condItIOn .IS not equal. For ex~mple, the 
mean rating for Type I on Condition (a) in Table II includes the ratmg~ for two tokens ~udged by 
Group I (2 x t 2 judgements) and two tokens judged by Group 2 (2 x 9 Judgements). ThIs factor may 
decrease the reliability of the results. 
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Table .11: Mean ratings (scale: 0-2) for S>O and O>S scope interpretations on 
canonical and scrambled transitive QP-QP sentences in native Japa 
( d d d .. . nese stan ar eVlatlOns In brackets) 
Type Condition a: Condition b: Condition c: Condition d: 
50V; 5>0 50V; 0>5 Oi5CV; 5>0 Oi5CV; 0>5 
{4 tokens/type} {4 tokens/type} (3 tokens/type) (3 tokens/type) 
1: Subj - dareka 'someone'; 
Obj = dono N-mo 'every N' 1.52 (0.49) 0.88 (0.57) 1.00 (0.62) 1.62 (0.45) 
2: Subj = dareka 'someone'; 
Obj = subete-no N 'all the N' 1.76 (0.38) 0.57 (0.53) 1.50 (0.69) 1.56 (0.54) 
3: Subj = NumP; 
Obj = dono N-mo 'every N' 1.97 (0.11) 0.93 (0.48) 1.98 (0.07) 1.67 (0.49) 
4: Subj = NumP; 
Obj = subete-no N 'all the N' 1.93 (0.24) 0.67 (0.53) 1.95 (0.23) 1.76 (0.54) 
5: Subj - dareka 'someone'; 
Obj = daremo 'everyone' 1.31 (0.68) 0.64 (0.60) 1.10 (0.75) 1.60 (0.63) 
6: Subj - dareka 'someone'; 
Obj = minna 'everyone' 1.50 (0.56) 0.52 (0.42) 1.17 (0.68) 0.88 (0.72) 
The overall picture presented in Table 11 indicates that an inverse (O>S) 
scope interpretation of canonical (SOV) Japanese QP-QP sentences (Condition (b)) 
is indeed considerably less acceptable than a linear (S>O) scope interpretation 
(Condition (a)). Mean ratings are below 0.94 for all types in Condition (b), but above 
1.3 for all types in Condition (a). The smallest difference between the Condition (a) 
and Condition (b) means is 0.64, occurring on Type 1. On the scrambled sentences, 
Conditions (c) and (d), the mean ratings for both subject-wide scope (c) and object-
wide scope (d) are mostly considerably higher than for object-wide scope on the 
canonical sentences (b). Exceptions are for Type 1 where the mean rating of 1.00 for 
subject-wide scope on scrambled sentences (c) is very close to the rating of 0.88 for 
object-wide scope on canonical sentences (b); and for Type 6 where there is less than 
a 0.36 point difference in the ratings for object-wide scope on canonical sentences 
(b) and scrambled sentences (d). Despite these two exceptions, the overall picture 
supports Hoji's (1985) generalisation that canonical Japanese QP-QP sentences tend 
to lack an object-wide interpretation, while scrambled OSV sentences allow both 
subject- and object-wide readings. 
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To consider the effect of subje-ct QP, Types 1 and 2 (subject = dareka 
'someone') are compared with Types 3 and 4 (subject = NumP). On the subject-wide 
scope Conditions, (a) and (c), the judgements with a NumP subject seem very robust, 
the mean rating being at least 1.93 with a standard deviation from the mean of at 
most only 0.24 points. When the subject is dareka (Types 1-2), mean ratings are 
somewhat lower and standard deviations higher on Conditions (a) and (c). In 
particular, there is a big difference on Condition (c) between Types 1 and 3. For 
Type 1 (subject = dareka; object = dono N-mo 'every N') the rating is just 1.00 on 
Condition (c), compared with 1.98 for Type 3 (subject = NumP; object = dono N-mo 
'every N'). For the object-wide scope readings (Conditions (b) and (d)), there seems 
to be no great difference due to the subject QP type. The biggest difference in mean 
rating is just 0.2 points, occurring on Condition (d) between Type 2 and Type 4. The 
standard deviations range from 0.45 to 0.57 points. To summarise: judgements about 
subject-wide scope seem to be slightly less robust when the subject is dareka 
'someone' compared with when the subject is a NumP, but there is no great 
difference between the two types of subject QP with respect to object-wide scope 
judgements. 
The effect of different quantifiers in object position is investigated by 
comparing dono N-mo 'every N' (Types 1 and 3) with subete no-N 'all the N' (Types 
2 and 4); and also daremo 'everyone' (Type 5) with minna 'everyone' (Type 6). 
Overall, no striking differences are evident. Comparing Type 1 with Type 3 and 
Type 2 with Type 4, the biggest differences between ratings occur on Condition (b), 
object-wide scope in a canonical QP-QP sentence. In both comparisons, ratings are 
lower when the object QP is subete-no N 'all the N' than when it is dono-N-mo 
'every N' (0~57 v. 0.88 for Type 2b v. Type 1 b; 0.67 v. 0.93 for Type 4b v. Type 3b). 
In other words, the unacceptability of object-wide scope predicted by Hoji (1985) 
appears to be slightly greater when the object QP is subete-no N 'all the N' compared 
with dono N-mo "every N', although all four means are below the mid-point level of 
1.00. However, the largest difference between means relating to the object QP occurs 
on Condition (c) (scrambled order with subject-wide scope), where the mean for 
Type 1 c (object = dono N-mo) is just 1.00 compared with 1.50 for Type 2c (object = 
subete-no N). The low appropriateness rating on Type lc is not expected: subject-
wide scope is predicted to be available in scrambled QP-QP sentences. The degree of 
variation in responses to this item is also towards the high end of the range appearing 
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in the table, with a standard deviation of 0.62 (although on Type 2c the standard 
deviation is actually slightly higher, at 0.69).115 
Turning to the comparison of daremo 'everyone' (Type 5) with minna 
'everyone' (Type 6), there is very little difference (maximum 0.19 points) between 
the two quantifiers on Conditions (a), (b) and (c). On Condition (d) (OSV order, O>S 
scope), however, the mean for Type 6 is depressed at only 0.88, contrasting with the 
high mean for Type 5, 1.60. 116 
To summarise, the lowest mean ratings for all six types occurred with an 
inverse scope interpretation of canonical QP-QP sentences (Condition (b)). This is as 
expected, given the claims (Hoji 1985, Kuroda 1970, etc.) that canonical QP_QP 
sentences in Japanese allow only subject-wide scope while scrambled QP_QP 
sentences allow both subject-wide and object-wide scope. Nonetheless, it is striking 
that inverse scope is not rejected outright for canonical QP-QP sentences: the 
participants did not choose only '0' ratings (= 'not appropriate') for tokens in 
Condition (b). This observation will be discussed further in Section 4.1.3. Regarding 
the effects of different subject QPs, judgements were more robust with numerically 
115 Since Phase I involved only small numbers of participants (12 or 9 informants per test token), the 
unexpectedly low rating for Type I Condition (c) could have been a chance result. Thus, space will 
not be devoted to in-depth exploration of why this unexpected result occurred. Briefly, however, it is 
interesting to note that, of the three Type 1 c tokens, the ratings for 1.1 c and l.2c are particu larly low: 
I. Mean ratings an d stan ar eVlatlOns or type d dd .. fi T k c to ens: 
token sentence mean judged by ... 
rating (SO) 
1.1 c Dono hon-mo dareka-ga yonde-iru. 
Group I 
every book-Qpt someone-NOM is reading 0.75 (0.75) (n=12) 
'Someone is reading every book. (scrambled)' 
1.2c Kono resutoran-no dono ryouri-mo dareka-ga tabete-mita. 
Group 2 this restaurant-GEN every dish-Qpt someone-NOM eat-tried 0.78 (0.67) (n=9) 
'Someone tried every dish of this restaurant. (scrambled)' 
l.4c Dono bousi-mo dareka-ga kabutte-mita. Group I 
every hat-Qpt someone-NOM wear-tried 1.58 (0.51) (n= 12) 
'Someone tried on every hat. (scrambled)' 
The sentence in 1.1 c and 1.2c include potentially confounding elements, as will be discussed in 
Section 4.1.3 with respect to the non-scrambled variants: in 1.1 c, the verb is in the prog.ressive ~pect, 
unlike most of the other sentences of Types 1--4, where the verb is in the past tense (as In 1 .. 4c); In 
1.2c the QP object is modified by the expression kono resu/~ran-no 'ofthi~ restaurant', while no other 
QPs in the whole test are modified in any way. These potentIally confound 109 factors could pia) a 
role in the unexpectedly low ratings for 1.1 c and 1.2c. . 
116 The low acceptability of object-wide scope for minna 'everyone' even .10 t.he s.crar:nbled ord~r could 
indicate that minna is inherently collective, and does not readily allow a dlstnbutlve mterpretatlOn (as 
asserted by Miyamoto & Yamane (1996: 501-2); but see Kuno & Takami .(2002, C~apter 4) for 
examples of minna used distributively). Further investigatio~ of the b~havlour of ~mna compared 
with other Japanese words meaning 'everyone' would shed light on thiS hypotheSIS. Due to the need 
to narrow the scope of the present project (see Section 4.1.3), the question is not pursued further here. 
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quantified nouns as the subject than with dareka 'someone'. No striking effects of 
object QP were evident, although on Condition (b) (SOV order, object-wide scope). 
ratings for subete-no N (Types 2 and 4) were slightly lower than for dono l\'-mo 
(Types 1 and 3), suggesting that inverse scope might be slightly less readily available 
when the object QP is subete-no N. 
4.1.2.2. Results for Types 7-10 
Types 7-10 investigate scope interpretation with unergative and unaccusative verbs. 
The mean appropriateness ratings are presented in Table 12.117 
Table 12: Mean ratings (scale: 0-2) for S>O and O>S scope interpretations on 
canonical and scrambled unergative and unaccusative QP-QP sentences in 
native Japanese (standard deviations in brackets) 
Type Condition a: Condition b: Condition c: Condition d: 
(Obj = dono N-LOc-mo 'inlonlto every N' 50V; 5>0 50 V; 0>5 Oi5t.V; 5>0 Oi5t.V; 0>5 
throughout) 
7: subj = dareka 'someone'; 1.62 (0.59) 0.88 (0.59) 0.88 (0.72) 1.95 (0.15) 
verb = unergative (4 tokens) (4 tokens) (3 tokens) (3 tokens) 
8: subj = NumP; 1.88 (0.27) 0.95 (0.69) 1.26 (0.61) 1.88 (0.27) 
verb = unergative (3 tokens) (3 tokens) (3 tokens) (3 tokens) 
9: subj = dareka 'someone'; 0.76 (0.83) 1.76 (0.44) 0.38 (0.59) 1.95 (0.22) 
verb = unaccusative (2 tokens) (2 tokens) (2 tokens) (2 tokens) 
10: subj = NumP; 1.19 (0.75) 1.52 (0.68) 0.91 (0.63) 1.95 (0.22) 
verb = unaccusative (2 tokens) (2 tokens) (2 tokens) (2 tokens) 
The ratings for unergative verbs (Types 7 and 8) are similar to those for 
transitive verbs (Table 11): in canonical QP-QP sentences, subject-wide scope is 
readily available (Condition (a», while the object-wide scope ratings are below 1.00 
(Condition (b». In the scrambled variants, object-wide scope is readily available 
(Condition (d»), with ratings over 1.85. The ratings for subject-wide scope 
(Condition (c)), are lower: with dareka 'someone' as the subject (Type 7), the mean 
rating is only 0.88, while with a numerically quantified subject (Type 8) it is slightly 
higher at 1.26. 
The ratings for the unaccusative verb types (Types 9 and 10) in the non-
scrambled conditions (Conditions (a) and (b) are strikingly different: subject-wide 
scope receives rather low mean ratings (0.76 for Type 9, Condition (a), 1.19 for Type 
117 As with Types 1~, the tokens for each type in Table 12 were divided betwee~ ~et 1 (12 
informants) and Set 2 (9 informants). Thus, the mean ratings for Type 7 on Condition (a). for 
example, include two tokens judged by ) 2 informants and two tokens judged by a separate group of 9 
informants. 
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10, Condition (a)). However, object-wide scope receives mean ratings of greater than 
1.5--close to the 'perfectly appropriate' end of the judgement scale. Thus, 
Yatsushiro's (1996) observation that inverse scope is available with unaccusative 
verbs in SOY sentences is borne out. However, the status of subject-wide (S>O) 
scope with these verbs is not so clear. The standard deviations for Condition (a) are 
large (>0.75), indicating a considerable degree of inter-participant variation. 
Considering there were only two tokens for each condition for Types 9 and 10, the 
most conservative interpretation of the Condition (a) results is that they simply show 
that judgements are varied. The data are not clear enough to support or refute a claim 
that subject-wide scope is lacking in SOY QP-QP sentences with unaccusative verbs. 
Moving on to the scrambled sentences with unaccusative verbs, subject-wide 
scope (Condition (c)) was essentially unavailable when the subject was dareka 
'someone' (rating = 0.38) and was less than marginally available when the subject 
was a numerically quantified noun (rating = 0.91). By contrast, object-wide scope 
(Condition (d)) was highly acceptable, with ratings of 1.95 for both Types 9 and 10. 
To summarise, there is a clear difference between unergative and 
unaccusative verbs with regard to the availability of object-wide scope in SO-LOCV 
QP-QP sentences: unaccusative verbs readily allow inverse scope, while unergative 
verbs do not. Regarding the effect of varying the subject QP, the availability of 
subject-wide scope appears to decrease with unaccusative verbs (Types 9 and 10) 
when the subject is dareka 'someone' compared with a NumP. With unergative 
verbs, this pattern of acceptability (subject-wide scope being less readily available 
with dareka than with a NumP) obtains in just the scrambled condition, (c). 
4.1.3. Discussion: Implications of the Phase 1 findings for the Phase 2 design 
The results discussed in the two preceding sections broadly confirm the claims of the 
theoretical literature (Hoji 1985; Kuroda 1970; Yatsushiro 1996 for unaccusatives): 
canonical SOY Japanese QP-QP sentences were not readily acceptable in an inverse 
scope context, except with an unaccusative verb. Scrambled OSV QP-QP sentences, 
however, were acceptable in both subject-wide and object-wide contexts (with some 
exceptions, particularly with unaccusative verbs). The fact that the predicted effects 
of varying the scope context (S>O v. O>S) and the subject and object order 
(canonical SOY v. scrambled OSV) were successfully detected by the test instrument 
indicates that, despite the imbalances in the materials design, the test instrument did 
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indeed measure what it was designed to measure. Thus it was decided to continue 
working with the same basic design of QP-QP sentences judged in the context of 
pictures. Needless to say, however, the findings of this initial investigation infonned 
numerous changes to all aspects of the design eventually used in the pilot study and 
the main study. In particular, attention was paid to trying to maximise the reliability 
of the results. The crucial detail of Japanese QP-QP scope interpretation in the 
context of the present dissertation is the claim that Japanese lacks inverse scope. The 
findings of this exploratory study showed that inverse scope was considerably less 
readily available than subject-wide scope on SOY transitive QP-QP sentences. 
However, as already noted, inverse scope was not absolutely ruled out: mean ratings 
for inverse scope on SOY transitive QP-QP sentences ranged from 0.52 to 0.93 on 
the scale of 0 to 2, yet the theoretical claims of Hoji (1985) would predict ratings 
approaching '0'. It is not clear from this initial study whether these ratings represent 
a reality whereby the inverse scope interpretation is in fact available in Japanese to a 
limited extent, or whether aspects of the experiment design served to make the 
ratings for inverse scope higher than they should be. This section will therefore detail 
how the test battery and the procedure were revised, with the aim of maximising the 
reliability of subsequent experiments. 
4.1.3.1. Test battery 
There were a number of imbalances in the test construction (as already mentioned in 
footnote 108): there were four basic sentences for Types 1-7 but fewer for Types 8, 9 
and 10; scrambled variants were presented for only three of the four basic sentences 
for Types 1-7; and the tokens for a single type were divided between two sets which 
were judged by two different groups of participants. This test design emerged as a 
result of trying to balance the need for a test that was not too long or monotonous 
with the desire to investigate as many sentence types as possible. However, the 
resulting imbalances affect the analysis of the results. For example, responses to four 
tokens of Type 7 had to be compared with responses to only three tokens of Type 8 
when investigating the effect of subject and object QP in canonical sentences with 
unergative verbs. This decreases the reliability of the results. Thus. an obvious step 
towards increasing reliability for the subsequent phases of experimentation involves 
avoiding the test battery imbalances of Phase 1. Specifically, the test battery should 
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include an equal number of tokens per type, and sentences of the same type should 
not be judged by two different groups of participants. 
It was decided that the Phase 2 test set should be short enough to be judged 
by a single set of participants. The Phase 1 post-test questionnaire responses about 
the test duration were consulted, in order to inform the decision about how long the 
Phase 2 test could reasonably take. Eleven of the 21 Phase 1 participants indicated 
that the test duration (36.5 minutes, excluding explanation time) had been too long, 
the remaining 10 responding that it was fine. This was interpreted to indicate that the 
test duration for Phase 2 should be reduced, especially considering that Phase 2 and 
Phase 3 participants would include learners of Japanese, for whom the burden of 
taking the test in their L2 can be assumed to be greater than for participants taking it 
in their native language. It was decided that the test should take no longer than 30 
minutes (excluding explanation time), and that Phase 2 participants should also be 
asked to comment on the length of the test. 
A goal for Phase 2 was to focus on those Phase 1 sentence types that had 
produced the most robust native Japanese judgements, in order to see if those 
judgements would be replicated by a different native Japanese group (thereby 
providing a further measure of the reliability of the test instrument). Standard 
deviations (Table 11 and Table 12) were thus examined in order to find out which of 
the types in Phase 1 were judged with the lowest levels of variation. These were 
found to be Type 3 (subject = NumP, object = dono N-mo 'every N', verb = 
transitive) and Type 4 (as Type 3, but with subete-no N 'all the N' as object). It was 
decided to continue working with these types, and also with Types 1 and 2, which 
differ minimally from Types 3 and 4, respectively, in that the subject is dareka 
'someone' rather than a numerically quantified NP.118 Consequently, the 'verb type' 
variable was removed. In addition, it was decided to focus on the SOY sentence 
order, and drop the scrambled sentences from the Phase 2 test battery. 
In order to inform the creation of test items for Phase 2, the mean ratings and 
standard deviations of the individual test tokens of Types 1-4 were examined, with 
the aim of identifying any tokens that produced less robust judgements than others. 
This examination confirmed that for each individual test sentence used in Types 1-4. 
the mean ratings for Condition (a) (subject-wide scope) were higher than the mean 
118 The standard deviations for Types I and 2 on at least the non-scrambled conditions (Conditions (a) 
and (b» were also generally slightly lower than for Types 5-10. 
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ratings for Condition (b) (object-wide scope), as predicted by the theoretical 
literature, and as expected from the overall mean ratings by type given in Table 
11.
119
·1t was decided, therefore, to continue working with these test items, but to look 
for ways in which the sentences themselves or the pictures might be improved. 
Considering, firstly, the structure of the sentences, the use of the progressive 
aspect in two sentences of Type 1 and Type 2 compared with the past tense for all 
other sentences of Types 1-4 could have affected the degree of variation in ratings 
for those sentences. Table 13 shows that in Condition (b) (the key test condition: 
SOY order with object-wide scope) on Type 2, the two sentences in which the verb 
was in the progressive form (2.1b and 2.3b in Table 13) yielded higher standard 
deviations (i.e., more variation in ratings) than the two sentences in which the verb 
was in the past form (2.2b and 2.4b). (The indices '2.1b', etc., are the indices of these 
test items in the full test battery given in Appendix 1. '2.1 b' indicates 'Type 2, 
sentence 1, Condition (b)' .) 
Table 13: Mean ratings and standard deviations for Type 2 sentences in 
Condition (b) (SOV order, object-wide scope) 
index sentence mean SO 
rating 
2.lb Dareka-ga subete-no hon-o yonde-iru. 
someone-NOM all-GEN book-ACC is reading 0.44 0.73 
'Someone is reading all the books.' 
2.2b Dareka-ga kono resutoran-no subete-no ryouri-o tabete-mita. 
someone-NOM this restaurant-GEN all-GEN dish-ACC eat-tried 0.33 0.49 
'Someone tried all the dishes ofthis restaurant.' 
2.3b Dareka-ga subete-no neko-o nadete-iru. 
someone-NOM all-GEN cat-ACC is stroking 1.11 0.78 
'Someone is stroking all the cats.' 
2.4b Dareka-ga subete-no bousi-o kabutte-mita. 
someone-NOM all-GEN hat-ACC wear-tried 0.5 0.52 
'Someone tried on all the hats.' 
119 The mean rating on each S>O scope item (Condition (a» w~ at least 0 .. 5 point higher. (o~ the scale 
of 0-2) than that of the corresponding O>S scope items (ConditIOn (b», with on~ exceptIOn. the ~~pe 
1 sentence in (i) yielded a mean rating of 1.33 in the S>O condition (a) and 1.00 In the O>S conditIOn 
(b) (difference = 0.33 points). 
I. Dareka-ga dono hon-mo yonde-iru. 
someone-NOM every book-Qpt is reading 
'Someone is reading all the books.' 
As will be shown, problems were identified with both the pi~ture a~d ~he sentence stru~ture ~!thiS d 
item. These may have been the reason for the lack of clear differentiatIOn between subject-WI e an 
object-wide scope acceptability. 
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It cannot be claimed that the higher standard deviations for 2.1 band 2.3b (0.73 and 
0.78, respectively) arose because of the progressive aspect versus past tense 
difference. The higher variation in 2.1 band 2.3b could also be due to differences 
between the two test groups, as 2.1b and 2.3b were both judged by Group 2, while 
2.2b and 2.4b were judged by Group 1. Alternatively, the result could be due to 
chance, because the numbers ofinfonnants per group (12 and 9) were rather small. 
Nonetheless, the pattern of lower variation on past tense items, higher variation on 
progressive aspect items draws attention to the potential for the tense of the verb to 
be a confounding factor in analysis of the results. 120 Thus, it was decided to present 
all sentences in the past tense in Phase 2. 
One further change to ensure that all Phase 2 sentences had the same basic 
structure was the removal of the modifying expression kono resutoran-no 'of this 
restaurant' in the sentence in (162), used in Type 1 (object = dono N-mo 'every N') 
and Type 2 (object = subete-no N 'all the N'): 
162. Dareka-ga kono resutoran-no (i) dono ryouri-mo tabete-mita. 
(ii) subete-no ryouri-o 
someone-NOM this restaurant-GEN (i) every dish-opt eat-tried 
(ii) all-GEN dish-ACC 
'Someone tried every dish/all the dishes of this restaurant. ' 
No other test sentence for Types 1-4 contained modified QPs. The inclusion of the 
pre-QP modification could again be a confounding factor affecting judgements about 
the sentence. 121 
The reason that some of the Phase 1 test sentences were constructed with the 
progressive aspect was that simple pictures of the activities in question (stroke (a 
cat) and read (a book)) lent themselves more readily to a progressive interpretation 
than a past tense interpretation. This is exemplified in (163): (163b) was used for 
item 2.1 b in Table 13 and (163a) for the subject-wide variant of the same sentence 
(2.1 a). 
120 On Type I, the standard deviations for Condition (b) on the progressive aspect items (0.75 on 1.1 b, 
0.74 on l.3b) did not differ greatly from those on the past tense items (0.67 on I :2b, 0.71 on l.4b), 
although here, too, the lowest standard deviations were indeed on the past tense Items (1.2b, 1.4b) and 
the highest on the progressive aspect items. . . 
121 In fact, the mean ratings for this sentence in Types I and 2, Conditions (a) and .(b). do not sug~est 
that the sentence was problematic: in each case the subject-wide scope interpretat.IOn was. rated highly 
(1.83 for token '1.2a, 1.78 for token 2.2a), while the object-wide scope interpretation received lo\'" 
ratings (0.78 for l.2b, 0.33 for 2.2b). 
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163 . 
a. . ------------------------~ b. 
The most obvious interpretation of the pictures in (163) is that people are (in the 
process of) reading books. If participants are asked to judge a past-tense sentence, 
Someone read every book/all the books, in the context of these pictures, they might 
rule it out on the grounds that the tense is wrong. To try to solve this problem, it was 
decided to state in the instructions for taking the test that all pictures in the test depict 
events that took place 'yesterday', and to emphasise this in the example 
items-which would also all be changed to the past tense-prior to taking the test. In 
addition, pictures were amended wherever possible, with the aim of making a past 
tense reading more plausible. The pictures in (163) were thus revised for Phase 2, to 
include a 'Reading List' indicating a specific set of books, as shown in (164). 
164. 
a. b. 
In (164a), the tick beside each book on the list is intended to indicate that the girl has 
read (at least some of) each one. Similarly in (164b), the association of a particular 
book with each person is intended to contribute to the idea of each person having 
read (at least some of) their designated book. In conjunction with the instruction that 
the pictures all depict events that happened the day before, it was hoped that this 
modification to the pictures would increase the plausibility of a past tense reading. In 
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the version of the test to be used with native speakers of Japanese, the English words 
'Reading List' were replaced by the Japanese equivalent, sankou-bunken, and the 
ticks were replaced with circles, which are more usual in a Japanese context. (Since 
all participants were university students, it was assumed that the concept of a reading 
list would be familiar.) 
Each picture was thus examined in order to identify (i) further improvements 
that might increase the plausibility of the past tense reading, or avoid unintended 
interpretations of the picture, and (ii) culture-specific images which might require 
'versioning' for participants from different cultures (such as the ticks in (l64a), 
mentioned above). A major change to the pictures was the inclusion of more colour 
in order to help clarify when the same individual was depicted more than once, or to 
distinguish between different individuals who might potentially be assumed to be the 
same. The need for further clarification of some of the complicated pictures was 
identified by a post-test questionnaire comment that suggested using more colour, 
and by talking to the participants after they had completed the test. An example of a 
picture to which colour was added is that in (165a), which was used for the subject-
wide reading of Hutari-no otoko-ga dono doa-mo nutta 'Two men painted every 
door' in both Phase 1 and Phase 2 (and, eventually, Phase 3). In Phase 1, the picture 
was not coloured (165a): participants were expected to judge from the body shapes 
that the same two men are painting each door. In the version used for Phase 2 (l65b), 
this judgement was further facilitated by the man on the left of each door having a 
blue sweater while the man on the right had ~ red and white striped T-shirt. 
165. a. Phase 1 (no colour): b. Phase 2 & 3 (colour on shirts): 
A number of pictures were touched up in this way for Phase 2. In addition, the 
pictures for Hutari-no kangohu-ga dono kanzya-mo kanbyou-sita 'Two nurses 
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looked after every patient' were completely re-drawn (compare the pictures for 3.4a 
and 3.4b in Appendix IB with 12a and 12b in Appendix 2A). The design of the 
originals used in Phase 1 was too complex, so it was not clear enough who was a 
patient and who was a nurse. Also, the picture for (3.4b) contained an error in that 
one of the nurses was male. The Japanese word used for nurse, lf~~, kangohu, 
contains a character (t@ hu) that indicates that the noun is feminine: thus all nurses in 
the picture should have been female. 122 
The distractor sentences and their corresponding pictures were also examined 
and revised for Phase 2. Six of the ten distractors in Phase 1 were bic1ausal 
sentences, in contrast to the monoclausal sentences of the other 130 items in the test 
battery. For Phase 2, the distractors were revised to be monoc1ausal SOY sentences 
in the past tense, like the test items, so that the participants' attention is not 
potentially drawn to the distractors due to their different structure. In addition, the 
Phase 2 distractors had either a subject or object QP. Finally. the ratio of distractors 
to test items was increased, as this ratio was very low, 1 :6.3, in Phase 1. Details of 
the revised distractor set are presented in Section 4.2. 
This section has detailed a number of changes made to the Phase 1 test 
battery in order to adapt it for Phase 2 and maximise the reliability of the 
experimentation. First, the problem of potentially compromised reliability due to 
imbalances in the Phase 1 test battery was addressed: for Phase 2 the test battery was 
created with equal numbers of tokens per type, and it was short enough to be 
completed in less than 30 minutes without division into two sets. Second, the 
sentence types for investigation in Phase 2 were identified as Types 1. 2, 3, and 4 in 
their non-scrambled form. These types were selected on the basis of the relatively 
low standard deviations from their mean ratings, which indicate that judgements 
about these sentences were generally robust. Third, each individual token of Types 
1-4 was examined with respect to its mean rating and standard deviation, in order to 
discover whether any individual token produced anomalous ratings. It was 
discovered that some sentences had verbs in the progressive aspect while the 
121 I realised from talking to participants after the Phase 1 and Phase 2 tests that, even if the Japanese 
word kangohu '(female) nurse' were gender-neutral, all images in the pict~res should be.as , 
stereotypical as possible, to avoid arousing suspicions that a test sentence IS 'not appropnate because, 
for example, a child in the picture looks boyish, but the sentence says 'girls'. Th~s (co~tra current 
guidelines for academic and educational writing), girls should be portrayed wearmg skirts and 
ribbons, boys wearing caps and shorts, nurses as females, police officers as males, and so on. 
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majority had verbs in the past tense, and that the progressive tokens yielded greater 
inter-participant variation than the past tense tokens. Consequently, Phase 2 test 
sentences were created with the uniform structure of [QP-NOM QP-ACC V.PAST]. 
Fourthly, the pictures for the Type 1-4 test items were re-examined to identify how 
their clarity could be improved in order to minimise any judgements of a picture-
sentence mismatch on the basis of a misunderstanding of the picture. As a result, 
colour was added to most pictures for Phase 2, and a number of pictures were 
modified or redrawn. Finally, it was noted that distractor items should have the same 
[SOV.PAST] structure as the test items, and that the ratio of distractor items to test 
items should be increased. 
4.1.3.2. Test procedure 
In addition to revising the test battery, as described in the previous section, a number 
of changes were made to the test procedure for Phase 2. Firstly, the rating scale was 
changed from three points (0 to 2) to five points (-2 to +2). This was motivated by 
evidence that scales with more than three points are statistically more reliable 
(Sorace 1996: 398). The second important change was to remove the test sentences 
from the answer sheet and present them on the screen with the picture. Details of this 
change comprise the topic of the rest of this section. 
The motivation to remove the test sentences from the answer sheet came from 
observing the Phase 1 participants' behaviour while taking the test. It was clear that, 
after the first few test items, participants started to notice the similarities between the 
test items and to look back at their previous ratings for similar sentences. In so doing, 
they may have been tempted to change answers retrospectively, which seriously 
threatens the reliability of the ratings, since any retrospective changes would have 
been made without even being able to see the relevant picture. Removing the 
sentences from the answer sheet (leaving only the judgement scale) was thus 
intended to reduce the chance of any retrospective changes. It also removes the 
possibility of participants rapidly reading through all the test sentences and fonning 
preconceptions about their interpretations before seeing the pictures. Thus the chance 
of judgements reflecting participants' on-line intuitions rather than premeditated 
judgements are increased. 
It was decided that, for each test item in Phase 2, the picture would be 
projected onto the screen without the test sentence for 10 seconds, then the test 
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sentence would be revealed beneath the picture for the remaining 20 seconds of the 
test item. Judgements about each item would therefore have to be made within the 20 
seconds of viewing each picture and sentence together. In order to facilitate reading 
of the test sentences, particularly for the learners, it was decided that every test 
sentence should also be presented aurally at the same time as it was revealed in 
written form on the screen. 
To summarise, the main changes to the test procedure identified on the basis 
of Phase 1, were to change the rating scale from a three-point to a five-point scale. to 
take the test sentences off the answer sheet and present them only on the overhead 
projection screen, and to include aural presentation of the test sentences. These 
changes were intended to increase the reliability of the data collected in Phase 2. 
4.2. Phase 2A: A pilot study of QP-QP interpretation in L2 Japanese 123 
The pilot study had three main goals: (i) to find out whether the results of the 
preliminary test (Phase 1 ) with native speakers of Japanese would be replicated, 
thereby confirming the reliability of the test; (ii) to find out whether native English 
speakers would indeed accept inverse scope on an English version of the test, thereby 
further confirming the sensitivity of the test instrument; (iii) to trial the test 
instrument with English-speaking learners of Japanese and test two predictions 
(166a-b) based on Full Transfer/Full Access: 
166. a. Prediction 1: (L1 Transfer) 
Due to L 1 transfer, learners whose L 1 is English will allow non-target-like 
ambiguity in Japanese doubly-quantified sentences. 
b. Prediction 2: (L2 Access to UG) . 
Due to L2 access to UG, English-speaking learners of Japanese can acqUlre 
Japanese scope rigidity (despite underdetermination by the evidence). 
4.2.1. Test design 
The test instrument was a modified version of the acceptability judgement task used 
in Phase 1, the modifications being based on the Phase 1 findings, as outlined in 
Section 4.1.3. Three variables were manipulated: 
167. Variable 1: subject QP 
dareka 'someone' v. a numerically quantified noun (NumP) 
123 The results of this pilot study have already been reported in Marsden (2003). 
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168. Variable 2: object QP 
dono N-mo 'every N' v. subete-no N 'all the N' 
169. Variable 3: scope 
subject-wide scope v. object-wide scope 
Eight test item types were created with the structure [subject-QP object-QP 
verb.PAsT], as shown in Table 14. 
Table 14: Test item types 
type subjectQP objectQP scope example 
la S>O 
dono-N mo Dareka-ga dono neko-mo nadeta. 
Ib 'every N' O>S 
someone-NOM every cat-Qpt stroked 
dareka 
'Someone stroked every cat.' 
'someone' 2a S>O 
subete-no N Dareka-ga subete-no hon-o yonda. 
2b 'all the N' O>S 
someone-NOM all-GEN book-ACC read 
'Someone read all the books.' 
3a S>O 
dono-N mo 
Sannin-no onnanoko-ga dono tako-mo ageta. 
3b 'every N' O>S 
three-GEN girl-NoM every kite-Qpt flew 




Hutari-no onnanoko-ga subete-no mado-o aratta. 
4b 'all the N' O>S 
two-GEN girl-NOM all-GEN window-ACC washed 
'Two girls washed all the windows.' 
An English version of the test was created for the native English control group. For 
examples of the English sentences, see the translations in Table 14.124 As in Phase 1, 
the scope variable was manipulated by pictures depicting either subject-wide or 
object-wide interpretations of each sentence. To illustrate, the pictures for 1a and 1 b 
in Table 14 are given in (170a-b). (The picture in (170a) is identical to the one used 
for (l59a) and (l59c) in Phase 1; the picture in (l70b) differs from that used in 
(159b) and (159d) in that markings were added to the cats in order to clarify that 
each child is stroking a different cat.) 
124 Throughout the remainder of this dissertation, the English test sentences can always be assumed to 
be the same as the translations given for the Japanese test sentences, unless otherwise indicated. 
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170. a. S>O scope context: b. O>S scope context: 
Four tokens of each type were created, yielding 32 test items. Fourteen distractor 
items were added to these, making a test battery of 46 items. Care was taken to select 
vocabulary that was likely to be familiar to the learners of Japanese. 
The distractor items also had the structure [subject object verb.PAsT], 
although some additionally contained a floating quantifier, as illustrated in (171). 
171. Kodomo-ga hutari-tomo 
child-nom both 





To further blend in with the test items, some of the distractors had a subject or object 
QP. Nine of the 14 distractors were intended to not match the picture they were 
presented with; the remaining five each matched their respective pictures. 
Consideration of the English version of the test was behind the decision to include 
more 'unacceptable' than 'acceptable' picture-sentence pairs among the distractors: 
in the English version, the object-wide (O>S) scope types with every as the object 
quantifier (l band 3b in Table 14) were expected to be judged acceptable, unlike in 
Japanese where all the object-wide scope types (l b, 2b, 3b and 4b) are unacceptable. 
Thus, the greater number of 'unacceptable' distractors was intended to counter, at 
least slightly, the larger number of' acceptable' test items in English. All distractor 
items were intended to be unambiguous. 
The first two and last two items on the test were distractors. Distractors were 
used for the first two items in order to give the participants a short . warm-up . in the 
test, and for the last two items as an attention check (because, on approaching the 
end of the test, participants may stop paying attention and answer randomly as they 
stop concentrating). The remaining ten distractors were mixed randomly with the test 
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items to create the test battery. The distractor results were used to identify any 
. . 
participants whose data should be excluded from the analysis due to possible 
misunderstanding of the task (see Section 4.2.4.1). 
Two presentation orders were created for the test, Order 2 being the re\'erse 
of Order 1. The full test battery is given in Appendix 2A. 
4.2.2. Participants 
Eighteen English-speaking learners of Japanese ('EJ'), 33 native Japanese 
speakers ('JJ') and 29 native English speakers ('EE') participated in the experiment. 
Details of the participants are given in Table 15. 
Table 15: Participants 
group no. a~ e details 
range mean 
EJ 18 21-34 24 All but one were final-year students of Japanese at UK 
universities, having had approximately 700-800 hours of 
instruction and having spent at least nine months (average 
1 year 4 months) in Japan. The one exception had had 
approx imately 180 hours of university-level Japanese 
instruction followed by three years livin~ in Japan. 
JJ 33 18-29 19 Mainly 1 st-year undergraduates recently arrived at a UK-
based Japanese university. 
EE 29 18-51 21 Mainly British undergraduate and postgraduate students. 
The learners' proficiency level was judged to be 'high intermediate/advanced' on the 
grounds that this is the level usually attained by learners in their final year of 
Japanese studies at UK universities. However, no independent measure of 
proficiency was made for the pilot test. (See Chapter 5 for details of the proficiency 
test used in the main study.) The learners of Japanese had all had experience of 
studying foreign languages other than Japanese prior to beginning their study of 
Japanese. All had begun learning Japanese as adults. Ideally, learners for whom 
Japanese was the first L2 would have been selected. However, in the UK, such 
learners are very rare. Therefore it was not possible to control for this variable in the 
pilot study or the main study. 
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4.2.3. Procedure 
Section 4.1.3.2. explained how the procedure for the pilot test was developed from 
the procedure for Phase 1. The present section details the procedure without 
reiteration of how it was developed. 
Participants were asked to judge whether each test sentence matched the 
picture shown for that sentence, and to indicate their answers on a five-point scale of 
-2 to +2, where '-2' meant 'No, not at all' (i.e., the sentence does not match the 
picture at all), and '+2' meant' Yes, [it matches] perfectly'. The sentences and 
pictures were projected onto a screen at the front of the room: they did not appear on 
the participants' answer sheets. Each picture was projected without the sentence for 
10 seconds, then the sentence was revealed below the picture for a further 20 
seconds. At the same time as the sentence was revealed, it was also presented 
aurally.125 The aural presentation was included to facilitate the learners' 
understanding, should they have encountered any difficulty in reading the sentences. 
In addition, in the Japanese version of the test,jurigana (phonetic characters) were 
used above all but the most basic of the kanji (ideographs), so as to further facilitate 
ease of reading and comprehension. The test took 23 minutes to run. 
As in Phase 1, the answer sheet included pre-test and post-test questionnaires, 
and instructions on how to complete the test. A sample answer sheet is presented in 
Appendix 2B. Prior to running the test itself, oral instructions were given on how to 
complete the test. These were based on the instructions printed on the answer sheet. 
The instructions (both oral and written) were given in English to the L2 Japanese and 
the native English groups, and in Japanese to the native Japanese group. Six example 
test items were presented in the instructions, using the sentences and pictures in 
(172). (In the actual experiment, the example sentences were presented only in 
Japanese script in the Japanese version and English in the English version; the 
romanisation, gloss and English translation provided here were not shown.) 
125 In the English version of the test, the researcher read out the sentences. For the Japanese versio~. 
an audiotape recorded by a native speaker of Japanese was usually used, although for one group 0 
native Japanese participants, the sentences were read out by a native speaker of Japanese who was 
assisting the researcher for that test session. 
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a. Example 1: b. Example 2: 
c. Example 3: 
e. Example 5: 
! 
I \ I I 
\ I 
1 
Sentence for examples /-2: 
Hutari-no otoko-ga onazi nekutai-o sita. 
two-GEN man-NOM same necktie-ACC wore. 
'The two men wore the same necktie.' 
d. Example 4: 
.~ 
Sentence for examples 3-4: 
Dono ki-mo ooki-katta 
Every tree-Qpt big-PAST. 
'Every tree was big.' 
f. Example 6: 
Sentence for examples 5-6: 
Onazi san-biki-no neko-ga kaku kussyon ni neta. 
same three-CL-GEN cat-NOM each cushion on slept 
'The same three cats slept on each cushion.' 
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The pictures used for examples 1-4 in (172) are the same as those used in the 
examples for Phase 1. However, the sentences have been amended so that they are 
closer in structure and vocabulary to the sentences used in the actual test. 
Specifically, verbs are in the past tense, and a numerically quantified noun is used in 
examples 1 and 2, instead of proper nouns (i.e., Hutari-no otoko 'two men' instead of 
Sumisu-san to Buraun-san 'Mr Smith and Mr Brown'). Examples 5 and 6 were new 
for Phase 3, and were included to draw the participants' attention to the possible 
complexity of the pictures, and to highlight the need for careful scrutiny of the 
details before rating the picture-sentence match. Attention was drawn to the clocks in 
Example 5 indicating that a sequence of events took place; and to the colours and 
patterns of the cats in both examples. In Example 5 the cats' markings show that they 
are the same three cats, but in Example 6 the colours and markings indicate nine 
different cats. As noted in Section 4.1.3.2, the oral explanation also included the 
instruction to think of all pictures as depicting events that happened 'yesterday', so 
as to make the use of the past tense in the test more plausible. 
The oral explanation included time for the participants to judge each example 
one by one, with discussion of the judgements and a chance to ask questions. This 
was intended to familiarise the participants with the judgement scale as well as with 
the format of the test and the types of pictures and sentences that might occur. 
The total time taken to administer the test, including time for the 
questionnaires and instructions, was about 45 minutes. 
4.2.4. Results 
In analysing the results, responses of '+2' and '+1' on the rating scale were 
considered to indicate acceptance of a picture-sentence pairing, and responses of '-2' 
and '-1' were considered to indicate rejection. Responses of '0' show neither 
acceptance nor rejection. It is unclear whether ratings of '0' show that the test item is 
neither acceptable nor unacceptable, or whether they show that the participant did 
not know how to judge the test item. 126 This could be problematic if the rate of 
selection of '0' were very high. However, it is negligibly small in the present data 
set: only 3.19% of all responses were '0' (2.79% for the native Japanese group, 
126 This is an inherent problem of scales with a mid-point category. See Sorace (1996) for discussion. 
The mid-point category was removed in the main study (see Chapter 5). 
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3.020/0 for the learner group and 3.530/0 for the native English group), and these were 
generally evenly distributed throughout the data set. Thus the ambiguity of '0'-
responses is not considered a problem in the interpretation of the results. In addition. 
there were very few instances of missing or illegible responses: just two out of 1150 
responses in the native Japanese group, one out of 828 in the learner group, and one 
out of 1334 in the native English group. 
4.2.4.1. Results for distractor items 
The native Japanese and native English responses to the distractor items were 
examined first, in order to determine (i) whether the distractor items were reliable, 
with low rates of inter-participant variation confirming that these items were 
unambiguous; (ii) whether data from any participants should be excluded from the 
analysis due to a high number of incorrect ratings on distractor items. The average 
ratings and standard deviations on the distractor items by the native English and 
native Japanese groups are shown in Table 16. 
Table 16: Mean ratings and standard deviations for the distractor items in 
native Japanese (JJ) and native English (EE) 
item JJ (n=33) EE (n=29) 
mean (SO) mean (SO) 
001 -1.76 (0.44) -1.55 (1.09) 
002 1.30 (0.92) 1.59 (0.57) 
003 1.67 (0.69) 1.90 (0.41) 
004 -0.12 (1.71) 0.04 (1.86) 
005 1.58 (0.94) 1.97 (0.19) 
006 -0.85 (1.58) -1.93 (0.37) 
007 -1.85 (0.36) -1.86 (0.74) 
008 -2.00 (0.00) -2.00 (0.00) 
009 1.59 (0.84) 1.90 (0.41) 
OlO -1.67 (0.74) -0.90 (1.52) 
011 1.94 (0.24) 1.97 (0.19) 
012 -1.79 (0.55) -1.90 (0.41) 
013 -1.73 (0.98) -1.72 (0.88) 
014 -1.76 (0.97) -1.79 (0.77) 
Items with a mean rating of between 1.00 and -1.00 and a standard de\'iation 
greater than 1 were considered to be potentially unreliable. Thus, for the native 
J 004 (mean = -0 I! SO =1 71) and 006 (mean = -0.85. SO=I.58) apanese group, . -. . 
were potentially unreliable, and for the native English group. 004 (mean = 0.04. 
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SO=1.86) and 010 (-0.90, 1.52). Examination of these items confinned that they 
were problematic, as detailed below. 
Item 004, the distractor that produced a high level of variation in the 
responses of both native groups, is given in (173): 
173. Distractor item D04: 
(Translation of word in box: Susan) 
Kodomo-ga hutari-tomo Suuzan ni te-o hutta 
child-NOM both Susan at hand-ace waved 
'Both children waved at Susan.' 
It was expected that participants would judge the picture and sentence for D04 as a 
mismatch (i.e., they would select '-2' or '-I ') because the child on the left is not 
waving. However, on critical re-examination of the picture, the evident confusion 
was probably to the fact that the girl's hand is partially raised and she is looking 
towards Susan, so participants may have assumed that she was about to wave. 127 
The second confusing distractor for the Japanese group is given in 174. 
127 In the post-test questionnaire, one native English participant actually commented that it had been 
unclear whether or not the girl was waving in this picture. 
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174. Distractor item D06: 
Translation (above door): Bank 
Keisatukan-ga hutari-tomo dorobou-o mita 
police officer-NOM both.HUMAN thief-ACC saw 
'Both policemen saw the thieves.' 
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It was expected that this picture-sentence pairing would be judged unacceptable. 
However, eight of the 33 native Japanese participants judged the pairing acceptable, 
selecting +2 or + 1, and one participant selected o. Further investigation of the 
Japanese sentence in (174) reveals that it is, after all, genuinely ambiguous. The 
interpretation in which hutari-tomo 'both.HUMAN' modifies dorobou "thief can be 
argued, following Terada (1990) and Kawashima (1998), to derive by scrambling 
from the unambiguous structure in (175).128 
175. Keisatukan-ga [dorobou-o hutari-tomo] mita. 
police officer-NoM thief-ace both.HUMAN saw 
'The police officer(s) saw both thieves.' 
The distractor item is therefore unreliable. 
Finally, item D 10, the remaining potentially unreliable distractor for the 
native English speakers, is given in 176: 
128 Thanks to Kyoko Oga for discussion of this point. 
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176. Distractor item D 10: 
Usagi-ga ni-hiki-tomo ninzin-o nusunda. 
rabbit-NoM both.ANIMAL carrot-ACC stole 
'Both rabbits stole the carrots.' 
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It was expected that the picture-sentence pair would be judged acceptable, and the 
item would receive ratings of +2 or + 1. Indeed, for the native Japanese group, this is 
what happened. However, only eight of the 29 native English participants selected +2 
or + 1. One selected 0, and the remaining 20 selected -lor -2. Perhaps the use of the 
definite article the in the carrots could be behind the difference between the native 
Japanese and the native English judgements. Four carrots are depicted, so if the 
carrots is interpreted to mean 'all the carrots in the picture', then a 'mismatch' rating 
of -lor -2 is motivated, since the picture indicates that only two carrots were stolen. 
The noun ninzin 'carrot' in the Japanese sentence is not specified for definiteness so 
a similar problem does not arise. 
It was decided that the results for these distractor items (004 for both the 
native English and native Japanese groups, 006 for the native Japanese group and 
010 for the native English group) should be ignored when considering whether to 
exclude any participants' data due to 'wrong' answers on the distractors. Thus. for 
each native group, 12 distractor items remained. The criterion for inclusion in the 
analysis was set at 11 or more 'correct' responses to the remaining 12 items. To 
repeat, on matching picture-sentence pairs, ratings of +2 or + 1 were considered 
correct; and on mismatched picture-sentence pairs, ratings of -2 and -1 were 
considered correct. Ratings of 0 were never considered correct. On these grounds, 
the results of eight native Japanese participants were excluded because they had 
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fewer that 11 correct distractor responses. The results of 25 native Japanese 
participants remained for analysis. No native English participants were excluded. 
The distractor results for the learners of Japanese are presented in Table 17. 
Table 17: Mean ratings and standard deviations for the distractor items by 
learners of Japanese (EJ) 




002 1.56 (0.78) 
003 2.00 (0.00) 
004 
-0.61 (1.61) 
005 1.94 (0.24) 
006 -0.17 (1.86) 
007 -2.00 (0.00) 
008 -2.00 (0.00) 
009 1.94 (0.24) 
010 -1.72 (0.69) 
011 2.00 (0.00) 
012 -1.28 (1.32) 
013 -1.56 ( 1.15) 
014 -1.72 (0.96) 
It is clear from Table 17 that the learners' responses to items D04 and D06 were 
comparable with the native Japanese responses: the mean ratings on these two items 
are between 1 and -1 and the standard deviations are greater than 1. Since these 
items were deemed unreliable for native Japanese speakers, they were also ignored 
for the learners. Excluding responses to these two items, none of the learners had 
more than one 'wrong' response to the distractors, so all 18 remained in the analysis. 
4.2.4.2. Results for the test items 
The mean ratings and standard deviations on all eight test types are presented in 
Table 18. 
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Table 18: Mean ratings on the Phase 2 QP-QP sentences in native Japanese (JJ), 
L2 JapaneselLl English (EJ) and native English (EE) (Scale: -2 = 
'unacceptable'; 2 = 'perfectly acceptable') 
type subject QP/object QP; scope JJ (n=25) EJ (n=18) Ef (n=29) 
mean SO mean SO mean SO 
la dareka 'someone'/dono N-mo 'every N'; S>O 1.51 0.36 1.78 0.33 1.50 0.51 
Ib dareka 'someone'/dono N-mo 'every N'; O>S -0.97 0.74 -0.44 1.32 0.66 1.21 
2a dareka 'someone'lsubete-no N 'all the N'; S>O 1.80 0.36 1.83 0.41 1.81 0.32 
2b dareka 'someone'lsubete-no N 'all the N'; O>S -1.04 0.87 -0.89 0.94 -0.84 1.17 
3a NumPldono N-mo 'every N'; S>O 1.57 0.48 1.75 0.40 1.78 0.31 
3b NumPldono N-mo 'every N'; O>S -1.09 0.96 -0.29 1.26 0.37 1.34 
4a NumPlsubete-no N 'all the N'; S>O 1.91 0.23 1.93 0.19 1.92 0.22 
4b NumPlsubete-no N 'all the N'; O>S -1.25 0.99 -0.96 0.81 -0.82 1.02 
Figure 1 shows the mean ratings for each group in bar-chart form. 
Figure 1: Mean ratings on a scale of -2 to 2 for the Phase 2A QP-QP sentences 
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A repeated measures ANOVA (subject QP x object QP x scope x group) on 
the data yields no significant main effect or interaction effect for the subject QP 
variable. The other variables-object QP, scope, and group-yield significant main 
effects and interaction effects, as follows: group, F(2,69) = 7.78, p<.OI: object QP, 
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F(l,69) = 35.9,p<.001~ scope, (F(l,69) = 473.96,p<.001)~ object QP x group, 
F(2,69) = 29.42,p<.001~ scope x group, F(2,69) = 6.32,p<.01; object QP x scope. 
F(l,69) = 79.32,p<.001~ and object QP x scope x group, F(2,69) = 13.96.p<.001.129 
The ANOVA results are given in full in Appendix 2C. 
The sources of the significant ANOV A results are generally clear from Table 
18 and Figure 1. There is an obvious effect of scope across all groups, with linear 
scope types (the 'a' types) receiving ratings of 1.5 or higher, while inverse scope 
types (the 'b' types) receive much lower ratings, ranging from -1.25 (JJ on Type 4b) 
to 0.66 (EE on Type Ib). Considering next the 'group' variable, it is clear that the 
native English group behaves differently from the other two groups on Types 1 band 
3b (object QP = every), with positive mean ratings (0.66 and 0.37, respectively), 
while the other two groups have negative mean ratings for the same types. Post hoc 
Games Howell tests reveal that, on Type 1 b, the native English ratings differ 
significantly from the native Japanese (p<.OOI) and from the L2 Japanese (p<.05) 
ratings. On Type 3b, there is again a significant difference between native English 
and native Japanese (p<.001), but not between native English and L2 Japanese 
(p=.22). These differences between the English group on the one hand and the native 
Japanese and L2 Japanese on the other account for the significant main effect for 
group. The significant main effect of the object QP variable and all the significant 
interactions must also derive from native English acceptance of Types Ib and 3b 
compared with their rejection of Types 2b and 4b (object QP = all; mean EE ratings, 
-0.84 and -0.96; respectively). These four inverse scope types are differentiated by 
their object QP: every for Types 1 b and 3b, all for Types 2b and 4b. The fact that, in 
contrast to the native and L2 Japanese groups, the native English group accepts 
inverse scope when the object QP is every but not when it is all must account for the 
significant effect of the object QP variable and the significant interactions among the 
object QP, scope and group variables. 
To summarise the overall pattern of the results, all three groups rate linear 
scope (Types la; 2a, 3a and 4a) highly acceptable (mean ratings ~1.5). By contrast, 
inverse scope (Types 1 b. 2b, 3b and 4b) is rejected by the native Japanese (mean 
129 Levene's test for homogeneity yielded significant results (p>.05) for Types 1 a. 1 band 3a. Thus 
homogeneity of variance cannot be assumed across all the data. Consequent I) , F-ratios and p-val~es 
may not be as reliable as if homogeneity of variance were assured. Game.s-Howell. tests ~e used for 
post hoc analyses, since this procedure is more accurate when homogeneity ofvanance IS not 
assumed. 
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ratings <-0.97) and L2 Japanese (mean ratings <-0.29) groups, and also by the 
native English g~oup when the object QP is all (mean ratings :::;-0.82 on Types 2b 
and 4b). However, when the object QP is every. the native English group accepts 
inverse scope (mean ratings >0.37 on Types Ib and 3b). 
In addition to this overall picture, two further details are important. First, all 
three groups exhibit greater variation (as measured by the standard deviations in 
Table 18) in their responses to inverse scope test items (the 'b' types) than to linear 
scope test items (the 'a' types). On the linear scope items, standard deviations are 
0.51 (EE on Type 1 a) or lower, whereas on the inverse scope items, standard 
deviations range between 0.74 (JJ on Type Ib) and 1.34 (EE on Type 3b). 
Correspondingly, the mean ratings for the linear scope types are high (2: 1. 5) on the 
scale of -2 to +2 for all three groups. However, the mean ratings for the inverse 
scope items are not as extreme: when inverse scope is rejected, the mean ratings are 
closer to -1 than -2 on the rating scale (range: -0.29 [EJ, Type 3b] to -1.25 [JJ, Type 
4b]); and when inverse scope is accepted (only Types 1 band 3b in English), the 
mean ratings are· between 0 and 1 (0.66 for Type 1 b, 0.37 for Type 3b). 
The second important detail concerns the L2 group. Although this group 
tends to reject inverse scope, the mean ratings on the inverse scope items when the 
object QP is dono N-mo 'every N' (Types 1 band 3b) are not as low as the 
corresponding ratings by the native Japanese group: EJ -0.44 compared with JJ 
-0.97 on Type Ib; EJ -0.29 compared with JJ -1.09 on Type 3b. The difference 
between the two groups is close to significant on Type 3b (p=.078 on post hoc 
Games Howell test), although not on Type 1 b, (p=.3). The implications of this and 
the other findings reported in this section are the subject of the following discussion. 
4.2.5. Discussion 
The goals of this pilot study were: (i) to find out whether the results of the 
preliminary test (Phase I) with native speakers of Japanese would be replicated, 
thereby confirming the reliability of the test; (ii) to find out whether native English 
speakers would indeed accept inverse scope on an English version of the test thereby 
further confirming the sensitivity of the test instrument: (iii) to trial the test 
instrument with English-speaking learners of Japanese and test the predictions in 
(166a-b). repeated here as (177a-b): 
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177. a. Prediction 1: (L1 Transfer) 
Due .to ~ 1 ~ransfer, learners whose L 1 is English will allow non-target-like 
ambIgUIty III Japanese doubly-quantified sentences. 
b. Prediction 2: (L2 Access to UG) 
Due to L2 access to UG, English-speaking learners of Japanese can acquire 
Japanese scope rigidity (despite underdetermination by the evidence). 
The first section of this discussion (Section 4.2.5.1) focuses on the native data and 
goals (i) and (ii), the second (Section 4.2.5.2) on the learner data and goal (iii). 
4.2.5.1. Discussion of the native Japanese and native English data, Phase 2A 
The native Japanese and native English data seem to confirm the claims of the 
theoretical literature: inverse scope interpretations of the doubly quantified sentences 
in the test were generally unacceptable in native Japanese, but acceptable in native 
English when the object quantifier was every, although when the object quantifier 
was all, inverse scope was rejected in English. For Japanese, this corroborates the 
findings of Phase 1: Types 1 a-b, 2a-b, 3a-b and 4a-b in Phase 1 were the same as 
Types 1 a-4b in Phase 2A (although the tokens were different) and yielded the same 
pattern of acceptance of the linear scope items and rejection of the inverse scope 
items. The results of Phase 1 are thus replicated, indicating that the test instrument is 
reliable. For native English, the response pattern corroborates the findings of Lee et 
al. (1999a, 1999b), using a different test instrument, as discussed in Chapter 3. This, 
along with the fact that the acceptance/rejection pattern of the native English results 
is as predicted according to the theoretical literature, further indicates that the test 
instrument is reliable. 
The finding that there was more variation in responses to inverse scope test 
items than linear scope test items, and that mean ratings on these items were closer to 
the middle of the rating scale than the extremes of the rating scale, also replicates 
what was found in Phase 1 for native Japanese. The theoretical literature predicts that 
inverse scope should be rejected outright in native Japanese (i.e., with ratings close 
to -2 on the scale used in the present experiment), and that it should be completely 
acceptable (i.e., mean ratings close to +2) in native English when the object 
quantifier is every. Clearly, such outright rejection or acceptance of inverse scope did 
not occur in the test. In the discussion of Phase 1 (Section 4.1.3), the possibility was 
raised that the lack of outright rejection of inverse scope in Japanese might be due to 
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aspects of the experimental design. Consequently, a number of refinements were 
made to the test instrument for Phase 2, in order to increase reliability and potentially 
lower variation. Since the Phase 2 results nonetheless yield a similar degree of 
variation, it seems that, with this test instrument, interpretation of inverse scope 
entails a certain amount of variation while still generally confirming the claims of the 
theoretical literature. As noted in Chapter 2, it is frequently observed that 
interpretation of quantifier interactions is not easy: judgements are often vague and 
variation among individuals is common. In addition, the experimental study of 
Kurtzman & MacDonald (1993) indicated that linear scope interpretations of doubly-
quantified sentences are more readily available than inverse scope interpretations 
(see Chapter 3). The variation in judgements on the inverse scope types in the 
present study thus may serve to quantify the reality that inverse scope contexts are 
hard to interpret. However, the possibility that the variation may be an artefact of the 
test instrument is not ruled out. Specifically, the picture contexts may lead to 
individual variation. For example, the picture used for item Ila (illustrated in (178) 
below) was intended to show that the two tourists visited the seven cities on the map. 
However, some ~ndividuals may think that, because the two tourists are on the left of 
the picture and the arrows point rightwards, the tourists are at the beginning of their 
trip, and the picture does not indicate whether or not they actually completed the 
trip. 130 Therefore, the picture-sentence match could be judged unacceptable on these 
grounds, and not because the participant rules out the linear scope interpretation that 
this picture is intended to illustrate. 
130 This criticism of item II a was raised at a work-in-progress discussion of the study at the 
University of Durham, June 2002. 
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178. Item iia: 
Translation (following arrows): Barcelona, Paris, London, Durham, 
Copenhagen, Berlin, Rome 
Hutari-no kankoukyaku-ga dono mati-mo kenbutu-sita. 
tWO.HUMAN-GEN tourist-NoM every town-Qpt visited 
'Two tourists visited every city.' 
A solution to such problems could be to use precise, written contexts instead of 
pictures. Thus, an additional small-scale pilot test was conducted, to investigate 
whether written contexts might yield lower levels of variation than picture contexts. 
This test, Phase 2B, is detailed in Section 4.3. 
4.2.5.2. Discussion of the L2 Japanese data, Phase 2A 
Moving on to the third goal of the present pilot test, the results for the English 
learners of Japanese are compatible with the two predictions in (177), namely that 
(177a) learners whose L 1 is English allow non-target-like ambiguity in Japanese 
doubly-quantified sentences due to influence from their L 1; and (177b) English-
speaking learners of Japanese can nonetheless acquire Japanese scope rigidity. The 
key test types relevant to the two predictions are those with the object QP dono N-mo 
'every N' and inverse scope: Types 1 b (subject = dareka 'someone') and 3b (subject 
= NumP). On the English version of these types, the inverse scope interpretation is 
acceptable, (mean ratings: 0.66 on Type Ib, 0.37 on Type 3b) while it is 
unacceptable in native Japanese (-0.97 on Type Ib, -l.09 on Type 3b). The learners 
of Japanese rejected inverse scope on these two types (mean ratings: -0.44 on Type 
1 b, -0.29 on Type 3b), but their rates of rejection were not as high as those of the 
native Japanese group. In effect, their mean ratings on Types 1 band 3b fell between 
the low native Japanese ratings and the high native English ratings. This could be the 
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result of the interlanguage grammar of some of the learners still being influenced by 
the L 1 and consequently allowing inverse scope while the grammar of other learners 
in the group had already undergone reconstruction to rule out inverse scope. 
Examination of the consistency with which individuals rejected or accepted inverse 
scope is informative here. Table 19 compares learners of Japanese with the native 
English and Japanese control groups, with respect to individual consistency of 
response. 'Consistent rejection' of a type is defined as ratings of '-1' or '-2' on at 
least three of the four tokens for that type; 'consistent acceptance', as ratings of '+ l' 
or '+2' on at least three of the four tokens for that type; and 'inconsistency', as fewer 
than three positive or three negative ratings on the four tokens for that type. (No 
individual in either group consistently selected '0' for any type.) Six response 
categories thus emerge, as shown in Table 19. 
Table 19: Consistency of individuals on Types Ib and 3b 
Response categories No. (%) of individuals 
(Type 1b = dareka-ga dono N-mo V.PAST 'someone V.PAsTevery N.') EJ EE JJ 
(Type 3b = NumP-g_a dono N-mo V.PAST 'NumP V.PAST every N.') (n=18) (n=29) (n=25) 
1. consistent rejection on 1 band 3b 6 4 16 (33.3) (13.8) (64.0) 
2. consistent acceptance on 1 band 3b 3 13 I (16.7) (44.8) (4.0) 
3. inconsistency on 1 band 3b I 2 3 (5.6) (6.9) (12.0) 
consistent rejection on 1 b or 3b, 2 I 4 4. inconsistency on the other (11.1) (3.5) ( 16.0) 
consistent acceptance on 1 b or lb, 2 3 I 5. inconsistency on the other (11.1) ( 10.4) (4.0) 
consistent acceptance on 1 b or 3b, 4 6 0 6. consistent rejection on the other (22.2) (20.7) 
The native Japanese data in Table 19 show that 16 of the 25 participants consistently 
rejected object-wide scope on both of the relevant test types, and a further four 
consistently rejected object-wide scope on one of the test types and were inconsistent 
on the other. These data contrast clearly with the data for the native English controls, 
which give a picture of what might transfer from the LIon an individual level. The 
largest grouping is, as expected, in Category 2: 13 of the 29 native English controls 
consistently accepted inverse scope. However, four out of 29 fall into Category 1: 
they consistently rejected inverse scope even though it is theoretically available in 
English. The remaining native English controls fall into Categories 3-6, indicating 
some degree of inconsistency in their responses. This shows that, on the present test 
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instrument, some English-speaking learners of Japanese might reject inverse scope in 
Japanese because that is what they would do in English (if they are like the four 
participants in Category 1), and not because their grammar has been restructured to 
resemble the native Japanese grammar. However, the proportion of participants in 
Category 1 (rejection of inverse scope) is considerably smaller in the native English 
group (13.8%) than in the L2 Japanese group (33.3%). Similarly, the proportion in 
Category 2 (acceptance of inverse scope) is considerably larger in the native English 
group (44.8%) than in the L2 Japanese group (16.7%). In other words, the L2 
Japanese data do not look exactly like the native English data on an individual level. 
It is possible that the interlanguage of each of the six learners of Japanese in 
Category 1 has indeed undergone restructuring from a grammar that accepted inverse 
scope to one which rejects it; while that of the each of the three learners in Category 
2 has not yet undergone restructuring, and thus these individuals consistently accept 
inverse scope, as in English. Further evidence to support such a conclusion would 
come from proficiency data. If the three L2 learners in Category 2 are of 
demonstrably lower L2 Japanese proficiency than the six in Category 1, this would 
support the theory that, at the initial (or closer-to-initial) state of L 1 acquisition, the 
learners' interlanguage grammar is like their L 1, while at more advanced levels it 
becomes more like the target language grammar. This highlights the need for 
proficiency data, which were not available in Phase 2, but which were collected in 
the main study, Phase 3. 
To summarise with respect to the predictions in (177), the overall data and 
the individual-level data are compatible with the predictions. The fact that the 
learners do not reject inverse scope to the same degree as native Japanese speakers 
suggests that they are influenced by the acceptability of inverse scope (when the 
object quantifier is every) in their L 1. However, the fact that at least some learners 
consistently reject inverse scope in Japanese suggests that their interlanguage 
grammar has undergone restructuring with respect to quantifier interpretation. L2 
Japanese proficiency data would enable clearer conclusions to be drawn. 
4.3. Phase 28: A further pilot study with native speakers of Japanese 
Phase 2B was a small-scale pilot study to investigate whether written contexts 
instead of picture contexts for the doubly-quantified sentences would yield lower 
levels of variation in the responses to inverse scope items. 
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4.3.1. Design, participants and procedure 
The design differed from that of Phase 2A in that the object QP was not varied: only 
dono N-mo 'every N' was used. The test sentences were exactly the same as those 
used for Types 1a-b and 3a-b in Phase 2A. The design is summarised in Table 20. 
(Types 1a-b and 3a-b in Table 20 correspond exactly to 1a-b and 3a-b in Phase 2A. 
The labels '2a' and '2b' are not used in this experiment.) 
Table 20: Test types for Phase 2B 
type subject QP scope example 
la S>O Dareka-ga dono neko-mo nadeta. dareka 
Ib 'someone' O>S 
someone-NOM every cat-Qpt stroked 
'Someone stroked every cat. ' 
3a S>O Sannin-no onnanoko-ga d9no tako-mo ageta. 
3b 
NumP O>S 
three-GEN girl-NoM every kite-Qpt flew 
'Three girls flew every kite.' 
The scope variable was manipulated by means of written contexts, and each test 
sentence was linked to its written context using the word tumari 'in other words' . 
Examples for Types 1 a and 1 b are given in (179). (Only the actual Japanese text and 
its English translation are given for the contexts in (179), since a word-for-word 
gloss is not relevant here. Note that the QPs used in the test sentences [dareka 
'someone', NumP, and dono N-mo 'every N'] did not appear in the written contexts. 
In the actual test, the participants saw only the Japanese text with no English 
translation. ) 
179. a. Item 3a (Type 1 a): 
Context: 
~ B .~,;: tj:JB'j;6~{PJ~ip~ ~ ~ 0 IfF B, -= fJ).~t;:/J\~1:fJ) "/Jv-7°;6{ ~~,;: 
*t.: 0 - AfJ)/J\~1: ,j:, JB'j ~.7f.1v tct~dt) -C, I;;.-et.: 0 
'There are several cats on Asahi Farm. Yesterday, a group of primary 
school children went on a school trip to the farm. One of the children 
gathered all the cats together and stroked them.' 
Test sentence: 
~ 1 t), t:h;6~;6~ c."fJ)1iH t tct<::,t.: 0 
Tumari, dareka-ga dono neko-mo nadeta. 
in other words, someone-NOM every cat -QPt stroked 
'In other words, someone stroked every cat.' 
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b. Item 3b (Type 1 b): 
Context: 
~r~O)}l[ < '.:1i~O)fEHiJ~A ":J t.::miJ~~"'( I? h "'( ~ ~t.::o 1iAo)~{~iJ)'~ O)~"'( 
fE8~~"J~tt.::o ~#t'j:-A-A, ~-)fEH~miJ~l?lliL"'(, f;t.,,(,t.::
o 
'Five cats were abandoned in a box outside the school gates. A group of 
five children found them. Each child picked up a different cat from the 
box and stroked it.' 
Test sentence: 
(as for Item 3a in (l79a) above) 
There were four tokens of each type, and these were mixed randomly with scrambled 
variants of each token and with 12 distractor items. 131 The complete test set is given 
in Appendix 2D. 
Ten native speakers of Japanese participated in the experiment. Their average 
age was 21 (range: 19-23). All were university students. Nine had arrived in the UK 
less than three weeks prior to participating in the experiment, for an intensive 
English course; one had been in the UK for two years. None of the Phase 2B 
participants had participated in Phase 2A. 
The procedure was as for Phase 2A. The written contexts were projected onto 
a screen for 15 seconds each, then the test sentence was projected below the written 
context so that the two could be viewed together for a further 10 seconds. Both 
contexts and test sentences were also presented orally by the researcher (a near-
native speaker of Japanese). The participants rated how well each sentence matched 
the context using the same five-point scale as in Phase 2A (-2 = 'they don't match at 
all'; +2 = 'they match perfectly'). 
4.3.2. Results and discussion 
As in Phase 2A, ratings of -2 and -1 are considered to indicate rejection of a 
context-sentence match, and ratings +2 and + 1 are considered to indicate acceptance. 
Ratings of "0' indicate neither acceptance nor rejection. The rate of selection of 0 
I~I Word order--canonical v. scrambled-was a further variable in Phase 28. However, this section 
focuses on discovering whether there was any difference in levels of variation in ratings between the 
picture context experiment (Phase 2A) and the written context experiment. Phase 2A did not include 
scrambled test items. Thus, the results for the scrambled sentences in Phase 28 are not discussed. It is 
acknowledged that the use of scrambled test sentences and different distractors in Phase 28 
constitutes an extraneous variable that could have affected the participants' responses. 
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was very low: 24 instances out of 440, spread evenly across the data. There were two 
missing or illegible responses. 
No participant gave more than one unexpected response to any of the 
distractor items, so the data from all participants were included in the analysis. Table 
21 compares the mean ratings and standard deviations for Types la, I b, 3a and 3b in 
the present experiment with those of the native Japanese group in Phase 2A. 
Table 21: Mean ratings on Phase 2A (picture contexts) and Phase 2B (written 
contexts) Types la, 1b, 3a and 3b in native Japanese (Scale: -2 = 'unacceptable'; 
2 = 'perfectly acceptable') 
type subject QP/object QP; scope JJ Phase 2A JJ Phasel 2B 
(n=2S) (n=10) 
mean SO mean SO 
la dareka 'someone'/dono N-mo 'every N'; S>O 1.51 0.36 0.08 1.20 
Ib dareka 'someone'/dono N-mo 'every N'; O>S -0.97 0.74 0.13 1.07 
3a NumPldono N-mo 'every N'; S>O 1.57 0.48 1.33 0.33 
3b NumPldono N-mo 'every N'; O>S -1.09 0.96 -0.92 0.84 
A repeated measures ANOVA run on the native Japanese data of both Phases 2A and 
2B yields a significant main effect for scope, F(l,33)=137.06,p<.00, but no 
significant main effect for subject QP or group (i.e., the Phase 2A picture context 
group v. the Phase 2B written context group). All the interactions with scope are 
significant: scope x group, F(1,33)=22.31,p<.001; subject QP x scope, 
F(1,33)=45.05,p<.001; subject QP x scope x group, F(l,33)=32.73,p<.001. The 
interaction between subject QP and group is not significant. See Appendix 2E for full 
statistical details. 
From Table 21 it is clear that the Phase 2B results for Types 3a and 3b were 
very similar to those for Phase 2A: linear scope (Type 3a) is accepted with a mean 
rating of 1.33 in Phase 2B compared with 1.57 in Phase 2A; and inverse scope (Type 
3b) is rejected with a mean rating of -0.92 in Phase 2B compared with -1.09 in 
Phase 2A. Independent samples I-tests confirm that there is no significant difference 
between Phase 2A and Phase 2B on Type 3a (t(33)=1.48,p=.15) and Type 3b (1(33)= 
-.5,p=.62). However, the results for Types la and Ib are different: while linear 
scope (Type I a) is clearly accepted in Phase 2A (mean rating = 1.51) and inverse 
scope (Type I b) is rejected (mean rating = -0.97), in Phase 2B there is very little 
difference between the Type la and Type I b mean ratings (0.08 on Type la, 0.13 on 
Type 1 b), and both ratings are very close to the middle of the scale. Correspondingly, 
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the Phase 2B standard deviations on these two types are relatively high (> 1.07). 
Thus, there was more individual variation on these types in Phase 2B, with the 
written contexts, than in Phase 2A, with the picture contexts. Independent samples (-
tests show significant differences between Phase 2A and Phase 2B for both Types 3a 
(t(9.64)=3.71,p<.05 (equal variances not assumed)) and 3b (t(33)= -3.49,p<.05). 
Examination of individual test items in Phase 2B shows that the level of 
variation is approximately equal across the four Type 1 a and four Type 1 b tokens. 
with standard deviations ranging from 1.45 (item 1 b) to 1.76 (item 2a). Thus the 
source of the variation in Phase 2B does not derive from any individual token or 
tokens producing a much higher level of variation than the others. The results thus 
indicate that, on Types la and 1 b, the use of written contexts (Phase 2B) was more 
confusing (i.e., led to greater inter-participant variation) than the use of picture 
contexts (Phase 2A). 
A post-test questionnaire, along with informal post-test interviews with some 
of the participants, revealed two possible reasons for the evident confusion in Phase 
2B: (i) some difficulty was experienced in identifying the word darekal' someone' 
with a person who had been specified in the scenario; (ii) the complexity of the 
scenarios required 'puzzling over', and some lapses occurred in the attentiveness to 
reading. The first reason affects Types 1 a and 1 b specifically (since these types had 
the subject dareka 'someone'), while the second reason applies to all the test 
sentences in Phase 2B. 
The first reason can be exemplified with respect to item 2a shown in (180). 
180. Phase 2B, Item 2a: 
1t}I!L ~ ~ ~ iJ~OO~ t.: ~ ~ ~1fm-c'" ;J.:::";L - t.: ~ ~ *4l1 ~ ~$ff)( L t::.o 
~ (7)~ tj:~tii;)" l L" l*4l1iJ~ c"niJ)m t) t::." l(7)t!.. c ~ '? -c" ~ffB(7)*4Jf ~ ~ 
A.. -C l-J. t::. 0 
'Last week, a man ordered one of everything on the menu at the corner 
cafe. He said he wanted to see which dish was tastiest, and he tried 
each one.' 
~ it)" t!..niJ)iJ~ c"(7)*4l1 t itA.. -C l-J. t::.o 
Tumari, dareka-ga dono ryouri-mo tabete-mita. 
in other words, someone-NOM every dish-QPt eat-tried 
. In other words, someone tried every dish. ' 
Some participants recounted feeling that dareka . someone . in the test sentence could 
not refer to .f:> ~ ~ aru otoko 'a (particular) man' in the scenario. because they felt 
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dareka should indicate an unspecified person. Thus, five of the 10 Phase 2B 
participants gave this scenario-sentence pair a rating of -2 or -1, even though it is a 
linear scope item and the expected rating was +2. By contrast, in Phase 2A all 25 of 
the native Japanese participants gave the picture-sentence pair for item 2a a positive 
rating. Clearly, there was no problem allowing dareka to refer to the man in the 
picture. 
The second possible reason for higher levels of variation in Phase 2B is 
exemplified with the scenario for item 3b, presented in (l79b), above. The 
romanisation and gloss of the final sentence of the scenario is presented in (181). 
181. Kodomo-wa hitori-hitori, tigau neko-o hako kara dasite, nadeta 
child-TOP each.HuMAN, different cat-Acc box from take out stroked 
'Each child took a different cat out of the box and stroked it.' 
One participant explained that she had misapprehended hitori-hitori 'each.HuMAN' 
as ippiki-ippiki 'each.ANIMAL'. This error makes the floating quantifier refer to the 
cats, and clouds the crucial fact that each individual child had taken out one cat. 
Although probably a one-off error, this may be indicative of the types of problems 
behind the participants' frequent comments that the scenarios had been confusing, or 
that sometimes there had not been enough time to work out what was happening. 
Comments about confusing pictures were rare in the post-task questionnaire for 
Phase 2A, despite asking specifically whether any of the pictures had been 
confusing. In short, it appears that reading/hearing a written scenario was a much 
more confusing and onerous task than looking at a picture scenario. Moreover, in the 
case of Types 1 a and 1 b, confusion-and hence variation in responses-was 
exacerbated by the difficulty, described above, of allowing dare ka 'someone' to refer 
to a person specified in the context. 
A crucial problem with written contexts for the main study of this research 
project has already been discussed (see Chapter 3). Namely, since the main test must 
be rendered into four different languages (Japanese, English, Chinese, and Korean), 
assuring consistency of meaning across the four languages is a serious challenge. If 
the use of written contexts in this pilot study had yielded considerably less variation 
than the picture contexts in Phase 2A, it could have been worth attempting to 
overcome the translation problem and using written contexts in the main study. 
However, since written contexts appeared more difficult to process than pictures, it 
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was decided to continue to use picture contexts for the main study. In an attempt to 
further decrease possible variation due to idiosyncratic interpretations of the pictures, 
the pictures were critically re-examined for the main study and redrawn or altered 
where necessary. 
4.4. Conclusion 
This chapter has detailed the development and pilot testing of an acceptability 
judgement task to investigate scope interpretation in L2 Japanese. Phase 1 of the 
development trialled a picture-based acceptability jUdgement task with native 
speakers of Japanese. The task yielded the expected result: participants generally 
rejected inverse scope in doubly-quantified Japanese sentences. The instrument was 
refined and improved for a full-scale pilot study in Phase 2, with three participant 
groups: native Japanese, native English, and L 1 English-L2 Japanese. The native 
Japanese and native English results were as expected based on the theoretical 
literature: inverse scope was again generally rejected in Japanese (confirming the 
reliability of the test instrument). while it was accepted in English when the object 
quantifier was every, but not all. The L2 Japanese group tenped to reject inverse 
scope, although this group's rate of rejection was not as high as in the native 
Japanese group. This suggested some effect of influence from their L 1 (English) in 
which inverse scope is permitted. However, it was observed that an objective 
measure of the learners' L2 Japanese proficiency is crucial for drawing conclusions 
about the L2 data. Finally, a further small-scale pilot study was described, in which 
written contexts were provided for the QP-QP sentences instead of picture contexts. 
This test was completed by native speakers of Japanese. The results showed that the 
method led to more variation in responses than the picture-based method. Thus, it 
was decided to continue to use the picture-based method for the main study, but to 
further improve the pictures where possible. A number of other changes were also 
made to the design for the main study, with the aim of further increasing the 
reliability of the test instrument. These are reported in the following chapter. 
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5.0. Introduction 
This chapter presents Phase 3 of the experimental work conducted for this 
dissertation, namely two full-scale comparative interlanguage studies of (i) QP_QP 
scope interpretation and (ii) Wh-QP scope interpretation in L2 Japanese. 
Acceptability judgement tasks (developed through the pilot testing detailed in 
Chapter 4) were used to investigate these two phenomena with learners of Japanese 
whose LIs are Chinese, English, or Korean, in order to address the two research 
questions posed in Chapter 1 (based on Schwartz & Sprouse 2000): 
182. Do L2ers show divergence with respect to a target language phenomenon P 
when their Lis are typologically distinct with respect to P? 
183. When P represents an L2 poverty-of-the-stimulus problem, are L2ers able to 
overcome the problem and acquire P? 
As detailed in Chapter 1, the question in (182) seeks to identify the role of L 1 
transfer in L2 acquisition. The question in (183) addresses the issue of the role of 
UG: ifL2ers are· able to acquire P under poverty of the stimulus, this would suggest 
that L2 acquisition is mediated by the innate mechanisms ofUG. The experiments 
test the Full Transfer/Full Access model of L2 acquisition (Schwartz & Sprouse 
1994, 1996; see Chapter 1), which claims that the initial state of L2 acquisition is the 
L 1 grammar, and subsequent restructuring is governed by ua and motivated by 
failure to map the target language input to the interlanguage grammar. 
For QP-QP scope interpretation, it was hypothesised that Ll English-
speaking learners of Japanese would show a different developmental path from L 1 
Korean- and L 1 Chinese-speaking learners of Japanese, because (as detailed in 
Chapter 2) English is typologically distinct from the other three languages in that it 
readily allows inverse scope in [S ... 0 ... ] QP-QP sentences while the other three 
languages do not. Acquisition of the more restricted Japanese grammar (*O>S in 
SOY QP-QP sentences) represents a poverty-of-the-stimulus problem for Ll 
English-speaking learners of Japanese. Thus, to address the second research question 
(183), the QP-QP experiment additionally tested the hypothesis that advanced L 1 
English-speaking learners of Japanese would nonetheless be able to acquire native-
like QP-QP scope interpretation. 
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For Wh-QP scope interpretation, the initial hypothesis with respect to L I 
transfer was that L 1 English- and L I Chinese-speaking learners of Japanese would 
show a different developmental path from that of L 1 Korean-speaking learners of 
Japanese, because English and Chinese are argued to differ from Japanese and 
Korean in allowing pair-list interpretations of questions with a QP-subject and wh-
object. 132 In this case acquisition of the more restricted target language grammar 
(which lacks pair-list interpretations) is a poverty-of-the-stimulus problem for both 
L 1 English- and L 1 Chinese-speaking learners of Japanese. The Wh-QP experiment 
thus tested the hypothesis that these learners would nonetheless be able to acquire 
native-like Wh-QP scope interpretation at an advanced level· of proficiency. 
The hypotheses (which are spelled out more precisely in the relevant sections, 
following) are supported by the results. Two major findings are that (i) the 
developmental path of L 1 English-speaking learners of Japanese differs from the 
paths of L 1 Korean- and L 1 Chinese-speaking learners of Japanese with respect to 
QP-QP scope interpretation; and (ii) advanced L 1 English-speaking leaI;ners of 
Japanese show evidence of acquiring target-like QP-QP scope interpretation in 
Japanese, and advanced L 1 English- and L 1 Chinese-speaking learners of Japanese 
show evidence of acquiring target-like Wh-QP interpretation, despite poverty of the 
stimulus. 
As well as investigating L2 Japanese, control studies are conducted of the 
relevant QP-QP and Wh-QP interpretations in native Japanese, Chinese, English and 
Korean. The control data are interesting in their own right since, as pointed out in 
Chapter 3, very little quantitative empirical data is available with respect to the 
phenomena under investigation, particularly for Japanese and Korean. The control 
data generally confirm the claims of the theoretical literature (Chapter 2). However, 
for Wh-QP scope interpretation, the claim that Korean lacks pair-list readings is not 
supported. This leads to reformulation of the hypotheses for Wh-QP interpretation in 
LI Koreanl-L2 Japanese interlanguage, as detailed in the relevant section. The LI 
Korean-L2 Japanese data support the revised hypothesis. 
The chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.1 gives details of elements of 
the experimental procedure common to both the QP-QP study and the Wh-QP study, 
132 As noted below, and detailed in full in Section 5.3, empirical data on Wh-QP interpretation in 
native Korean, collected at the same time as the L2 data, led to retrospective reformulation of this 
hypothesis for L I Korean-L2 Japanese interlanguage. 
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namely the overall design, the participants, and the L2 Japanese proficiency task. 
Section 5.2 then presents the specific details of the procedure for the QP-QP study, 
along with the results and analysis~ and Section 5.3 presents the same for the Wh-QP 
study. Finally, Section 5.4 briefly summarises the findings and conclusions. 
5.1. Experimental procedure 
5.1.1. Overall experiment design 
The L2 experimentation for Phase 3 comprised four tasks: two acceptability 
judgement tasks investigating QP-QP interpretation (,QP-QP Task l' and "QP-QP 
Task 2'), one investigating Wh-QP interpretation, and a cloze test to measure L2 
Japanese proficiency. These four tasks were also completed by native Japanese 
control participants. In addition, the QP-QP and Wh-QP acceptability judgement 
tasks were translated into Chinese, English, and Korean and completed by native 
speakers of those languages. Specific details of the QP-QP and Wh-QP tasks are 
given in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. This section details the overall procedure 
for obtaining all the necessary data. 
The times allotted for each of the four tasks completed by the L2er 
participants and the native Japanese control participants were as follows: 
184. Time allotted/or tasks in Phase 3: 
QP-QP Task 1: 30 minutes (12 minutes for explanation. 18 minutes for task) 
QP-QP Task 2: 18 minutes (no explanation needed after QP-QP Task 1) 
Wh-QP task: 20 minutes (10 minutes for explanation, 10 minutes for task) 
Cloze test: 20-30 minutes (5 minutes for explanation, up to 25 minutes 
for task) 
The times given in (184) all allow for completion of each component comfortably, 
without rushing. It was intended that the L2 participants would complete the four 
tasks over two sessions on separate days. each session lasting at most one hour 
(including time for entering the room, filling in personal details on the answer sheets, 
etc.). The two sessions were organised as shown in (185): 
185. a. Session 1: 
QP-QP Task I 
Wh-QP task 
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In practice, constraints such as room availability and participants' timetables did not 
always allow the breakdown into the two sessions in (185). In order to obtain large 
enough sample sizes, the experimentation was conducted at several different 
universities: three in the UK, five in Japan, and one in Korea. The data were then 
collapsed into the desired participant groups for analysis (e.g., the data from L 1 
Korean-speaking learners of Japanese came from participants at three universities in 
Japan and one in Korea). Each participating university had its own space and time 
restrictions within which the research had to be conducted. Consequently, while 
some L2 participants completed the tasks over two sessions on separate days, others 
did them on a single day with only a short break between sessions, and a number of 
the L 1 Korean-speaking learners of Japanese did the three acceptability judgement 
tasks in a single session, with the cloze test alone being completed a week later. 
All L2ers included in the research presented in this chapter completed all four 
components given in (184). The native control participants, on the other hand, did 
not generally do all four tasks. Individual control participants did either the two QP-
QP tasks, or the Wh-QP task. 133 The native Japanese control participants who did the 
Wh-QP task also completed the cloze test. In addition, a further twelve native 
Japanese participants completed only the cloze test. 
All the experimentation was administered by the author, except for the cloze 
test for 25 L 1 Korean-speaking learners of Japanese, which was administered by 
those learners' Japanese language teacher following the author's protocol. Although 
the research was conducted at several different venues, with the result that 
environmental conditions could not be held constant, the author was satisfied that 
each venue (all university classrooms) was comfortable, well lit, free from 
distracting noise, and had properly-functioning audio-visual equipment. 
The instructions on how to complete each task were presented at each test 
session by the author, either in English or in Japanese. Instructions were given in 
English to the L 1 English-speaking learners of Japanese and the native English and 
native Chinese control participants (the groups who participated in the UK); 
instructions were given in Japanese to the L 1 Chinese- and L 1 Korean-speaking 
learners of Japanese and the native Japanese and native Korean control participants 
m Exceptions are all 26 of the native Korean controls, along with five native English controls and one 
native Chinese control. These participants all completed QP-QP Tasks I and 2. and the Wh-QP task. 
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(the groups who participated in Japan or Korea). 134 The oral instructions were based 
on the written instructions on the answer sheets and, as such, were the same from one 
session to the next. 135 However, as in the pilot studies (see Chapter 3). participants 
had the opportunity to ask questions during the presentation of the instructions and 
the examples, and individuals' questions varied from session to session. 
The sentences in the Japanese tasks were written in standard Japanese script 
withfurigana (phonetic superscript) above all but the most basic kanji (ideographs), 
so as to ensure that learners would not struggle with reading the script. In the 
Chinese versions of the tasks, the script was standard simplified Chinese characters; 
in the Korean versions, hangul (standard Korean script). 
5.1.2. Participants 
Data from 29 L 1 English-speaking learners of Japanese C EJ'), 17 L 1 Chinese-
speaking learners of Japanese (,CJ'), and 38 Ll Korean-speaking learners of 
Japanese ('KJ') were used in the research presented in this chapter. 136 These groups 
were divided into 'intermediate' and 'advanced' sub-groups on the basis of the 
proficiency test described in Section 5.1.3, following. Details of the resulting six 
learner groups are summarised in Table 22. 
134 The native Korean control participants were all members of a Japanese language class, and thus 
could understand Japanese. Care was taken to present instructions simply, to ensure learners' 
understanding. 
135 Test-specific details of the instructions are given in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. 
136 Data were originally collected from 30 EJ learners, 48 CJ learners and 43 KJ learner.s. Some of 
these data had to be excluded due to missing proficiency task and/or QP-QP Task 2 SCripts (I EJ 
leamer, 8 CJ learners, 6 KJ learners). In addition, 23 CJ learners were excluded .because 21 wer~ 
bilingual in Chinese and Korean, and two gave their native language as M~ngollan. (CJ learners who 
indicated that they were bilingual in two dialects of Chinese (e.g., Mandarm and Cantonese) were not 
excluded. See comment on Chinese dialects, following.) 
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Table 22: L2 Japanese participantsa 
group no. age years living in details 
Japan (y;mo) 
range mean range mean 
EJ int 20 19 30 21 0;0 1;6 0;8 Students of Japanese at UK universities, 
EJ adv 9 21-23 22 1;0-2;2 1;2 resident in UK at the time of participation. 
CJ int 7 21 34 25 0;9-3;9 1;6 Students at Japanese universities, resident in 
CJ adv 10 21-33 26 0;9-4;9 2; 11 Japan at the time of participation. 
KJ int 23 22 51 28 0;0-3;6 0;6 Students at universities in Japan or Korea. 
KJ adv 15 2\-3\ 24 0;0-2;9 \ ;4 (KJ int: 3 participants resident in Japan at 
the time of participation, 20 in Korea; KJ 
adv: 10 participants resident in Japan at the 
time of participation, 5 in Korea.) 
a " 
, . , , lOt mtermedlate, adv - advanced 
All of the L2er participants in Table 22 had learnt Japanese via classroom 
instruction: they were not naturalistic learners (although, as is evident from the table, 
many also had experience of living in Japan). All also had experience of studying 
foreign languages other than Japanese. 137 None of the EJ or KJ participants were 
bilingual from birth or early childhood. The CJ participants were predominantly 
native speakers of Mandarin Chinese, although some had other Chinese dialects as 
their native language, and some were bilingual in two dialects of Chinese. 138 All 
participants volunteered to take part in the study after being invited to do so by their 
Japanese language teachers. 
As well as the L2er participants, native speakers of Japanese (,J1'), Chinese 
('CC'), English ('EE') and Korean ('KK') also participated in control experiments in 
those languages .. However, since the native control participants in the QP-QP 
137 Within the scope of the present project, it was not possible to control this variable. Most L1 
English-speaking learners of Japanese in the UK begin learning Japanese at university after having 
studied European languages from age I I. Most L I Chinese- and Korean-speaking learners of 
Japanese study English as a foreign language prior to beginning Japanese. Thus, it was not feasible, 
for this study, to find adult learners of Japanese for whom Japanese was the sole foreign language they 
had studied. 
138 The quantification literature focuses on discussion of Mandarin Chinese, thus, ideally, all CJ 
participants (and native-speaking Chinese control participants) should have had Mandarin Chinese as 
their native dialect. However, in order to keep the number of participants in the Chinese-speaking 
groups as high as possible, it was decided to retain the data of participants whose native dialect was 
not Mandarin, or who were bilingual in two Chinese dialects. This was considered justifiable on the 
grounds that there is at least some evidence that judgements about quantifier scope are the same in 
non-Mandarin dialects of Chinese as in Mandarin Chinese. For example. informal investigation of the 
Phase 2A test sentences with (non-linguist) native speakers of Cantonese revealed that the) tended to 
reject object-wide scope. In addition, discussion with Cantonese and Taiwanese linguists (Vuet Wah 
Lam, personal communication, July 2002; Nonie Chang, personal communication, June 2004) 
indicates that Wh-QP scope interpretations in those two dialects are as in Mandarin. 
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experiments were not always the same as those in the Wh-QP experiments, details of 
the native control groups are given with the details of each experiment. 
None of the participants in the main study had taken part in any of the pilot-
testing for Phase 1 or Phase 2. Appendix 3 lists all the participants with their age, 
gender, cloze test results (for the native Japanese and L2er participants) and Chinese 
dialect (for the native Chinese-speaking participants). 
5.1.3. Proficiency task 
The discussion of the pilot study (Phase 2A) in the previous chapter highlighted the 
need for a measure of the L2ers' proficiency in Japanese. The method chosen was a 
random doze test. Every 7th word was removed from a passage taken from Nihongo 
Journal (2002).139 A total of 42 blanks was inserted in place of the missing words. 
Participants were required to fill in one word per blank. The scripts were marked on 
an exact-word basis: only the exact word from the original text was accepted as a 
correct answer. 140 The doze test is presented in Appendix 4. 
This method of measuring L2 proficiency has been found to be reliable by 
language testing researchers (Jonz 1990~ Oller 1979) and has been used in other L2 
acquisition studies (e.g., Chen 1996; Montrul 1997; Slabakova 2001). The method 
has also been found to be reliable specifically for L2 Japanese by Shin (1983, 1987, 
cited in Ishida 1992: 160). However, some problems arise when using doze tests for 
Japanese. First, as observed by Ishida (1992: 160), it is not obvious what should be 
considered a "word', since spaces are not used between "words' in written Japanese, 
unlike in languages using the Roman alphabet. Two potential problems in this regard 
are compound nouns, such as ~~~~ denki-seihin "electrical goods', and verbs 
comprising a main verb and an aspectual verb, such as itA;. -r ~ ~ ~ tabete-iru "be 
eating (lit. eating-be),. It was decided that elements such as these would be treated as 
two words in the present cIoze test. This was explained to the participants, and 
illustrated with examples, before beginning the test. 
A further problem arises because of the LIs of the learners in the present 
study. Written Chinese uses many of the same ideographs as Japanese, so L 1 
Chinese-speaking learners of Japanese can use their knowledge of Chinese to guess 
139 Nihongo Journal is a magazine for learners of Japanese. . 
I~O Answers were accepted as correct whether written in kanji (ideographs) or hiragana (phonetiC 
script). 
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at the meanings of ideographs, while English and Korean learners have no such 
means of guessing unknown ideographs. 141 To attempt to neutralise this possible 
advantage for L 1 Chinese-speaking learners of Japanese,jurigana (phonetic 
superscript symbols) were added to all ideographs in the cloze test for which the 
Chinese meaning is the same as the Japanese meaning. It was thought that this would 
enable the English and Korean learners to at least "sound out' the ideograph and 
potentially recognize its meaning from its phonetic value if not from its ideographic 
form. Thus,jurigana were added to, for example, the two-ideograph compound 1J:.A 
because this means "friend' in both Japanese and Chinese. The ideograph ~,on the 
other hand, was not glossed with jurigana, because this ideograph occurs in Chinese 
only in two-ideograph compounds with meanings related to the verbs visit or 
investigate, while in Japanese, the single ideograph occurs in conjunction with verbal 
morphology indicated by phonetic Japanese syllables (e.g., ~9 sagasu), with the 
meaning of "to search for'. Since there is only an indirect correspondence between 
the meaning of ~ in Chinese and its use in Japanese, a learner who does not know 
the meaning in Japanese cannot easily guess it based on L 1 knowledge, whether that 
L 1 is Chinese, Korean or English. 142 While this method does not completely remove 
the reading advantage of L 1 Chinese-speaking learners of Japanese, it was intended 
to at least be a step towards leveling the playing field. 
The cloze test was completed by the L2 Japanese participants described in the 
previous section, as well as by 30 native speakers of Japanese (JJ). 143 The cloze test 
was presented simply as one of the four tasks making up the full task set; it was not 
presented specifically as a proficiency test. A maximum of 30 minutes was allowed 
for completion of the task (including five minutes' explanation time). In practice, the 
JJ participants completed the task within 10-15 minutes, and all learners finished 
141 Ideographs have been used in (South) Korean in the past, but at present they are ~o~ used ~n m?st 
written media. Thus, (South) Koreans currently of university age (the age of the participants In thiS 
study) do not generally have a broad knowledge of ideographs that wou Id help them to guess 
mean ings in a Japanese doze test. 
14:! One might ask why not just addforigana to all of the ideographs in the test. Howe~er, a leamer's 
ability to read and understand Japanese ideographs is one measure of his or her proficiency. If all the 
ideographs were glossed withfurigana, one element of the proficiency task would be lost.. . 
I~.' The JJ participants were university students and final-year high school students, all resident In 
Japan at the time of testing. The age range was 18 to 31, with a mean age of20. 
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well within the 30 minute limit. The scores for each group are presented in Table 
23. 144 
Table 23: Group scores on the cloze test (out of 42) 
lowest highest group 
score score mean 
JJ (n-30) 12 33 22.4 
EJ (n-29) 3 18 9.3 
CJ (n-17) 3 20 11.5 
KJ (n=38) I 29 11.2 
Since 12 out of 42 was the lowest score by a native speaker of Japanese, this score 
was taken as the minimum for a learner to be classed as • advanced'. In other words, 
the 'intermediate' learners in Table 22 in the previous section scored between 1 and 
lIon the cloze test, while the 'advanced' learners scored at least 12. Comparisons, 
by means of independent samples t-tests, of the mean proficiency task scores for 
each intermediate group with the advanced group of the same L 1 confinn that the 
intermediate and advanced groups are significantly different: EJ int (n=20) v. EJ adv 
(n=9), t(27)=-8.53, p<.OOI; CJ int (n=7) v. CJ adv (n=1 0), t( 15)=-5.16, p<.OOI; KJ 
int (n=23) v. KJ adv (n=15), t(l9.53)=-8.06, p<.OOl. 145 See Appendix 4B for full 
statistical details. 
5.2. Main study 1: Qp·QP interpretation 146 
The main QP-QP study uses a modified version of the acceptability judgement task 
developed in Phase 2A (Chapter 4) to investigate quantifier interpretation in doubly-
quantified Japanese sentences such as (186), by intermediate and advanced L2ers 
with three different LIs: English, Chinese and Korean. 
186. Dareka-ga dono hon-mo 
someone-NOM every book-QPt 
'Someone read every book.' 
yonda. 
read 
144 Although some of the learner scores are very low, no learners were excluded fro~ th~ study on the 
basis of their cloze test scores. Instead, distractors in the main studies were used to IdentIfy any 
learners whose proficiency may have been inadequate to the task. (See Sections 5.2 and 5.3.) 
145 'Equal variances not assumed' values are used for the KJ comparison due to significant Levene's 
test result: p<.05. 
146 Some of the results of this main study are reported in Marsden (2004). 
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As already detailed (Chapter 2), a Japanese sentence such as (186) is 
unambiguous, allowing only a subject-wide scope interpretation 'there is some 
person such that that person read every book'. The logic of the present study rests on 
the fact that Chinese and (canonically-ordered SOY) Korean doubly-quantified 
sentences are similarly unambiguous (e.g., Aoun & Li 1993; Kim 1989), whereas 
English additionally allows an object-wide interpretation (i.e., in (186), 'for every 
book, there is some person who read it'). Thus, the L2 acquisition of the scope 
interpretation possibilities of Japanese sentences like (186) represents a different 
problem for learners whose L 1 is Korean or Chinese compared with learners whose 
L 1 is English. For L 1 Korean- and L 1 Chinese-speaking learners of Japanese, under 
Full Transfer/Full Access, the initial interlanguage grammar is target-like (i.e., 
disallows object-wide scope) due to L 1 transfer. However, for L 1 English-speaking 
learners of Japanese, the initial interlanguage grammar allows object-wide scope, as 
in English. Thus it is predicted that L 1 English-speaking learners of Japanese will 
initially allow object-wide scope interpretations of Japanese sentences like (186), 
whereas L 1 Korean- and L 1 Chinese-speaking learners of Japanese will disallow 
object-wide scope from the outset. 
The second prediction, based on Full Transfer/Full Access, is that advanced 
English-speaking learners of Japanese will be able to acquire target-like knowledge 
of the lack of object-wide scope in Japanese sentences like (186), despite the fact that 
acquisition of the relevant facts is a poverty-of-the-stimulus problem for Ll English-
speaking learners of Japanese. Poverty of the stimulus arises because the target 
language input logically cannot contain any direct evidence to motivate induction of 
the lack of object-wide scope: although learners may hear sentences like (186) in 
subj ect -wide contexts, the fact that they do not encounter such a sentence in an 
object-wide context does not rule out the possibility of object-wide interpretations, 
given that the L 1 grammar allows object-wide scope. Full Transfer/Full Access 
predicts that advanced learners may nonetheless be able to acquire native-like 
knowledge of the lack of object-wide scope due to subtle indirect evidence in the 
input triggering the re-setting of UG parameters to create a Japanese-like grammar 
(see Chapter 2). 
Two different types of universal QP-dono N-mo 'every N' and subefe-no N 
. all the N'-are used in the investigation of these two predictions. As already 
discussed, object-wide scope is possible in English when the object quantifier is 
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every (e.g., in Someone read every book), but it tends to be rejected when the object 
quantifier is all (Someone read all the books). In Japanese, Korean, and Chinese, 
object-wide scope is ruled out in canonical [So .. 0 ... ] doubly-quantified sentences 
whatever universal quantifier modifies the object. The experiment aims to find out 
whether this difference in the scopal properties of specific quantifiers in native 
English transfers to the L 1 English-L2 Japanese interlanguage. 
To summarise, L 1 Korean- and L 1 Chinese-speaking learners of Japanese are 
predicted to demonstrate target-like interpretation of Japanese doubly-quantified 
sentences whether the object QP is dono N-mo 'every N' or subete-no N 'all the N', 
whatever the learners' level of Japanese proficiency. L 1 English-speaking learners of 
Japanese, on the other hand, are predicted to initially allow (non-target-like) object-
wide scope in Japanese sentences like (186), with dono N-mo 'every N' as object QP. 
However, when the object QP is subete-no N 'all the N', lower proficiency learners 
are predicted to reject object-wide scope, due to transfer of the properties of all to the 
interlanguage. Higher proficiency L 1 English-speaking learners of Japanese are 
predicted to reject object-wide scope whatever the object QP. These predictions are 
expressed as hypotheses: 
187. QP-QP Hypothesis 1: (Ll = Korean or Chinese) 
Transfer: Lower (and higher) proficiency Korean-speaking and Chinese-
speaking learners will reject non-target-like object-wide scope on Japanese 
[3-NOM V-ACC V] sentences, regardless of the lexical content of the universally 
quantified object. 
188. a. QP-QP Hypothesis 2a (L 1 = English) 
Transfer: Lower proficiency English-speaking learners will allow non-
target-like object-wide scope on Japanese [3-NOM V-ACC V] sentences 
when the universally quantified object is dono N-mo 'every N' but not when 
it is subete no-N 'all the N'. 
b. QP-QP Hypothesis 2b (L 1 = English) . . 
Access: Higher proficiency English-speaking learners WIll reject non-target-
like object-wide scope on Japanese [3-NOM V -ACC V] sentences, regardless 
of the lexical content of the universally quantified object. 
This section is organised as follows. Section 5.2.1 outlines the test design, 
Section 5.2.2, the procedure. The results are presented in Section 5.2.3, and 
discussion of the results with respect to the hypotheses, in Section 5.2.4. 
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5.2.1. Test design 
Ten groups participated in the experimentation: the six L2 Japanese groups detailed 
in Section 5.1.2 (see Table 22); and four native control groups, described in Table 
24. 
Table 24: Native control participants in the QP-QP tasks 
group no. a«Je details 
range mean 
Japanese (JJ) 21 21-57 23 University students in Japan. 
English (EE) 24 18-24 18 University students in UK. 
Chinese (CC) 24 20-36 25 University students resident in UK. 
Korean (KK) 26 21-27 22 University students in Korea. 
The native control participants had all had exposure to languages other than their 
native language through pre-university and (in most cases) university education in 
their home countries. However, none of the Japanese, English or Korean participants 
were bilingual from early childhood, and none had lived outside their home 
countries. The mean length of residence in the UK for the native Chinese group was 
15 months (range: 2 months-12 years). Twenty-two of the 24 native Chinese 
participants gave Mandarin or a variant of Mandarin as their native dialect or their 
dominant dialect if bilingual in more than one Chinese dialect. One Chinese 
participant was a native Cantonese speaker, and one a native Taiwanese speaker.147 
(See Section 5.1.2 for comments on the treatment of Chinese dialects.) 
The test instrument was an adapted version of the picture-based acceptability 
judgement task used in Phase 2A. Four repeated measures variables (189-192) were 
manipulated in the task. In addition to the group variable, the variables of object QP 
(189) and scope (190) are of key importance to the hypotheses given above (see 
(187-188)): 
189. Variable 1: object QP 
dono N-mo 'every N' v. subete-no N 'all the N' 
190. Variable 2: scope 
subject-wide scope v. object-wide scope 
In addition, the variables of subject QP and scrambling were also manipulated: 
147 Neither produced response patterns that stood out from the native Mandarin-speaking participants' 
response patterns. 
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191. Variable 3: subject QP 
dareka 'someone' v. a numerically quantified noun (NumP) 
192. Variable 4: scrambling 
canonical word order (SOV) v. scrambled word order (OSV) 
The subject QP variable was investigated in Phase 2A and found to produce no 
significant main effect or interaction effect. Thus, an option for simplifying the test 
design would have been to keep the subject QP constant across all test sentences. 
However, since it had not been possible to pilot the test with native Chinese- and 
Korean-speaking learners of Japanese or with native Korean or native Chinese 
speakers, it was decided to retain both subject QP types just in case one or other of 
them proved problematic in the unpiloted groups. The scrambling variable was 
reintroduced (having been investigated in Phase 1) in order to discover whether 
learners of Japanese differentiate between canonical and scrambled Japanese 
sentences in the same way as native Japanese speakers do. The expected native 
Japanese judgements for subject-wide (S>O) and object-wide (O>S) scope on 
canonical (SOV) and scrambled (OSV) sentences are schematised in (193). 
193. a. word order = SOY, scope = S>O: 
b. word order = SOY, scope = O>S: 
c. word order = OSV, scope = S>O: 





Supposing that a learner rejects object-wide scope in canonical sentences (193b), as 
in native Japanese, but also rejects object-wide scope in scrambled sentences (193d). 
This could indicate a tendency to always reject object-wide scope. Alternatively, a 
learner might correctly reject object-wide scope in canonical sentences (193b), but 
also reject subject-wide scope in scrambled sentences (193c). This could indicate a 
tendency to always reject inverse scope. Thus, if learners who correctly reject object-
wide scope on canonical SOY QP-QP sentences also accept both subject-wide and 
object-wide scope on scrambled QP-QP sentences, this would provide stronger 
evidence of a native-like interlanguage grammar than rejection of object-wide scope 
in canonical sentences alone. 
Twelve test types were created, as shown and exemplified in Table 25. 
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Table 25: Test types, QP-QP experiment 
type variables example 
subject object word scope 
QP QP order 
la S>O 
Dareka-ga dono neko-mo nadeta. 
SOY someone-NOM every cat-Qpt stroked lb O>S 
dono-N rno 'Someone stroked every cat. ' 
Ie 'every N' S>O 
dareka Dono neko-mo dareka-ga nadeta. 
OSY 
ld 'someone' every cat-Qpt someone-NOM stroked O>S 
'Someone stroked every cat. (scrambled)' 
2a S>O 
subete-no N Dareka-ga subete-no suutukeesu-o hakonda. 
2b 'all the N' 
SOY someone-NOM all-GEN suitcase-ACc carried 
O>S 
'Someone carried all the suitcases.' 
3a S>O Sannin-no onnanoko-ga dono tako-mo ageta. 
SOY 
3b O>S 
three-GEN girl-NOM every kite-Qpt flew 
dono-N rno 
'Three girls flew every kite. ' 
3c 'every N' S>O Dono tako-mo sannin-no onnanoko-ga ageta. 
3d 
NumP OSY every kite-Qpt three-GEN girl-NOM flew O>S 
'Three girls flew every kite. (scrambled)' 
4a S>O 
subete-no N 
Hutari-no OIlIBlOko-ga subete-no mado-o aratta. 
4b 'all the N' 
SOY O>S 
two-GEN girl-NoM all-GEN window-ACC washed 
'Two girls washed all the windows. ' 
Types 1 a-b, 2a-b, 3a-b, and 4a-b are the same as the types used in Phase 2A. Types 
1 c-d and 3c-d are scrambled variants of 1 a-b and 3a-b. Scrambled variants of 2a-b 
and 4a-b (the types with subete-no N 'all the N' as object QP) were not created due 
to concern that the test would be too long. 
As in the pilot-testing, the scope variable was manipulated by means of a 
picture context for each sentence. To exemplify, the subject-wide and object-wide 
pictures for the Types 3a-d sentences in Table 25 are shown below (the kites in each 
picture were differentiated by colour): 
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b. O>S scope context (3b & 3d): 
Five test tokens were created for each type. Using five tokens instead of four 
(as in Phase 2A), the consistency of an individual participant's responses on a 
particular type can be measured slightly more strictly. For example, the criterion for 
'consistent rejection' of a test type can be set at 80% (at least four tokens out of five 
with a 'rejection' rating) instead of the 75% (at least three tokens out of four with a 
'rejection' rating) used in Phase 2A. This was intended to increase the validity of 
analyses of individual consistency. 
The test battery was divided into two sets. Set I (,QP-QP Task I ') contained 
the sentences for Types la-b, 3c-d and 4a-b. Set 2 ('QP-QP Task 2') contained the 
sentences for Types lc-d, 2a-b and 3a-b. Thus each task included 30 test items. 
Fourteen distractors were added to each test set. It was considered that 14 distractors 
were enough, because the different test types within each task also provide a certain 
amount of distraction from each other. As in Phase 2A, the distractor items were 
designed to blend in with the test items. Their structure was either [SOV.PAST] or 
[OSV.PAST]. Every distractor item contained at least one quantified NP. The 
distractor items used the same pictures in both QP-QP Task I and QP-QP Task 2. 
F our of them also had the same sentence in the two tasks. The remaining 10 had 
different sentences in each task. The difference lay in the word order: if a canonical 
word order was used in QP-QP Task 1, the scrambled word order was used in QP-QP 
Task 2. An example is given in (195), where (195a) shows the canonical word order 
and (195b) the scrambled word order. 
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h---~~I'---- 1 
I I' '=--r2-' \ I 
I· R 1/.: .~--~)! 
i! !I~~I' !~ __ ~ ~~ 




Keisatukan-ga hutari-no dorobou-o mita 
police officer-NoM tWO.GEN thief-ACC saw 
, A policeman saw two thieves.' 
b. QP-QP Task 2, Distractor DOl: 
'-------n-------·--l /'y---~---
li)- ~~i - I ~ \'1' ---......... I Ii, ,~ ~f!J'~'--' ' " Ill.. ~ '" i ; fl.j ~ ,i.___ _j\-~ 
I ~-- ~ '--it ~ 
I 
Hutari-no dorobou-o keisatukan-ga mita 
tWO.GEN thief-Acc police officer-NoM saw 
'A policeman saw two thieves. (scrambled)' 
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Five of the 10 distractors that differed between the two tasks had a canonical (SOY) 
word order and five had a scrambled (OSY) word order in each task. All 14 
distractor items in each task were intended to be unambiguous: in seven of them the 
picture matched the sentence, and in the other seven, the picture and sentence did not 
match. The full Japanese test battery is presented in Appendix SA. 
The first and last item of each task was a distractor. The remaining 12 
distractors and the 30 test items were mixed randomly to form 'Order l' of each task. 
'Order 2' was the reverse of Order 1. Some participants completed Order 1 for each 
task, others Order 2. This was intended to minimise any potential effect of the order 
in which the test items appeared. 148 
148 Conditions at the institutions where the tasks were conducted sometimes dictated that all 
participants take the tests at one time, thus only one test order could be used. This happened for the 
native Korean and Chinese groups, and for the native Japanese group on QP-QP Task I. although both 
orders were used with the native Japanese group on QP-QP Task 2. 
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English, Chinese and Korean test batteries were also created, in order to 
collect native control data. The English and Chinese test batteries did not include the 
scrambled sentence types (Types Ic, Id, 3c and 3d) because these two languages do 
not have scrambling. The test design for these two languages is presented and 
exemplified in Table 26. (The English translations of the Chinese illustrate the 
design used for the English version of the task.) 
Table 26: Test types for Chinese and English versions of QP-QP experiment 
type variable example 
subject QP object QP scope 
la S>O 
mei-C'L N Mouren fumole mei-zhi mao. 
Ib 'every N' O>S 
someone stroked every-CL cat 
mouren 
'Someone stroked every cat.' 
2a 'someone' S>O 
suoyoude N Mouren xiedaile suoyoude xinglixiang. 
2b 'all the N' O>S 
someone carried all suitcase 
'Someone carried all the suitcases.' 
3a S>O 
mei-C'L N San-ge nuhai fangle mei-zhi fengzheng. 
3b 'every N' O>S 
three-CL girl flew every-CL kite 




Liang-ge nuhai gingxile suoyoude chuanghu. 
4b 'all the N' O>S 
two-CL girl washed all window 
'Two girls washed all the windows.' 
As is evident from Table 26, the Chinese QP mei-CL N is used in the present task as 
the equivalent of English every N, and Chinese suoyoude N is used as the equivalent 
of all the N. This follows Lee, Yip & Wang (I999a, 1999b). However, as noted in 
Chapter 2 with respect to Japanese dono N-mo 'every N' and subete-no N 'all the N', 
the English translations of these QPs are approximations that are not intended to 
imply exact semantic correspondence. QP-QP Task 1 in Chinese and English 
contained Types 1 a-b and 4a-b from Table 26, as well as translations of the 14 
distractor items used in the Japanese version of QP-QP Task 1. QP-QP Task 2 in 
Chinese and English contained Types 2a-b and 3a-b from Table 26 as well as 
translations of the 14 distractor items used in the Japanese version of QP-QP Task 2. 
The distractors with a scrambled word order in Japanese were usually passi\'ized in 
the English and Chinese tasks. The full Chinese and English test battery is presented 
in Appendix 5B. 
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The Korean QP-QP task design also differed from the Japanese design 
because only one type of object QP was investigated' motun N who h . t' II 
. ,IC IS syn actIca v 
and semantically closer to Japanese subete-no N "all the N' th t J A • 
an 0 apanese uono X-
, N' 149 Fl' 
mo every . or examp e, whIle dono N-mo 'every N' cannot c-command a It'h-
phrase, as shown in (196), subete-no Nand motun N produce no such 
ungrammaticality effect, as illustrated in (197) and (198) (examples adapted from 
Tomioka 2004). 
196. ??Dono gakusei-mo nam-o 
every student-QPt what-ACC 
'What did every student read?' 
197. Subete-no gakusei-ga nani-o 
all-GEN student-NoM what-ACC 









198. Motun haksayng-i mues-ul ilkess ni? 
all student-NOM what-Ace read Q 
'What did all the students read?' 
In addition, motun N tends to have a collective interpretation rather than a 
distributive interpretation (Kook-Hee Gill, personal communication, March 2004), 
just like Japanese subete-no N (see Chapter 2) and English all the N. Therefore, 
motun N is translated as 'all the N', although, as with other translations of 
quantifiers, this is not intended to indicate exact semantic correspondence of Korean 
motun N with English all the N. 
The Korean test design is given in Table 27. The Korean test types are 
labeled 'K 1 a', 'K 1 b', etc., instead of' 1 a', '1 b', etc., because they do not correspond 
exactly to any of the test sentences in the Japanese, Chinese and English versions of 
the test. For example, the design of Type KIa corresponds to the design of the 
Japanese (and Chinese and English) Type 2a (i.e., subject QP = 'someone', object 
QP = 'all the N', scope = S>O), but the vocabulary used in the Korean Type KIa 
149 Korean also has the universal QP enu N-Io 'every N', which is morphologically, syntactical I) and 
semantically equivalent to Japanese dono N-mo. Enu N-Io was not included in the Korean version of 
the experimentation due to insufficient knowledge of this QP at the t.ime of having the opportunity to 
work with native Korean test participants. To gain at least pre-experimental data on enu ,\-10, Korean 
versions of Types I a-b and 3a-b were created (with enu N-Io as the object QP) and presented to two 
native Korean linguists. They reported that object-wide scope was unacceptable, as e~pected . 
following the theoretical literature. (Beck & Kim (1997: 374) discuss one example With enu :\-10 
'every N' as object QP; other sources, such as Kim 1989, discuss onl) nwukwuna 'e\t~r)one .) 
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tokens was the same as the vocabulary used in Japanese TIC ype a. onsequently, the 
results for the native Korean QP-QP task are not compa d d' 1 . h re Irect Y WIt the other 
native results in Sections 5.2.3.2-3; they are presented separately in Section 5.2.3.4. 
Table 27: Test types for Korean version of QP QP . 
- experiment 
type variable example 
subject QP word scope 
order 
KIa S>O 
Nwukwunka-ka motun koyangi-Iul ssutatumessta. 
SOY 
Klb O>S someone-NOM all cat-ACC stroked 
nwukwunka 'Someone stroked all the cats.' 
Klc 'someone' S>O 
Motun koyangi-Iul nwukwunka-ka ssutatumessta. 
KId 
OSY all cat-ACC someone-NOM stroked O>S 
'Someone stroked all the cats. (scrambled), 
K2a S>O Sey-myeng-uy sonya-ka motun yen-ul nallessta. 
SOY 
K2b O>S 
three-CL-GEN girl-NOM all kite-ACC flew 
'Three girls flew all the kites.' 
NumP 
K2c S>O Motun yen-ul sey-myeng-uy sonya-ka nallessta. 
OSY 
K2d O>S 
all kite-ACC three-CL-GEN girl-NoM flew 
'Three girls flew all the kites. (scrambled)' 
QP-QP Task 1 in Korean contained Types KIa-b, K2c-d from Table 27, as well as 
translations of the 14 distractor items used in the Japanese version of QP-QP Task 1. 
QP_QP Task 2 in Korean contained Types KIc-d, K2a-b from Table 27 as well as 
translations of the 14 distractor items used in the Japanese version of QP-QP Task 2. 
The full Korean test battery is presented in Appendix 5C. 
5.2.2. Procedure 
The pictures and their corresponding sentences were projected onto an overhead 
projector screen. Each picture was presented without the sentence for 10 seconds, 
then the sentence was shown in written form underneath the picture for a further 15 
seconds. At the same time as the sentence was revealed, it was also presented 
aurally, using an audio tape recorded by a native speaker of the language of the test. 
Participants were asked to judge how well each picture matched the corresponding 
sentence by selecting one of four numerical ratings, -2. -1, +1. +2, or a 'can't 
decide' option. It was explained that the negative ratings '-2' and . -1 . indicated 
degrees of rejection of the picture-sentence match, and the positi\"e ratings indicated 
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d f 150 egrees 0 acceptance. The scale on the answer sheet is illustrated in (199). (The 
complete answer sheet is given in Appendix 5D in English and Appendix 5E in 
Japanese.) 
199. Answer sheet layout/or QP-QP Tasks J and 2: 
(Does the sentence match the picture?) 
No, definitely Yes, Can't decide 
not perfectly 
1 -2 -1 +1 +2 x 
2 -2 -1 +1 +2 x 
V,'/, "/ ,"v' ,",/.'v· "v/ v" ",/ , . , ' . , ..", . " . '-, v 'v 
The four-point scale contrasts with the five-point scale (-2, -1, 0, + 1, +2) 
used in Phase 2A. As noted in the previous chapter, the '0' response on the five-point 
scale is ambiguous: it is unclear whether participants select '0' because they believe 
the picture-sentence match is as acceptable as it is unacceptable, or because they do 
not know how to judge the picture-sentence match. With the four-point scale used in 
the present study, the participants did not have the option of judging a picture-
sentence match equally acceptable and unacceptable. However, it was decided that 
omission of this option would not be problematic because the rate of selection of '0' 
in Phase 2A had been very low (3.19% of all responses), and at least some of these 
were likely to have been intended to convey a 'can't decide' response. The four-point 
scale with a 'can't decide' option was considered, overall, to be clearer for 
participants than the five-point scale. lSI 
Instructions on how to do the test were given on the test sheet and were also 
explained orally. The instructions included six example test items, shown in (200).152 
150 It was determined in the development stages (Chapter 4) that the use ofa negative-positive scale 
was more appropriate to judgements about scope interpretation, which may sometimes be vague, than 
a scale allowing only a binary choice between 'acceptable' and 'not acceptable'. 
151 The four-point scale could have been expressed as a scale of 0, 1,2,3. This would have the 
advantage of an equal difference of one point between each point on the scale, whereas the scale used 
has a difference of two points between -I and +1 and one point between -2 and -I. and +1 and +2. 
The 0-3 scale was not adopted, however, because of comments from participants in Phase 2A about 
the user-friendliness of the association of negative numbers on the rating scale with picture-sentence 
mismatches and positive numbers with picture-sentence matches. For the analysis, the scale - 2. -I. 
+ I, +2 is transformed to 0, 1,2,3 (see Section 5.2.3). . 
152 For convenience. an English translation of the Japanese text in the picture for Example I (200a). IS 
included underneath the picture. In the actual demonstration of the examples, there w~ no tra~slatlon. 
English, Chinese and Korean versions ofthe examples in (200) were used for the English. Chmese 
and Korean QP-QP tasks. 
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b. Example 2: 
Dono ki-mo taka-katta 
Every tree-Qpt tall-PAST. 






Sentence for examples 3-1: 
Hutari-no otoko-ga onazi nekutai-o sita. 
two-GEN man-NOM same necktie-ACC wore. 
'The two men wore the same necktie.' 
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e. Example 5: f. Example 6: 
Sentence for examples 5-6: 
Onazi san-biki-no neko-ga sorezore-no kussyon-no ue ni neta. 
same three-CL-GEN cat-NOM each-GEN cushion-GEN top on slept 
'The same three cats slept on each cushion.' 
As in the pilot-test stages, the examples were presented one by one with time for 
participants to select a rating, then ask questions or discuss the rating between each 
example. The broad aim was to introduce participants to the rating scale. In addition, 
the examples were designed to prepare the participants for the types of sentences to 
be encountered in the actual task. Thus, all the example sentences are in the past 
tense, just like the real test items. As in Phase 2A, participants were instructed to 
think of each picture-sentence pair as referring to events that occurred 'yesterday'. 
The specific aim of each example was as follows. 153 Example (1) in (200a) was 
designed to introduce participants to the idea that the existential dareka 'someone' 
might indicate a person illustrated in the picture. The purpose of Example 2 was to 
exemplify a sentence using dono N-mo 'every N', and to point out that participants 
should always think of 'every' within the context of the picture, not within the 
context of the whole world. Examples 3 and 4 (200c-d) were intended to prepare 
participants for encountering the same sentence with different picture contexts. 
Example 4 shows how the interpretation of a picture can be unexpected but 
nonetheless possible. Examples 5 and 6 (200e-f) were intended to illustrate the 
153 The examples are very similar to those used in Phase 2A. Only Example I is brand new. In 
Example 2 the adjective is /aka- 'tall' instead of ooki- 'big', because some Phase 2A participants. had 
wondered whether the trees could really be described as 'big' due to their slenderness. The wordmg of 
Examples 5 and 6 is also slightly amended. 
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importance of looking carefully at the details of the pictures and noticing, as in 
Example 5, that the three cats are the same in each section of the picture; or. as in 
Example 6, that nine different cats are illustrated. As in the pilot tests, it was stressed 
that there was no 'right' or 'wrong' rating, and participants should respond according 
to their intuitions. Finally, it was pointed out that all the sentences were 
grammatically correct, so the task was not about identifying grammar errors. 
5.2.3. Results 
This section presents details of the distractor results first (Section 5.2.3.1), since 
these were used to determine whether any participants' data should be excluded from 
the analysis. Section 5.2.3.2 presents the results for the non-scrambled test sentences 
in Japanese, English, Chinese and L2 Japanese; Section 5.2.3.3 presents the results 
for the scrambled test sentences in Japanese and L2 Japanese; and Section 5.2.3.4 
presents the results for the Korean version of the task. 
The data were coded using Excel. For the analysis, the rating scale of" -2, -1, 
+1, +2' was transformed to '0,1,2,3' (see footnote 151). The transfonned scale is 
used throughout this section, with numbers from the original scale given in brackets, 
where relevant. For example, 'a rating ofO (-2)' means, "a rating coded as ° for the 
analysis but which was -2 on the actual rating scale'. Responses of 'can't decide' 
were treated as missing answers and excluded from the main analysis. 154 However, in 
154 The number of ' can't decide' responses and the number of missing (or illegible) responses were 
low in the data retained for analysis in Sections 5.2.3.2--4, as shown in Table I. 
Table I: Number of ' can't decide' and missing responses by participant group 
no. of responses total no.ofresp~nses total 
'can't miSSing possiblea 'can't missing possiblea 
decide' decide' 
JJ (n=20J 4 I 1200 EJ int (n-18) 8 I 1080 
EE (n=24) 5 0 960 EJ adv (n-9) 0 0 540 
CC (n=20) I I 800 CJ intin-6) 0 3 360 
KK (n=22) 2 0 880 CJ adv (n-9) 0 1 540 
KJ int (n=20) 6 4 1200 
KJ adv (n-15) 0 0 900 
a 'Total possible' = no. participants x no. test items on QP-QP Tasks I and 2 (60 for Japanese version 
of tasks; 40 for English, Chinese and Korean versions of tasks) 
One indi vidual in the intermed iate EJ group selected' can't decide' four times (one Type I ~ to~~n. one 
Type 3c token, and two Type 4a tokens). The other instances of ' can't decide.' ,:ere due to I~dlvlduals 
selecting this response option once or twice. There were no more than two missing answers In an) 
individual's response set. 
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the analysis of the distractor items, 'can't decide' responses were counted as 
incorrect answers. 
The ratings for the five tokens for each test type were averaged for each 
participant. On the transfonned scale, mean ratings of below 1.5 are considered to 
indicate rejection of that test type, and mean ratings of above 1.5, acceptance (since. 
on the original scale, -2 and -1 indicated rejection, and +2 and + 1, acceptance). 
Group means were computed and analysed using the statistics package SPSS. All 
statistical details are presented in Appendix 5F. 
5.2.3.1. Distractor items 
The responses to the distractor items were examined first, in order to find out 
whether to exclude any participants' data from the analysis due to possible lack of 
understanding of the task. The native Japanese mean ratings and standard deviations 
for the distractor items are presented in Table 28 (QP-QP Task 1) and Table 29 (QP_ 
QP Task 2). (Distractors DIO, Dll, D12 and 013 were the same in both tasks. The 
other distractor items were different in each task, as explained in Section 5.2.2.) 
Table 28: Native Japanese ratings on QP-QP Task 1 distractor items «1.5 = 
'unacceptable'; -> 1.5 = 'acceptable') 
001 002 003 004 005 006 007 008 009 010 011 012 013 
Mean 3 1.6 2.52 2.86 2.71 0.55 0.14 2.86 0.1 0.05 0.1 2.14 2.57 
SO 0 1.27 0.81 0.36 0.46 0.89 0.48 0.48 0.3 0.22 0.3 0.85 0.81 
Table 29: Native Japanese ratings on QP-QP Task 2 distractor items «1.5 = 
'unacceptable'; >1.5 = 'acceptable') 
001 002 003 004 005 006 007 008 009 010 011 012 013 
Mean 2.95 0.8\ 2.33 2.86 2.57 0.35 0.24 2.95 0.14 0.05 0.1 2.43 2.62 







All the distractors were intended to be unambiguous, so mean ratings were 
expected to be close to 0 (-2), indicating rejection of the picture-sentence match, or 
close to 3 (+2), indicating acceptance of the picture-sentence match. Oistractors with 
a mean rating of between I (-1) and 2 (+ 1) and a standard deviation greater than 1 
were considered to be potentially unreliable. Only item 002 in QP-QP Task I (Table 
28) falls into this category (mean = 1.6, SO = 1.27). In fact. this is the scrambled 
version of one of the unreliable distractors in Phase 2A (Oistractor 006. discussed in 
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in Chapter 4). The canonical version (i.e., the ~xact same item as used in Phase 2A) 
was used as item D02 in QP-QP Task 2, and Table 29 shows it had a mean rating of 
close to 1 (0.81) and a high standard deviation (1.08). The relevant sentence is given 
in (201) in the canonical word order. 
201. Keisatukan-ga hutari-tomo dorobou-o mita. 
police officer-NoM both thief-Acc saw 
AMBIGUOUS: 'Both police officers saw the thieves.' 
'The police officer(s) saw both thieves.' 
This item was included in the main study by error. Since it had already been found to 
be unreliable in Phase 2A, due to genuine ambiguity, responses to item D02 in QP_ 
QP Tasks 1 and 2 were ignored when considering participants' performance on the 
distractor items. All the remaining distractors in both tasks were considered reliable. 
The criterion for inclusion of a participant's data in the analysis was set at a 
minimum of 23 correct distractor answers out of the total of 26 (across both tasks) 
with no more than two incorrect answers on either Task 1 or Task 2. 'Correcr is 
defined as a rating of 0 (-2) or 1 (-1) on distractors where the picture did not match 
the sentence (D06, D07, D09, DIO, Dl1 and D14 in both tasks), and 2 (+1) or 3 (+2) 
on distractors where the picture matched the sentence (DOl, D03, D04, D05, 008, 
D12 and D13 in both tasks). By this criterion, the data of one native Japanese 
participant were excluded from the analysis. Among the learner groups, incorrect 
distractor responses led to the exclusion of the data of two participants in the 
intermediate EJ group, one from the intermediate CJ group, one in the advanced CJ 
group, and two in the intermediate Korean group. A further intermediate KJ 
participant was excluded due to a spoiled answer sheet. The resulting group sizes for 
the analysis were: native Japanese, 20; intermediate EJ, 18; advanced EJ. 9; 
intermediate CJ, 6; advanced CJ, 9; intermediate KJ, 20; advanced KJ. 15. 
Some unreliable distractors were also identified in the English. Chinese and 
Korean versions of the QP-QP tasks: one in the English version, four in the Chinese 
version and two in the Korean version. 155 These items were ignored when 
155 The unreliable items were as follows: in English, item 006 in Task I (mean = 1.21, SO = 1.02); in 
Chinese, item 004 in Task I (mean = 1.50, SO = 1.18) and Task 2 (mean = 1.88, S~ = 1.12), ~d item 
006 in Task I (mean = 1.21, SO = 1.14) and Task 2 (mean = 0.96, SD = 1.00); and In Korean, Item 
D04 in Task I (mean = 1.50, SO = 0.99) and Task 2 (mean = 1.50, SO = 1.10). Comments ~n the. 
reasons for the lack of consensus in judgements about these items appear with the relevant Items In 
Appendices 58 (Chinese and English) and 5C (Korean). 
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considering whether any of the control participants' data should be excluded due to 
incorrect distractor responses. Thus there were 27 distractors remaining for 
consideration in the native English data, 24 in the native Chinese data, and 26 in the 
native Korean data. In English and Korean, the criterion for inclusion of a 
participant's data in the analysis was the same as in the Japanese task: a minimum of 
23 correct distractor answers (out of27 in English, 26 in Korean) with no more than 
two incorrect answers on either Task 1 or Task 2. In Chinese, the criterion for 
inclusion was set at a minimum of 22 correct distractor answers out of 24, with no 
more than one incorrect answer on either Task 1 or Task 2. On this basis, four native 
Chinese and four native Korean participants were excluded. There were no 
exclusions from the native English data. The resulting sizes of the control groups 
. 
were: native English, 24; native Chines~, 20; native Korean, 22. 
5.2.3.2. Results for non-scrambled QP-QP sentences in native Japanese, English 
and Chinese, and L2 Japanese 
The mean ratings and standard deviations for Types la-b, 2a-b, 3a-b and 4a-b (the 
non-scrambled test types) are presented in Table 30. 156 
156 Prior to calculation of the group means, the native Japanese mean .scores were checked for each test 
item in order to find out whether any test item had an anomalously hIgh or low value and was . 
therefore potentially unreliable. On the subject-wide scope items (Types I a, 2a, 3a and 4a), whIch 
were expected to be acceptable and thus yield mean scores close to 3 (+2), the lowest mean sc?re was 
I 80 on item I.la. All other mean scores on these four types were above ~.2. Thus, all the subJect-
~ide scope items except item 1.la were highly acceptable, as ex~e~ted. Stn~e the mean score ~f 1.8? 
~ ·t mIla also indicates acceptance of this item, even though It IS only sltghtly abov~ the m.ld-pomt 
or I e f I'S the subiect-wide scope items were considered to be unproblematic. The object-wIde 
score 0 ., J • h ,t 'd to be 
sco e items (Types I b, 2b, 3b and 4b) were also unproblematIc: t ey were expec c 
p table and thus yield mean scores close to 0 (-2). In fact, the highest mean score ,:as 1.00 on ~nacc4e4Pb thus all obiect-wide scope items clearly fell into the category of' unacceptable . Item . , J 
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Table 30: Me,an ratings and standard deviations for Types la-b, 2a-b, 3a-b and 
4a-b «1.S - unacceptable'; >1.S = "acceptable') 
Group Type 1aa Type 1ba Type 2ab Type 2bb Type 3ac Type 3bC Type 4ad Type 4bd 
(S>O) (O>S) (S>O) (O>S) (S>O) (O>S) (S>O) (O>S) 
Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean 
(SO) (SO) (SO) (SO) (SO) (SO) (SO) (SO) 
JJ 2.26 0.69 2.54 0.60 2.86 0.70 2.70 0.73 (n=20) (0.70) (0.72) (0.54) (0.54) (0.27) (0.62) (0.31) (0.66) 
EJ int 2.74 1.61 2.88 1.76 2.81 1.92 2.80 1.32 
(n=18) (0.28) (0.63) (0.16) (0.67) (0.27) (0.77) (0.29) (0.71) 
EJ adv 2.82 1.38 2.98 1.16 2.93 1.31 2.96 1.04 
(n=9) (0.39) (1 .12) (0.07) (0.88) (0.14) (1.02) (0.09) (0.82) 
CJ int 2.07 1.19 2.07 0.60 2.17 0.90 2.00 0.63 
(n=6) (0.98) (0.77) (1.04) (0.55) (0.85) (0.60) (0.98) (0.61) 
CJ adv 2.87 1.07 2.82 0.71 2.89 0.82 2.89 0.82 
(n=9) (0.17) (0.78) (0.37) (0.44) (0.20) (0.53) (0.20) (0.60) 
KJint 2.58 1.24 2.66 0.79 2.59 0.92 2.72 0.70 
(n=20) (0.45) (0.71) (0.41 ) (0.70) (0.49) (0.58) (0.46) (0.66) 
KJ adv 2.60 0.64 2.92 0.51 2.85 0.75 2.88 0.41 
(n=15) (0.35) (0.71) (0.22) (0.39) (0.22) (0.59) (0.20) (0.45) 
EE 2.68 1.96 2.98 0.93 2.91 1.74 2.95 0.85 
(n=24) (0.36) (0.73) (0.68) (0.67) (0.14) (0.94) (0.11 ) (0.63) 
CC 2.26 0.27 2.60 0.41 2.36 0.45 2.22 0.43 
(n=20) (0.49) (0.33) (0.69) (0.33) (0.75) (0.55) (0.61) (0.46) 
a Types 1 a-b: subject = darekalmourenlsomeone; object = dono N-molmei-CL Nlevery N 
b Types 2a-b: subject = darekalmourenlsomeone; object = subete-no Nisuoyoude Niall the N 
c Types 3a-b: subject = NumP; object = dono N-molmei-CL NI every N 
d Types 4a-b: subject = NumP; object = subete-no Nisuoyoude Niall the N 
A repeated measures ANOV A (subject QP x object QP x scope x group) run 
on the data yields a number of significant effects. 157 The main effects of object QP 
(F(l,132) = 23.10,p<.001), scope (F(l,132) = 827.1S,p<.001), and group (F(8,132) 
= lS.61,p<.001) are significant. The subject QP variable does not have a significant 
main effect (F(l,132) = .01,p=.911), although some of its interactions are significant 
with probabilities of just below .OS: subject QP x object QP, F(8,132) = 3.94.p<.05; 
subject QP x scope, F(8,132) = 4.39,p<.05; subject QP x object QP x group, 
F(8,132) = 2.37,p<.OS. Interactions of the other variables are highly significant: 
object QP x group, F(8,132) = 7.11,p<.001; object QP x scope, F(8,132) = 50.77. 
p<.OOl: scope x group, F(8,132) = 4.SS,p<.OOl; object QP x scope x group, 
F(8,132) = 7.72,p<.OO1. 
157 See Appendix 5F for full details. Levene's test for homogeneity yielded significant results (p>.05) 
for Types 1 a. 1 b, 2a, 3a and 4a. Thus homogeneity of variance cannot be assumed a~ross all the data. 
Consequently, F-ratios andp-values may not be as reliable as if homogeneity ofvan.ance were . 
assured. Games-Howell tests are used for post hoc between-group analyses, since thiS procedure IS 
more accurate when sample sizes and population variances are unequal (Field 2000: 276). 
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The sources of the key significant effects are generally clear from the data in 
Table 30. First, the significant effect of scope must arise from the fact that mean 
ratings on the linear scope test types (Types 1 a, 2a, 3a and 4a) are all at least 2.00 or 
higher, whereas mean ratings on the inverse scope test types (Types 1 b. 2b, 3b and 
4b) range from 0.27 to 1.96. In other words, linear scope interpretations of the test 
sentences were acceptable to all groups; however, on the inverse scope test 
sentences, acceptability varied by group and by object QP .158 This variation can be 
seen clearly in Figure 2, which illustrates the mean ratings on the inverse scope test 
types. 
158 ft d· ussion in this section refers onl) to the inverse (O>S) scope test items. Herea er. ISC 
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Figure 2: Mean ratings for object-wide scope on SOY QP-QP sentences 
«1.5 = 'unacceptable'; >1,5 = 'acceptable') 
Legend: 
JJ EJ int EJ adv CJ int CJ adv KJ int KJ adv 
Type I b: subject = darekalmourenlsomeone; object = dono N-molmei-CL Nlevery N 
Type 2b: subject = darekalmourenlsomeone; object = subete-no Nisuoyoude Niall/he N 
Type 3b: subject = NumP; object = dono N-molmei-CL NI every N 
Type 4b: subject = NumP; object = subete-no Nisuoyoude Niall the N 
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From the charts in Figure 2, it is clear that inverse scope interpretations are 
considerably more acceptable to some groups than others. This contributes to the 
significant main effect of group. Considering the native control groups first, the 
native English group stands out as having high mean ratings on Types 1 b (1.96) and 
3b (1.74), indicating that inverse scope is acceptable when the object QP is every N. 
However, on Types 2b and 4b (object QP = all the N), the native English ratings are 
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0.93 and 0.85, respectively, indicating that inverse scope is not acceptable. In native 
Japanese and native Chinese, inverse scope is not acceptable on any of the four 
types, with mean ratings no higher than 0.73 (1J, Type 4b). On Types 1 band 3b, the 
contrasts between the native English mean ratings and the native Japanese and 
Chinese ratings are significant (p<.01 on Games Howell post hoc tests). The high 
mean ratings by the native English group when every is the object quantifier must 
contribute to the significant main effect of object QP, as well as the significant 
interaction between object QP and group. All the patterns found in the native control 
data are as expected, following the quantification literature. 
Moving on to the learner groups, all groups appear to reject inverse scope 
(i.e., ratings are below 1.5) except for the intermediate EJ group, which has mean 
ratings indicating acceptance on Types 1 b (1.61), 2b (1.76), and 3b (1.92). Games-
Howell post hoc tests reveal a number of interesting significant differences between 
these ratings and the ratings of (i) the native Japanese group, and (ii) the intermediate 
CJ and KJ groups. 159 The significant differences occur between intermediate EJ 
ratings and the native Japanese ratings on Types 1 b, 2b and 3b (p<.0 1); between the 
intermediate EJ and the intermediate KJ ratings on Types 2b and 3b (p<.01); and 
between the intermediate EJ and the intermediate CJ ratings on Type 2b (p<.05). 
These between-group differences also contribute to significant effects of group. 
None of the mean ratings of the other learner groups differ significantly from the 
native Japanese ratings on any of the inverse scope test types. Nor are there any 
significant between-learner-group differences that do not involve the intermediate EJ 
group. However, the mean ratings of all the learner groups are slightly higher than 
the native Japanese ratings in some cases. In particular, all the learner groups except 
the advanced KJ group have mean ratings of over 1.0 on Type 1 b, while the native 
Japanese group rating for this type is 0.69; and on Types 2b and 3b the advanced EJ 
group has mean ratings of over 1.0. 
To summarise, subject-wide scope is judged acceptable by all groups on all 
the relevant test types. Object-wide scope is judged unacceptable in native Japanese 
and Chinese on all the relevant test types. However, in native English, object-wide 
159 Significant differences also occur between the intermediate EJ ratings and the advanced CJ and KJ 
ratings (see Appendix 5F). However, these are less interesting, because they are predicted simply on 
the basis of the advanced groups being significantly more proficient at Japanese than the intermediate 
groups. Differences between the intermediate groups are not predicted on the basis of proficiency, but 
rather on the basis of relevant L 1 differences. 
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scope is judged acceptable when the object quantifier is every, but unacceptable 
when the object quantifier is all. In L2 Japanese, object-wide scope is judged 
unacceptable on all the relevant test types by intermediate and advanced learners 
whose L 1 is Chinese or Korean, and by advanced learners whose L 1 is English. 
However, intermediate learners whose L 1 is English accept object-wide scope on 
three of the four relevant types: Type 1 b (subj QP = dareka 'someone', obj QP = 
dono N-mo 'every N'), Type 2b (subj QP = dareka 'someone', obj QP = subete no-N 
'all the N'), and Type 3b (subj QP = NumP, obj QP = dono N-mo 'every N,).160 
5.2.3.3. Results for scrambled QP-QP sentences in native Japanese and L2 
Japanese 
This section compares the results for the scrambled Japanese QP-QP sentences 
(Types 1 c-d and 3c-d) with those for their non-scrambled counterparts (Types 1 a-b 
and 3a-b). The results for the non-scrambled sentences have already been presented 
in the previous section. However, for convenience, they are repeated in Table 31 
below, along with the results for the scrambled sentences. 161 
160 Individual results are examined in Section 5.3.4, following. 
161 As with the non-scrambled data (see footnote 156), the native Japanese scores for each of the 
scrambled test items were checked, prior to calculation of group means, to find out whether any of the 
mean scores were anomalous, potentially indicating unreliability ofa test item. All the scrambled test 
items were expected to be acceptable, yielding mean scores of close to 3 (+2). This is indeed what was 
found: all the scrambled test items had mean scores of2 or higher except items I. t c (mean = 1.85) 
and 1.5d (mean = 1.90). These two exceptions still fall into the category of 'acceptance', since they 
are above the mid-point of 1.5. Thus none of the scrambled test items was considered problematic. 
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Table 31: Mean ratings and standard deviations for Types la-d and 3a-d «1.5 
= 'unacceptable'; > 1.5 = 'acceptable') 
Type 1aa Type 1t>a Type 1ca Type 1da Type 3ab Type 3bb Type 3cb Type 3db 
(S>O) (O>S) (S>O) (O>S) (S>O) (O>S) (S>O) (O>S) 
Group (canonical: SO V) (scrambled: OSV) (canonical: SOV) (scrambled: OSV) 
Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean 
(SO) (SO) (SO) (SO) (SO) (SO) (SO) 
JJ 2.26 0.69 2.01 2.29 2.86 0.70 2.59 
(n=20) (0.70) (0.72) (0.71) (0.56) (0.27) (0.62) (0.35) 
EJ int 2.74 1.61 2.65 2.48 2.81 1.92 2.45 
(n=18) (0.28) (0.63) (0.35) (0.54) (0.27) (0.77) (0.41 ) 
EJ adv 2.82 1.38 2.69 1.64 2.93 1.31 2.76 
(n=9) . (0.39) (1.12) (0.65) (1.16) (0.14) (1.02) (0.30) 
CJ int 2.07 1.19 2.03 1.83 2.17 0.90 2.27 
(n=6) (0.98) (0.77) (0.91) (1.08) (0.85) (0.60) (0.79) 
CJ adv 2.87 1.07 2.64 2.18 2.89 0.82 2.69 
(n=9) (0.17) (0.78) (0.40) (0.72) (0.20) (0.53) (0.23) 
KJ int 2.58 1.24 2.33 1.98 2.59 0.92 2.44 
(n=20) (0.45) (0.70) (0.54) (0.88) (0.49) (0.58) (0.42) 
KJ adv 2.60 0.64 2.63 1.75 2.85 0.75 2.61 
(n=15) (0.35) (0.71) (0.42) (0.70) (0.22) (0.59) (0.30) 
a Types 1 a-:d: subject = darekalmourenlsomeone; object = dono N-molmei-CL Nlevery N 

















Considering the native Japanese data first, the mean ratings on the scrambled 
sentences are 2.01 (Type lc) or higher. Thus, both subject-wide and object-wide 
scope are acceptable in Japanese when the object QP is scrambled over the subject 
QP. The high native Japanese mean ratings for the scrambled sentences contrast 
sharply with the low ratings for Types Ib (0.69) and 3b (0.70)-the non-scrambled 
sentences with object-wide scope interpretations. Object-wide scope is clearly 
unacceptable in the canonical word order, but acceptable in the scrambled word 
order. This finding is as expected, following the quantification literature. 
A repeated measures ANOVA run on the data in Table 31 confirms that the 
main effect of scrambling is highly significant (F(l,90) = 110.68,p<.001).162 As in 
the non-scrambled sentences, the main effects of scope (F(I,90) = 201.87,p<.OOI) 
and group (F(6,90) = 3.46, p<.OI) are also significant, but the main effect of subject 
QP is not (F(1,90) = 3.l2,p=.08). The scrambling variable interacts significantly 
with group (F(6,90) = 6.02,p<.001), with scope (F(6,90) = 201.87,p<.001), with 
subject QP and group (F(6,90) = 3.85,p<.01), and with scope and group (F(6,90) = 
162 Levene's test of equality of error variance was significant for Types 1 a, I c, I d, 3a and 3c (see 
Appendix 5F). Thus. as in the analysis of the non-scrambled sentences, F-ratios and p-values may not 
be as reliable as if homogeneity of variance were assured. 
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8.I4,p<.001). Other significant interactions are subject QP with group (F(6,90) = 
2.93,p<.OS), and scope with group (F(6,90) = 2.72,p<.OS). 
Planned within-subjects contrasts were conducted to further quantify each 
group's differentiation between the scrambled sentences and their non-scrambled, 
object-wide~scope counterparts. Each group's ratings for Types lc-d were compared 
with Type I b, and Types 3c-d with Type 3b. It was expected that the contrasts 
would be significant in native Japanese, confirming that object-wide scope on 
canonical SOY sentences is significantly less acceptable than subject-wide or object-
wide scope on scrambled OSV sentences. This is indeed what was found for the 
native Japanese group (p<.001). For the learner groups, the contrasts were significant 
(p<.OS) in all but the following cases: intermediate EJ Type 3d with Type 3b (F .OS, 
p=.83); advanced EJ Type Id with Type I b (F 2.29, p=.17); intermediate CJ Types 
Ic and Id with Type Ib (F 2.76,p=.16 for Type Ic v. Type Ib; F 1.74,p=.24 for 
Type Id v. Type Ib), and Type 3c with Type 3d (F 6.29,p=.OS). 
These results are relevant to the proposal (Section S.2.1) that non-native-like 
lack of differentiation between the canonical object-wide test types (Types I band 
3b) and the scrambled test types (Types Ic-d and 3c-d) might indicate the following 
tendencies: 
202. a. a tendency to always reject object-wide scope (if low ratings were given to 
Types I band 3b but also (incorrectly) to Types Id and 3d) 
b. a tendency to always reject inverse scope (if low ratings were given to 
Types I band 3b but also (incorrectly) to Types Ic and 3c) 
Since all of the contrasts were significant for the KJ groups and the advanced CJ 
group, these groups clearly do not fall into either of the categories in (202). The 
intermediate and advanced EJ groups also do not fall into the categories in (202), 
because each group's lack of significant differentiation between canonical and 
scrambled sentences is limited either to the Type 3 sentences with NumP as subject 
QP (intermediate EJ), or to the Type I sentences with dareka 'someone' as subject 
QP (advanced EJ)-that is, it does not occur across both Types I and 3. The 
intermediate CJ group falls into the category in (202b), because the Type 1 b/Type I c 
contrast and the Type 3b/Type 3c contrast are both non-significant. Thus, this may 
be evidence of a group tendency to always reject inverse scope. However, even 
though the differences are non-significant, the intermediate CJ group's mean ratings 
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for Types 1 c and 3c are relatively high (>2) and the ratings for Types I band 3b are 
relatively low «1.2). This response pattern is the same as the native Japanese 
response pattern, except that the differences are significant in native Japanese. It 
seems likely, therefore, that rather than indicating a tendency to always reject inverse 
scope, the lack of significant between-type differences in the intermediate CJ group 
is due to the small population (n=6) of the group. 
To summarise, the L2 group responses to the scrambled test items are similar 
to the native Japanese responses: both subject-wide and object-wide scope are judged 
acceptable on scrambled QP-QP sentences. The scrambled sentence ratings are 
always higher-and, in most cases, significantly higher-than the ratings for object-
wide scope on non-scrambled sentences. Consequently, there is no reason to suspect 
that any group has a tendency to always reject object-wide scope or inverse scope. 
5.2.3.4. Results for the native Korean QP-QP task 
As described in Section 5.2, the native Korean test sentence design was slightly 
different to that used in the Japanese test; hence the native Korean results are not 
compared directly with the oth~r results. The results fo~ the Korean task are 
presented in Table 32. 163 
Table 32: Mean ratings and standard deviations by 22 native Korean speakers 
on the Korean QP-QP sentences «1.5 = 'unacceptable'; > 1.5 = 'acceptable') 
Type subj QP/word order/scope Mean SO 
(object QP = motun N 'all the N') 
K1a nwukwunka 'someone' Inon-scramb led/S>O 2.11 0.72 
K1b nwukwunka 'someone'/non-scrambled/O>S 0.49 0.44 
K1c nwukwunka 'someone'/scrambled/S>O 2.27 0.65 
K1d nwukwunka 'someone'/scrambled/O>S 1.24 0.75 
K2a N umP/non-scrambled/S>O 2.35 0.55 
K2b N urn Pinon-scram b led/O>S 0.98 0.57 
K2c NumP/scrambled/S>O 2.02 1.45 
K2d NumP/scrambled/O>S 0.95 0.88 
The subject-wide scope types in Table 32 (Types KIa, Klc, K2a, and K2c) 
all have mean ratings higher than 2. Thus, subject-wide scope appears to be 
acceptable in native Korean on both canonically-ordered and scrambled sentences, as 
in Japanese. By contrast. the ratings for all four object-wide scope types (Types K 1 b, 
163 Recall from Section 5.2.1 that, although the design of Types K 1 a-b and K2a-b is the same as 
Types 2a-b and 4a-b in the Japanese task, the Korean sentences have different vocabulary. 
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KId, K2b, and K2d) are below 1.5, indicating that object-wide scope is unacceptable 
on both canonically-ordered and scrambled sentences. This result is different to what 
was found for scrambled Japanese QP-QP sentences: object-wide scope was 
acceptable in the scrambled sentences used in the Japanese task (see Table 31). 
However, this difference between Japanese and Korean may be due to the different 
semantic properties of the object quantifiers in the two tasks. Specifically, as noted in 
Section 5.2.1, the interpretation of rnotun 'all' in Korean appears to be predominantly 
collective rather than distributive, in contrast to Japanese dono ... rno 'every'. 
Distributivity of the object quantifier is required for an object-wide scope reading. 
Hence, the unacceptability of the object-wide scope test types in the Korean task may 
follow from the properties of rnotun. 
5.2.4. Discussion 
The aim of the QP-QP experiment was to investigate two broad predictions based on 
Full Transfer/Full Access: (i) due to L 1 transfer, English-speaking learners of 
Japanese will exhibit a different developmental path from Korean- and Chinese-
speaking learners of Japanese with respect to scope interpretation in Japanese [QP-
NOM QP-ACC V] sentences; and (ii) due to access to UG, more advanced English-
speaking learners of Japanese will be able to acquire native-like Japanese scope 
interpretation, despite poverty of the stimulus. These predictions were expressed as 
the hypotheses in (187) and (188), repeated below in (203) and (204): 
203. QP-QP Hypothesis 1: (Ll = Korean or Chinese) 
Transfer: Lower (and higher) proficiency Korean-speaking and Chinese-
speaking learners will reject non-target-like object-wide scope on Japanese 
[3-NOM 'V-ACC V] sentences, regardless of the lexical content of the universally 
quantified object. 
204. a. QP-QP Hypothesis 2a (Ll = English) 
Transfer: Lower proficiency English-speaking learners will allow non-
target-like object-wide scope on Japanese [3-NOM 'V -ACC V] sentences 
when the universally quantified object is dono N-rno 'every N' but not when 
it is subete no-N 'all the N'. 
b. QP-QP Hypothesis 2b (L I = English) 
Access: Higher proficiency English-speaking learners will reject non-target-
like object-wide scope on Japanese [3-NOM 'V-ACC V] sentences, regardless 
of the lexical content of the universally quantified object. 
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This section discusses the results of the experiment with respect to the hypotheses 
and to the predictions of Full Transfer/Full Access. 
The hypotheses in (203) and (204) rest on the premise that object-wide scope 
is unavailable in Japanese, Chinese and Korean [3. NOM ... V .ACC ... ] sentences, but 
available in English (when the object quantifier is every). The native control data 
confirm that this premise is well-founded. The native Japanese, Chinese and English 
control results on the non-scrambled QP-QP task (Section 5.2.3.2) provide 
experimental confirmation of the theoretical claims about scope interpretation in 
these languages: in English, object-wide scope was acceptable when the object 
quantifier was every and unacceptable when the object quantifier was all; in Japanese 
and Chinese, object-wide scope was unacceptable with both dono N-molmei-cL N 
'every N' and subete-no Nisuoyoude N 'all the N' as object QP. This corroborates 
the findings of Phase 2A for Japanese and English (see Chapter 4), and the findings 
of Lee et af (1999a, 1999b) for Chinese and English, using a different test instrument 
(see Chapter 3). 
For Korean, the results of the native Korean QP-QP task (Section 5.2.3.4) 
provide experimental confirmation of the unacceptability of object-wide scope with 
the object QP motun N 'all the N'. However, this task did not investigate the 
distributive quantifier enu N-to 'every N'. As already noted (footnote 149), pre-
experimental data on enu N-to 'every N' was collected from two native Korean 
linguists, who confirmed that object-wide scope is unacceptable on Korean versions 
of the non-scrambled test sentences (Types 1 a-b and 3a-b) with enu N-to as the 
object QP. The theoretical claim that Korean lacks object-wide scope in [S ... 0 ... ] 
sentences is thus also supported, although, with respect to the distributive QP enu N-
to 'every N' , support is pre-experimental rather than experimental. 
The L2 results from the non-scrambled QP-QP task (Section 5.2.3.2) bear 
directly on the hypotheses. QP-QP Hypothesis 1 (203) is confirmed. Intermediate 
and advanced KJ and CJ groups all rejected object-wide scope on all four of the 
relevant test types (see Table 30). These groups' ratings on the object-wide scope 
types are generally lower than 1, although there are some exceptions on Type 1 b: 
intermediate CJ, 1.19; advanced CJ, 1.07; intermediate KJ, 1.24. These three higher 
ratings nonetheless fall below 1.5 and thus meet the criterion of 'rejection'. In 
addition, none of the KJ or CJ ratings differed significantly from the native Japanese 
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group's ratings on any of the object-wide scope types. Thus the conclusion that QP-
QP Hypothesis 1 is confirmed can be justified. 
Moving on to the L 1 English-speaking learners of Japanese, QP-QP 
Hypothesis 2a (204a) is partially confirmed: the lower proficiency English-speaking 
learners accepted non-target-like object-wide scope on Japanese [3-NOM V-ACC V] 
sentences when the object QP was dono N-mo 'every N' (Types 1 band 3b). 
However. contra the prediction, they also accepted non-target-like object-wide scope 
on Type 2b, when the object QP was subete-no N 'all the N' and the subject QP, 
dareka 'someone'. On these three test types, the group's mean ratings were 
significantly higher than the native Japanese group's mean ratings. Only on Type 4 
(subject QP = NumP, object QP = subete-no N 'all the N') did the intermediate EJ 
learners' mean rating fall just below 1.5 (at 1.32), indicating rejection of object-wide 
scope. On this type, there was no significant difference between the intermediate EJ 
rating and the native Japanese rating. The implications of this result (i.e., the lack of 
clear differentiation between the two object QP types) are discussed below. 
The second part of the hypothesis for L 1 English-speaking learners of 
Japanese, QP-QP Hypothesis 2b (204b), is confirmed. The advanced EJ group 
rejected object-wide scope, with ratings of below 1.5 on all of the four relevant test 
types (Types 1 b, 2b, 3b, and 4b). In fact, this group's ratings on the object-wide 
scope types are only just below 1.5 (range: 1.04 on Type 4b to 1.38 on Type 1 b). 
Thus they are higher than the ratings by the Chinese and Korean learners. In 
addition, within-group variation is higher than for any other group, with standard 
deviations of 1.12 on Type 1 band 1.02 on Type 3b (see Table 30).164 Nonetheless, 
the advanced EJ ratings do not differ significantly from the native Japanese ratings 
on any of the four relevant types, unlike the intermediate EJ ratings. 
Although the hypothesis for the intermediate EJ group was not fully 
confirmed, the overall pattern of the learner results is compatible with the claims of 
Full Transfer/Full Access. Considering L 1 transfer first, the intermediate learner 
results for Types 1 band 3b (O>S scope, object QP = dono N-mo 'every N') are of 
key importance. The intermediate EJ group accepted object-wide scope on these test 
types; the intermediate CJ and KJ groups rejected object-wide scope. This difference 
directly reflects the difference in scope interpretation possibilities between native 
164 The source ofthis variation is discussed further, below. 
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English (O>S scope is acceptable) on the one hand and native Chinese and Korean 
(O>S scope is not acceptable) on the other. Thus, the assumption under Full 
Transfer/Full Access that the L 1 grammar transfers to the interlanguage at the initial 
state of L2 acquisition readily accounts for the difference between the intermediate 
EJ group and the intermediate CJ and KJ groups. 165 
The intermediate EJ acceptance of object-wide scope on Type 2b (O>S scope, 
subject QP = dareka 'someone', object QP = subete-no N 'all the N') challenges this 
conclusion. On Type 4b (O>S scope, subject QP = NumP, object QP = subete-no N 
"all the N'), too, the intermediate EJ group has the highest mean rating (1.32) of all 
the groups, although this rating falls into the category of rejection (i.e., <1.5). 
Intennediate EJ learners were predicted to reject object-wide scope when the object 
QP was subete-no N 'all the N' due to transfer of the lexical properties of English all, 
which does not readily allow object-wide scope. However, the fact that, of all three 
learner groups, the EJ learners are the ones predicted by L 1 transfer to allow object-
wide scope at all, makes it reasonable to seek an explanation for this result that 
maintains the L 1 transfer account. One explanation could be as follows. At the outset 
of L2 acquisition of Japanese, the English-Japanese interlanguage contains distinct 
lexical slots bearing the specific properties of English every and all, due to transfer 
from the L 1. However, despite the semantic similarities (discussed in Chapter 2) 
between (i) every and dono ... rno and (ii) all and subete, the evidence in the Japanese 
input may be too unclear or infrequent to motivate differentiation in the 
interlanguage between the two Japanese quantifiers in such a way that dono ... rno is 
associated with the slot bearing the properties of English every, and subete, with the 
slot bearing the properties of English all. This is plausible, considering the subtlety 
of some of the properties distinguishing dono N-rno 'every N' and subete-no N 'all 
the N'. For example, as discussed in Chapter 2, subete tends to support a collective 
interpretation (like English all) while dono ... rno does not (like English every). 
165 It is recognised that intermediate learners are no longer at the initial state ofL2 acquisition. 
However, since the scope interpretation contrast between the intermediate EJ group and the 
intermediate KJ and CJ groups reflects the contrast between native English and native Korean and 
Chinese, it seems reasonable to propose that the source ofthe contrast is L I transfer. Since QP-QP 
interpretation is a subtle phenomenon, the EJ learners' interlanguage grammars are still influenced by 
the L I even at the intermed iate level. 
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However, this distinction is not categorical. 166 Therefore, learners may have no 
obvious reason to make the hypothesised associations. 167 This may mean that the 
learners overgeneralise and allow both Japanese quantifiers to have any of the 
properties of universals transferred from the L 1, with the result that, in the 
intermediate EJ interlanguage, there is no real distinction between dono ... rna 'every' 
and subete 'all'. Hence, the EJ learners allow both of the Japanese universals to take 
object-wide scope. 
Moving on to the question of access to the mechanisms ofUG in L2 
acquisition ('Full Access'), it has already been shown that acquisition of the lack of 
object-wide scope in Japanese is a poverty-of-the-stimulus problem for native 
speakers of English. The EJ results for Types 1 band 3b indicate that the problem can 
be overcome, because the advanced EJ group ratings on these test types are lower 
(i.e., more target-like) than the intermediate EJ group ratings, and, importantly, they 
indicate rejection of object-wide scope (in contrast to the acceptance by the 
intermediate EJ group). However, since the advanced EJ group ratings were only just 
below the mid-point (1.5) on the scale, and the standard deviations were high (Type 
1 b, mean = 1.38, SD = 1.12; Type 3b, mean = 1.31, SD = 1.02), this could indicate 
that the participants in this group were answering randomly. Investigation of 
individual consistency on these two test types sheds light on this issue. Table 33 
presents details of individual consistency of response for both EJ groups, and, for 
comparison, the native Japanese and native English groups. ('Consistent rejection' of 
a type is defined as ratings of 0 (-2) or 1 (-1) on at least four of the five tokens for 
that type; 'consistent acceptance', as ratings of2 (+1) or 3 (+2) on at least four of the 
166 RecaIl from Chapter 2 that Kawashima (1994a: 136) claims that Japanese lvh+QPt quantifiers lack 
a coIlective interpretation: 
I. Dono gakusei-mo kooen de atta. 
every student-Qpt park in met 
'Every/each student met in the park' 
(i.e., 'There were submeetings which each student engaged in at the park; not, 'The students all 
met in the park.) 
However, not all native speakers of Japanese agree with this judgement: some find the collective 
interpretation with dono ... mo is acceptable. When the quantifier is subete 'all', on the other hand, the 
collective interpretation is always readily available. 
167 Indeed, if the interlanguage grammar ultimately becomes native-like with respect to Japanese 
quantifiers, any direct association of a Japanese quantifier with a lexical slot bearing the properties of 
English every or all should eventuaIly be abandoned, since, as discussed in Chapter 2, it seems that 
that no Japanese quantifier has a direct English equivalent. Thus, eventually, evidence in the input 
should motivate creation of lexical slots bearing the exact features ofthe Japanese quantifiers (or, 
modification of the L I-based lexical slots so that they bear the features of the Japanese quantifiers). 
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five tokens for that type; and 'inconsistency', as fewer than four positive or four 
negative ratings on the five tokens for that type.)168 
Table 33: Consistency of individuals on Types Ib and 3b 
No. (%) of individuals who demonstrate ... 
1 : 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 
consistent consistent inconsistency consistent consistent consistent 
rejection acceptance on 1b and 3b; rejection on acceptance acceptance 
group (n) on 1b and on 1b and 1b or 3b and on 1b or 3b on 1b or 3b, 3b; 3b; inconsistency and consistent 
on the other; inconsistency rejection on 
on the other; the other. 
EE (24) 1 (4.17) 11 (45.84) 3 (12.50) 1(4.17) 5 (20.84) 3(12.50) 
EJ int (18) 2(11.12) 4 (22.23) 1 (5.56) 3 (16.67) 6 (33.34) 2(11.12) 
EJ adv (9) 6 (66.67) 3 (33.33) 0 0 0 0 
JJ (20) 12 (60.00) 0 0 6 (30.00) 0 2 (10.00) 
The consistency data for the advanced EJ group in Table 33 dispel any 
suspicion that the participants answered randomly on Types 1 band 3b: six of the 
nine advanced EJ participants (66.670/0) consistently rejected object-wide scope on 
both Types 1b and 3b (Category 1), while the remaining three (33.33%) consistently 
accepted object-wide scope (Category 2). The high standard deviation is thus due to 
this contrast between those who rejected object-wide scope and those who accepted 
it. This response pattern is fully compatible with Full Transfer/Full Access. The three 
advanced EJ learners in Category 2 still have an English-based interlanguage 
grammar and therefore still accept object-wide scope in Japanese (,Full Transfer'). 
However, the six advanced EJ learners in Category 1 have a target-like interlanguage 
grammar and reject object-wide scope. Since acquisition of the lack of object-wide 
scope is a poverty-of-the-stimulus problem for English-speaking learners of 
Japanese, the fact that these six learners appear to have overcome poverty of the 
168 No participant consistently selected 'can't decide' for any type. 
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stimulus implicates the mediation ofUG in L2 acquisition ("Full Access,).169 
Consideration of the advanced EJ consistency data within the context of the 
consistency data of the other three groups presented in Table 33 further supports the 
Full Transfer/Full Access account. Categories I and 4 represent rejection of object-
wide scope (Category 1 = consistent rejection on both Types 1 band 3b; Category 4 = 
consistent rejection on just one of Types Ib or 3b and inconsistency on the other). In 
the native English group, just one participant falls into each of these 
categories-8.34% of the group. In the intermediate EJ group, the total rises to 
27.79%: two participants in Category 1, three in Category 4. In the advanced EJ 
group, there are six participants in Category 1, or 66.67%) of the group (no advanced 
EJ participants fall into Category 4). Finally, the native Japanese group has 90% of 
its participants in either Category 1 (12 participants) or Category 4 (6 participants). A 
mirror image of this pattern emerges for the categories representing acceptance of 
object-wide scope (Categories 2 and 5): the majority of the native English group and 
the intermediate EJ group fall into these categories, compared with only 33.33% of 
the advanced EJ group (three participants) and none of the native Japanese group. 
The intermediate EJ response pattern is thus closer to the native English pattern than 
the native Japanese pattern, but it nonetheless includes some learners who reject 
object-wide scope in a native-like-way~ and the advanced EJ pattern is closer to the 
native Japanese pattern than the native English pattern, but it includes some learners 
whose grammar appears to be still characterised by L I-based acceptance of object-
wide scope. 
169 To clarifY further, the advanced EJ learners' knowledge ofthe absence of object-wide scope in 
Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences cannot come from indirect negative evidence in the form of 
'noticing' the lack of object-wide scope in a required context because there is no definable required 
context for inverse object-wide scope. (As explained in Chapter 2, the meaning 'for each book, 
someone read it' could be expressed in English by (i) Someone read every book or by (ii) Each book 
was read by someone. There is no context in which (i) must be used.) In addition, it might be objected 
that reformulation by a native speaker of non-native-like scope assignment might lead to knowledge 
of the facts of scope in Japanese. For example, on hearing an L2er utter an SOY QP-QP sentence with 
a (non-native-like) object-wide scope meaning, a native-Japanese speaker might reformulate the 
utterance using a scrambled OSY version of the sentence, which allows the object-wide scope 
meaning. However, all the learner could come to know from this is that it is possible to get an object-
wide scope meaning using an OSY sentence. It does not rule out the possibility of an SOY sentence 
having an object-wide scope meaning. Moreover, based on innumerable discussions ofQP-QP scope 
assignment with (non-linguist) native Japanese speakers, the author is confident that meta-linguistic 
knowledge ofthe relevant phenomena-and, consequently, the ability even to talk about these 
phenomena with ease-is extremely rare. In addition, QP-QP sentences themselves are rare. 
Therefore, the probability that any of the advanced EJ learners in the experiment had ever discussed, 
or even formulated, a Japanese QP-QP sentence seems negligibly small. For precisely these reasons, 
an account of their knowledge of the lack of object-wide scope in terms of mediation by UG. is all the 
more plausible. 
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To summarise, the L2 groups' QP-QP results for the non-scrambled sentences 
generally confirmed the hypotheses. Both intermediate and advanced Chinese- and 
Korean-speaking learners rejected object-wide scope in Japanese. Intermediate 
English-speaking learners of Japanese, on the other hand, tended to accept object-
wide scope, while advanced English-speaking learners rejected it. The difference 
between the intermediate EJ learners and the intermediate KJ and CJ learners is 
readily accounted for in terms ofLI transfer, since it reflects a difference between 
the LIs: native English allows object-wide scope, while native Korean and native 
Chinese do not. The fact that the advanced English-speaking learners demonstrated 
knowledge of the lack of object-wide scope in Japanese SOY sentences is evidence 
that L2 acquisition is constrained by UG, since acquisition of this knowledge 
represents a poverty-of-the-stimulus problem for L 1 English-speaking learners of 
Japanese. The data thus support the claims of Full Transfer/Full Access: that both the 
L I and UG are sources of knowledge in adult L2 acquisition. 
One part of the hypothesis for intermediate English-speaking learners of 
Japanese was not confirmed: the learners did not differentiate between dono ... rno 
'every' and subete 'all', by allowing object-wide scope for the former but not for the 
latter, despite the fact that L I transfer predicts such a distinction. Instead, the 
intermediate EJ learners allowed object-wide scope for subete 'all', at least when the 
subject QP was dareka 'someone'. It was suggested that, since the semantic 
differences between dono ... mo and subete are very subtle, the intermediate EJ 
learners may not have encountered evidence to motivate association of the former 
with English 'every' and the latter with English 'all'. Therefore they allowed the L I 
property of object-wide scope to apply to both quantifiers. An L I-based account of 
the intermediate EJ learners' knowledge is thus maintained. 
5.3. Main study 2: Wh-QP interpretation 
This stage of the experimentation uses [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] questions to 
further investigate the predictions of Full Transfer/Full Access. As detailed in 
Chapter 2, English [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] questions and Chinese [QP-subject 
... wh-object] questions are claimed to allow both individual and pair-list 
interpretations (e.g., Aoun & Li 1993). In other words (using English for 
exemplification), a question like What did everyone buy? can receive an answer such 
as [Everyone bought] apples (individual answer) or Jane bought apples, Sam boughl 
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bananas, Alex bought ... (pair-list ~swer). By contrast, scrambled Japanese and 
Korean [wh-object ... QP-subject ... J questions are claimed to have only the 
individual interpretation (e.g., Beck & Kim 1997, Kim 1989 for Korean; Hoji 1985 
for Japanese). 170 For English-speaking and Chinese-speaking learners of Japanese, 
acquisition of the lack of pair-list interpretations in Japanese is a poverty-of-the-
stimulus problem: logically, the Japanese input cannot contain direct evidence from 
which to induce this absence; L 1 knowledge will not provide information about the 
Japanese facts; and classroom instruction does not cover this subtle phenomenon. 
Thus, Full Transfer/Full Access predicts that, by L 1 transfer, L 1 English- and L 1 
Chinese-speaking learners of Japanese will pattern similarly in initially allowing 
non-native-like pair-list interpretations of Japanese [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] 
questions, while L 1 Korean-speaking learners of Japanese will demonstrate native-
like rejection of pair-list interpretations from the outset. More advanced L 1 English-
and L 1 Chinese-speaking learners of Japanese may eventually come to know that 
Japanese lacks the pair-list interpretation via the interaction of subtle indirect 
evidence in the input (see Chapter 2) with the relevant UO constraints. These 
predictions are expressed as the hypotheses in (205). 
205. a. Wh-QP Hypothesis la (Ll = English or Chinese) 
Lower proficiency L2 learners of Japanese whose L 1 is English or Chinese 
will accept both individual and pair-list interpretations of scrambled 
Japanese [wh-object ... QP-subject ... J questions. 
b. Wh-QP Hypothesis 1 b (L 1 = English or Chinese) 
Higher proficiency L2 learners of Japanese whose L 1 is English or Chinese 
will differentiate between individual and pair-list interpretations of 
scrambled Japanese [wh-object ... QP-subject ... J questions. They will allow 
individual interpretations but reject pair-list interpretations. 
c. Wh-QP Hypothesis 2 (L 1 = Korean) 
Lower and higher proficiency L2 learners of Japanese whose L 1 is Korean 
will differentiate between individual and pair-list interpretations of 
scrambled Japanese [wh-object ... QP-subject ... J questions. They will allow 
individual interpretations but reject pair-list interpretations. 
Native Chinese, English and Korean control groups are investigated, as well 
as L2 learners of Japanese and native Japanese speakers. The native Korean data 
170 As explained in Chapter 2, non-scrambled Japanese [QP-NOM wh-ACC V] questions (where the QP 
is a wh+Qpt quantifier) are considered to be of marginal acceptability (Hoji 1985; Tomioka 2004). 
They are not investigated in the experimental part of this dissertation. 
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yield an unexpected result, namely that pair-list interpretations of scrambled Korean 
[wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] questions appear to be acceptable to native speakers of 
Korean, contra the claims of Beck & Kim (1997) and Kim (1989). In addition, the 
native Chinese data show that individual interpretations of Chinese [QP-subject ... 
wh-object] questions are not highly acceptable, unlike pair-list interpretations. As 
will be shown, these findings lead to reformulation of the hypotheses in (205) to 
predict that (i) L 1 Korean-speaking learners of Japanese pattern with L 1 English- and 
L 1 Chinese-speaking learners of Japanese in initially allowing non-native-like pair-
list interpretations; and (ii) L 1 Chinese-speaking learners of Japanese initially reject 
individual interpretations. With these reformulations, the L2 results support the 
hypotheses. The following sections present the test design and procedure (Section 
5.3.1), the results (Section 5.3.2) and discussion of the results (Section 5.3.3). 
5.3.1. Test design and procedure 
The test design was very similar to that used for the QP-QP experiment. There were 
ten participant groups: the six L2 Japanese groups described in Section 5.1.2 (see 
Table 22), and four native control groups, as detailed in Table 34. 171 
Table 34: Native control participants in the Wh-QP task 
group no. aje details 
range mean 
JJ 18 19-31 23 University students in J~an. 
EE 21 18-23 19 University students in UK. 
CC 14 27-35 32 University students resident in UK. 
KK 26 21-27 22 University students in Korea. 
As in the QP-QP task, the native control participants had all had exposure to 
languages other than their native language through pre-university and (in most cases) 
university education in their home countries. None of the Japanese, English or 
Korean participants were bilingual from early childhood, and none had lived outside 
their home countries. The mean length of residence in the UK for the native Chinese 
group was eight months (range: 6-12 months). All but one of the Chinese control 
participants spoke Mandarin Chinese natively; the remaining one spoke Shanghai 
171 As noted in Section 5.1.2, the 26 native Korean participants in the Wh-QP task were the same as 
those in the QP-QP tasks. Five of the native English participants and one of the native Chinese 
participants had also completed the QP-QP tasks. 
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dialect natively. (See Section 5.1.2 for comments on the treatment of Chinese 
dialects.) 
The test instrument was an acceptability judgement task with picture 
contexts, as in the QP-QP experimentation. In addition to the group variable, one 
repeated measures variable was manipulated: 'answer type'-individual v. pair-list. 
Each test item comprised a picture with a corresponding question and answer 
CQIA'). There were two answer types representing the two levels of the answer type 
variable: ,Type' Wh-QPa' consisted of a [wh-object .. . QP-subject ... ] question with an 
individual answer; and Type 'Wh-QPb', a [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] question with 
a pair-list answer. The structure of the [wh-object .. . QP-subject ... ] question for both 
types (WhQPa and WhQPb) is given in (206). The two test types are exemplified in 
(207).172 
206. Nani-o daremo-ga V.PAST ka? 
what-Acc everyone-NoM V.PAST Q 
'What did everyone V? (scrambled)' 
207. Wh- Pa and Wh- icture and uestion: 
It I.. 
(Translation (L-R): Sam, Emi, Ken, Mari) 
Nani-o daremo-ga kaita no? 
what-ace everyone draw.PAST Q 
'What did everyone draw?' 




\72 For convenience, the Japanese names in the picture in (207) are translated into English below the 
picture. No English translation was given in the actual test. 
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b. Wh-QPb answer {pair-list answer): 173 
Samu-kun-wa neko to tori-o, Emi-tyan-wa neko 
Sam-kun-ToP cat and bird-Acc Emi-chan-TOP cat 
to nezum 1-0, 
and mouse-ACC 
Ken-kun-wa neko to inu-o, Mari-tyan-wa neko to kingyo-o kaita. 
Ken-kun-ToP cat and dog-AccMari-chan-ToP cat and goldfish-Acc drew 
'Sam drew a cat and a bird, Emi drew a cat and a mouse Ken drew a cat , 
and a dog, Mari drew a cat and a goldfish.' 
Unlike in the QP-QP experiment, the pictures are not used to manipulate a variable. 
Instead, they provide a plausible context for both the individual (Wh-QPa) and pair-
list (Wh-QPb) answer types. Thus, if the learners reject the pair-list items (Type Wh-
QPb) despite the fact that the picture provides a plausible context for those items 
(i.e., there is no factual mismatch between what is portrayed in the picture and what 
is described in the Wh-QPb answer, as illustrated in (207)), this will provide clear 
evidence of knowledge of the lack of pair-list readings in Japanese. 
Five tokens were created for each type, giving a total of 10 test items. These 
were mixed randomly with 10 distractor items to create a 20-item test battery. The 
full test battery is presented in Appendix 6A. 
The Japanese task was completed by the six learner groups and the native 
Japanese group. English, Korean and Chinese versions of the test were created for 
completion by the native-speaking English, Korean and Chinese control groups. The 
question forms in Korean and Chinese were as in (208) and (209), respectively, 
while in English, the form was What did everyone V?174 
208. Mwues-ul nwukwuna-ka V.PAST ni? 
what-Acc everyone-NoM V.PAST Q 
'What did everyone V? (scrambled)' 
209. Meigeren V.PAST shenme? 
everyone V.PAST what 
'What did everyone V?' 
173 Kun and chan in the gloss are informal male and female titles. 
174 Like Japanese and English, Korean and Chinese also have a choice of words or expressions ~ith 
the broad meaning of 'everyone'. The use, here, of nwukwuna 'everyone' for Korean follows Kim 
(1989) who treats nwukwuna as t~e equivale~t of Japanes~ daremo. Li~e darem~, nwuk,wuna is a, 
wh+Qpt quantifier: mvukwu 'who + na (particle). For Chmese, the chOice of melgeren everyone 
follows Aoun & Li (1993), who treat meigeren as the equivalent of English everyone. 
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The Chinese question form in (209) omits the floating quantifier dou "all', which is 
commonly included in the theoretical literature on wh-QP interactions in Chinese, as 
illustrated in (210) taken from Aoun & Li (1993: 59; previously cited in Chapter 2): 
210. Meigeren dou maile shenme? 
everyone all bought what 
'What did everyone buy?' 
Dou was omitted because the Japanese question form under investigation (Le., (206)) 
does not contain a floating quantifier. Thus, native Chinese data on the question 
without dou should provide more precise information about what could transfer from 
the LIto the L 1 Chinese-L2 Japanese interlanguage. 175 
The Chinese and Korean test batteries are presented in full in Appendices 6B 
and 6C, respectively. 
As in the QP-QP tasks, there were two presentation orders for the task, Order 
2 being the reverse of Order 1. Some participants took the test in Order 1, others in 
Order 2. This was intended to minimise any potential effect of the order in which the 
test items appeared. 176 
The distractor items were designed to blend in with the actual test items. They 
comprised five pairs, each pair sharing a common picture, just as the actual test items 
comprised five pairs, each pair sharing a common picture. Structurally and lexically, 
the distractors were similar to the actual test items: two were scrambled wh-object 
questions, beginning with Nani-o 'what-Acc' like the actual test tokens, but with 
non-quantifier subjects (Dlx and D5x in Appendix 6A); the other eight were non-
scrambled multiple wh-questions of the form Dare-ga nani-o V PAST 'Who V.PAST 
what?'. The most felicitous answer for these multiple wh-questions is a pair-list 
answer (as illustrated in (211), showing item D2x), so the pair-list answers for many 
of the distractors blended with the pair-list answers of the Wh-QPb test items. 
175 Some native Chinese speakers find the question less natural without dou, even though it is 
grammatical (Yu Jiang, Zhengzheng Wang, personal communication, June 2004). The implications of 
this for the native Chinese results is discussed, following. 
176 For the native Japanese, native Korean and native Chinese groups, it was not possible to use both 
test orders, since cond itions at the institutions where these tasks were conducted dictated that all 
participants take the test at the same time. The native Japanese group took Order 2, the native Korean 
and native Chinese groups, Order I. 
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211. Wh-QP item D2x 
QlA 
Q: Dare-ga nani-o nonda no? 
whO-NOM what-ACC drank Q 
'Who drank what?' 
A: Tanaka-san-wa orenzi-zyuusu-o, 
Tanaka-san-TOP orange juice-ACC 
Suzuki-san-wa biiru-o nonda. 
Suzuki-san-TOP beer-ACC drank. 
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icture 
'Tanaka-san drank orange juice 
and Suzuki-san drank beer.' (Translation (L-R): Tanaka, Suzuki) 
Five of the distractors were expected to be judged acceptable, five unacceptable-the 
same acceptable-to-unacceptable ratio as for the actual test items (in Japanese). The 
reasons for unacceptability of the distractor items were either that the answer did not 
match the picture (e.g., D4y shown in (212)), or that it did not fully answer the 
question (e.g., D2y shown in (213)). 
212. Wh-QP item D4y 
QlA 
Q: Dare-ga nani-o katta no? 
WhO-NOM what-Acc bought Q 
'Who bought what?' 
A: Daremo-ga bousi-o katta. 
everyone-NoM hat-AcC bought 
'Everyone bought a hat.' 
icture 
(Translation (L-R): Mariko, Ayako, Satomi) 
213. Wh-QP item D2y 
Q/A 
Q: Dare-ga nani-o nonda no? 
whO-NOM what-ACC drank Q 
'Who drank what?' 
A: Tanaka-san-wa orenzi-zyuusu-o nonda. 
Tanaka-san-TOP orange juice-Acc drank 
'Tanaka-san drank orange juice.' 
picture 
(Translation (L-R): Tanaka, Suzuki) 
The procedure was as for the QP-QP experiment. Each picture was presented 
on an overhead projector screen without the corresponding QI A for 10 seconds, then 
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the QI A was shown in written fonn underneath the picture for a further 20 seconds. 
At the same time as the QIA was revealed, it was also presented aurally, using an 
audio tape recorded by a native speaker of the language of the test. Participants rated 
how possible they found the answer in the context of the question and the picture, 
using a four-point scale on their answer sheets: -2 = 'definitely not (possible)', -1 = 
'not exactly (possible)', 1 = 'kind of (possible)', 2 = 'perfectly (possible),. A further 
option of 'can't decide' was also available. 
Instructions on how to do the test were given on the test sheet and were also 
explained orally. The instructions included specific explanation of the rating scale by 
drawing the participants' attention to the negative ratings corresponding generally to 
judgements of 'not possible' and the positive ratings corresponding generally to 
judgements of 'possible'. Four examples were then presented, as illustrated in 
(214)-(217). 
214. Wh-QP Example 1 
Q/A 
Q: Teeburu-no ue-de dare-ga odotta no? 
table-GEN top-LOC whO-NOM danced Q 
'Who danced on the table(s)?' 
A: Barerina desu. 
ballerina COP 
'A ballerina.' 
215. Wh-QP Example 2 
QlA 
Q: Dare-ga doko-de odotta no? 
whO-NOM where-LOC danced Q 
'Who danced where?' 
A: Barerina-ga iti-dai-no teeburu-no ue-de odotta. 
ballerina-NOM one-CL-GEN table-GEN top-LOC danced 




As Wh-QP Example J (above) 
216. Wh-QP Example 3 
Q/A 
Q: Dare-ga dare to osake-o 
WhO-NOM who with alcoholic drink-ACC 
nonda no? 
drank Q 
'Who had a drink with whom?' 
A: Huta-kumi-no kappuru-ga issyo-ni 
two-CL-GEN couple-NOM together 
osake-o nonda. 
alcoholic drink-ACC drank 
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picture 
(Translation (top line): in a bar 
'Two couples had a drink together.' 
217. Wh-QP Example 4 
Q/A 
Q: Dare-ga dare to osake-o nonda no? 
WhO-NOM who with alcoholic drink-AcC drank Q 
'Who had a drink with whom?' 
A: Kaori-san-wa Taroo-san to osake-o, 
Kaori-san-TOP Taro-san with alcoholic drink-ACC 
Emi-san-wa Ziroo-san to osake-o nonda. 
Emi-san-TOP Jiro-san with alcoholic drink-ACC drank 
'Kaori had a drink with Taro and Emi had a,drink 
with Jiro.' 
(names): Kaori, Taro, Emi, Jiro) 
picture 
As Wh-QP Example 3 (above) 
The examples were presented one by one, with time for discussion of the judgements 
and for participants to ask questions. They comprised pairs of QI As sharing a 
common picture in order to prepare the participants for encountering the same 
picture with different QI As in the actual test. Examples 1 and 4 (in (214) and (217), 
respectively) were intended to exemplify clear cases of 'perfectly possible' answers 
in the contexts of the corresponding questions and pictures. Examples 2 and 3 (in 
(215) and (216), respectively) were less straightforward, and ratings varied. It was 
stressed that there was no 'right' or 'wrong' answer, and participants should try to 
respond according to their own intuitions. 
The test took about 20 minutes to administer, including instructions, with the 
actual test component lasting 10 minutes. 
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5.3.2. Results 
The Wh-QP results are presented in three sections. Details of distractor results are 
presented first, in Section 5.3.2.1, since these were used to determine whether any 
participants' data should be excluded from the analysis. Section 5.3.2.2 then presents 
the native control results, along with analysis of how these results impact on the 
hypotheses about L2 acquisition of Wh-QP scope interpretation. Revised hypotheses 
are presented at the end of that section. Finally, the L2 results are presented in 
Section 5.3.2.3. 
The data analysis procedure was as in the QP-QP experiment (see Section 
5.2.3). The data were coded using Excel. The rating scale of '-2, -1, +1, +2' was 
transformed to '0, 1, 2, 3'. (Hereafter, the transformed scale is used in this section, 
with the original scale given in brackets, where relevant.) Responses of 'can't 
decide' were treated as missing answers and excluded from the analysis, except 
where 'can't decide' was selected in response to a distractor item, when it was 
treated as a wrong answer. 177 
The ratings for the five tokens for each test type were averaged for each 
participant. Mean ratings of below 1.5 (on the transformed scale of 0 to 3) are 
considered to indicate rejection of the answer; and mean ratings of above 1.5, 
acceptance. 178 Group means were computed and analysed using SPSS. All statistical 
details are presented in Appendix 6F. 
5.3.2.1. Distractor items 
The responses on the distractor items were examined first, to determine whether any 
participants' data should be excluded due to possible fatigue or lack of understanding 
of the task. The native Japanese responses to the distractor items, presented as mean 
ratings (on the transformed scale of 0-3) in Table 35, were taken as the benchmark 
against which to measure the learner responses. 
177 As in the QP-QP experiment, the rate of selection of ' can't decide' was very low. Only 22 
instances of' can't decide' occur among the 3600 responses (=0.61 %) included in the test item data 
presented in Sections 5.3.2.2 and 5.3.2.3 (i.e., the data remaining after exclusions due to distractor 
results). 
178 Note that, in the test, participants were asked to rate how 'possible' the answers were for each Qf A. 
In the discussion, ratings indicating judgements of 'possible' (i.e., +1 and +2 on the original rating 
scale) are taken to indicate' acceptance' of the answer being judged, and ratings indicating judgements 
of ' not possible' (i.e., -2 and -\ on the original rating scale) are taken to indicate 'rejection'. 
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Table 35: Native Japanese ratings on Wh-QP distractor items «I.S = 
"unacceptable'; >1.S = "acceptable') 
01x 01y D2x D2y 03x 03y 04x 04y D5x 
Mean 3.00 0.11 3.00 1.90 3.00 1.20 3.00 0.10 0.90 




It is clear from Table 3S that four distractor items, D2y, D3y, DSx and DSy, yielded 
somewhat higher levels of variation in rating (SD ~ 0.8) than the other six. Items 
D2y (see (213), above), D3y, and DSy were items on which the answer provided in 
the. QI A was factually true but was pragmatically wrong due to inadequate 
information. It was expected that the answers on these items would be judged 
"impossible' (i.e., ratings of 0 (-2) or 1 (-1)). However, the fact that the answers did 
not actually conflict with the content of the picture-they merely were not 
informative enough-is probably the reason for the higher level of variation 
indicating that some participants gave these answers "possible' ratings. The high 
standard deviation (1.10) on item DSx (Q: What did the boy play? A: Paul played the 
guitar and Laura played the piano) is likely to have a similar source: in this case, the 
answer is too informative and therefore pragmatically-but not factually-wrong. 
Based on these results, it was decided that distractors D2y, D3y, DSx and 
DSy were unreliable and should not be considered when investigating individual 
results for possible cases of wrong answering due to fatigue or other extraneous 
factors. The criterion for inclusion in the analysis was set at "correct' responses to at 
least five of the remaining six distractor items: Dlx, DIy, D2x, D3x, D4x, D4y. 
Correct responses are considered to be ratings of2 (+1) or 3 (+2) for items Dlx, 
D2x, D3x and D4x, and 0 (-2) or 1 (-1) for items DIy and D4y. None of the native 
Japanese participants failed to meet this criterion. Among the learner groups, the data 
from one intermediate EJ participant and one intermediate KJ participant were 
excluded. Thus data from 19 intermediate EJ participants and 22 intermediate KJ 
participants are retained for the analysis. The numbers of participants for the other 
four learner groups remain unchanged from Table 22. 
The results for the distractor items on the Chinese, English, and Korean 
versions of the task were also examined. The results of one native Korean participant 
were excluded from the analysis due to three 'wrong' answers on the six designated 
distractor items. Thus data from 25 native Korean participants are retained for the 
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analysis. The numbers of participants for the native Chinese and English groups 
remain unchanged from Table 34. 
5.3.2.2. Native control data: results, analysis and revised hypotheses 
The native control groups' mean ratings (o~ the scale of 0-3) and standard deviations 
for Types Wh-QPa (individual answers) and Wh-QPb (pair-list answers) are 
presented in Table 36.179 
Table 36: Mean ratings on Wh-QP task by native control groups (<1.5 = 
'unacceptable'; >1.5 = 'acceptable') 
Wh-QPa: Wh-QPb: 
individual answers pair-list answers 
Group Mean SO Mean SO 
JJ (n-18) 2.66 0.59 1.29 1.15 
EE (n-21) 2.01 0.32 2.98 0.09 
CC (n-14) 1.27 0.43 2.57 0.39 
KK (n-25) 2.19 0.62 2.10 0.78 
The bar chart in Figure 3 displays the mean ratings from Table 36 for each answer 
type by native group. 
179 Before calculating the group means, the native Japanese mean scores were checked for each test 
item.in order to find out whether any test item had an anomalously high or low value and was 
therefore potentially unreliable. On Type Wh-QPa (individual answers), which were expected to be 
acceptable, the lowest mean rating was 2.5 on items 2a and 3a. This is close to the highest possible 
rating of3 (+2), thus all the Wh-QPa items can be considered highly acceptable, as expected. On Type 
Wh-QPb (pair-list answers), which were expected to be unacceptable, the mean ratings ranged from 
1.17 (item 1 b) to 1.39 (item 2b). These ratings are not as low as they could be. However, the range of 
0.22 between the lowest and the highest is very small, thus there was clearly no problem of one Wh-
QPb item yielding a mean rating that was strikingly higher or lower than the others. All ten Japanese 
items are thus considered reliable. 
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Figure 3: Mea~ ratings for individual (Wh-QPa) and pair-list (Wh-QPb) 



















From Table 36 and Figure 3 it is clear that interpretations of [wh-object ... QP_ 
subject ... ] questions differ according to native language. This observation is 
confinned in broad terms by the results of a repeated measures ANOVA (answer 
type x group, run on the whole data set, i.e., all ten participant groups) which yielded 
a highly significant main effect for group (F(l,150) = 3.8,p<.001), no significant 
main effect for answer type (F( 1, 150) = 0.870, p=.352), and a highly significant 
interaction between answer type and group (F(9, 150) = 7.36,p<.001).18o These 
ANOVA results are unsurprising considering the patterns evident in Figure 3 (and 
without even taking the L2 data into account). The significant main effect for group 
and significant interaction of group with answer type come from the fact that distinct 
rating patterns for the two answer types emerge for each group. A paired-samples 
two-tailed I-test quantifies the within-group differences: native speakers of Japanese 
find individual answers (Wh-QPa) to [wh-object ... QP-subject ... J questions 
180 It should be noted that Levene's test run on all the data yields a significant result (p<,OO I) for both 
Wh-QPa and Wh-QPb. This means that homogeneity of variance cannot be assumed within the rating 
for the two answer types. This is not surprising given the wide range of standard deviations in Table 
36 (and Table 37 showing the learner results, following). The implication of this lack of homo gene it} 
of variance is that F-ratios (and consequently p-values) are not as reliable as if homogeneity of 
variance could be assured. As in the QP-QP experiment, Games-Howell analyses are used for post hoc 
between-group comparisons, since this procedure is accurate when sample sizes and population 
variances are unequal. 
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significantly more possible than pair-list answers (Wh-QPb) (t(17) = 4.36,p<001): 
for native speakers of English and native speakers of Chinese it is the opposite: pair-
list answers are significantly more possible than individual answers (EE: t(20) = 
-13.48,p<.001; CC: t(13) = -0.89,p<.001);181 and for native speakers of Korean 
there is no significant difference in the possibility ratings for the two question types 
(t(24) = 0.SS,p=.7l). The lack of significant main effect for answer type arises 
because each answer type receives high ratings by some groups and low ratings by 
other groups (e.g., Wh-QPb receives a low rating by the 11 group (1.29) and a high 
rating by the EE group (2.98)). 
Looking in lTIOre detail at the results for each language group, the finding for 
the native Japanese group-that pair-list answers are significantly less acceptable 
than individual answers-is in accordance with the claims of the theoretical literature 
outlined in Chapter 2. If a mean rating of I.S-the mid-point on the 0-3 scale-is 
taken as the boundary between 'acceptance' and 'rejection' of an answer type (i.e., 
> 1.S = 'acceptance', <1.S = 'rejection'), then the Japanese group's mean rating of 
1.29 on the Wh-QPb condition represents rejection of pair-list readings. Nonetheless, 
the rating is also high enough to indicate that pair-list readings are not categorically 
unacceptable in Japanese-categorical unacceptability would be shown by a mean 
rating of (close to) O. In addition, the relatively high standard deviation of 1.IS 
corroborates the frequent observations (e.g., Tomioka 2004) that there is 
considerable individual variation in native Japanese interpretations of Wh-QP 
questions. Examination of individual results confirms this: six of the 18 11 
participants consistently accepted pair-list readings in Japanese, selecting ratings of 2 
(+ 1) or 3 (+2) on at least four of the five Wh-QPb tokens; 10 11 participants 
consistently rejected pair-list readings, selecting ratings of 0 (-2) or 1 (-1) on at least 
four of the five Wh-QPb tokens; and two participants were inconsistent in their 
ratings of Wh-QPb tokens, rejecting three and accepting two, or vice versa. 
In short. the native Japanese results indicate that (i), in group terms, pair-list 
readings are significantly less acceptable than individual readings of scrambled 
lSI Although individual answers are nonetheless highly acceptable i.n Eng.lish (mean rating::c 2.01) 
while they are unacceptable in Chinese (mean rating = 1.27). See dISCUSSIon, below. 
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Japanese [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] questions; and (ii) a minority of native 
speakers of Japanese nonetheless find pair-list readings acceptable. 182 
The native English result, whereby both individual and pair-list answers are 
highly acceptable (mean ratings >2 (+1)), is as expected from the literature cited in 
Chapter 2 (although the significantly higher acceptability of pair-list readings was 
not predicted). The native Chinese result, whereby the individual answers are 
rejected (mean rating = 1.27) but pair-list answers are accepted (mean rating = 2.57), 
was not expected. Aoun & Li (1993) claimed that both individual and pair-list 
answers are acceptable in Chinese. This unexpected rejection of individual answers 
in Chinese may well be explained by the fact, mentioned in Section 5.3.1, that the 
Chinese question form used did not include the floating quantifier dou "all', unlike 
the question form discussed by Aoun & Li. 183 The question form used is repeated in 
(218) for convenience, with the position of the omitted dou indicated in brackets. 
218. Meigeren (dou) V.PAST shenme? 
everyone (all) V.PAST what 
'What did everyone V?' 
Discussion of (218) with two native speakers of Mandarin Chinese indicates that the 
most natural answer, with or without dou, is a pair-list answer, but if dou is stressed, 
an individual reading becomes more readily available (Yu Jiang, Zhengzheng Wang, 
personal communication, June 2004). Since dou was omitted in the present 
experiment, it clearly could not be stressed, thus the availability of the individual 
reading was presumably degraded. 
The results for native Korean speakers are also unexpected. Pair-list answers 
were expected to be unacceptable in native Korean, as in native Japanese. However, 
the native Korean results indicate that the two answer types are almost equally 
acceptable, the mean ratings being 2.19 (Wh-QPa) and 2.1 (Wh-QPb)-just above the 
'kind of (possible)' level on the original rating scale, and well above the mid-point of 
1.5. A post hoc Games-Howell test reveals that the difference between the native 
Japanese and native Korean Wh-QPb ratings is not actually significant (p=.258). 
182 The assertion for the remainder of this chapter continues to be that Japanese scrambled [wh-
object. .. QP-subject...] questions lack a pair-list interpretation. However, it ~s acknow~edged that the 
native Japanese results testify to a variety of Japanese that allows for such tnte.rpretatlons.. . 
183 Recall from Section 5.3.1 that dou was omitted because the Japanese question form whIch IS the 
focus of the Wh-QP study also does not contain a floating quantifier. 
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Nonetheless, the finding that there is a highly significant difference between 
individual and pair-list answers in native Japanese and almost no difference between 
these two answer types in native Korean contradicts the assertion that Korean 
behaves in the same way as Japanese with respect to the interpretation of scrambled 
[wh-object .,. QP-subject ... ] questions. It appears that pair-list interpretations tend to 
be accepted in native Korean, while they tend to be rejected in native Japanese. 184 
Assuming that these findings about Wh-QP interpretation in native English, 
Chinese and Korean are indeed representative of the three languages, 185 they change 
the predictions about what transfers to the interlanguage under L 1 transfer. For L 1 
English- and L 1 Chinese-speaking learners of Japanese, it was assumed that 
acceptance of both individual and pair-list readings would transfer to the initial-state 
interlanguage. For the English-speaking learners this assumption still holds. 
However, according to the experimental results, the initial-state L 1 Chinese-L2 
Japanese interlanguage should be characterised by acceptability for pair-list 
interpretations and unacceptability for individual interpretations. For L 1 Korean-
speaking learners of Japanese, it was assumed that acceptance of individual 
interpretations and rejection of pair-list interpretations would transfer to the 
interlanguage, but the experimental results for native Korean indicate that acceptance 
of both individual and pair-list readings should transfer. In short, it seems that, for all 
three groups, acquisition of the lack of pair-list readings in Japanese represents a 
poverty-of-the-stimulus problem. The hypotheses in (205) are thus abandoned, and 
the revised hypotheses in (219) (for lower proficiency L2ers) and (220) (for higher 
proficiency L2ers) are adopted. 
219. Wh-QP Hypothesis 3: Lower proficiency learners 
a. Li = Chinese 
Lower proficiency L2 learners of Japanese whose L 1 is Chinese will. . 
demonstrate non-target-like differentiation between individual and paIr-Itst 
interpretations of scrambled Japanese [wh-object .. , QP-subj~ct : .. ] . 
questions. They will reject individual readings and accept pair-Itst readmgs. 
b. Li = English or Korean . . 
Lower proficiency L2 learners of Japanese whose L 1 IS Enghsh or Korean 
will accept both individual and pair-list interpretations of scrambled 
Japanese [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] questions. 
184 Exploration of why this result occurs is presented in ~hapt~r 6. 
185 This assumption is discussed further, at the end of thIs sectIon. 
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220. Wh-QP Hypothesis 4: Higher proficiency learners. Li = English, Chinese, 
Korean 
Higher proficiency L2 learners of Japanese whose L 1 is English, Chinese or 
Korean will demonstrate target-like differentiation between individual and 
pair-list interpretations of scrambled Japanese [wh-object '" QP-subject ... ] 
questions. They will accept individual readings and reject pair-list readings. 
The interlanguage restructuring that follows from Hypotheses 3 and -I (in 
(219)-(220)) is now most' drastic' for L I Chinese-speaking learners of Japanese, 
since they are predicted to initially reject individual readings of scrambled Japanese 
[wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] questions and accept pair-list readings, but eventually 
accept individual readings and reject pair-list readings. Note. however, that 
restructuring of the interlanguage with respect to individual readings is not a poverty-
of-the-stimulus problem. This is because the target language input could conceivably 
contain direct evidence for the existence of individual readings in Japanese, in the 
form of a scrambled [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] question in a context that 
unambiguously requires an individual interpretation. Thus, for the present study, the 
poverty-of-the-stimulus problem represented by L2 acquisition of the unacceptability 
of pair-list readings in Japanese remains the primary interest. 
The reformulation of the Wh-QP hypotheses is, as already pointed out, based 
on the assumption that the native English, Chinese and Korean data are indeed 
representative of native knowledge of Wh-QP interpretation and are not somehow 
anomalous. The next section presents evidence from L 1 Chinese- and L 1 Korean-
speaking learners of Japanese that is fully compatible with the findings that (i) 
individual interpretations are less acceptable than pair-list interpretations in native 
Chinese; and (ii) pair-list interpretations are acceptable in native Korean. In addition, 
recent typological evidence about quantifiers in Korean and Japanese (Gill 2002) 
lends independent support to an account of Korean nwukwuna 'everyone' having 
properties that differ from Japanese daremo 'everyone'. Discussion of this 
typological evidence is pursued further in Chapter 6. 
5.3.2.3. L2 Japanese results 
The L2 Japanese groups' mean ratings (on the scale of 0-3) for Types Wh-QPa 
(individual answers) and Wh-QPb (pair-list answers) are presented in Table 37. 
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Table 37: Mean r~tings for individual and pair-list answers by learners of 
Japanese «1.5 = unacceptable'; >1.5 = ' acceptable') 
Wh-QPa: Wh-QPb: 
individual answers pair-list answers 
Group Mean SO Mean SO 
EJint(n 19) 2.51 0.47 2.51 0.69 
EJ adv (n 9) 2.67 0.44 1.93 1.20 
CJ int (n 7) 1.74 1.02 2.14 1.06 
CJ adv (n 10) 2.70 0.49 1.76 1.25 
KJ int (n 22) 2.13 0.84 2.26 0.85 
KJ adv (n 15) 2.39 0.78 1.73 1.13 
Figure 4 displays the mean ratings from Table 37 for each answer type by learner 
group. 
Figure 4: Mean ratings for individual (Wh-QPa) and pair-list (Wh-QPb) answer 









The results of a repeated measures ANOVA (answer type x group) have already 
been noted in the previous section (see also full statistical details in Appendix 6F): 
the main effect of group and the interaction between group and answer type were 
significant, while the main effect of answer type was not significant. Of importance 
to the hypotheses under investigation (Hypotheses 3 and ./ in (219) and (220)) are the 
within-group differences between the mean ratings for individual (Wh-QPa) and pair-
list (Wh-Q Pb) answers. Considering the advanced learner groups, first. it i clear 
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from Table 37 and Figure 4 that all three groups have higher mean ratings for 
individual answers (Wh-QPa) than for pair-list answers (Wh-QPb), thus exhibiting 
the same directional differentiation between the two answer types as the native 
speakers of Japanese (see Table 36 and Figure 3). One-tailed paired samples I-tests 
reveal that the difference in mean ratings between Wh-QPa and Wh-QPb is 
significant only for the advanced CJ group (1(9) = 1.9, P <.05). However, the I-test 
results for the advanced EJ and KJ groups are approaching significance (EJ adv: 1(8) 
= 1.57,p =.078; KJ adv: t(14) = 1.5,p =.079). 
The patterns for the intermediate learner groups differ from the uniform 
pattern of higher ratings for Wh-QPa and lower ratings for Wh-QPb demonstrated by 
the advanced learner groups. For the intermediate EJ group, the two answer types are 
rated equally acceptable with a mean rating of 2.51 on both Wh-QPa and Wh-QPb. 
The Korean and Chinese learners have slightly higher mean ratings on the pair-list 
answers than the individual answers (KJ int: 2.13 (Wh-QPa) v. 2.26 (Wh-QPb); CJ 
int: 1.74 (Wh-QPa) v. 2.14 (Wh-QPb)). None of the within-group differences are 
statistically significant: EJ int: t(18) = -.36, p =.486; CJ int: t(6) = -.53, p =.309; KJ 
int: 1(21) = -.47,p =.323. Post hoc between-group comparisons using the Games 
Howell procedure also do not reveal any significant differences between learner 
groups (for example, the intermediate EJ group's mean rating on Wh-QPb is not 
significantly higher than the advanced EJ group's on Wh-QPb). In summary, the 
advanced learner groups all tend towards target-like differentiation between 
individual answers and pair-list answers, while the intermediate learner groups 
diverge from target-like differentiation between the two answer types, although each 
intermediate group does not behave significantly differently from the corresponding 
advanced group. 
Although the direction of the advanced learners' differential acceptance of 
individual and pair-list answers is the same as that of the native Japanese control 
group (i.e., higher mean ratings for Wh-QPa than Wh-QPb), none of the advanced 
learner groups' mean ratings for pair-list answers fall below 1.5 and thus into the 
category of "rejection' of pair-list answers. By contrast, the mean rating of 1.29 by 
the native Japanese group on Wh-QPb was taken to indicate that pair-list answers are 
rejected in native Japanese. Examination of individual learner consistency on the two 
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test types, presented in Table 38, highlights this difference between the learners and 
the native Japanese speakers. 186 
Table 38: Consistency of individuals on Wh-QPa and Wh-QPb Q/A typesa 
Group Wh-QPa (individual answers) Wh-QPb (pair-list answers) 
No. (%) of individuals who demonstrate: No. (%) of individuals who demonstrate: 
consistent consistent inconsistency consistent consistent inconsistency 
acceptance rejection acceptance rejection 
EJint(19) 17 I I 16 2 I 
(89.5) (5.3) (5.3) (84.2) (10.5) (5.3) 
EJ adv (9) 8 0 1 5 4 0 
(88.9) (11.1) (55.6) (44.4) 
CJ int (7) 2 2 3 4 1 2 
(28.6) (28.6) (42.8) (57.1) ( 14.3) (28.6) 
CJ adv (10) 9 0 I 6 4 0 
(90.0) (10.0) (60.0) (40.0) 
KJ int (22) 15 4 3 15 3 4 
(68.2) (14.1) (17.7) (68.2) ( 13.6) (14.1 ) 
KJ adv (15) I 1 I 3 7 6 2 
(73.3) (6.7) (20.0) (46.7) (40.0) (13.3) 
JJ (18) 17 1 0 6 10 2 
(94.4) (5.6) (33.3) (55.6) (11.1) 
a Criteria/or consistency: . 
'Consistent acceptance' = selection of2 (+ I) or 3 (+2) on at least four of the five test tokens. 
'Consistent rejection' = selection of 0 (-2) or I (-I) on at least four of the five test tokens. 
'Inconsistency' = ratings ~ingneither to consistent acceptance nor consistent rejection. 
As Table 38 shows, over half of the learners in all three advanced learner groups (as 
well as in all three intermediate learner groups) consistently accept pair-list answers 
in the Wh-QPb condition. In the native Japanese group, on the other hand, over half 
of the participants consistently reject pair-list answers. Table 38 also serves to show 
that individual learners were generally consistent in their acceptance or rejection of 
each answer type. The highest rates of inconsistency occur in the smallest group: 
three of the seven intermediate CJ learners (42.8%) demonstrate inconsistency on the 
Wh-QPa condition and two (28.6%) on the Wh-QPb condition. Thus the high 
standard deviations occurring for some ratings in Table 37 are due mainly to some 
participants consistently accepting the tokens of that answer type while others 
consistently reject them. 
To summarise, the advanced learner groups demonstrate more target-like 
behaviour than the intermediate groups with respect to the key target language 
phenomenon in this part of the study: the acquisition of the lack of pair-list answers 
in scrambled Japanese [wh-object ... QP-subject ... ] questions. For the advanced 
186 No individual participant demonstrated consistent selection of' can't decide'. 
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learners, as for the native Japanese speakers, pair-list answers are less acceptable 
than individual answers; while for the intermediate learners, there is no target-like 
differentiation between the two answer types. Specifically, the proportion of 
participants in each advanced learner group who consistently reject pair-list 
interpretations in Japanese is greater than in each intermediate learner group. 
5.3.3. Discussion 
The revised hypotheses in Section 5.3.2.2 (219-220) made predictions about learner 
development with respect to both individual and pair-list answers to Japanese [wh-
object. .. QP-subject. .. ] questions. These predictions are schematised in (221): 
221. 




b. EJ & KJ intermediate: 
(Hypothesis 3b) 














The advanced learners of all three LIs are predicted to achieve target-like acceptance 
of individual answers and rejection of pair-list answers. However, the • starting point' 
for the L 1 Chinese-speaking learners differs from that of the L 1 Korean- and L 1 
English-speaking learners, as (221) shows: intermediate Chinese-speaking learners 
are predicted to reject individual answers and accept pair-list answers; and 
intermediate English-speaking and Korean-speaking learners are predicted to accept 
both answer types equally. 187 
Although both answer types are investigated, it is important to note that the 
status of individual answers is not the same as that of pair-list answers in the context 
187 Again, it is acknowledged that the interlanguage g~mmar ofint~rmediate I.ea~ers does not 
sent the initial state of L2 acquisition. However. smce Wh-QP mterpretatlon IS a subtle 
repre ." . h h' d" I phenomenon. the assumption behmd the predictions IS t at t e mterme late mter anguage grammars 
will still reflect the L I grammars. 
"''''0 
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of the present research. Specifically, as explained in Section 5.3.2.2, acquisition of 
the lack of pair-list answers in Japanese is a poverty-of-the-stimulus problem for all 
three learner groups; however, acquisition of the availability of individual answers is 
not. This is because the Japanese input could conceivably contain [wh-object...QP-
subject ... ] questions in unambiguous individual-answer contexts. These would 
constitute positive evidence from which the availability of individual answers could 
be induced. Consequently, successful acquisition of the availability of individual 
answers in Japanese is not informative about the role of UG in L2 acquisition (even 
in the case of Chinese-speaking learners, for whom L 1 transfer predicts initial 
rejection of individual answers). However, for acquisition of the lack of pair-list 
answers in Japanese, there can be no direct evidence in the input. Thus evidence of 
target-like behaviour with respect to pair-list answers would implicate mediation by 
UG in the L2 acquisition process. Hence, pair-list answers are of key interest to the 
questions motivating this research. 
With this in mind, the advanced learner results are considered first. The 
relevant hypothesis is Hypothesis 4 (220), which predicted that advanced learners of 
all three L1 groups would demonstrate target-like differentiation between individual 
and pair-list answers, accepting individual answers and rejecting pair-list answers. 
This hypothesis is partially confirmed: all three advanced learner groups show the 
same directional differentiation between individual answers and pair-list answers as 
the native Japanese group, in that their ratings for individual answers are 
considerably higher than for pair-list answers. The difference between ratings for 
individual answers and for pair-list answers is statistically significant for the 
advanced Chinese-speaking learners and close to significant (p<.08) for the advanced 
English-speaking and Korean-speaking learners. However, none of the advanced 
learner groups have mean ratings for pair-list answers that are below 1.5 and hence 
fall into the category of "rejection', unlike the native Japanese group. 
This means that, in group terms, the advanced learners have not acquired the 
lack of pair-list interpretation of Japanese [wh-object...QP-subject...] questions. 
However, as seen in Table 38, a number of advanced learners in each L 1 group 
demonstrated target-like consistent rejection of pair-list answers in Japanese. These 
individual results show that the target syntax-semantics architecture can be acquired. 
despite poverty of the stimulus. In other words. they provide further support for the 
claim that L2 acquisition is constrained by UG, since. for each L 1 background. 
''''1 
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knowledge of the lack of pair-list readings in Japanese is underdetermined by L 1 
knowledge and by direct evidence in the input. The fact that fewer than half of the 
learners in each advanced group demonstrate consistent knowledge of the lack of 
pair-list readings in Japanese can be ascribed to the indirect evidence to motivate the 
relevant interlanguage structuring being very sparse. Thus, those who have not 
acquired the target-like grammar have presumably not yet assimilated (enough of) 
the relevant evidence. 
The hypotheses about the intermediate learners are relevant to the question of 
L 1 transfer. The hypothesis about the L 1 English-speaking and L 1 Korean-speaking 
learners (Hypothesis 3 b (219b)) is learners is confirmed: they accepted both 
individual and pair-list answers, as predicted by Ll transfer. For the Ll Chinese-
speaking learners, Hypothesis 3a (219a) predicted rejection of individual answers 
and acceptance of pair-list answers. The results show that the Chinese-speaking 
learners in fact accepted both. However, the mean rating for individual answers by 
this group was lower than for pair-list answers, and it was also lower (at l. 74) than 
the mean ratings for individual answers by the intermediate L 1 English- and L 1 
Korean-speaking learners (2:2.13). Thus, although the L 1 Chinese group did not 
reject individual answers, the group's rating for this answer type was nonetheless 
considerably lower than the ratings by the other two groups. The pattern of this 
between-groups difference is exactly as expected based on L 1 transfer, even though 
it is not as striking as the difference between individual answers in native Chinese 
(mean rating, 1.27) and in native English and Korean (>2.19). In this context, it is 
important to note that, as pointed out above, acquisition of the target high 
acceptability of individual answers in Japanese is not a poverty-of-the-stimulus 
problem: positive evidence for induction of this acceptability may be available in the 
input. In addition, learners' interlanguage at the intermediate level does not represent 
the initial state of L2 acquisition. The L 1 Chinese-speaking intermediate learners 
thus may have already encountered enough evidence to motivate positive-evidence-
based restructuring of their interlanguage with respect to individual answers. Since 
the acquisition of target-like high acceptance of individual answers is not a poverty-
of-the-stimulus problem, it is not unexpected that this might proceed at a different 
rate to acquisition of the lack of pair-list answers. 
In short. the predictions of the hypotheses are largely supported. and the 
overall pattern of the L2 results is compatible with an account in tenns of Full 
')" ') 
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Transfer/Full Access. For pair-list answers, the results support (i) an L 1 transfer-
based prediction that pair-list answers will be highly acceptable to lower proficiency 
learners; and (ii) a UG-access-based prediction that advanced learners will 
demonstrate knowledge of the unacceptability of pair-list answers in Japanese. 188 
An additional plausible implication of the L2 results concerns the reliability 
of the native control data. Specifically, the intermediate CJ and KJ results lend 
credence to the reliability of the unexpected findings for native Chinese and native 
Korean detailed in Section S.3.2.2-namely that the acceptability of individual 
answers in native Chinese is low, and the acceptability of pair-list answers in native 
Korean is high. These two patterns are replicated in the intermediate CJ and KJ 
results, respectively: the intermediate L 1 Chinese-speaking learners of Japanese have 
lower mean ratings for individual answers than pair-list answers (1.74 v. 2.14), like 
the native Chinese group (l.27 v. 2.57) (although the difference is significant only 
for the native Chinese group); and the intermediate L 1 Korean-speaking learners of 
Japanese have approximately equally high levels of acceptance for both individual 
answers and pair-list answers (2.13 v. 2.16), like the native Korean group (2.19 v. 
2.1). This replication of the native patterns in the intermediate L2 data is as predicted 
by L 1 transfer. Although replication of the native patterns in the L2 data does not 
suffice as proof of the reliability of the native data, if the native Chinese and native 
Korean data had been randomly anomalous, it is unlikely that the same randomly 
anomalous patterns would be reproduced in the intermediate CJ and KJ data. 
Both the native Korean data and the L2 data have implications for theories of 
pair-list interpretations of wh-QP questions. The key findings to account for are (i) 
the discovery that pair-list interpretations appear to be highly acceptable in native 
Korean, unlike in native Japanese; and (ii) the discovery that, while L2 acquisition of 
the relative unacceptability of pair-list readings in Japanese is possible despite 
poverty of the stimulus, the indirect evidence motivating the acquisition must be very 
subtle since fewer than half of the advanced learners in each learner group were able 
to acquire the phenomenon. Reappraisal of the theories ofwh-QP interpretation in 
light of these discoveries is explored in the next chapter. In addition, the finding that 
188 An outcome incompatible with Full Transfer/Full Access would have been, for example, if the L I 
English-speaking learners of Japanese had rejected individual answers. 
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a minority of native Japanese-speakers accepted pair-list interpretations is also 
discussed further in Chapter 6. 
5.4. Conclusion 
The broader research questions «(182) and (183)) behind the hypotheses of the QP-
QP task and the Wh-QP task are repeated in (222) and (223): 
222. Do L2ers show divergence with respect to a Target language phenomenon P 
when their LIs are typologically distinct with respect to P? 
223. When P represents an L2 poverty-of-the-stimulus problem, are L2ers able to 
overcome the problem and acquire P? 
The results support affirmative answers to both questions. In the QP-QP task, the 
behaviour of English-speaking learners of Japanese diverged from that of Chinese-
speaking and Korean-speaking learners in a way that reflected the divergent LIs with 
respect to QP scope interpretation. In both the QP-QP task and the Wh-QP task, the 
advanced learner results provided evidence of emerging target-like knowledge of 
scope interpretation in doubly quantified sentences and [wh-object...QP-subject...] 
questions, despite poverty of the stimulus. These results indicate that (i) the L 1 is a 
privileged source of knowledge in L2 acquisition; and (ii) the mechanisms ofUG are 
available in L2 acquisition, enabling acquisition under poverty of the stimulus. As 
such, the results lend support to the Full Transfer/Full Access theory of L2 
acquisition. 
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6. Implications and outstanding issues 
6.0. Introduction 
The main claims arising from the present research project are those pertaining to L2 
acquisition theory detailed in the previous chapter. Specifically, the results of the 
experimental investigation of quantifier scope interpretation by adult L2 learners of 
Japanese were shown to support the Full Transfer/Full Access model of L2 
acquisition. In other words, they support the two-part conclusion that (i) L 1 
knowledge transfers to the interlanguage grammar at the start of L2 acquisition; and 
(ii) L2 acquisition is guided by UG. 
In addition to supporting this conclusion, the results give rise to a number of 
issues for further exploration. Discussion of these outstanding issues is presented in 
this chapter. Section 6.1 reviews the findings about quantifier scope interpretation in 
native Japanese, Chinese, Korean, and English in the context of (i) the theoretical 
claims about quantifier scope interpretation in these languages, and (ii) the findings 
of other studies of quantifier scope interpretation. The unexpected native Korean 
acceptance of pair-list interpretations of scrambled Korean [wh-object...QP-
subject...J questions is discussed in this section. Section 6.2 explores the implications 
of the L2 results for the theories of quantifier scope interpretation outlined in Chapter 
2. Section 6.3 briefly comments on the experimental methodology and discusses its 
strengths and limitations. Finally, Section 6.4 summarises the chapter. 
6.1. Implications of the native experimental data 
A significant contribution of the present research-in addition to investigating L2 
acquisition-is to provide quantitative experimental data on quantifier scope 
interpretation in native Japanese, English, Chinese and Korean. Although some 
relevant data are already available from existing studies, the results of the present 
research considerably augment this database. 189 Prior to the present study, data were 
particularly lacking on the interpretation of QP-QP sentences in native Japanese and 
189 As reported in Chapter 3, the full-scale experimental studies of Kurtzman & MacDonald (1993) 
and Lee el al. (1999b) investigate scope interpretation in QP-QP sentences in native English and 
Chinese. In addition, Sano (2004), reports on the judgements of 10 native speakers of Japanese about 
one Japanese QP-QP sentence. For wh-QP interpretation, Miyamoto & Yamane (1996) report on the 
judgements offive native speakers of English. To the author's knowledge, these are the only 
experimental studies of quantifier scope interpretation in the languages under investigation. 
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native Korean, and on the interpre~ation of wh-QP questions in all four languages. 
The aim of the present section is to review the findings of the main studies for the 
native control groups, and to explore the implications of these findings. Section 6.1.1 
focuses on the QP-QP study, and Section 6.1.2, on the wh-QP study. 
6.1.1. QP-QP study: native experimental data 
This section is organised as follows. Section 6.1.1.1 reviews the native Japanese 
results and discusses their implications for the theories of quantifier scope 
interpretation in Japanese, presented in Chapter 2. Section 6.1.1.2 reviews the native 
Korean results. Section 6.1.1.3 reviews the native English and native Chinese results 
and compares them with the results of the previous studies by Kurtzman & 
MacDonald (1993) (English) and Lee et al. (1999b) (Chinese and English). 
6.1.1.1. Native Japanese data 
Judgements were sought on five tokens each of the twelve test types summarised in 
Table 39. 
Table 39: Test types, QP-QP experiment 
type sentence structure scope 
la: dareka 'someone'-NOM dono N-mo 'every N'-ACC V.PAST S>O 
Ib dareka 'someone'-NOM dono N-mo 'every N'-ACC V.PAST O>S 
Ie dono N-mo 'every N'-ACC dareka 'someone'-NoM V.PAST S>O 
Id dono N-mo 'every N'-ACC dareka 'someone'-NOM V.PAST O>S 
2a dareka 'someone'-NOM dono N-mo 'every N'-ACC V.PAST S>O 
2b dareka 'someone'-NOM dono N-mo 'every N'-ACC V.PAST O>S 
3a NumP-NOM subete-no N 'all the N'-ACC V.PAST S>O 
3b NumP-NOM subete-no N 'all the N'-ACC V.PAST O>S 
3e subete-no N 'all the N'-ACC NumP-NOM V.PAST S>O 
3d subete-no N 'all the N'-ACC NumP-NOM V.PAST O>S 
4a NumP-NOM subete-no N 'all the N'-ACC V.PAST S>O 
4b NumP-NOM subete-no N 'all the N'-ACC V.PAST O>S 
The verb in each of the types in Table 39 was an active, transitive verb in the past 
tense. The scope variable was manipulated by means of pictures depicting either the 
subject-wide or the object-wide interpretation of the sentence. Twenty native 
speakers of Japanese judged the test sentences. (See Chapter 5 for details of the 
procedure; see Appendix 5 for the full set of test items and pictures.) 
As reported in detail in Chapter 5, the "a', 'c' and "d' test types (SOV order 
with S>O scope. OSV order with S>O scope, and OSV order with O>S scope, 
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respectively) were judged acceptable with group mean ratings of at least 2.01 on a 
scale of 0 to 3, where 0 indicated outright rejection and 3 indicated complete 
acceptance. 190 This is as predicted according to the literature on QP-QP scope in 
Japanese (Hayashishita 1999, 2000a, 2000b; Hoji 1985; Kuno & Takami 2002; 
Kuroda 1970). However, there is disagreement in the theoretical literature regarding 
the acceptability of SOY QP-QP sentences with object-wide scope, like the 'b' types 
in Table 39. To restate the debate in brief (see Chapter 2 for details), Kuroda (1970) 
and Hoji (1985) claim that object-wide scope is not possible in Japanese SOY QP-
QP sentences, while Kuno & Takami (2002) and Hayashishita (1999a, 1999b, 2000) 
claim that it is. Kuno & Takami (2002) assert that when the subject QP is an 
existential and the object QP a universal, as in all the test types in Table 39, both 
subject-wide and object-wide scope are possible in Japanese. 191 Hayashishita (1999a, 
1999b, 2000) claims that object-wide scope is available cross-linguistically in 
[S ... 0 ... ] sentences, as long as the object QP can denote a specific group or 
individual. Thus, object-wide scope should be available in all of the 'b' sentences in 
Table 39, according to Hayashishita, because both dono N-mo 'every N' and subete-
no N 'all the N' can denote a specific group.192 In the context of this debate, the 
results of the present study thus support Kuroda (1970) and Hoji (1985): each of the 
four 'b' test types-SOY order with object-wide scope-was judged unacceptable, 
with group mean ratings of 0.73 or lower. 
Examination of the individual response patterns further illustrates the lack of 
acceptability of object-wide scope across the four 'b' test types, as shown in Table 
40. 
190 Recall that in the actual test, the four-point scale was -2, -1, + 1, +2. This was transformed to a 
scale of 0 to 3 for the analysis. The transformed scale is used throughout this section, with the original 
scale ratings in brackets where relevant. 
191 On QP-QP sentences with a universal subject and existential object, Kuno & Takami's (2002) 
claim is in accordance with that ofHoji (1985): that object-wide scope is unavailable. 
192 An example ofa non-group-denoting QP is kanari-no-kazu-no N 'a good number ofN'. In the 
discussion of Hayashishita's analysis, it was suggested that augmentation of this analysis to include 
Tomioka's (2004) proposal about the anti-topic status of Japanese wh+QPt quantifiers (i.e., quantifiers 
comprising a wh-word and a quantificational particle [QPt], such as dono N-mo "every N, iiI. 'which 
N-Qpt') may account for the lack of object-wide scope in Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences with a 
wh+QPt quantifier as object (see Chapter 2). However, without augmentation, Hayashishita (1999, 
2000a, 2000b) does not account for any lack of object-wide scope in Japanese QP-QP sentences when 
the object QP is a group-denoting QP. 
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Table 40: Summary of consistency of individual native Japanese response 
patterns on the four SOY object-wide scope types (Types 1 b, 2b, 3b and 4b)a 
participantb type 1b type 2b type 3b type 4b 
(n = 20) 
subject QP: dareka 'someone' dareka 'someone' NumP NumP 
object QP: dono N-mo 'every N' subete-no N 'al reN' dono N-mo 'every N' subete-no N 'al reN' 
JJ 19* rejected rejected rejected rejected 
JJ20 rejected inconsistent inconsistent ACCEPTED 
JJ22* rejected rejected reiected rejected 
JJ23 rejected inconsistent rejected rejected 
JJ24* rejected rejected rejected rejected 
JJ25 rejected rejected ACCEPTED inconsistent 
JJ26 rejected rejected rejected inconsistent 
JJ27* rejected rejected rejected rejected 
JJ28 inconsistent ACCEPTED rejected inconsistent 
JJ29* rejected rejected reiected rejected 
JJ30 rejected rejected inconsistent inconsistent 
JJ31 * rejected rejected rejected rejected 
JJ32* rejected rejected rejected rejected 
JJ33 inconsistent rejected rejected rejected 
JJ34* rejected rejected rejected rejected 
JJ35 inconsistent rejected rejected rejected 
JJ36 ACCEPTED rejected rejected inconsistent 
JJ38* rejected rejected rejected rejected 
JJ39* relected rejected rejected rejected 
JJ40 rejected inconsistent inconsistent rejected 
Total rejected: 16 (80%) 16 (80%) 16 (80%) 14 (70%) 
Total accepted: 1 (5%) 1 (5%) 1 (5%) 1 (5%) 
Total inconsistent: 3 (15%) 3 (15%) 3 (15%) 5 (25%) 
a 'rejected' = 'consistent rejection': selection of ratings of 0 (-2) or 1 (-I) on at least four ofthe five 
tokens for that type. 
'accepted' = 'consistent acceptance': selection of ratings of2 (+1) or 3 (+2) on at least four of the 
five tokens for that type. 
'inconsistent' = ratings corresponding neither to consistent acceptance nor to consistent rejection. 
b Asterisks indicate those participants who consistently rejected object-wide scope on all four 
test types. 
The 'Total rejected' line in Table 40 shows that, for each test type, there were at least 
14 individuals who consistently rejected object-wide scope on that type, while the 
'Total accepted' line shows there was a maximum of one who consistently accepted 
object-wide scope on each type (the notions of 'consistent rejection' and 'consistent 
acceptance' are used here with the definitions given in Note 'a' in Table 40). Each 
instance of consistent acceptance of object-wide scope is by a different individual: 
none of the 20 native Japanese participants consistently accepted object-wide scope 
across all four of the relevant test types. 
The reliability of this result of rejection of object-wide scope in Japanese 
SOY QP-QP sentences is confinned-albeit on a small scale-by Sano's (2004) 
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finding that 8 out of 10 native Japanese speakers rejected object-wide scope on one 
sentence with the same structure as Type 1 b (subject = dareka . someone' , object = 
dono N-mo "every N'). Similarly, the pilot results of the present study (Chapter 4) 
also yielded results showing native Japanese rejection of object-wide scope in SOY 
QP-QP sentences of the types in Table 40. 
Given the individual response patterns in Table 40 along with the group mean 
ratings indicating group rejection of object-wide scope on SOY QP-QP sentences, 
the data from the present study do not provide support for theories claiming that 
object-wide scope is available in Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences (i.e., the accounts 
of Kuno & Takami 2002 and Hayashishita 1999, 2000a, 2000b). Under both Kuno & 
Takami (2002) and Hayashishita (1999, 2000a, 2000b), pragmatic factors may 
account for failure of an object-wide scope interpretation to arise (see Chapter 2 for 
details). The pragmatic solution is expressed differently in each account: under Kuno 
& Takami (2002), object-wide scope is ruled out by the lack of a discourse context 
favouring such an interpretation; under Hayashishita (1999, 2000a, 2000b) it may be 
ruled out by the lack of a group referent in the discourse for the (group-denoting) 
object QP. However, such pragmatic accounts of the lack of acceptance of object-
wide scope in the SOY QP-QP sentences do not seem viable in the present 
experiment. The picture contexts used for each test token were designed to provide a 
pragmatically plausible context (including an appropriate group referent) for the 
intended scope interpretation of that token. The task required the participants to 
judge, for each token, whether the sentence matched the picture. The same pictures 
were used for the object-wide scope conditions in both the SOY types (the "b' types) 
and the OSV (scrambled) types (the "d' types). The fact that the participants accepted 
object-wide scope on the scrambled types (mean rating > 2.29 on the scale of 0-3) 
shows that the pictures were successful: if the picture contexts had been 
pragmatically implausible, the acceptability of object-wide scope on the scrambled 
test types would have been severely degraded. 
In short, the native Japanese results for the QP-QP sentence types 
investigated here are highly compatible with claims that object-wide scope is not 
readily available in Japanese SOY doubly-quantified sentences (Kuroda 1970; Hoji 
1985); and they do not support analyses claiming that Japanese QP-QP sentences are 
essentially ambiguous (Kuno & Takami 2002; Hayashishita 1999, 2000a, 2000b). 
However. the present results do not say anything about QP-QP sentences with verbs 
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other than active, transitive verbs in the simple past; nor do they inform us about 
quantifier combinations other than those used here. In addition, it is acknowledged 
that the data in Table 40 reveal some inconsistency in the individual response 
patterns: although 10 participants (500/0) consistently rejected object-wide scope on 
all four of the SOY test types, the remaining 10 consistently rejected object-wide 
scope on only three (four participants), two (two participants), or one (two 
participants) of the four test types, and they are inconsistent, or, in four instances, 
they demonstrate acceptance, on the others. This degree of inconsistency remaining 
in the results, despite rigorous refining of the test instrument (see Chapters 4 and 5), 
may be a quantitative reflection of the frequently-alluded-to subtlety and fragility, if 
not outright difficulty, of judgements about quantifier scope interpretation. As such, 
some inconsistency may be inevitable in studies of quantifier scope interpretation. 
6.1.1.2. Native Korean data 
Korean, like Japanese, is claimed to exhibit scope rigidity in SOY QP-QP sentences, 
and scope ambiguity in scrambled OSV QP-QP sentences. This claim is supported in 
Kim (1989), Kim & Larson (1989) and Sohn (1995) using sentences with 
nwukwunka 'someone' as the subject QP and nwukwuna 'everyone' as the object QP, 
and an active transitive verb, as shown in (22) and (225) (Kim 1989: 366 (24a), 367 
(28a), previously cited in Chapter 2). 
224. Nwukwunka-ka nwukwuna-Iul chodayhatta. unambiguous: S>O; *O>S 
someone-NOM everyone-ACe invited 
'Someone invited everyone. ' 
225. Nwukwunai-Iul nwukwunka-ka ti chodayhatta. ambiguous: S>O; O>S 
everyone-Acc someone-NOM invited 
. Someone invited everyone. (scrambled)' 
The Korean test sentences for the present research project used motun N 'all 
the N' as the object QP, as shown in Table 41: 
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Table 41: Test types for Korean version of QP-QP experiment 
type sentence structure scope 
KIa: nwukwunka 'someone'-NOM rnotun N 'all the N'-ACC V.PAST S>O 
Klb nwukwunka 'someone'-NOM motun N 'all the N'-ACC V.PAST O>S 
Klc motun N 'all the N'-ACC nwukwunka 'someone'-NOM V.PAST S>O 
KId motun N 'all the N'-ACC nwukwunka 'someone'-NOM V.PAST O>S 
K2a: NumP-NOM motun N 'all the N'-ACC V.PAST S>O 
K2b NumP-NOM motun N 'all the N'-ACC V.PAST O>S 
K2c motun N 'all the N'-ACC NumP-NOM V.PAST S>O 
K2d motun N 'all the N'-ACC NumP-NOM V.PAST O>S 
Five tokens of each type were judged by 22 native speakers of Korean. Their group 
mean ratings indicated acceptance of subject-wide scope on both SOY and OSV 
sentences (Types KIa and K2a, group mean >2.18 on the scale of 0-3; Types Klc 
and K2c, group mean >2.02). Object-wide scope was rejected on the SOY and OSV 
sentences (Types Klb and K2b, group mean <0.98; Type KId and K2d ::;1.24). 
These results are thus as claimed in the theoretical literature, except for the rejection 
of object-wide scope on the scrambled 'd' types. 
As suggested in Chapter 5, the rejection of object-wide scope on the 
scrambled sentences could be due to the lexical properties of motun 'all'. This 
quantifier tends to have a collective rather than a distributive interpretation (Kook-
Hee Gill, personal communication, March 2004). Distributivity is required for an 
object-wide scope interpretation; therefore, lacking distributivity entails lacking the 
capacity to take object-wide scope. Consequently, the native Korean participants' 
rejection of object-wide scope on the scrambled 'd' sentences with motun N 'all the 
N' as object QP does not necessarily contradict the claims in the theoretical literature 
that object-wide scope is available in scrambled QP-QP sentences, since these claims 
are made about sentences with nwukwuna 'everyone' as object QP. 
The difference between the present results for motun N 'all the N' and the 
theoretical claims about nwukwuna 'everyone' with respect to object-wide scope in 
scrambled QP-QP sentences provides further evidence of the different behaviours of 
different universal quantifiers. The Korean results thus highlight the need for a 
theory of scope interpretation that accounts for different types of quantifier. such as 
the Target Landing Sites theory by Beghelli (1995, 1997) and Beghelli & Stowell 
( 1997). 
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6.1.1.3. Native English and native Chinese data 
The native English and native Chinese data provided quantitative support for the two 
key claims summarised in (226) and (227) (see Chapter 2 for details): 
226. English doubly-quantified SVO sentences with an existential subject and every 
N as object are scopally ambiguous, allowing both subject-wide and object-
wide interpretations; however, with all the N as object they are unambiguous, 
allowing only the subject-wide interpretation. 
227. Chinese doubly-quantified SVO sentences with an existential subject are 
unambiguous, allowing only a subject-wide interpretation, whatever the object 
quantifier. 
The present section briefly compares the present data with those of the existing 
previous studies of QP-QP scope interpretation in English (Kurtzman & MacDonald 
1993) and in Chinese and English (Lee et al. 1999b). Implications of the results for 
theories of scope interpretation are briefly discussed at the end of the section. 
The test types used in the native English and native Chinese tasks in the 
present study were as shown in Table 42 (previously presented in Chapter 5; the 
English task used the sentences given as translations of the Chinese). 
Table 42: Test types for Chinese and English versions of QP-QP experiment 
type sentence structure scope 
la mouren 'someone' mei-CL N 'every N'-ACC V.PAST S>O 
Ib mouren 'someone' mei-CL N 'every N'-ACC V.PAST O>S 
2a mouren 'someone' suo.J!...oude N 'all the N'-ACC V.PAST S>O 
2b mouren 'someone' suoyoude N 'all the N'-ACC V.PAST O>S 
3a NumP-NOM mei-CL N 'every N'-ACC V.PAST S>O 
3b NumP-NOM mei-CL N 'every N'-ACC V.PAST O>S 
4a NumP-NOM suoyoude N 'all the N'-ACC V.PAST S>O 
4b NumP-NOM suo)loude N 'all the N'-ACC V.PAST O>S 
Five tokens of each type were judged by 24 native speakers of English and 20 native 
speakers of Chinese. As reported in Chapter 5, subject-wide scope was judged 
acceptable in both English and Chinese on all four of the 'a' types (group mean 
rating >2.68 for English, >2.22 for Chinese, on the scale of 0-3); in English, object-
wide scope was acceptable when the object quantifier was every (Types 1 band 3b: 
group mean rating >l.74) but unacceptable when the object quantifier was all (Types 
2b and 4b: group mean rating <0.93); in Chinese, object-wide scope was 
unacceptable on all four of the "b' types (group mean rating <0.45). 
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Kurtzman & MacDonald's (1993) study of scope interpretation in English 
included sentences such as (228), with a as the subject quantifier, every as the object 
quantifier, and an active transitive verb. 193 
228. A kid climbed every tree. 
These sentences are comparable with Types 3a-b in the present study (although the 
existential subject quantifier in 3a-b.is numerical instead of the determiner a). In 
Kurtzn1an & MacDonald's experiment, participants read each test sentence (such as 
(228)) on a computer screen, then pressed the space bar to reveal a continuation 
sentence. The continuation sentences required either a subject-wide interpretation of 
the test sentence (e.g., (229)), or an object-wide scope interpretation (e.g., (230». 
229. The kid was full of energy. 
230. The kids were full of energy. 
The participants pressed a 'yes' or 'no' button to indicate whether they found that the 
continuation "made sense' and was a 'natural continuation' of the first sentence. 
Kurtzman & MacDonald's results showed that, for sentences like (228) with 
an a-phrase subject and every N as object, the subject-wide continuation was 
accepted (by pressing the "yes' button) far more frequently than the object-wide 
continuation: >800/0 'yes' responses v. <25% 'yes' responses. 194 The high rate of 
acceptance of subject-wide scope is similar to the findings for subject-wide scope in 
the present study. However, the rate of <250/0 acceptance of object-wide scope is 
much lower than in the present study. 195 Kurtzman & MacDonald suggest that one 
factor contributing to this result, despite the theoretical ambiguity of sentences like 
(228), could be the a-phrase subject setting up a topic that refers to a single entity. In 
this context, the object-wide continuation, with its plural subject, is judged unnatural. 
The experiment design of the present study aimed to avoid such formation of 
preconceptions about the interpretation of the test sentences, by presenting the 
picture context for each sentence before presenting the actual sentence. In other 
193 Detai led presentations of Kurzman & MacDonald (1993) and Lee et al. (1999b) were given in 
Chapter 3. Only those details essential for the purpose of comparison are repeated here. 
194 Approximate percentages are taken from a chart (Kurtzman & MacDonald 1993: 255). Kurtzman 
& MacDonald do not provide exact values. 
195 Actual results for the present study are repeated in Table 43, following. 
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words, the participants saw the unambiguous picture context before they read the 
ambiguous sentence. Since acceptance of object-wide scope in native English was 
higher in the present study, this feature of the experiment design may have 
successfully helped to facilitate object-wide scope interpretation. 
Lee et al.' s (1999b) investigation of QP-QP scope interpretation in English 
and Chinese also yielded a higher rate of acceptance of object-wide scope on English 
sentences with every as the object quantifier. 196 Among the sentence types 
investigated by Lee et af. were exemplars directly comparable with Types 3a-b 
(subject = NumP, object = mei-cL Nlevery N, verb = transitive) and 4a-b (subject = 
NumP, object = suoyoude Niall the N, verb = transitive) in the present study. In Lee 
et al. 's experiment, participants read each sentence along with a number of 
interpretations for the sentence, and rated how possible each interpretation was on a 
scale of 0 to 3 ('0' = 'impossible'; "3' = 'possible and often understood that way'). 
An example is given in (231) (Lee et al. 1999b: 181 (34), previously presented in 
Chapter 3):197 
231. Two flags waved from every window in the building. 
A) There were only two flags. One flag waved from all the windows. The other 
flag also waved from all the windows. (S>O) 
B) There were only two flags. One flag waved from some windows. The other 
flag also waved from the other windows. (cumulative interpretation) 
C) Each of the windows had two flags waving. Different windows had different 
flags. There were more than two flags. (O>S) 
The study included four tokens each of test types corresponding to Types 3a, 3b, 4a 
and 4b (see Table 42) in the present study. Thirty native speakers of Mandarin 
Chinese judged the sentences in Chinese, and 27 native speakers of English judged 
them in English. 
Lee et af. 's rates of consistent acceptance of object-wide scope for each 
participant group are presented in Table 43, and compared with the rates of 
consistent acceptance, consistent rejection, and inconsistency for all four object-wide 
scope types (Types 1 b, 2b, 3 band 4b) in the present study. (Since there were four 
tokens per type in Lee et al. (1999) and five per type in the present study, the 
consistency criterion is slightly stricter in the present study. See the Table 5 notes.) 
1% Actual results are repeated in Table 43, following. 
197 The example in (231) has an unaccusative verb because Lee el al. do not provide an example of 
their test types with active transitive verbs. 
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Table 43: Comparison of native Chinese and native English consistency on 
object-wide scope types in the present study and in Lee et al. (1999b) 
Present study Lee et al. (1999b) 
type subject QP; object QP Chinese English Chinese English 
(scope = O>S) (n=20) (n=24) (n=30) 1n=27) 
(verb = transitive) acca rejb incc acca rejb inec aced aced 
% (n) % (n) % (n) % (n) % (n) %(n) % % 
Ib mourenlsomeone; 0.0 100.0 0.0 54.2 12.5 33.3 - -
mei-CL Nlevery N (0) (20) (0) (13) (3) (8) 
2b mourenlsomeone; 5.0 95.0 0.0 12.5 70.8 16.7 - -
suoyoude Niall the N (I) (19) (0) (3) (17) (4) 
3b NumP; 5.0 90.0 5.0 62.5 20.8 16.7 26.7 44.4 
mei-CL NlevelY N (I) (18) (I) (15) (5) (4) 
4b NumP; 0.0 90.0 10.0 8.3 75.0 16.7 10.0 11.1 
suoyoude Niall the N (O) (18) (2) (2) ( 18) (4) 
a , , , .. acc - consistent acceptance': % (n) of participants selectmg ratmgs of2 (+ 1) or 3 (+2) on at least 
four of the five test tokens. 
b 'rej' = 'consistent rejection': % (n) of participants selecting ratings of 0 (-2) or 1 (-1) on at least four 
of the five test tokens. 
c'inc' = 'inconsistency': % (n) of participants with ratings corresponding neither to consistent 
acceptance, nor to consistent rejection. 
d 'acc' = 'consistent acceptance': % of participants selecting ratings of2 or 3 on at least three of the 
four test tokens. 
Table 43 shows that Lee et al. 's consistent acceptance ratings on Type 3b (subject = 
NumP, object = mei-CL Nlevery N) and Type 4b (subject = NumP, object = suoyoude 
Niall the N) are broadly similar to those from the present study in that the highest 
rating in each case occurs in the native English data when the object quantifier is 
every (Type 3b): 62.5% in the present study; 44.4% in Lee et al.'s study. When the 
object quantifier is all (Type 4b), consistent acceptance ratings are much lower: 8.30/0 
in the present study; 11.1% in Lee et al. 's study. The native Chinese consistent 
acceptance ratings on both Types 3b (object = mei-CL N 'every N')) and 4b (object = 
suoyoude N 'all the N') are also lower in both studies than the native English rates 
for Type 3b. However, the rates in the present study are extremely low: 50/0 on Type 
3b, 00/0 on Type 4b; in Lee et al.'s study, the corresponding native Chinese rate for 
Type 3b is considerably higher at 26.7% , and the Type 4b rate is also somewhat 
higher, at 10.0% • The consistent acceptance ratings for Type 1 b (subject = 
mouren/someone, object = mei-CL Nlevery N) and Type 2b (subject = 
mouren/someone, object = suoyoude Niall the N) in the present study are similar to 
those for Types 3b and 4b: native Chinese acceptance ratings are extremely low (0% 
on Type 1 b~ 50/0 on Type 2b); native English acceptance is relatively high when the 
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object quantifier is every (Type 1 b: 54.20/0) but much lower when the object 
quantifier is all (Type 2b: 12.5%). 
Overall, the results from the present study corroborate Lee et al. 's findings, 
while, at the same time, testifying more clearly than theirs to the claims stated in 
(226), viz., that English allows object-wide scope with every N but not with all the N, 
and (227), viz., that object-wide scope is not readily available in Chinese. The reason 
for the clearer results in the present study is probably due to the difference in 
experimental designs. It was observed in Chapter 3 that Lee et al. 's design was very 
reading-intensive, and also very long (100 interpretations were judged by each 
participant). Fatigue, and confusion due to puzzling over 100 written scope 
interpretations, may have impaired participants' judgements. One of the aims of the 
design adopted in the present study was to minimise the test-taking burden in order 
to maximise the accuracy of the judgements. The clearer results of the present study 
compared with Lee et al. 's suggest that this aim was successfully realised. 
In spite of these efforts to facilitate clear judgements about scope 
interpretation, the native English data from the present study still include evidence of 
a degree of inconsistency, as with the native Japanese results (although the native 
Chinese data from the present study are almost inconsistency-free). Specifically, the 
native English speakers did not unanimously accept object-wide scope when the 
object quantifier was every (mean consistent acceptance on Type 1 b = 54.2%, Type 
3b = 62.5%); nor did they unanimously reject object-wide scope when the object 
quantifier was all (mean consistent rejection on Type 2b = 70.80/0, Type 4b = 750/0). 
The lack of consistent acceptance of object-wide scope when the object 
quantifier is every is likely to be due to the fact that object-wide scope interpretations 
are harder to process than subject-wide scope interpretations, even when genuine 
\ 
ambiguity exists (as Kurtzman & MacDonald's (1993) study testifies; see details in 
Chapter 3). Such a lack is not problematic for the theoretical accounts of ambiguity 
in English QP-QP sentences, given the overall pattern in the data of acceptance of 
object-wide scope when the object quantifier is every. 
The results for English QP-QP sentences with all as the object quantifier are 
more problematic for the accounts of quantifier scope detailed in Chapter 2. First, 
before considering the inconsistencies in the results for all, the overall result showing 
rejection of object-wide scope when the object quantifier is all provides further 
quantitative evidence of the need for accounts of quantifier scope to address the 
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differences between different quantifiers: the theories of May (1977, 1985), Aoun & 
Li (1993) and Hornstein (1995) focus predominantly on the quantifiers some and 
every, with an implication that other existential and universal quantifiers exhibit the 
same patterns. These theories thus do not account for the lack of object-wide scope 
of all. The Target Landing Sites theory by Beghelli (1995, 1997) and Beghelli & 
Stowell (1997), on the other hand, specifically addresses differences between 
quantifiers. Under this theory, it is predicted that object-wide scope is not possible 
for all in the sentence types investigated. The overall result thus supports this theory. 
However, the consistent acceptance of object-wide scope for all by a minority of 
participants (3 out of 24 on Type 2b, subject = someone; two out of 24 on Type 4b, 
subject = NumP) is not predicted. Modification of a constrained theory, such as the 
Target Landing Sites theory, in order to account for a small minority of un predicted 
experimental results is clearly not desirable, since such a modification would 
decrease the explanatory power of the theory. As with the four instances of 
consistent acceptance of object-wide scope in the native Japanese data, it seems that 
the instances of acceptance of object-wide scope for all in the English data must be 
written off as a quantitative expression of the overall complexity of scope 
interpretations. 
6.1.2. Wh-QP study: native experimental data 
The Wh-QP study investigated questions with a QP subject and wh-object in 
Japanese, Korean, Chinese, English, as exemplified in (232)-(234) (the English 
translations exemplify the question type used in the English version of the task): 198 
232. Japanese: 
Nani-o daremo-ga katta no? 
what-ACC everyone-NoMbuy.PAST Q 
'What did everyone buy? (scrambled)' 
233. Korean: 
Mwues-ul nwukwuna-ka sass ni? 
what-ACC everyone-NOM buy.PAST Q 
. What did everyone buy? (scrambled)' 
198 Scrambled questions were used in Japanese and Korean because of the reported ~arginal .. 
acceptability of the non-scrambled versions ofwh-QP questions with a wh+QPt subject (HoJt 1985; 
Kim 1989; Tomioka 2004). See Chapter 2 for details. 
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Participants made judgements about the acceptability of individual answers (235a) 
and pair-list answers (235b) to questions of the types illustrated in (232)-(234). As 
shown in (235), a picture provided a plausible context for both the individual 
interpretation and the pair-list interpretation. (The example picture in (235) includes 
text in Japanese, and the example answers in (235a-b) are provided in English. 
However, the actual test materials were fully "localised' for each language. In 
addition, the English translation of the text in the picture, provided for convenience 
in (235), was not included in the actual test materials. See Chapter 5 for full details 
of the procedure, and Appendix 6 for the test materials.) 
235. Picture context: 
A-I'"- "t' 
Translation (top): At the supermarket 
(above heads): Hayashi; Yamada; Morimoto 
a. Individual answer: 
Fish. 
b. Pair-list answer: 
Mrs Hayashi bought fish and bananas, Mr Yamada bought fish and apples, 
and Mrs Morimoto bought fish and onions. 
Five tokens of each of the answer types in (235) were judged by 18 native speakers 
of Japanese, 25 native speakers of Korean, 14 native speakers of Chinese, and 18 
native speakers of English, all in their respective native language. 
The results indicated that individual answers were acceptable in native 
Japanese, native Korean and native English (group mean ratings 2:2.01 on scale of 
0-3) but unacceptable in native Chinese (group mean: 1.27); and pair-list answers 
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were acceptable in native Korean, Chinese and English (group mean ratings ~2.1) 
but unacceptable in native Japanese (group mean: 1.29). As noted in Chapter 5, two 
of these results contradict the claims of the theoretical literature (see Chapter 2 for 
details): individual answers are claimed to be available in native Chinese (e.g .. Aoun 
& Li 1993); and pair-list answers are claimed to be unavailable in native Korean 
(Beck & Kim 1997; Kim 1989).199 
The unexpected rejection of individual answers in Chinese was discussed in 
Chapter 5.200 The source of the unexpected acceptance of pair-list answers in Korean 
is explored in Section 6.2.2.2. Before that, Section 6.2.2.1 briefly discusses the 
implications of the individual consistency patterns in the native Japanese results. 
6.1.2.1. Individual consistency in native Japanese 
It was shown in Chapter 5 that, although pair-list answers were rejected in group 
terms in native Japanese, 6 of the 18 native Japanese participants demonstrated 
consistent acceptance of pair-list answers. The individual consistency patterns for the 
native Japanese group are repeated in Table 44, and compared with those of the other 
three groups. 
199 Note that Beck & Kim (1997) and Kim (1989) refer only briefly to a lack of pair-list interpretations 
in scrambled [wh-object ... nwukwuna-ka 'everyone-NOM' ... ] questions in Ko~ean .. To the author's 
knowledge, there is no in-depth exploration of these questions i~ t~e ~heoretlcall~ter~ture on Ko.rean. 
200 Briefly, Aoun & Li's (1993) claim that Chinese allows both mdlvldual a~d palr-Itst answers IS 
made about questions that include the floating quantifier dou 'all', such as (I). 
I. Meigeren dou maile shenme? 
everyone all bought what 
'What did everyone buy?' 
The Chinese question form (234) used in the present study did not include dou. See Chapter 5 for 
further discussion. 
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Ta~le 44: Individual consistency on wh-QP task in native Japanese, English, 
Chinese and Korean 
individual answers pair-list answers 
group acca rejb incC acca rejb incC 
% (n) % (n) % (n) % (n) % (n) % (n) 
94.4 5.6 0 33.3 55.6 11.1 
JJ (n=18) (17) (1) (6) (10) (2) 
81.0 0 19.0 100 0 0 
EE (n=21) ( 17) (4) (21 ) 
14.3 50.0 35.7 85.7 0 14.3 
CC (n=14) (2) (7) (5) ( 12) (2) 
76.0 8.0 16.0 72.0 4.0 24.0 
KK (n=25) ( 19) (2) (4) ( 18) (I) (6) 
a , , , 
'. 
.. 
acc consIstent acceptance. % (n) of partIcIpants selectmg ratmgs of2 (+1) or 3 (+2) on at least 
four of the five test tokens. 
b 'rej' = 'consistent rejection': % (n) of participants selecting ratings of 0 (-2) or I (-1) on at least four 
of the five test tokens. 
C 'inc' = 'inconsistency': % (n) of participants demonstrating neither consistent acceptance nor 
consistent rejection. 
The only pattern that does not demonstrate at least 720/0 consistent acceptance or 
rejection of the particular answer type, apart from the native Chinese group's pattern 
for individual answers, is the native Japanese response pattern for pair-list 
answers.20t Although the majority of native Japanese participants consistently 
rejected pair-list answers, this majority is only 10 out of 18 participants (55.6%). Of 
the remaining eight participants in the group, six (33.30/0) consistently accepted pair-
list answers and two (11.1 0/0) had inconsistent response patterns. 
This set of response patterns seems to testify to (i) pair-list answers being 
generally unacceptable in Japanese; but (ii) some variety (or varieties) of Japanese 
allowing pair-list readings. The native Japanese result contrasts so starkly with the 
results for pair-list answers by the other three groups (where pair-list answers are 
consistently accepted by at least 720/0 of the group) that it seems reasonable to 
maintain a general categorisation of Japanese as disallowing pair-list readings while 
the other three languages allow them. However, given that six of the native Japanese 
participants consistently allowed pair-list readings, some processing mechanism 
must allow the general absence of pair-list readings to be over-ruled. Further 
201 The inconsistency by the native Chinese participants is likely to be due to the fact that the question 
form used in the Chinese version of the task (see 234) sounded somewhat unnatural in native Chinese. 
This was discussed in Chapter 5 and is not pursued further here. 
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exploration of the processing of scrambled [wh-object...QP-subject...] questions in 
Japanese is left for future research. 
6.1.2.2. Native Korean data 
One possible source of the unexpected acceptance of pair-list interpretations in 
scrambled Korean [wh-object...QP-subject. .. ] questions could be the properties of the 
Korean quantifier nwukwuna "everyone', used as the QP-subject. It was expected 
that Korean would be like Japanese, with pair-list interpretations being rejected. 
However, the Korean wh+QPt quantifier nwukwuna is not directly equivalent to the 
quantifier used as the QP-subject in the Japanese questions, daremo, even though 
they are frequently presented as counterparts in questions with "everyone' as the 
subject and a wh-word as the object (e.g., Beck & Kim 1997; Kim 1989; Tomioka 
2004). The extensive investigation ofwh+QPt quantifiers in Japanese and Korean by 
Gill (2002) shows that Korean nwukwuna and Japanese daremo are compositionally 
and distributionally different. Two further quantifiers are introduced-daredemo 
"anyone/everyone' in Japanese, and nwukwuto "no-one' in Korean-in order to fully 
illustrate the difference. 
Considering Japanese daremo, first, compositionally, this is the equivalent of 
Korean nwukwuto "no-one'-and not nwukwuna "everyone'-since each has the 
structure given in (236):202 
236. "who' (dare/nwukwu) + conjunctive particle (mo/to) 
However, distributionally, daremo and nwukwufo are not exactly the same. Notably, 
nwukwuto is" licensed only by a negative environment, as illustrated in (237) and 
(238), where (237) shows the grammatical usage with a negated verb, and (238) is 
ungrammatical due to the affirmative context (based on Gill 2002: 12 (16-17)): 
237. Nwukwuto tapcang-ul acik 
nobody reply-AcC yet 
"Nobody replied yet.' 
anh hayssta. 
NEG did 
202 Examples ofthe conjunctive use ofthe particles mo (in Japanese) and 10 (in Korean) are as follows: 
I. Japanese: Sam-mo Sally-mo 
Korean: Sam-to Sally-to 
'Both Sam and Sally' 
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238. *Nwukwuto pap-ul masisskey mantulessta. 
nobody nce-ACC deliciously made 
By contrast, Japanese daremo has two usages: it is negative-sensitive in the same 
way as Korean nwukwuto when it is used without a case marker, as shown in (239); 
however, when used with a case marker-as seen throughout this dissertation-it is 
not polarity-sensitive, as shown in (240) (Hasegawa 1993; Nishigauchi 1990, 1999). 
239. Daremo ko-na-katta/*kita. 
nobody cOme-NEG-PAsT/came 
'Nobody came./* Anybody came' 
240. Daremo-ga ko-na-kattalkita. 
everyone-NoM cOme-NEG-PAST/came 
'Everyone didn't come./Everyone came' 
Gill (2002: 18) states that, for Korean nwukwuto, non-polarity-sensitive usage with a 
case marker (analogous with Japanese daremo in (240)) is not possible. Therefore, 
nwukwuto is ungrammatical as the subject of a scrambled [wh-object...QP-subject...] 
question such as those investigated in this dissertation, as shown in (241). 
241. *Mwues-ul nwukwuto(-ka) 
what-Ace no-one( -NOM) 
sass ni? 
bought Q 
Moving on to Korean nwukwuna, this differs compositionally from 
daremolnwukwuto in two ways. First, the Korean quantificational particle (i)na is a 
disjunction morpheme, not a conjunction morpheme.203 Second, the structure of 
nwukwuna is claimed to incorporate the Korean copula. Specifically, the -i of (i)na, 
which surfaces post-consonantally, is argued to be a fonn of the Korean copula (Jang 
1999; Lee 1996; Martin 1992). Thus, the structure of nwukwuna is as shown in 
(242a), while (242b) provides an example of a Korean wh+QPt quantifier in which 
the -i is overt. As indicated by the translations in (242), Korean wh+(i)na quantifiers 
have the 'free choice' sense of English any, as well as the universal sense of English 
every, although this dissertatio'n has focused thus far only on the universal sense. 
242. a, nwukwu-(i)-na 
who-( eOP)-DISJ 
• anyone/everyone' 
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The Japanese quantifier daredemo 'anyone/everyone'-and not darema-is like 
nwukwuna in that it can be analysed as incorporating a copula morpheme, de. 
However, darederno differs from nwukwuna in that the quantificational particle is the 
conjunction rno, not a disjunction, like Korean na. The composition of daredemo is 
shown in (243). 
243. dare-de-mo 
who-COP-CONJ 
Neither Korean nwukwuna nor Japanese daredemo are polarity sensitive. Regarding 
; 
meaning, Gill (2002) reports, based on a database of native-speaker judgements, that 
both can receive free-choice, universal, and existential interpretations. However, it 
seems that in both languages, the free-choice meaning, corresponding (in broad 
terms) to English anyone is the most characteristic usage. For example, Nishigauchi 
(1999: 281) defines Japanese daredemo as a 'free-choice indefinite'; and Gill, 
Harlow & Tsoulas (2003: 13 (37)) report that native Korean informants usually 
exemplify the meaning of nwukwuna with a sentence in which the free-choice 
reading is the most salient, such as (244): 
244. Nwukwuna ke kes-ul halswuissta. 
anyone the thing-ace can-do 
'Anyone can do it.' 
Moreover, Japanese daredemo differs from Korean nwukwuna in that it is 
. QP b' ] . 204 ungrammatical in scrambled [wh-obJect... -su ~ect... questIOns: 
245. *Nani-o daredemo-ga katta no? 
what-Ace anyone-NOM bought Q 
In other words, despite the similarities between Korean nwukwuna and Japanese 
daredemo, they differ distributionally on precisely the question type investigated in 
204 Thanks to Hidekazu Tanaka for useful discussion (June 2004) of the grammaticality of daredemo. 
Note that (245) is not improved by omitting the case marker -ga, even though daredemo can occur 
without a case marker. 
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this dissertation: nwukwuna~ but not daredemo~ is grammatical as the subject in a 
scrambled [wh-object... 'everyone' -subject. .. ] question. 
The morphology of the four quantifiers is summarised in Table 45. along with 
those details of the meaning and distribution that are pertinent to the discussion. 
Table 45: Summary of morphology, meaning and distribution of four 
quantifiers in Japanese and Korean 
quantifier morphology meaning & distribution 
Japanese: dare-mo 'who'+cONJ 'no-one': negative environment, no case-marking; 
'everyone': case-marking required; 
wh-ACC ... -NOM V? 
Korean: nwukwu-to 'who'+CONJ 'no-one': negative environment, no case-marking; 
* ... -CASE; 
*wh-ACC ... ( -NOM) V? 
Japanese: dare-de-mo 'who'+ COP + CONJ 'anyone' /( everyone'); 
*wh-ACC ... (-NOM) V? 
Korean: nwukwu-(i)-na 'who'+ (cop) + DISJ 'anyone/everyone' ; 
wh-ACC ... (-NOM) V? 
Table 45 clarifies that none of the four quantifiers'is directly equivalent to any other. 
Most importantly for the present discussion, Japanese daremo is far from being 
directly equivalent to Korean nwukwuna, despite the fact that the two have been 
presented in the literature as equivalents. 
The reason why daremo and nwukwuna have nonetheless been presented as 
equivalents in scrambled [wh-object...QP-subject...] questions is~ no doubt, that, of 
the four wh+QPt quantifiers in Table 45, daremo and nwukwuna are grammatical, 
with the meaning of 'everyone', in this context?05 However, the subtle differences 
between daremo and nwulol'una may be the source of the finding in the present study 
that pair-list interpretations were judged acceptable in Korean [wh-object... 
nwukwuna-NoM ... ] questions, but they were judged unacceptable in Japanese [wh-
object. .. daremo-NoM ... ]. Specifically, the free-choice meaning of nwukwuna may 
playa role. The example Korean test question given in (233) at the beginning of this 
section is repeated in (246), but this time nwukwuna is translated as 'anyone' instead 
of 'everyone~. 
205 As pointed out elsewhere, both Korean and Japanese also have non-wh+QPt quan~ifiers with t~e 
meaning of 'everyone'. Suh (1990) discusses scrambled Korean [wh-object...QP-subJect...] questions 
with motun saram 'all the people' as the subject QP, and states that pair-list readings are unavailable. 
This is unsurprising if, as discussed above (Section 6.1.1.2), the interpretation of Korean mown 'all' is 
predominantly collective rather than distributive. Further examples ofnon-wh-QPt universals are 
motwu in Korean and minna in Japanese. These may also lack the distributive sense of the wh+QPt 
universals. They are not discussed here. 
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what-Acc anyone-NoM buy.PAST Q 
'What did anyone buy? (scrambled)' 
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The question What did anyone buy? is hard to interpret in English.206 However, if an 
interpretation is forced, a pair-list answer, in which each individual is mapped to the 
thing shelhe bought, is certainly possible, as exemplified in (247). 
247. Context: Person X is holding a garage sale. She leaves the sale for an hour and 
Person Y takes charge of it. The following QI A takes place on X's return. 
X: What did anyone buy? 
Y: Someone bought that old clock, someone bought a few books, the lady 
from down the road bought the armchair, etc .... 
The example in (247) is intended only to illustrate that a pair-list interpretation of a 
question with a wh-object and 'anyone' as the subject is conceptually possible. 
Further investigation is required in order to discover whether interpretation of 
nwukwuna as 'anyone' instead of 'everyone' is the reason why the native Korean 
informants accepted pair-list interpretations of questions like (246) in the judgement 
task. The fact that Korean nwukwuna allows a free-choice interpretation as well as a 
universal interpretation whereas Japanese daremo is (predominantly) universal, 
seems like a promising avenue to explore for the source of the unexpected 
acceptance of the pair-list reading in Korean and its rejection in Japanese. 
6.2. Implications of the L2 results for theories of quantifier scope 
interpretation 
6.2.1. QP-QP scope interpretation 
The rationale for the investigation of QP-QP scope interpretation in L2 Japanese 
rests upon the fact that English allows an object-wide scope interpretation of 
[S ... 0 ... ] QP-QP sentences while Japanese does not. Acquisition of the lack of 
object-wide scope in Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences is a poverty-of-the-stimulus 
problem for native English-speaking learners (as set out in detail in Chapter 2). As 
such, the only way in which English-speaking learners can acquire native-like 
knowledge of the lack of object-wide scope in Japanese is by indirect evidence in the 
206 The same is likely to be true in Korean: 5 of the 25 native Korean test participants commented on 
their answer sheet that the questions in the lI'h-QP task were 'odd' or 'difficult to understand'. 
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input triggering UG-constrained restructuring of the English-based interlanguage 
grammar. What exactly the relevant trigger may be depends on how the difference in 
scope interpretation between Japanese and English is accounted for. Chapter 2 
included an assessment of what might trigger the relevant English-Japanese 
inter language restructuring under five different theories of quantifier scope 
interpretation: Hoji (1985); Aoun & Li (1993); Hornstein (1995); the Target Landing 
Sites theory by Beghelli (1995, 1997) and Beghelli & Stowell (1997); and 
Hayashishita's (1999), (2000a), (2000b) theory enhanced by the proposal by 
Tomioka (2004) that Japanese wh+QPt quantifiers are incompatible with topic-hood 
(henceforth, in this section, 'Hayashishita/Tomioka'). In addition, a prediction was 
made about the L2 learnability of Japanese scope rigidity by English-speaking 
learners under each account. To briefly restate the predictions (see Chapter 2 for 
details), it was argued that, for the first three accounts (Hoji 1985; Aoun & Li 1993; 
Hornstein 1995), English-speaking learners would be unable to overcome poverty of 
the stimulus: they would fail to acquire the lack of object-wide scope in Japanese 
SOY QP,-QP sentences. However, under the remaining two accounts (the Target 
Landing Sites theory and HayashishitaiTomioka) the relevant acquisition would be 
possible, but probably slow. 
'Slow, but possible' acquisition is indeed what the experimental results 
revealed. Intennediate English-speaking learners did not appear to have knowledge 
of the lack of object object-wide scope in Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences: they 
allowed non-native-like inverse scope interpretations. On the other hand, advanced 
English-speaking learners behaved more like native speakers of Japanese. 
Specifically, six of the nine advanced English-speaking learners consistently rejected 
object-wide scope in Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences. This result is thus compatible 
with the L2 learnability predictions under the Target Landing Sites theory and 
HayashishitaiTomioka, but not with the prediction, under Hoji (1985), Aoun & Li 
(1993) and Hornstein (1995), that the poverty-of-the-stimulus problem cannot be 
overcome. 
Though compatible with the Target Landing Sites theory and 
HayashishitaiTomioka, the L2 results do not shed any light on which (if either) of the 
two is more likely to be correct.207 In Chapter 2, it was suggested that. under the 
207 The experiments were not designed to differentiate between the different theoretical accounts of 
scope interpretation, since this was not a goal of the present study. 
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Target Landing Sites theory, acquisition by native English-speakers of the lack of 
object-wide scope in Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences should be a corollary of 
acquiring the knowledge that Japanese lacks a morpho-syntactic singular/plural 
distinction; while within the HayashishitaiTomioka framework, the absence of 
object-wide scope may be linked with the inability of Japanese wh+QPt quantifiers to 
act as discourse topics. A useful experiment that could potentially differentiate 
between the two accounts would be an investigation of the order of acquisition in 
English-Japanese iriterlanguage of (i) the lack of object-wide scope in Japanese and 
(iia) knowledge of the Japanese lack of singular/plural distinction or (iib) knowledge 
of the incompatibility ofwh+QPt quantifiers with topic-hood. If learners gain native-
like knowledge of Japanese scope rigidity before they gain native-like knowledge of 
the lack of singular/plural distinction in Japanese, this would detract from the Target 
Landing Sites theory. On the other hand, acquisition of native-like knowledge of 
Japanese scope rigidity before acquisition of native-like knowledge of the 
incompatibility of wh+QPt quantifiers with topic-hood would detract from the 
HayashishitaiTomioka account. 
6.2.2. Wh-QP scope interpretation 
With regard to the interpretation of [wh-object...QP-subject...] questions, only the 
analysis by Aoun & Li (1993) appeared to account for the availability of pair-list 
interpretations in English and Chinese, and the lack of such interpretations in 
Japanese.208 Under this account, the lack of pair-list interpretation in Japanese was 
linked to the fact that Japanese makes use of a sentence-final question-marking 
particle (predominantly ka or no) in question formation (see Chapter 2 for details). 
Assuming this to be correct, the L2 learnability problem for L 1 English- and L 1 
Chinese-speaking learners of Japanese was stated in terms of coming to know that 
Japanese is a 'question particle language', in contrast to Chinese and English, which 
do not use question particles. It was suggested that question particles in the Japanese 
input would serve as clear and readily-available evidence that Japanese is a question 
particle language, and would trigger the relevant restructuring. Thus, acquisition of 
the lack of pair-list interpretations of scrambled Japanese [wh-object...QP-subject...] 
208 The discussion here focuses initially on the implications of the findings about wh-QP interpretation 
in English-Japanese and Chinese-Japanese interlanguage. The native Korean and Korean-Japanese 
interlanguage findings are broached at end of this section. 
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questions was predicted to be possible in English-Japanese and Chinese-Japanese 
interlanguage, despite poverty of the stimulus. 
The results presented in Chapter 5 indicated that some advanced L 1 Chinese-
and L 1 English-speaking learners did indeed have knowledge of the lack of pair-list 
interpretations in Japanese. The numbers of individuals who consistently rejected 
pair-list interpretations (i.e., who demonstrated native-like behaviour) were small: 
four out of 10 advanced Chinese-speaking learners of Japanese (40%) and four out of 
nine advanced English-speaking learners of Japanese (44.4%). Nonetheless, the 
proportion of learners in each advanced group who consistently rejected pair-list 
interpretations was larger than in each intermediate group: two out of 19 intermediate 
English-speaking learners (1 0.5%)~ one out of six intermediate Chinese-speaking 
learners (14.3%). This difference between the advanced and the intermediate groups 
was interpreted to show that knowledge of the lack of pair-list interpretations in 
scrambled Japanese [wh-object...QP-subject...] questions can arise despite poverty of 
the stimulus. However, the fact that fewer than half of the advanced English-
speaking and Chinese-speaking learners acquired this knowledge indicates that the 
evidence to motivate the relevant restructuring must be very sparse or very obscure. 
This suggests that Japanese question markers in the input do not serve as sufficient 
evidence to motivate restructuring of the English-Japanese and Chinese-Japanese 
interlanguages to rule out pair-list interpretations. If evidence from question markers 
alone were sufficient to motivate this restructuring, knowledge of the lack of pair-list 
interpretations in Japanese would be expected to be demonstrated by more of the 
learners, since question markers are frequent and (apparently) obvious in the input. 
Although it was predicted under Aoun & Li's (1993) analysis ofwh-QP 
interpretation that the lack of a pair-list interpretation of scrambled Japanese [wh-
object...QP-subject...] questions would be easily acquired by Chinese-speaking and 
English-speaking learners, the fact that this prediction was not confirmed (Le., that 
the lack of pair-list interpretation appears hard to acquire) does not constitute 
evidence that Aoun & Li' s account is incorrect. The continued acceptance of pair-list 
interpretations by more than half of the advanced learners could arise because the 
Japanese "question particle grammar' can somehow be (incorrectly) represented by 
the English-Japanese and Chinese-Japanese interlanguage grammars without 
restructuring. If this is the case, Aoun & Li's analysis remains viable. 
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However, a more serious challenge to Aoun & Li's analysis comes from the 
native Korean data. As already discussed in Section 6.1.2, it was discovered that 
native speakers of Korean readily accept a pair-list interpretation of scrambled 
Korean [wh-object...QP-subject...] questions, despite the fact that Korean makes use 
of question-marking particles, like Japanese. The proposed link of languages that use 
question-marking particles with the unavailability of pair-list interpretations in [wh-
object...QP-subject...] questions thus does not appear to hold. 
In short, although the L2 acquisition data do not detract from Aoun & Li's 
(1993) analysis of the interpretation of [wh-object. .. QP-subject...] questions, the 
native Korean data do. Since the other theories of wh-QP interpretation outlined in 
Chapter 2 accounted only for the availability of pair-list interpretations in English 
and not for the lack thereof in Japanese, it is clear that more research is required to 
explain the complex cross-linguistic differences attested to in the experimental data. 
6.3. Comments on the methodology 
The present study adopted the methodological framework proposed by Schwartz & 
Sprouse (2000): a comparative interlanguage study incorporating L2 poverty-of-the-
stimulus problems. Schwartz & Sprouse (2000) argue that experimentation within 
this framework should provide a clear window on the roles of L 1 transfer and UG in 
L2 acquisition. Specifically, investigation ofL2 development ofa phenomenon, P, 
by learners whose LIs differ with respect to that phenomenon sheds light on the role 
of L 1 transfer in L2 acquisition; and investigation of whether learners can acquire P 
when P represents a poverty-of-the-stimulus problem sheds light on the role ofUG. 
An advantage of the framework is that the results remain valid regardless of any 
changes in the technicalities of the theories accounting for P. 
The results obtained in the present study testify to the utility of this 
framework. • Developmental paths' were investigated by comparing learners at an 
intermediate level of L2 Japanese proficiency with learners at an advanced level. In 
the investigation of QP-QP interpretation, the developmental path of native English-
speaking learners of Japanese differed from the path of native Chinese-speaking and 
native Korean-speaking learners of Japanese in precisely the way that L 1 transfer 
predicts: intermediate-level English-speaking learners allowed non-target-like object-
wide scope on Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences, while intermediate-level Korean-
speaking and Chinese-speaking learners did not. This was argued to reflect the facts 
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of the L 1 s--object-wide scope is allowed in English QP-QP sentences. but not 
Chinese and Korean-and thereby to provide evidence of L 1 transfer at an early 
stage of L2 acquisition. Similarly, in the investigation of the interpretation of 
questions with a QP subject and wh-object, the intermediate-level native Chinese-
speaking learners differed from the intermediate English-speaking and Korean-
speaking learners in that the Chinese group demonstrated a depressed rate of 
acceptance of 'individual' interpretations (i.e., QP-subject > wh-object 
interpretations). This was argued to reflect the unacceptability of individual answers 
in native Chinese compared with the high acceptability of individual answers in 
native English and Korean, and thus, again, provide evidence of L 1 transfer.209 
Regarding poverty of the stimulus, in the QP-QP study, acquisition of the lack of 
object-wide scope in Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences was a poverty-of-the-stimulus 
problem for English-speaking learners~ and in the wh-QP study, acquisition of the 
lack of pair-list interpretations in scrambled [wh-object...QP-subject ... ] questions was 
a poverty-of the-stimulus problem for all three learner groups. For both phenomena. 
subsets of the advanced learner groups demonstrated target-like behaviour, indicating 
that L2 poverty of the stimulus can be overcome. This was argued to implicate UG in 
the L2 acquisition process. The overall conclusion-that the L 1 grammar and UG are 
privileged sources of knowledge in adult L2 acquisition--can be maintained 
whatever theory accounts for the scope interpretation phenomena investigated. 
The results of the present study show that conducting research within 
Schwartz & Sprouse's (2000) framework facilitates clear, useful conclusions about 
L2 acquisition theory. If, for example, the 'comparative' aspect of the design had not 
been followed, and only English learners of Japanese had been investigated, the fact 
that the English learners' developmental path for QP-QP interpretation reflects QP-
QP interpretation in English could have been argued to indicate a universal L2 
acquisition pattern for scope interpretation (i.e., all L2 learners initially allow object-
wide scope in their L2) without reference to L 1 influence. However, since English-
speaking learners were compared with Chinese-speaking and Korean-speaking 
learners, and the developmental paths of all three groups reflected the divergence 
209 Recall that, at the outset of the research, it was expected that native Korean would differ from 
native Chinese and English in that the former would not allow pair-list interpretations. However. as 
detailed in Chapter 5 and discussed in the present chapter, the native Korean control data did not attest 
to such a difference. 
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between the LIs, the argument that this finding is due to L I influence, and not to 
some universal L2 acquisition pattern, becomes much stronger. 
A serious practical consideration concerning Schwartz & Sprouse's 
methodology is the complexity it forces on the experiment design. It requires 
multiple participant groups: learner groups are required of at least two L 1 
backgrounds and at least two proficiency levels; in addition, native control data in 
both the target language and the LIs considerably enhances the study.2IO This means 
that, as well as the challenge of sourcing the necessary numbers of participants and 
of timetabling and conducting the experiments, a crucial feature of the test 
instrument design is that it must be suitable for translation into all the languages of 
the study. In addition, reliable help with the important task of translation must be 
sought. Ideally, pilot tests should be conducted in all of the languages under 
investigation. In the present study, there was no full-scale pilot of the Chinese and 
Korean materials due to constraints of time, finance, and access to suitable pilot test 
participants. Had it been possible to pilot all materials, the unexpected results in the 
Chinese and Korean wh-QP tasks (i.e., the native Chinese rejection of individual 
answers and the native Korean acceptance of pair-list answers) would have been 
discovered earlier, enabling the formulation of appropriate L2 acquisition hypotheses 
at the outset of the main study. Finally, the statistical analysis of the results from a 
study within this framework is likely to be complex, given the large number of 
groups that must be compared with respect to at least one variable with at least two 
levels. 
All of the challenges enumerated here can be overcome, and they are not 
unique to Schwartz & Sprouse's methodology: most L2 acquisition studies entail 
some or all of these considerations. Overall, the methodology provides a clear 
framework for yielding informative L2 acquisition data. Further experimentation 
within this framework would be beneficial for the field of L2 acquisition research. 
210 Collection of native control data in the LIs could conceivably be dispensed with if reliable relevant 
quantitative data are already available. However, in the present study, the n~ti~e c.ontrol dat~ proved 
crucial for understanding the L2 results in the wh-QP study: the fact that pair-list mterpretatl.ons were 
accepted in intermediate L I Korean-L2 Japanese interlanguage would have been v~ry pu~zlmg 
without the native Korean data showing that pair-list interpretations are acceptable m eqlllvalent 
native Korean questions. 
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6.4. Conclusion 
This chapter has discussed a number of issues arising from the main experimental 
studies conducted for this dissertation. Section 6.1 reviewed the native control data 
and highlighted the following four issues: (i) the native Japanese data on QP_QP 
interpretation clearly confirmed that object-wide scope is not available in Japanese 
SOY QP-QP sentences with an active, transitive verb. This quantitative evidence 
poses a challenge for the theories of Kuno & Takami (2002) and Hayashishita (1999. 
2000a, 2000b), which treat Japanese QP-QP sentences as allowing object-wide 
scope; (ii) the native English and Chinese QP-QP data clearly showed rejection of 
object-wide scope in native Chinese and acceptance of object-wide scope in English 
when the object quantifier was every. This result was shown to corroborate the 
findings of Lee et al. (1999b), and also to surpass the latter study in robustness of the 
results. It was suggested that the reason for the clearer results in the present study 
was the simpler task required of the participants; (iii) a degree of inter-participant· 
variation was identified in all of the native results, whereby a minority of participants 
accepted/rejected one scope reading while the rest of the group rejected/accepted it. 
It was suggested that this is a quantitative reflection of the subtlety and fragility of 
quantifier scope judgements about scope interpretation, and may be unavoidable in 
quantitative research on scope interpretation; (iv) pair-list interpretations of 
scrambled [wh-object...QP-subject...] questions were accepted in native Korean, 
contra the claims of the theoretical literature. It was suggested that this result may be 
due to the lexical properties of the quantifier nwukwuna 'anyone/everyone' (cf. 
Japanese daremo 'everyone') used as the subject QP in the Korean wh-QP task. 
Section 6.2 discussed the implications of the L2 acquisition data for theories 
of scope interpretation. Under two of the theories of quantifier scope interpretation 
discussed in this dissertation (the Target Landing Sites theory (Beghelli 1995, 1997~ 
Beghelli & Stowell 1997) and Hayashishita's (1999, 2000a, 2000b) theory 
augmented with Tomioka's (2004) proposal that Japanese wh+QPt quantifiers such 
as dono N-mo 'every N' cannot take object-wide scope due to their anti-topic status), 
it was predicted that English-speaking learners of Japanese could overcome poverty 
of the stimulus and acquire Japanese scope rigidity in SOY QP-QP sentences. The 
L2 data were compatible with this prediction and therefore with the two theories. 
Under the theories of Aoun & Li (1993), Hoji (1985) and Hornstein (1995). it was 
predicted that acquisition of scope rigidity would not be possible for English-
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speaking learners. This prediction was not supported by the experimental data. 
Regarding wh-QP interpretation, only Aoun & Li~ s (1993) theory addressed the 
relevant cross-linguistic differences. The L2 data on wh-QP interpretation, which 
showed that the lack of a pair-list interpretation in scrambled Japanese [wh-
object. .. QP-subject...] questions can be acquired under poverty of the stimulus, do 
not support or undermine Aoun & Li's (1993) theory. However, it was argued that 
evidence of the availability of pair-list interpretations in native Korean poses a 
problem for the association in Aoun & Li's theory of 'question particle languages' 
(such as Japanese and Korean) with a lack of pair-list interpretations. 
Section 6.3 briefly reiterated the aims of the methodology adopted, namely 
Schwartz & Sprouse's (2000) framework of a comparative interlanguage study 
incorporating L2 poverty of the stimulus. It was shown that the present study 
successfully met these aims and that the framework facilitates the formulation of 
useful conclusions about the roles of L 1 transfer and UG for L2 acquisition theory. 
Specifically, comparison of learners whose LIs were English, Chinese or Korean 
showed that the divergence between the learners' developmental paths with respect 
to quantifier scope interpretation in Japanese reflected precisely the divergence 
between the three LIs with respect t6 the equivalent scope phenomena. This provides 
strong evidence of L 1 transfer in L2 acquisition. In addition, evidence that two L2 
poverty-of-the-stimulus problems were overcome by advanced learners of 
Japanese-the acquisition of scope rigidity in Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences by 
advanced English-speaking learners; and the acquisition of the absence of pair-list 
interpretations in Japanese scrambled [wh-object...QP-subject...] questions by 
advanced English-speaking, Chinese-speaking, and Korean-speaking 
learners-provides strong evidence that L2 acquisition is guided by UG. 
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The main goal of this thesis was to investigate the L2 acquisition research questions 
given in Chapter 1, (4) and (5), repeated below in (248) and (249). 
248. When a target language phenomenon P represents an L2 poverty-of-the-
stimulus problem, are L2ers able to overcome the problem and acquire P? 
249. Do L2ers show divergence with respect to P when their LIs are typologically 
distinct with respect to P? 
An affirmative answer to (248) indicates that L2 acquisition is guided by UG. since, 
logically, neither the input nor the L 1 can provide direct evidence about the facts 
about P under poverty of the stimulus. An affirmative answer to (249) indicates that 
L 1 knowledge influences the L2 acquisition process. Investigation of (248) and (249) 
was conducted by means of a quantitative experimental study of two quantifier scope 
interpretation phenomena in L2 Japanese. The hypotheses are summarised in (250) 
and (25I)?11 
250. L2 Poverty-of-the-stimulus 
a. Advanced learners of Japanese whose L 1 is English will (correctly) reject 
non-native-like object-wide scope in Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences. 
b. Advanced learners of Japanese whose L 1 is English, Chinese, or Korean 
will (correctly) reject non-native-like pair-list interpretations of scrambled 
Japanese [wh-object.. .QP-subject...] questions. 
251. L1 transfer 
a. Lower-proficiency learners of Japanese whose L 1 is English will 
(incorrectly) accept non-native-like object-wide scope in Japanese SOY QP-
QP sentences. By contrast, lower-proficiency L2 learners of Japanese whose 
L 1 is Chinese or Korean will (correctly) reject non-native-like object-wide 
scope in Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences. 
b. i. Lower-proficiency learners of Japanese whose L 1 is Chinese, English or 
Korean will (incorrectly) accept non-native-like pair-list answers to 
scrambled Japanese [wh-object.. .QP-subject...] questions. 
ii. In addition, the lower proficiency L l-Chinese-speaking learners will 
(incorrectly) reject individual answers to scrambled Japanese [wh-
object...QP-subject...] questions. 
211 The hypotheses about wh-QP interpretation (250b & 251 b) reflect revisions made in C.hapter 5 on 
the basis of the findings from the native control data that (contra the claims of the theoretical . 
literature) (i) pair-list answers to scrambled [wh-object...QP-subject...] questions are.accepted ~n 
native Korean. and (ii) individual answers to questions with a QP-subject and wh-obJect are r~Jected 
in native Chinese. 
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An acceptability judgement task was developed to collect the relevant data. 
Six groups of L2 learners of Japanese took part in the study: intermediate and 
advanced groups with English, Chinese or Korean as their L 1. In addition. there were 
four native control groups: Japanese, English, Chinese, and Korean. 
The hypotheses in (250) were confirmed by the judgement data: some of the 
advanced English-speaking learners of Japanese consistently rejected non-native-like 
object-wide scope in Japanese SOY QP-QP sentences; and some of the advanced L 1 
English-, L 1 Chinese- and L 1 Korean-speaking learners of Japanese consistently 
rejected non-native-like pair-list interpretations of scrambled Japanese [wh-
object. .. QP-subject...] questions. In both tasks, the group rates of native-like 
judgements were higher among the advanced groups than the rates of native-like 
judgements among the corresponding intermediate learner groups. This result was 
argued to provide evidence that L2 acquisition can take place under poverty of the 
stimulus. This, in turn, supports the theory that L2 acquisition is guided by UG. 
Hypothesis (251a) was also confirmed: the intermediate-level English-
speaking learners of Japanese accepted object-wide scope in Japanese SOY QP-QP 
sentences, while the intermediate Chinese-speaking and Korean-speaking learners 
rejected it. This was argued to provide evidence of L 1 transfer in L2 acquisition, 
since object-wide scope is acceptable in native English, but not in native Korean or 
Chinese (in [S ... O ... ] QP-QP sentences). Hypothesis (251b.i) was also confirmed: 
the intermediate-level learners of all three L 1 backgrounds accepted non-native-like 
pair-list answers to scrambled Japanese [wh-object...QP-subject...] questions, as 
predicted by L 1 transfer. Hypothesis (251 b.ii) was not contirmed: the intermediate 
L 1 Chinese-speaking learners did not reject individual answers; contra the 
prediction, they accepted them. However, this group's rate of acceptance of 
individual answers was depressed compared with the other two intermediate groups'. 
This divergence between the intermediate groups was argued to indicate L 1 
influence, even though the hypothesis was not confirmed: the depressed rate of 
acceptance of individual answers by the intermediate Chinese-speaking learner group 
reflects the rejection of individual answers in native Chinese, while the high rates of 
acceptance of individual answers by the intermediate English-speaking and Korean-
speaking groups reflects the high acceptability of individual answers in native 
English and native Korean. 
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About this appendix 
This appendix relates to Phase 1 of the experimental work, and should be used in 
conjunction with Chapter 4. The appendix comprises two sections: Appendix lA lists 
the test sentences used in Phase 1; Appendix 1 B shows the corresponding pictures. 
Note that, in Appendix lA, each test item is identified by an index 
comprising two numbers and a letter. The first number, 1-10, indicates the sentence 
type (from Types 1-10; see Chapter 4). Each type has up to four exemplar sentences, 
and these are indicated by the second number, 1-4. The letter, a-d, indicates the 
word order and scope condition of that item ('a' = SOY order, subject-wide scope; 
'b' = SOY order, object-wide scope; 'c' = OSV order, subject-wide scope; 'd" = 
OSV order, object-wide scope). These indices are used in Appendix 1 B to identify 
which picture corresponds to which test item. 
Appendix 1A: Test sentences 
Noles: 
I. As described in Chapter 4, the test battery was divided into two sets. The item number within 
each set is indicated for each test item in the 'Set I' and 'Set 2' columns, below. 
2. For translations of the scrambled items (those with 'c' and 'd' indices), see the preceding non-
scrambled ('a' and 'b') items. 
index sentence item number 
set 1 set 2 
I.la Dareka-ga dono hon-mo yonde-iru. 50 
1.1 b someone-NOM every book-Qpt is reading 40 
'Someone is reading every book.' 
I.lc 20 
LId Dono hon-mo dareka-ga yonde-iru. 73 
1.2a Dareka-ga kono resutoran-no dono ryouri-mo tabete-mita. 31 
1.2b someone-NOM this restaurant-GEN every dish-Qpt eat-tried 69 
'Someone tried every dish of this restaurant.' 
1.2c 16 
1.2d Kono resutoran-no dono ryouri-mo dareka-ga tabete-mita. 28 
1.3a Dareka-ga dono neko-mo nadete-iru. 64 
1.3b someone-NOM every cat-Qpt is stroking 14 
'Someone is stroking ev~ cat.' 
1.4a Dareka-ga dono bousi-mo kabutte-mita. 26 
l.4b someone-NOM every hat-Qpt wear-tried 49 
'Someone tried on every hat.' 
l.4c 25 
l.4d Dono bousi-mo dareka-ga kabutte-mita. 57 
2.la Dareka-ga subete-no hon-o yonde-iru. 52 
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index sentence item number 
set 1 set 2 2.lb someone-NOM all-GEN book-ACC is reading 22 
'Someone is read ing all the books .. 
2.le 
39 2.ld Subete-no hon-o dareka-ga yonde-iru. 47 
2.2a Dareka-ga kono resutoran-no subete-no ryouri-o tabete-mita. 59 2.2b someone-NOM this restaurant-GEN alI-GEN dish-Ace eat-tried 63 
'Someone tried all the dishes of th is restaurant.' 
2.2e 4 
2.2d Kono resutoran-no subete-no ryouri-o dareka-ga tabete-mita. 28 
2.3a Dareka-ga subete-no neko-o nadete-iru. 51 
2.3b someone-NOM all-GEN eat-Acc is stroking 54 
'Someone is stroking all the cats.' 
2.3e 18 
2.3d Subete-no neko-o dareka-ga nadete-iru. 53 
2.4a Dareka-ga subete-no bousi-o kabutte-mita. 66 
2.4b someone-NOM all-GEN hat-Acc wear-tried 22 
'Someone tried on all the hats.' 
3.la Hutari-no otokonoko-ga dono teeburu-mo huita. 23 
3.lb two.HUMAN-GEN bOYS-NOM every table-Qpt wiped 21 
'Two boys wiped every table.' 
3.lc 
Dono teeburu-mo hutari-no otokonoko-ga huita. 14 3.ld 13 
3.2a Hutari-no otoko-ga dono doa-mo nutta. 2 
3.2b two.HUMAN-GEN men-NOM every door-opt painted. 35 
'Two men painted every door.' 
3.3a Hutari-no onnanoko-ga dono mado-mo aratta. 27 
3.3b two.HUMAN-GEN girls-NOM every window-opt washed 30 
'Two girls washed every window.' 
3.3e Dono mado-mo hutari-no onnanoko-ga aratta. 46 
3.3d 60 
3.4a Hutari-no kangohu-ga dono kanzya-mo kanbyou-sita. 13 
3.4b two.HUMAN-GEN nurse-NOM every patient-opt looked-after. 24 
'Two nurses looked after every patient.' 
3.4e Dono kanzya-mo hutari-no kangohu-ga kanbyou-sita. 
16 
3.4d 5 
4.la Hutari-no otokonoko-ga subete-no teeburu-o huita. 42 
4.lb tWO.HUMAN-GEN bOYS-NOM all-GEN table-ace wiped 3 
'Two boys wiped all the tables.' 
4.le 25 Subete-no teeburu-o hutari-no otokonoko-ga huita. 
4.ld 53 
4.2a Hutari-no otoko-ga subete-no doa-o nutta. 12 
4.2b two.HUMAN-GEN men-NOM all-GEN door-ace painted. 5 
'Two men painted all the doors.' 
4.2e 61· Subete-no doa-o hutari-no otoko-ga nutta. 
4.2d 73 
4.3a Hutari-no onnanoko-ga subete-no mado-o aratta. 8 
4.3b two.HUMAN-GEN girls-NOM all-GEN window-ace washed 40 
'Two girls washed all the windows.' 
4.4a Hutari-no kangohu-ga subete-no kanzya-o kanbyou-sita. 47 
4.4b two.HUMAN-GEN nurse-NOM all-GEN patient-ace looked-after. 58 
'Two nurses looked after all the patients.' 
Subete-no kanzya-o hutari-no kangohu-ga kanbyou-sita. S5 I 4.4e I 
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index 
sentence item number 
4.4d set 1 set 2 
63 
5.la Dareka-ga daremo-o aisite-iru. 
5.1 b someone-nom everyone-ace loves 30 
'Someone loves everyone.' 56 
5.lc 
5.ld Daremo-o dareka-ga aisite-iru. 9 
5.2a 35 Dareka-ga daremo-o kiratte-iru. 37 5.2b someone-nom everyone-ace hates 33 
'Someone hates everyone.' 
5.2c 
5.2d Daremo-o dareka-ga kiratte-iru. 61 
51 5.3a Dareka-ga daremo-o mite-iru. 2 5.3b someone-nom everyone-ace is-watching 69 
'Someone is watch ing ev~one.' 
5.3c 
Daremo-o dareka-ga mite-iru. 38 5.3d 
72 5.4a Dareka-ga daremo-o sikatte-iru. 66 5.4b someone-nom everyone-ace is-scolding 56 
'Someone is scolding eveiYone.' 
6.la Dareka-ga minna-o aisite-iru. 59 
6.lb someone-nom everyone-ace loves 48 
'Someone loves everyone.' 
6.lc 
Minna-o dareka-ga aisite-iru. 64 6.ld 72 
6.2a Dareka-ga minna-o kiratte-iru. 19 
6.2b someone-nom everyone-ace hates 45 
'Someone hates everyone.' 
6.2c 
Minna-o dareka-ga kiratte-iru. I 6.2d 42 
6.3a Dareka-ga minna-o mite-iru. 7 
6.3b someone-nom everyone-ace is-watching 43 
'Someone is watch ing everyone.' 
6.4a Dareka-ga minna-o sikatte-iru. 19 
6.4b someone-nom everyone-ace is-scolding 68 
'Someone is scolding everyone.' 
6.4c Minna-o dareka-ga sikatte-iru. 45 6.4d 6 
7.la Dareka-ga dono isu-ni-mo suwatte-mita. 6 
7.lb someone-NOM every chair-LOC-Qpt sit-tried 10 
'Someone sat (lit. tried sittin~ in every chair.' 
7.lc Dono isu-ni-mo dareka-ga suwatte-mita. 18 
7.ld II 
7.2a Dareka-ga dono teeburu-no-ue-de-mo odotta. 10 
7.2b someone-NOM every table-GEN-top-LOC-Qpt danced 4 
'Someone danced on eve!)". table.' 
7.2c ~4 Dono teeburu-no-ue-de-mo dareka-ga odotta. 
7.2d 60 
7.3a Dareka-ga dono kuruma-ni-mo notte-mita. 29 
7.3b someone-NOM every car-LOC-Qpt get in-tried 36 
'Someone got in (lit. tried getting in) in every car. . 
7.3c 15 
7.3d Dono kuruma-ni-mo dareka-ga notte-mita. 67 
7.4a Dareka-ga dono mise-ni-mo haitta. 57 
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index sentence item number 
set 1 i set 2 I 
7.4b someone-NOM every car-LOC-Qpt entered 32 
. Someone went into every shop.' 
8.la N i-wa-no tori-ga dono ki-e-mo tonda. I I 
-l-l 
8.lb two-CL-GEN bird-NOM every tree-LOC-Qpt flew I 32 'Two birds flew to every tree.' I 
8.lc 
Dono ki-e-mo ni-wa-no tori-ga tonda. 54 I 8.ld 36 
8.2a Hutari-no kankoukyaku-ga dono machi-ni-mo itta. 26 
8.2b tWO.HUMAN-GEN tourist-NOM every City-LOC-Qpt went 38 
'Two tourists went to every city.' 
8.2c 
Dono machi-ni-mo hutari-no kankoukyaku-ga itta. 29 8.2d 17 
8.3a San-biki-no neko-ga dono kussyon-ni-mo neta. 71 
8.3b three-CL-GEN cat-NOM every cushion-LOC-Qpt slept 65 
'Three cats slept on every cushion.' 
8.4c Dono kussyon-ni-mo san-biki-no neko-ga neta. 71 8.4d 34 
9.la Dareka-ga dono heya-n i-mo ita. 15 
9.lb someone-NOM every room-LOC -Qpt was 39 
'Someone was in every room.' 
9.1c Dono heya-ni-mo dareka-ga ita. 
44 
9.ld 33 
9.2a Dareka-ga dono hoomu-ni-mo tuita. 37 
9.2b someone-NOM every platform-LOC-Qpt arrived 27 
'Someone arrived on every ticket platform.' 
9.2c Dono madoguti-ni-mo dareka-ga tuita. 
52 
9.2d 8 
10.1 a N i-mai-no hanabira-ga dono isi-ni-mo otita. 41 
10.1 b two-CL-GEN petal-NOM every rock-LOC-Qpt fell 7 
'Two petals fell onto every rock.' 
10.1 c 31 Dono isi-ni-mo ni-mai-no hanabira-ga otita. 
10.1 d 23 
10.2a San-ko-no huusen-ga dono yane-e-mo agatta. 55 
10.2b two-CL-GEN balloon-NOM every roof-LOC-Qpt floated 65 
'Two balloons floated to every roof.' 
10.2c 21 Dono yane-e-mo san-ko-no huusen-ga agatta. 
10.2d 12 
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Distraetor items ('D' in the index = 'Distractor'): 
index sentence item number 
set 1 set 2 
Dlx Hutari-no kodomo-ga Hanako-o ie-o deru toki ni mita. 17 9 
twO.HUMAN-GEN child-NOM Hanako-ACC house-Ace leave 
time at saw 
'Two children saw Hanako as they/she left the house: 
DIy Hutari-no kodomo-ga Hanako-ga ie-o deru toki ni mita. 46 70 
twO.HUMAN-GEN child-NOM Hanako-NOM house-Acc leave 
time at saw 
'Two children saw Hanako as she left the house.' 
D2x Keikan-ga hutari-no dorobou-ga ginkou-o deru tokoro-o mita. 50 20 
D2y police officer-NOM two.HUMAN-GEN thief-NOM bank-ACC 43 3 
leave moment-ACC saw 
'The police officer(s) saw two thievesi as theYi left the bank.' 
D3x Dareka-ga Taroo-o hadaka-de m ita. 48 62 
D3y Someone-NOM Taro-AcC naked saw 70 68 
'Someone saw Taro naked.' 
D4x Zyiroo to Mariko-ga kinou deeto-o sita. 49 41 
Jiro and Mariko-NOM yesterday date-ACC did 
Jiro and Mariko went on a date yesterday. 
D4y Zyon to Merii-ga kinou deeto-o sita. 62 58 
John and Mary-NoM yesterday date-AcC did 
John and Mary went on a date yesterday. 
D5x Ni-hiki-no usagi-ga oziisan-o ninzin-o toru toki ni mita. 34 I 
DSy two.CL-GEN rabbit-NoM old man-ACC carrot-ACC dig-up time II 67 
at saw 
'Two rabbits saw the old man as they/he dug up carrots.' 
Appendix 1 B: Pictures 
Note: A number of the pictures in the actual test were in colour. Please contact the author about 
viewing the pictures in colour, if necessary. 
Picture for 1.1a, 1.1c, 2.1a, 2.1c. Picture for 1.1b, 1.1d, 2.1b, 2.1d. 
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Picture for 1.2a, 1.2c, 2.2a, 2.2c. Picture for 1.1 b, 1.1 d, 2.2b, 2.2d. 
(Translation of menu: noodles, hamburger, chicken, pizza, soup) 
Picture for 1.3a, 2.3a, 2.3c. Picture for 1.3b, 2.3b, 2.3d. 











Picture for 3.1a, 3.1c, 4.1a, 4.1c. 




Picture for 3.3a, 3.3c, 4.3a. 
(Translation of speech bubble: 'Thank you!') 
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Picture for 3.1 b, 3.1 d, 4.1 b, 4.1 d. 
Picture for 3.2b, 4.2b, 4.2d. 
Picture for 3.3b, 3.3d, 4.3b. 
Picture for'3.4a, 3.4c, 4.4a, 4.4c. 
Picture for 5.1 a, 5.1 c, 6.1 a, 6,1 c, 
Picture for 5.2a, 5.2c, 6.2a, 6.2c. 
E. ________ _ 
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Picture for 3.4b, 3.4d, 4.4b, 4.4d. 
Picture for 5.1 b, 5,1d, 6.1 b, 6.1 d. 
?f!fJ)If • ~ (1) 
f;!])'f. ... @ 
J!1'¢D .@ 
{fj)i-'O 
Picture for 5.2b, 5.2d, 6.2b, 6.2d. 
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Picture for S.3a, S.3c, 6.3a. Picture for S.3b, S.3d, 6.3b. 
Picture for S.4a, 6.4a, 6.4c. Picture for S.4b, 6.4b, 6.4d. 
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Picture for 7.1a, 7.1c. Picture for 7.1 b, 7.1 d. 
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Picture for 7.2a, 7.2c. 
Picture for 7.3a, 7.3c. 
Picture for 7.4a. 
(Translation: Bread, Books, Pharmacy) 
Picture for 8.1 a, 8.1 c. 
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Picture for 7.2b, 7.2d. 
Picture for 7.3b, 7.3d. 
~-
Picture for 7.4b. 
(Translation: Supermarket, Liquor, Flowers) 
Picture for 8.1 b, 8.1 d. 
Picture for 8.2a, 8.2c. 
(Translation: Barcelona, Paris. London, 
Durham, Copenhagen, Berlin, Rome) 
Picture for 8.3a, 8.3c. 
Picture for 9.1 a, 9.1 c. 
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Picture for 8.2b, 8.2d. 
(Translation: Paris, Hong Kong, Honolulu, 
Kyoto) 
Picture for 8.3b, 8.3d. 






Picture for 9.2a, 9.2c. 
(Translation (top): Monday, Tuesday, 
Wednesday; (bottom): Platform 1, Platform 2, 
Platform 3) 
Picture for 10.1 a, 10.1 c. 
Picture for 10.2a, 10.2c. 
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Picture for 9.2b, 9.2d. 
(Translation: Platform 1, Platform 2, Platform 
3) 
Picture for 10.1 b, 10.1 d. 
Picture for 10.2b, 10.2d. 
. 
Picture for D1x. 




Picture for D2x. 
(Translation: Bank) 
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Picture for D1y. 
(Translation: Hanako [girl's name]) 
Picture for D2y. 
(Translation: Bank) 
~ 1//1 
Picture for D3y. 
" 
<\ 
Picture for D4x. 
(Translation, L-R: Mariko, Jiro) 
Picture for DSx. 
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Picture for D4y. 
(Translation, L-R: John, Mary) 
Picture for DSy. 
Appendix 2: Phase 2 test materials and results 
About this appendix 
This appendix relates to Phase 2 of the experimental work, and should be used in 
conjunction with Chapter 4. The following appendices are provided: 
1. Appendix 2A: test sentences and pictures for Phase 2A 
2. Appendix 2B: answer sheet used by learners of Japanese in Phase 2A 
3. Appendix 2C: tables of results for Phase 2A 
4. Appendix 2D: test sentences and written contexts for Phase 2B 
5. Appendix 2E: tables of results for Phase 2B 
Appendix 2A: Test sentences and pictures 
Notes: 
I. The English version ofthe test used the sentences given below as translations of the Japanese. 
2. For convenience, English translations of the Japanese words appearing in the pictures are given 
below the pictures. These translations did not appear in the actual test. 
3. In the English version of the test, all words in the pictures were in English. 
4. Colour was used to facilitate comprehension of the pictures. Please contact the author about 




picture & sentence 
l,..tJ, 
t.= tl.1J) tJ~ C (1) Tf1t t> lit -::> tc. 0 
Dareka-ga dono kodomo-mo 
someone-NOM every child-Qpt 
'Someone scolded every child.' 











I) J:? I) 
t;!' tL fJ') fJ~ C. 0) *411 ~ ~ '" -C h t:::. 0 
Dareka-ga dono ryouri-mo tabete-mita. 
someone-NOM every dish-Qpt tried 
'Someone tried every dish. ' 
(Sentence as 2a) 
t.l;:: 
t.:: tL fJ') fJ~ C. O)Jii ~ tJ: -r t:::. 0 
Dareka-ga dono neko-mo nadeta. 
someone-NOM every cat-Qpt stroked 
'Someone stroked every cat. ' 








(Sentence as 3a) 
, \ 
\ 
t!..htv/J;; c"O)* t ~ L t::.o 
Dareka-ga dono kasa-mo sasita. 
someone-NOM every umbrella-Qpt put up 
'Someone used every umbrella.' 
(Sentence as -Ia) 
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tc.ntJ') tJ~T '" -C (J) * ~ ~Iv tc. o 
Dareka-ga subete-no hon-o yonda. 
someone-NOM all-GEN book-ACC read 
'Someone read all the books.' 
( 
(Sentence as 5a) 
lot;: 
~n~ffiT"'-C(J)~-~~-~~~Iv~o 
Dareka-ga subete-no suutukeesu-o hakonda. 
someone-NOM all-GEN suitcase-ACC carried 
'Someone carried all the suitcases.' 
283 







(Sentence as 6a) 
if> 
to:: tt. tJ\ tJ~ '9 '" -C 0) :1 vi!':/ "~DJ.IIt t.= 0 
Dareka-ga subete-no purezento-o aketa. 
someone-NOM all-GEN present-ACC opened 
'Someone opened all the presents. ' 
(Sentence as 7a) 
284 







If ? L, fp,;; 
~h~ffi~~T~~~£~~Th~o 
Dareka-ga subete-no bousi-o kabutte-mita. 
someone-NOM all-GEN bousi-ACC tried on 
'Someone tried on all the hats.' 
(Sentence as 8a) 
if'> 
= AJJ)t;I:.~~tJ~c~t~~ t>J:(jt~o 
Sannin-no onnanoko-ga dono tako-mo ageta. 
three.HUMAN-GEN girl-NOM every kite-Qpt flew 
'Three iris flew kite.' 
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(Sentence as 9a) 
= A rJ) 9j iJ;; c." rJ) r' '7 t> ¥J. "? t::. 0 
Hutari-no otoko-ga dono doa-mo nutta. 
two.HUMAN-GEN man-NOM every door-Qpt painted 
Two men painted every door. 
(Sentence as lOa) 
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Translation (following arrows): Barcelona, Paris, London, Durham, 
Copenhagen, Ber! in, Rome 
.~~~ •• < ~~ ~~&? 
=AO)B.:7t 3 tJ~cO)IIJJ'tjt~~t.:o 
Hutari-no kankoukyaku-ga dono mati-mo kenbutu-sita. 
twO.HUMAN-GEN tourist-NoM every town-Qpt visited 
'Two tourists visited every city.' 
Translation: Paris, Hong Kong, Honolulu, Kyoto 
(Sentence as I I a) 
h' ~ ;:: ..;, h'~G. h'~U.~ ~ 
=.A.O).iI~tJ~cO)~=l't. ~ ~t.:o 
Hutari-no kangohu-ga dono kanzya-mo kanbyou-sita. 
twO.HUMAN-GEN nurse-NOM every patient-Qpt looked after 
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(Sentence as 12a) 
~\t:I ~ Iv Ii -:J 
~A~~~~~~~T~~~~~~~hTfi?~ 
Sannin-no otokonoko-ga subete-no inu-o sanpo ni turete-itta. 
three.HUMAN-GEN bOY-NOM all-GEN dog-ACC walk for took 
'Three boys walked all the dogs.' 













=AO)~0)=rtJ~9 '" T.0)7"--7"J"'£-nH \t::.o 
Hutari-no otokonoko-ga subete-no teeburu-o huita. 
two.HUMAN-GEN boy-NOM all-GEN table-ACC wiped 
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c. ;'! !v;!,-< (1)1;l 
~.A.O)~LlJ ~ tJ~9 ",-rO)LlJ I~~::> t.:::o 
Sannin-no tozankyaku-ga subete-no yama-ni nobotta. 
three.HUMAN-GEN hiker-NOM all-GEN mountain-LOC climb 
"Three hikers climbed all the mountains.' 
(Sentence as J5a) 
Translation: "Thank you!' 
'I.e ,-,,,, 
=.A.0)~0)~~9"'-r0)~~~::>~o 
Hutari-no onnanoko-ga subete-no mado-o aratta. 
two.HUMAN-GEN girl-NOM all-GEN window-ACC washed 








(Sentence as 16a) 
Translation (L-R): John, Mary 
~ 3'/ c.:J. I) -tJ~T- ~ ~ ~t.::o 
Zyon to Merii-ga deeto-o sita. 
John and Mary-NoM date-ACc had 
'John and Mary went on a date.' 
L-1u .. ;1u J: 
1r. (J) =f tJ~iiM ~ ~Iv tf.o 
Onnanoko-ga sinbun-o yonda. 
girl-NOM newspaper-Acc read 
'A girl read the newspaper.' 
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Translation: Susan 
Ti,:tt1J~=Ac ~A-"if/'tJtt.::o 
Kodomo-ga hutari tomo Suuzan-o mita. 
Child-NOM twO.HUMAN both Susan-ACc saw 
'Both children saw Susan.' 
Translation: Susan 
.. , 
T{~1J~=Ac ~A -"if/I~=F~tJft-:> t.::o 
Kodomo-ga hutari tomo Suuzan ni te-o hutta. 
Child-NOM twO.HUMAN both Susan at hand-ACC waved 
'Both children waved at Susan.' 
i 
L----------------------~ 
Translation (above door): Bank 
ftP~-:>1J\1v c ?f:iS 
.~"g1J~=A<7);~.~ ftt;:o 
Keisatukan-ga hutari-no dorobou-o mita. 
police officer-NoM twO.HUMAN-GEN thief-ACC saw 
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----------1 
Translation (above door): Bank 
Ij~\~-:JIJ\/v c'5fa? 
.~"g1J~=.A C t>;~.~ Jtt.::o 
Keisatukan-ga hutari tomo dorobou-o mita. 
police officer-NOM twO.HUMAN both thief-Ace saw 
'Both policemen saw the th ieves.' 
Sf.. ""('/V L, ~ S 
-=A1J~16J G iI.~ III 'J t.::o 
Sannin-ga onazyi densya-o orita. 
three people-NOM same train-ACC got off 
'Three people got off the same train.' 
;"/vf.. Sf.. IT) 
J§ 1J~16J G .,~.:> t.::o 
Minna-ga onazyi kuruma ni notta. 
everyone-NOM same car in got 








t.= n 1J~ 1J~ = ~ (7) ? "!t =¥ 't ji t.:: 0 
Dareka-ga ni-hiki-no usagi-o mita. 
someone-NOM two-CL-GEN rabbit-Ace saw 
'Someone saw the two rabbits.' 
u.~ DT 
?"!t:¥ 1J~=~ C :t> 1::1v G Iv 't ~Iv t.=o 
Usagi-ga ni-hiki tomo ninzyin-o nusunda. 
rabbit-NoM two-CL both carrot-ACC stole 
'Both rabbits stole the carrots.' 




Translation (above door): School 
";' 
=A(7)T~1J~9c~1::-¥'t~":) t.:: o 
Sannin-no kodomo-ga sensei ni te-o hutta. 
three.HUMAN-GEN child-NOM teacher at hand-ACC waved 









Translation (above door): School 
.... i, 
$It 1:. tJ~ = A 0) -riJt I ~ =¥ ~ tJN :> t::. 0 
Sensei-ga hutari-no kodomo ni te-o hutta, 
teacher-NOM twO.HUMAN-GEN child at hand-ACC waved 
'The teacher waved at both children.' 
---
1"t\It!?fJ'''' 
,,~-g tJ~ JiA ~ Jtt::.o 
Keisatukan-ga gonin-o mita. 
police officer-NOM five people-Acc watched 
'The detective watched five people.' 
\1 ..,. ;Be 
= )....0)1"\ V I) -TtJ~m-rO)-.t-rM:> t::.o 
Sannin-no bareriina-ga isu-no ue de odotta. 
three.HUMAN-GEN ballerina-NOM chair-GEN top on danced 
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Appendix 28: Answer sheet for learners of Japanese, Phase 2A 
Persona' Details 
I. '{our initials: ................................ . 2. Your 113": ............................... .. 
J. What is (~) your natiw 1anguag~(s.)? 
......... ~ .......... ~ ... ~ • _ ..... w ........... ~ .... AA"" ...... * .... _ .. • • • • .. • • • • • .. • • • .. ... _ 
If you have mor~ man on.: native: languag~ which language is dominm1. if any? PI~ gi \ ~ 
dt!tails: ................................................................................................... .. 
4. p~ ili!scrioo your (onnal study of J~ by tilling in this. tabk 
Type of instruction lDuration 
, 
~~_"~'...,.M~<'_,...,.,'~""' .•• ".".'_,, ____ ._.W __ , ... ~,,~.'''>',.,_~ .• _'"' ____ ...•.•. ~,, ___ ~ ... ,._ .. "'" ..... "¥ •••• ,.~"',.j,. .. " 
5. Hav~ you eVer lived in Japan? yClS no 
.. 
If yes. how long did you Jive mac? .................................. , .............................. . 
Instructions 
This 1l:8l inv01\11:8 judging how wc:l1panicular S<Rkncc:s malch particular pklUM. Each pictuk 
will bt: shown 00 the owrhad ~jector emU you will bavt! a few ~ronds to look at it. A sl!ntrnc~ 
will tht.::n bi: lilioWD with tlk: picture. Pleak: dclCidc how w~U tk lI,"'11t~C~ matcb~ the picton:. and 
inilicat~ your answer by c.in:]ing a numoor on dk scalII!' in your answ~rslw&:t. 11k: scale rang-=s 
ftom '00, (it doos) DOl (match) at aU' to 'y&:S. (it matchl!s) pcrf«tly'. as follo,,'S: 
(No, not af al1)-2 -) o +] +~ (y&:S. p.:rf~tly) 








(Doe fb h s e senten~e Irult~ I No. not .r all i , 
i 
ItI.I ! ~2 I ; 
Ex. 1 -2 ! 
Ex. 3 -2 
Ex.4 I =2. 
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tIle pkture'T) 
; Y ... I , ... , 
-1 1 0 +1 +1 
-" I 0 +1 +2 
-I 0 +1 ... 2 
-I I 0 +1 +2 
i 11><.51 -2 \ -I i 0 +1 ... 2 ~~=~:d .. ,." ''''''''''-''' ,..,,, ... 0 +1 +2 --_."-_.,,, 
Your comments (after completing the actual task on pages 3 & 4) 
(plase circl.: fbI.! ~Icvant option. \\'h~ options are giwn) 
1. Pl~ comm~nt on tbt: ~ allowt:d for viewing dk pictlm: bt:m k~ing ~ !k:OtdlC~: 
100 long just right too short 
2. Pkau COlll1ll<llt on tb~ time alloW\.~ for vkwing ~ pictun: and s.mhmc:t: rogctbcr: 
too long just right too short 
3, PI~ comment on tbe total length of the 1t.St: 100 long OK 
4. Did you find any of Ibt- pk:turt=s difficult to undd'stand"! 
~ ...... ~ ..... ~~ ... ~ ..................................................... ~ .................................................................... . 
l-+.tI .... j.."" ...... ~, .. " .......... > ...................................... " ................ ~ ............... tI .................................................................. tI ........ • ..... . 
.. ", ... ~ .. ", .. ~ ~ ............. ~ ................................................................................. ~ ....... ~ .................................... ~ .......... . 
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(Does rbe sentence Illiltdl die jlil.:ture'!) 
No, not at all I 
I 
1 -2 -I ! 0 +1 j 
""'-" I .----. , 
2 -2 , .. I 0 +J 
+2 
+2 
J w2 ! 1 0 +1 +2 
4 
-2 -I 0 +1 
5 
-2 i -I 0 +1 +2 
, 
-2 -I 0 +1 
! I ~-.... !--... -.J.. __ ._::.L ... ,.....---=!:_-+_--:.{): .. _ ." .. _. , .. _ .. --:+.;:.1 _+_.:.;+2::..._ 
I 18 ! -2 o -I 
11 ··2 -I 0 +1 +2 
U -2 -I 0 +1 
13 -2 -I 0 +2 
14 -2 -I 0 +1 
15 -2 .} j () 
-"--1 
0 16 · ... :2 .. } 
.--------~--+~I .. --~~ 
+1 +2 
17 -2 -I 0 +1 +2 
i 18 ,.2, -I 0 +1 +2 
.. ::J . I 0 . -+--,~ ..... .. , ... _.::tJ ...... " . .:r1.,~ ..... 
j 
0 +1 +2 -I ] 
\ 
... } () 
,,,,.._.- .....Jl +2 
-1 0 +1 +2 
, 
-1 . ~_~O __ . I l3 ~'2 r'·-·-· ... ,-~·~·:.......·-+--:.---f-· _. __ .. .:!.I. __ ...... +2 ""'--__ v· '_v_ •• ___ 
24 ,·2 ··1 () +1 +2 
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(Does the t dlthe ' sen ence mat . 
. ptt.:ture1) 
i .. not •• ! V.., I I ....... 
i U 
-2 
-I 0 . ...:tL __ ... +2 t·",,--, ~"-.. -. ----~,--.~~ 
I 27 
-2 -1 i 0 +1 +2 i 
1.1 
-2 -1 I 0 +1 +2 
j , 1.9 
-2 -I 0 +1 +2 
30 
-2 -1 0 +1 +2 
31 -2 -I 0 +1 +2 
I 32 
-2 -I 0 +1 +2 
! 33 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 j , 
J. i 34 
.,. '::'~""'."">'>'.'M' ! .. --=:,1 () +1 +2 \ \ ... "_.,,,,,. "'''''''''',,',''''~''''' ''''''''""".,, ...... , , ... 
35 
-2 -1 () +1 +2 
36 -2 -I 0 +1 +2 I 
37 -2 -I () +1 1"2 
\ i 38 -2 ,,1 ! 0 +1 +2 
39 ,~~2 ~l 1 () +1 +2 
~ ; 40··2 -J) 0 +1 +2 
---- j"--------'r-------r--- --
i 41 j ~2 i ~'l ' 0 +1 +2 
I I i i 41 -,2 --I () +1 +2 
I 43 I -2 -I 1 0 +1 +2 
44 -2 -1 () +1 +2 
I 45 ! "I "",,Vi.. -1 j 0 +1 +2 
I 46 ··2 ~l l () +1 +2 \ ! 
4 
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Appendix 2C: Tables of results for Phase 2A 
Table 2C.l: Mean ratings on test types by participant 
id age order mean rating (scale: -2 to 2) 
1a 1b 2a 2b 3a 3b 4a 4b 
JJOl 28 I 1.75 0 1.75 0.25 2 0.5 2 I 
JJ02 29 I 2 -1.75 1.75 -1.5 2 -1.25 2 -1.25 
JJ03 29 I I -I I -1.75 1.75 0.25 1.75 -1.25 
JJ04 19 2 1.75 -0.75 2 -I ? 
-0.25 2 -I 
JJ05 18 2 0.75 -1.67 0.75 -1.5 0.75 -1.75 1 -2 
JJ06 18 2 1 -2 2 -2 2 -2 2 -2 
JJ08 19 2 1.5 -1.5 2 -1.75 1.5 -I 1.75 -1.25 
JJ09 18 2 1.75 0.75 2 I 2 1.25 2 2 
JJ 10 18 2 1.75 -0.25 2 -0.25 2 -1.75 2 -2 
CD JJ II 18 2 1.5 -0.5 I 0 0.75 -0.25 J -I In 
JJ 12 CD 18 2 2 -1.25 1.75 -1.25 0.75 -I 1.75 -0.75 c: 
ns JJI3 19 2 1.25 0.25 1.667 -0.75 1.25 -I 2 -0.5 c. 
ns JJ 14 18 2 1.75 -1.5 1.75 -1.5 1.5 -1.5 2 -1.5 .., 
CD JJ 15 18 2 1.25 -0.5 1.5 0.25 I -0.5 1.5 -I .~ JJI7 18 2 2 -2 2 -2 2 -2 2 -2 
-ns Z JJ 18 18 2 1.75 -I 2 -0.25 1.75 -2 2 -1.75 
JJ21 18 2 1.75 -1.75 2 -1.75 2 -2 2 -2 
JJ22 19 2 1.25 -0.5 2 -0.5 2 0 2 -0.25 
JJ24 21 2 1.5 -I 2 -I 1.25 -1.25 2 -1.25 
JJ27 18 2 1.75 -I 2 -2 I -2 2 -2 
JJ28 18 2 1 -I 2 -2 1.25 -2 2 -2 
JJ29 19 2 1.5 0 ? -0.75 2 0 2 -1.5 
JJ30 18 2 1.5 -1.25 2 -1.75 1.75 -2 2 -2 
JJ31 18 2 1 -2 2 -2 I -2 2 -2 
JJ33 20 2 1.75 - I 2 -0.25 2 -1.75 2 -2 
EJOI 29 I 1.75 -1.5 1.75 -1.25 I 0.75 2 -0.25 
EJ02 22 I 2 -2 2 -2 2 -2 2 -2 
EJ03 22 I 2 -I 2 -0.25 2 I 2 -1.5 
EJ04 25 I 2 -2 2 -1.75 2 -1.25 2 -1.25 
EJ05 22 1 2 -2 1.75 -2 2 1.25 2 -I 
EJ06 21 I 2 1.5 2 1.25 2 I 2 I 
EJ07 21 I 2 -2 0.5 -2 ? -2 2 -2 CD 
2 -1.5 1.75 -2 1.25 -0.5 In EJ08 22 I 2 0.25 CD 
c: EJ09 26 I 2 -1.5 2 -1.25 2 0 1.75 -1.25 ns 
c. EJIO 25 1 I 0.25 2 -1.5 1.?5 1.5 2 0.25 ns 
.., 
EJ II 22 I 1.25 -1.25 2 -1.5 2 -I 2 -0.75 N 
..J EJI2 22 I 2 I 2 0 2 I 1.75 0 
EJI3 23 I 1.5 I 2 -0.5 I 0.5 2 -1.25 
EJI4 22 I 2 -I 2 0.5 1 -2 2 -0.75 
EJl5 34 2 1.25 0 I -0.5 2 0 2 -1.75 
EJI6 22 2 1.75 2 2 0 2 -0.5 2 -I 
1.5 0.75 2 -0.5 1.5 0 J -1.5 EJI7 23 2 
2 -0.5 2 -1.25 J -1.5 J -1.75 EJI8 29 2 
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id age order mean rating (scale: -2 to 2) 
1a 1b 2a 2b 3a 3b I 4a I 4b 
EEOI 23 1 1.25 2 1.75 0.5 ') 1.75 I ') 0.5 
-EE02 21 1 1 0.75 1 
-2 2 -1.25 2 : -') 
EE03 29 1 ? 
-2 2 -2 2 
-2 2 I -2 
EE04 29 1 2 1 2 1 2 1.5 2 -1.25 
EE05 29 1 0.5 1 1.5 -I 1 2 2 I -1.25 
EE06 37 1 2 1.25 2 -0.5 2 1 2 0.5 
EE07 32 1 1.25 0.5 2 -I 2 -I 2 -1.75 
EE08 20 1 2 -2 2 -2 2 -') 2 I -') 
-
EE09 21 I 1.25 0.5 2 -I 1.75 1.75 2 I -I 
EEIO 48 I 2 I 1 -I ') ') 1 1 
EEl I 51 I 1.75 2 2 1 2 1.75 1.75 0.5 
.c EEI2 26 1 2 2 1.75 2 2 1.75 2 1.25 
.!!! EEI3 44 I 1.75 -1.75 1.75 -1.75 2 -1.25 1.5 -1.75 
C) EEI4 41 I 1.25 0.25 1.5 -I 1.25 -0.5 1.5 -I c 
w EEI5 35 I 2 -2 2 -2 2 -0.5 2 -1.75 
CI) 
EEI6 20 I 2 -0.25 2 -2 1.5 ') 2 -1.25 > 
- I ; 
EEI7 ?6 2 0.75 0.25 2 -2 ') 0 2 -0.25 as z 
EEI8 18 2 1.25 I 2 -2 1.75 1 2 -I 
EEI9 20 2 1.25 I 1 0.5 1.75 -0.25 2 -0.5 
EE20 18 2 0.25 1.75 2 -0.75 1.5 -I 2 -I 
EE21 19 2 2 0.75 2 -2 1.5 0.25 2 -1.25 
EE22 20 2 1.75 1.5 2 -I 1.75 0.25 2 -0.25 
EE23 21 2 1.5 I 1.5 -0.75 1.5 0 2 -1.75 
EE24 19 2 1.75 2 1.75 1.75 2 2 2 -I 
EE25 22 2 2 0.5 2 -0.75 2 0 2 -I 
EE26 20 2 0.75 1.75 ? -1.75 2 -1.75 2 -1.75 
EE27 18 2 1 I 2 -1.25 1.5 1.25 2 -0.5 
EE28 18 2 1.75 1.75 2 -0.5 1 1.75 2 1.5 
EE29 19 2 1.5 0.5 2 -1.25 1.75 0.25 2 -1.75 
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Table 2C.2: Mean ratings on test tokens by participant group 
index JJ EJ EE 
mean SO mean SO mean SO 
IA 0.63 1.26 1.56 0.86 1.28 0.88 
IB 
-I 1.2 -0.3 1.64 0.9 1.4 
2A 1.84 0.37 1.94 0.24 1.72 0.53 
2B 
-1.4 1.12 -0.6 1.58 0.86 1.41 
3A 1.68 0.82 1.83 0.51 1.55 0.69 
3B 
-0.6 1.46 -0.1 1.92 0.62 1.4 
4A 1.95 0.23 1.78 0.43 . 1.45 0.83 
4B 
-0.7 1.41 
-0.8 1.63 0.24 1.5 
5A 1.78 0.43 1.89 0.32 1.83 0.38 
5B -1.3 1.15 -1.3 1.27 -1 1.38 
6A 1.79 0.71 2 0 1.9 0.31 
6B -1.3 1.05 -0.9 1.26 -I 1.38 
7A 2 0 1.94 0.24 1.76 0.51 
7B -0.4 1.57 -0.9 1.39 -0.7 1.36 
8A 1.95 0.23 1.5 1.29 1.76 0.79 
8B -I 1.11 -0.4 1.38 -0.6 1.48 
9A 1.58 0.96 1.44 1.2 1.52 0.69 
9B -I 1.45 0.12 1.69 0.14 1.6 
lOA 2 0 2 0 1.93 0.26 
lOB -1.3 1.15 0 1.78 0.31 1.63 
11A 0.58 1.61 1.61 1.14 1.72 0.7 
lIB -1.6 0.6 -0.9 1.37 0.1 1.68 
12A 2 0 1.94 0.24 1.93 0.26 
12B -1.1 1.45 -0.4 1.61 0.93 1.46 
13A 1.95 0.23 1.78 0.73 1.97 0.19 
13B -1.2 1.21 -1.2 1.17 -1 1.32 
14A 2 0 2 0 2 0 
14B -1.4 1.12 -0.1 1.78 -0.6 1.5 
15A \.89 0.32 1.94 0.24 1.9 0.41 
15B -1.4 1.12 -1.4 1.14 -0.9 1.16 
16A' 2 0 2 0 1.83 0.76 
16B -1.4 0.96 -1.\ 0.96 -0.8 1.42 
001 -1.8 0.41 -1.9 0.47 -1.6 1.09 
002 1.48 0.71 1.56 0.78 1.59 0.57 
003 1.88 0.33 2 0 1.9 0'.41 
004 -0.3 1.74 -0.6 1.61 0.04 1.86 
DOS 1.88 0.33 1.94 0.24 1.97 0.19 
006 - \,1 1.54 -0.2 1.86 -\.9 0.37 
007 -\.9 0.33 -2 0 -\.9 0.74 
008 -2 0 -2 0 -2 0 
009 1.8 0.41 1.94 0.24 1.9 0.41 
010 -1.8 0.52 -\.7 0.67 -0.9 1.52 
OIl 1.96 0.2 2 0 1.97 0.19 
012 -1.9 0.28 -1.3 1.32 -1.9 0.41 
0I3 -2 0.2 -\.6 1.15 -\.7 0.88 
014 -1.8 0.8 -1.7 0.96 -\.8 0.77 
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2C.2. Repeated measures ANOVA212 
Table 2C.3.i: Descriptive statistics 
GROUP Mean Std. Deviation N 
Type 1a JJ 1.5100 .35707 25 
EJ 1.7778 .33087 18 
EE 1.5000 .51322 29 
-Type 1b JJ 
-.9667 .74068 25 
EJ 
-.4444 1.32164 18 
EE 
.6552 1.20899 29 
Type 2a JJ 1.7967 .36171 25 
EJ 1.8333 .41124 18 
EE 1.8103 .32497 29 
Type 2b JJ 
-1.0400 .87106 25 
EJ 
-.8889 .93629 18 
EE 
-.8448 1.16958 29 
Type 3a JJ 1.5700 .47610 25 
EJ 1.7500 .40220 18 
EE 1.7759 .30869 29 
Type 3b JJ 
-1.0900 .95982 25 
EJ 
-.2917 1.26389 18 
EE .3707 1.33734 29 
Type 4a JJ 1.9100 .22684 25 
EJ 1.9306 .18798 18 
EE 1.9224 .22264 29 
Type 4b JJ -1.2500 .99216 25 
EJ 
-.9583 .81462 18 
EE -.8190 1.02403 29 
212 Sphericity is assumed, as Mauchly's test of sphericity was non-significant. Equality of variance is 
not assumed, as Levene's test included significant differences: 
Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances: 
F df1 df2 Sig. 
Type 1a 3.832 2 69 .026 
Type 1b 4.025 2 69 .022 
Type 2a 
.018 2 69 .982 
Type 2b 
.413 2 69 .663 
Type 3a 5.333 2 69 : .007 
Type 3b 2.731 2 69 .072 
Type 4a 
.149 2 69 .862 
Type 4b 
.641 21 69 i .530 
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Table 2C.3.ii: Tests of Within-Subjects Contrasts 
Measure: MEASURE 1 
Source Subj 
Type III 
QP ObjQP Scope Sum of Squares 
Subj OP l.i'ear .014 
Subj OP * Group Lrear .182 
Error(Subj OP) I.iaT 24.423 
Obj OP t..rea" 7.083 
Obj OP * Group Lrear 11.608 
Error(Obj OP) Lrear 13.610 
Scope Lrear 789.289 
Scope * Group Lrea" 21.040 
Error(Scope) Lrea" 114.906 
Subj OP * Obj OP L.rear t..rear .000 
Subj OP * Obj OP * Group L.rear Lrea" .098 
Error(Subj OP*Obj OP) L.rear L.rear 12.837 
Subj OP * Scope L.rear Lrear 1.248 
Subj OP * Scope * Group L.rear Lrear .632 
Error(Subj OP*Scope) L.rear L.rear 30.350 
Obj OP * Scope Lrear L.rear 27.552 
Obj OP * Scope * Group Lrear Lrear 9.700 
Error(Obj OP*Scope) Lrear Lrear 23.966 
Subj OP * Obj OP * Scope L.rear Lrear L.rear .000 
Subj OP * Obj OP * Scope * L.rear Lrear IIea'" 1.120 
Group 
Error(Subj op;rObj L.rear L.rear !..rear 18.906 
OP*Scope) 
304 
Mean df Square F Sig. 
1 .014 .040 .841 
2 .091 .257 .774 
69 .354 
1 7.083 35.908 .000 
2 5.804 29.425 .000 
69 .197 
1 789.289 473.960 .000 
2 10.520 6.317 .003 
69 1.665 
1 .000 .001 .971 
2 .049 .263 .770 
69 .186 
1 1.248 2.837 .097 
2 .316 .718 .491 
69 .440 
1 27.552 79.324 .000 
2 4.850 13.964 .000 
69 .347 
1 .000 .001 .981 
2 .560 2.043 .137 
69 .274 
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Table 2C.3.iii: Tests of Between-Subjects Contrasts 
Measure: MEASURE 1 












2 I 12.986 I 
69 I 1.669 i 
I 
I 
F 1 Sig. 
105.258 i 
.000 
7.780 I .001 
I 





I 95% Confidence Interval 
Mean Std. 
I I 
~~~---- ~~----l---~~-- ~----~~ 
Lower I Upper I GROUP GROUP Difference Error Sig. Bound Bound 
JJ EJ 
-.2678(*) .10575 .040 -.5256 . 
-.0100 - ---~- ---~--~-~ r------1------- - -~ . ~-~-EE 
.0100 .11909 .996 -.2777 I 
.2977 -------
EJ JJ 
.2678(*) .10575 .040 .0100 i .5256 
EE 
.2778 .12314 .073 
-.0207 i .5763 ----_. 
EE JJ -.0100 .11909 .996 
-.2977 • .2777 r---~-~-- --- .-~----~~- ~ 
-
--------I- -~~- ~----I ~----~ EJ -.2778 .12314 .073 -.5763 j .0207 
Table 2C.4.ii: 
Between-groups post hoc mUltiple comparisons (Games-Howell): Type 1 b 
95% Confidence Interval 
---- -~---------"-----------
Mean Std. Lower i Upper I 
I GROUP GROUP Difference Error Sig. Bound Bound 
JJ EJ 
-.5222+ .34494 .302 -1.3821 .3377 ~-------i ~- ~---1-- -~-- ~~----f----
-2.2727 -.9710 EE -1.6218(*) ! .26897 .000 
---~~ - --_. 
EJ JJ .5222 .34494 .302 -.3377 1.3821 
EE I -1.0996(*) .38398 .019 -2.0409 -.1583 I 
--- - - ~ -
1.6218(*) ~.26897 .000 .9710 2.2727 EE JJ 
I-~------~ --- ------.--~----
i .1583 2.0409 EJ 1.0996(*) I .38398 .019 
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Table 2C.4.iii: 
Between-groups post hoc mUltiple comparisons (Games-Howell): Type 2a 
95% Confidence Interval 
---------_.- - .-- --------- --- -
Mean Std. Lower Upper 
GROUP GROUP Difference Error Sig. Bound Bound 
_JJ __ __ If-c.-;-~ ~-~_--_-_-_-_-_-_I---r-:-_-_-_~---:::~:-=~--=-~;=-----+1-~==:~~!~~-2-::-9~-~:====::~:-~~_-l_-_-_-_~~:~:....:~...:.....~4...:.1l __r__-==--_--.......:~~~~~~~~_-
EJ JJ .0367 .12095 .951 I -.2598 i .3331 
EE .0230 .11418 .978 i -.2585 ! .3045 
-E-E---·-t----;J-;--J ---+---------:. 0~1;-:;;3:-::;7+--.-::-09:::-4:-:;2::-:1+-------:~+----...:.=_ 2=--=1--=-4-=---0 -I ----.2-4-14-
__________________ f-__________ .:...::-9_8.=....::8 __ --------- _ ------
EJ -.0230 .11418 .978 -.3045 I .2585 
Table 2C.4.iv: 
Between-groups post hoc multiple comparisons (Games-Howell): Type 2b 
I 
I 
1 95% Confidence Interval 
-.------- -T-- ------
Mean Std. Lower Upper 
GROUP GROUP Difference Error Sig. Bound Bound 










EJ JJ .1511 .28116 .853 .8391 -.5369 




--- ~:t---:;~~H--:~:~~-EE I JJ (E-J----- - --- ------------------
.0441 .30963 
Table 2C.4.v: 
Between-groups post hoc multiple comparisons (Games-Howell): Type 3a 
! 95% Confidence Interval I 
----Low~~-l--upper Mean Std. 
GROUP GROUP Difference Error Sig. Bound Bound 
JJ EJ -.1_~ .13436 .382 -.5071 I .1471 ----------- - --------
----_._-
-.4764 I .0646 EE -.2059 .11114 .166 ! 
------
.1800 .13436 .382 -.1471 .5071 EJ JJ 
EE -.0259 .11078 .970 -.2993 .2476 
----_. 
JJ .2059 .. r-.11114 
.166 -.0646 .4764 EE --- -- --------
-_._---_ .. 
-.2476, .2993 EJ .0259 .11078 .970 
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Table 2C.4.vi: 
Between-groups post hoc multiple comparisons (Games-Howell): Type 3b 
, 
, 95% Confidence Interval 
I I 
- ------_._--
- -- - --------- -Mean Std. , I Lower Upper GROUP GROUP Difference Error Sig. Bound Bound I I JJ EJ 




-2.2186 i -.7027 I EJ JJ 
.7983 .35440 .078 
-.0748 i 1.6715 
EE 
-.6624 .38784 .216 
-1.6085 ! .2837 
---------EE JJ 1.4607f'L .31388 .000 .7027 • 2.2186 
-'--------- -- i---- f-
----+- - --------EJ 
.6624 .38784 .216 
-.2837 I 1.6085 
Table 2C.4.vii: 
Between-groups post hoc multiple comparisons (Games-Howell): Type 4a 
, ~95~~:rn~lnce ~~~::~. I Mean Std. 
GROUP GROUP Difference Error Sig. Bound Bound 
JJ EJ -.0206 .06341 .944 -.1749 .1338 f---------- ~--.---
-------- t---- ------ -- - -- --------
EE -.0124 .06138 I .978 -.1606 .1358 
EJ JJ .0206 .06341 .944 -.1338 .1749 
lEE 
.0081 I .06060 .990 -.1393 .1555 
EE I JJ .0124~_ .06138 .978 -.1358 .1606 1----------- --- ------------ ------ '-- --------- ----------- .---
I EJ -.0081 I .06060 .990 -.1555 .1393 
Table 2C.4.viii: 
Between-groups post hoc mUltiple comparisons (Games-Howell): Type 4b 
I I I 95% Confidence Interval 
Mean Std. 
-------r------- -
Lower . Upper 
GROUP GROUP Difference Error Sig. Bound Bound 
JJ EJ -.2917 .27612 .546 -.9636 .3802 
--------
t--------- -I---- --"_.---1----------- --1------- -- --
-1.0944 .2323 EE -.4310 .27484 .268 
----
.2917 .27612 .546 -.3802 .9636 EJ JJ 
I 
.5171 EE -.1394 .27024 .864 -.7958 I 
----- JJ .4310 I .27484 .268 • ___ ~-.?l23 1 1.0944 EE -----_.--
---f---
.1394-L270241- .7958 I EJ I .864 -.5171 ! I 
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Appendix 20: Test sentences and written contexts for Phase 28 
Note: The table below presents the written Japanese context for each test item. along 
with its English translation, without romanised Japanese and glosses. since these are 
not necessary for understanding the test. Glosses of the test sentences are also 





context and test sentence 
.iii*J;.I::~tiEtJqJlI::*~~tJ\L \""(L \~(7)~, $t~tJ~fL -:>(tt.::o ~(7)$t~Ij:~ 
tiE~-A 9-:Jnt:> t.:: o 
During school lunchtime, a teacher found a group of pupils drawing on the desks in 
a classroom. The teacher told each of the children off one by one. 
~ * IJ, t.=' ;hlP iJ ~ c" 0) -=J-{:tt <b rlt "":) t~ 0 
Tumari, dareka-ga dono kodomo-mo sikatta. 
'In other words, someone scolded every child.' 
OL \Sli'l> ~ A.,(7)S*~"'t', = A(7)TmtJ~L \ t.:: 9 t>~ L.,t.:: o - ).J')*AtJ~ 
- A(7)~C7)T~nt '), 'b? - A(7)*AI;t 'b? - A(7)~C7)T~pt ~ t.::o ~ L., 
""(, =A§(7)*Affi-AC7)~C7)T~nt:>~o 
During Great Grandmother's tea party, three children were misbehaving. One adult 
told off one boy, another adult told off another boy, and a third adult told off a girl. 
(Test sentence as I a) 
(Context as I a) 
-:J*U, e(7)Tm'b~h~ffint:>~o 
Tumari, dono kodomo-mo dareka-ga sikatta. 
'In other words, someone scolded every child.' (scrambled) 
1 d (Context as I b) 
(Test sentence as I c) 
2a 
2b 
~~, l>~~ffiili~~l>~~*~"'t', ~-~-~l>~M~~~$~~L., 
t.::o -t-(7)~ f;t-.S L \ L., L \*41.1tJ~ chtJ')~[) ') t.:: L \(7)t.:: C g ~ -c, ~~(7)*4 
1.1 ~ ~ '" -C J;. t.:: 0 
'Last week a man ordered one of everything on the menu at the comer cafe, He 
said he wa~ted to see which dish was tastiest, and he tried each one.' 
-:J*U, ~h~ffie(7)Ml.I'b~"'-CJ;.~o 
Tumari, dareka-ga dono ryouri-mo tabete-mita. 
"n other words, someone tried every dish. ' 
~*';I ~(7)~~~ 1::1;t, +fln(7)Ml.ItJ~~-:I.-I::l>~o ItFS(7).§., +A 
(7)~ffiA:>-C~""(, J;.A.,~~?Ml.I~~~L.,-C, ~"'~o 
'There are ten items on the menu at Ned's Diner. At lunchtime yes~erday, ten 
customers came in and each chose a different item from the menu. 
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Tumari, dono ryouri-mo dareka-ga tabeta. 
'In other words, someone tried every dish. (scrambled)' 
(Context as 2b) 
(Test sentence as 2c) 
WJ 8 ~UhI:::lim1J~fJiJ~1J\L \~o Bf 8, ~ ~a~I:::/J\~~o)~lJv-:11J~Jt~ 
I::: * t.::o - AO)IJ\~1:li~ m~hlvt~~d)T, t~-r:t.::o 
'There are several cats on Asahi Farm. Yesterday, a group of primary school 
children went on a school trip to the farm. One of the children gathered all the cats 
together and stroked them.' 
~* L) ~ t'::h1J\1J~~O)m~t~-r:t.::o 
Tumari, dareka-ga dono neko-mo nadeta. 
'In other words, someone stroked every cat.' 
WJ 8 ~UhI:::lim1J~fJiJ~1J\L \~o Bf 8, ~ ~1ll~I:::/J\~~O)~i)v- :11J~Jt~ 
I:::*t.::o - A~/J\~1:li~ m~hlvt~~d)T, t~-r:t.::o 
'Five cats were abandoned in a box outside the school gates. A group oftive 
children found them. Each child picked up a different cat from the box and stroked 
it. ' 
(Test sentence as 3a) 
(Context as 3a) 
~ * L) ~ ~ ~m ~t'::h1J\1J~t~-r:t.::o 
Tumari, dono neko-mo dareka-ga nadeta. 
'In other words, someone stroked every cat. (scrambled)' 
(Context as 3b) 
(Test sentence as 3c) 
Bf8Iijf:j1J~~:>TL\t.::o ~~Tt.J~-A~ ~t:p~$~~1j!>Wl.h ~$~$~ 
L \:> ~Iv r::: ~ L., T dj. T, ~ ~ < ~ L \~ht~L \-r:L \~t.J\1it L., T ht.::o 
'It was raining yesterday. A boy took all the umbrellas in the house and put them all 
up at once, to see how dry he could stay.' 
~* u, t'::h1J\1J~~~$~ ~ L.,t.::o 
Tumari, dono kasa-mo dareka-ga sasita. 
'In other words, someone put up every umbrella.' 
I/-? 1:::' ~ -*7 Jvl:::li~mO)$t.J~-t*i>~o Of 81;tjf:j1J~~:> TL \t.::~ 
-r:, -t A~~I;t~ 13 \ -*T~$~m L) t.::o 
'Lakeview Hotel has ten spare umbrellas for guests. Yesterday it was rain ing and 
ten different guests each borrowed an umbrella. 
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(Cuntext as .Ja) 
::> * 'J, c (J) $ t> t.: :t1. tJ) tJ~ ~ L., t.:: 0 
Tumari, dono kasa-mo dareka-ga sasita. 
'In other words, someone put up every umbrella. (scrambled)' 
(Context as .:/b) 
(Test sentence as 4c) 
~ < t> IJ\~~ 1::1j:1*JJ.~re' I;:T{~t.::!> tJ~~"'.Q J: ? I::, L \ < ::> tJ)Jiii1.tJ~cl; 
.Q 0 ItF 8, .=. A (J) ~ (J) T tJ~ Jiii1. ~ ~$ ili L., -C, L \ ':J ~ Iv I:: ~ (J) Jiiit -!:- mIff.: 0 
'Sakura Primary School has several kites for the pupils to play with during 
playtime. Yesterday, three girls took out all the kites and flew them together, all at 
once.' 
::> * 'J, .=.A(J)~(J)TtJ~ C (J)Jiiil t>~ljt.:o 
Tumari, sannin-no onnanoko-ga dono tako-mo ageta. 
'In other words, three girls flew every kite.' 
M ± Jt !:p ~t:x: 1 j: Jiiit ~ If' ~ 'J €:- L., t.:: 0 ~ 1i t.:: '5 1 j:.=. ::> (J) '* ~ L \ Jiiit -!:- ii ':J -C , 
Jifil~(1'(J)T~ / A t-- v-:/ 3 /€:-l,.,t.:o ~(J)T~"t', itA(J)3{~1:iEtJ~=A 
-*!l(J)T- b.1::tJ: ':J -C, -::>"9::> Jifil€:-~Ijt.:o 
'Fujimi School held a kite festival. The pupils put on a kite-flying display with 
three big kites. Nine girls flew the kites in teams of three to one kite.' 
(Test sentence as 9a) 
(Contexl as 9a) 
::> * L), c (J)Jiiit t> - A(J)3{(J)TtJ')~(jt.::o 
Tumari, dono tako-mo sannin-no onnanoko-ga ageta. 
'In other words, three girls flew every kite.' (scrambled) 
(Context as 9b) 
(Test sentence as 9c) 
$til!l, ~? 7i1. 'J 1::00 L., -CL \.Q ~ 7 tJ')~$~ 'J tJ)jt ~ttt.::o =A(J)~tJ~ ~ 
7 €:- -::>"9::> ~ ':J -C L \ ':J t.:: 0 
'All the front doors in Sakura Street were painted last week. Two men went from 
one door to the next, painting each door.' 
::>*L), =A(J)~ffic(J)~7t>~':J~o 
Tumari, hutari-no otoko-ga dono doa-mo nutta. 
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t-tO)~a;;mO) ~ 7 ~~ 'J ~ ~ tJ:ltnf~'tJ: ~tJ:1J\-:J t.::o ~~mf~f;t ~ 7 f.)~+ 
001.> -:J t.:: 0) 1: , =+ .A.0)~tt1J~*7 /7.{ 7 ~ ~t.::o =.A. -*Ilf~IJ::> -c, 
-t-n~n ~ 7 ~~-:J t.::o 
'The doors of the village community centre needed to be repainted. The centre had 
10 doors, and 20 men volunteered to paint them. They formed pairs and each pair 
painted one door.' 
(Test sentence as lOa) 
(Context as lOa) 
~*U, ~0)~7~=.A.0)~ffi~-:J~0 
Tumari, dono doa-mo hutari-no otoko-ga nutta. 
'In other words, two men painted every door (scrambled}.' 
(Context as lOb) 
(Test sentence as IOc) 
iJl7t~0)-B11J~'./7 -1:7"5/ A I~fi-:J ~o ':17 -1':I;tA7"PJiO)fij~~"(t 
~;;t:1~ 3 j-Jlt'./7 -1J~I.> -:J t.::o =.A.O)iJlJ't;~t'::lt1J~, -t-0);;t:1~ 3 T Jlt 
'.:17 - f::~1.JO ~ -C, A::>0)1ij~~ilB*t> -:J t.::o 
'A group of tourists went on a package holiday to France. The package included 
optional visits to six different towns. Only two of the tourists took up the options 
and visited all six towns.' 
~*U, =.A.O)iJlJ't;~ffi~O)lli~~~~~o 
Tumari, hutari-no kankoukyaku-ga dono mati-mo kenbutu sita. 
'In other words, two tourists visited every town.' 
l\.A.(J)iJl7t~1J~\:;7 -1:7.{ V /'./ I I~fj-:J t.::o ':17 -1~I;tgg 7" p}jO)1ij~ 
~=r It ~ ;;t:1 ~ 3 T Jlt './ 7 -1J~ I.> -:J t.:: 0 iJlJ't;~ 1;:1 ~ -:J < 'J ~ t.:: 1J\ -:J t.:: (J) 1: , 
~ EI, -7" p}jO)fij~~fj ~ t.::o =~ 1;:1 '~i I. =A I':, =~ 1;:1 ~ "5 J I':, =~ 
11 [J - x I.:, =~ 1;:1 t:"!t I::fj -:J t.::o 
'Eight tourists went on a package holiday to Florence. The package included 
optional trips to four different towns. The tourists wanted to relax so they only took 
one trip each. Two of them went to Venice, two to Milan, two to Rome and two to 
Pisa.' 
(Test sentence as Ila) 
(Context as Ila) 
~*U, ~O)ili~=.A.O)iJl7t~ffi~~~~o 
Tumari, dono mati-mo hutari-no kankoukyaku-ga kenbutu sita. 
'In other words, two tourists visited every town (scrambled).· 
(Context as lIb) 
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jlti;, 'P9H~IS1t(7)~~~1J~, =Atl91-lihlvfd:~1[I~tJ:::> t~o t;!..fJ)';, ~ 
.Q = A ~nl11Jjt 'P (7) ~ ~ ~ ii fIIJ h tJ: It tl. Ii tJ: ,; tJ: fJ) ::> t~ 0 
'Last week, all but two of the nurses at Central Hospital were ill, so those two 
nurses had to look after all the patients in the hospital.' 
~*U, =A(7)~~~~~C7)~.~~~~~o 
Tumari, hutari-no kangohu-ga dono kanzya-mo kanbyou sita. 
'In other words, two nurses looked after every patient.' 
7J<1BT~~jiJili1&~~~ = +~ c Ij\~JHlt'::::> t~o gg+~ (7)~~~fJ~1JJ ~ \ -C 13 
L), ~~~Iittl.-tn, ~~-A(7)iiftlJ~h.QO)"t\ ~~-AI~~~, = 
~(7)~~~1J~~~ \-C~ \t~o 
Waterside Nursing Home was a very small care home with only 20 patients. 40 
nurses were employed, and each one looked after one patient, so there were two 
nurses per patient. 
(Test sentence as fla) 
(Context as fla) 
~*U, ~(7)~.~=AC7)~~~~~~~~o 
Tumari, dono kanzya-mo hutari-no kangohu-ga kanbyou sita. 
'In other words, two nurses looked after every patient. (scrambled)' 
(Context as flh) 
(Test sentence as flc) 
=.A(7)~C7)A1J~p~lBI~rn"'W1J)'tt~o - AI;;t::J - t -~, - AI;;tn~~, t 
~""(-AI;;t;t V /:/:/:L -A~~.t3t ~t~o 
'Three boys went to a cafe. One ordered coffee, one ordered tea and one ordered 
orange juice.' 
~*U, ~n~~~5~h~~~3t~~o 
Tumari, daremo-ga tigau nom imono-o tyuumon sita 
In other words, everyone-NOM different drink-ACC order did 
'In other words, everyone ordered something different.' 
tI) B 'T .fi*~(7)*~~ill;;tjlt~:TA ~~~'tt~o ft~,9:lil OO,9:~,9:~90 
t5 /:." /:. ,,,, =? '::'0 
'The students at Asahigaoka University sat an exam last week. The highest mark 
was 90 out of 100.' 
~*U, ~n~~~~~~~c::>~o 
Tumari, dareka-ga hyakutenmanten-o totta 
In other words, someone-NOM full marks-ACC scored 
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.y I - / c 7" - "Ij: 91j _ -c:' D / ~ / ~ fi :> t.:: o 91j _I::. ::> -C t \.Q re' tp, :; 
I-/Ij:/J\~f:-, 7"- "1j:*1ifH1f:-~lvt'=o 
'Jane and Kate went to London by train. Jane read a novel all the way and Kate 
read the newspaper. ' 
~*U, .~f:-7"-"~Iv~~Iv~o 
Tumari, sinbun-o Keeto-san-ga yonda. 
In other words, newspaper-ACC Kate-san-NOM read 
'In other words, the newspaper was read by Kate. (scrambled)' 
e J'v7J{1:i:.t:.''t c. ~i5 L -C I.,l ~ c., ~ J. - './7J{J;."77P--;J -C ~ t:::.o t:' II.--LtfitJ ~ h 
-C 'T ji~ L t:::.o 
'Bill was chatting to a friend when Jane crashed into him. Bill fell down and hurt 
himself.' 
~* '), !::'JL-f:-.y I - /tJ~1i'j ~t.::o 
Tumari, Biru-o Jeen-ga taos ita. 
In other words, Bill-ACT Jane-NOM knocked down 
'In other words, Jane knocked Bill down, (scrambled)' 
t: -~ - c .y 3 /1j:=Ac :t>1'\--r -1 ~?.-( /f:-~::> -C~ t.:o t:: -:,9 -Id: 
jJf.? .-( /, .y 3 / Ij: B ?.-( / t.= :> t.:: o 
'Peter and John both brought wine to the party. Peter brought red wine and John 
brought white wine.' 
~*U, B?'-(/f:-t:-~-tJ~:>-C~~o 
Tumari, sirowain-o Piitaa-ga mottekita. 
In other words, white wine-ACC Peter-NOM brought 
'In other words, Peter brought the white wine. (scrambled)' 
=A(J)1:I:.(J)AtJ~/\?.-( ~~fi~fi:> t.:o - Alj:j} 8 "!j"-7 -1 /f:- ~ -C, -t-
~ -C =A -*lI:::A.=f ~ -1,\:,9".-( 9' -1 /~if:- ~t.:o 
'Two women went on holiday to Hawaii. One of them went surfing every day and 
both of them went scuba-diving.' 
~*U, ~-7-1/f:-=Ac:t>j}8~~o 
Tumari, saafin-o hutaritomo mainiti sita, 
In other words, surfing-ACC both every day did 
'In other words, both of them surfed every day. (scrambled)' 
~ B 7"£1: rp~:f3(:~' tj:*JJiFffil A A.1 './ ~7J~ 7 7 './ A mO) c." t ty 7J~ ~ j~tR L t:t 
'thtfl;t t:> I;tt.)o B'FiFtj:~~7J{AA.1 './~~H!'i~lvt:'-o 
'The first year students at Asahigaoka School have to take either Spanish or French. 
Last year, everyone chose to take Spanish.' 
~*U, 7~/:A.~f:-ftA~~Iv~o 
Tumari, huransugo-o suunin-ga eranda 
In other words, French-ACe several people-NOM chose 
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.=:.Ao)~~tJ~~*/\-1' =f/~i~~"T< f.JSR~ ~t.::o ~*/;:t~:>-Ch~c-fo) 
? !>O)-AtJ~* t>tLt~ < t~:> t.:: o 
"Three students decided to go hiking at the weekend. When the time came, though, 
one of them was unable to go.' 
-:>"* t), t~tLtJ\tJ~fjtJ\t~tJ\:> t.::o 
Tumari, dareka-ga ikanakatta. 
In other words, someone-NOM did not go 
, I n other words, someone d idn 't go.' 
..::.AO)~~tJ~~*/\-1' =f /~i"fi < f-.JSR~ L.,t.::o ~*/;:t~:> -C h~ c-fO) 
? !> 0)-AtJ~* t> tLt~ < t~:> t.::o 
'Three students decided to go hiking at the weekend. When the time came, though, 
one of them was unable to go.' 
-:>"* t), t~tLt>tJ~/\-1' =f/~i/;:fi:>t.::o 
Tumari, daremo-ga haikingu ni itta. 
In other words, everyone-NOM hiking to went 
'In other words, everyone went hiking.' 
*~~$~ L.,t.::~, i~O) atJ\:> t.::2BAO)~1::/j:-ftL~tl.ii? lUI "'11:> ~ L., 
-CL \:> t.::o -f0)?!>0) = A/j:/J\ ~ t~7 1'\- "~f~ t), - A/j:*~ t~~-!-m 
t) t.:: o 
'After graduating from university, four friends went to live in different towns. 
Three of them rented small flats and one of them rented a big house.' 
-:>"* t), t~tLtJ\tJ~*~ L \~~f:t t) t.::o 
Tumari, dareka-ga ookii ie-o karita. 
In other words, someone-NOM big house-ACC rented 
'In other words, someone rented a big house.' 
*~~$~ L.,t.::~, i~O) atJ\:> t.::2BAO)~1::/j:-ftl.~tLii? lUI "'11:> ~ L., 
-C L \:> t.::o -t-O)?!>O) = Alj:/J\ ~ t~7 1'\- "~i~ t), - A/j:*~ t~~-!-i~ 
t) t.::o 
'After graduating from university, four friends went to live in different towns. 
Three of them rented small flats and one of them rented a big house.' 
-:>"* t), t~tL t>tJ~*~ L \~~fli t) t.::o 
Tumari, daremo-ga ookii ie-o karita. 
In other words, everyone-NoM big ·house-ACC rented 
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Wl8 '7 .Ei*~O)$~jlO)~< I~~\::>t>~< G~ft?1J~, ~*"t:t':tt.t>3-C 
t::.. 'C.. c. tJ~ tJ. ~ \ 0 
'Many ofthe staff in the school office always buy lottery tickets, but so far none of 
them have ever won.' 
::>*U. ~~~ffi~~~~<~~~-C~o 
Tumari, dareka-ga okane-o takusan ateta. 
In other words, someone-NOM money-ACC a lot won 
'In other words, someone won lots of money.' 
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Appendix 2E: Tables of results for Phase 28 
Table 2E.l: Mean ratings on test types by participant 
id age mean rating 
(scale: -2 to 2) 
1a 1b 3a 3b 
]JOI 20 I 1.75 2 -1.5 
JJ02 19 -1.75 -I 2 -2 
]J03 20 -1.75 1.5 2 -0.5 
]J04 22 1.25 1.25 2 1 
]J05 20 I -0.75 1.75 -1.5 
]J06 2\ -0.5 -0.25 1.25 -\ 
]J08 22 I 0.33 2 0.5 
JJ09 23 0.75 -0.5 0.75 -0.25 
]J1O 23 -\ -1.25 1.25 0.5 
Table 2E.2: Mean ratings on test tokens 
index mean SO 
IA -0.6 1.51 
1B 0.89 1.45 
2A 0 1.76 
2B -0.3 1.70 
3A 0.7 1.57 
3B -0.1 1.66 
4A 0.2 1.55 
4B 0.1 1.52 
9A 1.4 0.97 
9B -\ 1.22 
lOA 1.4 0.84 
lOB -0.4 1.51 
IIA I 0.94 
II B -1.3 0.95 
12A 1.5 0.85 
12B -0.9 1.60 
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2E.3. Repeated measures ANOV A 213 
Table 2E.3.i: Descriptive statistics 
GROUP Mean Std. N 
Deviation! 
Type 1a Phase 2A (picture context) 1.5100 .35707' 25 
Phase 28 (written context) 
.0750 1.20214 10 
Type 1b Phase 2A (picture context) 
-.9667 .74068 25 
Phase 28 (written context) .1333 1.07022 10 
Type 3a Phase 2A (picture context) 1.5700 .47610 25 
Phase 28 (written context) 1.3250 .33437 10 
Type 3b Phase 2A (picture context) -1.0900 .95982 25 
Phase 28 (written context) -.9167 .84163 10 
Table 2E.3.ii: Tests of Within-Subjects Contrasts 
Measure· MEASURE I 
Source Subj QP Scope Type III Sum df Mean F Sig. 
of Squares Square 
Subj OP Linear ) 3.335E-02 1 3.335E-02 .063 .803 
Subj OP * Group Linear .124 1 .124 .235 .631 
Error(Subj OP) Linear 17.377 33 .527 
Scope Linear 95.683 1 95.683 137.063 .000 
Scope * Group Linear 15.575 1 15.575 22.311 .000 
Error(Scope) Linear 23.037 33 .698 
Subj OP * Scope Linear Linear 11.012 1 11.012 45.051 .000 
Subj OP * Scope * Group Linear Linear 8.000 1 8.000 32.729 .000 
Error(Subj OP*Scope) Linear Linear 8.067 3~ .244 
Table 2E.3.iii: Tests of Between-Subjects Contrasts 
Measure: MEASURE_1 
Transformed Variable: Average 
Source Type III df Mean F Sig. 
Sum of Square 
Squares 
Intercept 4.803 1 4.803 6.098 .019 
GROUP .29~ 1 .295 .375 .545 
Error 25.992 33 .788 
213 Sphericity is assumed, as Mauchly's test of sphericity was non-signific~nt. Equalir: of variance is 
not assumed, as Levene"s test was significant for Type I a (see Table 2E.4.I). 
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2E.4. Individual samples I-tests 
Table 2E.4.i. Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances 
F df1 df2 Sig. 
Type 1A 51.29C 1 33 .000 
Type 18 3.018 1 33 .092 
T~pe 3A 4.065 1 33 .052 
Type 38 .762 1 33 .389 
Table 2E.4.ii. T -test comparisons of Phase 2A and Phase 2B results for Types 
la, I b, 3a, and 3b 
Note: Based on the results of Levene's Test, (Table 2E.4.i) the 'Equal variances assumed' figures are 
used for Types I b, 3a and 3b; and the 'Equal variances not assumed' figures for Type I a. 
t-test for Equality of Means 
95% Confidence 
Sig. (2- Mean Std. Error Interval of the 
t df tailed) Difference Difference Difference 
Lower Upper 
Type 1a Equal 
variances 5.497 33 .000 1.43500 .26107 .90384 1.96616 
assumed 
Equal 
variances not 3.710 9.642 .004 1.43500 .38680 .56880 2.30120 
assumed 
Type 1b Equal 
variances -3.486 33 .001 -1.10000 .31558 -1.7421 -.45795 
assumed 
Equal 
variances not -2.978 12.606 .011 -1.10000 .36943 -1.9006 -.29934 
assumed 
Type 3a Equal 
.148 .24500 .16537 -.09145 .58145 variances 1.482 33 
assumed 
Equal 
variances not 1.722 23.677 .098 .24500 .14229 -.04889 .53889 
assumed 
Type 3b Equal 
.621 -.17333 .34763 -.88059 .53392 variances -.499 33 
assumed 
Equal 
.604 -.17333 .32815 -.86045 .51378 variances not -.528 18.884 
assumed 
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Table 3.i: Data on the main study (Phase 3) participants 
Note: Missing data is coded as '99'. 
proficiency dialect id age gender task score 
(out of 42) (native Chinese speakers) 
JJOI 99 m 24 n/a 
JJ02 28 f 25 n/a 
JJ03 27 m 28 n/a 
JJ04 25 f 26 n/a 
JJ05 23 f 33 n/a 
JJ06 24 f 24 n/a 
JJ07 24 f 24 n/a 
JJ08 23 f 26 n/a 
JJ09 24 m 32 n/a 
JJ 10 31 m 24 n/a 
JJ II 20 f 20 n/a 
JJ 12 20 f 20 n/a 
JJ 13 19 f 19 n/a 
JJ 14 20 f 17 n/a 
JJ 15 20 f 25 n/a 
JJ 16 19 f 23 n/a 
JJ 17 20 f 23 n/a 
JJ 18 19 f 12 n/a 
JJl9 36 m n/a n/a 
JJ20 57 m n/a n/a 
JJ22 21 m n/a n/a 
CI) JJ23 21 f n/a n/a 
en 21 f n/a n/a CI) JJ24 c::: 
co JJ25 20 m n/a n/a c.. 
co 
n/a n/a -, JJ26 20 m CI) 
n/a n/a > JJ27 23 f .:; 
co JJ28 22 n/a n/a c::: m 
JJ29 21 m n/a n/a 
JJ30 21 f n/a n/a 
JJ31 20 m n/a n/a 
JJ32 20 f n/a n/a 
JJ33 20 f n/a n/a 
JJ34 20 f n/a n/a 
JJ35 20 f n/a n/a 
JJ36 23 m n/a n/a 
JJ37 20 m n/a n/a 
JJ38 21 m n/a n/a 
JJ39 20 m n/a n/a 
JJ40 21 m n/a n/a 
JJ \0 I 17 f 19 n/a 
JJ \02 18 f 18 n'a 
JJ 103 19 f ,'"' 
--' 
n/a 
JJI04 18 f 19 Ilia 
JJ 105 18 f 25 n/a 
JJI06 17 f 20 n/a 
JJ \07 18 f 2') nia 
JJ \08 18 f ..,'"' ~_l nJa 
JJ \09 18 f 20 n/a 
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id age 
JJ 110 18 
JJ III 18 





CD CJ05 27 
en CJ06 29 CD c: 
ca CJ07 25 a. 
ca CJ08 ., 29 
N 
..J CJ09 24 CD 
en CJIO 25 CD 
.5 CJ II 23 
.c 
0 CJI2 21 ~ 















CD EJI2 22 
en EJI3 19 CD 
c: EJI4 21 ca a. 
ca EJI5 23 ., 
N EJI6 21 .....J 
-.c EJ17 19 
.!! 
C) EJ18 19 c: 
w EJ19 24 ~ 












N KJ02 21 .....J 
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CD 
c: en KJ03 27 ca CD 
CD c: 
... ca KJ04 27 0 a. ~ca KJ05 26 ~., 
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Appendix 3: Participant data 
id 
proficiency 
dialect age gender task score 
(out of 42) (native Chinese speakers) 
KJ07 21 f 29 nla 
KJ08 31 f 17 n/a 
KJ09 21 f 17 nla 
KJIO 21 f 22 nla 
KJ II 27 f 10 n/a 
KJI2 28 f 16 n/a 
KJI3 27 f 14 nla 
KJI4 25 m 2 nla 
KJI5 25 m 9 nla 
KJI6 26 m 3 nla 
KJI7 24 f II nla 
KJ18 26 m 7 nla 
KJI9 26 m I nla 
--
KJ20 22 f 7 n/a 
.....; 
c:: KJ21 22 f 7 nla 0 
~ KJ22 29 f 17 Q) n/a 
en KJ23 24 f 12 Q) nla c 
ca KJ25 27 m 6 nla Q, 
ca 
KJ26 23 f -, 7 nla 
N 
...J KJ27 22 f 9 nla 
-c ca KJ29 25 m 2 nla Q) 
.... f 0 KBO 23 9 nla ~ 
~ 
...J KBI 24 f 9 nla 
KB2 35 f 8 nla 
KB3 33 f 8 nla 
KB4 22 f 23 nla 
KB5 22 f 6 nla 
KB6 23 f 12 nla 
KB8 27 f 17 nla 
KB9 51 f 4 nla 
KJ41 69 f 9 nla 
KJ42 24 f 7 nla 
EEOI 18 f nla nla 
EE02 23 f nla nla 
EE03 to f nla nla 
EE04 18 m nla nla 
EE05 18 f nla nla 
EE06 18 m nla nla 
EE07 18 f nla nla 
EE08 18 f nla nla 
EE09 19 f nla nla 
.c EEIO 19 f nla nla 
.!!! 
EEl I 18 f I1la nla C) 
c 
EEI2 18 f nla nla w 
Q) 
EEI3 18 f nla nla > 
1i EEI4 18 f I1la nla c 
EEI5 18 f I1la nla -
EEI6 18 f nla nla 
EEI7 18 f nla n/a 
EEI8 19 m nla nla 
EEI9 18 f nla nla 
EE20 18 f nla nla 
EE21 19 f nla /7([ 
EE22 18 f n"(} J1(} 
EE23 18 f nla nla 
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id 
proficiency 
dialect age gender task score 
(out of 42) (native Chinese speakers) 
EE24 18 f n/a nla EEI6 18 f n/a nla EE25 19 f n/a nla EE26 18 f nla nla EE27 18 m n/a nla 
EE28 18 f n/a nla 
EE29 19 f n/a n/a 
EE30 19 f n/a nla 
EE31 18 f n/a n/a 
EE32 18 f n/a nla 
EE33 24 f n/a nla 
EE34 20 m n/a n/a 
EE36 19 f n/a n/a 
EE37 18 f n/a n/a 
EE38 18 f n/a n/a 
EE39 19 f n/a n/a 
EE40 20 f n/a n/a 
CCOI 33 f n/a Mandarin 
CC02 32 m n/a Mandarin 
CC03 34 f n/a Mandarin 
CC04 30 f n/a Mandarin 
CC05 32 m /1/a Mandarin 
CC06 27 m n/a Mandarin 
CC07 31 m n/a Mandarin 
CC08 30 f n/a Mandarin 
CC09 33 m n/a Mandarin 
CCIO 30 m /1/a Mandarin 
CCll 32 m n/a Mandarin 
CCI2 30 f n/a Shanghai Dialect 
CC13 33 m n/a Mandarin 
CC14 35 m n/a Mandarin & Cantonese 
CCI5 36 f n/a Mandarin 
CCI6 31 f n/a Mandarin 
Q) CCI7 21 m n/a Cantonese 
= CC18 23 n/a Mandarin .5 m 
.c 
CCI9 29 f /1/a Mandarin & Taiwanese 0 
Q) 
CC20 25 n/a Mandarin > m ;:; 
Mandarin ca CC21 22 f n/a c:: 
CC22 29 f n/a Mandarin & Taiwanese 
CC23 24 m n/a Mandarin 
CC24 22 m n/a Mandarin 
CC25 26 f n/a Mandarin 
CC26 22 m n/a Mandarin 
CC27 27 f n/a Mandarin 
CC28 24 f n/a Taiwanese 
CC29 25 f nla Mandarin 
CC30 21 m n/a Mandarin 
CC31 20 f n/a Mandarin 
CC32 20 f n/a Mandarin 
CC33 21 f n/a Mandarin 
CC34 35 f n/a Mandarin 
CC35 24 f n/a Mandarin 
CC36 23 f n/a Mandarin 
CC37 11 m 17/(/ Shanghai Dialect & Mandarin 
Appendix 3: Participant data 
id 
proficiency dialect age gender task score 
(out of 42) (native Chinese speakers) 
KKOI 21 f nla nla 
KK02 22 f nla nla 
KK03 21 f nla nla 
KK04 21 f nla nla 
KK05 23 f nla nla 
KK07 21 f nla nla 
KK08 21 . f nla nla 
KK09 21 f nla nla 
KKI0 25 m nla nla 
KKll 24 m nla nla 
c: KK12 21 f nla nla ca 
e KK13 25 m nla nla 0 
~ KK14 20 f nla nla Q) 
nla > KK15 21 f nla 1i KK16 26 nla nla c: m 
KK17 20 f nla nla 
KK18 21 f nla nla 
KK19 24 m nla nla 
KK20 21 m nla nla 
KK21 25 m nla nla 
KK22 27 m nla nla 
KK23 99 f n/a nla 
KK24 21 f nla nla 
KK25 21 f nla nla 
KK26 22 f nla nla 
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About this appendix 
This appendix comprises the following two sections: 
1. 
2. 
Append~x 4A: the cloze test used as the proficiency task in Phase 3 
AppendIx 4B: statistical analyses of proficiency task scores 
Appendix 4A: Phase 3 proficiency task 
The actual test is on the following two pages. The English translation below is provided for 
reference (adapted from Nihongo Journal 2000.5: 46-47). It was not used in the actual 
proficiency test. 
4A.i. English translation of the proficiency test passage: 
Room-sharing 
'Room-sharing' means renting a condominium or apartment communally with friends and 
acquaintances instead of living with family members or siblings. This is a common practice in 
Europe and North America and now it is also starting to become popular among young people 
in Japanese cities. They like room-sharing for a variety of reasons: it lets you save money on 
rent, it's fun, and it provides a sense of security. More and more people are learning about 
these advantages by experiencing room-sharing while studying abroad, and this has lowered 
resistance to the idea. 
Living with friends 
Ms F (27) once shared a room with a woman from Hong Kong while living in China. Now, 
she shares a two-bedroom apartment in Tokyo with two friends from her university days. 
Each of the three friends pays 40,000 yen to cover the rent of 120,000 yen. They each also put 
30,000 yen into a common purse every month to buy food and pay the electricity, water, 
telephone and other utility bills. After beginning this shared living arrangement, Ms F said 
that the cost-of-living savings were the biggest advantage. The rent on an apartment for a 
single person in Tokyo is 60,000 to 80,000 yen, and now she's only paying half of that. The 
utilities are also much lower than she would have to pay living alone. One disadvantage she 
mentioned was that she usually can't talk for a long time on the telephone. 
Finding roommates on the Internet 
An increasing number of people are finding roommates on the Internet. Many Japanese 
people want to find a foreign roommate so they can learn a foreign language while sharing 
accommodation. Last August, borderless-tokyo-corp (an international exchange association) 
established a website where people looking for roommates can exchange information 
(http://borderless-tokyo.com!. The bulletin .board fo~.~eople seeking roommates is full. of ads 
from both Japanese and foreIgners. AccordIng to SeIJI Kondo. who manages the webSIte. the 
site sometimes gets as many as 200 hits a day. However, Kondo mentioned that landlords are 
resistant to the idea of room-sharing, and places that allow it can be few and far between. 
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4A.ii. Proficiency test: 
*************** ••••• ** ••••• 
r J"-A$f.x 7 J 
IX,,,,·U~#< ~lt4 
(4) ••••.••••••••••••••• ~fJt .. iltI-.* tlc"'t' •• {S) ••.• ••••..•••••••••• J,,-A ~ l:. 7(J) 
.e1:Jv .. , • ..., 
ftJ~E'."'A {61 •••••• u •••••••••••• *x~ ft!!A~~~.,.~ ~ l:. (7) .................... q) 
<1",,(t4 rt4;t',,> £!\l '1~l!1(~,\' .:~u'>\tl· 1,.~t1' 
•• {1o .••••••..•.••••..•• a~IISI*J"'t'~~lIiJft ttll .................... IEI.!t O)j(~ 2 A 
~2LDK (13} •••• __ ................ ~J"-A::, l:. 71./·t~ \~ .. •• , 2.Jj (1") .....•••.....•... 
r~ 3A "t'4JiPi1'? tH) ................... l,.,('t''O~,\j • •• , *iI. 
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(1 8) I~'? 19 .. 
....................• " 1 A 3 n~~JAt1.~ ( ) .................... !Jla;:,Itk '5. 
ahr: t;a!)-C!Jl ~Q) (lOt ••..••...•••• ~ ...... ~1I ~ '-Ch-~ C, -.0') (Z1 ' ••....••.... .••.• 11 
""Il.~ 
(Z5) •• ................. « 1{ < "CTO. -1r. 7 ~ I) ":I .. rt, A •• eli) ......••........ « ••• l" 
t:.< t'~c~c~\". 
~~~-*~ .. ~r~%7~-~Je.T 
(Z7> ••••....•••.••••••.. eo1'" /~ -*":1 ... .£ill/C."t A ClI> ..••...•....•......• ;t"('L lQ. 
i~ */t, r -MJ:.ab l,,"C (19) ••••••••••••••••.••• ~.~1tt \J l: t \., EB1)\ b. 
bll~':::< "-AI elt' 
(30 •...•••.•.•••••••..•• I::.~IIA e •• T .f> B *A (3l) ..••...••...•••••... ~ L \. 
IHti4 
Q) lH) .....•......••...... .£-lift.t. ~ c. PFSF 8" ,::. {3 .. ) ••••.••••••.•••••... €-n:~..J:111t 
(http://bordertess-tokyo.com) • ~ x 77-- .... UJ {l~) ....•••••••••••...•• ':'I~. 
f~U1t\' I~ ;l<1'.J.. ia.lII= (l1) ••....•••..•••••••.• t::~{. e .• iil4t71) 1!A (}1} ••••••••••••••• Df .. t'l c.,: 
1 Bf::.200(39) ......•......... .l::t.t{)l:~\3. t:.tJ(, (.O) ••..•..••••.••.•...• -tI'=r~. ** 
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L\.iii. Cloze test answers 
'ossible answers to the example items: 
tJ) ~ / (J)-r: 
l. ~~ 
ll. (1 
v. ~ \? t.:: 
4nswers to doze test items: 
l. tJ~ 22. -r: 
2. ~~ 23. tJ~ 
3. rn~ 24. td-c. 
4. ~*~'* 25. T?C 
5. u-C 26. tJ~ 
6. tJ~ 27. ~I7j..-" 
7. ~ 28. 
t.> 
8. ~ \.Q 29. ~l¥l~ 
9. t~ 30. 113¥ 
10. te~ 3l. t.> 









16. 11~ 37. ~Ju 
17. 11 
38. Ii 
18. u~ 39. ili< 
19. .:tc:. 




2I. j.. I) ':J ~ 
42. C=~ 
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Appendix 48: Statistical analyses of proficiency task scores 
Table 4B.l: Descriptive Statistics 
GROUP Mean Std. N 
score Deviation 
EJ int 7.05 2.114 20 
EJ adv 14.22 2.048 9 
CJ int 6.86 3.716 7 
CJ adv 14.70 2.584 10 
KJ int 6.78 2.696 23 
KJ adv 18.00 4.928 15 
Table 4B.2: Individual samples I-tests 
Note: Based on the results of Levene's Test, the' Equal variances assumed' figures are used in Chapter 5 for the 
comparisons between the EJ intermediate and advanced groups and between the CJ intermediate and advanced 
groups; the 'Equal variances not assumed' figures are used for the comparison between the KJ intermediate and 
advanced groups. 
-> Equal variances 
.= 'C assumed 
-,l'IS 




.= 'C assumed 
-,l'IS 




.= 'C assumed 
-,l'IS 
Equal variances ~> 
not assumed 
Levene's Test 






















t-test for Equality of Means 
Sig. (2- Mean Std. Error 95% Confidence Interval of the tailed) Difference Difference Difference 
Lower Upper 
.000 -7.17 .841 -8.898 -5.447 
.000 -7.17 .830 -8.933 -5.412 
.000 -7.84 1.521 -11.086 4.600 
.001 -7.84 1.625 -11.464 4.222 
.000 -11.22 1.237 -13.726 -8.709 
.000 -11.22 1.391 -14.124 -8.311 
Appendix 5: QP-QP test 
About this appendix 
This appendix relates to the investigation of doubly-quantified sentences in the main 
experimental study (Phase 3). It should be used in conjunction with Chapter 5, 
Section 5.2. The appendix comprises the following sections: 
1. Appendix 5A.i: Test pictures and sentences in Japanese 
Appendix 5A.ii: Distractor pictures and sentences in Japanese 
2. Appendix 5B: Test sentences and distractors in Chinese and English 
3. Appendix 5C: Test sentences and distractors in Korean 
4. Appendix 50: L2ers' answer sheet in English 
5. Appendix 5E: L2ers' answer sheet in Japanese 
6. Appendix 5F: Tables of results 
Appendix SA.i: Test pictures and sentences in Japanese 
Notes: 
i. The test type can be identified by the item index. For example, index' 1.1 a' is Type I a, 
Token I; '1.2a' is Type 1 a, Token 2, etc. 
ii. The' Item no.' columns give the number of each item in the two test orders. 'T I' indicates 
'QP-QP Task I'; 'T2' indicates 'QP-QP Task 2'. Thus, for example, index 1.la was item no. 2 in 
Order I ofQP-QP Task I, and item no. 43 in Order 2 ofQP-QP Task I. 
III. Colour was used to facilitate comprehension of the pictures. Please contact the author about 
viewing the pictures in colour, if necessary. 
index picture & sentence 
1.1a 
l.,t>' 
t;3. :t1.1J\ 1J~ C. (J) T1~ t> at -:> t~ 0 
Dareka-ga dono kodomo-mo 
someone-NOM every child-opt 





order 1 order 2 






(Sentence as l.la) 
(Picture as 1.la) 
l"tJ, 
C O)T{~ ~ t;3. t1.1J) 1J~pt :> t;:. 0 
Dono kodomo-mo dareka-ga 
every child-QPt someone-NOM 
'Someone scolded every child. (scrambled)' 
(Picture as 1.lb) 
(Sentence as 1.lc) 
L) J:? L) 
t;3. t1.1J) 1J~ C 0),411 ~ ~ '" -r tlj. t;:. 0 
Dareka-ga dono ryouri-mo tabete-mita. 
someone-NOM every dish-QPt tried 
'Someone tried every dish.' 
(Sentence as 1.2a) 
sikatta. 
scolded 
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TI: 29 TI:16 
T2:39 T2:6 
T2: 18 T2:27 
TI: 8 TI: 37 
TI: 12 TI: 33 








(Picture as 1.2a) 
I)",? I) 
C. 0) *411 t> t.: tl.1J') 1J~ ~ ~ -C fl:J. t;::. 0 
Dono ryouri-mo dareka-ga tabete-mita. 
every dish-Qpt someone-NOM tried 
'Someone tried every dish. (scrambled)' 
(Picture as 1.2b) 
(Sentence as 1.2c) 
G~ 
t.: tl.1J') 1J~ C: O)Jii t> td-. -r t;::. 0 
Dareka-ga dono neko-mo nadeta. 
someone-NOM every cat-Qpt stroked 
'Someone stroked every cat.' 
(Sentence as l.3a) 
(P icture as 1.30) 
G~ 
C. 0). t> t':tl.1J')1J~td-.-rt;::.o 
Dono neko-mo dareka-ga nadeta. 
every cat-QPt someone-NOM stroked 
'Someone stroked every cat. (scrambled)' 
(Picture as 1.3b) 
(Sentence as /.3c) 
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T2: 5 T2:40 
T2: 17 T2:28 
TI: 26 Tl: 19 
Tl: 23 Tl: 22 
T2:26 T2: 19 






t.:: tL fJ\ fJ~ C (1) * ~ ~Iv t.:: 0 
Dareka-ga dono hon-mo yonda. 
someone-NOM every book-Qpt read 
'Someone read every book. 
(Sentence as lAa) 
(Picture as 1.4a) 
C (1)* ~ t'::tLfJ\ 1J~~1v t.::o 
Dono hon-mo dareka-ga yonda. 
every book-Qpt someone-NOM read 
'Someone read every book. (scrambled)· 
(Picture as l.-Ib) 
(Sentence as l.-Ic) 
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TI: 13 TI: 32 
TI:42 TI: 3 
T2:3 T2:42 






t.:: t1. tJ') tJ~ CO).un ~ ~ C: lJ t.: 0 
Dareka-ga dono sara-mo otosita. 
someone-NOM every plate-Qpt dropped 
'Someone dropped every plate.' 
(Sentence as 1.5a) 
(Picture as 1.5a) 
~.;. ;t; 
CO).un ~ t.:: t1. tJ') tJ~~ C: lJ t.: 0 
Dono sara-mo dareka-ga otosita. 
every plate-Qpt someone-NOM dropped 
'Someone dropped every plate. (scrambled)' 
(Picture as 1.5b) 
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TI: 35 TI: 10 
TI: 5 TI:40 
T2: 19 T2:26 






t.:: n tJ") tJ~ 9'" -r (J) $ 't ~ ~ t.:: 0 
Dareka-ga subete-no kasa-o sasita. 
someone-NOM all-GEN umbrella-Ace put up 
'Someone put up all the umbrellas.' 
(Sentence as 2.la) 
11.:: 
~n~ffi9",-r(J)~-~~-~'t~~~o 
Dareka-ga subete-no suutukeesu-o hakonda. 
someone-NOM all-GEN suitcase-ACT carried 
'Someone carried all the suitcases.' 
""'"'4 
-'-' 
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T2:6 T2:39 
T2: 30 T2: 15 




(Sentence as 2.2a) 
a; 
t.= nt;) t;~9 ~ ~ 0) :1 V~· /' ,,~m.llt t.: 0 
Dareka-ga subete-no purezento-o aketa. 
someone-NOM all-GEN present-ACC opened 
'Someone opened all the presents.' 
(Sentence as 2.3a) 
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D:27 D: 18 
T2:7 T2:38 




f;f :, t.. ",,;: 
~h~~~~T~~~~~~Th~o 
Dareka-ga subete-no bousi-o kabutte-mita. 
someone-NOM all-GEN bousi-ACC tried on 
'Someone tried on all the hats.' 
(Sentence as 8a) 
L 
l;tt.. ot.:: 
t;!'h1J')1J~~ ~ TO)t!~~Jl ~ t~o 
Dareka-ga subete-no hasi-o watatta. 
someone-NOM all-GEN hasi-ACC crossed 
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T2:36 T2:9 
T2: 13 T2:32 







(Sentence as 2.5a) 
=-A (J) 1;{ (J) T tJ~ C (J) t~ ;: ~ 1: f tf~ 0 
Sannin-no onnanoko-ga dono tako-rno ageta. 
three.HUMAN-GEN girl-NoM every kite-Qpt flew 
'Three girls flew every kite.' 
(Sentence as 3.la) 
(Picture as 3.la) 
c(J)t~;: ~=-A(J)1;{(J)T1J~1:ftf~o 
Dono tako-rno sannin-no onnanoko-ga ageta. 
every kite- Qpt three.HUMAN-GEN girl-NOM flew 
'Three girls flew every kite.' (scrambled)' 
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(Picture as 3.lb) 
(Sentence as 3.lc) 
= A ~ ~;Q> t' ~ r .., t 'IJ. ""') to:: 0 
Hutari-no otoko-ga dono doa-mo nutta. 
two.HUMAN-GEN man-NOM every door-Qpt painted 
'Two men painted every door.' 
(Sentence as 3.2a) 
(Picture as 3.2a) 
C (J) ~ 7 t>=A(J)~1J~~? t.::o 
Dono doa-mo hutari-no otoko-ga nutta. 
every door- Qpt two.HUMAN-GEN man-NOM painted 
'Two men painted every door. (scrambled)' 
(Picture as 3.2b) 
(Sentence as 3.2c) 
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TI: 22 Tl: 23 
T2:42 T2:3 
T2:28 T2: 17 
Tl: 6 Tl: 39 









Translation (following arrows): Barcelona, Paris, London, 
Durham, Copenhagen, Berlin, Rome 
l.I'Iv':: -;;!'l> < 3. -; It Iv ,,;? 
=A(7)UJ't ~ tJ~c(7)IBTt>Jt~~t;:o 
Hutari-no kankoukyaku-ga dono mati-mo kenbutu-sita. 
tWO.HUMAN-GEN tourist-NoM every town-Qpt visited 
'Two tourists visited every city.' 
Translation: Paris, Hong Kong, Honolulu, Kyoto 
(Sentence as 3.3a) 
(Picture as 3.3a) 
*-; .Iv'::-;~.< ~Iv~? 
C· (7)1BJ t> =A (7)UJ't ~ tJ~ Jt~ ~ t;:o 
Dono mati-mo hutari-no kankoukuaku-ga kenbutu-sita. 
every door- Qpt twO.HUMAN-GEN man-NOM painted 
'Two tourists visited every city. (scrambled)' 
(Picture as 3.3b) 
(Sentence as 3.3c) 
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I T2: 16 T2:29 
T2:22 T2:23 
TI: 34 TI: II 





fJ\ Iu ;:: ,;, fJ\1uC;~ fJ\1urJ.J:? 
=AO)~iijijltJ~c:O)~~'b ~ rn ~t;:o 
Hutari-no kangohu-ga dono kanzya-mo kanbyou-sita. 
twO.HUMAN-GEN nurse-NOM every patient-Qpt looked after 
'Two nurses looked after every patient.' 
(Sentence as 3.4a) 
(Picture as 3Aa) 
1J'1uC;~ IJ' Iu;:: ,;, 1J'1urJ. ... ? 
c:O)!!:ff'b=AO)~~jijltJ~~ ~ ~t;:o 
Dono kanzya-mo hutari-no kangohu-ga kanbyou-sita. 
every patient-oPt two.HUMAN-GEN nurse-NOM looked after 
'Two nurses looked after every patient. (scrambled)' 
(Picture as 3 . .Jb) 
(Sentence as 3.k) 
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T2: 12 T2:33 
T2:4 T2:41 
TI: 14 Tl: 31 






- A (J) ~ (J)T tJ~ c: (J):t:~:t fT ? t~o 
Sannin-no otokonoko-ga dono taiko-mo utta. 
three.HUMAN-GEN boY-NOM every drum-Qpt beat 
'Three boys beat every drum.' . 
~------------------------------~ I 
(Sentence as 3.5a) 
(Picture as 3.5a) 
1:= L \ :: 'j 
c(J)j;;:M:t - A(J)~(J)TtJ~tT?t~o 
Dono taiko-mosannin-no otokonoko-ga utla. 
every drum-QP three.HUMAN-GEN boy-NOM beat 
'Three boys beat every drum. (scrambled)' 
(Picture as 3.5b) 
(Sentence as 3.5c) 
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I D' ')3 I .- D:22 
I 
I 
T2: 37 T2:8 
TI: 28 TI: 17 
TI: 9 TI: 36 
4.1a 
4.1b 
\ ,t.! 2: Iv 1£ ? 
=-A (J) ~ (J) T tJ~"9 '" ""( (J) 7i:: '£: mc~ I;: iltl. ""( ~~ :> t:::. 
Sannin-no otokonoko-ga subete-no inu-o san po ni turete-itta. 
three.HUMAN-GEN boY-NOM all-GEN dog-ACC walk for took 
'Three boys took all the dogs for a walk.' 
(Sentence as 4.1 a) 
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TI: 3 TI: 42 
Tl: 32 Tl: 14 
4.2a 
4.2b 











Hutari-no otokonoko-ga subete-no teeburu-o huita. 
twO.HUMAN-GEN boy-NOM all-GEN table-Ace wiped 




(Sentence as 4.2a) 
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TI: 30 Tl: 15 




C t5 Iv ~ I' < o)la 
:=A(J)~L1J ~ tJ~9 ~-C(J)L1J f~~-::> t.:: o 
Sannin-no tozankyaku-ga subete-no yama-ni nobotta. 
three.HuMAN-GEN hiker-NOM all-GEN mountain-LOC climb 
·Three hikers climbed all the mountains.' 
(Sentence as 4.3a) 
Translation: 'Thank you!' 
lI':C: ~.:, 
=A(J)~(J)~~~~-C(J)2~~-::>~o 
Hutari-no onnanoko-ga subete-no mado-o aratta. 
two.HUMAN-GEN girl-NOM all-GEN window-ACC washed 
'Two girls washed all the windows.' 
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TI: 37 TI: 8 
TI: 27 TI: 18 









Ni-hiki-no neko-ga subete-no nezumi-o otta. 
two-ANIMAL-GEN cat-NOM all-GEN mouse-ACC chased 
'Two cats chased all the mice.' 
(Sentence as 4.5a) 
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TI: 41 TI:4 
TI: 18 Tl: 27 
TI:4 TI: 41 
Appendix 5: QP-QP task 
Appendix 5A.ii: Distractor pictures and sentences in Japanese 
Note: 'TI' and 'T2' in the distractor indices indicate 'OP-OP Task I' and 'OP-OP Task 2', 
respectively. 















L-----------___ ~ _________________ ~! 
Translation (above door): Bank 
1t\\~?fJ'l\J c-3I;l? 
.~"gtJ~=AO);Ft~~ Jtt;:o 
Keisatukan-ga hutari-no dorobou-o mita. 
police officer-NOM tWO.HUMAN-GEN thief-ACC saw 
'A policeman saw two thieves.' 
t:-311? It~\~?tI'lv 
=AO);Ft~~~~"gtJ~ ftt;:o 
Hutari-no dorobou-o keisatukan-ga mita. 
two.HUMAN- GEN thief-Ace police officer-NOM saw 
'A policeman saw two thieves. (scrambled)' 
Translation (above door): Bank 
c~I;l? ItP~?tI\1v 
;Ft~~!f~"gtJ~=Ac ~ftt;:o 
Dorobou-o keisatukan-ga hutari tomo mita. 
thief-ACC police officer-NOM two.HUMAN both saw 
'Both policemen saw the thieves. (scrambled)' 
It~\~?tI\1v C:'Sll) 
W~-gtJ~=A c ~;Ft~~ ftt;:o 
Keisatukan-ga hutari tomo dorobou-o mita. 
police officer-NoM twO.HUMAN both thief-Ace saw 






















tc.t1.tJ)tJ~=~O) ?~-¥~ Jtt::o 
Dareka-ga ni-hiki-no usagi-o mita. 
someone-NOM two-ANIMAL-GEN rabbit-ACC saw 
'Someone saw the two rabbits.' 
().~ 
=~ 0) ? ~ * ~ tc.t1.tJ\ tJ~ Jtt::o 
ni-hiki-no usagi-o dareka-ga mita. 
twO-ANIMAL-GEN rabbit-ACC someone-NOM saw 
'Someone saw the two rabbits. (scrambled)' 
().~ 
d:3 G ~ Iv~ =~O) ?~=¥'tJ~jit::o 
Ozisan-o ni-hiki-no usagi-ga mita. 
man-ACC twO-ANIMAL-CiEN rabbit-NOM saw 
'Two rabbits watched the man. (scrambled), 
().~ 
=~O)? "if*tJ~d:3 G ~ 1v7J:: jit::o 
Ni-hiki-no usagi-ga ozisan-o mita. 
twO-ANIMAL-GEN rabbit-NOM man-ACC saw 
'Two rabbits watched the man. (scrambled), 
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T1: 38 TI: 7 
T2: 14 T2:31 







Ti,~1J~=A C 'b ~ -"!f / ~ Jlt.::o 
Kodomo-ga hutari tomo Suuzan-o mita. 
child-NOM twO.HUMAN both Susan-ACC saw 
'Both children saw Susan.' 
T2D05 ~-"!f/~T1~1J~=Ac 'bJlt.::o 
Suuzan-o kodomo-ga hutari torno mita. 
Susan-AcT child-NOM tWO.HUMAN both saw 





TI D06 ~ -"!f/I~T1~1J~=Ac 'b~~t1i -::> t.::o 
Suuzan ni kodomo-ga hutari tomo te-o hutta. 
T2D06 
Susan at child-NOM two. HUMAN both hand-ACC waved 
'Two children waved at Susan. (scrambled)' 
.. 5, 
T1~1J~=Ac 'b~ -"!f/I~~~tfJi-::> t.::o 
Kodomo-ga hutari tomo Suuzan ni te-o hutta. 
child-NOM two.HUMAN both Susan at hand-ACe waved 
'Two children waved at Susan.' 
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Tl: 36 TI: 9 
T2: 24 T2: 21 
TI: 21 TI: 24 











Translation (above door): School 
... 5~ 5t ~ 1J~ = A (1) Tt~ ,;: =¥ ~ tJa -:> t;:. 0 
Sensei-ga hutari-no kodomo ni te-o hutta. 
teacher-ACC two.HlJMAN-GEN child at hand-ACe waved 
"The teacher waved at two children.' 
... s ...
=A(1)Ti~I;:5t~1J~=¥~~-:> t;:.o 
Hutari-no kodomo ni sensei-ga te-o hutta. 
twO.HUMAN-GEN child at teacher-ACe hand-ACC waved 
"The teacher waved at two children. (scrambled)' 
~----
Translation (above door): School 
", 
5t~I;:-=.A(1)T-m1J~~~~ -:> t;:.o 
Sensei ni sannin-no kodomo-ga te-o hutta. 
teacher at three.HUMAN-GEN child-NOM hand-ACe waved 
'Three children waved at the teacher. (scrambled}' 
.. , 
~A(1)Ti~1J~1t~I;:~~tJi-:> t~o 
Sannin-no kodomo-ga sensei ni te-o hutta. 
three.HuMAN-GEN child-NOM teacher at hand-Ace waved 
'Three children waved at the teacher.' 
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I 


























~f.i. <,1.,1.,,,, ;E 
'::'A1J~f6] l:/~$~ ~ 'J t~o 
Sannin-ga onazi densya-o orita. 
three.HuMAN-NOM same train-ACC got off 
'Three people got off the same train.' 
~~ ;E 
I6J G*- b.(;: - A1J~~ 'J t~o 
Onazi hoomu ni sannin-ga orita. 
same platform on three.HUMAN-NOM got off 
'Three people got off on the same platform. (scrambled)' 
hl.,~ ~t.i. (!) 
~ 1J~f6] G$(;:.-:> t~o 
Minna-ga onazyi kuruma ni notta. 
everyone-NOM same car in got 
'Everyone got in the same car.' 
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=A c t>:::J - t -Ti::rx.fut:3.o 
Hutari tomo koohii-o nonda. 
twO.HUMAN both coffee-AcC drank 
Both people drank coffee. 
"." • 'i!. 
"Iv~.t.? 
t:3. tl;/J) 1J~ ~ ~ ~ tc. 0 
Dareka-ga benkyou sita. 
someone-NOM study did 
Someone studied. 
t.:S 
~O)TTi:: =AO)3(O)T1J~ftlJ ~tc.o 
1 
Otokonoko-o hutari-no onnanoko-ga taos ita 
boy-ACC two.HUMAN-GEN girl-NOM pushed over 
'Two girls pushed the boy over. (scrambled)' 
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---
It~\<,!?1J>1v 
1iA ~:~-g1J~ J!t.:o 
Gonin-o keisatukan-ga mita. 
five people-Acc police officer-NOM watched 
'The detective watched five people. (scrambled), 
It~\<,!?1J>1v T? 15 .~-g1J~1iA ~ J!t.:o I -: 
Keisatukan-ga gon in-o In ita. I 
'The detective watched five people. ' 
Tl: 6 
T2:30 
police officer-NOM five people-Ace watched ~! 
~----- ~---' 
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Appendix 58: Test sentences in Chinese and English 
Notes: 
I. See Appendix 5A for the pictures. and for the notes on how to interpret the 'index' and 'item 
no.' columns. 
11. The English version of the task used the sentences given as translations of the Chinese. 
index sentence item no. 
order 1 order 2 
1.la ~A -~ ~ T frtt-/J\f~, TI: 2 TI: 33 
mouren zemale meige xiaohai 
someone sco Ided every child 
'Someone sco Ided every ch i Id. ' 
1.lb (Sentence as l.la) TI: 21 TI: 14 
1.2a ~A*iitT &:i!l~~L Tl: 7 TI: 23 
mouren changshile meidao cai 
someone tried every dish 
'Someone tried every dish.' 
1.2b (Sentence as 1.2a) TI: 9 TI: 26 
1.3a 
-JftAtfm r 4~ R51i'i TI: 19 TI: 16 
mouren fumole meizhi mao 
someone stroked every cat 
'Someone stroked every cat.' 
1.3b (Sentence as 1.3a) Tl: 16 TI: 19 
1.4a ~ A ii T 1ft * 4) .-. Tl: 10 TI: 25 
mouren dule meiben shu 
someone read every book 
'Someone read every book. 
l.4b (Sentence as l.~a) Tl: 33 TI: 2 
1.5a ~A:tmr f.m1-:Ct.-f, TI: 26 TI: 9 
mouren zhixiale meige panzl 
someone dropped every plate 
'Someone dropped every plate.' 
1.5b (Sentence as 1.5a) Tl: 5 TI: 30 
2.la ~ A 1"T T PJf ~'l¥J r:ru -~ u T2:4 T2:31 
mouren dale suoyoude yusan 
someone put up all umbrella 
'Someone put up all the umbrellas.' 
2.lb (Sentence as :l.la) T2:24 T2: II 
2.2a Jit Am -& T fijf fi B~ h * fB ,. T2: '27 T2: 8 
mouren xiedaile suoyoude xinglixiang 
someone carried all suitcase 
'Someone carried all the suitcases.' 
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2.2a (Sentence as 2.2a) T2:21 T2: 14 
2.3a ~ A 1T Jf T JiJT~EJ~lLtVJ T2:5 T2:30 
mouren dakaile suoyoude liwu 
someone opened all present 
'Someone opened all the presents.' 
2.3b (Sentence as 2.3a) T2:9 T2:26 
2.4a ~ A ji\lJ: T JiJT~B~~~-1- .. T2:28 T2:7 
mouren shidaile suoyoude maozi 
someone tried on all hat 
'Someone tried on all the hats.' 
2.4b (Sentence as 2.-Ia) T2: II T2:24 
2.5a ~ A J1 T JiJT 1'f B~ fIT T2:8 T2:27 
mouren guole slloyoude qlao 
someone crossed all bridge 
'Someone crossed all the bridges.' 
2.5b (Sentence as 2.5a) T2:20 T2: 15 
3.la 
-= 1'-:9:.f~ fit T if}: R J)Q ~. T2:2 T2:33 
sange nuhai fangle meizhi fengzheng 
three girl flew every kite 
'Three girls flew every kite.' 
3.lb (Sentence as 3.la) T2:33 T2:2 
3.2a r~ 1'" ~ A 1m it T & R1 n " T2:32 T2:3 
liangge nanren youqile meishan men 
two men painted every door 
'Two men painted every door.' 
3.2b (Sentence as 3.2a) T2:22 T2: 13 
3.3a ~ 1'- ih1 ~ ih1 '!!ff T 4ij: 1'lJiX rtf T2: 14 T2:21 
I iangge youke youlanle melge chengshi 
two tourist visited every city 
'Two tourists visited every city.' 
3.3b (Sentence as 3.3a) T2: 17 T2:28 
3.4a ~1'-f?±p.Rrll9lT &1'"11*1 A T2:3 T2:32 
liangge hushi zhaogule melge bingren 
two nurses looked after every patient 
'Two nurses looked after every patient.' 
3.4b (Sentence as 3Aa) T2: 10 T2:27 
3.5b ::: 1'-~ ~ ill n T 4ft 1-11 T2: 18 T2: 17 
sange nanhai jidale melge gu 
three boy beat every drum 
'Three boys beat every drum. . 
3.5b (Sentence as 3.5a) T2:29 T2: 7 
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4.la ~-~ 1- !JJ 1~ * r}ljf If O~ 1UJ tfj -t; ~ tV TI: J TI: 32 
sange nanhai daile suoyoude gOll chuqu sanbu 
three boy took all dog out walk 
'Three boys took all the dogs for a walk.' 
4.lb (Sentence as -I.la) TI: 23 TI: 12 
4.2a i~q 1- 1)3 f~ ~ itt r}lJT 1~' I'Ig -* -T . TI: 22 TI: 13 
liangge nanhai cajinle suoyoude zhuozi 
two boy wiped all table 
Two boys wiped all the tables. 
4.2b (Sentence as -I.2a) TI:6 TI: 29 
4.3a ~ 1-ME 11-ff ~ T J9r 1'1 ag III 0 TI: 28 TI: 7 
sange luxingzhe pale suoyoude shan 
three hiker climbed all mountain 
'Three hikers climbed all the mountains.' 
4.3b (Sentence as -I.3a) TI: 20 TI: 15 
4.4a ~ 1- -.9: f~ ~~ tJt T Jifr 1'1 ag if P Tl: 14 TI: 22 
liangge nuhai qingxile suoyoude chuanghu 
two girl washed all window 
'Two girls washed all the windows.' 
4.4b (Sentence as -IAa) TI: 32 TI: 3 
4.5a rJ;] R 18i ill 1m (}ljf ~ ~ ~L TI: 13 TI: 22 
liangzhi mao zhuibule suoyou laoshu 
two cat chased all mouse 
'Two cats chased all the mice.' 
4.5b (Sentence as -I.5a) TI:4 TI: 31 
TIDOI --1-1t~~ !Ii!. (1m 1'/J\111tl Tl:24 TI: II 
yige jingcha kanjianle liangge xiaotou 
a policeman saw two thief 
'A policeman saw two thieves.' 
T2DOI IJ\fHtrfnf~ - t-W~wi!J J" T2: 16 T2: 19 
Xiaotoumen bei yige jingcha kandaole. 
thieves BEl a policeman saw 
'The thieves were seen by a policeman.' 
TID02 IJ \fHtr fnfit 1m 1-~ ~ ¥f j!J J, Tl: 17 T1: 18 
Xiaotoumen bei liangge jingcha kandaole. 
thieves BEl two policeman saw 
'The thieves were seen by both policemen.' 
T2D02 ~l'W~~j- hl T T2:25 T2: 10 
Liangge jingcha kanj ian Ie xiaotoumen. 
two policeman saw thieves 




*f,~ m TrJJ;j R~ T" 
Mouren kanjianle liangzhi tuzi. 
someone saw two rabbit 
'Someone saw the two rabbits.' 
~R~T~~~A:&Jm L 
Liangzhi tuzi bei mouren faxianle. 
two rabbit BrI someone spotted 
'The two rabbits were spotted by someone.' 
TI 004':14 ~)d~~ Hffd. -TxJVIT. 
Nanren bei liangzhi tuzi guankan. 
man BEl two rabbit watch 
'The man was watched by two rabbits.' 
T2004215 ~ l' ~ -f- X~lf T ~ri 1- 1]3 A 
Liangge tuzi guankanle nage nanren. 
two rabbit watched that man 
'Two rabbits watched the man.' 
TI005 ~j1-/J\f~Wlf m y vtJJlJL 
Liangge xiaohai dou kanjianle Susan. 
two child all saw Susan 
'Both children saw Susan.' 
T2005 ~ 1-/J\f~ If ilJ T w~fJJJt 0 
Liangge xiaohai kandaole Susan 
two child saw Susan 
'Two children saw Susan.' 
Tl006216 ~ l' /J\f~ rPJ ;jj:fJl/}1l f- ,. 
Liangge xiaohai x1ang Susan huishou. 
two child at Susan wave 
'Two children waved at Susan.' 
Appendix 5: QP-QP task 
TI: 29 TI:6 
T2: 12 T2:33 
TI: 34 TI: I 
T2:30 T2:5 
TI: 27 TI: 8 
T2: 19 T2: 16 
Tl: 15 TI: 20 
214 Oistractors TI 004 and T2D04 were excluded as unreliable in Chinese because they were neither 
clearly accepted nor clearly rejected (see Chapter 5, Section 5.2.3.1). They were intended to be 
acceptable. The following factors may have contributed to some individuals nonetheless rejecting 
them. First, the verb guankan 'watch' may have seemed unnatural with 'rabbits' as its subject, 
because guankan 'watch' implies conscious thought, which may be incompatible with a non-human 
subject. Second, the passive form (Tl 004 only) in Chinese is also rarely used with a non-human 
agent. (Thanks to Yu Jiang, Li-Chen Li and Zhengzheng Wang for discussion, April 2004.) 
215 See footnote 214. 
216 Oistractor Tl 006 was unreliable in both Chinese and English, and distractor T2006 was unreliable 
in Chinese (see Chapter 5 Section 5.2.3.1). The picture was intended to depict only one child waving, 
the other child with her hand behind her back (see Appendix 5A). Thus, the items were intended to be 
unacceptable. The lack of consensus in Chinese and English. may be due to some individuals noting 
that an act of waving was depicted, and that it was associated with two children (despite only one 
having a hand in the air). This may have been enough to allow some participants to accept the 
sentence. In native Japanese and Korean, these distractors were rejected, as expected. However, in 
Japanese and Korean the verbal expression indicating 'waved' is more precise than in English and 
Chinese, since it includes the word for 'hand': le-o hulta (Japanese)/son-ul hunlu/assta (Korean) 
'hand-Ace waved'. Inclusion of the word 'hand' in Japanese and Korean may have drawn attention to 





















~ 1'- / h 1~ m rii] ;jf- JJl/} 1¥ f 
Liangge xiaohai dou xiang Susan huishou. 
two ch i Id all at Susan wave 
'Both children waved at Susan.' 
~ Vill rPJr]J;j 1" / J \ 1~ 1¥ f-
Laoshi xlang liangge xiaohai huishou. 
teacher at two child wave 
'The teacher waved at both children.' 
~VijjrPJl~"Tin1¥T ~-". 
Jiaoshi xlang haizimen huileshou. 
teacher at children wave 
'The teachers waved at the children.' 
-~ 1" /J\l~ rtJ ~ Vrp~ f- 0 
Sange xiaohai x lang laoshi huishou. 
three child at teacher wave 
'Three children waved at the teacher.' 
-=--: 1'- /J\l~ rtJ ~ Vijj~f 0 
Sange xiaohai xlang laoshi huisholl. 
three child at teacher wave 
'Three children waved at the teacher.' 
-= 1'-A -r T r~ -- 91J ~k :$:., 
Sange ren xiale tongyilie huoche. 
three people got off same train 
'Three people got off the same train.' 
=. 1'-A M. ~--1'-}!~ fr r T .tt~ 
Sangeren cong tongyige zhantai xialeche. 
three people from samedi platfonn got off 
'Three people got off on the same platfonn.' 
m1'- AtiLt r[PJ--~~$ 
Meigeren dou shang Ie tongyiliang qiche. 
everyone all got. in same car 
'Everyone got in the same car. 
~1'-AW~ Tphnp~F 
Lianggeren dou hele kafei. 
two people all drank coffee 




'Someone studied. ' 
!JH~ fJt ~ t- :9: 1~ m 1ftJ J 
Nanhai bei liangge nuhai tuidaole. 
boy BEl two girl pushed down 
The boy was pushed over by two girls. 
217 See footnote 216. 
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T2: I 






























Appendix 5: OP-OP task 
Tl D14 '-' A~fj~ rlJ r Ii. A) JX I , " - I \., TI: 30 TI: 5 
Zhege jingcha kandaole wugeren. 
this policeman saw five people 
'The detective watched five people.' i 
T2D14 1m 1- A1lt -1-~~~~H:t T2: 13 T2: 22 
Sigeren bei yige jingcha guanchaguo. 
four.people BEl a policeman watched 
Four people were watched by the detective. : I 
I 
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Appendix 5C: Test sentences in Korean 
Noles: 
I. See Appendix 5A for the pictures, and for the notes on how to interpret the 'index' and 'item 
no.' columns. 
11. Korean verbal suffixes, such as -ss (past tense morpheme), -ko (complementiser), and -Ia 
(declarative morpheme), and the post-proper-name phonetic filler i are not glossed separatel). 
index sentence item no. 
K I.la T-2-7~7~ .2.:= O~OI ~¥~~icL TI: 2 
Nwukwunka-ka motun ai-lui kkwucicessta 
someone-NOM all child-Ace scolded 
'Someone scolded all the children.' 
Kl.lb (Sentence as K I. 1 a) T1: 23 
K1.lc 
.2.:= O~OI~ T~7P~ ¥AIO~C~ A /0/0 • T2:29 
Motun ai-lui nwukwunka-ka kkwucicessta 
all child-ACC someone-NOM scolded 
'Someone scolded all the children. (scrambled)' 
Kl.ld (Sentence as K 1.1 c) T2: 13 
KI.2a T-2-7~7~ .2.:= R2.I~ o ~ 5:!. o~c~ .A. /0/0 • TI: 5 
Nwukwunka-ka motull yoli-Iul maspoassta 
someone-NOM all dish-ACe tried 
'Someone tried all the dishes.' 
KI.2b (Sentence as K 1 .2a) T1: 9 
KI.2c .2.:= R2.I~ T~7 P ~ ~5:!.~lcL T2: 5 
Motun yoli-Iul nwukwunka-ka maspoassta 
All dish-ACC someone-NOM tried 
'Someone tried all the dishes. (scrambled)' 
KI.2d (Sentence as K 1.2c) T2: 12 
KI.3a T-2-7~7~ .2.:= jl~OI~ AAC~E.~C~ - t:J,IV. • TI:21 
Nwukwunka-ka motun koyangi-Iul ssutatumessta 
someone-NOM all cat-ACC stroked 
• Someone stroked all the cats.' 
KI.3b (Sentence as Kl.3a) TI: 18 
KI.3c £:= jl~OI~ T~7~7~ AAC~~~C~. T2:20 
Motun koyangi-Iul nwukwunka-ka ssutatumessta 
all cat-ACT someone-NOM stroked 
'Someone stroked all the cats. (scrambled)' 
KI.3d (Sentence as K 1.3e) T2: 30 
L- ;:t 7 ~ 7 ~ .2. E. ~H C> 0 I ~ C~ TI: 10 KIAa T '-'- L- -,;:: E!1,IV. • 
Nwukwunka-ka motun chayk-ul ilkessta. 
someone-NOM all book-ACe read 
. Someone read all the books. 
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Kl.4b (Sentence as K I.-Ia) TI: 32 
KI.4c 
.2. ~ ~ ~ T ~ 7 ~ 7 ~ ~i <Xi c~ . T2: 3 
Motun chayk-lIl nwukwunka-ka ilkessta. 
all book-ACT someone-NOM read 
'Someone read all the books. (scrambled)' 
KI.4d (Sentence as K I.-Ic) T2:26 
K1.5a T-2:7~7~ 2.= ~AI ~ ~ Oi cc ~lc~ .. I TI: 27 
Nwukwunka-ka motun cepsi-ilil ttelettulyessta. 
I 
someone-NOM all plate-Acc dropped I 
'Someone dropped all the plates.' 
K1.5a (Sentence as K 1.5a) TI: 3 
KI.5e 2.= ~AI ~ T~7~7~ ~Oi cc ~lc~. T2: 14 I 
Motun cepsi-Iul nwukwunka-ka ttelettulyessta. 
all plate-ACC someone-NOM dropped 
'Someone dropped all the plates. (scrambled), 
K1.5d (Sentence as K 1.5c) T2:24 
K2.1a Ail~Q\ ~L~7~ .2.:= o~ 0 L-~ 2~ c~ ,-,2 2""" . T2:2 
Sey-myeng-uy sonye-ka motun yen-ul nallyessta. 
three-CL.HUMAN-GEN girl-NOM all kite-ACC flew 
'Three girls flew all,the kites.' 
K2.lb (Sentence as K2.1 a) T2::n 
K2.le 2. c:: o~.2.. Ail0=l 01 ~L~7~ ~~lct. TI: 13 '- ,-,2 0-
Motun yen-ul sey-myeng-uy sonye-ka nallyessta. 
all kite-ACC three-CL.HUMAN-NOM flew 
'Three girls flew all the kites. (scrambled)' 
K2.ld (Sentence as K2.lc) TI: 17 
K2.2a .!j=-~ 21 'EIA~7~ 2.:= =.2.. *1 ~c~ &:!: 2 <= T2:32 
Twu-myeng-uy namca-ka motun mwun-ul ehilhayssta. 
three-CL.HUMAN-GEN man-NOM all door-ACT painted 
'Two men painted all the doors.' 
K2.2a (Sentence as K2.2a) T2:21 
K2.2e 2.,S. =.2.. c:: o=l 0\ 'EIA~7 ~ ~ ~c~. TI:4 '- &!:'2 10-
Motun mwun-ul twu-myeng-uy namca-ka chilhayssta. 
all doOr-Ace three-CL.HUMAN-GFN man-NOM painted 
'Two men painted all the doors. (scramhled)' 
K2.2d (Sentence as K2.2c) TI: 15 
K2.3a .!j=-~ Q\ ~~2!jO\ £= .s.:. A I.E tH ~ 15~ c~ T2: II 2 0 L:... '" • 
Twu-myeng-uy yehayngkayk-i motun tosi-Iul pangmwunhayssta. 
two-CL.HUMAN-GEN tourist-NoM all city-ACe visited 
'Two tourists visited all the cities.' 
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K2.3b (Sentence as K2.3a) I T2: 17 ! 
I 
K2.3c .£E. cAl.§. = [J:j 01 
,-....L- 2 T=- O~~~OI 1::I~~~c~ OL.:... • T1: 26 1 
Motun tosi-Iul twu-myeng-uy yehayngkayk-i pangmwunhayssta. 
I all City-ACC tWO-C·L.l-IUMAN-GEN tourist-NOM visited 
'Two tourists visited all the cities. (scrambled)' 
K2.3d (Sentence as K2.3c) TI: 8 
K2.4a T~.QI li.£.~OI £~ ~::q~ ll.£.~~cL T2:4 
Twu-myeng-uy kanhowen-i motun hwanca-Iul kanhohayssta. 
two-CL.I-IUMAN-GEN nurse-NOM all patient-Ace looked after 
'Two nurses looked after all the patients.' 
K2.4b (Sentence as K2.-Ia) T2: 8 
K2.4c .2.£ .2.JA~ 2 c 0=1 01 
'- L....: 2 T - ll.£.~ol ;7 ~ c; 5~C~ L.....:.~~ • TI: II 
Motun hwanca-Iul twu-myeng-uy kanhowen-i kanhohayssta. 
all patient-ACe two-C1 .. HUMAN-GEN nurse-NOM looked after 
'Two nurses looked after all the patients. (scrambled)' 
K2.4d (Sentence as K2.-Ic) TI: 33 I 
K2.5a Ail~.Q1 ~~Ol .2.~ 1::1 C> j;:I c~ -=;- i2 No. • T2: 18 
Sey-myeng-uy sonyen-i motun pwuk-ul chyessta. 
three-CL.HUMAN-GEN boy-NOM all drum-ACT beat 
'Three boys beat all the drums.' 
K2.5b (Sentence as K2.5a) T2:27 
K2.5c .2.E. 1::1 C> Ail 0=1 01 '- -=;-2 - ~~Ol j;:I c~ No. • TI: 22 
motun pwuk-ul sey-myeng-uy sonyen-i chyessta. 
all drum-ACC three-Cl .. HUMAN-GEN boY-NOM beat 
'Three boys beat all the drums. (scrambled)' 
K2.5d (Sentence as K2.5c) TI: 6 
TIDOI 7=1 ~~~~ol c 5:. = C> ~o~c~ TI: 24 c i2 L....: T -:::Z:;-2 ;..;.. • 
Kyengchalkwan-i twu totwuk-ul poassta. 
policeman-NOM two thief-Ace saw 
'A policeman saw two thieves.' 
T2DOI T~.QI 5:.~.Q. 7=1~~~~OI ~5?lc~. T2: 16 i2 caL....: 
Twu-myeng-uy totwuk-ul kyengchalkwan-i poassta. 
two CL.HUMAN-GEN thief-ACC policeman-NOM saw 
'A policeman saw two thieves. (scrambled), 
TID02 5:. c c> c 7=1:it~~~ol -:::':;-2 TeaL....: ¥lc~. TI: 19 
Totwuk-ul twu kyengchalkwan-i pwassta. 
thief-Ace two policeman-NOM saw 
'Two policemen saw the thieves. (scrambled)' 
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T~OI ~~£l-OI~ ~~~~ ~~lq. 
Twu-myeng-uy kyengchalkwan-i-to totwuk-tul-ul poassta. 
two CL.HUMAN-GEN policeman-NOM-both thief-PL-ACC saw 
'Both policemen saw the thieves.' 
T~7~7~ T O~2.I.21 .£771 ~ ~~lcL 
Nwukwunka-ka twu-mori-uy thokki-Iul poassta. 
someone-NOM two-CL-GEN rabbit-AcC saw 
'Someone saw two rabbits.' 
T o~2.1 01 .£771 ~ T~7~7~ ~~ ~c~ 
Twu-mori-uy thokki-Iul nwukwunka-ka poassta. 
two-CL-GEN rabbit-ACC someone-NOM saw 
'Someone saw two rabbits.'(scrambled)' 
TI D04L1 1! :::J. A~iEtOI TO~2.I.21 .£771 ~ ~~lc~. 
Ku saram-i twu-mori-uy thokki-Iul poassta. 
that person-NOM two-CL-GEN rabbit-Ace saw 
'The man saw two rabbits.' 
T2D04- 1'J T D~2.I2.1 .£771 ~ :::J. hl:Al7 ~ ~~lcL 
Twu-mori-uy thokki-Iul ku namca-i poassta. 
two-CL-GEN rabbit-ACC that man-NOM saw 







T O~OI7~ ~Ol ~ ~~lcL 
Twu ai-ka Swun-i-Iul poassta. 
two child-NOM Swun-ACC saw 
'Both children saw Susan.' 
~Ol ~ T~.21 O~OI7~ ~~lcL 
Yang-i-Iul twu-myeng-uy ai-ka poassta. 
Yang-Acc two CL.HUMAN-GEN child-NOM saw 
'Two children saw Yang. (scrambled)' 
T O~OI7 ~ ~OloUlil -e ~ f!: ~ ~c~. 
Twu ai-ka Swun-i-eykey son-ul huntulassta. 
two child-NOM Swun-at hand-ACC waved 
'Two children waved at Susan.' 
Ai AHL-I 01 ~ OlolnJlLJI ~o oE.O~Cl c..;OCl I r V]/I L-2 ..... 2-"" r. 
Sensayngnim-i twu ai eykey son-ul huntulessta. 
teacher-NOM two child at hand-AcT waved 


















218 This distractor was excluded as unreliable in Korean because it was not clearly accepted or rejected 
(see Chapter 5, Section 5.2.3.1). This was probably due to the sentence actually being a 
mistranslation. It should have been 'Two rabbits watched the man' with SOY word order. In the 
picture (see Appendix 5). the man is not clearly looking towards the rabbits. This is likely to have 
been the source of confusion on this item. (One native Korean respondent commented that this picture 
had been confusing due to not knowing where the man was looking.) 
119 This distractor was also excluded as unreliable in Korean due to not being clearl) accepted or 





















.Ef- o~OIOHl\1 ~~~Ol -e ~ ~ ~ ~cL 
Twu ai eykey sensayngnim-i son-ul huntulessta. 
two child at teacher-NOM hand-Ace waved 
'The teacher waved at two children. (scrambled)' 
~~~011l\1 Ail~ol O~OI~OI -e~ ~.~~cL 
sensayngnim eykey sey-myeng-uy ai-tul-i son-ul huntulessta. 
teacher at threc-C1 .. HUMAN-GEN child-pl.-NOM hand-ACe waved 
'Three children waved at the teacher. (scramhled)' 
AJIO~OI OlOl7 1 AiAHLlnJI7JI ~.Q. C;£~el 
'1 = - r r L...: = CJ VJ 1 L- 2 -= 2,1.A r. 
sey-myeng-uy ai-ka sensayngnim eykey son-ul huntulessta. 
three-CL.HUMAN-GEN child-NOM teacher at hand-ACC waved 
'Three children waved at the teacher: 
Ail A~iEfOI ~~ 71};:~OjIAi LH5:~eL 
Sey saram-i kalun kicha eyse naylyessta. 
three person-NOM same train from alighted 
'Three people got off the same train.' 
Ail~ 01 A~iEtOI ~~ ~~-T-011 LH~eL 
sey-myeng-uy saram-i kalun sungkangkwu ey naylyessta. 
three-Cl .. HUMAN-GEN person-NOM same platform to alighted 
"Three people got off on the same platform: 
-T-T-q ~ ~ A~%};:~ ~ ~e~. 
Nwukwuna kalun catongcha-Iul thassta. 
Everyone same car-ACT got in 
'Everyone got in the same car.' 
.Ef- A~iEtol 7lu·1 ~ o~11e~. 
Twu saram-i khephi-Iul masyessta. 
two person-NOM coffee-ACe drank 




'Someone studied. ' 
::J. ~~ ~ .Ef- ~L~ 7 ~ [[il ~ <tieL 
Ku sonyen-ul twu sonye-ka tteymilassta. 
the boy-ACC two girl-NoM pushed over 
'Two girls pushed the boy over. (scramhled)' 
e~~ A~iEf~ ~~£l-ol ¥le~. 
Tases saram-ul kyengchalkwan-i pwassta. 
five person-ACC detective-NOM watched 
'The detective watched five people. (scrambled)" 
L~I~.QI A~iEtOI EEt~OjI °loH f{AI'2t~eL 
Ney-myeng-uy saram-i thamceng ey-uyhay kamsitanghayssta. 
four-Cl .. Hl;MAN.GEN person-NoM detective by watched 
'Four people were watched by the detective: 
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Appendix 5: QP-QP task 
Appendix 50: L2ers' answer sheet in English 
L Your initials: ............ 2. Your ag~: .......... " ...... 3. Ckndc:r: M f 
4. What is (arc) yournativ~ ~s)1 .................................. _ ..................... . 
If you havt! mor~ man o~ nativ~  ... 1tich ~ is dominant. if any? PIQSt: 
giv~ dttails:. ~~" ....... I ~4."'4 .... of , ........... ,., ............... ~ .......... , .-....................... " ... " ............................................ . 
5. Please ~"SCribc your funna1 study of Japane~ by tilling in this cabk; 
Type of instruction iWhen ! 
Example: ~iN'I<]~C:¢UK~, ~ s-nn.· 1 Oct 




6. Ha\r~ you t:wr livoo in Japan? y~ no 
If )'':1. ho\\' long: diu you live ml.-n:? .............................................................. . 
J 
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Instructions (Task 1) 
For 1.!8cb htSI iMn you will St!'C a pict11nt. ~ tin: pictl1n:; a s<nl~nct.' wil1lk shOWD_ 
Plt:aSe ,ju&lgI: ~ tht: k"IlkllCC is a possibl.: dc:scriptioo of ~ pit1Un:_ In othc:r words., dod 
th< S1.'m\."OC1.! march tbt.: pictur\."? Inilicarc your answl:r by circling Ollt.! ofth< options on the 
scab: on your answcrsbta!t. 11k scale is as follows: 
-1 +1 I~I 
NOTE: 
AU tab: Japa.ru:sc S\.-"8I\.'11CCS arc grammatically eon«t. This is not IS • find ~ mistak.:s' wk. 
ExampfM 
(Does the sentence match t1re picture?) 
ltD. dIfiIIiIIIy Yes, 
nat DUfKtIy 
Co't decide i 
i 
; 
Ex. 1 -2 -1 +1 i +2 I 
i 
X 
I Ex. 1 -2 -I +1 +2 X I 
, I , Ex. 3 -1 -1 ! +1 I +2 X 
Ex. 4 -2 -1 +1 ! +1 X 
Ex.S -2 -I I +1 i +2 I X i 
Ex..6 -2 -1 +1 +2 I 
1 I.--,«,,~ ~--~ 
..................................................... 
Post-task commttnts (fl.:as~ eireh:: your answ~. wtwl': appropriatl:) 
1_ Was the tim~ for -each t~S( itl.!m: too long just right too sbort 
2_ Did you find any of the pictures difficull to l1Il4krstand7 
..... "" " ............ "" ......... "" ............ "" ..... ,;. ..... ~ ................................................................................................................................. .. 
.............................................................................................. -~ ..................... -............... ~ ...................................... .. 
J. Any furtb~r commt!Dfs'l 
... ,; ............ ~.;. .......... ~ ......... iIo .. " ...... , ••• , ....................... _ .. ,; ......................................................................................... .. 
............ ....... ,. ............................... >. .............................................................. - ................................................................... . 
2 
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rD. dtfiIIiI8Iy , i Yn.J not 
~."- --.--~" • j perir!ctIy 1 I -2 -1 , +1 ~ --'----_ .. _.- ! 1 
.2 -2 -1 1 +1 +2 ~ - --~--- j 
3 -2 -I j +1 +1 I 




, i 4 -2 -1 +1 +2 x I 
I 
S -2 -1 r +1 +2 x ! 
6 -2 -1 +1 I +1 I x ! 
l : 
7 
-2 -1 ! +1 +2 
, I 
X i 
8 -2 -I I +1 +2 x I I 
, 
9 -2 -1 
, 
+1 +2 , 
I 
X I I 
10 -2 -1 +1 +2 X J 
11 -2 -I +1 +2 x i I 
11 -2 -I , +1 +2 X I I 
J 
13 -2 -I 
, 
+1 +2 1 X ! 
14 -2 -1 +1 +2 X 
IS -2 -1 +1 +2 X 
16 -2 -I ! +1 +2 
,,~--1------- . I 1 17 -2 -I +1 +2 
X 
X 
18 -2 -1 1 +1 +2 X 
19 -, -1 I +1 +2 
--
X 
20 "l -1 +1 +1 -.. X 
21 -2 -I I +1 +2 X 
12 2 -1 +1 +2 X 
13 -2 -1 +1 +2 X 
2A .2 -I +1 +2 X 
3 
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15 
-2 -1 +1 +2 x 
2ft -2 -1 +1 +2 x 
11 
-2 -1 +1 +2 x 
21 ...;2 -I +1 +2 x 
19 -2 ~1 +1 +2 x 
.. 
-2 -1 +1 +2 x 
31 -2 -1 +1 +2 x 
31 -2 -1 +1 +2 x 
33 ~2 -1 +1 +2 x 
34 -2 -1 +1 +2 x 
35 -2 -1 +1 +2 x 
36 -2 -1 +1 +2 x 
31 -2 -1 +1 +2 X 
31 -2 -I +1 +2 x 
39 -2 -1 +1 +2 x 
41 -2 -t +1 +2 X 
41 -2 -1 +1 +2 X 
41. -2 -I +1 +2 X 
43 -2 -1 +1 +2 X 
44 -2 -1 +1 +2 X 
4 
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Appendix 5E: L2ers' answer sheet in Japanese 
Personal Details 
1 . ..., =~"\I'JI,: . ___ ...... _. 2 .• i;-: .................. 3. U: ~ 1{ 
4. .-.IiI~fiJ"t'TfJ\ .......................................................................... . 
(efllllG1.>tI@-. eC1);;.tI'.L\"(,TC!~\ - ................. J 
Ttt(1)~-3~€>/~""J ~jj)"C1) .. eC1)nf:~I~.~'.T~ ...... _ ...... ___ ..... 
~~~---------------------------~--------.---f;liiii" 
.. : .«'t"' .• ~ 3.. 1 4J1199.,.-2112000s, 1 
*~ .• 1=6.. l4J12~-21120()2" J 
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~: 7:A "'(})Xr~et\.~X~BtJf~lEL,,(.\O')"t,-• .::n11 fllllt\*"jI'tJ j.-;fl.7A 
l---ert~'J *ttAi. 




Ex.ll -2 -1 +1 +2 
Ex. 4 -2 -I +1 +2 
-2 -I I +1 +2 
"" ~,.""""_, _____ l,,,,, ... ,,,,,,,," ...... ~_,, __ ..........,.,, ..... ,~,,,., .. l, "'''~"",.",,,>,_.n'',,,,,~, ,,_ ...... " " ~_,w ~~,,"""''''''''.''''.''''''''' I ",---' ---'" ' 
Ex. 5 
Ex. Ii -2 -I +1 +2 
.. -...-._ ................... __ ._---
TA .... qJ:IJ'~ .. 
1. :l-flta:>.lUllt: Ail ~ r.: ~ .t -; e ~ 1ft ":> 1!; 
2. fttl' l) ~.:. < t \.i1)~t> 'J * L,,/t.f1\. (e.nfJ\.Jt,:t·~ \*1'fJ\. ) 
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-2 -1 +1 +2 X 
2 -1 -1 +1 +2 X 
3 -2 -1 +1 +2 X , 
.. 
-2 -1 +1 +2 I 
5 -2 -1 +1 +2 
., 
-2 -1 +1 +2 
'7 -2 -1 +1 +2 
8 -2 -I +1 +2 
9 -2 -1 +1 +2 
10 -2 -1 +1 +2 
II -2 -1 +1 +2 
U -2 -1 +1 +2 
13 -2 -1 +1 +2 
14 -2 -1 +) +2 
15 -2 -1 +1 +2 X 4 
16 -2 -I +1 +2 X 
17 -2 -1 +1 +2 X 
11 2 - . -1 +1 +2 X 
19 -2 -J +1 +2 X 
20 -2 -1 +1 +2 X 
21 2 1 +) +2 X 
n 2 -1 +1 +2 X 
2.1 2 1 +1 +2 X 
24 2 -1 +1 +2 X 
3 
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25 -2 -1 +1 +2 x 
2.C 
-2 -1 +1 +2 x 
rJ -2 -I +1 +2 x 
11 
-2 -I +1 +2 x 
19 -2 -I +1 +2 x 
31 -2 -1 t +1 +2 x 
31 -2 -1 +1 +2 x 
31 -2 -1 ~ +1 +2 x 
33 -2 -I i , +1 +2 x 
34 -2 -1 +1 +2 x 
J5 -2 -1 +1 +2 x 
36 -2 -1 ~ +1 +2 x 
37 -2 -1 +1 +2 x 
38 -2 -I +1 +2 x 
39 -2 -1 +1 +2 x 
4t -2 -1 +1 +2 x 
41 -2 -1 +1 +2 x 
42 -2 -1 +1 +2 x 
43 -2 -1 +1 +2 x 
44 -2 -1 +1 +2 x 
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Appendix SF: Tables of results 
SF.I. Raw data 
Table SF.I.i: Mean ratings on Japanese, English and Chinese test types by 
participant220 • 
id order mean rating (scale 0 to 3) 
1a 1b 1c 1d 2a 2b 3a 3b 3c 3d 4a JJ 19 1 2 0.2 1.6 2.75 2 0 2.4 0.2 1.75 1.75 2.2 JJ20 1 2.8 0 2.8 2.4 2.8 0.8 2.8 1.8 2.8 3 2.2 JJ22 1 2.8 0.8 2.4 1.04 3 0.8 .., 1 2.2 ').6 3 .J JJ23 1 1.2 0.2 1.2 2.4 1 0.8 3 0.4 3 2.8 3 JJ24 1 1.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 ".8 0.4 2.8 0.4 2.8 1.8 3 JJ25 I 2.2 0.8 1.6 1.4 2.4 1 2 1.8 2.2 2.4 2.6 
JJ26 1 2.8 0.4 2.6 2 2.8 0.2 3 1 3 3 2.8 
.1.127 1 2 1 3 2.8 3 0.4 .., 0 2.8 2 3 .' JJ28 I 2.6 1.6 2.8 2.4 2.8 1.8 .., J.J 2.6 1.6 2.6 .J 
JJ29 I 3 0.6 .., 2.6 3 0.6 3 0.6 2.8 2.8 2.6 -, .J 
-, JJ30 1 2.6 0.4 1.8 2.6 1.') 0.6 .., 1.8 2.8 2.6 2.6 .J 
JJ31 1 2.4 0.2 1.4 2.4 1.4 0.6 2.6 0.4 2.4 2 2.4 
.IJ32 1 2.4 0 3 1 3 0 3 0 2.6 1.8 3 
JJ33 3 2.2 1 2.6 2 3 0.8 3 0 2.75 3 3 
.IJ34 3 2.2 0 1.4 .., 2.2 0.2 2.6 0.2 2.8 3 3 .J 
JJ35 3 1.8 1.2 1.2 2.6 1.6 0 3 0.4 2 1.8 2.6 
JJ36 3 3 3 1.2 2.4 2.8 0.4 3 0.8 3 3 2 
.1.138 3 2.8 1.2 2.4 2.8 3 0.2 .., 0.6 3 2.2 2.6 .J 
JJ39 3 0.2 0.2 1.2 2.2 2.2 0.4 .., 0 2.2 3 2.8 .J 
.1.140 3 2.8 0.2 1.8 .., :U~ 2 .., 1.4 2.6 3 3 .J 
.' 
EJ 13 I 2.2 1.4 2.8 1.6 2.6 1.2 2.8 I 2.4 1.4 2.8 
EJ28 2 2.6 1.25 2.2 2.2 3 1.8 2.4 1.4 \.8 1.6 2 
EJ30 2 2.4 2 2.8 2.2 2.6 1.8 2.6 1.8 2.2 2.6 2.8 
EJI7 2 3 1 2.8 2 3 1.4 3 1.4 2.2 1.8 3 
EJ03 I 2.75 2.4 .., 2.8 3 2.2 .., 2.6 3 2.8 3 .J .J 
EJI·6 2 3 2.8 2 3 3 1.8 .., 3 .., 3 3 .J J 
E.l19 2 3 1.4 2.8 2.6 3 2 2.8 2.2 2.6 1.8 3 
E.l25 2 3 0.4 2.4 1.4 2.8 0.4 .., 1 2.2 1.2 3 .J 
-
c EJ02 1 2.8 1.6 3 .., 3 "'.2 .., 2.6 2.6 1.8 2.8 .J J 
-, EJ08 1 3 1.6 3 .., 3 I ... 3 3 2.6 1.8 3 J 
.' w 
EJ09 1 2.6 1.6 2.8 3 2.8 2.6 3 2.8 2 \.6 2.8 
EJJ4 I 2.4 \.8 2.8 2.8 ".8 2 2.8 0.8 \.6 1.4 2.6 
EJ26 2 2.2 2.2 2.25 2.8 2.6 I 2.2 2 2.8 2.75 2.8 2.33 
EJ27 2 2.8 1.6 2 .., 2.8 1 2.8 1 2.2 2.2 2.8 .J 
EJ29 2 2.8 0.6 .., 1.8 .., 0.8 3 1.6 3 1.6 3 .J .J 
En2 2 3 I 2.6 2.) 2.8 1.4 2.6 2 2.5 2 2.4 
E.l11 I 2.8 2 2.4 1 ") 3 2 2.8 2.4 2.() 2 3 
EJ07 I 3 2.4 3 , .., .., .., 1.2 2.8 1.8 3 .J .J .J .J 
I 3 0.6 .., 0.4 3 0 .., 0 2.8 1.8 2.8 EJ05 .J .J 
EJ23 • 2 3 0.8 3 0.8 3 0.8 2.8 I 2.2 I 2.8 
2 2.8 1.2 2 1.6 3 I .., 1.4 3 1.04 3 [.124 .' > 0.8 3 0.8 3 ") , "0 I 3 0.6 .., 2.1 3 J EJ06 .J ca 
.., I 3 I .., 1.2 2.6 2.2 3 -, EJI2 I 3 0.8 J J 
W 1 3 0 3 0 3 0 .., 0 2.4 0.6 3 EJ04 J 
2 2.8 2.6 .., 2.8 3 3 , 2.4 2.8 3 3 EnO J 
.' 
E.l15 2 1.8 2.8 1.2 , 2.8 I 2.6 2 3 2.6 3 .J 
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id order mean rating (scale 0 to 3) 
1a 1b 1c 1d 2a 2b 3a 3b 3c 3d 4a 4b CJ\O 2 0.8 1.6 1.2 2.2 0.8 0.2 1.6 1.6 1.2 ') 0.8 I 
-
CJ\2 2 2 2.4 2 2 1.2 2 0.8 I 1.2 2.6 2.2 I 1.2 1.6 c:: CJII 2 I 0.8 0.8 1.2 1.4 ; 0.4 '.4 1.4 1.4 2.2 J..t 0.6 ..., CJI3 2 3 0.75 .., 0 .., 0 3 0 3 .., , 0 .) .) j j 0 CJOI 2 3 1.4 .., ... 3 : 0 ... 0.6 3 2.6 3 0 .) .1 .) CJ04 2 2.6 0.2 2.2 2.6 3 I 0.8 2.2 0.6 2.4 1.8 2.6 0.6 
CJ03 2 2.8 1.8 3 2.2 3 ' 0.6 .., 0.4 2.6 2 2.8 0.6 j CJ\5 2 3 1.2 ... 2.6 3 0.4 2.8 0.8 2.8 2 3 1.6 J 
CJ09 I 2.6 0.8 , 2.4 2.4 1.2 2.4 0.8 2.4 2.6 2.4 I > CI18 I 3 0.2 2.8 2.4 3 0 ... 0.2 3 ') 3 0.2 "0 .J cu C.l16 I 2.6 1.8 2.4 2 2 I 2.8 1.4 2.8 2.4 3 1.6 ..., 
CJ07 I 3 1.8 3 3 0 3 0.75 3 1.8 2.6 I 3 0.6 
CJ02 2 3 0 3 0.4 3 0 .., 0.2 2.-t 0.6 2.8 () .) 
C.l06 2 2.8 1.8 2.2 2.4 3 1 .., I 2.6 1.6 3 1.4 .) 
C.l05 2 3 0.2 2.4 2.' 3 0 .., 0.8 3 2.8 3 0.4 , J 
KJ\4 I 2.4 1.4 1.8 2.2 '.4 I 0 .., 0.6 3 2.4 3 0.2 .) 
KJ29 1 2.6 0.2 2.8 3 3 0 2.8 0.4 3 1.8 2.8 0.2 
KJI6 I 3 1.4 1.2 0.8 2.4 '.8 2 1.6 2.-t 1.4 2.2 1.2 
KJ39 I 2 1.8 1.6 3 3 0.4 2.4 0.8 2 2.8 2.8 0.' 
KJ25 I 3 0 3 0.2 3 0.4 .., 0.4 2.6 I 3 0.2 j 
KJ35 I 2.6 2.2 2.8 3 2.6 I 0.4 2.6 0.8 2.6 .., 3 0.6 .J 
KJ04 I 3 1.4 3 2.6 3 0 2.6 1.6 2.6 2.8 3 0.4 
KJ\8 I 2.2 2 2 2.6 2 I 0.6 2.8 1 3 2.8 2.8 1.8 
-
KJ20 I 2 1.6 2.6 2.4 2.6 0.8 2.2 1.2 2.6 3 2.8 1.2 
c:: KJ26 I 3 2.25 .., 3 3 0 .., 0 2.4 1.2 3 0 .- .) 
-' 
..., KJ42 I 2.2 1.6 2 2 2.8 I 2 0.8 2.4 1.4 3 0.6 ~ 
KJ05 I 3 I 2.8 2.4 3 0.4 .., 1.6 2.4 2.8 3 0.4 
-' 
KJ32 I 2 0 2.4 0 3 0 3 0 2.4 1.2 1.8 0 
KJ33 I 3 0 .., 1.4 3 0 2.8 0.8 1.8 2.2 3 0 .) 
KJI5 I 3 0.8 2.2 1.6 2.4 1 3 0 1.6 1 2.8 0 
KJ27 I 2.6 1.6 2 2.4 3 1.6 ... 2 3 2.8 2.8 1.6 J 
KJ30 I 2.4 1.25 2.4 2 3 0.4 2.8 1 2.6 2.75 3 0.75 
KJ31 I 3 1.67 1.8 1.8 2.2 2.4 2.6 1 1.8 1.5 3 I 
K.l41 1 3 1.4 2.4 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.2 1.2 2.6 1.6 1.4 2 
KJlI 2 1.6 1.2 1.8 1.4 2 1.4 2 1.6 , 2.2 2.2 1.6 
K.l23 I 2.6 0.8 2 1.2 3 0.8 2.4 1 2 2 2.8 0.4 
KJ36 1 2.6 0 3 0.4 3 0 3 0.4 2.8 2.2 3 0 
KJ06 I 3 1.2 3 0.6 3 0 
.., 0 2.4 1.8 3 0 .) 
KJl3 2 2.8 1.4 3 1.4 3 1 2.6 0.8 2.8 2 3 1 
K.l02 2 2.8 0.8 2.6 2.2 3 0 
.., 1.4 2.8 2.8 3 0.8 .) 
KJl2 2 2.6 2 3 1.6 3 1.2 
.., 0.4 2.8 I 3 0.6 .) 
> KJ22 1 2.4 1 1.8 1.6 2.2 1 2.4 1 2 0.4 2.4 0.2 
"0 
1.8 3 0.2 .., 1 2.8 3 3 0.4 cu KJ08 2 3 0 2.8 .) 
..., 
KJ09 2 1.8 0 2.4 I.-t 3 0 2.8 0 2.8 2.4 2.6 0 ~ 
I 2 0.6 2 1.8 .., 0.4 
.., 0.6 3 3 3 0 KJ38 .J .) 
, 2.4 1.8 2.8 J 3 0 
.., 0.6 2.8 3 3 0 KJOI .) 
KJIO 2 3 0 .., 2.6 3 0.6 3 0.6 2.6 2.4 3 0.2 .) 
KJ34 I 2.8 0 2.6 2.4 2.6 0 2.8 1.2 2.6 2.2 2.8 0.2 
KJ03 2 2.6 0 2.4 ') 
.., 0 2.8 2.') 2.6 2.2 3 1.4 .) 
0 ... 2.2 3 () ... 0 2.-t 1.6 2.6 1 K.l07 I 2.6 .) -' 
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id order mean rating (scale 0 to 3) 
1a 1b 1c 1d 2a 2b 3a 3b I 3c 3d 4a 4b 
£E06 2 3 2.75 n'(/ 11'£1 3 1.2 " 2 3 0.8 
-' //(/ no 
£E12 2 2.8 3 n/a 1111 3 I 3 2 110 l1a 3 1.2 
EEI4 2 3 1.2 n'o 11£1 3 0.8 " 1.8 3 0.6 
-' I/O 110 
EEI5 2 2.4 I 110 11(/ 3 0.2 3 1.8 110 110 3 0 
EEI6 I 3 2.8 tl!0 110 3 1.6 2.8 3 110 110 3 1 
EEI7 I 3 3 nla flO 3 0.8 3 3 flO no 3 I 
EEI8 I 2.4 2.2 nfO 110 3 0 3 0 I/O /1"0 2.6 (U 
EEI9 I 3 1.2 na 110 3 0 " 0 3 0 
-' no 110 
EE20 I 3 2.0 f1,{1 170 3 " " 2.25 3 1.4 .l -' //0 no 
EE21 I 3 1.2 no 11(/ 3 0 " 0 3 0.8 
-' no 1l'0 
EE22 I 2.2 1.6 nio 11(1 1.8 0.4 2.6 1.4 no no 3 0.2 
W EE23 I 3 0.4 /1(/ 11(/ 3 0 2.8 0.2 I/O l1a 3 0.2 
W EE24 2 2.8 2.4 /1(1 l1,a 3 0.2 3 3 I/a I/·a 3 0 
EE25 2 3 2.4 11/0 n(l 3 1.6 " 3 11'0 3 2 
-' 11'0 
EE26 2 2.8 2.8 n:'o /1-(/ 3 1.4 3 2.6 11(1 flO 3 1.6 
EE27 2 1.8 2.6 n/o /10 3 1 3 1.2 no n'a 2.8 0.6 .... 
EE28 I 2.8 1.75 n1a /1(1 2.8 I 2.6 2.2 n '(1 no 3 I 
EE29 2 2.2 1.6 11/0 110 3 0.4 2.8 1.2 n'u n'a 3 0.4 
EE30 2 2.2 2.2 n/o /10 3 0.4 " 
-' 1.8 na 110 2.8 0.4 
EE31 2 2.2 0.8 n/a /10 2.8 0.8 2.6 1.8 no n'G 1.8 0.8 
EE32 2 3 2 nla 110 3 ") 2.8 2 no no 3 2 .... 
EE33 2 2.6 1.8 n'G /1(/ 3 1.6 .., 
-' 1.6 /1a fI'a 3 0.6 
EE34 2 2.4 2 11,.'0 110 3 0 2.8 2.2 nio n!a 3 I 
EE35 2 2.8 1.8 110 1/'(/ 3 I 3 1.8 no 110 2.8 1.4 
CCOI I 2.8 0.8 ilia /lll 2.8 0.4 2.2 1.4 no 110 2.2 I 
CCI5 I 2.8 0 f1.'0 fI(/ 2.4 0.4 3 0 no n'a 2.6 0.2 
CCI7 I 2.4 0.8 no 11(1 2.8 0.4 2.8 1.4 110 110 2.8 0.8 
CCI8 I 2.2 0.6 n:o 110 3 0.6 2.8 0.8 no na 2.2 I 
CCI9 I 2.2 0 n/o /UI 
.., 0 3 0 no I/O 1.6 0.2 
-' 
CC20 I 2.2 0 f1,'a /10 3 0 2.4 0.6 nm /1'a 3 0.2 
Ce21 I 2.8 0.4 /1'(1 /1(1 3 0 3 0 t7'a n'a 2 0.8 
CC22 2.2 0 /1'0 /111 2.8 0 3 0 n/a n/a 2.6 0 
CC23 2.6 I n/a /1(/ 3 1.8 2.8 1.8 wa 11'0 2.4 1.4 
0 CC24 2.4 0.4 1110 IHI 2.6 0.4 2.75 0.4 n':a /1!O 2.2 0 
0 Ce25 1.8 0.4 /1'0 n(/ 2 0 1.6 0 n,o no 1.8 0 
CC26 2.4 0.2 fI'a 11(/ 3 0 2 0.6 I/{/ no 2.6 0 
CC27 1.4 0 na na 0 0 0 0 nil n'a 0.2 0 
CC28 2.4 0 1/1(/ 11 'a 3 () 2.6 0.2 nio n'Q 2.6 0.6 
CC29 2.6 0.4 n/a 11£1 2.2 0 2.8 0.4 n:o no 2.6 1.2 
CC31 1.6 0 n/a /10 2.8 () 1.2 0 na l1a 1.6 0 
CC32 1.4 0 11'0 no 3 0.2 2.2 0.6 no no 2 0 
CC33 2.8 0.4 n,'a /10 3 0.4 2.6 0.8 no n'a 2.6 0.4 
CC34 1.4 0 nla IIlI 2.4 0.2 1.8 0 flO n'a 2.2 0.2 
CC35 2.8 0 II/a no 2.2 0 2.6 0 110 n'a 2.6 0.6 
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Table 5F.1.iii: Mean ratings on test tokens by native Japanese, English and 
Chinese groups 
index JJ CC EE 
mean SO mean SO mean SO 
I.la 1.8 1.1 1 1.67 0.56 1.9 0.91 
1.2a 2.35 0.93 1.83 0.38 2.5 0.69 
1.3a 2.45 0.76 2.58 0.65 2.25 0.79 
1.4a 2.3 0.86 2.88 0.34 2.4 0.75 
1.5a 2.4 0.94 2.46 0.78 2.25 0.72 
1.lb 0.75 0.97 2.5 0.59 0.35 0.59 
1.2b 0.8 0.95 2.13 0.97 0.05 0.22 
1.3b 0.75 0.85 2.09 1.08 0.25 0.55 
l.4b 0.58 0.9 1.67 1.2 0.2 0.52 
1.5b 0.55 1 1.42 1.14 0.5 0.69 
1.1 c 1.85 0.99 nla nla nla nla 
1.2c 2 0.97 nla nla nla /110 
1.3c 2.15 0.88 nla n/a nla nla 
l.4c 2.05 0.69 nla n/a nla nla 
1.5c 2 0.97 nla nla nla nla 
1.1 d 2.3 0.86 n/a nla nla nla 
1.2d 2.05 1.03 nla nla I1la nla 
1.3d 2.6 0.68 nla nla nla nla 
l.4d 2.55 0.83 nla nla n/a I1la 
1.5d 1.9 0.97 nla l1/a nla /1/a 
2.la 2.45 0.6 2.96 0.2 2.45 0.89 
2.2a 2.6 0.68 3 0 2.75 0.72 
2.3a 2.45 0.89 2.96 0.2 2.6 0.94 
2.4a 2.45 0.83 3 0 2.8 0.7 
2.5a 2.75 0.64 2.96 0.2 2.4 0.94 
2.1 b 0.65 0.81 0.79 0.78 0.2 0.52 
2.2b 0.55 0.76 0.71 0.91 0.3 0.57 
2.3b 0.65 0.75 0.79 0.83 0.15 0.49 
2.4b 0.5 0.76 0.96 1.04 0.3 0.47 
2.5b 0.65 0.75 1.21 1.02 0.25 0.55 
3.la 2.75 0.72 2.96 0.2 1.95 1.13 
3.2a 2.9 0.45 3 0 2.45 I 
3.3a 2.9 0.31 ?83 0.38 2.35 0.88 
3.4a 3 0 2.96 0.2 2.6 0.82 
3.5a 2.75 0.72 2.79 0.41 2.4 O.n/a 
3.lb 0.7 0.8 1.58 1.02 0.25 0.55 
3.2b 0.9 1.07 1.7 1.06 0.55 0.89 
3.3b 0.55 0.76 1.71 1.16 0.4 0.68 
3.4b 0.65 0.81 1.96 1.08 0.65 1.04 
3.5b 0.7 0.92 1.75 0.68 0.4 0.68 
3.lc 2.95 0.22 nla nla nla /1'(/ 
3.2c 2.89 0.46 nla /1la n/a nla 
3.3c 1.55 0.6 nla nla n/a /1/(/ 
3.4c 2.15 1.04 n/a nlll n/a n/a 
3.5c 2.53 0.61 n/a nla n/(I /1/(1 
3.1d 2.4 0.82 nla n/a nla /1/(1 
3.2d 2.2 1.06 nla n/a nla II/a 
3.3d 2.4 0.75 /7/(/ nlet nu 11'(/ 
3.4d 1.85 0.67 /1/a nla na /1U 
3.5d 1.47 0.84 Ilia /1'(1 17(/ /1£1 
4.la 2.25 0.85 2.92 0.41 1.65 0.75 
4.2a 2.95 0.22 3 0 2.5 0.83 
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index JJ CC EE 
mean SO mean SO mean SO 
4.3a 2.85 0.49 2.83 0.38 2.75 0.72 
4.4a 2.75 0.72 3 0 2.53 0.7 
4.5a 2.7 0.57 3 0 1.7 0.92 
4.lb 0.5 0.89 0.78 0.9 0.3 0.57 
4.2b 0.95 0.89 1.08 0.97 0.65 0.93 
4.3b 0.65 0.93 0.67 0.82 0.5 0.69 
4.4b I 0.86 0.83 0.78 0.35 0.67 
4.5b 0.55 0.94 0.79 0.78 0.35 0.59 
TIOOI 3 0 2.96 0.2 2.43 0.9 
TI002 1.6 1.27 0.08 0.28 0.7 1.02 
TI003 2.52 0.81 2.83 0.38 2.75 0.44 
TI004 2.86 0.36 2.92 0.28 1.5 1.18 
TI005 2.71 0.46 2.88 0.34 2.75 O.5~ 
TI006 0.55 0.89 1.21 1.02 1.21 1.14 
TI007 0.14 0.48 0.29 0.55 0.58 0.83 
TI008 2.86 0.48 2.92 0.41 2.88 0.45 
TI009 0.1 0.3 0 0 0.21 0.51 
TIOIO 0.05 0.22 0 0 0.21 0.51 
TIOII 0.1 0.3 0.04 0.2 0.26 0.54 
TI012 2.14 0.85 3 0 1.74 1.05 
TI0I3 2.57 0.81 2.88 0.45 2.46 0.98 
TI014 0.57 1.08 0.08 0.28 0.29 0.69 
T2001 2.95 0.22 3 0 2.74 0.45 
T2002 0.81 1.08 0.04 0.2 0.33 0.7 
T2003 2.33 0.86 3 0 2.67 0.7 
T2004 2.86 0.36 2.92 0.28 1.88 1.12 
T2005 7.57 0.81 2.79 0.51 2.54 0.72 
T2006 0.35 0.59 0.67 0.87 0.92 0.97 
T2007 0.24 0.44 0.29 0.69 2.61 0.66 
TI008 2.95 0.27 3 0 2.91 0.29 
T2009 0.14 0.48 0.04 0.2 0.79 0.98 
T2010 0.05 0.22 0.13 0.61 0.13 0.34 
T2011 0.1 0.3 0.04 0.2 0.55 0.74 
T2012 2.43 0.68 3 0 2.09 0.85 
T2013 2.62 0.5 '.88 0.45 2.65 0.57 
T2014 0.19 0.68 
.., 0 2.25 0.44 j 
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Table SF.l.iv: Mean ratings on test tokens by L2 groups 
index EJ int EJadv CJ int CJadv KJ int KJ adv mean SO mean SO mean SO mean SO mean I SO mean SO 1.Ia 2.65 0.61 2.89 0.33 2.67 0.52 2.78 0.67 2.-l7 i 0.9 1.73 0.46 1.2a 2.83 0.38 2.78 0.67 2.5 0.55 ..., 0 7.75 0.55 1.8 0.56 .) 1.3a 2.83 0.38 2.78 0.67 1.67 1.37 ..., 0 2.45 0.83 2.67 0.62 .) 1.4a 2.78 0.73 2.89 0.33 1.5 1.38 2.78 0.44 2.75 0.72 2.6 0.74 1.5a 2.61 0.61 2.78 OA4 7 1.55 2.78 0.44 2.45 0.69 ') "') 0.77 
-.-LIb 1.67 0.84 1.11 1.27 1.33 1.51 0.89 0.93 1.2 1.15 0.73 1.03 1.2b 1.33 0.97 1.44 1.13 0.8 1.3 I I 1.2 1.24 0.33 0.82 1.3b 2 0.79 1.44 1.24 0.67 1.21 1.11 1.17 1.89 1.29 0.6 0.99 lAb 1.72 0.83 1.56 1.42 1.5 1.05 0.67 0.87 0.89 1.02 1.13 1.41 1.5b 1.39 1.2 1.33 1.41 1.67 1.21 1.67 1.22 0.89 0.94 0.4 0.74 1.1 c 2.56 0.62 2.67 0.71 2.67 0.82 2.33 0.71 2.55 0.89 2.73 0.46 1.2c 2.78 0.43 2.67 0.71 2.17 0.98 ..., 0 2.25 0.91 2.67 0.82 
-' 1.3c 2.65 0.79 2.56 0.88 1.5 1.38 2.44 0.88 2.55 0.69 7.47 0.83 
lAc 2.67 0.49 2.89 0.33 2.2 0.84 2.89 0.33 2.25 0.97 2.8 0.41 
1.5c 2.61 0.78 2.67 0.71 1.67 1.21 2.56 0.73 2.05 0.94 2.47 0.74 
Lid 2.56 0.62 1.67 1.12 1.67 1.21 1.56 1.33 2.45 0.89 "') 1.07 
1.2d 2.33 0.77 1.89 1.17 1.8 1.3 1.89 1.05 1.75 1.29 0.93 0.96 
1.3d 2.61 0.61 1.67 1.22 1.5 1.38 2.67 0.5 2.05 1.28 1.33 0.9 
lAd 2.67 0.59 IA4 1.13 7 1.26 2.33 1.12 2 1.12 1.8 1.15 
1.5d 2.22 0.88 1.56 1.33 2.17 1.33 2.44 1.0 I 1.58 1.22 1.67 0.9 
2.la 2.94 0.24 3 0 2.17 1.17 3 0 2.5 0.89 2.87 0.35 
2.2a :1 0 3 0 2.33 0.82 3 0 2.9 0.31 2.93 0.26 
2.3a 2.72 0.46 3 0 2.33 1.21 2.67 1 2.45 0.94 2.87 0.35 
2Aa 2.89 0.47 2.89 0.33 2 1.26 2.67 I 2.6 0.94 3 0 
2.5a 2.83 0.51 3 0 1.5 1.64 2.78 0.67 2.85 0.37 2.93 0.26 
2.lb 1.78 I 1.1 I 1.17 0.5 0.55 0.89 0.93 0.55 I 0.27 0.46 
2.2b 1.61 0.98 1.11 1.17 0.5 0.84 0.38 0.74 0.8 1.15 0.53 0.83 
2.3b 1.67 0.77 1.11 1.17 0.83 1.17 0.13 0.35 0.9 1.02 0.2 0.41 
2Ab 2.06 0.73 1.22 1.09 0.5 1.22 0.67 0.71 0.8 1.01 0.2 0.41 
2.5b 2 0.84 1.33 1.12 0.5 0.55 0.56 1.01 0.8 1.11 0.53 0.83 
3.la 2.94 0.24 3 0 1.83 1.17 .., 0 2.55 0.69 2.87 0.35 .) 
3.2a 2.89 0.32 2.78 0.67 2.5 0.84 2.78 0.67 2.45 1.05 2.93 0.26 
3.3a 2.72 OA6 2.89 0.33 2.33 0.52 2.89 0.33 2.55 0.83 2.73 0.46 
3Aa 2.72 0.75 3 0 2 1.1 ..., 0 2.8 0.7 2.87 0.35 
-' 
3.5a 2.78 0.43 3 0 2.17 1.17 2.78 0.44 2.6 0.68 2.87 0.35 
3.1 b 1.83 0.92 I 0.87 0.83 1.33 1.44 1.33 0.85 0.88 0.8 0.68 
3.2b "') 0.91 IA4 1.24 0.67 0.82 0.67 0.5 1.05 1.05 0.8 0.86 
3.3b 1.94 0.73 1.56 1.24 0.67 0.82 0.22 0.44 0.6 0.82 0.53 0.64 
3.4b 2 1.19 1.33 1.21 1.5 1.38 0.78 1.09 1.1 1.17 0.73 0.96 
3.5b 1.83 1.04 1.22 0.97 0.83 1.33 I I I 1.12 0.87 0.92 
3.lc 2.88 0.33 3 0 2.33 0.82 3 0 2.63 0.76 3 0 
3.2c 2.72 0.75 3 0 ! 1.26 2.78 0.67 2.95 0.22 2.93 0.26 
3.3c 2.56 0.62 2.67 0.71 2.5 0.84 1.89 0.33 2.2 1.15 ') ') 0.77 _.-
3.4c 1.78 0.94 2.33 1.12 "') ...,'" - . .).) 0.82 1.89 1.05 2.55 I 2.27 1.03 
3.5c 2.29 1.16 2.78 0.67 2.17 1.17 2.89 0.33 1.85 1.27 2.67 0.62 
3.ld 1.88 0.86 1.78 1.09 2.5 0.55 1.67 1.22 '") 1.3 2.07 1.03 
3.2d 1.94 0.73 1.78 1.09 2.33 0.82 1.56 0.88 1.85 1.35 1.87 1.13 
3.3d 1.5 0.99 IA4 1.13 2.33 0.82 1.67 0.87 2.32 0.89 2.13 0.92 
3.4d 2.72 0.46 2.89 0.33 2 1.26 2.33 1.12 2.45 1.1 2.-l 1.24 
3.5d 1.72 0.83 1.89 1.05 2.33 0.52 2.22 1.09 1.79 1.4 2.2 0.94 
4.la 2.78 0.55 2.89 0.33 "') 1.26 3 0 1.-l5 0.76 2.87 0.35 
3 0 1.47 1.78 o .-l-t 2.7 0.8 ~ 0 4.2a 2.83 0.71 1.83 , 
4.3a 2.76 0.44 2.89 0.33 ') -_.) 0.84 1.89 0.33 2.8 0.7 2.8 0.56 
'~7 _, I 
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index EJ int EJ adv CJ int CJ adv KJ int KJadv 
mean SO mean SO mean SO mean SO mean SO mean SO 
4.4a 2.75 0.58 3 0 1.83 1.47 .., 0 2.85 .) 0.67 3 0 
4.5a 2.94 0.24 3 0 1.83 1.17 2.78 0.44 2.8 0.7 ).73 0.59 
4.lb 1.44 1.1 1.22 0.97 0.67 1.21 0.78 0.97 0.75 1.16 0.47 0.92 
4.2b 1.33 0.91 1.11 0.93 0.33 0.82 1.11 1.27 0.85 1.04 0.47 0.64 
4.3b 1.33 0.97 1 0.87 0.83 0.98 0.89 0.93 0.7 0.98 0.33 0.62 
4.4b 1.56 0.98 I 0.87 0.5 0.55 0.78 0.97 0.45 0.83 0.47 0.74 
4.5b 0.94 1 0.89 0.93 0.83 1.33 0.56 0.53 0.74 0.99 0.33 0.62 
Tl DOl 2.85 0.37 3 0 2.83 0.41 3 0 2.91 0.29 2.87 0.35 
TID02 2.05 0.83 2.22 1.2 1.57 1.51 2.1 0.99 1.68 1.29 '").13 1.06 
TID03 2.75 0.44 2.89 0.33 2.43 0.79 2.7 0.67 2.55 0.86 2.53 0.64 
TID04 2.4 0.6 2.67 I 1.71 1.11 2.1 0.99 ').62 0.67 2.5 0.65 
TID05 2.22 1.06 2.56 0.73 2.57 0.53 2.9 0.32 2.32 0.78 2.67 0.62 
TID06 0.75 1.12 0.56 1.0 I 0.86 1.21 1.4 0.97 I 1.15 0.6 0.83 
TID07 0.41 I 0.44 0.53 0.29 0.76 0.6 0.97 0.18 0.66 0.13 0.35 
TID08 2.95 0.22 3 0 2.71 0.49 2.9 0.32 2.95 0.21 3 0 
TID09 0.1 0.31 0 0 0.43 1.13 0.3 0.67 0.1 0.3 0 0 
TIDIO 0.2 0.7 0 0 0.43 1.13 0.4 0.97 0.05 0.21 0 0 
TI Dll 0.25 0.79 0.11 0.33 0.14 0.38 0.3 0.95 0.14 0.47 0.13 0.35 
TlD12 2.75 0.55 3 0 2.71 0.49 2.8 0.42 2.43 0.68 2.67 0.49 
TIDI3 2.68 0.75 2.75 0.71 2.71 0.49 2.1 1.2 2.82 0.5 2.53 0.92 
TlDI4 0.35 0.75 0.22 0.67 0.29 0.76 0.4 0.97 0.23 0.69 0.13 0.52 
T2DOI 2.5 0.83 2.67 0.71 2 1.15 2.2 ·1.32 2.73 0.77 2.93 0.26 
T2D02 2.9 0.31 1.56 1.42 1.6 1.52 1.7 1.16 1.32 1.25 0.87 0.99 
T2D03 2.75 0.44 2.78 0.44 2.29 0.76 2.7 0.48 2.73 0.55 2.6 0.51 
T2D04 2.95 0.22 3 0 2.43 0.79 3 0 2.77 0.53 2.8 0.41 
T2D05 2.6 0.5 2.75 0.71 2.43 1.13 2 1.22 2.18 0.85 2.47 0.83 
T2D06 1.3 1.13 0.67 I 1.14 1.35 0.3 0.48 0.91 1.02 0.4 0.63 
T2D07 1.11 0.99 0.89 0.78 0 0 I 1.25 0.67 1.02 0.2 0.41 
T2D08 2.9 0.45 3 0 2.86 0.38 2.8 0.42 2.95 0.21 2.93 0.26 
T2D09 0.05 0.22 0 0 0.14 0.38 0.6 1.07 0.09 0.29 0.07 0.26 
TIDI0 0.25 0.72 0 0 0.29 0.76 0.4 0.97 0.05 0.21 0 0 
T2Dl1 0.35 0.81 0.11 0.33 0.29 0.49 0.3 0.67 0.32 0.65 0.2 0.56 
T2D12 2.89 0.32 3 0 2.71 0.49 2.5 1.08 2.41 0.91 2.73 0.46 
T2DI3 2.7 0.73 2.89 0.33 1.14 1.46 2 1.41 2.82 0.39 2.4 1.12 
T2DI4 0.25 0.79 0.13 0.35 0.14 0.38 0.3 0.95 0.05 0.21 0.07 0.26 
-"8 
-' I 
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Table SF.2.i: Mean ratings on Korean test types by participant22I 
id order mean rating (scale 0 to 3) 
K1a K1b K1c K1d K2a K2b K2c K2d 
KKOI 1 1.6 0.6 2 1.6 \.8 1.2 2.4 I.'" 
KK02 1 2.4 0.6 3 , 1.2 ! 2.8 0.6 2.4 0.6 
KK03 1 3 0.4 2.6 1.4 3 1.2 .... 2.4 .) 
KK04 1 2.S 1.4 3 2.4 3 \.1 J 1.8 
KK06 1 1.6 0.6 1.8 1.2 2.2 0.4 1.8 0.6 
KKOS 1 1 0.2 1.2 0.6 \,2 1 0 0 
KK09 1 O.S 1 1.4 I 1.8 1.8 0.6 0.6 
KKIO I 2.5 0.8 2.8 2 J 0.6 J 1.2 
KKII 1 1 0.6 1.4 0.8 1.4 1.2 0 1.2 
KKI2 I 1.2 0 2.2 0.8 \.6 0.8 1.8 1.8 
KKI3 1 2.6 0.2 3 2.8 3 0.6 2.4 .., 
-' 
KKI4 1 2.S 0 3 0.6 2.6 0.6 2.4 0.6 
KKI5 I 2.6 0.4 2.8 0.4 3 0.4 2.4 0.6 
KKI6 1 2.2 0.2 2.2 1 2.2 1.2 2.4 1.2 
KKI7 I I.S 0.2 2 2.6 2.2 1.2 0.6 3 
KKI8 1 2.S 0 2.4 0.2 2.6 0.4 2.4 1.8 
KKI9 I I.S 0 .., 0.6 2.4 1.8 1.8 \,2 .) 
KK20 I ') 0.6 2.4 1 2.2 1.4 1.2 I.S 
KK21 1 2 1.2 2 2 2.2 2 3 3 
KK22 I 1.4 1.4 1.8 1.8 2.8 1.8 3 2.4 
KK24 I 2.4 0.4 1 0.4 2 0.2 2.4 1.2 
KK25 I 2.S 0 3 0.8 2.6 0 2.4 0.6 
~~I See Appendix 3 for proticienc~ scores for learners and for age and gender of all participants. 
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Appendix 5F.3: Repeated measures ANOV A for non-scrambled QP-QP 
sentences222 
Table 5F .3.i: Descriptive statistics 
Group Type 1a Type 1b Type 2a Type 2b Type 3a Type 3b Type 4a Type4b 
Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean 
I 
Mean 
(SO) (SO) (SO) (SO) (SO) (SO) (SO) (SO) 
JJ 2.26 0.69 2.54 0.60 2.86 0.70 2.70 I 0.73 
(n=20) (0.70) (0.72) (0.54) (0.54) (0.27) (0.62) (0.31 ) (0.66) 
EJ int 2.74 1.61 2.88 1.76 2.81 1.92 2.80 1.32 
(n=18) (0.28) (0.63) (0.16) (0.67) (0.27) (0.77) (0.29) (0.71) 
EJ adv 2.82 1.38 2.98 1.16 2.93 1.31 2.96 1.04 
1n=9) (0.39) (1.12) (0.07) (0.88) (0.14) (1.02) (0.09) (0.82) 
CJ int 2.07 1.19 2.07 0.60 2.17 0.90 2.00 0.63 
(n=6) (0.98) (0.77) (1.04) (0.55) (0.85) (0.60) (0.98) (0.61) 
CJ adv 2.87 1.07 2.82 0.71 2.89 0.82 2.89 0.82 
(n=9) (0.17) (0.78) (0.37) (0.44) (0.20) (0.53) (0.20) (0.60) 
KJ int 2.58 1.24 2.66 0.79 2.59 0.92 2.72 0.70 
(n=20) (0.45) (0.70) (0.41 ) (0.70) (0.49) (0.58) (0.46) (0.66) 
KJ adv 2.60 0.64 2.92 0.51 2.85 0.75 2.88 0.41 
(n=15) (0.35) (0.71) (0.22) (0.39) (0.22) (0.59) (0.20) (0.45) 
EE 2.68 1.96 2.98 0.93 2.91 1.74 2.95 0.85 
(n=24) (0.36) (0.73) (0.68) (0.66) (0.14) (0.94) (0.11 ) (0.63) 
CC 2.26 0.27 2.60 0.41 2.36 0.45 2.22 0.43 
(n=20) (0.49) (0.33) (O.69( (0.33) (0.75) (0.55) (0.61) (0.46) 
Table 5F.3.ii: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Measure: MEASURE_1 
rmed Variable: Transfo A verage 
Type III 
Sum of I Mean 
Source Squares df I Square F Sig. : 
Intercept 2995.394
1 
1 . 2995.394 4033.722 .000 
Group 92.740 8 11.593 15.611 .000 
Error 98.022 I 132 .743 
:n2 Sphericity is assumed. as Mauchly's test of sphericity was non-significant. Equality of variance not 
assumed, due to significant results in Levene's test: 
Levene's Test olE quality of Error Variances 
, 
I Sig. F I df1 , df2 I 
Type 1A I 4.529 : 8: 132 .000 
Type 18 2.792 i 81 132 .007 
Type 2A 11.348 : 8: 132 .000 
I 
Type 28 2.195 : 8' 132 i .032 
I 
132 ! .000 Type 3A 6.941 i 8 
Type 38 1.590 I 8! 132 .134 
Type 4A 9.582 i 8: 132 [ .000 
Type 48 
.602 ! 8' 132 .775 
3S0 
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Table SF .3.iii: Tests of Within Subjects Contrasts 
Measure' MEASURE 1 
Subj Type III Mean Source ObjQP Scope Sum of df F Sig. QP 
Squares Scr.ae 
Subj QP l..rea" 
.002 1 .002 .013 .911 
Subj QP * Group L.rear 2.525 8 .316 1.985 .053 
Error(Subj QP) I..i"ear 20.983 132 .159 
Obj QP lilear 2.652 1 2.652 23.095 .000 
Obj OP * Group lilear 6.534 8 .817 7.114 .000 
Error(Obj OP) Lrear 15.155 132 .115 
Scope lrear 679.923 1 679.923 827.148 .000 
Scope * Group lrear 29.930 8 3.741 4.551 .000 
Error(Scope) lrear 108.505 132 .822 
Subj OP * Obj OP L..rea' Lrear 
.577 1 .577 3.936 .049 
Subj OP * Obj QP * Group l..rea" Lrear 2.778 8 .347 2.367 .021 
Error(Subj OP*Obj OP) L.rear L.rear 19.364 132 .147 
Subj QP * Scope L.rear lrear 
.872 1 .872 4.392 .038 
Subj QP * Scope * Group lilear lrear 2.057 8 .257 1.295 .251 
Error(Subj OP*Scope) l..rea" L.rea- 26.203 132 .199 
Obj QP * Scope L.rear lrear 7.427 1 7.427 50.772 .000 
Obj OP * Scope * Group L.rear lrear 9.034 8 1.129 7.719 .000 
Error(Obj OP*Scope) L.rear L.rear 19.310 132 .146 
Subj OP * Obj OP * Scope Lrear lilear L.rear 
.598 1 .598 3.662 .058 
Subj OP * Obj OP * Scope * Lrear Lrear lrear 1.983 8 .248 1.518 .157 
Group 
Error(Subj QP*Obj OP * L.rear L.i1ear 1Iear 21.544 132 .163 
Scope) 
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Table 5F .3.iv: 
Between-groups post hoc multiple comparisons (Games-Howell), Type 1 b 
GROUP GROUP Mean Std. Error 
Difference 




CJ int -.5017 .35446 
CJ adv -.3767 .30553 
KJ int -.5483 .22461 
KJ adv .0500 .24404 
EE -1.2725(*) .21881 
CC .4200 .17577 
EJ int EJ adv .2361 .40061 
CJ int .4222 .34970 
CJ adv .5472 .29999 
KJ int .3756 .21702 
KJ adv .9739(*) .23707 
EE -.3486 .2110C 
CC 1.3439(*) .1659~ 
EJ adv CJ int .1861 .4882C 
CJ adv .3111 .45392 
KJ int .1394 .40392 
KJ adv .7378 .41502 
EE -.5847 .40072 
CC 1.1078 .37894 
CJ int CJ adv .1250 .40969 
KJ int -.0467 .35348 
KJ adv .5517 .36613 
EE -.7708 .34982 
CC .9217 .32464 
CJ adv KJ int -.1717 .30439 
KJ adv .4267 .31900 
EE -.8958 .30013 
CC .7967 .27037 
KJ int KJ adv .5983 .24261 
EE -.7242(*) .21721 
CC .9683(*) .17378 
KJ adv EE -1.3225(*) .23724 
CC .3700 .19825 
EE CC 1.6925(*) .16620 
Based on observed means. 





Sig. Lower Upper 
Bound Bound 
.004 -1.6447 -.2031 
.737 -2.2179 .8424 
.864 -1.9601 .9567 
.935 -1.4812 .7278 
.292 -1.2865 .1899 
1.000 -.7638 .8638 
.000 -1.9887 -.5563 
.329 -.1722 1.0122 
.999 -1.2903 1.7625 
.932 -1.0382 1.8827 
.668 -.5483 1.6428 
.724 -.3400 1.0911 
.008 .1793 1.7685 
.770 -1.0409 .3437 
.000 .7816 1.9062 
1.000 -1.6078 1.9801 
.998 -1.3297 1.9520 
1.000 -1.3898 1.6687 
.695 -.8074 2.2830 
.852 -2.1102 .9408 
.204 -.4074 2.6229 
1.000 -1.4277 1.6777 
1.000 -1.5052 1.4119 
.828 -.9125 2.0158 
.482 -2.2296 .6879 
.275 -.5736 2.4170 
1.000 -1.2741 .9307 
.905 -.7104 1.5638 
.150 -1.9894 .1977 
.191 -.2651 1.8584 
.287 -.2112 1.4078 
.043 -1.4350 -.0134 
.000 .3832 1.5534 
.000 -2.1135 -.5315 
.642 -.3228 1.0628 
.000 1.1415 2.2435 
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Table SF .3. v: 
Between-groups post hoc mUltiple comparisons (Games-Howell), Type 2b 
95% Confidence 
Interval 
GROUP GROUP Mean Std. Error Sig. Lower Upper 
Difference Bound Bound 
JJ EJ int -1.1556(*) .19758 .000 -1.8111 -.5000 
EJ adv -.5556 .31739 .710 -1.7626 .6515 
CJ int .0000 .25492 1.000 -1.0376 1.0376 
CJ adv -.1111 .18855 .999 -.7683 .5460 
KJ int -.1900 .19654 .987 -.8384 .4584 
KJ adv .0933 .15669 1.000 -.4262 .6128 
EE -.3333 .1811€ .656 -.9255 .2588 
~C .1900 .14103 .909 -.2787 .6587 
EJ int EJ adv .6000 .33338 .682 -.6281 1.8281 
CJ int 1.1556(*) .27457 .029 .1031 2.2080 
CJ adv 1.0444(*) .21437 .002 .3125 1.7764 
KJ int .9656(*) .22143 .003 .2353 1.6958 
KJ adv 1.2489n .18696 .000 .6219 1.8759 
EE .8222(*) .20790 .009 .1376 1.5068 
~C 1.3456(*) .17405 .000 .7549 1.9362 
EJ adv CJ int .5556 .37025 .837 -.8040 1.9151 
CJ adv .4444 .32811 .895 -.7827 1.6716 
KJ int .3656 .33276 .964 -.8608 1.5919 
KJ adv .6489 .31089 .527 -.5534 1.8512 
EE .2222 .32392 .998 -.9912 1.4357 
CC .7456 .30330 .355 -.4527 1.9439 
CJ int ~J adv -.1111 .26814 1.000 -1.1698 .9476 
KJ int -.1900 .27382 .998 -1.2400 .8600 
KJ adv .0933 .24678 1.000 -.9477 1.1343 
EE -.3333 .26300 .919 -1.3722 .7055 
CC .1900 .23715 .992 -.8608 1.2408 
CJ adv KJ int -.0789 .21341 1.000 -.8051 .6473 
KJ adv .2044 .1774Q .956 -.4294 .8382 
EE -.2222 .19934 .966 -.9049 .4605 
~C .3011 .16373 .660 -.3050 .9072 
KJ int KJ adv .2833 .18586 .836 -.3356 .9023 
EE -.1433 .20691 .999 -.8215 .5349 
CC .3800 .17287 .434 -.2012 .9612 
KJ adv EE -.4267 .16952 .257 -.9847 .1314 
CC .0967 .12573 .997 -.3259 .5192 
EE ~C .5233(*) .15516 .042 .0109 1.0357 
Based on observed means. 
* The mean difference is significant at the .05 level. 
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Table 5F.3.vi: 
Between-groups post hoc multiple comparisons (Games-Howell), Type 3b 
95% Confidence 
Interval 
GROUP GROUP Mean Std. Error Sig. Lower Upper 
Difference Bound Bound 
JJ EJ int -1.2222(*) .22902 .000 -1.9819 -.4626 
EJ adv -.6111 .36763 .756 
-2.0080 .7858 
CJ int -.2000 .28309 .997 
-1.3362 .9362 
CJ adv -.1222 .22601 1.000 
-.9140 .6696 
KJ int -.2200 .19079 .961 -.8472 .4072 
KJ adv -.0467 .20710 1.000 -.7361 .6427 
EE -1.0438("") .23666 .002 -1.8191 -.2684 
CC .2500 .18659 .912 -.3637 .8637 
EJ int EJ adv .6111 .38556 .797 -.8096 2.0318 
CJ int 1.0222 .30601 .099 -.1369 2.1814 
CJ adv 1.1000(") .25413 .007 .2294 1.9706 
KJ int 1.0022(*) .22339 .003 .2592 1.7452 
KJ adv 1.1756(*) .23747 .001 .3846 1.9666 
EE .1785 .26365 .999 -.6860 1.0429 
CC 1.4722(") .21982 .000 .7396 2.2049 
EJ adv CJ int .4111 .41994 .982 -1.1324 1.9546 
CJ adv .4889 .38378 .921 -.9385 1.9163 
KJ int .3911 .36415 .966 -1.0026 1.7849 
KJ adv .5644 .37295 .829 -.8398 1.9687 
EE -.4326 .39014 .963 -1.8581 .9928 
CC .8611 .36197 .381 -.5309 2.2531 
CJ int CJ adv .0778 .30376 1.000 -1.0980 1.2535 
KJ int -.0200 .27856 1.000 -1.1554 1.1154 
KJ adv .1533 .28997 1.000 -.9902 1.2968 
EE -.8438 .31177 .241 -2.0063 .3188 
CC .4500 .27570 .768 -.6856 1.5856 
CJ adv KJ int -.0978 .22030 1.000 -.8762 .6807 
KJ adv .0756 .23457 1.000 -.7439 .8950 
EE -.9215(*) .26103 .036 -1.8044 -.0387 
CC .3722 .21667 .729 -.3982 1.1426 
KJ int KJ adv .1733 .20085 .993 -.4970 .8437 
EE -.8238C) .23121 .025 -1.5824 -.0651 
CC .4700 .17963 .214 -.1205 1.0605 
KJ adv EE -.9971 (*) .24485 .007 -1.8031 -.1911 
CC .2967 .19687 .843 -.3618 .9551 
EE CC 1.2938(*) .. 22776 .000 .5454 2.0421 
Based on observed means. 
* The mean difference is significant at the .05 level. 
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Table 5F .3.vii: 
Between-groups post hoc multiple comparisons (Games-HoweD), Type 4b 
95% Confidence 
Interval 
GROUP GROUP Mean Std. Error Sig. Lower Upper 
Difference Bound Bound 
JJ EJ int -.5922 .22247 .199 -1.3271 .1427 
EJ adv -.3144 .31153 .978 
-1.4606 .8318 
CJ int .0967 .29015 1.000 -1.0573 1.2506 
iCJ adv -.0922 .24947 1.000 
-.9736 .7892 
KJ int .0325 .20859 1.000 
-.6531 .7181 
KJ adv .3167 .18776 .750 -.3061 .9394 
EE -.1200 .19570 .999 -.7615 .5215 
iCc .3000 .17980 .760 -.2950 .8950 
EJ int EJ adv .2778 .32103 .992 -.8857 1.4413 
CJ int .6889 .30032 .423 -.4743 1.8521 
~J adv .5000 .26123 .613 -.4117 1.4117 
KJ int .6247 .22253 .149 -.1104 1.3598 
KJ adv .9089(*) .20313 .003 .2296 1.5882 
EE .4722 .21049 .402 -.2239 1.1683 
CC .8922(*) .19579 .002 .2366 1.5478 
EJ adv ~J int .4111 .37115 .962 -.9561 1.7783 
CJ adv .2222 .34030 .999 -1.0034 1.4479 
KJ int .3469 .31157 .961 -.7993 1.4932 
KJ adv .6311 .29803 .507 -.4985 1.7607 
EE .1944 .30310 .999 -.9392 1.3280 
~C .6144 .29307 .521 -.5095 1.7384 
CJ int CJ adv -.1889 .32084 .999 -1.4087 1.0310 
KJ int -.0642 .29020 1.000 -1.2182 1.0898 
KJ adv .2200 .27560 .993 -.9349 1.3749 
EE -.2167 .28107 .995 -1.3676 .9342 
~C .2033 .27024 .995 -.9540 1.3606 
CJ adv KJ int .1247 .24953 1.000 -.7568 1.0062 
KJ adv .4089 .23239 .705 -.4403 1.2580 
EE -.0278 .23886 1.000 -.8852 .8297 
CC .3922 .22600 .718 -.4446 1.2291 
KJ int KJ adv .2842 .18783 .842 -.3389 .9072 
EE -.1525 .19577 .997 -.7942 .4892 
~C .2675 .17987 .854 -.3277 .8627 
KJ adv EE -.4367 .17340 .257 -1.0082 .1348 
K;c -.0167 .15523 1.000 -.5339 .5006 
EE ~C .4200 .16475 .239 -.1189 .9589 
Based on observed means. 
* The mean difference is significant at the .05 level. 
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SF.4: Repeated measures ANOV A for scrambled QP-QP sentences223 
Table SF .4.i: Descriptive statistics 
Type 1aa Type 1ba Type 101 Type 1da Type 3ab Type 3bD Type 3cb Type 3db 
(S>O) 10>S) (S>O) (O>S) (S>Ol (O>S) (S>O) (O>S) 
Group (canonical: SOV) (scrambled: OSV) (canonical: SOV) (scrambled: OSV) 
Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean 
(SO) (SO) (SO) (SO) (SO) (SO) .(SO) (SO) 
JJ 2.26 0.69 2.01 2.29 2.86 0.70 2.59 2.43 
In=20) (0.70) (0.72) (0.71) (0.56) (0.27) (0.62) (0.35) (0.56) 
EJ int 2.74 1.61 2.65 2.48 2.81 1.92 2.45 1.96 
(n=18) (0.28) (0.63) (0.35) (0.54) (0.27) (0.77) (0.41 ) (0.52) 
EJ adv 2.82 1.38 2.69 1.64 2.93 1.31 2.76 1.96 
(n=9) (0.39) (1.12) (0.65) (1.16) (0.14) (1.02) (0.30) (0.85) 
CJ int 2.07 1.19 2.03 1.83 2.17 0.90 2.27 2.30 
(n=6) (0.98) (0.77) (0.91) (1.08) (0.85) (0.60) (0.79) (0.43) 
CJ adv 2.87 1.07 2.64 2.18 2.89 0.82 2.69 1.89 
(n=9) (0.17) (0.78) (0.40) (0.72) (0.20) (0.53) (0.23) (0.72) 
KJ int 2.58 1.24 2.33 1.98 2.59 0.92 2.44 2.08 
(n=20) (0.45) (0.70) (0.54) (0.88) (0.49) (0.58) (0.42) (0.74) 
KJ adv 2.60 0.64 2.63 1.75 2.85 0.75 2.61 2.13 
(n=15) (0.35) (0.71) (0.42) (0.70) (0.22) (0.59) (0.30) (0.74) 
Table SF .4.ii: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Measure: MEASURE_1 
Transfo d V . bl A rme ana e: verage 
Type III 
Sum of Mean 
Source Squares df Square F Sig. 
Intercept 2745.211 1 2745.211 3664.313 .000 
Group 15.563 6 2.594 3.462 .004 
Error 67.426 90 .749 
223 Sphericity is assumed, as Mauchly's test of sphericity was non-significant. Equality of variance not 
assumed, due to significant results in Levene's test: 
quality of Error Variances Levene's Test olE 
F df1 df2 Sig. 
Type 1A 5.144 6 90 .000 
Type 18 1.544 6 90 .173 
Type 1C 4.437 6 90 .001 
Type 10 2.449 6 90 .031 
Type 3A 5.813 6 90 .000 
Type 38 1.754 6 90 .118 
Type 3C 3.418 6 90 .004 
Type 3D 1.452 6 90 .204 
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Table SF .4.iii: Tests of Within Subjects Contrasts 
Measure' MEASURE 1 
Subj Scram- Type III Mean Source* Scope Sum of df F Sig. QP bling 
Squares 5cpIe 
Subj QP I..il3er 
.887 1 .887 3.118 .081 
Subj QP * Group I..il3er 5.004 6 .834 2.934 .012 
Error(Subj QP) Li1ea" 
25.587 90 .284 
Scrambling I..il3er 26.990 1 26.99 110.676 .000 
Scrambling * Group I..il3er 8.809 6 1.468 6.021 .000 
Error(Scrambling) I..il3er 21.948 90 .244 
Scope Lileer 157.926 1 157.926 201.868 .000 
Scope * Group Lileer 12.779 6 2.130 2.722 .018 
Error(Scope) !..rea" 70A09 90 .782 
Subj QP * Scrambling I..il3er L..ileer 
.113 1 .113 .626 .431 
Subj QP * Scr. * Group I..i&r l..ilea" 4.149 6 .691 3.845 .002 
Error(Subj QP*Scrambling) I..i&r L..ileer 16.187 90 .180 
Subj QP * Scope L..ileer Lileer 
.725 1 .725 2.615 .109 
Subj QP * Scope * Group I..i&r Lileer 2.261 6 .377 1.360 .240 
Error(Subj QP*Scope) I..ilear Lileer 24.947 90 .277 
Scrambling * Scope L..ileer L..ileer 52.453 1 52.453 265.506 .000 
Scrambling * Scope * Group Li1ea" L..ileer 9.648 6 1.608 8.139 .000 
Error(Scrambling*Scope) L..ileer L..ileer 17.780 90 .198 
Subj QP * Scr. * Scope L..ileer L..ileer L..ileer 
.425 1 .425 2.176 .144 
Subj QP * Scr. * Scope * L..ileer L..ileer I..i&r 1.811 6 .302 1.545 .173 Grol!P_ 
Error(Subj QP*Scr. *Scope) l..i&I" l..i&I" Lileer 17.590 90 .195 
• 
'Scr.' = ScramblIng 
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Table SF.4.iv: 
Within-subjects contrasts (Types lc and ld compared with Type lb) 
Type 1c compared with Type 1b TJlPe 1d compared with Type 1b 
Type III Type III 
Sum of Mean Sum of Mean 
SQuares df Square F Sig. Squares df Square F Sig. 
JJ 32.258 1 32.258 28.242 .000 47.895 1 47.895 56.148 .000 
EJint 19.220 1 19.220 33.188 .000 13.433 1 13.433 62.242 .000 
EJ adv 15.471 1 15.471 6.842 .031 .640 1 .640 2.286 .169 
CJ int 4.250 1 4.250 2.763 .157 4.250 1 4.250 2.763 .157 
CJadv 22.404 1 22.404 28.561 .001 11.111 1 11.111 20.161 .002 
KJ int 23.835 1 23.835 23.072 .000 11.001 1 11.001 22.966 .000 
KJadv 59.203 1 59.203 92.120 .000 18.371 1 18.371 18.075 .001 
Table SF .4. v: 
Within-subjects contrasts (Types 3c and 3d compared with Type 3b) 
Type 3c compared with Type 3b T~e 3d compared with Type 3b 
Type III Type III 
Sum of Mean Sum of Mean 
Squares df Square F Sig. Squares df Square ·F Sig. 
JJ 74.885 1 74.885 141.707 .000 63.190 1 63.190 120.879 .000 
EJint 4.961 1 4.961 11.300 .004 4.961 1 4.961 11.380 .004 
EJadv 18.778 1 18.778 22149 .002 3.738 1 3.738 9.894 .014 
CJ int 11.207 1 11.207 62ffi .054 11.760 1 11.760 13.125 .015 
CJadv 31.360 1 31.360 92235 .000 10.240 1 10.240 12.800 .007 
KJint 46.208 1 46.208 1003)7 .000 27.028 1 27.028 68.983 .000 
KJadv 52.267 1 52.267 112cxx) .000 28.843 1 28.843 37.260 .000 
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About this appendix 
This appendix relates to the second part of the main experimental study (Phase 3): 
investigation of questions with a QP-subject and wh-object. It should be used in 
conjunction with Chapter 5, Section 5.3. The appendix comprises six sections: 
1. Appendix 6A: test items and pictures for the Japanese version of the test; 
2. Appendix 6B: test battery in Chinese; 
3. Appendix 6C: test battery in Korean; 
4. Appendix 6D: L2ers' answer sheet in English; 
5. Appendix 6E: L2ers' answer sheet in Japanese; 
6. Appendix 6F: tables of results. 
Note on Appendices 6A--6C: 
The pictures used in the English, Chinese and Korean versions of the test were the 
same as those presented in Appendix 6A, except that names and text on the pictures 
appeared in the respective language of each test. The English test battery is not 
presented separately, because this version used the English translation sentences 
given in Appendix 6A (except that English names were used instead of Japanese 
names). 
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Appendix 6A: Test items and pictures in Japanese 
Note: For convenience, English translations of the Japanese words appearing on the pictures are given 




picture & QlA 
Picture for 1 a & 1 b: 
Q: faJ~t'::t1.t>tJfiL \~O)? 
Nani-o daremo-ga yaita no? 
what-ACC everyone-NoM bake.PAST Q 





Q: (As la) 
'P 
r1J'\/c? '/!f-~.L \t:::.o 
A-san-wa pan to keeki-o, B-san-wa pan to appuru-pai-o, C-san-wa 
A-.san-KPbread and cake-AOC, B-6an-rrFbread and apple pie-ACe, C-san-rrF 
pan to kukkii-o yaita. 
bread and biscuit-ACrbake.PAST. 
'A-san baked bread and a cake, B-san baked bread and a pie, and C-san 
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picture & Q/A 
Picture/or 2a & 2b: 
Translation (L-R): Sam, Emi, Ken, Mari 
Q: fAJ ~ t~tL ~ tJf tJ\ ~ \ t.:: 0) ? 
A: 
Nani-o daremo-ga kaita no? 
what-AcC everyone-NOM draW.PAST Q 






Q: (As 2a) 
A: 
n;: 1!1vt!.r. 
~ ~ * ') -; '\b Juri. c~~ ~ tJ\~ \t.::o 
SamU-kWl-Wa neko to tori-o, Emi-tyan-wa neko to nezumi-o, Ken-kwt-wa 
Sam-hm-'KPcat and bird-ACe, Emi~'KPcat and mouse-AIr, Ken-kun-lCF 
neko to inu-o, Marl-tyan-wa neko to kingyo-o kaita. 
and dog-ACe, Mari-chan-RPcat and goldfish-ACX:draw.PAST. 
'Sam drew a cat and a bird, Emi drew a cat and a mouse, Ken drew a cat 
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picture & QlA 
Picture for 3a & 3b: 
Translation (L-R): Yuki, Taro, Rie 
Nani-o daremo-ga motte-kita no? 
what-ACC everyone-NoM have-come.PAST Q 
'What did everyone bring?' 




Q: (As 3a) 
A: 
" 'J ~ -; ~ 1v1;t.~IvrJ.-:J C I;t. ~ h'£-~? -r ~ t~o 
Yuki-tyan-wa enpitu to hon-o, Taroo-kun-wa enpitu to pen-o, Rie-
Yuki-chan-KPpencil and book-ACr, Taro-kun-KPpencil and pen-ACr, Rie-
tyan-wa enpitu to hasami-o motte-kita. 
chan-'KPpencil and scissors-AO: have-come.PAST. 
'Yuki brought a pencil and a book, Taro brought a pencil and a pen, and 
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picture & QlA 
Picture for 4a & 4b: . 
j:J- r':' '/1/77 'f 
ESc:; i§JlI 
Translation (Line 1): Gardening Club 
(Line 2, L-R): Tanaka, Morita, Nishikawa 
Q: fAJ£o t.=n t>tJfii? t;:O) ? 
A: 
Nani-o daremo-ga tukutta no? 
what-ACC everyone-NOM grow.PAST Q 






Q: (As 4a) 
A: 
~ ?< 
ret: ~ ~? 'J £Off? t;:o 
Tanaka-san-wa hana to ninzin-o, Morita-san-wa hana to tomato-o, 
Tanaka~1(l>flower and carrot-AOC, Morita~1(l>flower and tomato-AOC, 
Nisikawa-san-wa hana to kyuuri-o tukutta. 
Nishikawa-san-1(l>flower and cucumber-AOCgrow.PAST. 
'Tanaka-san grew flowers and carrots, Morita-san grew flowers and 
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picture & Q1A 
Picture [or 5a_&_ 5b_:-::-__ _ 
~-I'·- -r 
Translation (Top): At the supermarket 
(Names, L-R): Hayashi, Yamada, Morimoto 
Q: IT> faJ ~ t.:: t1. t> tJf It ? t~J/) ? 
A: 
Nani-o daremo-ga katta no? 
what-AcC everyone-NOM buy.PAST Q 






Q: (As 5a) 
A: ~~t., t!1T>tz. ~ ~ ~ t!1T>tz. t,I)tlc ** ~ !vIi • Cr\-;--;-~. LIJ EB ~ !vIi ~. C 'J!V:'-~, a*~ !vIi 
t!1T>tz. IT> 
• C~*tJ~~R?t.::o 
Hayasi-san-wa sakana to banana-o, Yamada-san-wa sakana to ringo-o, 
Hayashi-san-1CPfish and banana-ACe, Yamada-san-1CPfish and apple-ACr, 
Morimoto-san-wa sakana to tamanegi-o katta. 
Morimoto-san-1CPfish and onion-AOCbuy.PAST. 
'Hayashi-san bought fish and bananas, Yamada-san bought fish and apples, 
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picture & Q/A 
Picture/or Dix & Diy: 
Translation (L-R): KOji, Naoko 
Q: fsiJ~~C1)TtJf~~t;:C1)? 
A: 
Nani-o onnanoko-ga tabeta no? 
what-Acc girl-NOM eat.PAST Q 
'What did the girl eat?' 
/'\77 c:"!t / t-:.{ ':I7-r!"t 0 
Banana to sandoitti desu. 
banana and sandwich COP 
'A banana and a sandwich.' 
Q: ;tJffsiJ~~~t;:C1)? 
A: 
Dare-ga nani-o taheta no? 
whO-NOM what-Ace eat.PAST Q 
'Who ate what?' 
<Iv fJ.~;: 
;:.? C~f1/'\77C:"!t/~.{ ':I7~, ~T!>~lvf1/'\77C:? ':I~ 
-~*"'~o 
Koozi-kun-wa banana to sandoitti-o, Naoko-tyan-wa banana to 
Koj i .. kwHCP banana and sandwich-ACe, Naoko-cJm..n:Pbanana and 
kukkii-o tabeta. 
biscuit-ACe, eat.PAST. 
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index picture & Q1A 
Picture for D2x & D2y: 
Translation (L-R): Tanaka, Suzuki 
D2x Q: tt.n U) 12 9 itt)~faJ f: iXlu t!. (J) ? 
Dare-ga nani-o nonda no? 
who-NOM what-AcC drink.PAST Q 
'Who drank what?' 
A: ~,.g. T1'~ U) B3~ ~lufi;t V/~~ ~ -;Af:, jf;*~ luri I:: - )v~iXlut!.o 
Tanaka-san-wa orenzi-zyuusu-o, Suzuki-san-wa biiru-o nonda 
Tanaka-san-TOP orange juice-Acc, Suzuki-san-TOP beer-ACC drink.PAST. 
'Tanaka-san drank orange juice and Suzuki-san drank beer.' 
D2y Q: (As D2x) 18 3 
A: ~,.g. U) B3.~Iu~;tv/~~~-;A~~Iu~o 
Tanaka-san-wa orenzi-zyuusu-o nonda. 
Tanaka-san-TOP orange juice-ACc drink.PAST. 
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picture & Q/A 
Picture for D3x & D3y: 




IttlffaJ ~ t> ; ? t;:. (J) ? 
Dare-ga nani-o moratta no? 
whO-NOM what-ACC receive.PAST Q 
'Who got what?' 
. ~ '&:<-3 <Iv ~ '&:<-3 <?l,,~ ~3J."S "Plvf;t=F Q ct ~7 7-~. ct ~S~f;t=F 9 ctfft""F£. ~ ~ 
<Iv ~ .&:<-3 ~? I" 
Iv L,;~f;t=F a ct.T~ t>;? t;:.o 
Y umi-tyan-wa tebulruro to mahuraa-o, Yosio-kun-wa tebukuro to 
Yumi-chan-TOP gloves and scarf-ACC, Yoshio-kun-ToP gloves and 
kutusita-o, Syunzi-kun-wa tebukuro to boosi-o moratta. 
SOCks-ACC, Shunji-kun-ToP gloves and hat-ACC receive.PAST. 
'Yumi got gloves and a scarf, Yoshio got gloves and socks, and Shunji got 
gloves and a hat' 
Q: (As D3x) 
A: ~ '&:<-3 ~(J)TIj:~ a ~ t>;? t;:.o 
Otokonoko-wa tebukuro-o moratta. 
BoY-TOP gloves-ACC receive.PAST. 
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index picture & QlA 
Picture/or D4x & D4y: 
Translation (L-R): Mariko, Ayako, Satomi 
D4x Q: t::n tI' 7 14 .~ffaJ ~ Jl J t~ (J) ? 
Dare-ga nani-o katta no? 
whO-NOM what-Acc buy.PAST Q 
'Who bought what?' 
A: ~? t. ~ch <? tI' * 'J =r~ IvritM;T~, I.>~T~ IvritJ\rflv~, .~~ Ivrifft~ ii J 
'ko 
Mariko-san-wa boosi-o, Ayako-san-wa kahan-o, Satomi-san-wa 
Mariko-san-TOP hat-Acc, Ayako-san-TOP bag-ACC, Satomi-san-TOP 
kutu-o katta. 
shoe-AcC buy.PAST. 
'Mariko bought a hat, Ayako bought a bag, and Satomi bought some 
shoes.' 
D4y Q: (As D4x) 16 5 
A: ~? t. tI' t.::n t>tJf.T~ Ji J t~o 
Daremo-ga boosi-o katta 
Everyone-NOM hat-AcC buy.PAST. 
'Everyone b'ought a hat.' 
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index picture & QlA 
Picture for D5x & D5y: 
Translation (L-R): Ken, Harumi 
D5x Q: tJ. 3 18 fpJ .£-~ O)=f 1JqijH \ t::. 0) ? 
Nani-o otokonoko-ga hiita no? 
what-AcC boY-NOM play.PAST Q 
'Who played what?' 
A: u. (1!v~!vli*~-~, liQ~~ !vIi t:7 .I ~~L \t::.o 
Ken-san-wa gitaa-o, Harumi-san-wa piano-o hiita 
Ken-san-TOP guitar-ACC, Harumi-san-TOP piano-Ace play.PAST. 
'Ken played the guitar and Harumi played the piano.' 
D5y Q: t.:tL v 9 12 ~1JffaJ~~L \t::.O)? 
Dare-ga nani-o hiita no? 
whO-NOM what-Ace play.PAST Q 
'Who played what?' 
A: u. liQ~~ !vIi t:7 .I ~.L \t::.o 
Harumi-san-wa piano-o hiita. 
Harumi-san-TOP piano-Acc play.PAST. 
'Harumi played the piano. ' 
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Appendix 68: Wh-QP test items in Chinese and English 
Note: See Appendix 6A for (i) the pictures that accompanied each test item (the text on the pictures 
was in Chinese in the Chinese version); (ii) the item numbers. . 
index QlA 
la Q: 4t~A~11t1-? 
Meigeren kaole shenme? 
everyone baked what 
'What did everyone bake?' 












A kaole mianbao he yikuai dangao, B kaole mianbao he yige bing, C 
A baked bread and a cake, B baked bread and a pIe C 
kaole mianbao he binggan. 
baked bread and biscuits 
'A baked bread and a cake, B baked bread and a pie, and C baked bread and biscuits.' 
4t~A@J 11t1-? 
Meigeren huale shenme? 
everyone draw what 









Sam huale yizhi mao he yizhi niao, Kate huale yizhi mao he yizhi laoshu, 
Sam draw a cat and a bird Kate draw a cat and a mouse 
David huale yizhi mao he yizhi gou, Jane huale yizhi mao 
David draw a cat and a dog Jane draw a cat 
he yitiao jinyu. 
and a goldfish 
'Sam drew a cat and a bird, Kate drew a cat and a mouse, David drew a cat and a dog, and 
Jane drew a cat and a goldfish.' 
4t~A.11t1-? 
Meigeren daile shenme? 
everyone brought what 
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3b Q: (As 3a) 
A: .*'l-~~~~-*~, ~_'l-~~~~-~_~, t*'l-~.~~ 
-lE:tJJ. 
Lucy daile yizhi qianbi he yiben shu, Tim daile yizhi qianbi 
Lucy brought a pencil and a book Tim brought a pencil 
he yizhi gangbi, Amy daile yizhi qianbi he yiba jiandao. 
and a pen, Amy brought a pencil and a sCIssors 
'Lucy brought a pencil and a book, Tim brought a pencil and a pen, and Amy brought a 
pencil and a pair of scissors. ' 
4a Q: ~-t-A#l1ti.? 
Meigeren zhongle shenme? 
everyone grew what 









Jones xiansheng zhongle hua he huluobo, Wilson furen zhongle hua 
Jones Mr grew flower and carrot Wilson Mrs grew flower 
he xihongshi 
and tomato, 
Brown xiansheng zhongle hua he huanggua. 
flower and cucumber Brown Mr grew 
'Mr Jones grew flowers and carrots, Mrs Wilson grew flowers and tomatoes, and Mr 
Brown grew flowers and cucumbers.' 
~-t-A~l1ti.? 
Meigeren maile shenme? 
everyone bought what 





.t~mAA~ l-i ;fP~i, ~t~~~l'IiI~~~, ~*AA~l'IiI~~~ . 
Smith furen maile yu he xiangjiao, Walker xiansheng maile yu he 
Smith Mrs bought fish and banana Walker Mr bought fish and 
pinguo, Green furen maile yu he yangcong. 
apple Green Mrs bought fish and omon 
'Mrs Smith bought fish and bananas, Mr Walker bought fish and apples, and Mrs Green 
bought fish and onions. ' 
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Dix Q: *11< "t r it i. ? 
nuhai chile shenme? 
girl ate what 
'What did the girl eat?' 
A: - Rfi-f;~--t-~xm 
yizhi xiangjiao he yige sanwenzhi 
a banana and a sandwich 
'A banana and a sandwich.' 
DIy Q: it"t r it i. ? 
shui chile 
who ate 
'Who ate what?' 
shenme? 
what 
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A: Ji1. $ "t r - R fff;~--t-~x m, Jt~fF "t r - R fff;;fP -J!!:.t}tT. 
Bill chile yizhi xiangjiao he yige sanwenzhi, Clare chile yizhi xiangjiao 
Bill ate a banana and a sandwich Clare ate a banana 
he YlXle binggan 
and some biscuits 
'Bill ate a banana and a sandwich, and Clare ate a banana and some biscuits.' 
D2x Q: it ~ r it i. ? 
shui he Ie shenme? 
who drank what 
'Who drank what?' 
A: $$~ r ~-f1t, iI*4!~ r ~iW. 
Phil hele juzizhi, Fred hele PlJlU 
Phil drank orange juice Fred drank beer 
'Fred drank orange juice and Phil drank beer.' 
D2y Q: (As D2x) 
A: $$~ 1 ~T1t. 
Phil hele juzizhi 
Phil drank orange JUice 
'Phil drank orange juice.' 
D3x Q: it11"1t i. ? 
shui you shenme? 
who have what 
'Who got what?' 
A: lt~~-f* ;fPOOrtJ, ff~~11"-f*~*T, Jtt~-f*;fP-m~T. 
Jane you shoutao he weijin, James you shoutao he Wazl, Rob you 
Jane have glove and scarf, James have glove and socks Rob have 
shoutao he yiding maOZI 
glove and a hat 
'Jane got gloves and a scarf, Rob got gloves and socks, and James got gloves and a hat.' 
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D3y Q: (As D3x) 
A: ~~1n*-J!tj-f*o 
Nanhaimen you YIXle shoutao 
boys have some glove. 
The boys got some gloves. 
D4xU4 Q: ii1ll 1ft ~ ? 
shui daile shenme? 
who brought what 
'Who brought what?' 
A: JJk ~a iIE if 1 -lPi ~ T, {IJ 1t if 1 - t-~ 'PL, ~ =hI if 1 - J!tj ~ To 
Marie daile yiding maozi, Liz daile yige shubao, Sarah daile yixie xiezi 
Marie brought a hat, Liz brought a bag Sarah brought some shoe 
'Marie brought a hat, Liz brought a bag, and Sarah brought some shoes.' 
D4y Q: (As D4x) 
A: ~t-A1Il1-lPi~To 
meigeren daile yiding maozi 
everyone brought a hat 
'Everyone brought a hat. ' 
D5x Q: ~ fdii ~ 1ft ~ ? 
nanhai yanzoule shenme? 
boy played what 
'What did the boy play?' 
A: ~J jJi~ 1 w t, J =hIjJi~ 1 ~~ 
Paul yanzoule jita, Laura yanzoule gangqin 
Paul played guitar Laura played piano 
'Paul played the guitar and Laura played the piano.' 
D5y Q: iijJi*" 11t ~ ? 
shui yanzoule shenme? 
who played what 
'Who played what?' 
A: J =hIjJi~ 1 ~~o 
Laura yanzoule gangqin 
Laura played plano 
'Laura played the piano.' 
224 A mistranslation occurred on this test item and item D4y. The verb should have been 'bought' as in 
the Japanese, Korean and English versions. 
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Appendix 6C: Wh-QP test items in Korean 
Notes: 
1. See Appendix 6A for (i) the pictures that accompanied each test item (the text on the pictures was 
in Korean in the Korean version); (ii) the item numbers. 
11. Korean verbal suffixes (e.g., the past tense morpheme -ss, the complementiser -ko, and the 
declarative morpheme-ta) and the post-proper-name phonetic filler i are not glossed separately. 
index QlA 
la Q: .!f.<3!~ '!;=-Tq7~ T~q? 
Mwues-ul nwukwuna-ka kwuwess ni? 
what-ACC everyone-NoM bake.PAST Q 
'What did everyone bake? (scrambled)' 
A: ~~ T~C~. 
Ppang-ul kwuwessta. 
bread ACC baked 
, (Everyone) baked bread.' 
Ib Q: (As 1a) 
A: ~Ol~ ~Jl~ 7l101.3.~ .:r~.Jl, 9 5 1 ~ ~Jl~ li~OI ~ .:r¥1.Jl, ~~ol ~ ~Jl~ Jl~ 
A~~ T~c~. 
Yengi-nun ppang kwa kheyikhu-ul kwuwessko, Swuhuy-nun ppang kwa phai-lul 
Yengi-ToP bread and cake-Acc baked, Swuhuy-TOP bread and pie-Ace 
kwuwessko, Cinyeng-i-nun ppang kwa kwaca-Iul kwuwessta. 
baked, Cinyeng-TOP bread and biscuit-ACC baked 
'Yengi baked bread and a cake, Swuhuy baked bread and a pie, and Cinyeng baked bread 
and biscuits.' 
2a Q: .!f.<3!~ .!;=-.:rq7~ ::1~q? 
Mwues-ul nwukwuna-ka kulyess ni? 
what-ACC everyone-NOM draw PASTQ 
'What did everyone draw? (scrambled)' 
A: j!~ol~ ::1~CL 
Koyangi-Iul kulyessta. 
cat-ACC drew 
'(Everyone) drew a cat. ' 
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2b Q: (As 2a) 
A: ~9~ .ll~OI2~ AH ~ .:J.~.ll, 9~OI ~ .ll~OI~ ~?I ~ ::z.~~, ~-t401:: 
.ll~OI2~ 7H ~ .:J.~.ll, ~~Ol ~ ~~Ol~ i5--*Oi ~ ::z.~q. 
Kyenswu-nun koyangi wa say-lui kulyessko, Swuyang-i-nun koyangi wa sayngcwi-Iul 
Kyenswu-TOP cat and bird-ACC drew, Swuyang-ToP cat and mouse-ACC 
kulyessko, Huykwen-i-nun koyangi wa kay-lui kulyessko, Cinkyen-i-nun koyangi wa 
drew, Huykweni-ToP cat and dog-ACC drew, Cinkyen-ToP cat and 
kumpwunge-Iul kulyessta. 
goldfish-ACC drew 
'Kyenswu drew a cat and a bird, Swuyang drew a cat and a mouse, Huykwen drew a cat 
and a dog, and Cinkyen drew a cat and a goldfish. ' 
3a Q:.!i!-<3! ~ T~L~:7 ~ :7 ~A~ ¥l '-I ? 
Mwues-ul nwukwuna-ka kaeyewass ni? 
what-Acc everyone-NoM bring PAST Q 
'What did everyone bring? (scrambled)' 
A: ~~ ~ :7~A~¥lc~. 
Yenphil-ul kacyewassta. 
pencil-Acc brought 
'(Everyone) brought a pencil.' 
3b Q: (As 3a) 
A: ~§:I~ ~~l!~ ~ ~ :7 ~A~¥l.ll, ~~ol:: CZ1:mJl~ ~~ :7~A~¥l.ll, ~T:: CZ1:m 
l!~ :7~~ ~ :7~A~¥lc~. 
Kyenghuy-nun yenphil kwa chayk-ul kacyewassko, Cwunyeng-i-nun yenphil 
Kyenghuy-TOP pencil and book-ACC brought, Cwunyeng-ToP pencil 
kwa pheyn-ul kacyewassko, Hyenswu-nun yenphil kwa kawi-Iul kacyewassta 
and pen-Acc brought, Hyenswu-ToP pencil and scissorS-ACC brought 
'Kyenghuy brought a pencil and a book, Cwunyeng brought a pencil and a pen, and 
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4a Q: Jf.'3:! ~ TTL~7~ 71*lLl? 
Mwues-ul nwukwuna-ka khiwess ni? 
what-ACC everyone-NOM grow.PAST Q 
'What did everyone grow? (scrambled)' 
A: ¥~ 71*lcL 
Kkoch-ul khiwessta. 
flower-ACC grew 
'(Everyone) grew flowers.' 
4b Q: (As 4a) 
A: ~9~ ¥jl~ ~1I~~ 71~.Jl, ~Ol ~ ¥jl~ £o~£~ 71~.Jl, ~7/ ~ ¥~ 2.0/ 
~ 7I*lc~. 
Cinswu-nun kkoch kwa yangpha-Iul khiwuko, Yang-i-nun kkoch kwa thomatho-Iul 
Cinswu-TOP flower and onion-ACC grow, Yang-ToP flower and tomato-ACC 
khiwuko, Cwunki-nun kkoch kwa oi-Iul khiwessta. 
grow, Cwunki-TOP flower and cucumber-AcC grew 
'Cinswu grew flowers and onions, Yang grew flowers and tomatoes, and Cwunki grew 
flowers and cucumbers.' 
5a Q: Jf.'3:!~ TT47~ 1lL/? 
A: 
Mwues-ul nwukwuna-ka sass ni? 
what-ACC everyone-NOM buy.PAST Q 
'What did everyone buy? (scrambled)' 
AHA-t 0 A~CL 
OL...:2 AJ.. r· 
Sayngseng-ul sassta. 
fish-ACC bought 
'(Everyone) bought fish.' 
ill A separate picture was created for (4a) and (4b) in Korean, with the man on the left in the picture 
depicted with onions, instead of carrots as in the Japanese, Chinese and English versions. This is due 
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(As 5a) 
~ol~ ~~1l~ t:I~L~q~ ~~, ~-?:::: ~~~ .A~il~~ ~~, ~Ol:::: ~~j]} <# 
Ii.~~ ~c~. 
Swun-i-nun sayngseng kwa panana-Iul sassko, Cinswu-nun sayngseng kwa sakwa-Iul 
Swun-TOP fish and banana-ACC bought, Cinswu-TOP fish and apple-Acc 
sassko, Yang-i-nun sayngseng kwa yangpha-Iul sassta. 
bought, Yang-ToP fish and onion-ACC bOUght 
'Swun bought fish and bananas, Cinswu bought fish and apples, and Yang bought fish 
and onions.' 
DIx Q: ..!f-<3J.~::::J. ~L~7~ ~~L.I? 
Mwues-ul ku sonye-ka mekess ni? 
what-AcC that girl-NoM eat.PAST Q 
'What did the girl eat? (scrambled)' 
A: t:I~L~L~.2~ {!!=-~I;j:1 ~ ~~cL 
Panana wa sayntuwichi-Iul mekessta. 
banana and sandwich-ACC ate 
, (She) ate a banana and a sandwich. ' 
DIy Q: T7~ ..!f-<3J.~ ~~q? 
Nwuka mwues-ul mekess ni? 
who what-ACC eat.PAST Q 
'Who ate what?' 
Chelswu-nun panana 
Chelswu-TOP banana 
wa sayngtuwichi-Iul mekessko, Yang-i-nun panana wa 
and sandwich-ACC ate, Yang-TOP banana and 
kwaca-Iul mekessta. 
biscuit-ACC ate 
'Chelswu ate a banana and a sandwich, and Yang ate a banana and some biscuits.' 
D2x Q: T7 ~ -!f-<3J. ~ o~11q? 
A: 
Nwuka mwues-ul masyess ni? 
who what-ACC drink.PAST Q 
'Who drank what?' 
~~ 01:::: .2£!!AI ~~ ~ o~11~ ~71:: Q.ij-? ~ o~11cL 
Cwunyang-nun oreynci cwusu-Iul masyessko, Cwunki-nun 
Cwunyang-TOP orange juice-Acc drank, Cwunki-TOP 
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(As D2x) 
~T7~ .2.~AI ;,cA.E. D~l1q 1-2 • 
Chelswu nun oreynci cwusu-Iul masyessko 
Chelswu-TOP orange juice-Acc drank 
'Chelswu drank orange juice.' 
T7~ !f.<3:!~ ~~L-I? 
Nwuka mwues-ul patass ni? 
who what-Acc get.PAsT Q 
'Who got what?' 
T~OI::: ~~1l~ ~£2.1 ~ ~~.::il ?;S.¢=- A~7l-ill O~[JI-..2. tHo\'....L!."7J %I~IOI=-
, &.:... I L- di:::l., 022 r=.M ,-..3. L-
~~1l~ £A~~ ~~c~. 
Swuyang-nun cangkap kwa moktori-Iul patassko, Cwunswu-nun cangkap kwa 
Swuyang-TOP gloves and scarf-ACC got, Cwunswu-TOP gloves and 
yangmal-Iul patassko, Huykwen-i-nun cangkap kwa moca-Iul patassta. 
SOCk-ACC got, Huykwen-TOP gloves and hat-AcC got 
'Swuyang got gloves and a scarf, Cwunswu got gloves and socks, and Huykwen got 
gloves and a hat.' 
D3y Q: (As D3x) 
A: ~~~Ol ~~~ ~~c~. 
Sonyentul-i cangkap-ul patassta. 
bOYS-NOM gloves-ACC got 
'The boys got some gloves. ' 
D4xU' Q: T7~ !f.<3:!~ llL-l? 
A: 
Nwuka mwues-ul sass ni? 
who what-ACC buy.PAST Q 
'Who bought what?' 





7pg ~ 1l.::il, 
Yang-i-nun 
Yang-ToP 
yangmal myech kkyelley-Iul sass-ta 
sock some pair-Acc bought. 
=f=:§:I::: ~I§t ~ ~ ~I ~ 1lcL 
kapang-ul sass-ko, Swuhuy-nun 
bag-ACC buy- bought, Swuhuy-TOP 
'Swun bought a hat, Yang bought a bag, and Swuhuy bought some socks.' 
226 Due to a translation error, the name in the answer for D2y was not one of the names on the picture. 
Therefore, the answer was incorrect for this reason in Korean. (In the other languages the answer was 
also expected to be judged incorrect, but on pragmatic grounds. See Chapter 5.) 
227 A mistranslation occurred on this test item. The third person in the picture (Swuhuy) was depicted 
with a pair of shoes but the Korean answer states she bought socks. Thus, the 'correct' answer on this 
item in Korean was '-I , or '-2' on the rating scale indicating that the answer is not possible. This was 





D4y Q: (As D4x) 
A: TTq £A~ ~ 1-1:c~. 
Nwukwuna moca-Iul sassta. 
everyone hat-Acc bought 
'Everyone bought a hat.' 
D5x Q: .!f-<3!~ =r ~'.:101 ~~~'-I? 
A: 
Mwues-ul ku sonyen-i yencwu hayss ni? 
what-ACC that boy-NOM play.PAST Q 
'What did the boy play?' 
~ 9:: 71 E~ ~ '2:! ~ ~.::L!., ~ 01:: lil 0 ~ !:J:. ~ '2:! ~ ~ c~ . 
Yangswu-nun kitha-Iul yencwu hayssko, Swun-i-nun 
Yangswu-ToP guitar-ACC played, Swun-TOP 
'Yangswu played the guitar and Swun played the piano.' 
D5l28 Q: T7~ .!f-<3!~ '2:!~~'-I? 
Nwuka mwues-ul yencwu hayss ni? 
who what-ACc play.PAsT Q 
'Who played what?' 
A: ~OI7~ liIO~!:J:.~ ~~~cL 
Yang-i-ka phiano-Iul yencwu hayssta 
Yang-NoM piano-ACC played 
'Yang played the piano.' 
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phiano-Iulyencwu hayssta. 
piano-ACC played 
228 As for item D2y (see footnote 226), due to a translation error, the name in the answer for D5y was 
not one of the names on the picture. Therefore, the answer was incorrect for this reason in Korean. (In 
the other languages the answer was also expected to be judged incorrect, but on pragmatic grounds. 
See Chapter 5.) 
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Appendix 60: L2ers' answer sheet in English 
I 
Inatructiona (Task 2, 
For c:ach te8[ item you will .sc:c: a picnw. Undmld.th the: picturs:. a qu&:Slion and answl:r ~;1I be: 
shown. Plt:as~ judg~ w~ dkt answ,,-r is POSSib1~ in tb.:: coma[ of dk pictur~. IndiUl.: your 
answ\."(' by circling one of tM options on tIkl scale on your ansv.·cnlw~l Thl.! seak is as follows: 
i~:-T~-~~--~ [ ..;,~ I 
NOTE: 
Allthc Japa1W~ kllh:m:cs arl: grammatically com:d. This is not a • find tlw mistakd' wk. 
Examples 
(1s the answer possible']) 
No, dlllnlhlw' Yas. Can'dtcidt -: 
nat ..".. 
I l I Ex.! I ! c -2 -I +1 +2 X ; 
; 
I ! &:.1 -2 -1 +1 +2 X 
I Ex.J -2 -I +1 +2 X ! i 
\ i 
I Ex. 4 -2 -1 +1 +2 X I I 
! Ex.S -2 .. I +1 +2 X I I I 
L~_,,-2 , , J -I j +1 +2 X j , j ~.-,..".~ l .-~ .,-"-"--.~".,,. 
........................................ , ......... --... 
Post-taak comment. (PIt."aSC eirel!.! your ansWt:f'. wOOr.: appropriate) 
1. Wa:uhct time for a~h (.:sf it&!m: too long just right t.oo sbort 
2, Did you find any oflhc picl~ difficult to uruJd"StalkI? 
.. ~ .......... I .... ~ .... , ....... ~ ........ ~ ............................... v ..... - ....................................................... ~ ....... ~ ........ ~ ................... .. 
............... ....... .. ..... •• ...... iO .. o. .... • ........................... ~ ..................................................................... P •• ' .............................. , • 
3. Any funh« comments? 
....... Ii. .................................. o. ......... iO .................................................................................................................... o. ... ~ .... . 
............................. o. .......................................................... O' .................................................................................. .. 
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.. ,....., y .. c.., .... 
not ..... 
1 
-2 -1 +1 +2 x 
1 
-2 -I +1 +2 x 
3 -2 -I +1 +2 x I 
4 
-2 -1 +1 +2 x 
5 
-2 -1 +J +2 x 
6 
-2 -1 +1 +2 x , 
7 
-2 -1 +1 +2 1">-''''''''''''' .... r----~ ._- x 
I -2 -1 +1 +2 x 
9 -2 -1 +1 +2 x 
.0 
-2 -J +J +2 x 
11 -2 -1 +J +2 x 
12. 
-2 -1 +1 +2 x 
13 -2 -1 +1 +2 x 
14 "",2 -1 +1 +2 x 
15 -2 -I +1 +2 x 
.6 -2 -I +J +2 x 
.7 -2 -I +1 +2 x 
11 -2 -I +1 +2 x j 
19 -2 -I +1 +2 x I 
! 
It -2 -1 +1 +2 X i 
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Appendix 6E: L2ers' answer sheet in Japanese 
~A "'O)n~ (~A!12) 
;::. (/)-rA Ht~r.i! Iv I:'. C. -!"(/).,:'?~' -C<1.>.fllJc!:: if.:t f= Jt "'C ~ '~r.: ~ '"'C. -t-O)~ 
7...ffi, _flU:., iiTftfJ\e '5 fJ\f='JIlft,,"C'~ \f.;j!: < "<1.>'t'1". "lrltlttfiO)A 7-Ja..£ff 
t. \~ ""Crt;: oQll*f:O"t'."""'t'""F:c! ~ \. A 7-J"r1;XO)iI v 't'1" : 
(It ,1111:. , ;::.(/)J:.? .:..jt.f,;::,c~iiJft~.,.b') fi \ i\=£:_~~HiT __ H'H"'N,"~-N-H-r' .. --.... --> .... 
• "t'''t i I 
1 -2 -1 i +1 l .. "".wp""","/~,,,,,,/,,,,##~.6"/'~''''~'''''' ",j"pw/, ",,,,'un~j""""N,r',.'#, ..... _ +2 x 
~: 7A "O)xrtt::tL~::ti*QtJr:'.iElA'1~''t.. ('?~'J, ;::.tLft fllllt\f:.'tJ .t? 
~-rA ,.. "t'rt~ v I::U' "". ) 
f1: 
(ftlll":.. ;::.(/).I:.? l:.iI;to;:: t:i}tiiI."t'Tb\) I tq\.t. ~'II]' , ~,\. ~'i::I: 
t'·""--", .. ".,,,., .... ~.1' ........ ., .... ·W" ,.,.~,., .. , ... - .. - .. " .. w.--.. -.... -'t' .. -.. ---~, .. ~ ..... --" ~_ ,., 1f*t"t'T I Ex.. 1 -2-1 +1 +2 
I £1:.2 -2 -1 +1 +2 
f Ex-03 -2 -1 +1 +2 
I I 1 1 2 j k.4 -2 ! - + + 
I Ex.6 
i 
-2 I -I +1 +2 i 
_._--_ ........ ----_ ... 
7A .... D)::::I7>~ ... 
1. -'ffOJ.'lllft: AiI~1t 'S.l: '5 E.tfJ\?7t 
2. itjJ\'JI:.<~\.1)ict>'J*t...ItfJ\ .. (Enbl.;t-C"'~TfJ\.) 
I tt~~4~' 
I '. 




.. ~ .................................. ~." ............. ~ .. " .... ~ .................... Oo ........ • ... Oo ............. " ..... " .. ~ ..... Oo~ ............. _ ...... - ....... ~"." .... .. 
..... " .... " ••• Oo ............... Oo .................................... " ..................................... ~ ..... " ..... " ........................... . 







..2 ...:2 1 
J ...:2 -1 
.. -2 I 
.s 
-2 -I 




• -.2 -I , 
-2 -I 
.0 ...:2 -1 
11 -2 -I 
12 -2 -1 
13 -2 -I 
~-~ -2 ",":l~~_ -. 
15 -2 -1 
16 I 2 -1 
17 -2 -1 
18 I ...,2 -1 
19 , -2 -1 
1 




+1 +2 I 
+1 +2 
+1 +2 I 
+1 +2 I 
+1 +2 
+1 +2 i 
+1 +2 ! 
+1 +2 ! ~ 
! 
+1 +2 i 
+1 +2 ! 
+1 +2 I 
+1 +2 
! 
+1 +' I 
.. &~-~-"'-""""""'" i 
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I BP:~" I 
! x l r-~"~--1 ! x I 
t x ! j x 
L It. 
i x I X ! r'~'::'x- 1 
I 
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Appendix 6F: Tables of results 
6F.1. Raw data 
Table 6F .1.i: Raw data, native control groups229 
id order mean: mean: 
Wh-QPa Wh-QPb 
nOl 2 2.S 1 
n02 2 3 0 
n03 2 3 0 
n04 2 2.6 0 
nos 2 3 0 
JJ06 2 2.2 3 
CD 
JJ07 2 0.6 0.6 II) CD 
c nos 2 2.6 1 ca 
c. JJ09 2 3 1.2 ca 
.., J110 2 2.4 2.S CD 
JJ11 2 2.2 2.6 > 
:ij 
ca J112 2 3 1 Z 
n13 2 3 1.4 
J114 2 3 3 
JJIS 2 3 3 
J116 2 2.S 0 
J117 2 3 O.S 
J11S 2 2.6 I.S 
EEOI 1 2 3 
EE02 1 2.2 3 
EE03 1 2 3 
EE04 1 2 3 
EEOS 1 1.6 3 
EE06 1 2 3 
EE07 1 2 3 
.c EEOS 1 2 3 
.!! EE09 1 2 3 
-C) EEIO 2 2 2.6 c 
w EEll 2 2 3 
CD EEI2 2 2 3 > 
:ij 
EE13 2 2 3 ca 
Z EEl4 2 2 3 
EElS 2 2.6 3 
EE2S 1 2.8 3 
EE36 2 1.4 3 
EE37 2 1.6 3 
EE3S 2 2.4 3 
EE39 1 2 3 
EE40 1 1.6 3 
229 See Appendix 3 for age and gender information about participants. 
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id order mean: mean: 
Wh-QPa Wh-QPb 
CC01 1 1.6 3 
CC02 1 2.2 1.8 
CC03 1 1.2 2.6 
CC04 1 0.8 2.6 
CD CC05 1 1 3 U) 
CD CC06 1 1.2 3 c: 
.-J: CC07 1 1.2 2.2 0 CC08 1 1.2 CD 3 
> CC09 1 1.2 2.4 ;:: 
ca CClO 1 1 2.8 z 
CCll 1 2 2.4 
CC12 1 0.6 2.8 
CC13 1 1.4 2.4 
CCI4 1 1.2 2 
KKOI 1 2.4 3 
KK02 1 2.25 2.6 
KK03 1 2.25 3 
KK04 1 3 2.4 
KK05 1 3 1.8 
KK07 1 3 3 
KK08 1 2.2 2.4 
KK09 1 2.2 2.4 
KKIO 1 3 0 
KKll 1 2 1.8 
c: KKI2 1 2.6 2 ca CD 
... KK13 1 3 1 0 
~ KKI4 1 2 3 
CD KKI5 1 1.8 3 > ;:: 
KKI6 1 1 2.2 ca z KK17 1 2.25 2 
KKI8 1 2.4 1.2 
KKI9 1 2.4 0.6 
KK20 1 2.4 1.4 
KK21 1 1.8 2.4 
KK22 1 l.2 2.2 
KK23 1 1.2 2 
KK24 1 2.4 2 
KK25 1 2.2 2.8 
KK26 1 0.8 2.4 
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Table 6F.1.ii: Raw data, learners of Japanese230 
id order mean: mean: 
Wh-QPa Wh-QPb 
En3 1 2.4 1.8 
EJ28 2 2.8 2.75 
EJ30 2 2.6 3 
En7 2 2 3 
EJ03 1 2.8 2.8 
En6 2 3 3 
.., En9 2 2.2 2.6 
w EJ25 2 3 1 Q) 
EJ02 1 1 3 .. 
. ~ 
"0 EJ08 1 2.4 1.4 Q) 
E EJ09 1 2.6 2.6 L-
a> En4 1 2.6 2.8 ..... c: 
- EJ21 2 2.4 3 
EJ26 2 2.4 2.8 
EJ27 2 2.8 1 
EJ29 2 3 3 
EJ22 2 2.4 3 
Enl 1 2.2 3 
EJ07 1 3 2.2 
EJ05 1 2.8 3 
EJ23 2 2.2 3 
.., EJ24 2 3 1.4 w 
"0 EJ06 1 3 2.4 
a> 
0 En2 1 2.8 1 c: 
m EJ04 1 2.4 0.6 > 
"0 EJ20 2 3 3 « 
En5 2 1.8 3 
EnO 1 3 0 
.., cno 1 1.8 2.8 
U Cn2 1 0.6 2.8 
a> Cn1 1 1.6 2.75 ..... m 
"0 Cn4 1 0.4 3 .0:; 
E Cn3 1 1.8 1.8 L-
a> CJOl 2 3 0 .. 
c: 
- CJ04 2 3 1.8 
CJ03 2 3 2.6 
Cn5 2 2.2 3 
CJ09 2 2 2.8 
.., 
U Cn8 2 3 0.6 
"0 C108 2 3 0.6 a> 
0 Cn6 2 1.8 2.6 c: 
m CJ07 2 3 3 > 
« CJ02 2 3 0 
CJ06 2 3 2.2 
CJ05 2 3 0.2 
230 See Appendix 3 for proficiency task scores and age and gender data. 
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id order mean: mean: 
Wh-QPa Wh-QPb 
KJI9 1 1.6 3 
KJI4 I 3 2.8 
KJ29 } 2.4 2.2 
1U39 I I 2.4 
1U25 1 2 3 
1U35 I 2.8 0.8 
KJ04 } 2.4 2.8 
KJl8 I 0.2 2.4 
., 1U20 I 2.4 0.8 ~ 
Q) KJ21 
-
I 2.5 3 
.~ 1U26 I 3 3 
'"0 
Q) 1U42 I 2.6 2 E 
L.. KJ05 1 2.8 1.6 Q) 
- KB2 I c: 1.8 1.8 
-
KB3 I 3 1.8 
1U15 I 2.8 0 
KJ27 I 2.8 2.8 
1U30 I 1.6 3 
KBI I } 3 
KJ41 I 3 3 
KJlI 2 1.4 2.2 
KJl7 1 0.8 2.4 
KJ23 } 1.2 2.8 
KB6 I 3 2.2 
KJ06 1 2.8 2.6 
KJl3 2 0.8 3 
KJ02 2 3 0.8 
., KJl2 2 1.8 3 ~ 
'"0 KJ08 2 2.4 I Q) 
0 KJ09 2 2.8 1.6 c: 
m KJ22 I 2 2.8 > 
'"0 KB8 1 1.2 1.8 « 
KJO} 2 3 1 
KJlO 2 3 0 
KB4 1 2.8 0.4 
KJ03 2 3 0 
KJ07 1 3 3 
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Table 6F.l.iii: Mean ratings on Wh-QP test tokens by native Japanese, English, 
Chinese and Korean groups 
index JJ EE CC KK 
mean SO mean SO mean SO mean SO 
la 2.72 0.57 1.81 0.6 1.29 0.91 1.5 1.19 
2a 2.5 0.79 2 0.45 1.14 0.66 2.6 0.65 
3a 2.5 0.79 2.05 0.59 1.07 0.62 2.48 0.82 
4a 2.78 0.55 2.1 0.44 1.5 0.65 2.24 0.93 
5a 2.78 0.55 2.1 0.44 1.36 0.84 1.92 1.15 
Ib 1.17 1.1 3 0 2.36 0.74 2.04 1.21 
2b 1.39 1.2 2.9 0.44 2.93 0.27 2.33 0.92 
3b 1.33 1.24 3 0 2.36 0.84 2.3 0.88 
4b 1.22 1.26 3 0 2.43 1.02 1.42 1.14 
5b 1.33 1.24 3 0 2.79 0.58 2.48 0.9 
Table 6F .1.iv: Mean ratings on Wh-QP test tokens by L2 groups 
index EJ int EJ adv CJ int CJ adv KJ int KJ adv 
mean SO mean SO mean SO mean SO mean SO mean SO 
la 2.16 1.01 2.22 1.09 2.29 0.95 2.9 0.32 1.77 1.11 2.07 1.22 
2a 2.42 0.9 2.67 0.71 2 1.41 2.3 1.16 2.41 0.8 2.4 0.99 
3a 2.63 0.6 2.78 0.67 1.57 1.4 2.6 0.7 2.19 1.12 2.73 0.8 
4a 2.68 0.58 2.78 0.44 1.43 1.4 2.8 0.42 2.27 0.94 2.33 1.11 
5a 2.63 0.6 2.89 0.33 1.43 1.4 2.9 0.32 2 1.23 2.4 1.12 
Ib 2.39 0.98 2.11 1.17 1.86 1.35 1.8 1.4 1.91 1.34 1.47 1.3 
2b 2.53 0.7 1.78 1.3 2.29 1.25 1.7 1.49 2.32 1.13 1.87 1.3 
3b 2.53 0.7 1.89 1.36 2.17 1.33 1.9 1.37 2.64 0.85 1.87 1.3 
4b 2.42 0.96 2 1.32 2 1.41 1.7 1.34 1.82 1.33 1.67 1.23 
5b 2.68 0.67 1.89 1.36 2.29 1.25 1.7 1.49 2.64 0.9 1.8 1.37 
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6F.2: Repeated measures ANOVA231 
Table 6F.2.i: Descriptive statistics 
GROUP Mean Std. N 
Deviation 
WHQPA ~J 2.6556 .58533 18 
EE 2.0095 .31923 21 
CC 1.2714 .42685 14 
KK 2.1900 .62467 25 
EJ int 2.5053 .47314 19 
EJ adv 2.6667 .43589 9 
CJ int 1.7429 1.02446 7 
CJ adv 2.7000 .49216 10 
KJ int 2.1318 .83574 22 
KJ adv 2.3867 .78364 15 
WHQPS JJ 1.2889 1.14629 18 
EE 2.9810 .08729 21 
CC 2.5714 .39111 14 
KK 2.1040 .78128 25 
EJ int 2.5132 .69279 19 
EJ adv 1.9333 1.19583 9 
CJ int 2.1357 1.06408 7 
CJ adv 1.7600 1.24651 10 
KJ int 2.2636 .84715 22 
KJ adv 1.7333 1.12800 15 
Table 6F.2.ii: Tests of Within-Subjects Contrasts 
Measure: MEASURE 1 
Source ANSWER Type III df Mean F Sig. 
Sum of Square 
Squares 
ANSWER Linear .649 1 .649 .870 .352 
ANSWER * GROUP Linear 49.205 9 5.467 7.335 .000 
Error{ANSWER) Linear 111.809 150 .745 
231 Sphericity is assumed, as Mauchly's test of sphericity was non-signficant. Equality of variance is 
not assumed, as Levene's test was significant: 
ality of Error Variances Levene's Test of Equ 
F df1 df2 Sig. 
WHQPA 3.998 9 150 .000 
WHQPB 9.416 9 150 .000 
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Table 6F.2.iii: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Measure: MEASURE_1 
Transformed V . bl A ana e: verage 
Source Type III df Mean F Sig. 
Sum of Square 
Squares 
Intercept 1292.811 1 1292.811 3346.469 .000 
GROUP 13.213 9 1.468 3.800 .000 
Error 57.948 150 .386 
6F.3: Within-groups comparison (t-tests)232 
Paired comparisons 
95% confidence 
interval of the 
difference 
Mean SO Std. Lower Upper t df 
Error 
Mean 
JJ WHOPA 1.3667 1.32887 .31322 .7058 2.0275 4.363 
WHOPB 
EJ WHQPA- -.0079 .94638 .21711 -.4640 .4482 -.036 
int WHOPB 
EJ WHOPA- .7333 1.40000 .46667 -.3428 1.8095 1.571 
adv WHOPB 
KJ WHQPA- -.1318 1.32139 .28172 -.7177 .4541 -.468 
int WHOPB 
KJ WHQPA- .6533 1.69279 .43708 -.2841 1.5908 1.495 
adv WHQPB 
CJ WHOPA -.3929 1.96986 .74454 -2.2147 1.4290 -.528 
int WHQPB 
CJ WHQPA- .9400 1.57212 .49715 -.1846 2.0646 1.891 
adv WHQPB 
EE WHQPA- -.9714 .33037 .07209 -1.1218 -.8210 -13.475 
WHOPB 
CC WHOPA- -1.3000 .70493 .18840 -1.7070 -.8930 -6.900 
WHQPB 














232 The table gives two-tailed significance values, since this is the only option SPSS provides. The 
one-tailed significance values reported in Chapter 5 were obtained simply by dividing the two-tailed 
value by two. (One-tailed values are appropriate because the hypotheses tested are directional.) 
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Table 6F .4.i: 
Between-groups post hoc multiple comparisons (Games-Howell): Wh-QPa 
95% Confidence 
Interval 
GROUP GROUP Mean Std. Error Sig. Lower Upper 
Difference Bound Bound 
JJ EJ int .1503 .17555 .997 -.4448 .7454 
EJ adv -.0111 .20036 1.000 -.7171 .6949 
KJ int .5237 .22535 .398 -.2339 1.2814 
KJ adv .2689 .24490 .980 -.5776 1.1154 
CJ int .9127 .41105 .511 -.8344 2.6598 
CJ adv -.0444 .20798 1.000 -.7747 .6859 
EE .6460 .15455 .009 .1116 1.1805 
CC 1.3841 .17902 .000 .7733 1.9949 
KK .4656 .18612 .300 -.1593 1.0904 
EJ int EJ adv -.1614 .18136 .995 -.8161 .4933 
KJ int .3734 .20864 .737 -.3320 1.0789 
KJ adv .1186 .22961 1.000 -.6870 .9241 
CJ int .7624 .40214 .675 -.9914 2.5162 
CJ adv -.1947 .18975 .986 -.8761 .4866 
EE .4957 .12898 .017 .0570 .9345 
CC 1.2338 .15747 .000 .6962 1.7715 
KK .3153 .16550 .666 -.2373 .8678 
EJ adv KJ int .5348 .22991 .405 -.2561 1.3258 
KJ adv .2800 .24910 .976 -.5934 1.1534 
CJ int .9238 .41357 .504 -.8262 2.6738 
CJ adv -.0333 .21292 1.000 -.8023 .7357 
EE .6571 .16113 .033 .0410 1.2732 
CC 1.3952 .18473 .000 .7278 2.0627 
KK .4767 .19162 .330 -.2001 1.1535 
KJ int KJ adv -.2548 .26961 .993 -1.1712 .6615 
~J int .3890 .42624 .991 -1.3554 2.1334 
CJ adv -.5682 .23658 .362 -1.3803 .2439 
EE .1223 .19131 1.000 -.5353 .7799 
~C .8604 .21157 .009 .1433 1.5774 
KK -.0582 .21762 1.000 -.7882 .6719 
KJ adv ~J int .6438 .43689 .875 -1.1094 2.3970 
CJ adv -.3133 .25527 .960 -1.2043 .5776 
EE .3771 .21399 .748 -.3937 1.1480 
CC 1.1152 .23228 .003 .3008 1.9297 
KK .1967 .23780 .997 -.6279 1.0212 
CJ int CJ adv -.9571 .41732 .474 -2.7062 .7919 
EE -.2667 .39343 .999 -2.0323 1.4990 
~C .4714 .40367 .957 -1.2813 2.2242 
KK -.4471 .40687 .970 -2.1962 1.3019 
CJ adv EE .6905 .17051 .032 .0470 1.3340 
CC 1.4286 .19297 .000 .7354 2.1218 
KK .5100 .19958 .296 -.1928 1.2128 
EE ~C -.7381 .13367 .000 -1.2056 -.2706 
KK -.9186 .16918 .000 -1.4892 -.3480 
CC KK .9186 .16918 .000 .3480 1.4892 
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Table 6F .4.ii: 
Between-groups post hoc multiple comparisons (Games-HoweU): Wh-QPb 
95% Confidence 
Interval 
GROUP GROUP Mean Std. Error Sig. Lower Upper 
Difference Bound Bound 
JJ EJ int -1.2243 .31346 .016 -2.3003 -.1482 
EJ adv -.6444 .4815~ .929 -2.4059 1.1170 
KJ int -.9747 .32499 .122 -2.0816 .1321 
KJ adv -.4444 .39727 .979 -1.7993 .9104 
CJ int -.8468 .48451 .753 -2.7011 1.0075 
CJ adv -.4711 .47789 .989 -2.1918 1.2495 
EE -1.6921 .27085 .000 -2.6690 -.7151 
CC -1.2825 .28970 .007 -2.2988 -.2663 
KK -.8151 .31211 .258 -1.8853 .2551 
EJ int EJ adv .5798 .42913 .919 -1.0968 2.2565 
KJ int .2495 .24059 .988 -.5572 1.0562 
KJ adv .7798 .33179 .398 -.3829 1.9425 
CJ int .3774 .43245 .993 -1.4351 2.1900 
~J adv .7532 .42502 .740 -.8680 2.3743 
EE -.4678 .16007 .168 -1.0397 .1041 
tc -.0583 .19023 1.000 -.7083 .5917 
KK .4092 .22288 .709 -.3361 1.1544 
EJ adv KJ int -.3303 .43762 .998 -2.0149 1.3543 
KJ adv .2000 .49367 1.000 -1.5948 1.9948 
ICJ int -.2024 .5662~ 1.000 -2.3137 1.9090 
CJ adv .1733 .56059 1.000 -1.8527 2.1993 
EE -1.0476 .39906 .333 -2.7155 .6203 
~C -.6381 .41209 .844 -2.3051 1.0290 
KK -.1707 .42814 1.000 -1.8455 1.5042 
KJ int KJ adv .5303 .34270 .860 -.6588 1.7195 
~J int .1279 .44088 1.000 -1.6836 1.9394 
~J adv .5036 .43359 .967 -1.1284 2.1356 
EE -.7173 .18161 .020 -1.3555 -.0791 
CC -.3078 .20868 .892 -1.0168 .4012 
KK .1596 .23882 1.000 -.6367 .9560 
KJ adv ~J int -.4024 .49657 .997 -2.2833 1.4785 
CJ adv -.0267 .49011 1.000 -1.7833 1.7299 
EE -1.2476 .29187 .018 -2.3304 -.1649 
ICc -.8381 .30944 .242 -1.9513 .2751 
KK -.3707 .33052 .977 -1.5284 .7871 
CJ int ICJ adv .3757 .56314 .999 -1.7097 2.4611 
EE -.8452 .40263 .579 -2.6908 1.0003 
CC -.4357 .41555 .976 -2.2601 1.3886 
KK .0317 .43147 1.000 -1.7801 1.8435 
CJ adv EE -1.2210 .39464 .180 -2.8204 .3785 
CC -.8114 .40780 .622 -2.4162 .7933 
KK -.3440 .42402 .997 -1.9630 1.2750 
EE CC .4095 .10625 .040 .0142 .8048 
KK .8770 .15741 .000 .3313 1.4226 
CC KK .4674 .18800 .309 -.1651 1.1000 
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